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PREFACE 

These proceedings reflect the presentations during the Second International Conference on 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing in the Process Industries. 

This set of papers is very unique in a number of ways. First, the papers represent a 
multitude of disciplines related to process industries. Applied research can only make its 
way forward if various disciplines learn from each other. In these proceedings, 
contributions can be found in the areas of process design, process control, production 
scheduling, recycling, management, and ergonomics. Second, we are happy to welcome a 
number of papers from practitioners, of which extended abstracts have been included in 
this proceedings. Interaction between academies and practitioners is another necessity for 
true advances in operational control in process industries, specifically with the support of 
computers. 

We would like to thank the Technica! Program Committee of the Conference in putting 
this set of presentations together. All members of the committee have been active in 
reviewing extended abstracts for the Conference. A considerable number of Technica! 
Program Committee members have organized sessions of three papers each to present a 
consistent theme. 

Finally, we want to express our gratitude to the Netherlands institute for Business 
Engineering and Technology Application, which has made it possible for us to publsih 
these proceedings. The BETA institute fuifiJs a dominant role in business engineering in 
The Netherlands and is expanding its activities to a European scope. 

Eindhoven, April 1996 

Jan C. Fransoo 
Werner G.M.M. Rutten 
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On-Line Monitoring When Measurements Yield a Profile: 
Mass Flow Controllers in Semiconductor Manufacturing 

Lan Kang and Susan L. Albin 
Department of Industrial Engineering 

Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, NJ USA 

Extended Abstract 

Statistica! process control has been successfully applied in a variety of industries 
from semiconductor to automobile manufacturing. The fundamental idea is that there are 
two types ofvariation: the first is random variation that is present in all systems and the 
second is assignable variation that is due to an unusual and correctable circumstance. The 
goal in statistica! process control is to monitor a process to identify the presence of an 
assignable cause in order to take corrective action as early as possible. 

In statistica! process control, a sample ofmeasurements is periodically drawn from 
the process and a sample statistic is computed, e.g. the sample average, the number of 
defects, and other more complex statistics. The sample statistic is plotted on a graph and 
the presence of an assignable cause is signaled if the sample statistic falls outside the up per 
and lower controllimits. The controllimits are designed such that there are very few false 
alarms (typically 3 per 1000 samples) and the mean number of samples required to detect 
an assignable cause is reasonably smal!. 

In almost all statistica! process control methods, a single variabie characterizes the 
state ofthe process- either a process variabie such as pressure or a product variabie such 
as dimension. Ho wever there are a number of systems where the state is characterized by a 
profile or a function. The contribution here is a procedure for statistica! process control 
of systems where the state is characterized by a profile. 

A familiar example of a product measurement that is characterized by a profile is 
tensile strength. A test oftensile strength yields a stress-strain curve. After measuring a 
sample of steel bars, for example, we are left with a set of stress-strain curves. How do 
we assess the curves to determine if indeed an assignable cause is present? Is there an 
analogy to an upper and lower controllimit as found in statistica! control charts? 

Mass Flow Controllers 

Our research is motivated by a problem in semiconductor manufacturing during the 
etch step. A wafer, containing hundreds of chips, is put into a chamber. Gases are 
introduced that etch away material that is not protected by photoresist thus creating the 
required pattem for that layer of each chip. Clearly, the flow of gases into the chamber 
has to be carefully controlled. The device that does this is a mass flow controller (MFC). 

1 
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A critica! assignable cause ofvariation in the etch step is that the MFCs drift out 
of calibration. The obvious solution to this problem is frequent calibration the MFCs. 
This requires removing the MFCs from the plasma etcher thus disabling the system for an 
extended period of time. Another way to address this problem is to monitor the MFC 
using statistica! process controL Calibration can then be performed when the statistica! 
process control method indicates the presence of a problem as well as at scheduled 
intervals that may be Iess frequent. 

The statistica! process control of the MFCs is based on an indirect measurement 
method since the only direct method requires removal ofthe MFCs. The ind:rect 
procedure is performed in situ, that is, while the MFCs are in place. Each MFC (typically 
there are four) is given a number of set points for flow. For each set point, which is a 
percent of maximum flow, the pressure in the chamber is measured. Thus, in a statistica! 
process control method samplet yields a set of data (Xjj> Yij), where Xij is a set point 
value and the random variabie Yij is the resulting pressure for set point 1 and MFC j. 

Based on first principles in physics, the pressure should be an approximately linear 
function ofthe set points in a certain range. The linear functions for the MFCs differ since 
each is a different size and controts a different gas. This indirect measure for calibration 
thus yields a sample outcome that is a profile, namely, four linear functions each 
representing the relationship between pressure and set point in an MFC 

Statistica! Methodology 

To use the sample prof1le for statistica! process control, we are confronted with 
three distinct problems. The first is to establish the standard, that is, the slope and 
intercept of the linear functions relating pressure and set point for each MFC. The critica! 
part of this step is establishing a correct model for the behavior of the MFC The second 
problem is to establish criteria for deciding if a sample profile falls sufficiently far from the 
standard to indicate the,presence of an assignable cause. The third is to u se the sample 
profile for diagnosis by associating profiles with particular assignable causes. For 
example, if all four MFCs appear to be have very high sample intercept values, it may 
indicate that the vacuum pump is malfunctioning, not that all four MFCs need 
recalibration. 

In this paper we focus on the second problem, determining if a sample profile 
indicates the presence of an assignable cause. We present two approaches. In the first we 
focus on the parameters ofthe profile, that is, the slope and intercept. Multivariate 
control charts can be used to determine if any of these estimates are out ofbounds. 
These control charts do nothave the graphic appeal of traditional control charts and so we 
also introduce a convenient graphical aid. 

The second approach, which we call the residual approach, is to examine the 
difference between the standard profile and the sample profile for a given number of set 
points on the X axis. The averages and standard deviations of the differences are plotted 
on EWMA charts to detect an assignable cause. 
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We assess the average run length to false alarm and average run length to 
detection of an as signabie cause using the proposed procedures. 

While this talk focuses on the implementation of statistica! process control for the 
IvfFCs in the etch step of semiconductor manufacturing, the problem addressed here has 
broad application. In fact, the linear relationships in this problem make it a relatively 
simple example of systems where the measurements yield a profile. We plan to extend 
this work to cover more general cases. 

3 
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Requirements and New Conccpts for Production Planning 
and Scheduling in the Process Industries 

Thomas Allweyer, Peter Loos, August-Wilhelm Scheer 
Institut für Wirtschaftsinformatik- IWi (Institute for Information Systemsl 

Cniversity of Saarland, Saarbrücken, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Information systems for production planning and scheduling in the process industries 
have to meet industry-specific demands. One or the most important requirements is the 
integration of all logistic systems and other systems, e.g. process control systems. The paper 
gives an overview over impmtant requirements for logistic systems and presents principles 
and concepts tor achieving information integration. The design of a standard software salution 
is presenred as an example for an industry-specific integrated solution. 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods and tools for production planning and scheduling focus mainly on the needs of 
discrete manufacturing industries. Since there are many differences between these industries 
and the process industries, it is usually not possible to use such conceptsin process industries. 
Research about specific requirements of process industries, on the other hand, mostly dealed 
with single ca~es, e.g. with finding a scheduling algorithm for one particular problem. General 
concepts for production planning and scheduling which can be used for a broad range of 
process industry companies are hard to find. Such concepts should cover all important topics, 
i.e. organisational questions, the application of information systems and the development of 
.->cheduling strategies. For enabling the implementation of such concepts, standard software is 
needed that meets the specific requirements of process industries. 

In this paper, a concept for computer-integrated production planning and scheduling for 
batch-oriented process-industries is presented. The first part deals with the requirements and 
special conditions that have to be taken into account when developing such an industry
specific concept. The discussion of these requirements is mainly based on a series of case 
studies which have been carried out in several European companies, including the chemica!, 
the pharmaceutical, and the food industry. 

One of the most important requirernents is the full inlegration of all logistic systerns from 
planning level down to process controL The second part of the paper therefore focuses on 
concepts for information integration. It starts with a discussion of technica! conditions and 
restrictions for logistic information systems in the process industries, and continues with a 
discussion on the types of information t1ow within planning and scheduling and to other 
systerns, such as engineering systems. As an example of how the interaction between the 
different levels can bc organised, a decentral organisation structure based on the use of 
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network Leitstand-systems is presented. To achieve full inlegration of thc informat10n 
systcms, certain design principles need to he taken into account, which are discussed at the 
end of the following paragraph. 

In the third part of the paper, an example of a standard software salution for a logistic 
informatîon system and its inlegration with other systems is presented. 

REQUIREMENTS IN PROCESS INDUSTRIES 

Process industry-specific problems and restrictions for scheduling 

Scheduling is an important activity within a plant. Finding a good feasible schedule by 
which costs and lead times can be reduced, is often a very complex and Jifficult task. Many 
research activities are concerned with scheduling problems in general (cf. Baker 74, French 
82, Domschke et al. 93, Blazewicz et al. 94) or with specific problems in the process industries 
(cf. McCroskey et al. 94, Smith!Randhawa 94, Wang/Luh 94). However, exact optima! 
solutions have been found only for certain classes of problems. Real world problems tend to 
be more complex, and for most cases there are no exact solutions available. 

In a case study carried out in European companics of different batch-oriented process 
industries, the following main requirements for scheduling have been identified (cf. Allweyer 
et al. 94): 

1) Complexity of production structure: The difficulty of finding a good schedule 
depends to a large extent on tbc comp!exity of the production structure within a plant and the 
number of interdependencies withother plants (cf. Fig. 1). A high complexity rcsults from a 
high number of possible different ressource assignments, many different products, and a large 
number of different paths for the jobs (cf. Scherer 95). Intcrdependencies, especially material 
flows, between different plants, cause the execution of the schedule to depend very much on 
the schcdule of other plants, since a delay in one plant wil! lead to delays in other plants, if 
these effects are not compensated by intermediale buffers which cause high casts. 

· Plant I 

'~ 
' ·:-

Plant 2 [: Plant 3 
I i 

Plant I 

! 

" Plant 4 j 

i 
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Plant 2 i ...-j 
.. .)JI-J 
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..., Plant 5 
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Plant 6 i 

r r 
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Fig. 1: Simple production structure (left) vs. complex production structure (right). 
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Such a high dc;Jendency between different plants makes it diffiCLdt to find productton 
plans and schedules that enablc the enterprise as a whole to reduce overall times and costs. 
The scheduling activities within each plant may lead to local improvements. but not 
necessarily to a satisfying overall solution. The assignment of jobs to different plants wîth 
MRP II-systems does not take into account the exact ~ituation in each plant, and it cannot be 
used for short term reacrions to unexpected events. A possible salution for this problem wil! 
he discussed in the following chapter. 

2) Changeover times and costs: Reduction of changeover times and casts is always an 
important scheduling activity. Changeovers include equipment setups. mounting and 
dismounting and typical for the process industry - cleaning procedures. The changeover 
procedures may depend on the sequence of products. In ice-cream production, for example, a 
more comprehensive cleaning procedure is required when changing from coffee flavour to 
vanilla flavour than vice versa, since even the taste of a smal! amount of coffee flavour in 
vanilla ice-cream wil! he detected by the customer. It requires therefore less effort to change 
from vanilla to coffee flavour. The jobs should be scheduled in such a way that the number of 
comprehensive cleanings wil! be reduced. 

3) Campaign scheduling: One strategy to deal with the changeover problem is the 
creation of campaigns. Carnpaigns consist of several different kinds of jobs which are ordered 
according to a pre-defined sequence. This sequence of jobs must not be interrupted, e. g. the 
entire campaign instead of single jobs has to be scheduled. and it is not allowed to produce 
any other job on the selected equipment between two jobs of a campaign. 

4) Resource-dependent parameters and times: In many cases it is possible to use 
alternative resources. Process parameters and scheduling restrictions may change when using 
a different resource. The duration of an operation may depend on the type of resource or on 
the actual batch size, usually such dependencies are non-linear. 

5) Changeable configuration of equipment: Often primary resources, such as a reaction 
vessel, need to be equipped with different kinds of additional devices befare a certain process 
can be executed. The feasibility of a schedule may therefore not only depend on the 
availability of main resources, but also on secondary equipment. 

6) Changeable unit connections: Units can be directly conneered by pipelines. The 
existing pipelines delermine the possible paths within a plant. If these connections can be 
changed, the actually existing connections need to be taken into account for scheduling. It may 
also be an objective for scheduling to reduce the effort for changing such conneering 
pipelines. 

7) By-products: The aceurenee of by-products requires decisions about the further use of 
the different products. If the different by-products of a process need to be further treated in 
different processes, the resulting dependencies between these processes have to be considered. 
If the number of by-products and depending processes is quite large, it gels very difficult to 
find good schedules. 

8) Unstable products: Unstable produels can only be slored for a certain time, i. e. they 
have to be further processed during this time, and it is not possible to store them for a Jonger 
time. This is an important restrietion for scheduling and executing the jobs. 

9) Quality-tests: Most production processes require a thorough and continous quality 
monitoring, i. e. by frequent quality tests. Sametimes decisions about the further treatment of 
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a material can be made only aftcr a qua!ity test lus been cmTied out at a ..:ertain step. Thi" 
implies that the production has to wait until the test results are available. Since the decision 
can only be made during the execution, the original schedule may be changed and a quick re
scheduling of other jobs may be necessary. It may a!so be necessary to schedu!e quality tests. 
e. g. when the necessary equipment is a bottleneck. 

10) Shared resources: In some plants therc are shared resources, such as effluent 
treatment facilities or steam pipelines, which have a maximum capacity. Usually such shared 
resources are not explicitly considered for scheduling. However, jobs may be de!ayed due to 
the accupation of a shared resource's fu!J capacity by other jobs. If this problem occurs 
frequently, scheduling should also cover these shared resources. A problem even more 
complicated can arise frorn central resources shared between several plants. since the use of 
those requires the coordination of all planls involved. 

Requirements for scheduling systems 

The main requirements for a scheduling system that werc mentioned by the interview 
partners in the case studies inc:lude (cf. Al/1veyer er al. 94): 

Feasibility of schedules: To get accepted by plant managers, a scheduling system must 
he able to eosure the feasibility of a schedule. This requires the correct representation of all 
important dependencies and restrictions in the plant. Some typical requirements have been 
discussed above. 

Interactive, graphical interface: A scheduling system should provide a user-friendly 
interface, e. g. a gantt-chart, so that the user can easily change the schedule and evaluate 
different scenarios. The plant pcrsonnel usually does not require very sophisticated scheduling 
algorithms, but powerful tools to support them and to visualize the effects of decisions so that 
the situation in the plant becomes more transparent 

Frequent update: Since a high flcxibility is required, and schedules have to be changed 
very quickly, the scheduling system nceds to represent the actual situation quite accurately. 
i.e. its data need to be updated very frequently. 

Integration to business and process systems: Systems for scheduling and production 
management on plant level need to be integrated to the business level systems (such as 
MRP II-systems), so that production orders can be downloaded and reports about finished 
production can be uploaded. When starring a job, its data need to be passed on to process 
control systems which should therefore be integrated. as wel!. 

The inlegration of the involved information systems bas been found to be one of the most 
critica! success factors for production planning and scheduling, since up-to-date in formation is 
a prerequisite for a scheduling system. The information needed concerns e.g. product data, 
process data. ressource data, production requirements and status information about running 
processes. 
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CONCEPTS FOR INFORMATION INTEGRA TION 

There are several information systems that deal with planning and scheduling related 
information which have to be integrated, e.g. systems for process development, production 
planning systems, process control systems and Iabaratory information and management 
systems. 

According to the Y-Model for CIM developed by Scheer (cf. Scheer 94), figure 2 shows 
the information systems indicated as CIP - Computer Integrated Processing (cf. Polke 89. 
Eckelmann/Geibig 89) for production in the process industries (cf. Loos 93). 

Logistics Engineering 

PrOOud Outline 

Planning 

PrOOuctim Coolrol PrOC'J.?SSGailrd 

Warehouseand MatBfials 

Fadory Data En!ry 
Handling Cootrd 

Execution 
Packag ng Ca1i rd 

QuaJîly Ccntrd 

Stupping Ca-Md 
EnvirÇf'lmen!al CCrltrei 

Fig. 2: CIP Model with Information Flow 

Technica) Conditions of Information Systems 

lnformation systems can be characterized by various criteria descrihing the main 
conditlans of their use (cf. Loos 95a): 

Logistic-oriented systems versus engineering-oriented systems 
Logistic-oriented systems mainly deal with material, inventory and production orders. They 
are one part of the enterprise-wide logistic management and cover the planning and 
scheduling functionality. Engineering-oriented systems deal with the technica! aspects of 
products, processes and resources. In Fig. 2 logistic-oriented systems are depicted on the left 
side, the engineering-oriented systerns are depicted on the right side. 
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Planning-oriented systems versus execution-oriented systems 
Within the information systems functions can be distinguished which are more planning

oriented on theone hand and which are more execution-oriented on the other hand. In figure 2 
the planning-oriented systems are shown on the upper part, the execution-oriented systems are 
shown on the lower part. Planning-oriented systems support the functions tor preparing the 
production in a long and medium time horizon. Results of these functions are released orders 
and process descriptions, which are processed by execution-oriented systems. 

Transaction-oriented systems versus reai-time oriented systems 
Transaction-oriented systems are used in interactive or batch mode. The transactions are 
controlled by the users. Although performance is an important issue, data processing in 
transaction-oriented systems is not time-critica!. In logistic-oriented systems user transactions 
last seconds or minutes and can easily be implemented with relational data bases. Reai-time 
oriented systems are used to control equipment and processes. Data processing is critica! and 
bas to be guaranteed in a given time frame. 

With these different requirements and conditions it is obvious that with today's 
information technologies it is not sensible to try to cover all thc CIP functionality for all 
produels and processes in one single information system. An overall database which stores all 
information does not seem to be suitable either. Therefore integration approaches have to 
consicter information t1ows between various information systems. 

Information Flow 

Information has to be exchanged between the various CIP systems according to the t1ow 
of business processes. The flow of information is mainly based on product and process 
descriptions. In process industries, production process and product information is usually 
slored in recipes. They contain in formation about required raw materials, ingredients and their 
quantities as process input, intermediale products, finished products, the by- and co-products 
and the waste, environmental impact and hazards, required production resources like 
cquipment or human resources and dctailcd process dcscriptions. The main information flows 
in a process industry production environment are (a description of information flow from and 
to recipe development is given in Loos/Scheer 94): 

1) Material and production planning has to decompose the primary requirements which 
result from customer orders and sales forceast into production and purchasing orders. It has to 
take material invcntory into consideration. Among others, information about the structure of 
matcrials and the quantity ratio between subordinated and superordinatcd material is needed. 
This information is usually defined in bills of materials. Howcver, this information is based on 
the product development, a function of engineering systems on planning level, and is enlarged 
with logistic related information. Forthermore it requires basic information about the 
production process, e. g. process times and resources to allocate, for the capacity requirements 
planning. This information also origins in the engineering system•; on planning level, in the 
equipment construction and in the system configuration. This information flow is indicated 
with CD in Fig. 2. The result is a medium-term production plan and production orders. 
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2) Logistic-oriented systems on cxe;;ution level. especially the production management 
and control (sometimes called MES - Manufacturing Execution System, cf. AMR 94). have to 
schedule production orders and allocare the required resources in a more detailed way. They 
need the logistic process description (information tlow and some more precise technica! 
description (information tlow 

3) For process execution process control systems need information about the technica! 
capability of the equipment (information flow®) and about the production orders which have 
to be produced (in formation tlow From the viewpoint of process control, two committees 
have defined and classit1ed terms of process execution, i. e. the SP88 committee of !SA 
(SP88) and AK 2.3 of NAMUR (NE33). For the process description they distinguish between 
different generations of recipes like general recipe, master recipe and control recipe and 
different granu!arity of process description, e.g. partial recipes. operations and phases. 
A!though the recommendations take the material side into consideration, there are no 
suggestions about how to describe material flow and logistic aspects. 

Leitstand Organisation 

In the discrete manufacturing industries "Leitstand" systems for interactive, graphical 
scheduling have been successful!y implemented, because typical MRP/CRP systems Jack 
scheduling functions and have not been sufficient to meet the demands of smal! and decentral 
production units which have to be tlexible and react quickly. The main tasks of a decentral 
leitstand system ure process planning, execution control and analysis and inc!ude functions 

for: 
• Download of MRP II-production requirements 
• Scheduling and assignment of resources 

• Ordering of material for production 
• Checking of the availubilîty of matcrials and resources 
• Release and control jobs 
• Upload of feedback messages from process 
• Communication with control systems 
• Creation of feedback to MRP/CRP system 
• Control of jobs' current stutes 
• Statistics and cvaluations 
• Providing of data for controlling und accounting 

The graphicul user-intcrface normally includes a gantt-chart and graphs of capacity Joads. 
In most companies of thc proccss industries, it is not possible to implcment existing systems, 
since they do not cover the industry specific requirements, as discussed in the previous 
chapter. Only recently, specific systems for the batch-oriented process industries are evolving 
(cf. AMR 94). 

For meeting the increasing market needs towards greater tlexibility and shorter delivery 
times, companies are redesigning their organisations. They are creating smaller units with a 
higher autonomy which can react faster. Such small units can be supported by a leitstand 
system. However. due to the complex production structures common to many process 
industries, it is not possible to create more or less independent sma!l organisational units. 
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There must be powerful methods and systems for coordinating all these units and their 
interactions, such as common material flows. MRP/CRP systems caooot be used to provide an 
effective means for coordination since they represent a top-down planning approach which 
detcrmines job assignments and dates in advance without allowing for f!exible changes or for 
contlict rcsolution. 

g , .. -.. 
·~·····[]'. ~-.. -·· . 

L 

Leitstand 1 

..~1 
~ 

MRP 11-
System 

Leitstand 2 

Coordination
Leitstand 

Leitstand 3 

Fig. 3: Two-tier leitstand organisation (cf. Scheer 94. p. 294) 

The coordination of different plants could bc managed with a coordination leitstand (cf. 
Fig. 3) The functionality of the coordination leltstand is more or less the same as that of the 
scheduling leitstand in the plant. However. it does not manage the assignment of jobs to single 
resources, but to the plants. It receives production orders with due dates from an MRP II 
systems and assigns them to different plants. Each plant has its own leitstand system for 
detailed scheduling. lf a conflict arises, it cao be communicated to the coordination level, and 
the conflict cao be solved interactively between different plants and the coordination level. 
The plant level schedules and messages about finished jobs are sent back to the coordination 
leitstand. so that there is always the up-to-date available on the coordination leitstand. By that. 
Leitstand systems enable organisational concepts with decentral autonon10us units and weak 
coupling coordination (cf. Scheer/Loos 95) and support hierarchical production planning (cf. 
Hübel/Treichler 95). 

Design Principles for Inlegration 

For integration of process ancl product information some inlegration oriented design 
principles should be followed: 

1) By designing integration, business process orientation of function and organization has 
to be taken into consideration Scheer 94}. Functions should oot be designed in isolation, 
but as part of a business process. Information technology enables to re-integrale functionality. 
which had been decomposed according to Taylorism. 
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2) The same information struc!Ure should be uscd in various information systems and for 
various information objects ( cf. Ba·ker 9 I, these conm10n information structures for the CTh't 
concept are called data structure integration). Common information structures not only 
simplify the information exchange between different systems, but also enable the reuse of 
software functions, The combined description of produels and processes is an application of 
common information structure, this means material and material relations on the one hand and 
operations and operation relations on the other hand can be described as a net with nodes and 
connectors in the same structure, This is an example of data structure inlegration of ditfenrent 
objects within one information system. An example for data structure inlegration covering 
multiple information systems are the applications of the process description structures of the 
SP88 and NAMUR recommendations in logistic systems, although these recommendations 
where made for process control systems. 

3) If it is nor suitable to have common information structures, references between objects 
in different information systems can establish the connection. The NAMUR recommendation 
proposes a reference between the function in the recipe and the technica! function realized at a 
specific equipment. By that, process descriptions in recipes can be stored independently from 
a specific realization in an equipment module. 

4) Information can be hierarchically decomposed and detailed in order to cover the 
specific requirements of various functions. As proposed in the NAMUR and SP88 
recommendations mentioned above, process descriptions in recipes are decomposed into three 
levels. The advantage of decomposition is that cach application can use the granularity of 
information which is required, e. g. the medium-term capacity management usually requires 
information only on partial recipe level, short-term scheduling requires information on 
operation level for detailed resource allocation and process control requires information on the 

most detailed level. 

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPI.E 

The CAPISCE project, cmTied out by an European consortium with Digital Equipment, 
lDS Prof. Scheer, IWi, SAP and Zeneca, had the goal to develop an architecture with 
incorporated software modules for short-term production control (cf. Loos 95b). The most 
important premise was the inlegration of logistic functions, long-term and mid-term planning 
and process automalion in an integrated business process support sense. According to the Y
CIM-Model in Fig. 2, the project devdoprnent can be located mainly on the logistic execution 
level (in the lower left part of the picture) and partially on the logistic planning level. This 
functions are also known as MES. The implementation of the module concept of CAPISCE 
involved several modules such as Resource Management, Recipe Management, Inventory 
Management, Process Planning and Scheduling, Process Management, Links to LL\1S and 
Documentation & Reporting (cf. SAP 95). Fig. 4 shows the individual modules in !heir 
context. The modules developed in CAPISCE are marketed as PP-PI and PDAS, 

The inlegration aspects of the CAPISCE development can be shown by several 
implementation concepts: 
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1) The modules conceived in CAPISCE wen; developed on the base of the SAP R/3 
system. From the viewpoint of the existing R/3 logistics applications, the PP-PI modules can 
be regarded as an expansion and refinement to adress the special needs of the process 
industry. The special requirements driven by the CAPISCE project have become an integral 
pan of the overall SAP R/3 manufacturing system design. By that the CAPSICE functionality 
is intcgrated with the R/3 finance system, e.g. for cost accounting and general ledger. 

PP-PI 

PDAS/ 

Process Control 

Fig. 4: CAPISCE modules 

2) Although PP-PI does nothandle process automat ion, existing recommendations for the 

design of automation systems as mentioned before were taken into account for the design of 
the system structures, especially the recommendation of NAMUR as wel! as the 
standardization design of the SP88 cammiltee of !SA. The reason is thc objective of a full 
integratwn from PP-PI to the process automation level. 

3) The consideration of the recommendations can be shown by means of the recipe 
structure. This is an example from the before mentioned data structure integration. Althougil 
for the purpose of logistic functions, e.g. scheduling, a two-level-process description would be 
sufficient, the system supports the three levels of descriptions as recommended. This 
simplifies the data exchange with process automation systcms. Fig. 5 îllustrates the adoption 
of the recommendation. The threc level concept is applied for planning purposes. 
Furthermore, the system enables a one-to-many relationship to the control recîpes of the 
process control level, although the standards only recommend a one-to-one relationship. 

4) The PP-PI modules with a highly interactive user mode, graphical user interface and 
relatîonal data base are a typical transaction-oriented information system. The architecture 
does not fit requirements for reai-time processing as necessary in process automation (cf. last 
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chapter). Therefore the module PDAS (Process Data AC(jcJÎsition Server) wa::. deveioped w 
interface the transaction oriented and the reai-time oriented systems. From the viewpoint of 
the logistic system PDAS is a unique interface into the control level. PDAS does the 
conversion between different implementation formats and process message formats, the 
distribution and transport of data, time recordîng and consistency checks as well as the 
filtering and campressing of information. With that PDAS hides the precise granulanty of 
reai-time control from the transaction oriented systems. On the other hand this interface 
enables a frequent update of the PP-PI schedule to react quite accurately to the process 
activities. 

Recipe Structure 

Planning Control 

Fig. 5: Creation of Control Recipe 

5) With the inlegration of PP-PI into the other R/3 modules (e.g. material management), 
the scheduling module of PP-PI is the lowest planning hierarchy within a MRP II concept. 
Typically sales operation planning as the highst level is done enterprise-wide, while the short 
term scheduling in PP-PI is done on plant level. The intermediale planning steps e.g. material 
requirements planning and capacity requirements planning are done on a scope between 
enterprise-wide and plant-internal. 

SUMMARY 

Most companies of the process industries still Jack powerful and integrated software 
solutions for their logistic systems. This results from the fact that there are very demanding 
mdustry-specific requirements. Especially between the planning systems on enterprise level 
and the reai-time systems on process level, there is still a gap. New concepts and systems to 
achieve full inlegration have started being devcloped only recently. Important principles and 
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some examples for salution approaches have been presenred in this paper. These approaches 
look very promising, but since they are rather new, there is not much experience available 
about their application in practice. lt is therefore necessary to turn these ideas into industrial 
practice and to test and further imprave them. The design and management of Jean business 
processes and their optima! support by integrated information systems wil! be a critica! 
success factor for process industry companies. 
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ABSTRACT 

ln this paper. a Networked Manufacturing lnformation System is presented. The system is 
constructed to transfer manufacturing information bet\veen fixms of a business netvvork. 
The business network is composed of manufacturing and logistic f!rms. The firms are 
modeled as processors in a network linked tagether to manufac,ure products. These 
processors can perform many tasks such as bidding on a project. requesting bids tor a 
project analyzing strategie information. developing bidding strategies, rnanaging the firm 
operations and contracts. and archiYing pertinent intormation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ne\\ economy. the global market. theemerging power of technology and intormation. 
are among factors changing the rul es of competitiveness in this last decade of the twentieth 
century. Theses economical and technological changes are unpredictable, fast and brutal. To 
survive. a manutàcturing firm has noother choices than to question itself and to restructure. 
reengineer and reconceptualize its business and processes (Vallerand et af. (1995)). To 
survive. the tirm. whether it is smal! or large. needs to count on astrong innovation capacity 
and a flexible organization (Poulin et u/. 1995 ). The firm now focuses on developing its 
co re competencies ( Quinn 1994) and creates short. mid and long term partnersbips in ord-.:r 
to respond eniciently to market expectations. The fim1 is nov• deeply dependent upon its 
re lation withother firms. as it evolves through series of business networks. 

The tïrm that conflgures and manages its operations with flexibility by the orchestration of 
the synergy between its internal facilities and its business network is called the l\etworked 
Enterprise (Poulin er af. ( 1994 ), Beaudry ( 1995). Panaché et Paraponaris ( 1993 )). Thè 
Networked Enterprise is a business farm as wel! as an organizational system where 
economical and organizational processes highly depend on the business inter-tirm relations 
characterizing the firm ( Butera (1991 )). In fact, the Networked Enterprise re lies upon dense. 
tluid and flexible partnering relatîonships taking place inside and outside the firm (Nohria 
and Eclles (1992)). 

The configurations of these networked enterprises and business networks through which 
they evolve have been studied by many authors. Mil es and Snow ( 1992) have discussed 
stable, intcrnal and dynamic networks: Artzen et al. (1994) have addressed logistic 
netvvorks, also named productionidistribution networks: ;-..1ontreuil et al. 1992 have 
proposed the concept of Symbiotic Manufacturing Networks and Poulin et u!. 1994 haYe 
rigorously classified industrial business nel\vorks. These networked enterprises and 
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business networks are characterized by a set of nodes (economical units) and links (t1ow 
and relations ). through which the nodes exchange valuable information to exploit the 
synergy of their gathering. 

Traditionally thcy were builtbasedon pure make or buy transactional considerations. These 
transactional considerations have led to the establishment of two well known forms of 
government : the markets and the hierarcbies (Willianson (1994)). Today, however. many 
authors are questioning the fundamental element of this analysis : the transaction cost. For 
example. Ring and Van de Ven (1992) believe that the analysis of transaction costs is 
imperfect to support make or buy decisions since the dynamic aspect of the inter-iïrm 
relations. the frequency and the periodicity of the inter-firm relations as well as the impact 
of risk and trust are not considered. In that sense, Poulin et al. ( 1994) propose that the 
actual pertinent decision should take an extended form which is : make, buy, make-logether 
or not-make. These decisions are no\v part of the Networked Enterprise strategical thinking. 

For each activity in the processes of its value chain, the firm neects to decide on whether it 
will make. buy. make-logether or not-make. A make decision implies that the firm wil! 
orchestrates its internal facilities to realize the activity. At the opposite. a buy decision 
implies that the firm wil! subcontract or outsouree the activity to an external firm. 
Somewhere between these two opposites. a make-logether decision implies that the firm 
wil! establish a tight partnering relationship and wil! realize the activity by exploiting the 
synergy between its internal facilities and external partners. Finally, not-make decision 
simply implies that the firm wil! not consicter realizing this activity. Cnder this extended 
vision of the make or buy traditional paradigm, the firm, to realize each activity of its 
processes. depends upon its own internal facilities and on a set of capable external partners. 
These potential partners have different expertises. are located anywhere around the world 
and oftèr products and services under different price-time-quantity alternatives. 

The Networked Enterprise is facing the complex problems of contiguring its network by 
selccting its nodes (ecoriomical units) and by creating its links (inter-nodes relation). and of 
orchestrating them to realize its mission. according to the needs and goals of its partners 
( o· Amours (1995)). The Networked Enterprise is then toreed to develop new capabilities 
in terms of planning of dîstributed operations. project scheduling. control of distributed 
operations as well as research. evaluation and selection of new partners (Martel et al. 
(1995)) 

fhe focus of this paper is to present a Networked Manufacturing Information Systems 
(Nct!v1anlS) developed to support the tirms when executing their networking tasks. The 
paper is organized as follows. The first section explains the concept of networked 
manufacturing. The second section presents the NetManiS, and finally, the third section 
describes an application of networked manufacturing using a prototype NetManiS. 

NETWORKED MANUFACTURING 

In the context of networked manufacturing. firms orchestrate a business network to realize 
their production programs. These networks of firms are comprised of manufacturing and 
logistic firms. The firm seeks to determine whîch firms of the network should be activared 
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by inviting for bidding, firms capable of realizing part of the production program. Each 
firm orchestrates the synergy between its intemal and external networks optimizing specific 
criteria like cost, makespan and travel minimization. 

As an attempt to understand the complexity of networked manufacturing, Montreuil et al. 
(1992), D'Amours et al. (1994) and Ramudhin et al. (1994), have proposed planning and 
scheduling methodologies for make-to-order manufacturing cases. Their approaches are 
based on the optimization of a price-time trade-off. Firms of the network are invited to bid 
for an activity or a set of activities they can realize. Once the bids are received, the bid-taker 
defines, using appropriate decision support tools, a set of firms to be activated within the 
virtual order operational network. The solution of these models identifies explicitly for each 
operation to be realized in the order, which firms to activate, the launching periods, their 
sojaurn durations and the quantity of units to be processed. These models deal 
simultaneously with contiguring and orchestrating decisions and are built to be efficient 
when used as a decision support within electronic markets. 

On the other side, the firms invited to bid are asked to provide different levels of 
information. These firms have the freedom to decide whether or not they will provide the 
requested information. When they accept to bid, they formalize the information as 
requested. Through its bid, a firm may identifY a unique price, or in tight-webbed relations, 
it can express its resources availability and the cost associated with the use of these 
resources (D' Amours et al. (1995)). To support the bidding firm, Ramudhin et al. (1995) 
explored the potential of Intelligent Bidding Information Systems (IBIS). Such system 
perfarms the following tasks: (i) tracing the current market value of operations to be 
performed to permit target-pricing; (ii) tracing fixed, indirect and direct costs for each 
resource according to the cost allocation scheme of the firm to permit target-costing; (iii) 
keeping up-to-date information about the status and the usage profile of the resources to 
support laad-dependent pricing and casting. 

When networking, a firm is asked from time to time to play these two roles. In the first 
role, it has to launch production programs and coordinate their realization. In the second 
role, it has to bid on different projects and formalize the requested information. Supporting 
these activities needed to fulfill the roles of a networking firm is at the heart of this 
research. 

THE INFORMATION WEB 

Browne et al. (1995) clearly support our point that future manufacturing systems wil! move 
toward inter-enterprise networked manufacturing systems supported by computerized 
NetManiS. They effectively brought to the manufacturing field the name of CIM in the 
Extended Enterprise as a way to describe these NetManiS. 

NetManiS have to be an agile support of a series of« manufacturing system networking » 
approaches through the application of the MRP/DRP, JIT, EDI, WCM or Lean 
Manufacturing concepts. MRP/DRP for example, already put enormous pressures on the 
information systems of a manufacturing network, clearly invalving all the partners of the 
value chain (inner and outer) in order to efficiently provide production/distri bution planning 
and control solutions. 
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JIT wil! continue to emphasize tight client/supplier relationships within the network, 
implying close co-operation between all the partners to achieve quality and timely delivery. 
This wil! only be made possible using tightly bound information links between each set of 
client-sup~ :er, extending tools such as the classica] Kanban cards into virtual requirements 
cards timely and reliably issued and transferred through EDL 

WC:\1 and Lean Manufacturing emphasize many issues such as continuous impravement 
and the integration of product and process design to facilitate effïcient manufacturing. As 
pointed out by Hayes et al (J 988), WC:\1 implies that the product and process designs must 
clearly be intertwined in a way to maximize the performance of both. With the changing 
market conditions, the needs for ever-ebanging products and improved products and 
processes will requîre a very efficient product/proeess information infrastructure within 
NetManiS, in order to permit a permanent reconfiguration of these designs an1ong many 
partners, departments or functions. 

According to what can be observed from that analysis, the three basic characteristics 
required from a NetManiS can be summarized as follows: 

{ l) It is perceived as a seamless integrated system by the various partners of the 
manufacturing network, although it permits the exploitation of the locally most 
adequate information techno logies, depending upon the contiguration of the network 
and of its partners. 

(2) lt bas an up-to-date comprehensive product-process-processor model of the 
manufacturing network supported. We cal! this the Network lvfanufácturing Object 
Donwin 

{3) It provides a network of inner-enterprise and outer-enterprise manufacturing decision 
support tools. to support the processes of product, process, network design and the 
manufacturing planning and control activities of the net\vork. We call this network 
the Network Manufacturing Agent Domain. 

The integrated system model: The object/agent domains 

Mize (1991) defines manufacturing system integration as a way to organize and manage 
firms by rationalizing and coordinating their functions through the use of various levels of 
computers and informationlcommunication technologies. Manu±àcturing system 
integration can be addressed in two ways as noted in Mize (1991) and Shaw et al. (! 992); 
through system interfacing and through system unification. The farmer addresses the needs 
to make the various system components of the system « talk )) to each other. The latter 
brings in an unified architecture of the global manufacturing system which addresses 
system components interiàcing issues as well as the unitkation of their data models and the 
integration vvithin a unified decision architecture of the decision processes of the system. 

The unified system perspective is addressed by authors from many research areas, ranging 
from the field of knowledge engineering, to the fields of decision rnadeling and enterprise 
modeling, The enterprise rnadeling lirerature for example, has recently witnessed a large 
amount of papers describing new ways to apprehend the global complexity of 
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manufacturing systems. both from its data and its process perspective. In particular. 
numerous papers address enterprise modeling using an object-oriented perspective. This 
vision of the enterprise, derived from the frame-based modeling perspective seeks to 
consicter the enterprise as a set of interacting objects. The basic notion behind object-based, 
or more generally, instance-based modeling, is to organize and store the information 
re lating to a single concept ( either from a process, a processor or a product perspective) in a 
single software location. Many advantages have been observed from object-based 
modeling. mainly because this world-view eases the classification of manufacturing 
concepts into a hierarchy through class inheritance. Moreover, the encapsulation of data 
and methods. joined to the concept of inheritance, permits different abstraction levels and 
allow the inclusion of varying degrees of intelligence within objects. 

Object models seek to represent a system by mapping a set of simple objects onto a set of 
atomie concepts. i.e. with a single meaning or a tightly-related grouping such as a 
«Product». a « Workstation », an « Operation » or a «Routing». These objects detine 
what is called by Coad and Yourdon. the ohjects of rhe domain. These objects can be 
linked tagether such that each of them accomplishing its associated responsibilities. the 
global effect is a system-wide acting model ofthe manufacturing system. 

The distributed artificial intelligence (DAl) literature documents many successful attempts 
to model a manufacturing system as interacting agents that make decisions according to 
their own goals or. through negotiations with other agents. Lefrançois et al. ( 1995) report 
many cases where the agent concept has been incorporated within object-based models. 

Agcnt-based models offer many advantages. mainly bccause they provide an unified view 
of a manufacturing system by building onto an anthropomorphic vision of its planning and 
control activities. An anthropomorphic modeL borrowing from the definition of 
anthropomorphism in the Webster dictionary, is a model whose components, even those 
that are not human or personaL are interpreted in terms of human or personal 
characteristics. Agent-based models belong to that class of anthropomorphic models 
because they apprehend the manuiàcturing reality by attributing human-like behaviors to 
thc actors of a manufacturing system. These actors. from an operations management 
perspective. are associated to manufacturing planning and control agents. When networked 
within an information web, thcy collectively plan and control the activities of a 
manufacturing system, by exploiting a natural-language communication symbolism. 

Exploiting the object/agent domains: The blackboard-based information Web 

In order to design a NetManlS, we adopt a vision where a manufacturing network is seen as 
a systcm of interacting blackboards to which are connected manufacturing planning and 
control agents. These agents realize networkcd manufacturing internal and external 
planning and control activities fora networked firm and are designed to post and retrieve 
data on their domain blackboards, to interpret such data and, through r :asoning, execute 
behaviors that permit networked manufacturing. 

To do so. the agent-based approach builds around four major concepts: I) inner-firrn 
manufacturing planning and control (MP&C) agents. (2) networked manufacturing planning 
and control (NMP&C) agcnts, (3) inner-firm blackboards used as the co re of the 
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information system of a network node. and ( 4) network blackboards used as the co re of the 
information system of a manufacturing network. Figure 1 presents a simplified illustration 
of an agent-based manufacturing network information system. The in formation transferred 
within the NetManiS pertains to what we call its Network it1anufacturing Objecr Domain 
which re lies on three basic concepts: processors, produels and processes. 

The firms of a network are modeled as processors. acting within processes to transform 
products. We consider that the network processors are enabled to perfarm tasks such as 
preparing a bid to realize a process or a sub-process, requesting bids for a process or sub
process. analyzing information flowing within the network in order to adapt its process 
bidding strategies and finally for rnanaging its own processes. These task performing 
capabilities are distributed within the NMP&C agents ofthe networked firm. 

(owun/., ,iffter Xer-..ork 
r\,' Hfr.tt)Û'JO(Jr</s 

Figure 1. A manutàcturing network information system: The BB-based NetManlS. 

lnner-tlrm IS blackboards conneet the set of agents of a networked firm such that they can 
communieale within the firm. Also conneeled lo the blackboard are nelworking agents who, 
as their name implies. permit flow information between the inner-firm IS blackboard and 
different network IS blackboards. These inner-firm agents form what we call the Networked 
Manufacturing Agent Domain. Figure 1 also shows that network agents are associated to 
the network IS blackboards. Their role is to coordinate the operation of the network, 
eventually offering information on the connected processors, their processing capabilities 
and their product offering. Such agents however, only have a passive role within the 
networking system, since all the activity is generated through the interaction taking place 
between the various agenls ofthe networked manufàcturing agent domain. 

Figure 2 illustrates hmv the agent contiguration of a firm is perceived within the 
i\etManlS. Figure 3 summarizes the rol es of the key agents \vithin this domain. 
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PianiiC<lteurProgrammeProducton 

Figure 2. The firm configuration through the >JetManlS 
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and bid requests) posted on a networkIS blackboard. This agent is 
conneered to a nePhork IS blackboard. 
Agent whose task is to the 
I of a process or sub-process and to find the time-dependent 

rocessor- rocess as si anrnent. 
Agent whose task is to archive and retrieve for later use 
information. 

1

1 Networking agent whose task is to release processing orders and to 
seek for inner and outer firm bids for processes or sub-processes to 
be realized. This agent is connected toa networkIS blackboard. 
Agent whose taskis to control contractual terms. 

Agent whose task is to plan and control the realization of a process 
or sub-process once the time-dependent processor-process 
assignrnent has been made and an inner processor has been 
selected. 
Agent whose task is to establish production programs, which 

I 
means to decompose the process into sub-process and to define 
delavs in order to res eet demand. 
Networking agent whose task is to prepare a bid for the realization 
of a process or a sub-process. This agent is connected to a network 
IS blackboard. 
Agent whose task is to develop strategie plans for the networked 
firm. 

Figure 3. The role ofthe key members ofthe Netv.·orked }vfanufacruring Agent Domain. 
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THE BUSINESS WEB 

To illustrate how the NetManiS can be exploîted to permit networked manufacturîng, we 
present in .. lis section the case of a business network · The Furnîture Web. Through this 
business web. twelve firms are Jinked together. Each firm of the network is characterîzed by 
its capability to perform a set of activities needed to produce an order. The firms are 
connected to the network through different networking agents : the bid-taker, the bid-maker 
and the intelligence agent. These inner-firm agentsexchange through the network valuable 
information such as bid requests and bids. 

Casestudy 

For the purpose of this paper. we discuss the case of contiguring and arcbestrating a 
network to realize a specific order. Lacasse Furniture, the networking firm, has decided to 
realize a lot of 300 stylish hard wood tables exploiting the Net.Man!S. The make-ta-order 
process bas been parsed by the production planner of Lacasse Furniture. The process is 
characterized by three successive operations: (i) detailed engineering, (ii) parts production 
and parts assembling. For each operation. capable firms are identified and invited to 
bid. Figure 4 shows the parsing of the order. as well as. the list of firm invited to bid tor 
each operation. The order is to be delivered to Lacasse Furniture within a given deliver) 
time-window. The darked lines on Figure 4 show the links of a potential virtual order 
network. 

- IQ4J.!i§.IIN@i 

Figure 4. The Business Web: A casestudy. 
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W ebbing the firms 

Networking through the Net:v!aniS starts with the conneetion of the fim1s to the network. A 
firm can conneet some of its agents to a business network by selecting the ne·work in its 
affiliation list. This is a decision made by the strategie manager. Usually a business 
network is composed of different firms pursuing a common goal. In this specîfic case, the 
network is composed of ten manufacturing firms and two transportation firms working in 
the furnîture industry. The business network is managed by a network agent whose 
responsibilities are (i) to answer requests from the members of the network (the NMP&C 
agentsof the linked firms). (ii) to ensure information flow between the NMP&C agentsof 
the firms and (iv) to search tor new subscriptions. Figure 5 presents the network agent 
NetManiS personal interface, while Figure 6 presents the members of the Furniture Web 
and their netwerking addresses on the mail server integrated within the NetManiS. 

SE:RV!•:t;:S OPTiM~Z,t>,TIO!'. 

MANUI'7 A :TU HING 

Figure 5. Network mission Figure 6. Members ofthe Furniture Web 

Defining a Bid Request 

When the strategie manager of Lacasse Furniture has decided to realize an order it launches 
on the inner-firm backboard IS a memo to the production planner and the bid-taker. The 
bid-taker, based on the production planner parsing of the order into scparabie operations 
plan logistic and manufacturing operations. For each eperation the bid-taker formalize a 
tender request in which it specifies quality, time and performance requirements as well as 
bidding format. Depending upon the partnering level between the networked firms the bid
taker will request more or less information from the bidders 1

• Figure 7 presents a tender 
request as defined within the NetManiS. 

· D' Amours ( 1995) has discussed the impact of' information sharing on scheduling performance. 
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Seeking for bidders 

The bid-taker then needs to identify for each operation of the process (manufacturing or 
trans~ortation) a set of firms capable of executing the required tasks. Each of these firms 
are invited to bid . They receive a message expressing the needs of the networking firm sent 
by its bid-taker to their bid-maker agents. Figure 8 presents the agent interface permitring 
tirm selection. The bid-taker selects the firms of the network to which the bid request wil! 
be sent. As a support. the bid-taker can rely on a yell ow-page manager which is an agent 
connected to the networks of the system, whose task is to collect and up-date in formation 
on all the processors. processes and produels eventually made accessible by the NetManiS. 

Figure 7. A tender request expressed by a Bid-Taker Agenl 
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Appel d'Offre. 

Figure 8. Firms invited to bid 

Hidding 

Each selected firm interested to bid. needs to send back to the bid-taker its bidding 
information through the NetManiS. The information might, in some cases as illustrated in 
Figure 7. need to be formatted in a predefined format. In this specific case, the bids are 
composed of a set of time-dependent processing alternatives. Each alternative is 
characterized by a launcking date a finishing date. and a price tor processing the 300 tables 
within the expressed time window. Figure 9 presents an example of such a bid. Readers 
interested to price-time bidding protocols may refer to Montreuil et al. [ 1994 ]. n· Amours 
(1995J and Ramudhin et al. [1995]. 
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Figure 9. A formatted bid on NetManiS 

Analyzing the bids and creating the virtual order network 

Once the bid-taker has received all bids. it then informs the bid analyzer through the inner
netwerk blackboard IS. The bid analyzer needs to decide on the contiguration and the 
orchestration of the virtual order network. lt needs to decide for each eperation of the order 
which tîm1 should be activated and when it should perform the operation. lt neects to plan 
the t1ow transfers of products and information between the firms with the constraint of 
respecting the delivery time-window. All these logistic decisions can be taken through the 
NetManiS on the basis of price-time trade-off optimization supporting tools. 

As a starting point toward integration of decision support systems on the NetManiS, the bid 
analyzer is supported by two optimization approaches (Montreuil et al. (1994) and 
Ramudhin et al. (1995)). The optimization methodology proposed by Montreuil et al. 
( 1994) consists (i) in the modelization of an operational network, which implies the 
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overlapping of network representations of the manufacturing and logistic bids linked to a 
make-to-order production program and (ii) in the optimization of the operational network 
using a shortest path algorithm. The optimization methodology proposed by Ramudhin et 
al. ( 1995) is similar, ho wever the optimization deal with assembling processes and is based 
on the use of dynamic programming. 

Figure 10. The Analyzer interface on the NetManiS 

These optimization approaches are integrated on the NetManiS, such that the bid analyzer 
through its interface can solve large and complex networking decisions. Using the 
implemented decision support systems the bid analyzer can orchestrate different make-to
order production programs from bid request to networking decisions. Figure 11 expresses a 
potential solution to the Lacasse Fumiture networking decisions. 

Detailed 
Engineering 

Boa Franc 
Supplles 

Start 4-01-96 

Fm1sh 9-02-96 

Parts 
Production 

Parts 
Assem bling 

Lacasse 
Furniturc 

Figure 11. A Networking Decision 
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SUMMARY 

Logistic in the extended enterprise raise the neects for integrated organizational platform 
harmonized with the firm structure, culture, its processes, its commercial and teclmological 
strategies. policies and practices as discussed in Madnick ( !995). This paper introduce a 
prototype of a Networked Manufacturing lntormation System (?\etYlan!S) Thc "'etMan!S 
was conceptualize to bc extremely flexible, to permit intormation flow in and out the firm 
and to support all kind of expert systems. optimization modules and decision support 
systems. The NetManiS was construct to permit contiguration and orchestration of logistic 
nctworks, to permit simulation of inter-firm relations. to test new supporting tools for the 
net>vorking firms. and most of all. to support the implementation of net\vorked 
manutàcturing. 
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ABSTRACT 
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In this paper, a multi-model system for planning and scheduling is presented. The multi -model 
system is defmed as a system integrating expert systems techniques, discrete event simulation. 
optimization algorithms and beuristics to support decision making tor complex production 
planning and scheduling problems. An application to chemica! industry is then described and 
some experiment results are presented. 

Keywords: Production planning, scheduling, multi-model system, chemica! industry. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Operations Research (OR) community has been working on production scheduling tor 
decades. In the eighties, researchers in production scheduling were interested in Artiticial 
Intelligence (AI) techniques. This interest is motivated by an attempt to respond to (I) the 
inadequacies of existing computer-based solutions in this area and the consequent inefficiencies 
that plague industry today, and (2) the limited impact that results from the fields of OR has had 
over the years in practical tàctory operations. In contrast to the field of OR. Al-based 
approaches to production management and control have emphasized the deveiopment of 
solutions that match the requirements, characteristics and constraints of practical production 
management problems [I]. Real mutual benefits can resuit between AI and OR [2] : "The 
knowledge engineer can benefit trom the experience of OR in model building ; expert systems 
will use OR techniques. For the OR scientist. the expert system is another tooi in the tooi kit 
Integration withother computing systems willlead to DSS (Decision Support Systems) a bie to 
draw on a knowledge base and to reason with the user." 

Muller et al. [3] illustrate some sirnilarilies between OR and AI approaches and point out that 
OR should take advantage ofthe new techniques provided by AI technology to tackle complex 
production scheduling problcms. OR heuristics otTer the advantage of providing optima! ( or 
near optima!) solutions tor well-structured scheduling problems. The AI formalism allows one 
to capture all the details ofreal world constraints, it aiso represents and manipuiates the human 
scheduler's knowledge. 
Kusiak (4] proposed a tandem architecture: knowiedge-based systems and optimization 
algorithms. This approach is powerful when the scheduling problem to be solved camplies with 
the stored optimization algorithms. A framework combining simulation and expert systems for 
production planning and control was proposed by Falster [5]; he highlighted the advantages of 
combining these two approaches. 
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The heuristic problem solving frameworks that have emerged trom the field of AI can be seen 
as compiementary to the analytic technique produced by OR. These frameworks can provide a 
basis for exploiting knowledge of model assumptions, parameters, set-up, and applicability to 
( l) making existing OR techniques more accessible and usabie to an end user, or (2) 
opportunistically exploiting a collection of analytic/heuristic procedures as appropriate during 
the planning/scheduling process [ 1]. Artiba [ 6] used expert systems and OR beuristics to 
generate tèasible schedules in hybrid flowshop environments and proposed generalizing this 
approach to a multi-model system. This system combines (but is not restricted to) OR and Al 
techniques and discrete event sirnulation [7] [8]. 

The tollowing sections describe an architecture of a multi-model based system lor production 
planning and scheduling. 

THE MULTI-MODEL APPROACH 

The functional architecture of tbe system 

We first deti.ne the basic elements and concepts necessary for understanding the functionalities 
of the different modules of the multi-model system and their collaboration in generating 
production schedules. 

The manufacturing system can be characterized by the set of its physical resources (machines. 
pallets, operators ... ) and the set of products to be manufactured during a fixed time horizon. 
The set of products is deti.ned as P= {pj/i=l, .. .,N(t)}; where Pi is the i-th product to be 
produced during the considered horizon. and N(t) is the number of products in the system at a 
given timet (products not yet finished). Thesetof resources is detined by R= {rjlj=l,2, .... M, · 
where rj is the j-th resource of the manutacturing system, and M is the number of resources 
composing this physical manufacturing system. We note that the number of some resources 
varies over time such as the number of pallets in a mechanica! manufacturing system or the 
number of sterilization trays in a pharmaceutical process. However these resources still remain 
renewable. We then consider them as the rest of the resources. Thc state of the manutà.cturing 
system is described by the state of each resource (occupied, available, not available) and the 
state of each product (waiting, in process, finished) at any moment. 

A resource is deti.ned by a set of properties or attributes such as: product currently in process. 
production calendar, state, breakdown frequency, .... Thus, for each resource rj we detine the 
set of its attributes Arj { arjJ/1= 1,2, ... ,Lj}, where arjl is the value of the I-th attribute. This 
value belongs to the set ofvalues defmed by the type and/or thc domain of the attributc arji; Lj 
is the number of attributes describing the resource rj. Different types of resources ca.n have 
different attributes and a different number of attributes. 
A product is defi.ned also by a set of properties : quantity to produce, duc dates, state of 
operations, stock levels .... For each product pj, we define the set of its attributes Api = 

{apjk/k=l,2, ... ,Kj}, where apik is the value ofthe k-th attribute. This value belongs to the set 
of values defmed by the type and/or the domain of the attribute apik Ki is the number of 
attributes descrihing the product pj. Depending on the global system state, a local system will 
be built. A local system is a set of products and resources which can be concerned with a 
decision at a certain moment: available resources and a set of products which can use these 
available resources. 
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Formally alocal system is described by the set LS(t)={R(t),P(t)}, where R(t) is the set of 
available resources at time t, and P(t) is the set of products not scheduled yet at time t which 
can use any rj E R(t). Depending on the results of the system state analysis and consequently 
of the knowledge related to the situation on hand, the initia! local system LS(t) can be 
modified. This modification depends on the objeetive(s) to meet and the associated strategy. 
This is based on some dynamic criteria, as follows: priority is given to some products to 
schedule (those generating the minimum set-up times, fora specific order, the most urgent ... ) 
and/or to some available resources (resources becoming a bottleneck, preterred resources in 
case ofaltematives: due to production cost reliahility, ... ). The objective ofreducing the size of 
a local system is mainly to deercase the complexity of the local problem and thus we are likely 
to be able to apply an optimization algorithm or a good beuristic to solve it. 

The following sections describe the components of the system and their inter-connections in 
the generation of schedules. In tigure 1, the architecture of a multi-model based system for 
complex planning and scheduling problems is depicted. This system combines expert system 
techniques, simulation, optimization algorithms and heuristics. The object-oriented approach is 
used for data modeling (7], [8]. 

Figure 1: Open system architecture of a multi-model planning and scheduling system 

• Discrete event simulator :Simulation is used to validate the generated schedule in order 
to evaluate the impact of the decisions made on the global system. The simulator can a lso 
be used by the planner in an interactive way to validate his or her changes to the work 
plan. It can be used to answer 'what-if' types of questions. For example, the sales service 
may ask the planning service if a certain quantity of an urgent product can be produced by 
a given date. 

• Performance measure calculation moduleTbc numerical resutts of simulation describe 
the new state of the system under consideration. These results serve to catculate the 
performance measures of the schedule (status of jobs, resources, ... ) 
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• System state analyzer : After each decision rnaking, the new status or the systetn is 
analyzed. According to this analysis phase, some directives are generaled to guide the 
building of a new local system on which a new dccision wil! bc made. 

• Local system builder : The selection of produels and resources to construct a local 
system depends on the global system state (performance indicators) and the objectives to 
meet. 

• Decision system : Depending on a local system contiguration. an optimization algorithm 
or heuristic wil! be applied to solve thc given local problem. This analysis and selection 
(of algorithms or heuristics) phase is achievcd by using expert rules. 

• Libraries : Set of beuristics and algorithms to solvelocal problems. 

• Rule base : Contains expert rules specîfic to thc manutacturing system under 
configuration. 

• Object-oriented representation of the system state : Set of objects represenling the 
different resources and products. Each object is characterized by a set of properties and 
their values. 

• Interfaces : The expert or knowledge engineer uses specîfic interfaces to create or 
update the knowledge base {rules and objects). The planner uses specitic intcrtàces to 
gain access to the workplan, to simulate the impact of some moditications or to display 
some performance measures in the existing environment of the factory. 

• Factory global data base : This Factory Global Data Base is a set of liles and data bases 
representing the tàctory information system. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

The industrial case chosen tor this application of the multi-model approach is a chemica! plant 
which produces herbicides. The production of herbleides in this facility is done in two stages : 
formulation and conditioning (filling and packaging). This is a typical hybrid t1owshop 
problem. A hybrid tlowshop consistsof a series of production stages. each ofwhich has several 
facilities operating in parallel. This structure is very common in production and packaging of 
liquid or powder products so this case can be extended to other industrial cases with minor 
modifications. 

Thc formulation units 

Formulation consists of composing a chemica! solution with precise amounts of constituents. 
In the fommlation units herbieldes are formulated and mixed in tanks. For each tank a 
mininmm size of the batch to be mixed is required (this is due to mixing and contamination 
constraints) and there is of course a maximum batch size which is the capacity of the tank. 
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Mixing a batch takes approximately the same time regardless of its size. moreover deaning 
and analyzing times are constant. After the tormulation herbicides can be sent to filling lines or 
transterred into hold tanks. Each tank is dedicatcd to onc tàmily of herbicidcs. The tanks are 
linked together and connccted to the tilling lines. 

Formulation Unit 

b:.l!th ma'\ 

ha~ .. :h min 

bah:h mm 

b multiple piping 

Figure 2 : example of a formulation unit 

Figure 2 describes a formulatîon scction tor a herbicide tàmily. lt shows the tanks available for 
mixing and holding the chemica) with their minimum and maximum batch sizes. It also 
rcpresents the piping constraints that exist in thc section (e.g. Mixing tank 2 and hold tank I 
have the same piping). 

The conditioning section 

In the conditioning section herbicides are pumped from the hold tanks or mixing tanks into 
containers (bottles or barrels) and the containers are then packaged. Each filling line has 
capabilities in tem1S of families and containers. One line is generally able to deal with several 
tamilies and container sizes. 

Figure 3 : filling lines capabilities for given herbicide families 

\\'hen a changeover in production occurs (i.e. bottie size or herbicide lamily). a set-up time is 
required tor cleaning pipes and reconfiguring the line. This set-up time is sequence dependent; 
this means that the set-up time depends on which product (herbicide container+ packaging) 
was on the line betore changing and which product is to be next on the line. Filling lines with 
capabilities in common can be of different techno logies. In other words, some lines are highly 
automated lines with high output rates but long set-up times and ethers are less automated 
filling lines with lower output rates butshorter set-up times. 
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Practical and theoritical complexit~ 

Theoritically, when rnadelling the problems of both fonnulation (or m1xmg sectîon) and 
conditioning (or tilling seetion), the two models are NP-complete, sinee they may beseen as a 
parallel machine scheduling problem with sequence dependani setup times. Practieally. in the 
tormulation units if the planner starts by planning the mixing procçss. then one would like to 
group produels by tàmilies to reduce setup time at that level: but then when tilling a line. 
depending on the bottie sizes of produels this may result in a high setup time whieh may lead 
to an overload of the line. On the other hand if the planner starts his/her planning by foeusing 
on filling lines he!she would prefer to assign orders on the basis of the bottie sizes, but then this 
in turn may lead to a high set up time on the mixing proeess whieh eould delay some orders. 
The planner faees these two problems and has to fmd a campromise between these two 
extreme situations. 

Case study data 

The following demands are to be fulfilled : 

Order# llue-date Product family Bottie size Quantity 
(litre) 

COl 0220 Fl 20L 6400 
C02 02/20 Fl :25L 6000 
C03 02121 Fl ::'51 20800 
C04 io::'/24 Fl 25L 20000 
cos 02 24 Fl 25L 20000 
C06 02<22 F2 lOL 19200 
C07 ():'i2J F3 BULK 24560 
cos 02.20 F4 lOL 14800 
C09 02 22 F4 :'L 

~ CIO 02 24 F5 lOL 
Cl! 02 23 IF5 lOL 

=+ C12 02 21 FS lOL 15200 
Cl3 02<23 1FS lOL 28001 

Table 1 : Product demands 

First level: Detail pla1111i11g 

Depending on the initia! system state (products ordered. yield quantities, due dates, resources 
needed .... ) the 'Local System Builder' selects products and resources to build an initia! local 
search spaee. 

At tirst a rough capacity test is donc tor each tommlation unit and eaeh week (begirming with 
the first in the horizon) : teasability test on the number of ditterent product tàmilies : 

Is the number of produel fàmilies to be processed in this tormulation unit during this week 
greater than the maximum number of batches that could be made during this week (according 
to unit management rules and operators calendar)?. If the answer to this question is 'Yes'. 
then product families must be selected and all orders conceming those families must be moved 
to other weeks. Then, each demand is considered as a filling order whieh is allocated to a 
filling line through a sin1ple rule. In this example the rule is as tollows : 
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A 1/ocate each order wit Ir hottie si:e <'IJ U al tu 1 L. 5L or 1 OL to the 'L:! 'f/1/ing fine; 
Allocate each order with bottie size et{ual to :!OL or 25L to the 'Lf 'jil/ing fine; 
Allocate each order with drum si:e equal to 200L to the 'L5 'jilling fine; 
Allocate each hulk order to a(ictive 'BULK' resource. 
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We examine each time period (week) starting with the ciosest to the beginning of the planning 
horizon : the processing time related to each filling order is computed depending on the filling 
Jine. bottie size and quantity. The total processing time per week on each filling line (without 
setup times) is computed. 

At this phase. the Decision System (figure I) calls an extemal C++ routine stored in the library. 
An estimate of the setup times on each tlJiing line is given by computation of a TSP ( Travelling 
Salesman Problem). We used the GEN! beuristic [9] to solve this problem. These estimates are 
then adjusted according to a parameter that retlects the tlexibility given to the 
plannerischeduler to change the sequence of production to meet constraints sueh as due-dates 
within the week. 

' Filliug Time /.o{l(/ ! Setup 
! liue Available Without I 

SetliP 
u i :2400 2177 i 180 
[.2 2400 2079 i -+10 
L3 I 2-+00 1 OI O! 
Rl'LK 2400 59[ 0 

Lmd I A dju.1tmem 1 .Jdjusted 

With I Load 
Setup i , 

:2357 j IO''o i :2~(}3 

248(} i IÛ0 o 2738 
0[ !00,() () 

591 Ü0 o 59 

Table 2 : Initia! Allocation 

% Lottil Operators 
naded 

108'% 6 
114% 4 

0% 6 
2.5 'Yo 0 

I Aggregate Op*hours : 
I Op*hours available: 

i 

Op*lwun I 

259.3 
182.5 

0 
0 

441.8 
640 

(69%) 

The load of each tilling lîne is then compared with its capacity. To avoid any capacity 
constraint violation. loop on the tollowing rules (stored in the rule base cf Figure l) untîl no 
overloading occurs : 

/f 'L3 ·is overloaded, move orders to 'L I · and delay them hr one week. Loop; 
I/ 'L1' is overloaded, movesome 25L or 20L orders to 'L3 · filling fine. recompute /ouds of 
'L I· and ·u·. Loop: 
1/ 'L2' is overlaad ed. move .1ome 1 OL orders jrom 'L2 ' to 'L I ·. recompute loads of 'L I · and 
'L2 ·. Loop; 
I/ 'L4 · is over!oaded, move orders to 'L5' and delay them by one week. recompute loads of 
'IA· and 'L5 ·. Loop; 
lf 'L5' is overloaded. movesome JOL ordersji·om 'L5 · to 'L4 ·. recompute /ouds of 'L5 · 
and 'L4 ·. Loop: 
Jf 'BULK· is owrloaded. delay some orders h1· one wt:ek. Loop. 

Order selection is also made through rules. tor example wc preter to delay orders with due
date late in the week. 

These rules are applied ifa balaneing problem is detected (ifone or morelines are overloaded). 
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For week 8 ( 20- 24 February). the ditl'erent steps are presenled : 

Filfing Time Lom/ 
fine Available Without 

Set up 
Ll 2400 202~ 

L2 2400 2079 
L3 2400 307 
BULK 2400 59 

Setup Lom/ 1 At/juHment ! .4 (/justetl I 
'Hïth ' I Lood 

1 

Setup · 
120 2145 I 0°o 2255 
410 2489 10% 2256 

0 307 IO"ó 338 
()! 59' o•;, 59 

Table 3 : Allocation modification- step 1 

'~uLoad Operator"; i Op *lwun 
needed 

98 o;;, 6 
11-t% 4 
U% 6 

2.5% 0 

Aggregate Op*hours : 
Op*hours available : 

!36 

182"5 
33"81 

0 

452.31 
6401 

(71%) i 

In the tirst step order 'COl' is moved from ·u· to ·u·. consequently the aggregate load of 
·u' decreases to an acceptable leveL However 'L2 'remains overloaded. 

Filling Time I Loatf Setup I Load I At/jumnent j Adjusted %Load Opermors I Op *lwurs j 
fine A vailable I w:thout Wit I! , : Load neetled 

, .'lefllp ! Setup ' 

!U : 2400J 2598 18o I nn IOOu 3056 127% 6 305"6! 
u 24oo 1 1661 390 i 2051 10~o 2256. 94% 4 150.4 
L3 j 2400: 307 OI 307 IO"o 338 14 •;., 6 3H 
HlLK :::4oo 1 59 OI 59 0°o 59 I 2.5% i () 0 

Table 4 ; Allocation modification- step 2 

In the second step order ·cos· is removed trom 'L2' and allocated to 'Ll ': this implies a 
deercase in the load of' L2' which is therciore not overloaded any more but the extra load on 
· Ll · leads to an overlaad. of this tilling line. 

i Filling I Time Lo/1// Setup I Loatl i A tijtntment A 1/ju;ud I lilte J A vai/ahle Witlrout fVith Load 
Setup Set up 

lL/ 2400 1830 220 2050 IO~o 2255 
L2 2400 1661 390 2051 10% 2256 
u 2400 1843 70 1913 10% 2104 
HUK 2400 59 0 59 0% 59 

Table 5 : Allocation modification- n•sult 

%Lom/ 

94% 
94% 

87,7% 
2,5%, 

Operators I Op*lroun" 
needed 

' 
6 
4 

6 
0 

225.5 
150.4 
210,4 

() 

586,3' 
640 

(92%) 
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In the last step ·co3 · and 'C04' are moved from 'Ll' to 'L3 • The aggregate load of Every 
filling line is now acceptable. 
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\Vhen line capacity problems have been dealt wîth, operators aggregate availability is checked. 
For each filling line the number of operators required to run ît is given. So the number of 
operator*hour can be computed and compared to the total number or operator*hour available. 

I f the number of operator.hour exceeds the total available lor the week. some orders should be 
brought forward if possible. If this is not enough, overtime or extra operators might be 
allocated to some filling lines or at least some orders should be delayed. 

Finally. tormulation unit capacities have to be checked. This is done by solving a mixed integer 
linear program (MILP) tor each tormulation unit. At this phase. an extemal solver is called by 
thc Decîsion System. Those programs are structured as föllows : 

Objcctive function : 

n 

min L:>x~ + a.y,) 

Subject to : 

" L·\ s nlh 

n 

L'· .$ nsb 

x,.lbmx-r_t·,.shmx Q V i 

x,.Ibmn + y,.shmn Q V i 

D.sQ 'i i 

\Vhere 
n is the number of product families that can be processed in the tormulation unit: 
x; is an integer variabie which represents the number of 'large batches' of family i 

processed in the unit during the week. 
y; is an integer variabie which represents the number of 'smal! batches' of family i 

processed in the unit during the week. 
a is a trade-oir parameter which represents preterences between 'smal!' and 'large' 

batches. 
nlb is the maximum number of 'large' batches that can be processed in the unit during the 

week. 
nsb is the maximum number of 'small' batches that can be processed in thc unit during the 

week. 
lbmx is the maximum batch size of a 'large' batch. 
sbmx is the maximum batch size of a 'small' batch. 
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lbmn is the minimum batch size of a 'large' batch. 
sbmn is the minimum batch size of a 'small' batch. 
Q; is a variabie which represents the tota! quantity of product family i to process in the unit 

during the week. 
D; is the net quantity of product family i demanded during the week. 

Table 6 below presents the values of the different parameters used in this example. 

Formulation Unit lbmx sbmx lbmn sbmn nlh nsh 
UI 45000 10000 10000 5000 5 
w 45000 20000 10000 5000 10 

Ta bie 6: Va lues of lbmx, sbmx, lbmn, sbmn, nlb and nsb for each formulation unit. 

The results ofthe MILPs are presented in Table 7. One can see that, at this leveL no 
formulation unit capacity problem occurs. 

Formulation Product Family D; Q; x i yi 
Unit 

UI F4 20200 20200 I 0 
F5 51200 51200 1 I 

Fl 73200 73200 2 0 
U2 F2 19200 19200 0 1 

FJ 24560 24560 1 0 

Table 7 : Week 8- resolts of formulation unit capacity tests. 

Second level : Scheduling 

5 
5 

In this example (week 8), the formulation units are assumed to be working during the moming 
shift, while fillîng lines are planned to work during the aftemoon shift. At this point only an 
aggregate view of the production plan tor this period is available. Now, the plan for this period 
should be a bit more detailed. 

First of all, orders wil! be associated with batches. This is done in the tollowing way : 

The number and product family of the batches to tormulate in each unit are known lrom the 
formulation unit capacity test. The allocation ruleis presented below (for each unit) : 

lf there are orders concerning the U I unit allocare those orders by priori~v of due
date to thefirst batch of the sameproduct jàmi/y not yet full. 
lf there are orders concerning the U2 unit allocare those orders by priority of due
date to the jlrst batch o{ the sa me productfamilv not yet ji.t!l. 

Note that orders might have to be split between several batches due to the llllrnmum or 
maximum batch size constraints (i.e. C04 and CJ2 in this case). 
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Formulation Unit Batch# Orders Allocated Quantity 
Large Batch # I {COS; C09} 20200 

UI Small Batch #I {CI2-1} 10000 
Large Batch #2 {CI2-2; Cl!; Cl3: CJO} 41200 
Large Batch # 1-1 {CO I; C02; C03; C04-1} 45000 

U2 Large Batch # 1-2 {C04-2; COS} 28200 
Large Batch #2-1 {C07l 24560 
Smatl Batch #I {C06} 19200 

Table 8 : Allocation of orders to batches. 

The batch number is the sequence order. In unit 'U2' there are two large mixing tanks. Large 
Batch #l-1 and Large Batch #2-1 are formulated in distinct mixing tanks. These tormulations 
might therelore be carried out simultaneously. 

At this point. a management rule is adopted which consistsof transfering into hold tanks every 
tormulated batch as a whole whenever it is possible. 
The resolution of a TSP on each filling line gives a sequence of orders or rather a sequcnce of 
groups of orders. For example the sequence of orders on 'L3' obtained by solving the TSP 
problem with the 'GENI' beuristic is: 

COl ~ C03 ~ C04. but in tàct we represcnt this sequence as tollows: 

~ !co3;Co41 

This means that in terrns of setup co st, COl~ C03 ~ C04 is equal to CO 1 ~ C04 ~ C03. 
It is also equal to C03 ~ C04 ~ CO 1 or C04 ~ C03 ~ CO 1. 

The orders to be placed on the 'L2' are in fact: 

~IC JO: Cl!; Cl2-1; C12-2; Cl31 
The sequence on this line is constructed by picking from the set of orders which can be placed 
on the line ( according to the constraffits coming from the group sequences), the order with the 
nearest due-date (applying EDD-Earliest Due Date heuristic). 

The sequences on the different Iines obtained in this example are presented below : 

Fillin2 line Sequence 
Ll C08 -t C02 -t COS -t C06 
L2 C09 -t C 12-l -t C 12-2 -t C 11 -t C 13 -+ C 10 
L3 CO I -+ C03 -+ C04-1 -t C04-2 
BULK C07 

Table 9 : Production sequences on the filling lines. 
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Those results feed a simulation model that includes an accurate description of the production 
system, constraffits and elementary management rules, most of which could not be easily taken 
into account before this stage. The simulation results in positioning the orders on the horizon. 
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Performance measures are colleered in order to qualify the solution found and thus proposals 
for improvement are generated. 

In this example wetook into account two groups of performance measures: Cmax (maximum 
completion time) and total idle time for each resource. According to the values of these criteria 
a local system is built according to the analysis done by the System State Analyser which runs 
at this stage with some simp Ie rules such as 

Select the ji/ling fine with Maximum Cmax and the mixing tank associated with itjàr 
the order that follows the longest idle time. Let 's name this orderOl 

Proposals for improvement are made. These proposals are such as : 

Delay one order ofthe batch associated with the order selected above (Oj) that it is 
actualzv started befare the idle time begins and so create a new associated batch to he 
formulated later. 

The solution of simulation is represented as a Gantt chart ( tigure 4) 

LB # 1-l LB 11!1-2 

c:l 1111111111111111111 
SB 11!1 

~ 
LB !.2 

W$'/HM""HUH///M 
LB #I LB 1(2 

E3 a+:·:l 
SB 11!1 

bi 
------ 111111 

(&.~~~~,~~~~~~,~~~ 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fij!;urc 4 : Gantt Cha11 1 
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Here the local system is composed of 'Ll' and 'Hold tank 1 '. The order 'C03' is moved and a 
new batch is inserted in mixing tank 'Mixing tank l' ( tigure 5). 

LB # l-1 LB #l-2 LB H1-3 

e [)111111111 6:1 
SB #1 

~ 
LB lf2 

WH&/H//H/U/;Z1 
LB #l LB lf2 

!=) ~ 
SB#l 

El 
lllllllti!!!!!!!S 

&.~ 

I 

·······································································-·.·.··· 

• COl C04-l C04-2 

;i' LJ 
C07 

el 
Figure 5 : Gantt Cbart 2 

The result of this action is stored as it leads to an improvement of the situation. This loop is 
repeated until the final result is satisfying or a ftxed number of iterations is reached. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presenled the architecture of a multi-model system for production 
planning and scheduling. This approach is applied for planning and scheduling in a chemica] 
plant, which presents some interesting properties. We show how detailed a plan may be 
achieved using some of the multi-model functionalities ( simuiation, rules ... ). Once the 
aggregate plan is produced, the scheduling level is then tackled. Here again some of the multi
model functionalities are employed using diftèrent roodels (MILP, heuristics. rules .... ). 

The multi-model approach is very proruising for the solution of industrial problems. We 
continue to tackle different industrial probierus with this multi-model approach in order to 
improve our know-how in this field and fmd the appropriate methods for the specitic problems. 
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Abstract 
This paper examines the application of statistica! process control to monitor the dynamic 
behavior of a semi-continuous process in a chemica! industry, in order to imprave the 
product quality and reduce the amount of the quality tests performed. The paper shows 
that a battery of simple statistica! tools when applied properly can provide good 
inbrmation on what should be measured and where the measurement should take place. 

1. Introduetion 

Chemica! manufacturing companies are facîng a demanding market for cheaper and high 
qualîty products. The current economical pressures have forced this industry to take a 
closer look at their quality control activities. The control of quality in such industry as 
polymer producers traditionally takes place at different stages of the process and are 
introduced on a ad hoc basis. Although control is performed at different stages, in many 
cases the process is hardly under control, and instead action is taken on the product for 
example by proper mixing operation of different grades of product. Mixing operation is 
not an easy task as one cannot foretell the exact quality of next production campaign. 
Overall such a practic,e not only increases both the costs of quality control activities and 
storage but also results in increased production lead times. In order to prevent such 
problems one must postulate "Total Quality Contra!" key elements of which Statistica! 
Process Control (SPC) and continua! impravement 

This paper discusses a thorough statistica! analyses performed to identifY the critica! 
measurement points in the production process of a polymer manufacturer, highlights 
critica! ways of reorganizing the control activities that have a major impact u pon process 
quality, identifies how to attain timely feedback information while the product is still in 
production cycle, presents how Statistica! Process Control Charts should be introduced 
to imprave the process performance, and outlines the advantages of experimental design 
in establishing a robust process. 
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The organization of this paper is as follow. In section 2 a brief overview of the literature 
relevant to this study is given. Section 3 outlines the production process and the current 
quality control system. Section 4 discusses a battery of statistica) analyses performed, 
along with the major conclusions drawn from the analyses. Finally in section 5 the overall 
concluding remarks are presented. 

2 . .Chemica) Industries & Oualitv Control 

The role of statistica) techniques in decision rnaicing and the concept of quality control 
management are well documented. It cannot be overemphasised that statistica) techniques 
form the backbone of any useful empirica) study in a manufacturing environment, in view 
of the variahilities inherent in the elements of processes and products (machines, 
materials, methods, men, and environment). These techniques are needed to eosure the 
effectiveness of information collection and validity of conclusions, hence the effectiveness 
ofthe resulting operational decisions (Goh (1989)). 

The concept of quality control management, however is much braader than just the 
occasional use of statistica) techniques. The secret of rnanaging and cantrolling product 
quality is keeping a continua) light check on the manufacturing process to be sure that 
quality does not change. There is always the possibility of doing a job better and better by 
continued correction and prevention of the troubles that occur or may occur. Wareham 
(1989) states that as a management tooi, quality control will provide: 

(a) Better quality through better design as aresult of improved knowied ge about factory 
processes, and 

(b) Better equipment and processes by stimulating manufacturing studies, and 

( c) Better quality safeguards by improved inspeetion methods. 

These three gains will together bring steady impravement in quality, reduction in costs, 
and consequently improved market position through increased flexibility, faster delivery 
time. These are the import of quality controL 

There is literally no limit to the assistance which a quality control program can render to 
any industry including chemica) industry. Chemica) companies however are different from 
other types of industry for several reasoos such as the type of product, process, 
production planning and control system, quality control, maintenance planning, and I or 
financial structure. Juran ( 1988) and Hili & Bishop (1990) discuss in detail the quality 
problems facing process industries, those which are different from conventional 
manufacturing. Quality problems facing a polymer manufacturer in addition to those of 
conventional manufacturing are: 

• Controlling the measurement methods themselves. 
• Change in composition of in process samples compared to that of finished product. 
• Relatively long testing time retard the control decisions to be anticipated. 
• Multiple processes with common flow 
• Variation smoothing through blending (a blessing rather than a problem) 
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The above ditierences will become clear when the nature of the process under study is 
discussed in the next section. 

Apart from ditierences in the sort of quality problems, the implementation of a quality 
control program in a process industry demands different data collection mechanism and 
measurement system. The data collection system requires adequate recording of 
information fed-in process controllers and supplied by them. The quality of the 
measurement and the sampling strategy is also critica! as it defines how well a process can 
be observed and be monitored or controlled. The latter is the major concern ofthis study. 

Literature on Application of SPC in Chemica/ Industries 

It took a long time for chemica! industries to realise that quality makes good business 
sense. As there were not any specific standard to apply in chemica! manufacturing 
companies till 1987, obviously there were few examples of statistica! methods application 
in batch and continuous chemica! processes. 

While many of the most important gains from the use of quality control techniques cannot 
be reported because they are being held as competitive secrets, much of the original work 
done in statistica! process control involved the production of manufactured parts. Among 
the reported studies we can refer to the works done at Dow Corning and Exxon 
chemicals. Other examples can be found in the paper written by Gupta and Kunnar 
(1991). 

In Dow Coming, the quality improvement process was envisaged in four phases, with 
statistica! process control as a quality tooi always in consideration. Dow used SQC to 
reach new standards of quality while increasing operational control and reducing costs. 
Evans (1988) describes how the statistica! techniques are most effectively introduced as 
part of a wider quality improvement process. Besides an example of SPC application in a 
continuous polymeriser is also discussed in general terms. 

Exxon chemieals as synthetic rubber supplier has postulated total quality control-key 
elements of which are statistica! process control (SPC) and continua! supplier/customer 
dialogue. In addition to the progressive application of SPC, BS5750 /ISO 9002 and total 
quality systems, Exxon chemieals is active in the supplier customer interface area 
(Coulson and Cousans (1988)). 

Among general papers on application of SPC in the process industries we can refer to the 
work of Mcneese and Klein (1991 ). They have examined ·several of the unique problems 
that exist in applying SPC to the process industry. They discussed the effect of 
measurement system and sampling variability on process capability. They presented a 
method of monitoring the accuracy and precision of measurement systems over time. 

The work of Hili and Bishop (1990) also is interesting. They classifY the application of 
statistica! quality improvement approaches in the chemica! process industry into three 
activities: (1) characterisation, (2) causality, and (3) prediction. They discuss some 
approaches that are particularly effective in the chemica! process industry for improving 
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quaJity including Design OfExperiments (DOE), varianee components, and process noise 
simulation models. They study three examples which illustrate the utilization of these 
techniques and their impact on the quaJity of a new high-value Nylon carpet fibre. 

3. The Production Process & Current Quality Control System 

Process description 

In the polymer plant of the company under study, polymerisation of monomer is a 
classical batch process, occurring in a stirred tank reactor, where monomer and initiators 
are initially added. Depending on the initiators and process conditions used, different 
types of product may be obtained. The schematic outline ofthe processis shown in tigure 
I. 

Chemica! Reaction Physical treatment 

Tank Trailer 

Figure 1. Process Outline 

Th ere are a number of reactors dîvided into a number of production lines. By the end of 
polymerisation at point A ( see figure I) samples are taken for measuring the partiele size 
distribution and the molecular weight. Then the polymer is released into one of the 
reservoirs available where it will be mixed with the product of one or two of the other 
reactors. 

From this point on the continuous part starts, where the polymer is conditioned for the 
end use performances. Before sending the polymer to silos at point B the second 
sampling for product quality control is performed every two hours. The last measurement 
point (point C) is at delivery time to transportation tank. 

In ad dition to the measurements carried out by the plant lab, a number of measurements 
at the point B & C with different frequency are also carried out by a central lab. Given the 
process description, the question is how the current measurement system can be 
improved. As one of the plant objectives, the number of expensive measurements has to 
decrease without affecting the product quality. 
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1t is clear that the measurements at points B & C only serve as basis for taking action 
with regard to the product already at hand. One option is that to decrease the number of 
measurements by finding out the possible dependency of the measured characteristics at 
points B & C. But this would not do any good to the actual process variation. The 
second purpose of taking measurements is to provide a basis for action with regard to the 
production process. Therefore, point A is the most likely area where impravement 
opportunities could be sought. 

Having decided u pon the point of focus, the next step was to col! eet necessary data in 
order to get enough information about the current measurement system. 

Data col/eetion 

Fora series of analyses, it was necessary to gather data at the measurement points A, B 
and C for the same period of time. For this purpose datafora period offive months was 
gathered. 

DataCollectedat the Point A: 
For each reactor usually at this point the input parameters and the result of measurements 
by end of polymerisation are recorded on diskette. Here over 2330 observations for 26 
variables from all the reactors on one of the production !in es was used for the analyses. It 
was crucial to the analyses to have information on the system settings and the quality of 
input materials. In this regard the data sheets were collected and manually typed in 
computer (in total, 123 observations and 4 variables). 

Data Colleeled at the Points B & C: 

1. Datafrom plant lab: 
At point B the data sheets were collected and then typed in computer (in total, more than 
500 observations and 11 variables, for the given period). Using PROC MEANS (a SAS 
procedure), a data set of the mean observations by day was made with more than 100 
observations. At point C, the data were already on floppy ( more than 350 observations 
and 9 variables). The data set generated of the mean observations by day has 80 
observations. 

2. Datafrom centra/lab: 
There were a mixture of the data at points B & C available on floppy. First using PROC 
TRANSPOSE an array of measurements for the same location was made per day then the 
observations for points B & C were separated. The data set from point B has 80 
observations and 20 variables. The data set from point C has 20 observations and 20 
variables. 

All the gathered data needed some manipulations befare statistica! analysis could be 
carried out. 
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4. Statistica! Quality Analysis 

In this section the result of statistica! analyses performed on the given data sets are 
elaborated. On each SAS data a battery of statistica! procedures has been applied (see 
figure 2). The purpose of these analyses are to: 

- find possible correlation among measured characteristics at points B and I or C for each 
lab. 

- examine correlation between measurements at points B and C. 
- examine the process behaviour over time. 
- look for correlations between input and output parameters at point A. 
- look for correlations between input and the measured characteristics at point B. 

Here the applied statistica! analyses along with a few sample results are discussed. 

Histogram 

• Graphlcal Representatlon of Data ~~~~ 
• Examlnlng Process Behavlor ~~ 

• Testlng Normallty of Data 

• Examining Relationship between 
Measurements at Point B & C 

• Studylng Correlallon between 
Measurements at each Point 

• Inspeetion of Input-Output 
Correlatlons 

{ Canonical '] 
~-- ·~ Correlalloll .. --' 
~ Discriminaï1f1 

AnliJ.ï!!ll___j 

J M~~t~arlate ; 
~ ~slL_j 

Scatter Plot 
Matrices 

Bi plots 

~~ !Anaiysls of 
~~rlance 

Schematic Overview of the Statistica! Analyals 

Figure 2 

Histograms were made to examine the distribution ofvalues of a variabie (see e.g. tigure 
3). This study was first performed using PROC CAPABILITY and INSIGHT SAS 
procedures. For all the reactors, the responses distributions are bimodal, an evidence of 
occurring more than one process. In fact these histograms provide additional information 
to support the main picture appearing on the control chart (see further below). For 
example see tigure 4, a response variabie of one of the reactors per day for the given 
period. From this tigure it is clear that the process behaviour over time is not stabie (i.e. 
not in statistica) control). Both the process mean and spread have changed. 
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The distributions of measured characteristics at points B & C for each lab show that due 
to the mixing procedure after point B the distribution of same characteristic changes from 
point B to point C. In another word in a multiple processes with common flow, unless all 
the processes and their conditions are identical (which is not possible), the distribution of 
any variabie measurements at the end of production line is a mixture of the single 
processes and the obtained information from the observations at this point cannot be used 
as a basis to act upon the processes. 

0-QPlot 

ll H 1t H ll H 

VHl\ YHl1 

Figure 3 · Reactor xx responses histograms 

A quantile-quantile plot compares ordered values of a variabie with quantiles of a specitlc 
theoretica! distribution. If the data are from the theoretica! distribution, the points on the 
Q-Q plot !ie approximately on a straight line. The plots produced through this analysis are 
on the responses of all reactors and for all variables in data sets from central and plant 
labs at points B & C. These plots provide technica! proofs upon the result of histograms, 
revealing more of the finer disagreements between a normal distribution and the actual 
distribution ofthe data (see tigure 5). 
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Figure 4. The Process Nature 
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Canonical Co"elation 
Canonical correlation is a technique for analysing the relationship between two sets of 
variables, each containing several variables. The underlying principle is to develop a Iinear 
combination of each set of variables (both independent and dependent) in a manner that 
maximises the correlation between the two sets. In order to see whether there is any kind 
of relatiOI.Jup between the measurements at points B & C for each lab, this procedure 
has been applied on the produced sub data sets from these points. Overall on daily base 
there is no correlation between the measured characteristics at point B & C (Fig. 6) 

Discriminant Analvsis 
Given a classification variabie and several quantitative variables, the CANDISC 
procedure derives canonical variables (Iinear combinations of the quantitative variables) 
that summarise between-class variation. This analysis again showed that the 
measurements from point B to point C are not traceable. The two separate clusters in 
figure 6 mean that the data are from two different populations. 

Multivariate Analvsis (PCA) 
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) summarises high dimensional data into a few 
dimensions. Each dimension is called a principal component and represents a linear 
combination of the variables. These principal components are also uncorrelated with each 
other. Here this procedure is applied to data sets from both labs at points B & C This 
analysis revealed that some observed variables are closely correlated. 

Control Charts (!mlividual Measurements & Moving Range) 
Using the PROC SHEWHART procedure following control charts were made for all 
reactors on each ofthe responses and ofthe input factors. 

In essence the control charts of responses show a kind of over control pattem which is 
introduced by the unnecessary adjustments of the process. 

The control charts fo& parameters from raw matenals analysis were helpful for identifYing 
the special-causes of variatien in responses values. They also show many out of control 
signals which cannot exactly be pin-pointed as the souree of special-causes Because 
there are a large number of factors which have simultaneous influence on the process. An 
example ofthe control charts made is given in figure 7. 

Scatter Plot Matrices 
Scatter plots can reveal a wealth of information, including dependencies, clusters, and 
outliers. A scatter plot matrix shows relationships among several variables taken two at a 
time. 
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Biplots 
The hiplot displays the observations and variables on the same plot in a way that depiets 
their joint relationships. Bi plots are useful for visual inspeetion of data matrices, allowing 
the eye to piek up pattems, regularities, and outliers (see Gabriel (1982)). The angles 
between the variabie veetors reflect the correlations of the variables, so that variables 
with small angles are highly correlated and veetors with angles greater than 90 degrees 
have negative correlations. Besides in the made biplots, the variables have been 
standardised to unit variance, so the lengtbs of the veetors reflect the relative proportion 
of the varianee of each variabie that is captured by the two-dimensional biplot. Figure 8 
shows an example ofbiplots made. 

The biplots in comparison to the scatter plots are more inforrnative. They not only 
confirrn the observed correlation from the scatter plots but also they make the 
visualisation of relationships much easier by depicting all the variables simultaneously in 
two dimension. 

There are three kind offactorisations options within the macro BIPLOT namely GH', JK' 
and SYM. A hiplot with GH' factorisation represents the relations among the variables 
most closely. A hiplot with JK' factorisation shows the relations among the observations 
most closely. A hiplot with SYM factorisation is often most convenient for plotting 
because this factorisation equates the lengtbs of the conesponding observation and 
variabie veetors for each of the hiplot dimensions (Friendly (1991)). Three types of 
biplots were made for the variables at the three measurement points 

Of the important results of this analysis relates to measurements at points A and B. Due 
to the product nature, after polymerisation at point A, partiele size distribution is 
measured on regular basis. It was critica! to see whether the effect of input variables at 
point A can be related to the measurements at point B. Therefore first the correlation 
between the analogue characteristics measured at the points A & B has to be sought out. 
Examination of bi plot for input variables and outputs at both points A & B showed that 
there is correlation among several variables measured at these points. 

Analvsis o( Varianee (ANOVA) 
This technique has been used as a qualitative approach for comparison of the reactors' 
output with the input changes. Since at the selected period, the date of input factors 
change in between was not noted, this date was set with respect to the other available 
dates. It was also interesting to compare the variation of measurements carried out by 
each lab on the same characteristics. 

Here the analysis showed that the effect of input changes (i.e. any change in the recipe 
(quantitatively), the quality of input materials and the system settings) on output variables 
is obvious. But while system is not in statistica! control no condusion upon optimum 
settings can be drawn. Besides an experimental design is required to study the real effect 
of different variables. The collected data were examined for the observations with the 
possible combination of variables that could be used in 25, 23 and I or even a 22 fractional 
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factorial experimental design. But for none of these designs even the simplest 22 
fractional factorial, the required combinations could be found. 

Figure 8. An example ofBiplots 
5. Overall Conclusions 

Given different statistica! analyses performed, it can be concluded that the focus of 
measurement system has to be changed. Currently the measurements taken at points B 
and C provide a basis for action with regard to the product. The statistica! analyses show 
that some of the measured characteristics at these points are correlated. Thus, some of 
these characteristics can be dropped from the measurement lists But the process 
variation may still cause emergencies where more measurements and time must be 
dedicated to control the situation. Therefore, point A is the potential area where one has 
to look for opportunities in improving the process. 

The analysis of process behaviour over time shows that both the average and spread has 
changed. In another word, the process is not stabie which means it is not statistically 
under controL On the other hand, the made control charts for response parameters depiet 
a type of over control pattern. The process is over adjusted because of the unnecessary 
adjustments to the processin the interest of causing a change in performance. 

The statistica! process control is one of the important approaches in optimising and 
reducing the variation. lf statistica! signals from control charts are used as a basis for 
deciding whether to adjust the processor not, the over control can be eliminated. 
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In dealing with data matrices with a large number of observations and variables, biplots 
proved to be the best way for their visual inspeetion and picking up patterns, regularities, 
and outHers by eyes. 

The analysis of varianee study here strengthens the idea of process potentiality for 
impravement through experimental design and Taguchi methad (robust design). In this 
regard the qualitative data of input parameters should be properly collected and process 
charting needs to be introduced in order to first bring the process under controL It is then 
that one can apply robust design or Taguchi methad to find out the optima! settings. 

Overall we can conclude that in order to decrease process variation, one must detennine 
where the greatest opportunity for impravement exists. And this study was the first step 
of a two-stage "process improvement" described by Anthis et al. (1991 ). Analysis of the 
measurement system is the first stage in process impravement and then as the second step 
is the manufacturing process. Without the first step, the measurement process may remain 
an implacable roadblock to process impravement 
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ABSTRACT 
The order selection decision process for firrns with product customization is directly tied to 
customer and to the associated production costs. Further, order selection impacts virtually 
every aspect of the marketing program and manufacturing activities. Therefore, order selection 
process must be interfunctional with marketing and manufacturing working closely to decide 
which orders to accept. The criteria used by marketing and manufacturing tend to differ, thus 
necessitating a need for interfunctional coordination. This paper proposes an approach to 
improve this coordination through an optima! selection of sales orders such that the total 
contribution of selected orders is maximized. The approach consists of two major 
components: (1) a modified EOQ system developed for make-to-stock products and (2) a 
mixed integer linear programming model for the selection of customized (make-to-order) 
products, taking into account the capacity required for make-to-stock orders. The approach is 
of iterative nature and can be used for order promising, due date setting as wel! as for 
aggregate production planning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Responding to new forces on the competitive landscape, manufacturing companies are 
restructuring organization, manufacturing configurations, and management coordination channels 
and styles. In many manufacturing systerns the Computer lntegrated Manufacturing (CIM) 
concepts such as CAD, CAM, lnforrnation Technology (IT), etc. have been implemented tomeet 
today's market needs. Many companies have also improved the entire supplier/ customer chain by 
sharing inforrnation through better communication systerns. However, the potential benefits of 
integration have not yet been fully realized. A major challenge is to revise the techniques of 
planning and control of marketing, production and distribution. 

Manufacturers are usually forced to make different marketing and production decisions based on 
unstable market demand. The production strategies, that is how much and when what to produce, 
are forrnulated usually without taking into account the marketing strategies . However, marketing 
decisions not only have direct impact on the finn's profit but also on the delivery lead times. For 
example, acceptance of a sales order by marketing when the production capacity is limited, may 
jeopardize the manufacturing throughput time for many orders. 
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The decisions made by marketing department in reallife are usually in conflict with decisions made 
by manufacturing department On the one hand the marketing department wishes to offer a wide 
variety of products with reliable delivery times to clients , while on the other hand the 
manufacturing department is interested in a stabie production plan (infrequent set-ups), and low 
inventory level. The Jack of a common communication mean between marketing and manufacturing 
and the separate measurement system used by each department results not only in inter
departmental troubles but also generates suboptimal solutions which in effect deteriorates the 
company competitive position. What is required is a communication mean using which both 
departments have an open information flow to each other to coordinate and integrate their deelsion 
making process. This paper proposes an approach to imprave this coordination through an 
optima! selection of sales orders such that the covering production costs are rninirnized and the 
total contribution of selected orders is maxirnized. The approach was developed and 
implemented at a Dutch pigment manufacturer. The organization of this paper is as follows. 
Section 2 describes the company and its manufacturing and marketing decision making processes. 
In Section 3 the approach adapted for integrating marketing and production decisions is described. 
In Section 4 the process of validation and implementation is discussed. Finally, in Section 5 
some conclusions are presented. 

2. COMPANY BACKGROUND 
The company is a manufacturer of color pigments that are used for colaring of crates, plastic, 
bottles, etc .. The productscan be divided into two classes; Make- to-Order (MTO) and Make-ta
Stock (MTS) products. The manufacturing process involves: a) weighting and mixing, b) 
extruding, c) granulation, d) sift and homogenization, e) packaging. Given the nature of the 
production, the company can be classified as a process industry. The mixing eperation is a batch
orientated process, resulting in batch oriented extruding process. Due to the lirnited capacity and 
long setup times involved in the extruding operation, in this study we have considered only the 
extruding operation, for preparing the aggregate production plan. Moreover, the capacity of several 
extruder lines, which are almast identical, are aggregated. 

The set-up time needed for extruding production-runscan be divided into a variabie time-block and 
a fixed time-block. Before commencing the production of a complete batch, a fixed time-block of 
about two hours is required to take a sample in order to control the product quality characteristics 
and eventually to adjust the process parameters. The variabie time-block is the time needed to clean 
the production line. The cleaning time is product sequence dependent Producing a sequence of 
batches from light color to dark color results in shorter cleaning times. Because we intend to 
develop an aggregate production plan rather than a detailed production schedule, in this study the 
sequence dependency is neglected and instead a fixed cleaning time per product is used. Fixed 
cleaning times considered here are obviously Jonger for the lighter colors. 

In the current situation when the marketing department receives an order, calls the manufacturing 
department to inquire whether the order can be fulfilled within the requested (delivery) lead time. 
Marketing usually demands a quick response. Within an hour the manufacturing department needs 
to inform marketing when the order can be produced ifthere is enough capacity. Given the lirnited 
response time and Jack of any decision support system tooi, production possibilities are advised by 
manufacturing department in more or less intuitive way. Besides this way of communication there is 
also one meeting every month between the marketing and the manufacturing departments in which 
the production planning of the following month is discussed. Looking back almost always this 
planning has been very tedious task and usually could not take place as it was planned. 
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The goal of the study is to fonnulate a mixed integer linear prograrnming model which optimizes 
the contribution margin taking into account the production capacity and production rates for 
different types of products. lt is meant as a decision support system for the strategie and tactical 
management decision making process. The strong point of the model is the possibility of making 
what-if analyses for both marketing and manufacturing departments. These analyses wil! provide a 
more reliable infonnation v.ithin a reasanabie time. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH 
The need for an integrated marketing and production planning has been extensively discussed in the 
literature and we do not elaborate that. The concept developed for this case is a Hierarchical 
Planning System (HPS) for coordinating marketing and manufacturing decisions (Hax and Candea 
( 1984) }. Within an organization three levels of decisions have been distinguished. Roughly speaking 
these levels are 

• Strategie level (management decisions). 
• Tacticallevel (aggregate production I marketing decisions). 
• Operationallevel (detailed production decisions). 

A HPS guarantees an effective coordination of the decision making process as a whole, but at the 
sarne time recognizes the problerns of each decision-level separately. The basis of a HPS is the 
separation of the planning problem in sub-problems which are connected. An important input is the 
number of levels on which the separation is based. For this case two levels are distinguished: 

l. Orders; the orders are the customers' demand and fonn the last step in the chain. 
2. Products; grouping of orders which deal with the sarne products v.ith similar cost structure 

( cost per unit I time). 

The HPS developed here supports the marketing department to select in an "optima/" fashion the 
sales orders such the net profit is maximized. The approach consists of two major 
components: (I) a modifi,ed EOQ system developed for MTS products and (2) a mixed integer 
linear programming model for the selection of customized (MTO) products, taking into 
account the capacity required for MTS orders. The approach is of iterative nature and has 
application at the strategie and tactical levels. At the strategie level, the developed model provides 
management support by facilitating decisions made about: 

• Penetration in new markets. 
• Changes in the production capacity. 

At this level, the model makes it possible to perfonn a financial comparison between the planning 
and the reality. Such a comparison can be done through simulation or what-if-analysis. The what-if
analysis can be perfonned on the input-data (expectations and/or forecasting), the product-data 
(introduction of a new product line }, and the capacity ( expansion of production lines). 

At the tactical level, the model can be used for decisions which have to be made by marketing and 
manufacturing departments. The marketing department for example can use the model for order 
acceptance and for making an evaluation of their present clientele. The manufacturing department 
can employ the model for making monthly and weekly planning decisions which in turn will be used 
as a basis for daily scheduling decisions. They can also use the model for capacity changes on the 
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short tenn and for rnaicing a comparison between different actions which have to be taken for 
attaining a pre-defined goal. The what-if-analysis at this level can be the following: 

• Raising or lowering the price of an order such that it remains in the optima! production
package. 

• Accepting or rejecting an order. 
• Temporarily expanding the production capacity through longer shifts or hiring extra werkforce 

(on a temporarily basis). 
• Adding an order (package) which is taken into consideration for production. 
• Changing the order size. 

The input data to be provided by the marketing department includes the product number, sales 
volume, sales revenue and due date of the orders. A part of input contains the orders which are 
already placed and the other part are the forecasted orders expected to be placed in the future. 

F or both strategie and tactkal u se of the model, the output of the optimization run is combined 
with the product and production characteristics and then is rewritten in a useful fonnat for the 
target user. Figure 1 illustrates the approach adopted in this study. Note that the optimization 
model is considered as a black box for the user. 

data 
Expected sales volume, 
expected sales revenues 
per product group on 

yearly & monthly basis 

ORACLE 
Product & production data 

Tactical Input Data 
Orders received on 

weekly basis 

Coupling order, product & production data 
Prepare data sets in the fonnat required for optimization model 

Figure I: Flowchart ofthe Approach 
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Economie Order Quantity (EOQ) 
As mentioned earlier a class of products is of make-to-stock (MTS) nature. This class contains 
seventeen products with a relatively constant and regular demand pattem The EOQ concept is 
applied to this class todetermine the production order quantities and ordering times (cycle time). 
The EOQ-formula provides the optima! production quantities of different MTS products by 
trading-off the inventory holding costs and the fixed production-run (setup) costs. One of the 
positive consequences of the EOQ-formula is its robustness. By camparing the cycle times of each 
of the seventeen products, the optima! cycle time or planning horizon is calculated. In this case the 
optima! cycle time is twelve months. On a year-basis the production of these products take up 25% 
of the total production capacity. In the developed model the order quantities of these products are 
the production quantities which are generated by the EOQ-formula. When demand varlation 
justifies, a safety stock can be introduced as wel! in the modeL 

The Model 
In this model, an aggregate (tactical) plan is obtained by finding the lot-sizes such that the total net 
profit is maximized Before presenting the model formulation, the indices, parameters, and decision 
variables are defined. 

Indices: 

t 
k 

Parameters: 
dj,k 

p'j,k 

imaxt 
kj 
pCj 

maxi 
TSTi 

PJ,k 
PCAPt 
ft 

fffili.Xt 

CL Ti 
pline 

cwaste := 

Q 

order number; = 1,2, .. ,N; 
product; 1,2, ... ,J; 
period; 1,2, ... ,T; 
period; = 1,2, .. ,T 

demand for product j in kg with due date k; 
adjusted price per kg of product j Vvith due date k; the adjustment is done in 
relation to the provision costs and the packaging costs. 
ihventory costs per unit (=kg) for product j per period 
(assumption: inventory costs per unit are time-invariant); 
maximum inventory capacity in period t; 
throughput correction factor - constant for product j, 
production costs (infl) per kg raw material for product j; 
maximum throughput in kglhour for product j; 
time (in hours) needed to take a sample for testing quality of product j; 
= 2 hours for every j; 
price per kg of product j >vith due date k; 
production capacity in period t; 
overtime-casts per hour in period t; 
maximum number of hours overtime allowed in period t; 
cleaning time (in hours) for product j. 
number of production lines witrun the Extruder department; 
= 4 for the present situation; 
standard for the calculation of the waste-disposal costs (jl 0,50 per kg 
waste); 
large number equal to maxi { S. 1 di.k} 
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Variables: 
Continuous: 

Binary: 

Rt 
XJ,t,k 

Y.k 

number ofhours overtime in period t; 
production quantity (in kg) of product j in period t with due date k; 
acceptance variabie which indicates in what extend the demand of 
product j with due date k is ful.filled. 

set-up variabie which indicates whether a set-up has to be made for 
the production of product j in period t or not; 
""1 ifa set-up is needed for productjin period t; 
= 0 otherwise. 

The formulation ofthe model is as follows: 

s.t. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

2:~~~Xw=d1 .• *L1.• j 1,2, ... ,J;k 1,2, ... ,T 

J 1,1*2:i-,xw+"i'*k) 
2:1~J(TST1 +CLT1)7ï1,,+ - · · )sPCAP,+R, t=1,2, ... ,T 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

max1 

R, Srmax, 

11*...-v-X.+k 1 
TST

1
+CL1j+ ' t...x-t J,( 

1 s-.-* PCAPt 
max1 plme 

L 1.• s 1 

rr~, x w s Q * 1tj,t 

t = 1,2, ... , T 

n 1,2, ... ,T 

i 1,2, ... ,J;t 1,2, ... ,T 

i= 1,2, ... ,J; k = 1,2, ... , T 

i 1,2, ... ,J; t 1,2, ... , T 

The non-negativity constraints with regard to the decision variables are not mentioned explicitly but 
they do count. 

The meaninglexplanation ofthe relations are: 
(l) Optimization timetion 

It maximizes the contribution margin and is seen as a financial translation of the possibilities 
of the Extruder department 

(2) Marketing decision. 
(3) Restrietion on the production capacity per period (in hours) and the possible overtime. 
( 4) Restrietion on the maximum overtime. 
( 5) Inventory-restriction. 
( 6) Restrietion to prevent job-sptitting. 
(7) Restrietion on the acceptance variable. 
(8) Production decision. 
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The interaction between the marketing department and the manufacturing department is obvious. 
The optimization function is defined in financial terms which is of interest for the marketing 
department The constraints however contain the product characteristics and the production 
capabilities which is of interest for the manufacturing department 

There are two types of cost elements which are worth further explanation namely, the costs of raw 
matenals and the waste-disposal costs. 

Costs ofraw material: 
In every production run the waste is equal to I 0 kg for the set-up made plus 2% of the 
amount of production. This means that for producing an amount of X kg of product j in one 
production run, the costs will be equal to (X+ 10 + 0, 02 *X)* cost-price per kg for product j. 

Waste-disposal costs: 
These costs are equal to a standard (=jl 0,50 per kg waste) times the amount of waste of a 
production run. So the total wa.>te-disposal costs can be divided into parts; a part depends on 
the number of set-ups made, and a part depends on the amount of production. 

4. V ALlDATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Data souree 
In order to validate the model two sets of data were used: 

I. The orders which were produced and delivered to the clients in reality in the period between 
October 1, 1993 until September 30, 1994; in total 1030 orders and 214 products. 

2. Information on the product and production characteristics, like the costs of raw materials, 
cleaning times, capacities, throughput, etc., which are gathered in a database. The database 
system which is used is ORACLE. The data in ORACLE is periodically updated. 

Technique used to solve the model 
The model is implemented in OMP (1995) optimization software-package. Finding an optima! 
solution for a large mixed integer programming problem usually takes long time. In this study there 
are about 6000 binary variables and that makes it is impossible to find the optima! solution. The 
solution procedure which is used by OMP can be divided into two steps. In the first step the LP 
relaxation solution is calculated. In the second step the 'the Branch & Bound" algorithm is used to 
find the "MIP-solution. Within OMP it is possible to use different branching strategies to solve the 
problem. Three strategies are selected for further investigation, namely: 

- automatic: the sequence of the examinatien of the binary variables is based on the sequence 
defined in the model. 

-select highest I branching upward: 
first the binary variabie is selected which has a value ciosest to one and is rounded 
up to one, after which the next binary variabie is selected which has a value ciosest 
to one, and so on. 

-select lowest I branching downward: 
first the binary variabie is selected which has a value ciosest to zero and is rounded 
down to zero, after which the next binary variabie is selected which has a value 
ciosest to zero, and so on. 
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Using only part of the original data, three test cases were formulated, each included 1100 binary 
variables and 1426 constraints, and solved with each branching strategy. The results showed that 
the last strategy had the worst performance. The results of the other strategies were close, but in 
every test case the 'select highestlbranching upward" strategy provided a better solution in a 
shorter run-time. Therefore, this branching strategy is adopted as it provides the best trade-off 
between the elapsed time and the percentage between the MIP solution found and the optimal 
solution. 

Comparison of bistorical infonnation with the model output 
For the validation purpose a larger test case representing the 70% of turnover was considered. At 
this step the results generated by the model are compared with what happened earlier to the use of 
model in reality. Before a comparison canbe made, some remarks have to be mentioned: 

• The set and size of orders produced in reality and in the test cases are different. Because in 
reality inventories could have been used to supply an order, or a production order could have 
been hooked on a different time and with a different quantity when compared with the 
customer order placement time and order quantity. However, the comparison stays realistic as 
we look at the bottom-line results rather than individual production events. 

• In the model, in contrary with reality, the production quantities and cycles of the MTS products 
are generated by the EOQ. 

• In reality the MTO products are usually produced in the month requested or the month after, 
while the model allows advance production when a provision is made. 

The results and the comparison will be shown in three tables. Table 1 shows the size of the 
problem, and summarizes other information on the optimization run. Table 2 illustrates the 
machine-hours requirements generated by the model and hours actually spent in reality along with 
the inventory levels. Table 3 provides a comparison for the contribution margin. 

6035 
1865 
7900 
6047 

10,085,157.014 
IOmin 

10,084,667.610 
10,083,153.836 

39 min 
99,980% 
99,985% 

Table 1: Problem Size & Optimization Information 

As can be seen in table 1 the mixed integer prograrnming solution (MIPS) found is very close to the 
optima] solution (at least 99,985%). The BPS, best possible solution, is generated by puttingsome 
extra constraints on the LPS, linear prograrnming solution. The test case has been run on a Pentium 
computer with a doek speed of99 MHz. 
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Table 2 shows clearly that machine-hours requirements as found by the model are much less than 
the 01iginal requirements in reality. Thus the '~ame" product-package could be produced much 
more efficiently. The difference in machineleftover time is 644 hours on a year basis. This suggests 
that at least extra orders up to 644 machine-hours could have been produced without having to use 
extra machine-hours. By looking at the totalleft over capacity, 1457 hours, one can conclude that 
even with a realistic utilization rate of 95%, still there will be 1382 unused machine-hours. The 
financial consequences will be mentioned further. The standard deviation of the machine-hours 
neerledfora period, is equal to 52,68 hours while in reality this is equal to 238,14 machine-hours. 
Given the standard of 100.000 kg ofinventory capacity, no inventory problem wiJl be raised. The 
overall condusion based on the values of the standard deviation is that the model generates a 
smoother production planning with less variation 

Model Solution: Original (Real Life) Capacity Inventory 
Machine Hours Data: Machine Hours (machine (kg) 

hours) 
. Period Neerled Left Needed Left 

I 450 175 528 97 625 16064 
2 508 117 535 90 625 41613 
3 473 152 497 128 625 29338 
4 463 162 461 164 625 30506 
5 523 102 464 161 625 45841 
6 585 40 1252 -627 625 13719 
7 424 201 384 241 625 42024 
8 544 81 661 -36 625 41556 
9 521 104 656 -31 625 21430 
10 434 191 355 270 625 28107 
11 531 94 619 6 625 82480 
12 587 38 275 350 625 0 

Total 6043 1457 6687 813 7500 

Table 2: The Consequences for the machine-hours and mventory 

In the first two rows of table 3 the number of products produced and the total production quantity 
in kg in different situations are indicated. As mentioned earlier due to the different product
packages these numbers are also different. Sales revenues are not explicitly an output of the 
optimization model. For the test case the order prices are adjusted for packaging and provision 
costs. As can be seen the costs of raw material calculated for the test case is larger than in reality. 
The explanation is as follows. Since it was difficult to search for the original cost of each of the raw 
materials, in the test case the material costs ofMarch l, 1995 are used, while in reality the material 
costs are the actual prices paid in 1993-1994. On average the prices of the most important raw 
matenals were increased by 31% in 199 5. N ote that for these matenals a price decrease of I 0% will 
improve the contribution margin per I 00 kg by about 400ft. This indicates that the optimization 
salution would have been better than reality ifwe had the used the original costs. 
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Provision Realization Test Case Results 
Calculations 

Number of products 258 258 211 
Kg produced 946,394 946,394 874,486 

Number of machine hours 6,687 6,687 6,043 
Number of setups 427 427 403 

Sales revenues 24,587,704 24,587,704 Not reported by the 
model 

Packaging costs 180,714 180,714 ---
Provision costs 686,09088 719,344 ---

Costs of raw material 11,728,83946 11,728,83946 ---
11,992,059.66 11,958,806.54 10,083,153.84 

Overtime costs 30,348 30,348 
Inventory costs 41,55714 

W aste-disposal costs 4,070 
11,961,711.66 11,928,458.54 10,128,780.98 

Interest costs 239,582.30 239,816 221,378.58 
Freight costs 298,356.38 301,072 275,686.96 

Electricity costs 207,071 191,337.54 
Water costs 48,644.66 252,54754 44,9485.8 

Water-disposal costs 62,462 57,716.08 
Extra costs of personnel Not taken into account, considered to be fixed 

Contobution margin 11,105,595.2 11,134,423 9,337,713.24 
Contobution margin per 1,173.46 1,176.52 1,067.8 

100 kg 
Contobution margin per 1,660.78 1,665.08 1,545.22 

machine hour 

Table 3: Companson of~ontnbution margtns (costs & margtns are d1sgwsed & expressed injl) 

Briefly stated, the following conclusions can be drawn from tables 2 and 3: 

Taking the material costs issue into account, the contobution margin generated by the 
model, is about the sarne and most probably will be higher than reality. 
The production planning generated by the model provides smoother production per period 
than in the reality. 
The model generates a production planning which produces more efficiently and provides 
a sa ving of 644 machine-hours. 
The production planning generated by the model has as a basis a 100% on-time delivery. 

The key point of the model is the financial advantage which can be gained. In the comparison the 
more efficient planning done by the model gave 644 machine-hours. This 'l!xtra" capacity could be 
used for: 

production of extra orders to attain extra contobution margin; 
lowering the price to get extra orders out ofthe market and to attain a larger market share; 
penetrating in a new market 
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The latter could be translated into bottom-line profit Assurning a contribution margin of 1,660. 78 
per machine-hour, a total of l,069,542.32fl per year could be realized. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Increased implementation of CIM concepts raises issues in integrating the planning of marketing 
and production decisions arnong many other integration issues. The interactions of different 
marketing and production decisions impact on the proper use of available capacity and company 
profits. In tlus paper a decision support tooi was presented that provides a better communication 
mean between the marketing and manufacturing departments and avoids sub-optirnization of 
decisions. At strategie level, through what-if-analysis the developed model generates well-founded 
decisions fora possible expansion ofthe production capacity and fora possible penetration in new 
markets. At tactical level, the marketing department has a tooi to justifY order acceptance and to 
make promises regarding the (guaranteed) delivery time. On aggregate level the model generates a 
production planning on a weekly basis which has a high level ofreliability. The production planning 
generated by the model smoothens accupation of the extruder department over the planning 
horizon andresultsin an extra contribution margin over the sarne period. 
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ABSTRACT 

Robust design techniques which rely on designed experiments for specifying parameters 
have become popular in recent years. While often successful in practice. the most popular 
techniques have been criticized for their simplifying assumptions and choice of performance 
measures. In this paper we propose a more general methodology for robust design. The pro
posed method uses specific quality and economie performance criteria and draws upon tech
niques in experimental design and optimization. Planned experiments gather data on perfor
mance as a function of parameter settings and noise factors. Empirica! response models are 
then fit over the design space and used in response surface optimization of an economie 
objective that includes quality and operating costs. Options for reducing the amount of exper
imentation are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Modem competition hinges on product cost, quality, timeliness and features. Off line 
quality control techniques are becoming increasingly important in product design. Robust 
product design ([10.15,18,25] for instance) has received considerable attention in recent years 
as a method for setting values of control factors in product design. The methodology is based 
on the use of statistica] experimentation for acquiring knowledge of product (or process) per
formance under varying conditions. While acknowledged as being a conceptual breakthrough 
for parameter specification during design, the details of the methodology have received some 
criticism (see [2,3,9]). 

The robust design methodology popularized by Genichi Taguchi ([20, 21, 22, 24]) 
employs three basic steps - system design, parameter design and toleranee design. System 
design specifies the functions to be performed by the product or process being designed, and 
selects a basic technology to be used. Parameter design sets the optima! parameter values for 
system control factors such as voltages, material thicknesses, cutting speed, material mixtures, 
process temperature or presence of an offsetring variance-stabilizing component. It is 
assumed that a relevant, measurable quality characteristic exists. The objective is to minimize 
some function of the mean and varianee of performance deviation from the target. Y urn and 
Ko [28] review three optirnization approaches: minîrnizing the signa] to noise ratio then 
adjusting the mean; direct minimization; and minimizing varianee foliowed by adjustment. 
The final step of toleranee design specitîes the allowed variability in the parameter settings. 
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Toleranee decîsions are based on the tradeoffs between the cost of holding tolerances and the 
cost of deviations from target performance. Statistica! experimentation is used to collect per
formance data during parameter, and possibly tolerance, design. 

In designinga process we classify the factors which affect response as "signa!". "control" 
or "noise" factors ([19, 231). Signal factors are those made available to the user to adjust per
formance. Examples would include flow rate and temperature control knobs. Control factors 
are those parameters which are specified by the process designer such as presence of a control 
valve, processing speed, salution concentration, or curing time. Noise factors are uncontroll
able factors such as the environmental humidity or the between batch variability in raw 
materiaL Noise factors reftect real-world process performance and can usually be attributed to 
1) environmental conditions during production or use: 2) manufacturing process varia ti ons: 
and. 3) deterioration through time and usage. 

In this paper we develop a systematic methodology based on economics for detemlining 
the optima! settings of process parameters. Statistica! experimentation ([ 15]) is combined 
with response surface methodology ([4, 5, 11, 16, 17]) and specification of the environment to 
efficiently determine the optima! settings. The objective is to find the least cost settings for 
the control factors. The objective function includes cost of deviations from target perfor
mance, product and production system design cast and production cost. We assume 
knowledge of an appropriate quality measure. discusslons on selecting performance measures 
are given in [3] and [12]. For illustration we employ the mean square error performance 
measure, separately computing the varianee and bias components. The idea of combining sta
tistica! experimentation with response surface methodology appears in the lirerature in various 
contexts. Vining and Myers [26] use this approach by adopting a strategy of optimizing a pri
mary response (mean) function while satisfying conditions on a secondary response (variance) 
function. This is done as an alternative to data analysis methods suggested by Taguchi which 
involve the u se of summary statistics such as the SIN ratios. Lucas [ 14] suggests analyzing 
data from Taguchi designs by consiclering them to be response surface designs and suggests a 
new class of composite designs as an alternative to Taguchi designs. The objective of this 
work is to explicitly include noise variables in the design in keeping with the findings in [23] 
that the confaunding paw~rn in Taguchi designs could lead to incorrect conclusions about 
dispersion effects. 

Several authors have suggested optimization for this basic design problem. Ritchie [22] 
and Tribus and Szonyi [26] suggested the use of response surface methods for optimization. 
Askin and Goldberg [ 1] proposed the u se of an objective function which included manufac
turing cast and quality. Optimization techniques for special cases were presented. Leon et aL 
[ 12] discuss optimization of performance measures which are independent of adjustment. 
This methad assumes knowledge of the the form of the relationship between control factors 
and response. Parkinson [ 18] proposed a methad based on optimization over a probability 
space. The characterization of the space is assumed to be known. Phadke and Dehnad [ 19] use 
quadratic loss as the objective and propose a two stage optimization procedure which relies on 
the existence of adjustment control factors which only affect the scale of the response. Con
versely, the methad in this paper makes no prior assumption on the existence of specific types 
of control factors nor knowledge of the process modeL AuJitionally, a more complete objec
tive function is considered. 

In the next section. we provide a more forma! statement of the problem addressed. Sec
tion 3 presents a systematic optima! destgn approach. Approaches for reducing the amount of 
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statistica! experimentation required are discussed in Section 4. We then discuss appropriate 
(statistica!) experimental designs for the problem using a minimum bias criterion. This is fol
Iowed by a discussion of salution techniques for various steps in the method. Finally. in Sec
tion 7. we provide an example of how the methodology might be used and then conclude with 
a summary of results. 

PROBLEM DEFINn'JON 

We refer to a specification for each of the p process control variables as a setting 
! (x 1 •.. , XP). We use xj to denote the specified value for factor (control variable) j. 
Let the factors be numbered such that the first p 1 factors are discrete and the remaining p 2 
are continuous. Whether or not to use a particular control feature in the process design would 
be a discrete factor. while a temperature setting would be a continuous factor. Ideally, but not 
necessarily, continuous sealing or leveling adjustment factors exist which can be used to set 
performance to a target. Our objective is to determine the ~ which meets performance 
specifications at minimal cost Cost here includes all relevant cost in the design of the pro
duction process, design and acquisition of the tooling required. operatien of the process dur
ing its life cycle, and co st of quality. 

Quality is assumed to be measured relative to some optima! target t, which might be a 
physical property such as coating thickness or color, or overall performance measure such as 
effective yield. (t could be a vector of T quality characteristics. The basic methodology is 
unchanged provided a scalar-valued loss function exists. Otherwise. multiobjective decision 
making techniques can be employed.) Actual performance of the product or process is given 
by the random variabie Y f (~, e) where e is a random, white noise, component, assumed to 

be orthogonal to the signa! ponion of f (~. e). The random component includes the effect of 
noise factors. Quality costs are composed of prevention costs and appraisal casts which 
depend for the most part on ~ and failure costs which depend on the difference between Y 
and t. We denote these two costs as Q (~) and L (Y ,t) respectively. Loss (L (Y ,t)) is gen
erally assumed to be quadratic in (Y - t). The standard Taguchi expected loss function is 

E[L(Y.t)]=kE[(Y--c)2] k·{[E(Y -c)f+a2} (1) 

where k is some constant which converts deviations from target to monetary units. Let C (:!) 
denote the cost of developing the process plus life cycle production if design :! is adopted. 
Our problem is then 

P : Minimize Co st = C (:!) + Q +E[L(Y,t)] (2) 

subject to: 

Y=f(:!,e); 

X 1 is the set of discrete possibilities for the p 1 dimensional vector ~ 1 while X 2 would nor
mally be the hypercube (dimension p 2) formed by upper and lower technologically feasible 
specifications on the components of :!l· 
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SPECIFICATION PROCEDURE 

Befare descrihing the general optimization methodology, we must define additional nota
tion relating to planning statistica! experiments. We call the set of possible combinations of 
the p control parameters the feasible design space or area of operability, 0, We plan to take 
observations at N points in the design space. Experimentation is typically performed itera
tively. exploring a region of the area of operability at any one time in search of improved 
parameter settings. Let 0 represent the region of interest for the current experiment. We 
denote the settings of the experimental design pointS by ~ , where !h E 0 for all h . 
X {:!11 : h = 1, ... , N} is referred to as the design matrix for the statistica! experiment. A 
total of j=l, ... ,qh noise parameters have been identified that describe the environment under 
which the process is operated at design point h. Some of these parameters rep re sent variabil
ity between the specified and realized values of the control parameters. others represem 
uncontrollable variability in the production environment and conditions of use. Given ~. the 
set of all possible combinations of the qh noise parameters is known as the noise space. Qh. 

Note that the noise space need not be the same for each observed combination of the control 
parameters. and hence is denoted by the subscript 'h '. At each design point h, rh observa
tions are taken under noise conditions ~'Jtk = {whk L whk 2, ... , whkq.} and 
Wh = {~k: k=L .... rh} which, for experirnental purposes, may be controlled. Wh is called 
the noise matrix. We assume an unknown functional relationship E [Y1 I (X=~ ,W ==~k )] 
exists. For notational ease, we assume the elements of X and W have been standardized 
about the center of 0. 

With this notational background, our design procedure may be stated as follows. 

l. Specify the form of the expected loss function L (Y ,1:) and cost function C Select 
the current area of interest 0 and a design matrix, X. 6 should be centered around the 
hypothesized optima! settings. 

2. At each ~, specify the naturally occurring joint density function g 11 (W) for the q11 noise 
factors. The noise matrices Wh are then selected. 

3. The experirnents are performed randomly, recording all data. 

4. At each ~. use the Yhk observations (or Y hkt for if multiple quality characteristics are 
measured) to build an empirica! model for the quality characteristic over Qh. The result
ing mode Is we term Yh (~.Wh). First or second order mode Is are generally sufficient 
over this restricted range. For example, Derringer (5] writes, "Extensive experience in the 
chemical. physîcal and engineering sciences has shown that second-order polynomial 
equations are flexible enough to fit most behaviors encountered in production or 
research-and-development practises". A first order model would have the form 

t; 

~o + L~k~k . (3) 
k=! 

5. Determine performance measure values at each design point by integrating the desired 
function of Yh (!!J, Wh) over gh (W). For instance, an estimate of mean performance at 
design conditions h is found from 

Çlh 1 (~,i·V11 ) = J Y~u(~.Wn)gh(W)d~ 
n, 
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Higher order moments or other required terms of the loss function of problem P can be 
similarly estimated. This step provides an estimate of expected loss for each design 
point. 

6. The loss measures estimated in step 5 for all h, are combined with engineering measure
ments of C (!h) and Q (!h) to obtain a total co st estimate from the objective function (2) 
for each !h of the design. These values are used to build an empirica! model of total cost 
over e. Second order polynomial models will normally be constructed via least squares 
in this step. Thus, we conclude this step with an empirica! response function of the 
overall cost objective as a function of the control variables that is applicable over the 
design space. 

7. Standard response surface methodology is engaged todetermine optima! conditions based 
on the estimated model. Our task is to solve problem P with the estimated total cost 
function of step 6. Draper and John [6) discuss mixed qualitative and quantitative 
response surface methodology. If the optima! salution to P occurs at an interlor point of 
the convex set e and the response functions are convex, then no improvement in the 
objective is possible by adjusting the design parameters outside e. However, if one or 
more constraints are tight, then the optima! salution is used to define a search direction 
from the center of X. The restrietion to optimization over e can be relaxed to optimize 
along this search direction over the region of operability. Upon completion of the 
search, we may stop with the condusion of global optimality, run additional 
confirmatory experiments or return to step 1 with the design center being our best 
current point. 

Figure 1 is a flowchart of the salution method. The following sections provide addi
tional details on improving method efficiency, selecting design and noise matrices and 
estimating performance respectively. 

REDUCING DATA REQUIREMENTS 

The proposed methodology implies the use of a noise experiment irnbedded at each 
design point of X. This can result in excessive experimentation unless data is easily obtained. 
In several cases this experimental load can be reduced. Note that the noise experiments are 
used solely to evaluate variability in process performance under actual operating conditions. 
The noise experiment is necessary at each point of X only when the functional form of the 
noise effects differs between design points. 

Early Exploration 

In early stages of the exploration of 0, our objective is primarily to find improving 
directions for minirnizing total cost. U nless performance variability may have a strong 
inverse relationship to average performance, noise experiments are not needed as we are not 
attempting to select a specific design. If the current region turns out to be optima!, data on 
the effect of noise factors can be subsequently generated. However, in most cases, steps 2, 4 
and 5 can be skipped. 
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l. Specify loss (L (Y, 1:)) and cost functions C (J:), Q (J:). 

Select local region 0 and design X. 

2. Specify noise distributions g"(W): 

specify any noise experiments ~~;,. 

4. Fit local response models ~'(~;,,Wh). 

5. Compute expected loss estimate 
and total cost at ~;,. 

6. Build total cost model over 8. 

7. Optimize over 0 or explore search direction. 

Figure I. Overview of Robust Design Methodology 
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Constant Effect 

Suppose it is reasanabie to assume that noise variables have a constant impact. For 
instance, deviations of z degrees in temperature from the specified value may have the same 
effect on the performance measure regardless of the intended settings of the design parame
ters, at least over the design space. The term ''same effect" here refers to the form of the 
combined statistica! model of performance. In this case the coefficients of the noise factor in 
the l\ models of step 4 are the same for all design points and interaction terms presumably 
are not significant. Thus, the noise factor must only be sampled once. Changes in inftuence 
due to setting consistency can be obtained through proper specification of the gh (W) at ea<.:h 
design point. 

Integrated Experimental Design 

For comprehensive estimates, we could treat the noise and control factors tagether as 
factors in a single larger experiment. This approach would allow efticîent estimation. For 
instance, suppose we have seven design parameters and seven noise factors but only main 
effects are thought to be significant. lnstead of running a x 2 ?-4 fractional factorial 
experiment requiring 64 observations, we can combine factors and run the 16 observations of 
a 2 14~10. 

Overlapping Noise and Control Variables 

Noise variables may coincide with control variables as is the case with the temperature 
variabie just considered. lf the design matrix includes levels of a factor with signîficantly dif
ferent values for a control factor. it is unnecessary to use this factor as a noise variabie in the 
design. When the design model is built in step 6, the effect of this variabie is estimated. 
This knowledge can then be fed back into cast determinations in step 5 by once again 
integrating the effect over gh (W ). 

Thus. we are left with the realization that we need only include those noise factors which 
differ from the control factors and evèn then we need only include those which may vary in 
form of influence across the design matrix. These factors are then included for the final 
stages of the optimization process. 

DESIGN AND NOISE MATRICES 

To implement experimentation, selection of the design matrix, X, and possibly the noise 
matrices, Wh, are required. The overall objective is to estimate Y h (&.,Wh). The choice of 
experimental design affects the accuracy of the fitted equations (Yh ,Wh)), and is therefore 
important to the accuracy of the overall salution procedure. The central composite design 
(CCD) ([ 15], [ 16]), composed of a factorial design (full or partial), a center point (usually 
repeated), and a complete set of 2k axial points, is a frequently used design for fitting empir
ica! models. CCDs permit sequentia! model development, are reasonably efficient, and allow 
varying design properties by selection of the number of center points. We hereafter assume 
the use of a CCD for the design and noise matrices. However, other experimental designs 
could be just as easily used with the proposed methodology. 
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Design Matrix 

In our methodology, the purpose of a design matrix is to produce input to a regression 
model for predicting quality throughout a portion of the design space (8). In this study, a 
polynomial model is assumed appropriate. The fitted model is then examined to find improv
ing response directions as a part of problem P. 

While we feel it is prudent to use a minimum bias design, the problem is identical to 
choice of experimental design in response surface methodology and the corresponding large 
body of literature applies. This minimum bias approach minimizes the effect of bias between 
the predictive equations and the true functional relationships. Minimum bias designs are also 
known to be nearly minimum MSE in many cases ([4]). In order to construct a minimum 
bias design, the experimenter must specify a weight function. Assuming all points in 8 are of 
equal importance, a uniform weight function is used. This does not prejudice one set of solu
tion points against any other, and seems judicious when far from the optimum settings. When 
closer to optimum, a multivariate normal may be preferabie indicating a prior belief that we 
will not stray far from the design center. The selected region 8 represents the limits of infer
ence of any predictive equations used. The experimenter must exercise care in judgement to 
ensure that this region is neither too small, thereby requiring extra iterations of the solution. 
or too large, in which case third order or higher effects may be present to a large degree. 

Noise Matrix 

When needed, the noise matrix represents a complete planned experiment for each point 
in the design matrix. By fitting a response surface to the results obtained from the experiment 
in the noise matrix, and integrating over the noise parameter density function, one obtains 
desired estimates of performance. The essence of the Taguchi philosophy is that these esti
mates are more representative of reality than those obtained under traditional experimentation 
(where the laboratory conditions are carefully controlled, producing very conservative esti
mates). 

Interest in specific ~ points is proportional to the probability that a set of conditions will 
occur in nature. The weight function directly refl.ects this distribution. In this study it is 
assumed that gh (W) is reasonably approximated in practice by either the multivariate normal 
or uniform distribution. The uniform weight function is used when the experimenter has little 
information about the parameters of the usage environment, or when it is more appropriate 
than the multivariate normaL The region of interest for the noise design is the area Qh, typi
cally a hypercube indicating reasonable boundaries for the noise parameters. The cases of 
multivariate normal weight function over a sphere (or "large" cube) and uniform weight func
tions over a cube are discussed in [7] and [8] respectively. The case of a multivariate 
(independent) normal weight function over a cuboidal region and other cases are considered in 
[21]. 

ESTIMATION OF PERFORMANCE SURF ACE 

We assume all Yhk data has been collected. It is necessary to first estimate performance 
locally, i.e. within the Qh regions, and then to estimate performance across 8. 
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Local Estimation 

Step 4 of the overall process involves fitting appropriate response surfaces i\ over each 
Qh, Our ultimate goal wil! be to estimate mean square error over e. (Once again suitably 
transformed measures may be substituted into this discussion.) To accomplish this task we 
preeeed as follows. Estimates of the mean performance (llh) and varianee (OK) are obtained 

from: 

~h(!) = J Yh(!,W)gh(W)d~ (5) 
n, 

and 

Ö;(!) = J [ Yh(!.~V) ~h] 2gh(W)d~. (6) 

n" 
where gh (W) represents the probability density function for W on Qh. For purposes of dis
cussion, we assume finite target t, with equally undersirable consequences for both under and 
over achievement of this target. If desired, mean square error is then obtained directly by 

,~tSE~t (!) = f [Yh t] 2
gh (W (7) 

n, 

Expressions (5) through (7) require gh (W ), an explicit statement of the noise environ
ment. This is necessary to accurately ascertain the importance of performance heteroscadasti
city across e. A major point in our methodology is that this integration step should be 
included in the optimization process. Consider, farinstance, a 22 noise matrix with responses 
as shown in Table 1. The sample average yields x = I 0 and sample varianee is s 2 = 5. The 
linear model Y = 10 +X 1 -2 X 2 describes the surface exactly. Deletion of the center point 
with response 10 clearly leaves the sample mean unchanged, but, now s 2 = 2(}3. The obvious 
point is that we are not dea!ing with a random sampling of points when we specify the noise 
design, and the sample varianee does not represem performance varianee at this design point 
in genera!. Suppose, for instance, the noise variables are uniformly distributed in practice 
over the region [-3,+3]. ln this case, actual response varianee (using the exact model and 
integrating over this joint density) produces a varianee of 15. (We note however that an argu
ment can be made that if the unit spread in variables is one standard deviation of the real 
noise variabie distribution, then the full factorial noise design has a varianee equal to that for 
an independent multivariate normal density.) It is reasanabie to expect the range of the noise 
variables to depend on the design point. As an example, it is more difficult to maintain high 
temperatures than low temperatures in many manufacturing processes. 

The calculated values for ~h and ö; give the estimates of mean response and varianee 
for each point in the design matrix. These are used to estimate the global performance func
tion. Using the objective function (2). we have 

cast(!)= C(!) + QC:~:J + k[(~h-1:}2 + <J;71 

For estimation, we have assumed that e and Qlt are continuous. 

Design Surface 
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Factor A 

-I 

-1 
l 
0 
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Table 1 

We now attempt to summarize expected performance over the entire design region 8. 
For this, we need to build an empirica! model of c;)st(x) over 8. Using the N values of 
c;Jsr (& ), i= l , ... JV from the design surf ace. we build an ~mpirical model. In most cases this 
will be a second order model of the form 

p p p 
c;;st(&) I.a;X;; TL r.ajkxijxik· 

J=l . i=lk=} 

This model should be build using standard empirica! model building techniques such as multi
ple linear regression, including only those terms that prove significant. 

Final Comments 

Several authors (e.g. [3], [ 13]) have proposed transformed parameterizations for optirni
zation. The two stage optirnization proceeds by classifying variables as those which affect the 
varianee (or suitable transformed relation) and those which only affect the mean. These latter 
adjustment variables are used in the second optirnization stage. For our purposes here. the 
process is basically unaffected by such a transformation. provided a relevant monetary cost 
can still be computed. We note however that since the observed variability at a design point 
is composed of both randf:lm variatien and that induced by the noise matrix, exact varianee 
stahilizing transformations may be more difficult to obtain. Moreover, any suitable loss func
tion may be substituted for MSE. Asymmetrie cases where loss is 

fK 1(Y 1i,ifY >'t 

Loss = iK (Y 't)2, if y < 't 
I 2 
t 

can be handled by dividing the integral in equations (5) through (7) into two cases, 
r st\ (X ,W) and 1: > Yh (X JV). 

A BATCH PROCESSING EXAMPLE 

As an example of how this methodology might be used in practice, we consider the 
design of a production control system for a batch processing environment that produces multi
ple products or versions of a single product Mixing and packaging lines would be typical 
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examples of such a system. Demands for an item arrive in a random fashion. lf inventory 
exists, demand is satisfied immediately. However, holding costs are incurred for inventory. lf 
there is no inventory on hand, the demand is backordered and a shortage cost incurred to 
track and expedite this order. The cost model for the production inventory system can be writ
ten as: 

Cost = Production Cost + Setup Cost + Holding Cost + Shortage Cost 

To minimize the probability of a shortage, account for production leadtimes, and ensure 
level utilization of production capacity, production control initiates new orders well before the 
inventory is depleted. The decisions to be made now are what production rate to set, how 
much to order and when to (re)order. Production rates affect the variabie production cost and 
are an important factor to consider. A setup cost is incurred every time a new batch is setup 
for production. The design factors are the production rate (P ), the order quantity (Q) and the 
reorder point (R ). We will attempt to choose levels of the design factors which will minimize 
the effect of the noise factors on system performance. The noise factors here are the demand 
rates and cost parameters for shortages and inventory (normally, only estimates of actual cost 
parameters are available). 

Data was gathered by means of running a simulation program. Shonage costs were 
assumed to be distributed as U(0.09,0.13) dollars/part/min. Holding costs were assumed to 
have the form n x C where n is a multiplicative factor assumed to be distributed as 
U(0.009,0.01 1). C represents the production cost (in dollars/min) which is computed as P l.S 

where P is the production rate in parts/min. Production cost includes scrap which may 
increase with P as well as standard operating casts. While interarrival times for demands 
were assumed to be distributed exponentially, the means were allowed to follow a U( 1.3, 1.7) 
distribution. Lead time, the time between placing an order and its arrival, is the sum of 
several random variables. Lead time includes the time to place orders for materials, receive 
materials, schedule production time on the process, setup the process and produce the batch. 
In the study. lead time is assumed to be distributed normally with mean equal to ~s and vari
anee equal to cr}. 

A design point in this example is comprised of a particular combination of numbers 
specifying the production rate, the batch size and the reorder point. For example, (1.1,41,28) 
represents a production ra te of 1.1 units/min. a batch size of 41 with a reorder point of 27. 
The design points used are summarized in Table 2. X represems the cartesian product. For 
each production rate P. traditional inventory theory was used to find the optima! Q and R. 
The design was centered around this point. 

A simulation model of the facility is run to evaluate cost and performance. At each of 
the 27 design points. a complete 23 design in the noise factors with a center point was run. 
(Since two of the noise factors concern cost parameters. and these do not effect the stream of 
events, it was only necessary to run the computer simulation for the different demand rates. 
Performance measures were used to evaluate the objective function for each of the combina
tions of casts in the noise matrix.) Thus, there were a total of 486 (27 x 9 x 2 replicates) 
observed data points. Each simulation was run for 1500 simulation hours with an init:al trun
cation of 500 hours. For each run, the cost of operations and the probability of shortage were 
estimated. In addition to direct cost of shortages, long term demand is seen to depend on pro
duct availability. Thus. in addition to immediate costs, shortages have a strategie impact on 
competitive position. Local to each design point, two linear regression models were fit, each 
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Table 2 

0.91 (50,55,61) x (34,37,41) 

1.0 (41.45,50) x (27.30,33) 

l.ll (36,39,43) x (24,26,29) 

conesponding to an objective (i.e. cost and probability of shortage). These equations were 
then numerically integrated to obtain means and variances at the design point. For both per
formance characteristics, the means and variances were combined to determine the Mean 
Squared Error. For each design point, holding and production costs were combined with shor
tage penalty to obtain a objective function value at the design point. These numbers were 
treated as input to a second order regression model in P , Q and R . The best model provided 
a fair fit with the model explaining 65% of the total variation. However, it was noted that 
higher production rates were superior up to the technologically maximum feasible value of 
1.11 parts/rnin. Thus, we set P to 1.11 and fit a reduced model of the form: 

Y:=: ~o + ~tQ + ~2R + ~uQ 2 + ~22R 2 + ~12RQ 

The resultant model explained 97% of the of the observed variability. We then optimized 
this nonlinear objective subject to the following constraints: 

36 :S: Q :S: 61 

24 :S: R :::; 41 

This led to an optimum design point of ( 1.11,38,29). For confirmation, simulations were 
then run for every point in the noise array using the values obtained from the optimization. 
There were eighteen simulations, representing two replicates for every point in the noise 
array. The eighteen values for both objectives (cost and probability of shortage) were then 
used to compute the mean and standard deviation for each. 

The levels of the design factors conesponding to each of these designs are shown in 
Table 3. D 0 represents the design obtained by optimizing the regression model. D d and D a 

represent the best of the 27 designs chosen for experimentation and the design obtained 
analytically from classica! inventory theory respectively. The results of the optimization are 
best understood by camparing system performance for various designs. This comparison is 
shown in Table 4. J.l.cost and J.l.prob represent the computed mean for the cost and the proba
bility objective respectively while crcosl and crprob represent the standard deviations over the 
noise distributions. The benefits of the optimization are clearly seen in Table 4. The design 
obtained from the optimization clearly dominates the design derived analytically. D 0 also 
does better than D d on 3 of the 4 measures with crprob for D 0 being slightly higher than the 
corresponding number for D d. 
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Table 3 
Factor Levels for Vanous 

D, 

Da 

DP 

llcost 

(JCVSI 

llprob 

(Jprob 

p 

1.11 43 

1.11 39 

1.11 38 

Table 4 
Comparison of Designs 

6.68 6.67 

0.057 0.089 

0.132 0.169 

0.088 0.110 

SUMMARY 
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R 

29 

26 

29 

6.62 

0.052 

0.101 

0.092 

A general methodology was proposed for optirnizing process settings via iterative appli
cation of environmental and control factor identification, experimental design, data collection, 
data analysis. process modeling, and directed search. The proposed method is an extension of 
the Taguchi approach to parameter design. One significant enhancement involves considera
tion of all relevant engineering costs such as prevention costs, failure costs, process eperation 
costs and loss due to deviations from target. Other innovations include integration of parame
ter and toleranee design, consideration of the actual distribution of noise factors, suggestions 
for improvements in sampling efficiency, and optimization over a region instead of being lim
ited to selected design points. The procedure can be implemented using existing experimental 
designs (such as minimum bias central composite designs), empirica] model building tech
niques (such as regression analysis), and optirnization techniques (ridge analysis and improv
ing direction searches). 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a design methodology for multi-agent applications 
dedicated to Manufacturing systems. This approach allows the user to clearlv 
define its needs and avoid ambiguities and contradictions. nJso, it permits to 
specify the multi-agent structure of Real Time Software and to make a rigorous 
verification of these specifications and especially to validate the behaviour of the 
system. The validation process by reduction in the rewriting logic theory is 
implemented with the constraint programming language PrologliL The 
automatic code generation is always possible. This method constitutes a complete 
approach for the analysis, the structuration and the design of real time systems 
software. 

INTRODUCTION 

Forma! methods and techniques have been suggested over the last several 
years to prove properties about specifications. CCS, Z, VDM, ESTELLE, LOTOS, 
SOL [ 4,5,7,8] are the most prominent on es. These formalisms are different in 
nature but their efficiency to detect errors is well established. The use of forma! 
specification methods in software development helps clarify the customer's 
requirements by revealing or avoiding contradictions and ambiguities in the 
specifications, enables rigorous verification and validation of specifications. They 
haYe an other major distinguishing feature of providing prototyping facilities or 
code generation tools. However, it should be noted that possibilities to specify 
timing constraints are not always present in the above formalisms. 

Forma] specification techniques are not widely accepted in industrial 
software development. Several reasons explain this situation: Jack of 
methodologies and tools, necessity to be familiar with discrete rnathematics and 
logic, excessive formality which inhibits communications between users. 

Attempts have been made to insert some of these formalisms in an 
e1wironment in order to facilitate their manipulation, particularly through 
graphical interfaces. The quality of such interfaces depends directly on the 
structure and properties of the corresponding formalism. In other words, 
formalisms are more or less adequate to be Integrated in a graphical 
environment. 
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In an attempt to make formal specifications more friendly we propose in 
this paper a method based on rewriting logic and multi-agent paradigm. The 
main features of this approach are the following: 

1-Theoretica! aspects of the rewriting logic are hidden to the user. 
2-lt is object oriented and thus offers a natural approach to modelize real 

worlds. 
3-It offers a structured and comprehensive approach to co-operative software 

requirements, analysis and design. 
4-It is easy to express temporal constraints directly on the rewritiLg rules. 
5-The validabon of specificabons is made possible due to the reduction process 

in the rewriting logic. This reduction process is implemented with the constraint 
programming language PrologliL 

In this paper, our approach is illustrated though an industrial CIM 
example: the specification of a Manufacturing unit command part software in 
terms of multi-agent system, the validation of its behavior in the rewriting logic 
with Prologlil language. 

A MODEL FOR MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 

An agent [3,6,9] will be associated to a module representing both the 
cognitive body and the resolution strategy. It is made up of rewriting rules basis 
expressing production rules, facts basis and a communication interface (figure 1). 
The rules and fact basis encapsulate the agent knowledge and transcribe its 
resolution strategy in view its specification. The communication interface allows, 
to a basis agent Ag, to share its results with others agents of its system. These 
agents are of the same abstraction level as Ag. More details on rewriting logic and 
its application to our approach can be found in [1,2]. 

rl: el <C:O/NI=I2> ==> s3 

SI-+-----
S2-+------

si-+-------.~-

r2 : e2 c6 <C:O/N I= 12><C I :0 1/N 1-vi"""""------------......J 
==> <C2:0/N I:= 40>s2s6 

Figure 1: Graphical representation of an agent 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR MUL TI-AGENT SYSTEMS 

The method covers almost the entire life cycle of a distributed system 111 

general, and of a multi-agent real time system in particular. 
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Specification methodology 

The method is based on a systemic approach for the analysis and the 
decomposition of the stuclied systems. Indeed, we are interested in complex 
reactive systems which can be decomposed in three sub-systems: 

the physical and logistic sub-system. This is the part of the stuclied system 
composed of physical resources. According to the type of the stuclied system, 
these resources can be engines, machines, hardware systems, software systems, 
etc. 

the decisional or monitoring sub-system. It is the set of rules or functions, 
when applied to the physical sub-system, permits to reach the fixed goals: the 
decisions, the regulation, etc. 

- the information sub-system. lts main feature is to establish the 
conneetion between the two other sub-systems. It intercept the data flows from 
the physical sub-system, if necessary processes them, and sends the information 
to the decisional sub-system. 
The analysis and the design of a complex system can be done with respect of the 
two following different specification stages which are strongly coupled. 
First stage: identification of the physical sub-system resources Five steps are used: 

-1- Identification of the physical sub-system objects or resources. It consists 
to highlight the different components of the stuclied system. This identification 
concerns the available objects if the stuclied system is an existing system, or the 
resources or objects necessary to build a new system. In this step, the Entity 
Association model or any other simple formalism can be used for the analysis of 
the physical part or the static part of the system. 

-2- For each identified object or resource, precise its interface (cooperation 
and communication protocol): 

Input data flow messages, 
- Input control flow signals or events, 

Output data flow messages, 
- Output control flow signals or events, 

-3- For each object, identify, if they exist, the state variables or visible 
attributes. These attributes are necessary to write the control or the decisional 
rules. In genera!, these state variables are used in the system global 
synchronisation and monitoring rules (machine state: On, Off. busy, etc.). 

-4- For each resource decide if it is an active resource type or a passive 
resource type. Active resources, generally, concern an object which can evolve 
according to a self working (their states result from an internal working not 
visible at this level.) and realise one or several tasks in accordance with the 
received control command (robot, workstation, a software active program 
(server), etc.). These reactive objects interact with their environment by messages 
exchanges. They are complex systems as well as the stuclied system. 
Passive resources are objects which perform a parbeular task, but they have not 
an internal logic which allows them to evolve or to perform actions in an 
autonomous manner (pallet, machining tools, sensor, captor, database, etc.}. The 
distinction between these two kind of objects is of a nature to facilitate the 
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analysis and the specification of the decisional sub-system in the following stage. 
At this step, it is important to have an accurate vision of the nature and the type 
of each component of the sub-system, because, this will determine the 
structuration of the decisional sub-system as it will be shown in the following 
stage. 

-5- For some cases passive resources are data storage means. They are also 
components of the information sub-system. 

second stage: Hierarchical decomposition by level abstraction of the decisional 
sub-system 

This stage uses, also, five steps. 
1- associate a monitoring agent for each active resource. The interface of 

this agent will be made of input and output control and data flow of its resource 
(machine command and utilization protocoL software system invocation 
interface, etc.). The visible attributes or state variables val u es must be integrated 
in the agent interface as input or output messages. The agent is the only entity 
qualified to retrieve or to give the contents of these kind of attributes 
(encapsulation principle) to the other agents of the same or the upper levels. 

-2- For each passive resource or object necessary for the implementation of 
the decisional sub-system, associate an access manager agent. lts interface have to 
integrate the resource access protocol massages (Database access protocol, captor 
or sensor access commands, etc.). 

-3- Identify the input/ output control flows of the decisional sub-system. 
-4- For each input control flow (signa!) or input data flow (message) of the 

studied system, associate an interception rewriting rule ("Handler"). This rule 
may implicate several monitoring agents and manager agents (synchronous 
rewriting rules). It can also use visible state variables of the physical sub-system 
via its associated agepts. If an interception rule of a given event or signa! have to 
use a complex logic in plus of the simple synchronisation and the control of the 
implicated monitoring agents and manager agents, it's advised to associate to this 
signa! or event a decisional functional obîect which have to be decomposed in 
next level of the hierarchical decomposition process of the decisional sub-system. 
This abstract obîect is called expert agent Indeed, to process such events to take a 
decision, a complex logic must be used. This logic can use some expertise in a 
particular domain (scheduling algorithms, production planing, etc.). The expert 
agents use their specific and private data and passive resources. Make these 
resources or data visible at this level is of a the nature to compromise the 
readiness and the comprehension of the decision logic of this leveL 

-5- For each expert agent highlighted in the four step, precise: 
- the knowledge on its environment in order to complete its interface and, 

above all, to identify its resources during its decomposition process. 
its expertise. 

Then, apply to it this second stage of the method: hierarchical 
decomposition by level abstraction, only, if this agent has to be created. 
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SPECIFICA TION OF A MACHINING FLEXIBLE CELL 

System description 
As an illustration of our approach, we consider the example of a 

machining flexible cell dedicated to manufacture various mechanica! parts either 
unitary, or small and medium size series. The contiguration we study 
corresponds to a real manufacturing cell installed in our laboratory. It is 
composed of a machining centre with a CNC BOSCH, a turning machine with a 
CNC NUM 1060, a measuring machine, an Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV), a 
preparation area and six starage areas. 
This cell works in the following manner : 
- A Production management system produces the production plan for a period 
(e.g. one day, one week) in regard with the capability of the cell and the orders 
from customers. For example: 30 partsof type A, 40 partsof type B, etc. 
- A scheduling system produces the order in which the parts can be 
manufactured. This is made to optimise some criterion (e.g. minimise the tool 
changes, or maximise the accupation time of the machines). 
- For every part an order is sent to the human operator to indicate him the 
adequate raw part he must fix on the pallet. Each pallet is identified with an 
electronic token upon which we can read and write up to 8 Kbytes of data. While 
the pallet is prepared the sequence of operations that must be executed on the part 
are written on this electronic token. 
- The pallet waits in the preparation area until the AGV comes and picks it. 
- When the AGV picks a pallet it reads on the electronic token the reference of 
the machine which have to execute the first operation and it brings the pallet to 
this machine. 
- When the first operation is finished the AGV brings the pallet to the following 
machine and so on. 
- When all the oper~tions are executed on the part, the AGV brings it to the 
preparation area where the operator can remave the part and use the pallet for 
another part. 

We limit the management of the manufacturing system to five 
functions:(i) Medium scale production scheduling, (ii) Real time scheduling, (iii) 
Monitoring, (iv) Quality management and (v) Maintenance management 

The Medium scale scheduling function is supported by a CAPM software 
(Computer Aided Production Management). lts role is to make a scheduling of 
the productionfora period (e.g. a day) to fulfil the customers orders in accordance 
with the capabilities of the manufacturing system. 

The control function realises a dynamic scheduling of the production, 
manages in real time the resources in the manufacturing system and controls the 
various jobs. lt takes into account the real state of the system and the possible 
dysfunction. 

The monitoring function offers an interface between the human operator 
and the manufacturing system. It picks information either directly from the 
resources or from the other functions. It presents all the information to the 
operator in a synthetic manner with synoptics, tandency curves, files of variables 
archives, ... 
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The quality management function manages the quality of the production 
of the manufacturing system. It uses data received from the other functions. The 
results of this function can be used by the control function in order to try to 
correct the svstem. 

The ~aintenance management function manages the maintenance of the 
manufacturing system, preventive actions as wel! as curative actions. It uses data 
from the monitoring function and from the control function. Results of this 
function are also taken into account by the control function to perfarm the 
dynamic scheduling. 

System analysis 
We use the methodology described above to specify a multi-agent structure 

to resolve this problem. We split the production system in three sub-systems: 
physical sub-system, decisional sub-system and informational sub-system. 

For the physical sub-system we use a bottorn-up method. We identify the 
resources of the system and we distinguish if they are active resources or passive 
resources. To each active resource we associate a specific monitoring agent. To 
each passive resource we associate a specific manager agent. All those agents 
share the same structure and are able to control their resources and to execute the 
orders they receive from the other agents. The following agents have been 
defined: 

monitoring agents : "AGV agent", "turning agent", "robot agent', 
"machining agent" and "control agent". 

manager agent of passive resources : "preparation area agent" and a specific 
agent for each starage area: "machining starage agent", ''turning storage agent 1'', 
"turning storage agent 2", "control starage agent'', "auxiliary storage agent 1" and 
"auxiliary starage agent 2". 

The achons of some agents are very linked. This is, for instance, the case of 
the following agents; "robot agent", "tour agenf', "turning storage agent 1" and 
'turning starage agent 2". We introduce a new type of agent called "unit agent". 
Each agent of this type is the aggregate of the agents ,.,•hom achons are very 
coup led. 
We define four unit agents: 
- 'Turning unit agent" composed of "robot agent", "tour agent", "turning storage 
agent 1 ·· and "turning storage agent 2'' 
- "Machining unit agent" composed of the "machining center agenf' and 
"machining starage agent". 

"Control unit agent'' composed of the "control agent" and the "storage control 
agent" 
- "Transportation unit agent" composed of the "AGV agent", "preparation area 
agent", "auxiliary storage agent 1" and "auxiliary starage agent 2''. 

For the decisional sub-system we use a top-down method. We define a 
specific agent for each of the five functions described above. So we define five 
agents: ''medium scale scheduling agent", "maintenance agent", "monitoring 
agent", "guality agent" and "control agent". 
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Figure 2: Multi-agent structure 

The four first agents are the representatives in the multi-agent world of 
specialized software. They can be considered as the monitoring agent of the 
specialized software that we treat as active resources. For instance, "medium scale 
scheduling agent" is the representative of a CAPM software and the "monitoring 
agent" is the representative of a specialized monitoring software. 
The ''control agent" is composed of other agents: the four unit agents described 
above and two new expert agents: "RT. scheduling agent" and "entry agent". 
The function of the "RI scheduling agent" is to perfarm a dynamic scheduling of 
jobs in the manufacturing system. It takes into account the production plan 
received from the "medium scale scheduling agent" and the real state of the plan 
(e.g. availibilities of resources, possible breakdowns, worker absence and the 
arriving of an urgent order) 
The "entry agent" exploits the results of the "RI scheduling agent" to choose the 
next part to produce. It displays the information for the human operator and 
writes the sequence of operahans to be executed on the part on the electronic 
taken of the pallet. 

We classified all those agents in three levels as described in figure 2: The 
level 0 contains the resources management agents, the level 1 contains four unit 
agents and two expert agents and the level 2 contains functional agents. 

BEHA VlOR SIMULA TION OF MUL TI-AGENT DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS 

According to the graphical representation of an agent as introduced in 
figure 1, a complex multi-agent system can be represented by the generic 
simulation model given in figure 3. 
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Reactive_.Discretc_Event,_Systen1~Sitnlllation 

{ 
t current time; 
ót sifnulation tifnestep; 
T l'horîzon de simulation~ 
N(t) sytem state variabie vector at timet; 
E(t) sytem input variahle vector at timet; 
S(t) sytè-m output vat~iable vccto1· at tln1e l~ 
R set of rewriling ruk of the systt?rn: 
S"" {E(Ol. N((l), NO(Ol) initia! stat of thcsystem: 
0 set of suh-systems 
NO the set of visible state variables of the sub-systerns: 

EO(tJ suh-systt:ms Input variabie vector at timet: 
SO(t) sub-systents ()utput vanable vet: tor at tune t; 

t 0: 
S(OJ = f(R. SJ;/* fine rulcs which have thcir t1·igger truc"/ 
While t + ót < T 

do 
N(t + ót) = f(E(t), N(tJ, S(tJ, :--;Q(t). SO(t). R); 
for each element of 0 apply récursivly the algorithm; 
S(t + ótl = f(E(O. N(tl. S(t). NO(tl. SO(tl. R); 
E(t) f(E(t). Ntt). S(t), :--;Q(t). SO(tl. R); 
l =I+ ÓL 

end While 

Figure 3: Multi-agent Generic behavior simulation model 

A discrete event system goes from a stabie state to an other stabie state 
through intermediate states. This recursive evolution is easy to model with the 
constraint programming language Prologlil with recursive predicate. The 
modelling of a system state is entirely described by giving three veetors N, E, and 
S (figure 1) where N is the set of the system state variables, E is the set of input 
events or messages and S is the set of output events or messages. This state is 
represented with a list : <<E>,<N>,<S>>. In the other hand, in order to simulate 
the behavior of discrete event multi-agent systems, we have to take into account 
the time dimension which is represented by the variabie t (figure 3). The generic 
model is used to generate a Prolog III behavior simuiabon program from a 
textual representation of complex systems generated by the graphical editor. 
Before giving the different steps of the Prologlil program generation, we 
introduce in the following section a sample example to facilitate the 
comprehension of this process. Later, it will be used to illustrate the validabon 
process. 

Example of real time multi-agent behavior simulation 

For this purpose, we consider the case of a simple flexible celL When parts 
of type A enter the system, they undergo two operations: drilling and turning 
before going to the fitting center. Parts of type B are directly convoyed to the 
fitting center by the convoy. In the fitting center, each couple of parts (A, B) are 
fitted together. After, they are separated and set out to the paint rooms. 

We consider that each center has a state variabie "E" which can take two 
values: "idle" or "busy". In respect with the methodology previously presented, 
we make the following physical decomposition of the system: 
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- AT: for the flexible cell 
- VS: for the machining center 

- DR: for drilling unit 
- TR: for turning unit 

- AJ: for fetting center 
- CB1: for paint room 1 
- CB2: for paint room 2 

Drilling and turning operation duration's are respectively: 3 and 2 time units. 

Prolog lil program generation 

The construction of prologlil program is limited to the specialization of the 
genericmodel (figure 4) for each system agent. For this, to each agent we associate 
a prologlil predicate which has the same name. The general form of this predicate 
is given by the figure 4. This predicate calls the predicates of its sub-systems. 

AgentO(O,E) ·> 
Agent StartingState( étatAgenl) 
lnterna1Agent1 (O,éta!Agentlnterne1) 
... 
lnternaiAgentn(O,étatAgentlnternen) 

Agent(t,E1, E2) ·> 
FireRuleeAgent1 (t,E1.TP1) 

FireRuleAgentk(t,E1 ,TPk) 
lnterna1Agent1 (t,TPk_AG 1, E2) 

lnternaiAgentn(t.TPk_AGn, E2) 
,{TPk =<TPk_AG1 , ... ,TPk_AGn>}; 

FireRuleAgentk(I,E1 ,TPk)·> 
!"'* InterConnexion Agent Matrix"" i 
/''*Rule triggers ""*/ 
/'""Rule Actions on the state : translormations ""/ 
!'"" Temporal Constraints "'"/ 
/"*" Iransiert of the c:..rrent state part nol alleeled by the the rule lransformations ... / 
FireRuleAgentk(t,E1 ,TPk) 
!*""!he second form of each ruleis only used to generale a new state by makinga copy of !he current "I 
/"*" state ... 1 

lnternaiAgentn(t.TPk_AGn. E2)·> 
!"'* First Form""*/ 
lnternaiAgentn(I,TPk_AGn, E2)·> 
;· .. second form"""l 

Figure 4 : General Prologlil simulation model for discrete events agent. 

The main predicate of the program is the predicate called "BEHAVIOR" 
which is independent of the stuclied system. lts main task is to construct the path 
(list) of the system state for a given simulation horizon. The list is constructed 
from the starting state. In the following Prologlil program which gives the code of 
two agents: CENTER and DRILLING agents, the predicate "BEHAVIOR" starts by 
calling the predicate "CENTER" which returns the starting state of the system, 
and after, it calls the predicate "PATH" to construct the list of the system states. 
The predicate "P ATH" have two forms. The first one permits to stop the 
progression when the path length is equal to zero. The second form is used to 
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construct by concatenation the state list by adding a new element obtained by 
applying the transition rules of the studied system (call to the predicate 
"CENTER") on the current state. On the other hand, the predicate "PA TH" allows 
the management of the simulation time. 

The following example gives the description of the two simulation agents: 
CENTER and its internal agent DRILLING. It shows the structure of two agents 
and the internal structural relations which exist: 

- the interface of each agent 
- the interconnections between agents (interconnection matrix) 

the transformations induced by the transition rules. 

,, PROLOG 111 PROGRAM FOR DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS */ 
r BEHAVlOR SIMULATION 

behavior(t.<E>.L) -> 
I" this predieale al/ows the construction of the system state path trom ·; 
rthe startmg state. tor a given simu/ation horizon t ·I 
CENTERO(O,E) 
path(t.<E>.L.t); 

path(O,<E>.T) ->; 
path(t,<E1>.<E2>.L,T) ·> 

CENTER(T·t+1, E1, E2) 
path(t-1, <E2> L,T) 

,{t> 1 }; 
,,..,.. **"'" "'* * ...... "'"'"' *""' * ... * .. "'"'*,. ...... "' ..... " " .. ", ..... ",. ......... ,. ""'" ......................... ' 

f i 

_r Agent CENTER "'/ 
:~"'",. ~ * •• * *"'""' • .., "'** ,..,..,.,." * ""'"' * •••• ••* **",. *"""'""'" •* **'""*"'""'"'",.""'~I 

CENTERO(O,<e0>) -> 
CENTERStartingState( <C _US>) 

DRILLING0(1 ,<C_DR>) 
TURNING0(1,<C_TR>) 

,{ eO=<C_US>.<C_DR>.<C_TR>, 
C_US=<E_US>.<N_US>.<S_US>.<P _M_US>.<Private_E_US>. 
C_DR=<E_DR>.<N_DR>.<S_OR>.<P _M_DR>.<Private_E_DR>. 
C_ TR=<E_ TR>.<N_TR>.<S_ TR>.<P _M_ TR>.<Private_E_TR>. 
E_US=<a_inputUS>. N_US=<b_stateUS>. S_US=<c_inputAJ.B,d_inputDR>, P _M_US=<>. Private_E_US=<>. 
E_DR=<e_inputDR>, N_ V _DR=<f_stateDR>,S _DR=<g_inputTR>, P _M_D R=<h_DR_in_progress>, P _E_D R=<>, 
E_ TR=<i_inputTR>,N_ V_ TR=<LstateTR>.S _ TR=<k_outputTR>, P _M_ TR=<I_ TR_in_progress>,Private_E_ TR=<>, 

/"'* ""'"' ..... "'"',. "'"' ........... *,.. 11'• ... ,.,. .. "' .. *" ... " .... ""/ 

1• INTERCONNECTION MATRIX •1 
/*" ............................. ,..,. ...... ,.. •• ...... '"'"'* .. "I 

e_inputDR d_jnputDR. 
i_inputTR = g_inputTR 

/" "'*,. .. *"'** .. ,.,.. ................... ,.. .. *" ,.. ........... *I 

}; 
CENTERStartingState(<1 ,idle,O,O>) ·>; 
CENTER(!, E 1, E2) ·> 

fireRuleCENTER 1 (t,E 1, E3) 
fireRuleCENTER2(t.E3,E4) 
DRILLING(t,F4,F2) 
TURNING(t, T4,T2) 

,{E1 =<U1 ,F1 ,Tl>, E2=<U2,F2,T2>,E4=<U4,F4,T4>, U2=U4, 
1>0 ); 
flreRuleCENTER1 (t,<<a, b, c. d>,<e. f, g, h>,<i, j, k, l»,<<m, n, o, p>,<q, r, s,t_1>,<v, x. y ,w>>) -> 
,( / ............ INTERCONNECTION MATRIX ................. / 

q=p, 
V= S. 

/"'*"',. * * .... "* ...... ",. ,.,..". * ** ***** ....... **ft.***,. ... ,. ................ ""/ 

t• Trigger rule 1 '/ 
a =I. b = idle, 
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/' actions rule 1 '/ 
n = busy, p I, 

/'tempora! eenstraint rule 1 (t) '/ 
I' No constraints '/ 

I' state transfer '/ 
m=a, rn:;!;;;!b,*/ o=c, l*p=d/1 
i"q=e,'l r=f. s=g, =h, 
~'v=i, 'ix=j, y=k 
t>O}; 

fireRuleCENTER1 (t,<<a, b, c, d>,<e, f, g, h>,<i, j. k, i>>,<<m, n, o, p>,<q, r, s,t_h,<V, x. y ,W>>) ·> 
,{ /'""***'"''INTERCONNECTION MATRIX"'"""'''"'***/ 

q p' 

m a, n=b, o=c,p=d, l'q=e,'l r=f, s=g,l_1=h, !'v:i,"/ x=j, y=k, w=l, 
t>O}; 
fireRuleCENTER2(t,«a, b, c, d>,<e, f, g, h>,<i, j, k, l>>,<<m, n. o, p>.<q, r, s,l>.<v, x. y .w>>) ·> 

,{ /"'""''""INTERCONNECTION MATRIX""*"''"''''"/ 
q = p, 
V= S, 

;• trigger rule 2 '/ 
g t, b = busy. 

r actions rule 2 ·! 
n = idle, o =1+1, 

/'tempora! eenstraint rule 2 (t) '/ 
r No eenstraint '/ 

l'slate Iransiert '/ 
m=a, i'n=b,'/ l'o=c,'/ p=d. 

'I r=f, 1_1=h, 
ï X=j, ,W=i, 

1>0); 
fireRuleCENTER2(1,<<a, b, c, d>,<e, f, g, h>,<i, j, k, l»,«m, n, o, p>,<q, r, s,t_b,<v, x, y ,W>>) -> 

,{ /''"'""'"INTERCONNECTION MATRIX"'"'""'''"'"/ 
q =P, 
V= S, 

/''"""'"'state transfer!""""""/ 
m =a, n=b, o=c,p=d, i'q=e,'/ r=f, s=g,t __ 1 =h, /'v=i,'/ X=J, y=k, w=l. 

1>0}; 
, ............ ,..,..,..,. ......... * "* * .. ,. ••~>'*""'"' .. "" ............ ,. ........................ ,. ........ ***" ........ *"' / 

r Agent DRILLING '/ 
/",.,. ...... ..,. *" *** ... * .... * .. ,.,. ..................... *"'""* ..... "'** ,. ............... *"" ........................ ,. ! 

DRILLING(O,<e, f, g, h>) ·> 
DRILLING StartingState(<e, f, g, h>); 

DRILLING(t,e1.e2) ·> fireRule DRILLING 1 (l,e1 ,e3) 
fireRule DRILLING 2(t,e3,e2) ,[ 1>0); 

DRILLING GStartingState( <O,idle,O,O>) ·>: 
fireRule DRILLING 1 (l,<e. I, g, h>,<q, r, s,t_ 1>) ·> 
' { 

!' trigger rule 1 ·I 
e=t. f idle, 

/' actions rule 1 ·! 
r = busy ,t_ 1 = t, 

!' temporale eenstraint rule 1 (I) '/ 
/' No constarint ·I 

/'""'"State Transfer! .......... , 
q e, s = g, 
1>0}; 

fireRule DRILLING1(t,<e, f, g, h>,<q, r, s,t_1>) ·> 
,{ 
q=e, r=f, s=g, 1_1 =h, 

1>0}; 
fireRule DRILLING1 (t,<e, I, g, h>,<q, r. s,l_h) ·> 
,{q=e, r=f, s=g, 1_1 =h, 1>0}; 
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fireRule DRILLING2(t,<e, f, g, h>,<q, r, s.t_1 >) ·> 
,( !* trigger rule 2 '/ 
h= T, f busy, 

r actions rule 2 */ 
r = idle, s 1+1, 

/' temporale constraint rule 2(1) '/ 
T = t-3, T>O, /'during(3rt 

q e, t_1= h, 
1>0}; 

r•·· .... State T ransfert .......... I 

fireRule DRILLING2(t,<e, I, g. h>,<q, r. s,t_1>) ·> 
,(q=e. r=f, s=g, t_1=h, 1>0}; 
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The basic idea for the simulation of the behavior or the dynamic of a mult
agent discrete event system and the management of the causality and the 
cooperation with events and messages between agents, is to associate to the 
system a list structure which represents its configuration: for each agent: (1) its 
input events (messages) list, (2) its output events list , (3) its state variables list 
visible from the outside environment (to simulate data massage transmissions), 
(4) the private state variables, (5) and the private events list. For instance, the 
following prologiii lists represent the configuration of the CENTER unit. 

C_US=<E_US>.<N_US>.<S_US>.<P _M_US>.<Private_E_US>, r CENTER STATE 'I 
C_DR=<E_DR>.<N_DR>.<S_DR>.<P _M_DR>.<Private_E_DR>, !'DRILLING STATE*/ 
C_TR=<E_ TR>.<N_TR>.<S_ TR>.<P _M_ TR>.<Private_E_ TA>, r TURNING STATE*/ 
E_US=<a_inputUS>, !*INPUT EVENTS AND MESSAGES OF CENTER AGENT */ 
N_US=<b_stateUS>, /'STATE VARIABLES OF CENTER AGENT *I 
S_US=<c_inputAJ_B,d_inputDR>, r OUTPUT EVENTS AND MESSAGES OF CENTER AGENT ·; 
P _M_US=<>, !*PRIVATE EVENTS OF CENTER AGENT'/ 
Private_E_US=<>, !*PRIVATE STATE VARIABLES OF CENTER AGENT 'I 
E_DR=<e_inputDR>,N_ V_DR=<f_stateDR>,S_DR=<g_inputTR>,P _M_DR=<h_DR_in_progress>,P _E_DR=<>, 
E_TR=<UnputTR>,N_ V_ TR=<LstateTR>,S_TR=<k_outputTR>,P _M_TR=<I_ TR.Jn_progress>.Private_E_ TR=<>. 

C_US represents the environment of CENTER agent. It is composed of the 
input events list E_US, the state variabie list N_US, ... As CENTER integrates 
twoagents TURING ánd DRILLING, their respective environments are included 
in the global CENTER agent environment: eÜ=<C_US>.<C_FR>.<C_TR>. 

Event exchanges and temporale constaints implementation 

The basic idea for the implementation of event exchanges between agents 

is to stamp (to date) the events. An event is valid only during a l\t, i.e. it is 
available only for this interval time. Further away this interval, it becomes 
decaying, except for some situations like as temporal constraints management. 
For example, the instrucbon n2_outputTR = t, in the second rule of CENTER 
agent indicates that this event is generated at date t. So, it becomes available in 

the global configuration and can be intercepted and used in the t+M following 
interval. In the other hand, the following rule trigger of the DRILLING second 
rule: al_DR_in_Progress= T=t-3, use an event which was dated and 
generated in the past. Indeed, it was generated by the first rule of the agent and 
express that the agent has started the DRILLING operation work. This operation 
duration is 3 time units, so it is important to make reference to the beginning 
operation date in the temporal constraint of the rule. This temporal constraint 
express the duration of the rule transition. 
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In a general way, to express a constraint of transition duration type 
(During(s)), we need only to write a condition on the action shutter release event 
( trigger): 

EV_BEGIN T, T==t-s, T >0. 
In a similar way, we can express other temporal constraints like: 

- EVERY(s): for periodicity of s time units, 
- BEFORE(s): which express a limit date s of an event generation. 
- AT(s): which represents the date of an event generation. 

At last, it is important to note that the time management is exclusively 
clone in the recursive predicate "BEHAVIOR". This recursivity allows it to 
construct the system state path until a given horizon T. Each state ei contains 
exactly the last date generation for each event if this event has been generated, 
otherwise, zero. ei contains also the last value for each state variable. 

Simulation scenario for the system verification and validation 

The main utilization of the previous programme consists to study the 
system state evolution in order to prove: 

- the system periodicity. The system evolution presents the cyclic sequences 
in according with the system specifications: 

eO .e 1.e3.e4.e5.eO.e l.e3.e4.e5.e0.e l.e3 .e4.e5.eO.e l.e3.e4.e5 
The sequence e0.el.e3.e4.e5 represents a scheduling sequence or a sequence to 
produce a part or a set of parts in a Manufacturing unit. The state ei contains the 
different events occurred in the system in this step, and the value of the different 
state variables of the system. 

the effect of a failing component (agent) of the system on the global 
system functioning, to imprave the fault toleranee degree. 

- the detection of deadlock situations in the system. These situations are 
easily detectable: no system state evolution at a state ej. This state gives the 
necessary elements to find the error and detect the failing component. 

- the study of each rule transition time effect on the system evolution and 
its performances. 

A fîrst utilization of the simulation programme consists to verify the 
system starting state parameters. 

behavior(1 ,a): 
(a= <<<0>,<VIde>,<0,0>,<>,<>>,<<0>,<Vide>,<0>.<0>,<>>,<<0>.<Vide>,<0>,<0>,<>>>) 
> 

After this, we can ask the programme to obtain the path of the system state 
for an horizon t==8: 

behavior(8,p); 
{P=< 
«1,idle,0,0>,<0,idle,0,0>,<0,idle,0,0>>. /*eO'/ 
<<1 ,busy,O, 1>,<1 ,busy,O, 1>,<0.idle,0,0>>, /*e1'/ 
<<1 ,busy,O, 1 >,<1 ,busy,O, 1 >,<O,idle,0,0>>, l'e2'1 
<<1 ,busy,0,1>,<1,busy,0,1>,<0,idle,0,0>>, /"e3*/ 
<<1 ,busy,O, 1 >,<1 ,idle,S. 1>,<0,id\e,0,0>>, /*e4'/ 
<<1 ,idle.6, 1 >,<1 ,idle,5,5>,<5,busy,0,5>>, /*eS*/ 
«1 ,idle,6, 1 >,<1 ,idle,5,5>,<5,busy,0,5>>. /'e6*/ 
«1 ,idle,6, 1 >,<1 ,idle,5,5>,<5,idle,7,5», rel'/ 
«1 ,idle,6, 1 >,<1 ,idle,5,5>,<5,idle,7,5», ree*/ 
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Scheduling of a Multi-Product Batch Process in the Chemical Industry 

F. Blömer, H.-O. Günther 
Technica! University ofBerlin, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

We present an example of a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model for 
scheduling of a multi-product batch process accuring in the chemica! industry. The batch 
process considered is organized in several stages. Various final products are produced out of a 
single feedstock through a number of chemica! processes. The major scheduling objective is 
to minimize the makespan, i.e. completing the required production operations withîn the 
shortest possible time. Issues which contribute to the complexity of the scheduling problem 
include shared intermediates, flexible proportions of output goods, blending processes, 
sequence and usage dependent cleaning operations, finite intermediate storage, cyclical 
material flows, and no-wait production for certain types of products. Since computational 
times are prohibitive for problems of realistic size, we develop various LP-based rounding 
heuristics. The suggested heuristics are applied to relaxations of the original multi-period 
MILP model. Thus, cornputational results are obtained a magnitude faster. Furthermore, near
optimal solutions are made possible for larger problems within reasanabie cornputational 
time. In order to evaluate the applicability of the heuristics a number of numerical 
experirnents were perforrned using data from industry. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with a production planning problern arising in the chemica! industry. 
Basic issues of production planning and scheduling in this type of industry are discussed in 
Allweyer/Loos/Scheer [1] and Taylor/Seward/Bolander [2]. As a case study, we consider a 
multi-product batch processing facility presented by Westenberger and Kallrath [3]. Although 
the process described in their paper is hypothetical. it includes major characteristics of typical 
real batch production prócesses in the chemica! industry. The motivation of Westenbergerand 
Kallrath for their working paper is to provide a benchrnark problem for research in production 
scheduling in the process industries. 

The production process considered consists of a network of multi-product facilities linked 
by divergent, convergent as wel! as cyclical material flows. Figure 1 shows the corresponding 
chemica! production process in greater detail. Batch plants typically produce various final 
products out of a number of raw matcrials and interrnediate products through a sequence of 
chemica! processes. In the sequel, we refer to a production unit as the equipment which is 
dedicated to a particular group of processing tasks. Each production unit consists of one or 
more parallel production lines which are capable of performing a certain subset of the 
processing tasks. Due to the different type of equiprnent, processing tirnes for a specific task 
depend on the particular production line within a unit. In general, production lines allow the 
production of various output products, depending on the particular mix of input materiaL 

In Figure 1, production units are represented by rectangles. A particular processing task 
transfarms one or more types of input matcrials into one or more types of output goods. 
Accordingly, the entire production process is characterized by a network of material flows 
which are depictcd as directed arcs in Figure 1. The material flows and starages are referenccd 
by their production unitand product nurnber. For instance, (2,1) refers to Product l produced 
in Production Unit 2. lntermediate products rnay be stored using dedicated tanks (reprcsented 
by circles) with limited capacity. However, also non-storable substances are produced which 
must be processed by the subsequent production unit without further delay. In the blending 
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process, represented by a bold circle in Figure 1, various ingredients are mixed together 
according to prespecified input fractions. 

~"' Unit 1 

t 
/-~", 

(1 ,1) 

'{ 
Unit2 

.Y~~ 
(2,1) (2,2) 

'{ 
Unit 3 

t 
Unit 5 (2 tasks) Unit 4 (4 tasks) 

t 3', /* 
(4,2Î (4,3) '(4,4) 

t t t' 
(5,1) (5,2) (4,1) Unit 6 (2 lines, 3 tasks) 

t i(~j 1 
v(6.2) 

t 
Unit 7 (2 lines, 5 tasks) 

(7,1i (7,2~ (7,3~ {7,4~(7,5~ 

Figure 1: Chemica/ Production Network 

With the exception of blending, all processing tasks are realized in batch mode, with 
minimum and maximum batch sizes being predetennined by the nature of the chemica! 
processes and the capacity of the reactors. Thus, the batch size itself is not known a priori and 
may be different even for the same type of product or the same production line. As the 
duration of the chemica! reactions are fixed, processing times are constant per batch, 
irrespective of the particular batch size. As a result, processing times only depend on the 
particular processing task and the production line used. It is assumed that the processing mode 
for most types of batches is given, i.e. the fractions of all inputs and outputs are nonnally 
specified as fixed proportions of the batch size. However, some processing tasks allow the 
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proportions of output goods to be varied within certain limits. Moreover, the production 
process considered includes the following characteristics: 

In case of multiple output from a particular processing step, one product is defined as 
main product. The by-products are either wastedor processed further, some ofthem being 
recycled at preceding production units, resulting in cyclical substructures of the material 
f1ow. 
In order to avoid ongoing reactions of residues, cleaning operations must take place 
whenever production lines are not in use between two successive batches and after 
completion of the final batch. In these cases, a given clean-out time is appended to the 
processing time of the predecessor batch. Furthermore, cleaning a reactor between two 
successive batches is enforced when a product sequence with increasing quality 
requirements occurs. 

Processing a batch is carried out without interruption (non-preemptive operation mode). 
For reasons of simplicity we assume that transfers of material to the subsequent 
production unit is instantaneous. We further assume that all feeds and products are 
transferred at the startand the end of a processing task, respectively. 
Consiclering the chemica! production proccss shown in Figure L the major planning task 

is the determination of a production schedule which satisfics given end-product requirements 
while taking batch size and various other constraints arising from the production process into 
account. In particular, the production schedule will indicate ( 1) the sequence in which the 
various batches are processed at each production line including the required cleaning 
operations, (2) the size of the individual batches, (3) the specific assignment of production 
lines to individual processing tasks, and ( 4) the detailed start and finish times of the batch 
production steps as well as the distribution of material flows and inventory levels over time. 
The objective is to minimize the makespan, i.e. completing the required production operations 
within the shortest possible time. This objective is especially important in situations where a 
large number of products have to be manufactured, each in a relatively low volume. In this 
case, batch plants are normally contigured according to the individual end-product 
requirements. In order to respond to changes in demand, the plant equipment is reorganized 
after some period of time. In this paper, however, we focus on the short term scheduling 
problem, thus, assuming that the plant contiguration remains unchanged. 

RELEVANT LITERA TURE 

In contrast to the campaign mode of operation where all the plant resources are dedicated 
to a single product or a smal! subset of products with similar processing requirements over a 
long period of time and, thus, cyclie patterns of operations can be established during each 
campaign, e.g. Shah/Pantelides/Sargent f4], we rather treat each batch as a seperately 
scheduled entity. Moreover, a general network structure of equipment and material f1ows is 
considered. This approach has the potential of reducing inventory charges while at the same 
time improving the utilization of production equipment. As a consequence, however, the 
schedu!ing complexity is considerably increased. Thus, only a rather small portion of the 
literature has focused on dynamic scheduling of chemica! batch plants. Fora comprehensive 
literature review on this subject, see Reklaitis [5] and Rippin [6], for instance. 

A particular subproblem inherent in the general batch scheduling problem consists of 
sequencing the production of a given list of batches taking resource constraints and different 
storage policies into account. While Ku!Karimi [7, 8], Kudva et al. [9], and Wiedel Reklaitis 
[10, 11], among others, apply beuristic solution procedures, an optimizing branch and bound 
algorithm for minimizing due-date penalties is suggested in Ku/Karimi [12]. More recently, 
the batch sizing and scheduling problem arising in multi product/multipurpose chemica! batch 
plants has been formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model based on a 
discrete time representation, e.g. Kondili/Pantelides/Sargent [13]. In order to reduce the 
computational burden associated with optimally solving large scale MILP models, Sahinidis/ 
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Grossmann [14] and Shah/Pantelides/Sargent [15] refonnulate the MILP modeL The intention 
of their approach is to obtain tighter bounds of the LP-relaxation. They show that considerable 
savings in CPU-time can be achieved. The approach of this paper, however, is not to re
fonnulate the MILP model or to restriet the scheduling policies to cyclical pattems, but to ex
ploit certain simplification strategies of MILP models while maintaining the general frame
work of mathematica! programming for which standard optimization software is readily 
available. 

Basically, we follow the concept of static or off-line scheduling, assuming that the process 
will be operated exactly as scheduled. We do not consider the dynamic behaviour and the 
process variability involved in many chemica! production processes. These issues may be 
incorporated into on-line production scheduling systems (see Ishi/Muraki [16], for instance). 

The remalnder of this artiele is organized as follows. In the next section, a mixed-integer 
linear optimization model of the scheduling problem under consideration is presented. Then, 
based on this theoretica! decision model, various LP-based beuristics are developed, which 
pennit the solution of problems of realistic size within reasonable computational time. 
Finally, numerical results are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the suggested 
beuristic procedures. 

MODEL FORMULA TION 

The standard metbod for detennining optima! production schedules in the process 
industry is by mathematica! prograrnming. An industrial application of such models is given 
in Jäger/ Peemöller/Rohde [17], for instance. An LP-approach has the advantage ofbeing able 
to incorporate very easily the particular operatîng modes of the production system and the 
network of material flows between the various facilities. In the following, a mathematica! 
programming fonnulation of the production scheduling problem introduced by Westenberger 
and Kallrath [3] is given. The model fonnulation, however, may easily be adapted to 
accomodate specific process characteristics occuring in batchplantsin the chemica! industry. 

In order to facilitate the fonnulation of the scheduling model, the entire time horizon is 
discretized into a number of smaller periods of equal length. It is assumed that utilization of 
any type of resources is constant during each period and that processing tasks are only 
allowed to start and to finish at the period boundaries so that the time required to process a 
batch always covers one or more periods. In batch production, the lengthof a time period is 
usually detennined as the highest common factor of the individual batch processing times. 
Otherwise, batch processing times may be expressed as integer multiples of a so-called 
"micro-period". Obviously, the size of the MILP model heavily depends upon the variability 
ofthe batch processing times and the density ofthe resulting time grid. Moreover, the number 
of variables and constraints is detennined by the length of the total planning horizon required 
to produce the desired end-product quantities. From a practical point of view, the major 
difficulty with a discrete time representation is that even smal! industrial probierus may 
involve several thousand binary variables resulting in prohibitively high computational times. 
Hence, we use the MILP fonnulation stated below as a starting point for the development of 
efficient LP-based heuristics. 

Indices. index sets 

leL(u) 
OEÜ(u) 
o' 

o" 
tET 
UEU 

wEU(ou) 

production lines in production unit u 
output obtained from production unit u 
main product produced out of product o 
by-product produced out of product o 
periods (t=l, .. ,T') 
production units (U' final unit producing end-products) 
production units from which product o is recycled into unit u 
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Since each product o is produced only at a single unit u, products may also be referenced 
by the tuple (ou). We further assume that products in set O(u) are ordered with respect to 
increasing quality requirements such that a cleaning operation between two successive batches 
ofproducts o1 and o2 must take place, if o2>o 1. 

Parameters 

a(o'u)• j)(o'u) 

C(ou)l 

d(ou) 

R(ou)(rv) 

S'(ou) 

1 (ou)l 

lb(S0 u), ub(S0 u) 

lb(Bu), ub(Bu) 

F 

P(ou)t 

q(ou)lt 

Scou)t 

X(ou)lt 

Y(ou)lt 

minimum and maximum yield of product o' at unit u, respectively 

cleaning time aft er producing a batch of product ( ou) at line I 

external demand offinal product (ou) 

quantity of product (ou) required to produce one unit of product (rv) 

initia! stock of product ( ou) 

processing time per batch of product (ou) at line I 

minimum and stock of storable product (ou), respectively 

minimum and maximum batch size in unit u, respectively 

makespan 

input of product (ou) to be processed in period t 

quantity of output material ( ou) undergoing processing at line 1 at the 
beginning of period t 

total quantity of output material (ou) undergoing processing at the 
beginning of period t 

stock of product (ou) at the end ofperiod t 

1, ifline I in unit u starts processing product o at the beginning of 
~eriod t (0, otherwise) 

1, if a cleaning operation at line I in unit u starts at the beginning of 
period tafter product o has been produced (0, otherwise) 

The optima! production schedule can be determined by solving the following mixed-integer 
linear programming (MILP) model. 

F 

subject to 

F ~ t · X(oU')lt + t(oU')l + C(oU')I -

Mass conservation at production units 

Ocou)t I q(ou)lt 
IEL( u) 

(1) 

lEL(U'), OEÜ(U'), tET (2) 

UE U, OEÜ(u), tET (3) 
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Mass conservation between production stages 

P(ou)l = I I R(ou)(rv) · Q(ou)l 
vEU rEO(v) 

Stock balance 

uEU, oEO(u), tET 

s(ou)l = s(ou)l-1 + I q(ou)I,I-T(ou)l - P(ou)l + I I q(ow)I,I-T(ou)l 
IEL( u) WE U( ou) IEL( u) 

1-T(ou)l:o>l 1-T(ou)l:o>l 
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(4) 

UEU, OEÜ(u), t=2 .. T' (5) 

Initia! stock 

S(ou)l = S'(ou) - P(ou)l 

Stock limits 

Ib(S0 u) s S(ou)l s ub(S 0 u) 

Externai demand 

Sc oU'T') 2': d( oU') 

Batch size limits 

X(ou)ll · lb(Bu) S q(ou)ll S X(ou)ll · ub(Bu) 

V ariabie yieid 

a(o'u) · P(ou)l s Q(o'u)I-T(ou)l s P(o'u) · P(ou)l 

Q(o'u)I-T(ou)l + Q(o"u)I:T(ou)l = P(ou)l 

Cieaning operations 

Y(ou)ll + I X(o'u)ll 2': X(ou)I,I-T(ou)l 
o'<o 

uEU, OEÜ(u) 

uEU, OEÜ(u), tET 

OEÜ(U') 

UEU, lEL(u), OEÜ(u), tET 

uEU, (o,o')EO(u), tET 

uEU, (o,o')EO(u), tET 

UEU, 1EL(u), OEÜ(u), t='t(ou)l+l...H 

Assigning batches and cleaning operations to production lines 

I [ I X(ou)lk + I Y(ou)lk J S I 
OEÜ(u) k=l-•(ou)J+ I k=1-c(ou)l+ I 

UEU, IEL(u), tET 

Nonnegativity integrality 

q(ou)ll• Q(ou)l• P(ou)l• S(ou)l 2': 0 

X(ou)ll• Y(ou)ll E {0,1} 

UEU, IEL(u), OEÜ(u), tET 

UEU, IEL(u), OEÜ(u), tET 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

( 1 0) 

(11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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LP-BASED HEURISTICS 

Linear optimization models as the one stated above grow very rapidly in size as multiple 
products and numerous time periods have to be considered. Furthermore, most of the decision 
variables involved are restricted to binary values. As a result, optima! and sametimes even 
feasible solutions are hard to obtain within reasonable CPU-time. Therefore, we do not claim 
that mixed-integer optimization models provide a practical approach to most batch production 
scheduling problems found in the chemica! industry. 

From a practical point of view, heuristic LP-based approaches seem appealing. As a 
matter of fact. relaxing the integrality constraints on a subset of binary variables reduces the 
computational effort drastically. Starting with the relaxed LP (i.e. neglecting part of the 
integrality constraints), a subset of the integer variables are fixed at their optima! values. 
Subsequently, the model is resolved to find the optima! values for the next subset of integer 
variables. This procedure is repeated until all integrality constraints are satisfied. Similar 
approaches have been applied by Stadtier [18] for medium term production planning with 
minimum lot sizes, Maes/McClain/van Wassenhave [19] for multi-level capacitated lot sizing, 
and by Dillenberger et al. [20] for a problem of resource allocation in the semi-conductor 
industry. Their approaches, however, are not directly applicable here due to the extremely 
complex nature ofthe scheduling problem under consideration. 

In the following, we describe three types of LP-based heuristics, which start from 
relaxations of the decision model stated in the previous section. These beuristics try to find a 
feasible salution based on the structure of the batch production problem. They do not use 
sophisticated mathematica! techniques, but employ readily available standard optimization 
software instead. The first one, named layer-by-layer heuristic, decomposes the entire decision 
problem into a number of subproblems and solvesthem sequentially. The second one is based 
on a predefined time grid, which represents the set of feasible setup periods for the various 
batch processing operations. Finally, a combination ofboth ofthem is applied. 

Layer-by-Layer Henristic 

The underlying idea that led to the development of this heuristic is to decompose the 
original multi-level scheduling problem into a number a smaller subproblems which are 
solved successively. Aecordingly, the multi-level production process is subdivided into 
several layers each of which camprises a certain group of production units. The algorithm 
starts with scheduling batches at the inner (most constrained) layer and then proceeding to the 
next layer until all the resources required to meet the given end-product quantities are 
allocated (see Figure 2). Production units are assigned to layers according to their capacity 
requirements (defined as the shortest possible processing time needed to complete the desired 
operations). In the batch process outlined in Figure 2, Production Unit 4 appears to be most 
constrained. Therefore, it is considered as the bottleneck resource and assigned to the first 
Jayer. The next layer consistsof Production Units 5, 6, and 7. The remaining Production Units 
1, 2, and 3 are assigned to the final layer, since their capacity requirements seem to be least 
critica!. 

For solving each subproblem the integrality as well as the capacity constraints are relaxed 
except for the layer under consideration. The remaining variables and constraints primarily 
refer to the material flow and to the stocks of the various intermediates and end-products. 
Thus, the MILP model to be solved at each iteration is considerably reduced in size and 
optima! solutions to the particular subproblem may be obtained with comparatively little 
computational effort. Starting with the first layer, the corresponding subproblem is solved and 
all binary variables are fixed at their respective values, i.e. batch sizes and cleaning operations 
as well as theîr respective start and finish periods are fixed for the group of production units 
under consideration. Given these new constraints, the model is solved for the next layer. This 
procedure is repeated until the finallayer is reached. 
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Figure 2: Assignment of Production Units to Layers 

Time-Grid-Based Reuristic 

109 

For most industrial batch processing problems, the size of the resulting multi-period 
MILP model primarily depends on the density of the time grid. The basic idea underlying our 
time-grid-based heuristic is to reduce the number of periods, in which a processing task is 
allowed to start, in a controlled manner. For instance, if all processing tasks to be performed 
by a particular production unit require N periods, then it seems reasanabie to consider only 
every Nth period as a feasible setup period. As a result, the number of binary setup variables 
is reduced by the factor 1/N. In addition, for the final salution obtained the entire schedule 
may be compressed (i.e. left-shifted over the time axis) in order to reduce the makespan. 
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The initia! step of the beuristic is to define the time grid which indicates the feasible setup 
periods for the various production lines. Hereby, some general rules apply. First, the time grid 
should be considerably denser for expected bottleneck resources. Second, for production lines 
with varying batch processing times, the interval between two feasible setup periods could be 
determined as the highest common factor of the batch processing times. Otherwise, if a higher 
degree of suboptimality is accepted, the largest of the batch processing times could be used. 
Third, dependencies between feasible setup periods at subsequent production lines need to be 
considered, e.g. linking setup periods for non-starabie products. Figure 3 indicates the time 
grid of feasible setup periods for the batch production process introduced in Figure 1. For all 
production units, the interval between two setup periods was determinded as the longest batch 
processing time in that unit. 

Production Lines 

11 

21 

31 

41 

51 

61 

62 

71 

72 

Figure 3: Time Grid ofFeasible Setup Periods 

Combined Reuristic 

This beuristic procedure is basically the same as the layer-by-layer approach with the 
exception that feasible setup periods are defined according to the time grid indicated in Figure 
3. As a result, the complexity of the MILP model to be solved at each iteration is further 
reduced. 

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION 

In the following section, the performance of the various LP-based beuristics is evaluated. 
The problem data specified below refer to the benchmark problem of Westenberger and 
Kallrath [3] and the batch production process outlined in Figure 1. 

Problem Data 

The chemica! production process considered consists of seven production units, each 
equipped with one or two production lines. From a single feedstock, a total number of 13 
intermediates and five end-products is produced. Minimum and maximum batch sizes are 
given for all processing tasks. In Table 1, relevant processing data for all end-products and the 
corresponding intermediates are summarized. lt should be noted that some of the 
intermediates may be produced at different lines within a production unit and that, in these 
cases, processing times per batch may vary from line to line due to different process 
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characteristics. Information on the stock conditions and storage lirnitations of the various 
products are given in Table 2. In most of the production stages, storage of intermediates is 
constrained due to available tank capacities. Some of the products, however, have to be 
processed following a no-wait mode. It is further assumed that suilleient capacity is available 
to store all ofthe required raw materialand end-product quantities. 

TABLEl 
Processing Characteristics 

Product Production Production Processing time Cleaning time Bat~h size [kg] 
unit line eer batch [Eeriods] [l!!:riods) mm. max. 

(I, I) 2 2 3 10 
(2,1)* 2 4 4 5 20 
(3,1)** 3 2 2 4 10 
(4, 1) 4 4 2 4 10 
(4,2) 4 4 2 4 10 
(4,3) 4 4 2 4 10 
(4,4) 4 4 2 4 10 
(5, 1) 5 6 6 4 JO 
(5,2) 5 6 6 4 10 
(6,1) 6 4 4 3 7 
(6,2) 6 5 5 3 7 
(6,3) 6 6 6 3 7 
(6, 1) 6 2 5 5 3 7 
(6,2) 6 2 6 6 3 7 
(6,3) 6 2 6 6 3 7 
(7,1) 7 I 4 2 4 12 
(7,2) 7 I 4 2 4 12 
(7,3)*** 7 4 2 4 12 
(7,4) 7 6 3 4 12 
(75) 7 6 3 4 12 
(7, I) 7 2 6 3 4 12 
(7.2) 7 2 6 3 4 12 
(7,3) 7 2 infeasib1e 
(7,4) 7 2 6 3 4 12 

Remarks (see also Figure 1): 
Operating modes of the production fine may be changed such that the proportion of Products 
(2,1) and (2,2) varies between 0.2/0.8 and 0.7/0.3. Product (2,2) is considered as by-product 

** A fixed fraction of 31% of Product (3, I) is recycled into Production Unit 2. Produels (I, I) and 
(3, I) are physically indentical and, therefore, u se the same storage tank. 

••• The feed used in Line I of Unit 7 to produce Product (7,3) contains equal shares of Products (4,1) 
and(6,1}. 
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TABLE 2 
Stock Information 

Product Initia! Minimum Maximum 
stock stock stock 

(I, I) 20 0 30 
{2, I) 20 0 30 
(2,2) 0 0 15 
(3. I) 20 0 30 
(4, 1) non-storable 0 0 
(4,2) 0 0 10 
(4,3) 0 0 10 
(4,4) 0 0 10 
(5, I) non-storable 0 0 
(5,2) non-storable 0 0 
(6, l) 0 0 10 
(6,2) non-storable 0 0 
(6,3) 0 0 10 

All of the computational experiments are based on the batch production process outlined 
in Figure 1. However, various combinations of end-product requirements have been defined, 
in order to generate problems of different size and complexity. Furthermore, the demand mix 
in the individual problem instances is varied, so that the process bottleneck is shifted between 
different production units. We also consider the "no cleaning" option for some problem 
instances, thus allowing the number of binary variables in the MILP model to be reduced by 
one half. In Table 3, a summary of the problem instances investigated is given. As can be seen 
from Table 4, the resulting MILP models consist of several thousand variables and 
constraints. The largest problem comprises a time horizon of about 200 periods and 160 
batches to be scheduled. In particular, Problems 4 to 12 reflect industrial applications of 
realistic size, while the first three are rather sma!l-sized problems. Only for Problems 1 and 2 
optima! solutions could be obtained with limitited computational effort. 

TABLE 3 
Problem Instances 

Problem Cleaning Requirement of product: 
instanee optîon (7, 1) (7,2) (7,3) (7,4) (7,5) 

1 no 60 
2 no 60 60 
3 no 30 17 14 
4 no 30 30 40 20 40 
5 no 90 50 40 
6 no 60 60 90 50 40 
7 no 90 90 90 
8 yes 17 14 10 
9 yes 40 40 40 

10 yes 30 30 40 20 40 
11 yes 45 25 20 
12 yes 60 60 90 50 40 
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TABLE 4 
Size of MILP Mode is 

Problem No. of binary Total no. of No. of No. of non-zero Matrix 
irstance variables variables constraints matrix elements densit:z: 

I 1864 7013 8843 30014 0.05% 
2 2424 9133 10703 39163 0.04% 
3 1444 5423 6343 23023 0.07% 
4 2144 8073 9573 34783 0.05% 
5 3264 12313 14453 53023 0.03% 
6 3544 13373 15673 57583 0.03% 
7 4464 17613 20553 75823 0.02% 
8 2754 6358 7478 32157 0.07% 
9 5521 13012 15802 74704 0.04% 
10 6093 14362 17392 84415 0.03% 
11 6174 14458 16454 69916 0.03% 
12 11143 26432 31892 158345 0.02% 

Computational Results 

The LP-based heuristic solution procedures outlined above were implemented on a work
station IBM RS/6000-3AT (64 Mbyte RAM; two parallel IBM Power2 59 MHz processors) 
running the AIX operating system. All the 12 test probierus were solved through the standard 
optimization code IBM OSL 1.2.0. AMPL, a general algebraic rnadelling language for 
mathematica! programming, was used to convert the MILP models into a computer-readable 
form. 

Computational results for the 12 problem instances considered are summarized in Table 5. 
The various heuristics are compared to each other with respect to the makespan achieved and 
the computational time required. Due to the size of the scheduling problems considered, no 
optima! solutions to most test problems are available. Our experiments revealed that OSL as 
well as other standard optimization codes were not even able to achieve feasible integer 
solutions within two hours of CPU-time except for the small-sized Test Probierus 1 and 2. 
which could be solved to optimality. Obviously, this is due to the complexity of the 
optimization problems and the inferiority of the LP-relaxation. Therefore, it is impossible to 
evaluate the goodness ofthe various heuristic solutions against the theoretica! optimum. 

1t can be seen from Table 5 that feasible solutions to all test problems were achieved by 
the various heuristics within less than two hours of CPU-time except for the layer-by-layer 
heuristic applied to the large-sized Test Problems 10, 11, and 12. A further examination ofthe 
computational results reveals the following: 

There is no strictly dominating heuristic with respect to the makespan criterion. The layer
by-layer heuristic, however, requires considerably more computational effort for all test 
problems than its counterparts. 
In genera!, the time-grid-based heuristic achieves the best overall results for the makespan 
criterion. For eight out of twelve test problems it performs best. However, the combined 
heuristic performs nearly equally well, especially for the small- and medium-sized Test 
Problems 1 to 9. In spite of its high computational effort, the layer-by-layer heuristic 
shows a considerably worse overall performance. 
For the small-sized Test Probierus 1 and 2 heuristic solutions are obtained which come 
very close to the optimum. Surprisingly, the time-grid-based and the combined heuristic 
perform very poor for the single-product example of Test Problem 1, although these 
heuristics outperfarm the layer-by-layer heuristic for nearly all of the remaining test 
problems. 
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In particular, the time-grid-based and the combined beuristic seem to be computationally 
very efficient. Both provide solutions toTest Problems 1 to 9 within less than 12 minutes 
of CPU-time. 

Computational times appear to be comparatively low for the combined beuristic applied 
to large-sized Problem Instances 10, 11, and 12. Th is benefit, however, is achieved at the 
expense of a considerably increased makespan. 

TABLE 5 
Computational Results 

Problem Optima! solution Layer-by-layer heuristic Time-grid-based heuristic Combined heuristic 
instanee makespan CPU-time makespan CPU-time makespan CPU-time makespan CPU-time 

I 36 4508 37 589 64 15 64 30 
2 75 3228 82 1342 76 25 76 51 
3 >7200 55 3207 48 362 48 !73 
4 >7200 76 3475 64 699 70 2'., jk 

5 >7200 J 19 3236 108 131 108 450 
6 >7200 131 4433 124 357 124 450 
7 >7200 150 3864 160 538 166 125 
8 >7200 49 3207 54 362 54 173 
9 >7200 91 6358 78 188 78 654 
10 >7200 >7200 84 2121 110 1259 
11 >7200 >7200 86 1371 98 530 

Makespan in periods. CPU-time in seconds. 

In sum, our numerical experiments indicate that the beuristics developed in this artiele are 
applicable in scheduling multi-product batch processes in the chemica! industry. Acceptable 
solutîons can even be obtained to large-sized industrial scheduling problems, for which 
optima! solutions are not available. Especially, the time-grid-based heuristic seems to be 
favourable, in terms of computational time and makespan as wel!. In fact, there is some 
potential of improving the performance of this beuristic by further reducing the interval 
between two feasible setup periods. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper, a mixed-integer linear programming model for a multi-product batch 
process accuring in the chemica) industry is presented. The model is aimed at the short-term 
sequencing and scheduling of processing tasks including the allocation of production units 
and storage tanks to products, the associated batch sizing, and the cleaning of equipment 
between uses. As objective function, minimization of the makespan is considered. Since 
optima! solutions are impossible to obtain for industrial problems involving several thousands 
of binary variables and constraints, we develope various LP-based heuristics. The first one, 
named layer-by-layer heuristic, sequentially solves a number of subproblems, each of which 
camprises a certain group of production units and the respective material flows. The concept 
underlying the second type of beuristics is to reduce the number of feasible setup periods in a 
controlled manner. As a result, the MILP model to be solved is considerably reduced in size. 
Finally, the third type of beuristic combines the concepts of the layer-by-layer and the time
grid-based approach. 

The beuristics have been successfully tested on a benchmark problem obtained from 
industry. The problem instances used to evaluate the beuristics with respect to the makespan 
criterion and their computational effort difter by the mix and quantities of the various end
products. In particular, the time-grid-based beuristic appears to be computationally very 
efficient and perfarms well compared to its counterparts. The major advantage offered by LP-
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based heuristics is the flexibility in model fonnulation, since the applicability of linear 
programming techniques is not restricted to any special problem structure or objective 
function. Furthennore, powerful standard optimization codes and modeHing languages are 
available for various types of computer systems. Our computational experience indicates that 
LP-based heuristics offer a promising approach for solving large, complex scheduling 
problems in the chemica! industries. 
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ABSTRACT 

117 

Statistica! Process Control (SPC) has been extensively applied in the chemica! process 
industries. Many different methods are employed for this, each with its own pros and cons. 
This paper presents a brief overview of SPC and its applicability to the chemica! process 
industries. It is justified to distinguish process industries from other industries since there are 
some quality problems which are specific to the process industries. A few of these problems 
are caused by (complex) measuring methods and the influence of environmental factors on the 
product and on the samples which are used to monitor the process. SPC a..:tivities are divided 
into two groups: activities which are employed when the production process is not yet set up 
( off-line SPC activities) and activities which are conducted on the manufacturing line at the 
time of production (on-line SPC activities ). 

INTRODUCTION 

Wby are Process Industries Different? 

Juran and Gryna [9] and Besterfield [1] mention some conventienat quality problems, 
which are faced in all industries: 
• Customers and suppliers have different views. Research has to be conducted to find out 

what the customers' needs are and these needs have to be translated into the language of 
the suppliers. 

• One has to strive for -continuous improvement. 
• Management has to be aware of the fact that quality is the concern of everyone in the 

company. The employees should be motivated to achieve continuous improvement. 
• To evaluate the performance and to check whether impravement has been made, 

performance measurements are necessary. 
In addition to conventional quality problems, there are some problems concerning quality 

which are specific to the process industries. Some of these problems are mentioned m 
Wernimont [19], Hili and Bishop [7] and section 28 ofJuran and Gryna [9]: 
• The measuring methods which are used in the process industries are often chemica! 

processes which cause additional variation of the test results, meaning that the accuracy 
(reproducibility) and the precision (absolute correctness) of the test methods should also 
be controlled. 

• The samples should aften be protected from contamination with air, delay, etc., to prevent 
unwanted chemica! reactions. 

• In-process samples may differ considerably in composition from the finished product, that's 
why research on the relationship between properties of these samples and of the finished 
product should be done. 

• Sametimes the testing time is relatively long in comparison with the reaction time. Thus 
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one has to anticipate control decisions. 
• The customers are aften industrial users who process the matenals further. Then bath the 

performance at the industrial dient's and at the final consumer's are important. 
• The customer can be a competitor and may refuse observation of the new product at his 

plant. This makes it difficult to campare the new product to the old one. 
• Chemica! waste can be dangerous, so miniruizing hazardous byproducts in the workplace 

and in the environment is very important. 
There are nat only probierus which are specific to the process industries, Hili and Bishop 

[7] also mention a blessing in the process industries: the chemieals are aften gasses or liquids 
which mix easily, so that in the short term there's less variation in the composition of the 
finished product. 

Statistical Process Control 

Ku et al. [ 11] define Statistica! Process Control as "the u se of statistica! methods for 
process monitoring in order to imprave the process quality and productivity". In general 
Statistica! Process Control (SPC) activity can be split into three steps: 
I. Control the process and signa! disturbances. 
2. Isolate the souree of the disturbance and determine its eau se. 
3. Mini mi ze the effect of this type of disturbance in the future. 

Shewhart identifies two different disturbances: those with assignable and those with 
random causes. Disturbances with assignable causes can be prevented, disturbances with 
random causes can nat. A process is in statistica! control when only random causes are present. 
The disturbances that are caused by assignable causes should be signaled while the 
disturbances that are brought about by random causes should nat cause any signa!. Control 
charts are aften used to control the process and to signa! the disturbances: fora specific quality 
characteristic an Upper Control Limit (UCL) and a Lower Control Limit (LCL) are 
determined. Observations that are nat within the control limits indicate the presence of an 
assignable cause. Control charts are discussed in the next section. 

OFF-LINE SPC ACTlVITIES 

Quality Loss Function 

Off-line SPC activities are usually associated with product and process design. Taguchi has 
made contri bution to this subject and proposed a quality toss function (Taguchi et al. [ 17]). 
Taguchi makes clear that a process should operate close to the target instead of meet 
specifications, because every deviation from the target causes quality toss, regardless of how 
small the deviation is. 

The quality toss function can be developed using the values of m (the target value of the 
quality characteristic), ~ (the tolerance) and A (the quality toss when the quality characteristic 
deviates exactly ~ from the target value m). 

When these values are known the quality loss function L(y) can be expressed as a 
quadratic function ofthe deviation ofthe characteristic y from the target value m: 

A .. 
L(y) = -. (y- m)~ (l) 

!:,~ 
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The allowed deviations above and below the target are not necessarily equaL This 
modification ofthe quality loss function and others are discussed in Taguchi et aL [17]. 

Design of Experiments 

Taguchi advocates the use of designed experiments todetermine a product or process that 
operates on target and minimizes the varianee around this target. 

In an experimental design the values of several variables are changed simultaneously in 
order to analyze the effect of such changes. The objective of such a design is to gain insight 
into the behavior of the process while ob serving relatively few factor combinations (a factor 
combination is a combination of different levels of the different variables). Kleijnen and Van 
Groenendaal (10] distinguish between three classica! experimental designs: one factor at a time 
design, full factorial design, and fractional design. An example for a case with three variables 
(x1, x2 and "') with each two different levels (high level(+) and low level (-)) is illustrated in 
table 1. 

TABLEl 
Three Experimental Designs 

One factor at a time duign Full factorial design FractÎQnal Design 

Comb. x, x, x, Comb. x, x, ., Comb. x, x, x, 

I l 1 + . 

2 + 2 + 2 + 
3 + 3 . + 3 . . + 
4 + 4 + + .j + + + 

5 + 
6 + + 
7 . + + 
8 + + + 

In a one factor at a time design in the first combination all variables are set at the low level, 
in the following combina,tions one variabie is set at the high level while all other variables are 
set at the low leveL 

A full factorial design consists of all possible combinations of factor levels. In case of 2 
levels per factor and q different variables 2q factor combinations are needed. When this design 
is used interactions between the variables can be estimated. If there are no inter-actions, the 
q + I effects (main effects of the different variables and a constant value) are estimated by 
using 2q combinations while q + 1 combinations would be sufficient. In a fractional design (also 
called incomplete factorial design) only q + 1 combinations are used, as is shown in table 1. 
Here it is assumed there are no interactions between the different variables. 

The estimated effect of a factor i is calculated as y. y_, where y" (and y.) are the mean of 
all observations for the combinations where the level of factor i is respectively high and low. 
The interaction effects are calculated analogously. Another way to estimate the effects (main 
effects and interaction effects) is by using Yates' algorithm, which is described in Juran and 
Gryna (9] · 

The three above mentioned experimental designs are compared in table 2. 
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!\tethod 

one factor at 
a time design 

full factorial 
design 

fractlonal design 

TABLE2 
ID E xpenmenta estgns 

I ())Is. )advanta2es AppUcatlon 

+ simpte when there are no lnteractions 
lnteractions can not he estimated 
estimators of the other 
mentioned metbods are more 
precise 

+ lnleractions can be estlmaled when factors are to he i.nvestigated at 
when there are no lllteractions, least two levels and Interaction may 
too much factor combinations are be bnportant or when variances have 
nsed to be estimated 

+ interactions can be esllmated when tltt:!re are too mucb factor 
+ less observations needed than for combinations to run all of them 

full factorial design 
+ there are q + I factor comblna-

tions u.o~ed (Uke a one factor at a 
time design), but a fractional 
design becomes more efficient 
than a one factor at a time 
design when lhe number of 
variables hecomes larger 

- varianee is greater than the 
varianee when fuJJ factorial 
designs are woed 

1- small designs may not produce 
sufficient in formation in onler to 
estimate variances 

Comparison of Quality Loss Function and Design of Experiments 

Cross-rtferences 

Juran and Gryna (9), Sec-
tlonl6 

1- Kleijnen and 
van Groenendaal [10) 
van der Genugten (4] 

The off-line SPC activities which were mentioned are Taguchi's quality loss function and 

experimental design. The pros and cons of these methods and cross-references are presented in 

table 3. Here the advantages and disadvantages are denoted by a'+' and a'-' respectively. 

Method 

quallty loss 
function 

expertmental 
design 

TABLE3 
Off-line SPC Activities 

Dis-)advantages A_llj)llcation 

+ milis dear that a process when the t!Tcct or quallty 
should operate close lo tbe impro'\'ement ha.s to be evaluated 
target and not jwt meet 
spedfications 

+ allows to modlfy and test diven when one 'ft"ants to optim.ize the 
variables simultaneously. process by tinding the best 

combination oCvariables and their 
More (dis-)advantages depend on levels 
!he method which is used. Tilree 
dilTerent methods for expertmental 
designs are compared in table 2 

Cross.-references 

Taguchl et aL [171 
Gupta and Kumar (5] 
Clauslog )21 
Besterfleid [11 
Evans and Llndsav [3) 

Kleijnen and 
van G roeoendaal (I 0 I 

1- Gupta and Kumar [5) 
I· Juran and Gryna [9), Sec-

tion 26 
ClaOL•Ing [2] 

. Lawson, J.S. [12] 
Walkins et al 11i11 
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ON-LINE SPC ACTlVITIES 

The Shewhart Chart 

The Shewhart chart (also called X and R chart) is often called "the control chart", as if 
there are no other control charts. Clearly there are, but the Shewhart chart is most often used. 

For this method groups consisting ofn samples are taken. For the Shewhart chart X (the 
mean value of the quality characteristîc) and R (the range, the difference between the highest 
and the lowest value of the quality characteristic in a group) are calculated. Then X (the 
average ofX) and R (the average range) are determined. The Upper Control Limit (UCL) and 
the Lower Control Limit (LCL) for the X and R charts can be determined: 

Central line 
UCL 
LCL 

forX X 
forX=X+ A2R 
forX= X- A2R 

Centralline 
UCL 
LCL 

forR=R 
forR = D4R 
forR D3R 

When n > 10 the sample varianee "'Sl = :E(X-Xf/(n-1) should be used. The centralline and 
the controllimits are given by: 

Centralline 
UCL 
LCL 

forX =X 
forX X+ A3 s 
forX=X- A;s 

Central line 
UCL 
LCL 

fors= s 
fors B4s 
fors= B3s 

Another variant of the X and R chart is the X and R chart. For this method at least 30 
samples are needed that can be divided into subgroups of at least 2 samples. X is the average 
quality characteristic for all samples and R is the range of a subgroup. For the X and R chart 
the following formulae are used: 

Central line 
UCL 
LCL 

forX X 
forX =X+ E2R 
forX=X -E2R 

Centralline 
UCL 
LCL 

forR=R 
for R = D4R 
forR D3R 

In the chemica! process industriesoften n = 1 (Montgomery [14]), the X and R chart can 
then be used, with R the difference between the characteristic of two consecutive samples. This 
method is not as sensitive as the X and R chart, but this can be solved by using %E2R instead 
ofE2R for the determination ofthe controllimits. 

The values of the factors A i , Bi , Di , and E , used in this section are given in various 
references, like e.g. Juran and Gryna [9] 

The Cusum Chart 

Here it is assumed that the different observations X1, X2 are independent and that Xi has a 
normal distribution with mean lli and varianee ai 2 The cusum chart ("cumulative sum" chart) 
checks whether fli = llo for all i 1, 2, ... An individual measurement or an average of several 
measurements is used for the observations X;. Hawkins [6] advises to use individual observa
tions, because using averages does not improve the performance. 
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Woodall and Adams [20) distinguish between two representations ofthe cusum chart: 
1. Decision interval representation: the two-sided cusum chart is based on these sums: 

max [ 0, si _1 + Z i k J 

=min[O, + + k l 

where Z; (X; - llo)lo; and k > 0. 

(2) 

Woodall and Adams use the starting values S0 = "\; = 0. Hawkins [6) en Woodall and 
Adams [20) use k Yzo, where ö is the smallest shift (measured in terms of oJ that should be 
detected quickly. The UCL for S; is h, the LCL for 1i is -h (for the values of h is referred to 
Hawkins [6). When S; (orT;) reaches a point beyond its controllimit a out-of-control signa! is 
given. A diagnosis for the initia! moment ofthe shift is immediately after the last timeS; (or TJ 
was still zero. 
2. V-mask representation: this cusum chart is based on the following sum: 

V= t Z 
j -1 J 

(3) 

s:r 
1 

16,--------------------------------. 

14 

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 

i 

Figure l. V-mask Representation ofthe Cusum Chart [20] 

The successive values of S;v are displayed in a chart. For every new observation a mask is 
drawn over the last value of S;v (see tigure 1 ). Using h and k (from the decision interval 
representation) one can determine the lead distance d and the angle 0: 

k w tane 
h = wd tan e = dk (4) 

where w is the horizontal distance between two consecutive points in the V-mask 
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representation, in terms of the unit distance on the vertical axis. Some other methods for 
detennining these values are given by Woodall and Adams [20) and Juran and Gryna [9]. 

When a value ofS;v is above the arms ofthe mask, this indicates that the process mean bas 
changed upwards; when S;v is below the arms, the mean has probably shifted downwards. A 
diagnosis for the time of the shift is the time when the observation of S;v which is outside the 
arms of the mask was made. 

The Circle Technique 

This technique was first developed by l Repco (1986) as 'process capability plot', but Van 
Nuland [16) prefers the name 'circle technique'. Here it is assumed that the quality 
characteristic of a sample has a mean and a variance. No assumption is made about the 
probability distribution of the characteristic. 

When this metbod is applied there is only one chart that controls both mean and variance. 
A circle bas to be drawn which represents a confidence limit: for a specified chance one point 
for each 100 points falls beyond the circle by chance (Van Nuland [ 16]). 

First the scale unit, the center and the radius ofthe circle have to be detennined. The scale 
unit is determined as follows: 

scale unit= maxl-=-::-:-= (5) 

where 25 and 50 are the number of scale units on the x-axis (where the sample varianee is 
plotted) and the y-axis (where the sample mean is plotted), x"."" and x.ru.. are the minimum and 
the maximum of the sample means X; and ~ is the maximum of the sample standard 
deviations s; . Although the scale unit should be the same for the x-axis and for the y-axis, the 
'length' of such a scale unit is not the same for both axes: a scale unit on the x-axis is /2 times 
as long as a scale unit on the y-axis. 

The center of the circle is drawn at the coordinates (S,M), where S is the mean sample 
standard deviation and Mis the mean sample mean. The radius ofthe circle is given by: 

R = s 
..;n (6) 

The circle can be drawn when the scale unit, the center and the radius are determined. 
The different observations (s;, "X;) should then be plotted in the graph. The process is in 

statistica! control when all observations are within the circle. Observations falling above or 
below the circle indicate that the range bas changed, those on the right or the left of the circle 
indicate a change ofthe mean. 

The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) Chart 

This chart was introduced for applications in chemica! and process industries in which only 
one observation per time period may be available. EWMA is defined as follows: 
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+ (1 -À) t=1,2, ... (7) 

where À is a constant (0 ,-;; À ,-;; 1) and f.lo is the mean quality characteristic when the processis 
in statistica! control, which is usually used as the centralline. 

The X;'S are assumed to be independent with varianee o2/n. When t is large enough 
Montgomery [14] uses the following control limits (for the denvation of these formulae is 
referred to Montgomery [14]): 

UCL + 3a~, 
(8) 

LCL ].1
0 

3 

when t isn't large enough the controllimits are calculated as follows: 

UCL À [1- (1-À)zc], 
(2-À)n 

(9) 

LCL ].1
0 

3 

Multivariate Process Control 

Two methods ofmultivariate process control are: 
1. Multivariate control charts: two variables (x1 and x2) are controlled with only one control 

chart, where x1 and ~ are plotted on the x-axis and the y-axis respectively. The control 
!i mits of the univariate control charts are plotted in the chart and based on the correlation 
between the two variables an ellipse is drawn. Observations that fall outside this ellipse 
indicate that the process is out of controL For more information about multivariate control 
charts and the construction of the ellipse is referred to Jackson [8] and Mastrangelo and 
Runger [13]. 

2. Hotelfing's T 2
: this metbod is equivalent to the previous method, but Hotelling's T2 is also 

suitable cantrolling more than two variables. Hotelling's T2 is defined as: 

(10) 

where x is the vector of observations, x de vector of mean observations en S the covariance 
matrix of x. Jackson [8] uses the following UCL for T2

: 

(n 
UCL = ------':... Fw",a 

n-p ~ 
(11) 

where p is the number of variables and n is the number of samples. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages 

The advantages, disadvantages and applications of the mentioned on-line SPC activities 
mentioned in the previous section, are displayed in table 4. 

Metbod 

Showhart chart 
(X and R chart) 

CWlum <hart 

circle technique 

EWMAchart 

multindate 
proces.s control 

TABLE4 
On-line SPC Activities 

Dis-)advantages AppUcation 

+ very good In detectlng cau.es that Thls chart should only he appUed 
affect the system fora short lime when lt Is nol Important to have a 
and !hen dlsappear preelso estlmate of the lime of I he 

1- not very good In detectlng causes shift. Wlten the sample slze Is ouly one 
which penis! untU action Is tabn (whlch Is often the • .,.. In the 

. does nol give an lndication of chemlcallndustrles), the X and R 
when the shift of the process chart can he used Inslead ofthe X and 
oc.::UI'Tetl R eh art, !hls X and R chart is q uicur 

I· slow response to shifts than the X and R chart, but nol as 
sensitive. 

+ accumulales information of The perfonnance of the cusum charl 
successive samples and thus it Is not improved when the sample slze 
gives a clearer picture ofthe shift lncreases. F or thls reason thls metbod 

+ an abrupt shift In mean wiJl be Is very oppropdate when a sample 
detected earliet than when a slze of one Is used (as often In the 
Shewhart chart is used chemlcallndustries ). Du• to the 

+ mms it possible to estlmate the disadvantagesofthe V-mask 
lime ofthe shift representation, the decision Interval 

1- not as easy to explain as for representation of the cusum eb art is 
example the Shewhart chart preferred. The cusum chart is an 

appropdate metbod when lt is useful 
for the V-mask representation: to determlne the time of the shift. 
. dlfficult to determlne the len~h of 

the anns 
the mask has to he determlned 
again aftereach observation 

. s,· can gel very large and thus faU 
outside the paper 

+ simpte in use Thls technique is most oppropdate 
+ wide range of appllcatiom, can be 1\!'hen the factor time is not important. 

used for most anaJysis 
techniques in the chemica! 
lndu.trles 

I· the time ofthe shift cannot be 
eslimated 
does not gi~·e an lndication of 
when the shift of the process 
occurred 

+ simple In UllC The EWMA chart Is useful when the 
+ abo sensltive when a sample size accept.able proces.s limits are narrow. 

of one Is used, thls mms lt Thls chartls most appropriate when 
pos.slble to detect a cause earUer the factor llme is not importanl 
then when larger samples are Wlten the sample slze Is smaU thls 
used. chart glves good results, so it Is a 

+ accwnulateslnfonnation of good chart to use when lndhidual 
successlve sam pies and thus lt observations are used inslead of 
glves a dearer pletare ofthe shift larger samples. 
the lime of the shift can not he 
eslimated 
senslthity can lead to a lot of 
unnecessan- adjustments 

+ Varlables that have a joint effect When more than one variabie 
on a quality characteristic can be should be morulored at the samelime. 
evaluated at the same time by \\'hen more than two varlables are to 
using only one chart or nu.mber. he controUed multlnri.ate control 

charts can not be used, in tbis case 
for muldvariate control charts: Hotelling's T1 can he 

it is not possible to control more employed. 
than two variables 
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SUMMARY 

In this paper different SPC activities are discussed, a distinction has been made here 
between on-line and off-line SPC activities. When one wants to achieve the highest possible 
quality, both on-line and off-line activities are needed. First the difference between these two 
approaches has to be understood, in order to know which kind of SPC activities should be 
used at what time. Based on the discussion in the previous sections and consiclering the special 
problems in the chemica! process industry, a choice can be made but a thorough analysis is 
required for selecting the right method. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents a modelling and simulation approach for recipe-driven 
tlexible batch plants. The plant as wel! as the recipe controller are modelled by 
rneans of high-level PPtri nf'ts. 

Based on the capabilities of Design/CPN. we are a bie to debug our modPis 
and evaluatf' the performance of thf' controlled plant. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recipe-based control design [1, 2] is the state of the art in the automation of batch 
processes. Although the concept of recipe-based control is implemented by almost 
all suppliers of process control systems, the facilities for verifying the recipes before 
they are used to control an existing ( usually hazardons) chemica! process are sparse. 
This is due to the fact that the suppliers of process control systems usually rely on 
the experience and knowledge of the chemica! company staff which is responsible for 
safe and efficient operation of the controlled plant. The forma! description techniques 
of however, are not suited to completely describe the requirements for batch 
processcontroland are not suited for verification of the description. \Ve have discussed 
this in our previous work [3, 4, .SJ. 
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Motivated by a practical application of the concepts provided in [3, 4, 5] to an 
existing batch plant in a German Chemica] Company, we tried to extend our approach 
to overcome the restrictions and limitations of our previous work. 

The basic idea of our new approach is to model not only the recipe by high-level 
Petri nets but the plant and the device control too. This approach offers additional 
capabilities for recipe verification and performance analysis of the controlled plant. 

We can not present the complete model of the plant, the device control and the 
recipes here, since the application example is of quite large scale (25 basic recipes total, 
10 control recipes running concurrently, 10 process devices, 40 storage and metering 
tanks for raw material and products). We will present, however, the fundamental 
ideas of our new approach and illustate them by means of small examples which are 
directly derived from the existing batch plant. Hence, for state of authenticity. we do 
not translate the German identifiers in our models into English. 

Our paper is organized as follows. 
We wil! briefly discuss our new modeHing approach in Section L 
Section 2 describes the transformation of basic recipes into high-level Petri nets. 
The design of modelsof the dynamic behaviour of the plant is presented in Section :t 
Section 4 deals with the modelling of the device control which provides an interface 
between the plant and the recipes. 
The capabilities for verification and performance evaluation we have so far are illus
trated in Section 5. 
Finally we draw some conclusions and give some directions for further research. 

MODELLING APPROACH 

The basic idea of recipe control is the separation of the manufacturing process (de
scribed by recipes) from the plant. From the point of view of recipe description, the 
plant is a set of resources and process devices which can perform several technica! 
functions. 

From the point of view of control, the concept of recipes as proposed in [2] is 
inherently hierarchical and consists of at least four levels ( see Figure 1). 

A modelling approach for verification and performance evaluation of recipe control 
should reflect the hierarchical structure shown in Figure 1, namely the plant, the device 
control and the recipe controL 

Our new approach covers these three levels of hierarchy. We do not model the 
scheduling level since we do not intend to deal with problems of production planning. 
Hence, we suppose that a feasible schedule exists. We can check, however, whether 
the schedule is feasible or not. 

Our final goal is to verify not only the correctness of resource allocation between 
recipes but also the correctness of the control procedures of the recipes and the device 
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Production 
request 

Basic 
recipe 

Technica! 
functions 

Process 
devices 

Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of recipe control 

Verification of such a control system requires models of the controllers and a model 
of the uncontrolled behaviour of the plant. What we have presented so far [3, 4, 5] is a 
conceptbasedon a dynamic discrete model of the controller (a Coloured Petri net [6]) 
and a static model of the plant ( the high-level, structured tokens) that describes the 
capability of the resources of the plant to perform the operations required by the 
recipe. 

Our new approach uses dynamic models for all three levels of the control hierarchy 
shown in Figure 1. 

Thc models must describe the qualitative (causa!) behaviour as wellas the quanti
tative (time) behaviour. Hence, we have to include time in our models. We still have 
no hybrid models of the plant but only timed discrete models. We model all three 
levels by means of high-level Petri nets. 

We use the tooi Design/CPN [7] for creating executable Coloured Petri nets. (abbr.: 
CPN models). An executable CPN model consistsof a graphical part which is designed 
using the graphical capabilities of the tooi and a textual part containing the defini
tion of colours, variables, tokens, are and guard expressions etc. specified in Standard 
ML [8]. The complete models can be verified by means of analysis (state space gen-
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eration by means of the Occurance Grapb Analyzer [9] or invariant analysis [5]) or by 
simulation with/whitbout time. 

We wil! describe in the sequel how the models for the different levels are designed 
and how they inter<~r.L 

MODELLING OF BASIC AND CONTROL 
RECIPES 

Basic and control recipes are usually described by means of Fundion charts. The ad
vantage of Function charts is that a chemica! engineer without knowledge of theoretica! 
foundations of Discrete Event Systems can understand intuitively what is described. 
The disadvantage, however. is the fact that shared resourcescan not he described ad
equately and that Function charts can not be analysed by means of forma! techniques. 

Hence. we have to transform the Fundion charts of the basic recipes into Petri 
nets. This transformation is more or less formal ancl described in [3]. 

Start of 

basic functi.on~ lnvocation ol 
deviee control 
algorilhms 

Basic lunetJon 
Aeply from 
deviea control 

End of 
basic tunction-

Figure 2: Tr!insforma.tion of operations into places and transitions 

The interactions between the recipe control and the device control are modelled by 
meaus of interface places as shown in Figure 2. 

The tokens which are created at those places contain the information which is 
necessary to invoke control functions at the device controllevel and to uniquely indicate 
the completion of the control function. 

Example: Figure 3 shows a detail of a recipe model. The are inscriptions contain 
the general information of the basic recipe. Before simulation the information for the 
control recipe must be provided by rneans of a struct ured token at the start-place. Af ter 
firing transition t 1. places p2-p5 contain the basic operations or functions described in 
the Function chart. The tokeus at this places carry inforrnation for the basic recipe and 
bidden information for the control recipe given by the start-token. Transitions t3-t6 
generate the control functions. They use the bidden information from the coloured 
tokens at places p2-p5 and an implementeel algorithm at the transitions which is 
\Hitten in Standarel ML [8]. So the control recipe is generated. The information 
about control functions is given to places p7-p10 for concurrent run of different basic 
fundions and topi ace p6. This place is an interface to the model of device controL Now 
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Figure ~: Detailed example of a recipe model 

the device control model perfarmsits function. After completion of control function, 
t he model of device control generates tokens at place p11. These tokens indicate the 
end of tlu' steps and the recipe control switches to the next step. 

MODELLING OF THE PLANT 

The crucial aspect for verification is a model of the uncontrolled behaviour of the 
plant. Our plant model consists of two hierarchicallevels. The up per { structural) level 
describes the plant structure while the lower (behavioural) level models the behaviour 
of the process devices in detail. 

The advantage of this approach is that tht> chemica] engint>er easily understands 
and therefore accepts the model on the upper level because it is similar to the flowsheet 
of the plant 

The dynamic models of the devices are bidden and are implemented as a set of 
predefined. parameterizf'd submodels. 

Our models are implemented by means of the concept of hierarchical high-level 
Petri nets as provided hy Jensen [6]. The tooi Design/CP:\ allows us to structure the 
models to any depth which is needed and to hide details of the implemertation which 
are not relevantfora global underst anding of the model. The result is a diagram sim i lar 
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to a flowsheet which represents the t,imed dynamic behaviour of the u neontrolled plant. 

Modelling of Plant Structure 

(!!J """'-· 
(!!J .., .. _. 

Figure 4: Structural model of the plant (excerpt) 

Example: Figure 4 shows a plant model where the details of the implementation 
are hidden. One can See èasily that is looks quite similar to a flowsheet. 

The reetangles identified hy A/9, Y/1, R/1, A/10 denote metering tanks. The 
hoxes helow represent flow mea<nH"es (F117, F118, F119). The remaining elements 
describe valves and pipes. 

Figure 5 shows the details which are needed for irnplementation in Design/CPN. 

We will not descri he the details of implementation since they are not necessary for 
a global understanding of the model. 

ModeHing of Devices 

The variabie graphical ohjects in Figure 4 are substitution transitions connectefl with 
modelsof the described device types. During simulation the submodels run insteadof 
the graphical objects in the plant structure model. 

Each type of devices is described by a Petri net model. One single model is used 
for all devices of the same type. Therefore we need not model all devices but only the 
device types. 
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St_PrOd 
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Figure 5: lmplementation of the structural model in Design/CPN 

The device models are interconnected with the device control models by so called 
port places [7] which represent set~ of actuator and sensor signals. 

Example: The model in Figure 6 describes a storage tank with one input and one 
output. The big ellyp;;oid in the centre of Figure 6 denotes the contents of the tank. 
The datatype for implementation is given as a tupel of three elements declared as 
follows: 

color StJEl_V = product StJProd * Element * Volumen; 

Volumen denotes the quantity contained in the tank. Element is the identifier of 
the device. StJProd is a list containing several substance identifiers, their assignment 
to r<'cipe a!ld batch number and their quantities which are stored in the tank. 

By means of storing all relevant data in our tokens we are able to perform a 
dynamic balancing of the whole process systern including contents of storage tanks 
for raw matcrials and products. Hence, we can create a complete Batch report as 
recommended in [1] frorn simulation runs of our models. 

The two port places at the left of Figure 6 are connectors to the device control 
model. The lower p\ace is needed for performing a dosing process from the starage 
tank into another device. Tbe device control creates a taken at this place containing 
all needed information fora dosing process (these are the required tank, the arnount of 
substance and the calculated dosing time). The upper place carries information about 
the modelled device (i.e. technicnl functions. last slored product type). 
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Figme 6: :\1 odel of a storage tank 

MODELLING OF DEVICE CONTROL 

The model of device control contains the specific control procedures for the techni
ca! functions of partienlar devices. According to the !'\ AMCR recommendation [2], 
these wntrol procedures are invoked by the recipe controL The models must there
fore describe all the details which are specific to the implementation of the control 
procedures. 

The models we have designed can he changed easily if other control procedures or 
plant-specific details must be described. This is achieved by storing relevant data in 
text files which are read during simulation. These filescan be easily adapted toother 
procedures or even plants without the need to change the models for device controL 

Example: Figure 7 shows a model of the basic function "Dosing''. lt works as 
follows. The control recipe generales a token at place pl. This token carries the 
following information: 

1. Recipe identifier and batch number 

2. ldentifier of the basic function (Dosing) 

3. Set of parameters ( substance identifier. amount of substance) 

4. Specifîed devices (source device. target dt>vÎcf'). 
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Transition t3 reads the required states of needeel valves (i st Vent) from a file and 
computes the dnration (DAl of the operation. The duration of the operation is a 
function of the amount of substance and the flow ( which is read from a file) through 
the pipe conneetion from the souree device to the target device. 

Transition t4 che<}\s, whether the valv·es which are ne<essary to perform the oper
ation eau be manipulated in the desired way. The current states of the valves are read 
frorn a list which contains alletirrent statesof valves. The current statesof the valves 
are compared with the desirt:>d ones and it is checked whether the valves can be used 
by the control procedure or noL The transition can only fire if all valves are allowed 
to be manipulated in the required way. Hence. conflictsin switching valves by severaL 
concurrent operations are prevented. 

After firing t4 a token with the states of valves is generateel at place p4. This 
token is timed with the duration of the operation. After that time, transition t5 fhes 
which moelels that the valves are released by the control procedure. Another token is 
generated at place p6. This token is equal to the input token and is also timed. By 
firing t7 aft.er the specified time. this token is available for recipe controL The token 
models the complt>tion of the wntrol procedure. If it arrives at place p8, the recipe 
control can switch to a next step. 

A third token is generateel at place p5. After fring transition t6, the token is 
transported to place p7. This place is the interface to the plant model. The token 
contains the information about the substance and the amount which is discharged 
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from the target device. Furthermore it contains iuformation about the duration and 
the recipe identifier and batch number for creating batch reports. Hence, the device 
model must decrease the contents specified in the token (see Section ModeHing of the 
Plant) hy that amount. 

The start and end times of the operation are written automatically to an ASCII 
file which can be further processed to create all needed irtformation about operation 
in a form which is suitable. 

VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 

Up to now we use simtliation of our models for verification as well as for performance 
evaluation. Vv'e perform simulation of our model in marmal and automatic mode. 
Simulation in manual mode is used rnainly for debugging the models and verifying 
the correct behaviour of plantand controllers. Automatic mode is used for generating 
data for performance evaluation. 

The distribution of components in tlw plant and the discrete states of plant and 
controller are reprt?sented by the tokens in the model. We muld prove during the 
sirnulation runs that the behaviour of the plant under control corresponds to the 
desired behaviour. 

Example: 

1' ("A/5", [{vol m 300, 
prod ... "Produktl", 
cl'!.a4 • l2,st • "A"}l, 
10) 

l'"A/5" 

SIIIV 

1' [ ("V204", su, 0, ne.1n) 
, ("V205"~zu,O,nein), ( 
"V206 ", zu, 0, nein) , ( 
"V209", zu, 0, nein) , { 
"V210", z:u, a, neia), ( 
"V21l",z:u,O,nein), ( 
"V212"rtuTO,ne1n), ( 
"V213", :u, 0, nein), ( 
"V214", zu, 0, nain), ( 
"V215", ::u? O,nein)] 

Figure 8: Detail of simulation step l 

Figure 8 shows a smal! detail of a plant model containing a solving and metering tank 
A/5 and a bottom valve (V210 ). The bold inscriptions denote the current marking. 
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The list in the rigth part of the figure describes a token which contains the valve states 
and additional information for the valve models. Valve V210 is closed (zu). At the 
left part of Figure 8 a token is shown that provides the metering tank model with 
information about the desired dosing process. Tt consists of: 

I. the name of the required metering tank (A/5). 

2. the lot of dosing component. (300 volurne inits), 

3. the recipe which controls the dosing process (Produktl ), 

4. the batch the dosing process is part of (12) . 

.'). the name of the dosing component (A) and 

6. the duration of the dosing proress. 

1' "'A/5'' 

§] ....... 

Ve!!t 

~~:~eOl ~ S&IV 

1' [ {"V204", zu, a, nein) 
, ("V205",zu,O,nein), ( 
"V206 ", zu, 0, nein), ( 
"V209", zu, 0, nein), ( 
"V210", auf, 10, nein), ( 
"V211", zu, O,nein), ( 
"V212",zu,O,nein), ( 
"V213", zu, 0, nein), ( 
"V214", zu, 0, nein), ( 
"V215", zu,O,nein)} 

Figure 9: Detail of simulation step 2 

The token was created by the model of device control with information from the 
rontrol recipe. 

The tokcn in the rentre of Figure 8 denotes the content of the pipe between tank 
and valve. lts datatype is StProd described in the Section before. The empty list "[]" 
dP110tes that the pi pe is em pty. 

After firing substitution transition A/5 and running the appropriate submodel we 
obtain Figure 9. The placP at the left side of the tank carries no token. The token 
is consnmed by running the device model and is not needeel again. The place in the 
rentre under the tank rontains a token which differs from the empty list. The token 
at this plare provides the in formation that t he pipe hetween tank and valve is used 
by recipe 'Produktl' <~nel batch '12'. The amonnt of the pipe transfer is 300 volume 
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Figure 10: Gantt-Chart of bad resource allocation strategy 

units of component 'A'. The device control has changed the states of the valve. At the 
right taken in Figure 9 we see that valve V210 is open now (auf). 

The rnadeis can be debugged by stepwise marmal simulation and observing the 
individual tokens. Obviously this technique is time consuming and does not guarantee 
the absence of errors in generaL But in any case it is better than testing the existing 
controller on the existing plant. 

Sirree the company staff was prirnarily interested in performance evaluation, we 
perforrned sirnulation runs of the complete model in autornatic mode. 

The schedule must be specifîed befare simulation. This is performed by specifying 
the used devices and the start times before the simulation run. \Ve check during 
simulation that the cornponents are processed and distributed in the plant according 
to the order prescribed by the recipe. 

Up to now the process tirnes are deterrnined in two ways. Some process times like 
times for filtering and polymerization are part of the recipe model sirree no dynarnic 
rnodels for theses operations could be provided by the cornpany staff. This is not 
surprising since our experience shows that the dynarnic behaviour of industrial batch 
processes is not known in the almost all cases. Other tirnes like dosing tirnes are 
calculated by rneans of the given parameters during the sirnulation. The time durations 
for all functions are saved automatically during the sirnulation run to an output file. 

The Gantt-diagrarns in Figure 10 and Figure 11 were created frorn those output 
data of sirnulation runs. Figure JO shows the resource allocation of a part of the plant 
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Figure 11: Gantt-Chart of improved resource allocation strategy 

(upper part) and the occupation of reactors and tanks (lower part) by a mix of several 
recipes. Figure 11 shows the results of a better resource allocation strategy for the 
samemix of recipes. 

One can see easily that the time for manufacturing the specified product mix can 
be decreased by about 10%. 

By means of such simulation results the company staff could improve their (intu
itive) schedules of opera ti on for normal mode of operation and therefore improve the 
efficiency without additional costs. 

Future Work 

Obviously the verification only by means of simulation is not satisfying. Hence, we 
wil! try to analyse at least parts of the model. 

A special case of simulation is the exhaustive or systematic generation of the reach
ablity graph or occurrence graph that contains all reachable markings as annotated 
nocles and the connecting transition occurrences as annotated arcs. The tooi De
sign/CPN we use for constructing and running our models contains a component for 
generating and analysing the occurrence graph. The major problem of occurrence 
graph analysis is the combinatorial explosion of the state space due to the concurrent 
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processes. Hence we may use it for exploring single components or smal! parts of our 
models but never for an entire realistic model. 

As forma! objects, Petri net models, conventional placeltransition net in partic
ular, are subject of a large body of mathematica! results that allow the prediction 
of behavioural properties based on the analysis of structural ( static) properties of a 
model. 

Most of the existing results are available in computer tools like INA [10]. How
ever, it is quite unlikely that our models satisfy the structural constraints required by 
those results - not to mention the need for unfolding the (higher-level) CP:\' models 
into conventional placeltransition nets which seems as unrealistic as generating the 
occurrence graph. 

Remains a third kind of analysis. based on the symbolic. linear-algebraic analysis 
of the 'fundamental equation' of a Petri net 

m' = m+ C · t ( 1) 

where C denotes the (SxT) incidence matrix of the net with places S and transitions 
T, m and m' are markings of the places (S-vectors), and t is a set of independent 
transition oceLurences that are enabled at M (a T-vecLor). 

This analysis is based on the notion of a S-invariant and its dual, a T-invariant. 
Roughly speaking, a S-invariant is an expression in place markings whose value is not 
changed by any transition occurrence. and aT-invariant is an expression in transition 
occurrences whose net effect to place markings is nil. The check whether certain S
expressions and T-expressions are invariantsin this sense, is a very powerful means to 
verify the correctness of a model in some respect or, at least, to raise our confidence 
in the correctness. lt seems as useful as simulation I occurrence graph generation but 
is strictly complementary in methodological terms. 

We have developed for our purposes an experimental package for verifying invari
ants that is basedon the SML-interface of DesigniCPN. It allows to formulate S- and 
T-expressions such that their defect respectively effect can be computed symbolically. 
After gaining more experience with applying this technique in a larger scale, we plan 
to re-implement it as part of an existing computer algebra system. 

One of our intensions for further work is also to integrate dieretel continuous plant 
models. The present approach we have so far provides at least a consistent interface 
for integrating such models. 

We think that the capabilities of invariant analysis are also suited for analysing 
hybrid systems and determining properties as stationary or transient behaviour or 
even throughput. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the actual and poten ti al impact of microelectronics 
on the chemica! industry in Turkey. The impact of microelectronics is observed through the 
application of process control technology, and its impact on production performance and 
economies of scale. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper aims to assess the actual and potential impact of the applications of process 
control technology on production performance and economies of scale using the results of a case 
study conducted in the Turkish chemica! industry. I will also attempt to draw some policy 
condusion for the chemica! industry ofthe developing countries based on the Turkish data. 

The impact of microelectronics depends extensively on the type of production process, 
namely batch or continuous production, due to the different features of these production 
processes. There is a growing body of literature about the impact of microelectronics-based 
applications on continuous production where products are measured in units of volume, capacity, 
or weight (such as glass and oxygen) [1]. Since there has notbeen much change in continuous 
production processes, the main impact of microelectronics on continuous production has been 
experienced not through production equipment but through its impact on control equipment. 
Therefore, the impact of microelectronics can be observed through the application of process 
control technology (PCT) which is increasingly based on microelectronics 

PCT which is highly effective not only at the shop floor level but also at the plant and firm 
level plays an important role in the chemica! industry [2,3]. As its name implies, production in the 
chemica! industry involves the use of chemica! reactions. PCT is essential in the chemica! industry 
for safety, operating constraints, and environment and production specifications. Even though 
PCT is applied widely in all process industries such as steel and cement, because of the strong 
interlinkage between production in the chemica! industry and PCT, it is argued that the chemica! 
processing has been the nursery of techno logica! developments in PCT. On the other hand, the 
impact of PCT has been mostly experienced in the chemica! industry [ 4]. The available studies 
about the impact of PCT in this industry, however, do not give satisfactory insights into the 
understanding ofwhat has happened to production performance and the optimum scales [5]. 
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The impact of PCT on the chemica! industry is a new phenomenon which needs to be 
studied, especially in the developing countries since the expected benefits of PCT applications will 
have significant effects on the chemica! production. The first and foremost important expectation 
is the declîne in the optimum scale of production. Because the firms of developing countries have 
been characterized by small and medium scale, this expected decline in optimum scale wil! have far 
reaching effects especially in these countries. For one thing, the barrier to entry resulting from 
economies of scale (EOS) 1 will be reduced [8]. In addition, their firms will find it much easier to 
compete globally. Thus the potential impact of PCT in developing countries involves not only 
effective use of technology but also the choice oftechnology and scale [9]. 

THE PROCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOG V APPLICA TI ONS IN THE TURKISH 
CHEMICALINDUSTRY 

The chemica! industry in Turkey is a suitable object of study for two reasons. First, there 
has been a significant diffusion of new technologies. Second, the chemica! industry is the second 
or third biggest industrial sector in value-added terms. As in other developing countries, bulk 
chemieals also play an important role in the Turkish chemica! industry. For instance, 
petrochemieals alone constituted one seventh of all value-added created by the Turkish 
manufacturing industry in 1985 [1 0]. Moreover, in the Turkish chemica! industry, multinational 
firms play an important role in the technological development, since 70 % of existing investment is 
undertaken by them [11]. Therefore, Turkey has extensive experience in the production of bulk 
chemieals through a variety of high capitai-intensive plants, allowing fora casestudy. 

In addition, Turkey is an interesting case because it is trying to become a member of the 
European Community. The existence and significanee of optimum scale in industrial production 
constitutes one of the main arguments in favor of common markets among developing countries 
[ 12]. This is because EOS are believed to solve the probierus of sub-optimality arising from 
limited local market size. Thus, the result of this study may be funher used to develop industrial 
policy for the chemica! industry in Turkey where the overall dimensions of EOS have hithert a been 
ignored. 

Case Study Firms 

The field research was carried out on 11 firms and 14 plants which had adopted PCT The 
main fieldwork was carried out in 1994-1995 and involved one-week-long visits to each firm The 
technica] changes implemenled in recent years were investigated, tagether with the firms' 
characteristics, performance, and the impact of new technologies. The data are based on the 

1 In this study, scale denotes the output of a production unit (such as plant scale), while econornies of scalc is 
dcfined as the unit cost reduction arising from scale increases J6j. The types of EOS are called as economics of 
product, plant, and firm scales. While eennornies of product scale indicates a deercase in unit cost of a product 
when there is an increase in the output of that product produced per unit of time, economics of plant scalc are 
defined as thc cost savings at plant level, and finally eennornies of firm scale are related to a finn's total production 
[7]. 
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interviews conducted with various engineers and managers. A list of firms which have adopted 
PCT in recent years was prepared based on the information gathered from both the literature 
review and the interviews with the authorities of various associations as well as a number of 
engineers and academies. The main criteria used for the selection of firms was their adoption of 
the state-of-the-art PCT such as programmabie logic controller (PLC) and distributed control 
system (DCS), and producing in the subsector ofindustrial chemieals (ISIC 351) which are mainly 
bulk chemicals. 

The narnes ofthe selected firms are kept confidential and coded throughout the text in the 
format of CH<number>-P<number2> where number1 will state the firm number, while number2 
will state the plant number of that firm and CH will define chemica! and P will define plant As 
each firm had many plants in their sites, it was necessary to decide upon the ones which were of 
more interest to us. We ended up with 14 plants on our list which are the ones that had applied 
ad vaneed PCT. Two firms, CH9 and CH1 0, had applied a distributed control system which 
controls all plants and utilities. Therefore, they are treated as if they were a one-plant firm This 
equates the firm scale with the plant scale for these two firms. 

According to the representative power of these firms in their particular branch ( consiclering 
only firms which have more than 25 employees or more), the number of organic and inorganic 
chemica! firms represents 11 % in their branch, fertilizers 30 % and petrochemieals I 00 % with 
respect to the statistics of 1990. It is worth noting that all case study firms are producing different 
chemica! products and one-to-one comparisons of firms are not possible although some of them 
are in the same branch. For instance, both CH7 and CH8 are fertilizer producers, but CH7 
produces nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers while CH8 produces urea. In terms of the type of 
ownership, there are 3 state-owned firms, 3 joint ventures, 2 local private firms, and 5 firms that 
are members of a dornestic conglomerate. 

General information about each firm is given in Table 1 according to the following data for 
the year 1994: the type of PCT applied; the ditfusion density of the new technology in the firm and 
in the plant studied. There are some concepts, however, that need to be clarified before presenting 
the firms The term "ditfusion density" is used to indicate the extent of the usage of PCT both in 
the firm and in the plant Ditfusion density in the firm is expressed as: (the number of plants that 
use PCT within a firm) I (total number of plants), while the ditfusion of PCT in each plant is 
expressed as the ratio of: (the number of production steps that use PCT within a plant) I (total 
production steps in that plant). 

It is important to point out that the ditfusion density in the firm does not show the 
aggregate ditfusion of PCT at the firm level. In fact, it has notbeen possible to define any variabie 
to measure the ditfusion of PCT at the firm level. This is simply because of the complexity of firm 
functions and the difficulty of quantifying them. Similarly, the ditfusion density in the plant is 
defined only as a rough estimate rather than an exact calculation for ditfusion. This is so because 
each plant ( or production step) does not have similar weight within the total production process, 
and therefore, the ditfusion of PCT in each plant ( or production step) will have varying impact on 
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the firm (or plant). Additionally, these plants (or production steps) will have different types of 
PCT, and diffusion density cannot capture these differences. 

Nevertheless, using the diffusion density measure may helpus to visualize the level of PCT 
usage. For example, for the firm CHl, there are 6 different plants, each producing different 
products at different output levels. Expressing the diffusion level of PCT of the firm as 3 0 % wil! 
mean that two plants out of the firm' s six plants have adopted PCT without indicating the type of 
PCT. Therefore, these figures should be used cautiously for camparing the sample firms. 
However, they do enable to give us a rough idea about the extent of PCT applications. 

Table 1. The Type of PCT Applied, the Diffusion Density in the Firm and in the Plant for Each 
Case Studv Firm 
Code PCT type 

CHI 
CH2 
CH3 
CH4 
CH5 
CH6 
CH7 
CH8 
CH9 
CHIO 
CHII 

PLC , PC network 
PLC , Microcomputer system 
DCS, PLC, Microcomputer system 
PLC, PC network 
PLC, PC network 
PLC, PC network 
PLC, Microcomputer system 
DCS, Microcomputer system 
DCS, Microcomputer system 
DCS, PC network 
DCS, PLC, Microcomputer system 

Diffusion Densitv 
in the Firm in thé Plant 

30% CHI-Pl: 100 %; CH1-P2 20% 
50% CH2-P1 · 100 CH2-P2 20% 
50% CH3-Pl 100% 
25% CH4-P1. 20% 
25% CHS-Pl 100% 
11 % CH6-P I 25 % 
16% CH7-PI 75% 
25% CH8-Pl. 100% 
100 % For all plants: I 00 % 
I 00 % F or all plants: 1 00 % 
50% CHI1-P1 100 %; CHII-P2: 100% 

Data Collected to Evaluate the Impact of Process Control Technology 

In order to abserve the impact of PCT on production performance and economiesof scale, 
various variables are employed which can be summarized as follows: 

The impact of PCT on production performance is mainly searched tor on the basis of the 
following five criteria 1) improvements in the production process in terms of reliability, accuracy, 
safety and quality; 2) savings in inputs with improved efficiencies (the change in percentage usage 
of energy, Iabour, and raw materials); 3) improvements in operating speeds, the average process 
time, and the work-in-progress time; 4) flexibility in terms of the firm's rearrangement of 
production; 5) improvements in management These are mainly qualitative performance criteria in 
evaluating the impact of PCT. 

The impact of PCT on economies of scale is going to be measured by evaluating the 
changes in each dimension of economies of scale (EOS), namely economies of product, plant and 
firm scale. 

The evaluation of the impact of PCT on economies of product scale is based on three 
variab!es, namely set-up time, scrap rate and set-up costs, while there are five variables in 
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assessing the impact of PCT on economies of plant and firm scale. The first four of these are 
mainly related to output values. The first one is the existing scale of the plant or firm, the second 
one indicates the optimum scales2 for the type of case study plant or firm that will be based on the 
apinion of the persons interviewed in the plants or firms. lt is obvious that it is not possible to 
have any fixed value as an optimum scale which wil! be valid for all plants in developed and 
developing countries, since it varies with respect to the market conditions and the technologies 
used by that specific plant. However, we asked to the managers whether they could give us any 
data which could be used as an approximate optimum scale valid for their plant and tlrm. This is 
rather an approximation of the managers of the case study firms and depends on personal 
evaluation. Therefore, the optimum scale should be considered as the internationally used output 
level in which the plant managers are willing to produce in order to minimize their unit costs 
Then, capacity and output changes resulting from PCT applications will be examined. These are 
the third and fourth variables, respectively. While the capacity and output changes show the 
output side of EOS, the last variabie which indicates the change in unit costs after PCT 
applications wilt be the cost side of EOS. Unit costs at the plant level are based on Iabour, 
depreciation, raw material and energy costs. Overhead costs are mainly used to measure the unit 
costs at the firm level. These costs include sales; marketing & advertising; administrative: R&D 
and experimentation; and distribution costs. 

The Results of the Case Study 

1. lhe Impact of Process Control Technology on Production Performance 
There have been significant improvements in production performance. The case study firms 

argued that their reliability, accuracy, safety, and quality of production increased significantly. 
AJso, there were input savings of varying magnitude, where the change in the number of labours 
we re greatest among all inputs. All these expanded the efficiency of production. Moreover, at the 
firm level, both production and firm management became more effective, fast, and accurate with 
enh;mced production capab~lities thanks to PCT applications 

However, our study provides very limited cases of gains in operating speeds, process time, 
and work-in-progress time. This may be a result of the Jack of complementary investments or 
organizational changes required for the full utilization of PCT applications. The Jack of these 

ë Optimum scale (in othcr tcrms minimumum efficicnt scale) is defined as thc point in the U-shaped long-nm 
average cost curve where avcrage costs are minimum. 
3 Unit cost has been difficult to calculate since the case study firms applied different accounting methods and d1d 
nol have a detailed and separate unit cost for each plant of the firm. Therefore, wc restriet cd ourselves to three 
\·ariable costs at the plant level. namely Iabour cost, raw material cost. and energy cost. lt is important to stress that 
in the case of partial ditfusion of PCT. variable costs are derivcd from unit costs of each individual plant where 
PCT is apphed. However. in thc case of the full application of PCT as in CH9 and CHIO cases. variabie costs are 
dcrived from firm level unit costs. Thercfore, in these cases unit cost is to be taken as the average unit cost of all 
produels produced by the firm, that is the ratio of total cost over total output of all plants. Since most of the firms 
were reluctant to givc any cost data. the colleered data are not real values but rather the share of variabie costs in 
total unit cost. By taking two different data set for unit cost from beforc and after the PCT application periods, we 
managed to see the changes in variabie costs. The first vear is chosen as the year just beforc the ncw technologies is 
applied while the secoud year is chosen to be 1994 
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investments or organizational changes arises mainly from the fact that most of the managers are 
not fully a ware of the capabilities of the new technologies Although the engineers in many firms 
know the features of PCT and they demand that the management invest in new technologies, the 
managers do not invest until they are fully convineed that the investments wil! bring cost 
advantages. Most of the benefits of PCT investments are difficult to quantifY, and they are feit 
only in the long term, such as quality improvements For this reason, management is reluctant to 
in vest in PCT applications. Additionally, the management of many case study firms are not a ware 
of the new organizational techniques. That is why they do not change their organizational 
structure, even though hardware investments help them to reorganize themselves. 

Similarly, in theory flexibility has been the most important gain of PCT applications. 
Flexibility is mainly expected in terms of rearrangement of production due to increased control on 
production flows and settings. However, in practice, the advantage of easier rearrangement of 
production in the case of process changes has been taken only in a few plants. The reason is that 
most of the plants produce a small number of products, which eliminates the need to rearrange the 
equipment. However, as it is observed in a few firms, it is still possible to extend the product 
variety and to restructure the production. They may purchase new licenses or at least improve the 
existing production conditions Our case study results show that even though the firms had the 
chance of producing a variety of products on the same production line due to PCT applications. 
they preferred to produce more ofthe sameproduct in order to produce more cheaply. 

2. Impact of Process Control Techno!ogy on Eermom i es of Scale 
Now, we will go over the changes in each dimension of economies of scale experienced by 

our case study firms 

Economies of Product Scale : Our empirica! study shows almost no change in economies of 
product scale. partly because of insufficîent data to measure the change but also partly because of 
gaîns arising from the reduction of set-up time, scrap rate and set-up costs too insignitlcant to 
have such a sealing-down effect. However, the engineers of the case study firms believe that gains 
may be higher if the firms can use the technologies efficiently. Moreover, the experience in 
product variety does not exhibit unit price reductions in these products. Hence, it does not 
evidence any economies of scope which is the co st efficiency of producing more than one product 
in the same production unit [ 13]. 

Although PCT applications may facilitate the production of various products, it is the 
decision of the firm management whether to use PCT to produce more product variety or to 
reduce unit costs or both. It seems that our case study firms preferred to reduce their unit costs. 
The main reason behind this may !ie in the fact that the case study firms are producing at levels less 
than optimum scale which is defined as the total output level where unit costs are minimum. 
Therefore, we assert that any plant or firm producing at less than optimum scale aims to utilize its 
gains from EOS. Thus, it first attempts to increase its prodwtion until it reaches optimum scale. 
Only then, the plant or firm may consider diversifYing its product range if this is also accompanied 
by market demand for such a variety Otherwise, the plant or firm pretèrs to produce the same 
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product set it has been producing due to the benefits gained from EOS which are very high 
compared to the benefits of economies of product scope. Another reason for ha ving less product 
variety may be considered short-sightedness as the part of management; since many of the case 
study firms do not have any prospect of producing new products and export them. 

Economies of Plant Scale : We analyze the impact of PCT on plant scale as wel! as the 
economies of plant scale by comparing first the existing scale with optimum scale, second by 
evaluating the capacity, output and unit cost of plants. The comparison is based on data collected 
from two periods corresponding to before and after PCT applications. Therefore, the results of 
capacity, output and unit cost changes are presented in percentages. 

When the existing scale of the plants is compared with optimum scales, it is observed that 
except for CH3-PI, CH8-PI and CH9 the casestudy plants are operatingat less than optimum 
scale as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The Existing Scale, Optimum Scale, Change in Capacity. Output and Unit Cost at the 
Plant Level 

Code Existing Optimum Change in 
Scale(OOO tons/y) Scale(OOO tons/v) Capacity (%) Output (~ió) Unit cost (%) 

CHI-P! 350 400 :-iA 0 NG 

ICHI-P2 135 ISO 10 35 -1.0 
CH2-PI 14 20 20 JOO"' -3.0 

. CH2-P2 60 75 25 30 
CH3-PJ 470 330 JO 20 
CH4-PJ 4 15 10 50 
CHS-PJ 5 JO 10 25 
CH6-PI 25 60 0 0 

ICH7-PJ 200 500 20 33 
. CH8-Pl u x 700** 350 0 100* 

jCH9 190 50 10 25 

CH!O 67 75 0 160* 

lCHll-Pl 700 JOOO 0 5 
.CHJ 1-P2*"'* 56 60 JO 65 
' NG- Not Given; NA Not Available 
* AJthough output has been increased, this was not due to PCT application. 
* * One third of the existing capacity is kept for emergency cases. 

*** the measure is in 000 m3/h. 
Source: Interview data. 

NA 
-10.0 
+5 0 
-5 0 
0.0 

-2.0 
:-iA 

-10 0 
-5 0 
-2.5 
NA 

CH3-P 1 produces at greater than optimum scale. In fact, the plant CHJ-P I and the firm 
CH3 have the same scales, since production is focused on one main product and each plant is, in a 
way, a production process of a complete production flow. Therefore, each plant has exactly the 
same scale with the firm. AJthough the plant had a capacity of 330. 000 tons/year which is the 
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optimum scale for the specific production it performs, it produces 470 000 tons/year with the 
same establishment. This is explained as a result of permanent updating of production and control 
equipment in line with technological developments 

CH8-Pl is the second plant producing at greater than optimum scale. lt has three 
furnaces two afthem are old equipment and have a capacity of350. 000 tons/year, while the third 
one has 700. 000 tons/year production capacity. Even though the capacity of the new furnace is 
enough for the required steam production, the plant makes one of the old furnaces produce at 10 
% of its capacity which is not used in production and wasted. However, when the working 
furnace stops, the production in other plants halts. Thus, bath furnaces are kept working while 
only the new furnace works at full capacity and used totally in the production. By doing so, in 
case of a breakdown, the other furnace automatically increases its production to full capacity to 
prevent a production stoppage 

CH9 is a highly interesting case. Although it seems that it has a scale which is many times 
larger than optimum scale, each production line produces close to the optimum scale. The 
technology manager stated that they try to enlarge their plants in proportion to the optimum scale. 
This is managed by establishing completely new production lines parallel to the old ones in the 
same buildings. However, when they are out of space, they build new buildings The positive 
gains arising from the PCT applications coupled with the management efforts to export paved the 
way for producing at large scales. CH9 finds new markets and continuously increase its 
production which results in reduced unit casts. 

PCT applications led to capacity increases in most ofthe plants ranging from 5% up to 25 
% as given in Table 2. The highest capacity increases are experienced in CH2-P2, CH2-P I and 
CH7-P I. The capacity increase is generally correlated to the reductions in process time and 
savings in raw material consumption. The number of production stoppages also decreased 
considerably. Only CHI-P I couldn't provide data, while the other plants had approximately I 0 % 
increase in their capacities. The lowest capacity increase is observed in CH I 0 where the actual 
capacity increase occurred by expansion investments not by PCT. 

The output of the plants shows a variety of change beginning from 0 % up to 160 % 
increase. AJthough output changes do not directly result from PCT investments alone, it was not 
possible to distinguish the impact of PCT from other factors which are also effective in output 
changes Thus, we wil! use this variabie as a rough estimation. The greatest change is observed in 
CH I 0 which established two additional plants within the firm for vertical integration purposes. 
Similarly, CH2-Pl and CH8-P1 increased their output by 100 % due to the enhancement 
investments. Two plants (CH 1-P 1 and CH6-P 1) did not experience any output change, while the 
output changes in the remaining eleven plants mainly occurred due to PCT investments where 
outputs increased in a range of 5 % to 65 % CH II-P2 had the biggest output increase due to 
PCT investment which reduced the leakage significantly. 
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Due to capacity and output increase experienced in most of the case study tirrns, we can 
state that there is an increase in plant scale. Leaving aside the market dernand, this result indicates 
that PCT applications facilitate firrns to produce more at the sarne plant facilities, since both 
reduction in shutdown times and production at close to optimum speciflcations saves wasted 
products and inputs In actdition to these irnprovements in the yield, process computer control 
boost plant capacity by controlling variables at equiprnent Iirnits, speeding up cycles, and 
eliminaring sorne cleanup or setup steps which all end up with efficient production. In sorne cases, 
the enhancernent investrnents were the rnain drive for the scale increase. However, it is clairned 
that especially the capacity increases gained by PCT applications had an important impact in many 
plants in terms of output change. 

Unit costs could not be obtained for CHI-P!, CH2-P2, CH8-Pl and CHll-P2. Halfofthe 
case study plants stated a drop in their unit costs which ranged from 2 % to I 0 % as shown in 
Table 2. Only one plant (CH4-P I) said that its unit co st increased by 5 % and two plants (CHI
P! and CH6-Pl) did not have any change intheir unit costs The greatest drop (10 %;) was 
experienced in Cl13-Pl and CH9 whose output increased 20 % and 25 %, respectively. The 
general impact of PCT applications has been most effective in these two plants, which, in tum 
explains why unit cost reductions are significant On the other hand, CH4-P1 explains the increase 
in its unit co st on the basis of increases in input costs rather than PCT 

Our t!eldwork made it possible to ob serve that half of the case study plants experienced an 
increase in their output with a reduction in their unit costs, while the other half had an increase in 
output without any accompanying unit cost reductions. This result shows that there is a trend of 
increase in the econornies of plant scale, but more important than that there is an increase in plant 
scales. However, unit costs did not have a significant change. This may be explained by the fact 
that fixed costs of PCT have increased so much that output increases could not sufficiently spread 
these costs. Additîonally, we need to consider that PCT may have being applied inefficîently, 
which is somewhat accepted by some firms. In fact, we noticed that most of the firms did not 
support their PCT investments with complernentary changes such as organizational changes. 

Econornies of Firrn Scale : Sirnilar to the plant scale analysis, we analyze the change in the firm 
scale by makinga comparison between existing and optimum scale and consiclering the changes in 
capacity, output and unit co st All variables are aggregate values of the plants existing at the site. 
The only problem was data related to capacity change. Other than CH9 and CH1 0, the firms 
could not give any data, since PCT applications were not comprehensive, and hence the total 
impact of PCT on capacity could not be derived. Moreover, the changes in output and unit costs 
are not direct results of PCT only. 

By cernparing the existing and optimum scales, we can draw the following results. 8 out 
of 11 times are producing at smaller than optimum scales, while two firms (CID and CH9) have 
larger scales and CH 11 is producing at optimum scale. T~e plant scales of CIB-P 1, CH9 and 
CH l 0 are identical with firm scales. Therefore, we will not reconsider them here, since they were 
explained during the discussion of the changes in the economies of plant. 
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Regarding capacity change, we have data only from CH9, CH10 and CH11. The capacity 
changes in these firms are of 10 %, 0 %, and 12 %, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Although 
the capacity change in CH9 may be explained by the gains arising from PCT applications, the 
capacity increase of CH l I results from capacity enhancement investments. CH I 0 did not realize 
any capacity gain from PCT applications 

Table 3. The Existing Scale, Optimum Scale, Change in Capacity, Output and Unit Cost at the 
Firm Level 

Code Existing Scale Optimum Scale Change in 
(000 tons/v) (000 tons/y) Capacitv (%) Output(%) Unit cost (%) 

ICHI 
210.0 

CH2 130.0 
CH3 470.0 
CH4 18 5 
CH5 330 
CH6 220.0 
CH7 750.0 
CH8 760.0 
CH9 190.0 
CHIO 67.0 

350 
200 
330 

50 
40 

250 
2000 
1000 

50 
75 

10 
0 

50 -5.0 
66 -5 0 

5 0.0 
28 +3.0 
lO 
20 
40 

5 
25 

160* 

-2.0 
+10.0 

+7 5 
+5 0 

-10.0 

CHll 2200.0 2000-2500 12 5 
-5.0 
00 

* Although output has been mcreased, this was not due to PCT application 
Note The output of utility plants is not added to the firm scale and not contained in output and 
capacity changes. 
Source: Interview data. 

The output changes indicate an increase for all firms, the lowest being 5 % for CH3, CH8, 
and CHll, and the highest peing 160% for CHIO as shown in Table 3. Three firms, CHl, CH2. 
and CH7 had high output changes. CHl explains the main reason of the increase as the etlicient 
coordination of production units, while CH2, CH7 and CH 10 explain it as a result of capacity 
enhancement investments. 

Although there are insignificant changes in the firm capacities, the total output of the firms 
are increased in all cases. Thus, it is possible to say that there is an increase in firm scale. 
However, the impact of PCT on this increase is not as significant as that in plant scale. This is 
partly because of low ditfusion density of PCT applications in most of the firms Even though 
PCT is used extensively in some plants of each case study firm, at the aggregate level PCT 
applications are not widespread in firms. Moreover, the existing PCT applications are not 
integrated with each other Therefore, the plant scale increased but the impact of PCT on this 
increase was minor 

When the change in unit costs is examined, we observe that five firms experienced a 
decrease, four firms an increase, and two firms no change. The decreases were between 2 % to I 0 
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%as shown in Table 3 The greatest decline in unit cast is seen in CH9, with 10%. This is due to 
cilc Üt<.:t that CH9 has a high ditfusion level of PCT in all aspects of the production. The others, 
CH I, CH2, CH I 0 have a decrease of 5 %. CH l, in fact, increased its output without significant 
effect of PCT. Therefore, this cast reduction probably did not occur as aresult of PCT CH5 has 
the lowest unit cost reduction which is 2 %, and the firm explains the reason as the slow growth of 
output. They expect larger reductions in case offurther output increases. 

The increase in unit co st has been 3 % for CH4, I 0 % for CH6, 7. 5 % for CH7 and 5 % 
tor CH8. The reasans have been various. CH4 pays high license fees which increase overhead 
costs to such an extent that they affect its unit casts. CH6 considers the investments for R&D and 
high quality inputs as the reason behind the 10 % increase in its unit co st. 80 % of the inputs of 
CH6 is imported, thus it is vulnerable to foreign exchange rates which, because of the rapid 
devaluation of the Turkish Lira in 1994, increased input prices. All these resulted in unit cast 
increases. CH7 explains the situation as existing construction costs as well as increased 
environmental cost. CH8's unit cost increased because of the problems related to natura! gas 
imported. When the co st of natura! gas increased, it automatically led to a unit co st increase. 

Two firms, CH3 and CHII declared that their unit casts did not change. However, both 
firms expect reductions soon after the renovations are completed at the site. CH3 has already 
planned to complete the automation of the firm by the end of 1997, while CHJ 1 expects to 
complete its construction works by the end of 1996 at the latest As construction continues, both 
tlrms suffer from production stoppages as wel! as the cost of construction work itself. When they 
have finished their investments, CH3 expects a reduction in unit cast of 5 % and an output 
increase of 10 %. Similarly, CHJ I hopestoreduce its unit cast by 15% and increase its output 
by 25%. 

In one way or another, all firms increased their firm scales and operated closer to optimum 
scales. However, only 5 out of 11 firms had a sealing-up in their economies of firm scale. In 
other words, 45 % of the case study firms experienced a reduction in their unit costs when their 
output increased. In fact, there are more firms which may gain from economies of scale but were 
nat able to benefit from it Most of the firm managers claimed that even though the ditfusion 
density of PCT was low in their firms, PCT had a potenrial of many cost savings at the firm level 
However, these cost reductions were nat realized. 

The reason why the potential could not be utilized by firms may be explained as the failure 
of complementing the PCT investments with additional investments or organizational changes. 
For example, restructuring in firm organization is observed only in a few firms. CH3, CH9, CHIO, 
and CHII reported organizational restructuring to various degrees. They have invested heavily in 
firm level computer networks as well as developing software for production and firm functions 
CH2 stated that they are establishing a widespread firm level computer network; however, it is at 
its early stage, so the results were not effective. 
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Another important reason why the potential of PCT gains have not accrued may be 
considered as the low integration offirm and production functions. Indeed, only three firms, CH3, 
CH9 and CHll had projects of complete integration and they have already started to integrate 
these functions. Then, it is expected that impact of PCT on reductions in unit cost will be much 
more significant as experienced in some of the case study firms. 

Although there are more firms with a potential, economies of scale are not realized in these 
firms since these firms ignored the importance of supplementary arrangements required for PCT 
applications. Therefore, firms may benefit from PCT only if they really know what they need and 
utilize their existing capacities in better organizational settings and in a better integrated 
establishment. It is important to note that the firms that have increased their EOS have also 
changed their organizations. This attests to the fact that the success of PCT requires some 
organizational changes such as applications of total quality control, and redistribution of 
management tasks. 

POLICY IMPLICA TI ONS OF THE CASE STUDY 

We believe that it is possible to make some general statements for the sake of simplîcity. 
Here are some tentative results of our study regarding the impact of PCT on the chemica! firms of 
developing countries which are producing standardized products in large amounts: 

• The type of PCT, i. e. whether the distributed control system or the integrated control system 
is used, determines the extent ofthe gains arising from PCT applications. As shown in the case 
study, developing countries are latecorners in updating their technologies. The ditfusion rate of 
PCT is very !ow in these countries, and the existing applications are at their early stages. 
Moreover, a majority of DC firms produces on license which restricts their capability of 
choosing the technology they will use. Most of the case study firms transferred their PCT 
during their capacity enhancement investments which were turn-key contracts. A few firms 
independently chose the' type of their PCT according to their needs and the results of PCT 
applications are highly successful in these firms vis-à-vis the others. Therefore. the decision on 
the type of PCT make a difference in the performance of PCT applications. 

• The way PCT is applied has great impact on the magnitude of the gains arising from PCT. 
Technology includes not only physical devices and equipment but also technica! and 
organizational structure applied in the production. Therefore, after PCT equipment is installed 
in a plant. the engineers and workers of that plant need to be organized and trained accordingly 
to utilize the equipment fully. We observed that a majority of our case study firms do not have 
enough engineers who are capab!e of using the new technology, Moreover, except for a few 
cases the workers of the case study f1rms are not trained at all when the technology is updated. 
a serious shortcoming which reduces the efficiency ofthe system. 

• The firms of developing countries are generally concentrated on dornestic sales which makes 
them dependent on their dornestic markets. Correlated ~o this fact, the government polides 
such as the ones designed for import substitution, immensely affect their wel! being. Therefore, 
developing country firms often do not fee! the necessity to invest in new technologies. Our 
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case swLi y ai:,v ..,onfirr ;>d lhi: ldct that the firms which are more engagt:li in ex pons are more 
sensitive to new technological developments. It goes without saying that the application of 
PCT depends on the policies of firms and governments to create a competitive environment 

• We observed that the more diffused PCT is. the more advantages it brings to firms and plants 
However, we also observed that PCT applications may not bring about much difference in 
economies of firm scale at the aggregate level as long as it is limited to one unit. When it is 
diffused across many production processes and plants, then the aggregate impact is more than 
the arithmetic total ofthe impact ofindividual applications 

• The chemica! firms in developing countries are mostly monopolies or oligopolies. Although 
this may be a shortcoming for developing country for other reasons, this does not necessarily 
induce a problem for the diffusion of new technologies On the contrary, they have greater 
financial sourees for PCT applications. As evidenced in our case study, the chemica! firms 
which are the only producers in Turkey in their product set are very enthusiastic about investing 
in new technologies due to fierce competition with multinationals eperating in the local market 

• State owned firms have other targets than profit-maximization; therefore their approach to 
new technologies is different from that of private firms. Consictering the weight of state-owned 
firms in many developing countries. PCT applications may diffuse slowly compared tü 

industrialized countries and their impact may be less effective in terms of gains in EOS. As 
observed in our case study, the state owned firms are highly restricted in their technological 
investments Recently, the Turkish government cut almast all in vestment budgets of these state 
owned firms due to the privatization program. 

• The integration of PCT and organizational changes must also be reinforeed in order to 
complement technological investments, since this integration is considered a significant factor in 
the success of investments. However, Turkish firms are not successful in integrating their 
investments Our case study firms have invested significant amounts in hardware, but a few of 
them put similar emphasis on organizational changes like hardware changes. For instance, one 
of the case study firms even managed to have the biggest plant in the world for the product it 
has been producing The managers of this firm stated that its success should be explained 
mainly by the technological innovations undertaken, although organizational innovations also 
contributed to their success. 

• Our case study shows that PCT applications led to an increase both in economies of plant and 
firm scale. This increase in firm and plant scale may be considered as negative, since it 
strengthened the concentration offirms in the market This result indicates that large firms are 
thc main gainers from PCT applications. During our initia! survey, we noticed that most of 
the small and medium scale firms did not invest in PCT. The ones that invested in PCT made 
only itemwise investments such as purebase of a few electronic sensors. It is therefore possible 
to point out that technological innovation operates in favor oflarge firms in Turkey. 

• Even though the role of new technologies in stimulating the competitiveness of developing 
country firms for world markets is limited, it bas considerable positive effects in their 
competition with the foreign firms for their own dornestic markets. For example, the Turkish 
chemica! industry bas a low export rate and there are many foreign multinationals eperating in 
Turkey As aresult ofthe improvements in production performance arising from the adaptation 
of PCT, Turkish chemica! firms which are still producing mainly for the dornestic market, have 
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succeeded in becoming more competitive in the face of foreign multinationals' competitive 
power and have thereby increased their market share in Turkey 

One of most interesting findings is that: we found no support for the theory that PCT 
applications lead to a deercase in the optimum scale for standardized products of continuous 
production which, in turn, will solve the harriers to entry problem for developing country firms, 
especiaily those of smal! and medium ones. To the contrary, we found an increase in EOS in the 
chemica! in dustry together with the fact that large firms enjoy more advantages of increased scales 
and production performance. Even more striking, our findings indicate that although increases in 
EOS and concentration of firms have been, in genera!, considered as having negative effects tor 
developing countries, it has helped the firms in question to compete with multinational firms in the 
domestic mark et. In the light of thîs tàct, we should mention that such positive effects should also 
be taken into account. 

This point is important with respect to the harriers to entry and common market 
arguments. Consictering the high concentration of the chemica! industry in world mar kets, which 
is further strengthened by new technology applications, it seems that developing countries may 
light back in the face of these developments by supporting their own large firms Then, it wiJl 
become easier to compete with these foreign firms both in the damestic and world markets For 
instance, consictering the application of Turkey to the European Community for membership, this 
result should suggest to Turkish governments to take necessary measures to support investments 
of large firms in the industrial chemieals subsector, since the chemica! firms in the European 
Community are large multinationals [14], and Turkish chemica! fîrms can compete only if they 
make rationa! investments in technology. This wil! improve the production performance of the 
Turkish chemica! industry and give a stimulus to large firms to restroeture their production in line 
with world standards. 

Therefore, depending on the changes in production performance and economies of scale, 
the developing country gov'ernments need to reconsider their policies. For instance, if there is a 
scale increase in an industry, developing country government may apply measures that wil! 
encourage large fîrms to export, or it may try to take part in common markets through which its 
tirms can reap EOS In the case of a scale decrease, however, the developing country government 
may take completely opposite measures which will encourage and support smal! and medium flrms 
instead of large fîrms. 

SUMMARY 

In theory, the application of new technologies leads to significant improvements in 
production performance which is also observed in our case study flrms. However, while the impact 
of new technologies on economies of scale is, theoretically, foreseen as a decline in the economies 
of scale, our case study shows that both economies of plant and firm sca!es have increased in the 
chemica! industry. Governments of developing countries need to recognize this trend and develop 
their industrial and technologica! policies accordingly. This paper suggests that developing 
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-.:ountri<:s need to re-examîne C.ic,h ~ector of industry to assess its prospects m nationa! and 
international markets under the dynamics of technological change as we attempted to do in this 
paper for the chemica! industry (especially industrial chemicals' producers) 
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ABSTRACT 

In the proposed combined model of the engineering synthesis the simttlation and the 
parametrie design are organized by the genetic building elements, while the genetic possibilities 
are evaluated by the experiences, obtained from the detailed dynamic simulation. Using this 
methodology a new, integrated tooikit can de developed for the creative problem solving in 
(chemica!) process engineering. 

The combination of the structural modeHing with the genetic programming suggests a 
possible theoretica! framewerk and proposes a practical methodology for the solution of the 
various synthesis (design, planning, scheduling, ... ) problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Too Many Transformations in the Modelling of Conservational Processes 

The traditional procedure of mathematica! modeHing [I] begins with the abstraction of 
the process unit, outlining the characteristic extensive quantities, as wel! as the physical and 
chemica! changes modifying them. This individuaL intuitive model is usually described in the 
language of rnathema tics, mostly by the symbols of differential or integro-differential equations. 
From this point the model step by step loses its plausible physical meaning. First a numerical 
algorithm should be derived. At this point the procedure of the description is reversed, while the 
continuous expressions are discretized and transformed into consecutively executable elementary 
steps. Next, the numerical algorithm is translated into the computer program and the eperation of 
the process unit is simulated by the execution of the programmed commands. Finally, in the 
machine the calculation is carried out by simple additions and subtractions again, however, there 
is not a plausible conneetion between these arithmetical operations and the elementary changes of 
the model. 

In spite of the unquestionable practical importance of the existing simulators, the flexible 
solution of the special probieros needs new tools with an optional deeper insight into the model 
creation both in the software development and in the everyday use. On the ether hand the 
conventional procedural approach does not support the flexible conneetion of the model with the 
identifying and control algorithms. Moreover the computer-assisted process synthesis and design 
also need the algorithmic generation of the automatically executable mode is. Finally, the future 
software tools, supporting the evolution of the engineering knowledge during the design process, 
should represent the common skeleton of the quantitative and qualitative mode is. 
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Historica! Gaps between Engineering Modelling and Artiflcial Jntelligence 

There are two major gaps between engineering modelling and the tools of the 
Computational Intelligence [2J, namely 

• the historically determined difference between the knowledge representation of the 
domaio specific and the Al models, as well as 

• the apparent dîfference between the representation of the quantitative and qualîtatîve 
knowledge. 

The first gap seems to he the consequence of the history, because the theories, methods 
and tools of the domain specific engineering morleis had developed before the new computation 
paradigrn appeared. The up-to-date domain specific software tools have been developed in an 
evolutionary process, and the new tools were based on the former rnethods. On the other hand, 
Artificial lntelligence developed its methods in an other evolutionary process, without the 
consideration of the general elements of the domain specific engineering knowledge (like 
fundamental conservalion laws). Expert systems deal with an abstract set of rules that should he 
actualised somehow in the engineering applications. Other rnethods (e.g. neural networks and 
genetic algorithms) were derived frorn the simplified pattem ofthe biologica! systems, however 
they were not integrated intimately with the engineering knowledge. 

The secoud gap originated at least partly from the attempts to bridge the first one by the 
various kinds of the qualitative knowledge. The essential problem is that the qualitative 
knowledge representation developed in its own way, and there are no effective methods for the 
conneetion ofthe quantitative and qualitative models. 

Needs fora Synthesis Theory that Supports the Creative Engineering Design [31 

In the organisation of the intelligent collaboration between the engineer and the computer 
we should consider that engineers are creative and even they are fond of the creative work, but 
they need help, first of all in the precise and systematic analysis. On the contrary, the existing 
tools ofthe computer aided engineering synthesis belang to two main classes where 

• the computer neither analyses nor synthesises, but only "administrates" the variants, as 
well as helps in the auxiliary tasks like calculations, drawing, documentation, etc., or 

• the computer rather synthesises than analyses, i.e. the tools want to be more creative 
than the user and, this effort leads to the computer aided construction of the rmtgh and sametimes 
naive variauts that should be investigated and improved by the engineer in detaiL 

lt seems to be just the very opposite of the real needs, where the engineers would like to 
invent the essential (and rough) skeleton of the new solutions next they should like to make 
computers analyse, improve or combine the solutions in detaiL 

"REV" MODEL OF THE EVOLUTIONARY SYNTHESIS 

In the proposed combined model of the engineering synthesis the simulation and the 
leaming is organized by the genetic knowledge, while the genetic possibility space is evaluated 
by the experiences, obtained from the simtdation and parameter learning. The principle is that 
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similarly to the engineering way of thinking: the modeling is based on the a priori known 
structures, and the final evaluation is made in the best versatile knowledge of the best detailed 
simulation experiences [ 4]. The simplified scheme of the proposed evolutionary algorithm is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. It is to be noted that the numbered partprocesses can be executed optionally 
in parallel, controlled by the supervisory model of a higher order Petri-net. 
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possibility space 
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15 Genetic c~de of variant 
3 

Ev~lluated genetic <E-----' 
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" 'I 

Genetic possibility space 
t 1 -!. 

10 

12 

Figure I. The simplified scheme of the proposed evolutionary model REV 

The numbered steps of the evolutionary model are the following: 

(}) Representation of the genetic possibilities The genetic possibility space is defined by the set 
of the active and passive genetic elements. The active genetic elements contain the reference to 
the corresponding model generating code and to the lists of the prescribed input and output 
characteristics. The possible connections of the subsystems in space and in time are declared by 
the passive genetic elements. 

C) Creatwn of the emluated possibility space: The creation is carried out automatically in the 
knowledge of the prescribed evaluating points of view. The evaluations are expressed in the 
properties of the value distri bution functions, namely in the original and the norrnalized minimal 
(pessimistic) value, maximal (optimistic) value, average value, uncertainty interval, value 
deviation, etc. At the beginning randomly perturbed "nnknown" evaluations can be applied. 
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(3) Synthesis of the genetic code: The synthesis of the genetic code is controlled by the general 
stmctural and by the case specifk întentional rules. The intentional mies take into consideration 
the evaluation of the genetic elements, but at the beginning ît causes a random effect because of 
their ''unknown" preliminary evaluation. The structural mies are defined by the genetic elements 
themselves. 

(4) Supplementing the popu/ation with the new variant: The evolutîonary computation starts with 
the creation of an initia! population by the above code syntbesizîng algorithm. After the creation 
of the appropriate initia! population, tbe process runs self-preserved, controlled by the crossovers 
and the mutations only. 

(5) Selection of the variant to he studied: The combined (i.e. directly synthesized. mutated or 
crossover produced) new genetic code is "hibernated" until the computer will be a bie to simulate 
its "birth" and "life". Only the simulated and evaluated variantscan take part in the reproduetion 
and mutation processes. 

(6) Generation of the variam's structural model: The generation of the detailed mode Is referred 
by the active genetic elements can be accomplished separately, while tbe consistency of the 
genetic code, being a global model itself, guarantees the appropriate conneetion of the individual 
submode Is. 

(7) Generation of the parametrie possibility space: The in implicit connected set of the 
simulation mode is defines the space of the possible configurations, determined by the adjustable 
parameters. The tuning can be carried out by an algorithmically generated control module, that 
observes the measured values and modifies the variabie parameters in order to satisfy better the 
prescribed goals. 

(8} Dvnamic simu/ation of the variant: The individual models determined by the varÎOtlS active 
genetic elements can be calculated simultaneously, while the genetic code itself contains all 
information about the global model (i.e. about the organization of the interaction between the 
connected parts ). 

(9) Evaluation ofthe results: The evaluating processis carried out by the automatically generated 
feedback loops. The actual evaluating formulae, as well as the necessary measurements and the 
feedback are domain specific and user-defined. 

(1 0) Tuning of parameters: The tuning of the parameters optionally accompanies the si mulation 
process. 

(1 1) Thefinal eva/uation ofthe variant: The final evaluation ofthe studied genetic code is dorre 
by the best evaluations, while simultaneously the best parameters are also saved. As a 
consequence, during the repetition of the steps (8)-(9)-(10) the actual best parameter sets and 
evaluations are dynamically stored. 

(12) Genetic feedback of the eva/uation: Genetic feedback of the evaluation is perfonned by the 
incremental modification of the value distri bution functions belonging to the active and passive 
genetic elements ofthe given variant. 
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(1 3) Selection of the exiting variants: Th is genetic operator is rather conscious than random in 
the Darwinian model, too. Similarly, the evaluated genetic algorithm selects the "bad" and/or 
"old" variants from the population. 

( 14) Reproduetion and crossover: The reproduetion is the other consciously functioning genetic 
operator of the classica! Holland algorithm, where the reproduetion rate is determined by the 
fitness value and by the o.ge. Using the evaluation feedback, multiple goals can also be applied, 
and the accumulated "genetic value" can also betaken into consideration. 

( 15) Mutation of the genetic code. The usual random mutation can be supplied by a more 
conscious one. This can be solved easîly by searching for a "bad" gene in the code and changing 
it for a "better" one. 

KEYNOTE ELEMENTSOF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

ModeHing by Direct Mapping of tbe Conservational Processes onto an Executable Program 

In the mode is of process engineering there is a set of additive quantities, derived from the basic 
measures and obeying the fundamental conservation laws. As a consequence, each measure in 
each fini te part of the space has naturallower and upper bounds. On the other hand there is a set 
of mappings determining the transformations and transportation of the above extensive 
quantities. These elementary transitions map a subset of the present state into a partial change of 
the state, while the sum of these part ia! changes describes the resultant process. The changes are 
governed by the fundamental conservalion laws and the conservation "guarantees" the 
integrability of the mappings. It implies the integrability also of the mappings' stoichiometrie 
sum, while the solution of the model can be interpreted by this sum itself. The theorem of the 
conservational integral [5,6) establishes the theoretica! background of the structure based 
dynamic simulation, and this "natura!" knowledge representation makes possibly the direct 
mapping of the engineer's cognitive model onto an ex.ecutable program. The principles of the 
structure based dynamic simulation can be summarised, as follows: 

•The detailed stri.lctural model can be generated automatically in the knowledge of the 
decomposition tree and of the prototype changes defined by the user. 

•The model is organized rather by the transitions than by the balances, thus all 
consequences ofthe individual partprocesses can betaken into consideration together. 

•The detailed state of the system is contained in the passive elements. The temporal stat es 
can be saved, and the calculation can be continued later, with optionally modified data. 

•The spatial discretization is decided upon the mixing characteristics and upon the 
accuracy needed. 

•The time discretization is controlled by an error measure, monitoring the distance from 
the hypothetical solution. 

•The calculation is fully separated from the accounting, that makes possibly the optional 
backwarcis (inverse) calculation without the violation ofthe causality. 

•The structural models can easily be disjointed and connected, as well as they can be 
executed in parallel in the sense of the communicating sequentia! processes. 
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•Thé' influence routcc; of the semiring,-like structure can he analyzed that supports the 
direct and quantitative investigation of the observablluy, controllability and :::.tability of the 
modeL 

Knowledge Representation by Structure Based Programming 

Structure based programming [7] means a kind of knowledge representation, elaborated 
for special engineering use, where we use two kinds of structural mode is interfacing between the 
engineering task and the programming language. The metbod is based on the clear separation of 
the invariant and problem specific knowledge. The actual knowledge is described by a structural 
model, while the structural elements are processed by the general metainterpreter. The user 
usually communicates with the structural models through an interface. On the other hand the 
expert can easily supply the core by including the necessary new phenomenological formulae. 
There are two kinds of the stmctural models, namely the conservational and the informational 
stmctures. The conservation processes can be represented by a structural model consisting of 
passive balance elements and active elementary transitions. In the informatiopal model the active 
and passive elements are similar to the transitions and places of the higher order Petri-nets. In 
this stmcture the increase and decrease of the extensive quantities are replaced by the overwriting 
of the various signs. 

Computer Aided Genetic ::\<lodeling 

The code synthesising algorithm builds automatically (optionally time varied) networks 
that copy the global model of the respective technological system. The essential features of the 
code synthesising algorithm are the following: 

•Imagine the genetic code building as playing a multidimensional domino, realized by the 
Prolog's unification ability. The play always starts with the placement of the user-defined active 
and passive elements on the board. The selected active elements determine the main input and 
output signs. connecting the investigated system with its environment and designating its 
function. These environmental connections are modeled by "half' active elements, containing an 
empty list as their input or output. All of these task elements must he built into the genetic code 
to be synthesîzed. 

•The quantitative and qualîtative characteristics of the possible structures are controlled 
by the type and the number of the a priori selected passive genetic elements. They determine 
only an upper limitation, because any optional subset of them is also accepted if the synthesîzed 
code is connected and complete. 

•The building of the genetic code is carried out by optional, multiple forward and 
backward chaining, resulting a regular set ofthe genetic elements. The regular code must contain 
all of the previously designated task elements, must be a connected single structure and must he 
closed (i.e. every conneetion of the active elements should be bound). The intentional mies 
consider the uncertain inner evaluation of the building elements. 
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Evaluation Feedback and Conscious Genetic Operators 

In the neo-Darwînian model the crossover is decîded randomly. In our approach, in 
addîtîon to the obviously necessary random effects, the crossover can also be motivated by the 
uncertain value distribution of the genetic elements and of theîr combinations. The conscious 
decision is based upon the value distribution functions associated with the given building 
elements or partial codes. The value distribution function contains the "accumulated experience" 
of the previous simulations. Multiple evaluations can also be used and the multicriteria 
evaluation is solved by the a posteriori aggregatîon of the accumulated uncertain knowledge. 

Multiple Genetic Coding of the Typical Process Engineering Structures 

The sy11thesis (design, planning, scheduling, ... ) probieros of the process engineering can 
often be represented by complicated "three dimensional" network stmctures, where the spatial 
connections (i.e. the stmcture of the model) varies in time. On the other hand, in the genetic 
programming two Contradietory conditions should be fl!lfilled, namely 

• the survival of the schemata should be snpported, and 
• the feasibility of the new ç.ombinations bas to be decided easily. 

The string-like coding of the conventional genetic roodels makes possible the effective 
crossovers that conserve the schemata. However the real world stmctures can be coded by strings 
with difficulties, as well as it is rather difficult to check whether the new combinations are 
connected and closed. As another solntion we can use the real structure as a genetic code, 
however, in this case the survival of the schemata will fail. 

There is a compromise third solution, where we use more than one code that can be 
transformed from each other antomatîcally. The in parallel evolving populations are the detailed 
problem specîfic model, built by the code synthesising algorithm, and one or two string like 
models, derived from it. For example one of them can describe the time relations, and bere the 
coexisting units and network connections of a given time slice are coded with a single gene. In 
another code the whole "lifetime" of the individual active genetic element can be characterised 
by a single element of the string. This knowledge representation supports the fulfilment of both 
above mentioned conditions. Practically the progenitor is produced by the code synthesising 
module. but all the new variants will be translated into the language of the conventional 
populations. These populations evolve rapidly, and the good candidates are translated time to 
time into the language of the detailed code, next they evolve according to the multicriteria 
evaluation of the detailed dynamic simulation again. 

lLU.:STRA TIVE EXAMPLE 

In the following section the REV model wîll be illustrated with a very simple example for 
the solution of a real chemica! process design problem. Forthebetter understanding of how REV 
does work, the application will be illustrated by the input databases and the by a small part of the 
detailed output. 
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First we start from the most difficult case, when the evolution of the REV model begins 
with zero additional expert knowledge about the synthesizing rules. Next we shall show how the 
evolution is motivated by the previously known good and bad pattem dsolutions of the expert. 

The Batch Process To Be Designed 

There is a raw material called P and monomer molecules called X and Y. In a batch 
reactor short ebains of the altemating components X and Y sbould be built on P. The rnain 
problern is that X and Y cao also react with each other thernselves, and this disadvantageous side 
reaction builds ebains faster in the solvent than in the goal reaction with component P. All the 
reaction are catalysed by component C, however tbe catalyst decornposes spontaneously. 

The simplified kinetic model cao be described by the 8 reactions and 9 cornponents as 
follows: 

where 

P+X C-+(PX)1+C 

(PX)
1 

+Y +C •(PXY)1 +C 

{PXY)i +X C -> (PX)i I +C 

X + Y + C -+ XY + C 

XY+X+C -+(XYX)1 +C 

(XYX)i + Y C-+ (X"YXY}
1 

+ C 

(X"YXY)
1 

+X C-+(XYX)
1 

I +C 

C -> C0 

P is the raw material that cao be supplied with the -(X-Y)- chains, 
X and Y are the cornonomers. 
IPX); and (PXY); are the products with an X or Y at the end ofthe chain, respectively, 
XY is the dirnerized by-product, 
(XYX); and (XYXY)1 are the polymerized by-products with an X or Y at the end of the 

chain, respectively, as well as 
C and C(! are the active and the decornposed catalyst molecules, respectively. 

The reactants X, Y and C of smaller quantity are added in one or more steps to the 
salution of P that should be fed into the reactor at the beginning of the process. The problem to 
be solved is to fmd a good strategy for the number, the quantities, as well as the schedule of the 
X. Y and C feeds. 

The essential difficulty of the problern is the inherent interaction between the discrete and 
continuons properties, i.e. sirnilarly to the majority of process engineering probierus the synthesis 
of the structure cannot be separated frorn the detailed design. 

Evaluating Goals 

The other typical difficulty is that there is no a well-defihed single goal function. The 
economie evaluation of this step alone is meaningless, while the detailed evaluation of the whole 
technology would need the salution of a much more complicated problem. Nevertheless the 
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expert can formulate easily a number of useful evaluating goals. Accordingly the advantageous 
rnn of the process can be declared by five evaluating goals called E l ... E5 as follows: 

• EI: the products of (PX)i and (PXY)i are to be maximised possibly, 
•E2: the by-products of XY, (XYX)i and (XYXY)i are to be minimised possibly, 
•E3: the quantity ofthe unreacted component P should be decreased, 
•E4: the average lengthof (PX)i and (PXY)i ebains should be increased, 
• ES: the average length of (XYX)i and (XYXY)i ebains should be decreased. 

It is to be noted that the declamtion of the multiple and contradictory, but effective 
evaluating points of view is one of the best ways for introducing workable beuristics into the 
evolutionay process. 

Genetic Possibility Space of the Problem 

In the case of no additional knowledge, only the primary genetic building elements 
should be defined that will be supplemented by the random initia! eva! nation of zero knowledge, 
whilw we use only the general connecting rules. The investigated synthesis task can be generated 
by a genetic possibility space containing for example the active 

ar("x _in", "x _in" ,t(0,700),[],[],[k( "liquid", "string",identical, "x") ],5,y) 
ar("c _in", "c _in" ,t( 0, 700),[],[],[k("liquid" ,"string" ,identical,"c") ],5,y) 
ar( "y _in", "y_in" ,t( 0,700),[],[],[k("liquid", "string" ,identical, "y") ],5,y) 
ar("rea", "rea _x" ,t(0,700 ),[I ],[k( "liquid", "string" ,identical,"x") ],[],5,y) 

and the passive 
pr("liquid"," x",k("liquid","string",identical,"x"),5,y) 
pr("liquid"," y",k("liquid","string",identical,"y"),5,y) 
pr("liquid"," c",k("liquid","string",identical,"c"),5,y) 

genetic elements. The active genetic elements correspond to the storage volumes for the feeds of 
X, C, and Y, as well as ro the reactor in periods of feeding X, feeding C, feeding Y and running 
without feed. The passive genetic elements represent the permissible network connections of the 
various feeds with the possible statesof the reactor. Do not forget however that the primary code 
synthesizing algorithm is controlled only by the forma! matches, and it does not use any 
additional expert knowledge. 

The enumerated genetic elements can be declared for various time domains and they may 
have various multiplicity. The time connections of the system level model (i.e. the consideration 
of the changes in the structure of the model) can be carried out by the synthesis algorithm 
automatically. 

Supplying the Genetic Elements with the Value Distribution Function 

Before the evolutionary process every genetic element is supplied by a list, containing the 
randomly perturbed initia! parameters of the value distribution function. The initia] evaluation 
describes the zero knowledge that will be step-by-step modified with the values of the variants 
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which the given element takes part in. For example the following genetic element was used 61 
times: 

r _a("rea","rea _ x",t(O, 700),(],( I ],[k( "liquid","string",azonos,"x")],[],[ 
eval("e5",e(61, 1.17,3.14, 106,202,0.381, 1,0.642,0.454 )), 
eval("e4",e(61 ,4.64, 1.21, 135,354,0.261, 1,0.685,0.531 )), 
eval("e3",e( 61 ,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00, I ,0.409,0.409) ), 
eval("e2",e(61 ,0.08,0.03,3.85,0.261 ,0.372, 1,0.599,0.394)), 
eval("e l ",e(6I ,0.0 I ,0.0 l, I.I5,0.02l ,0.918, I ,0.957,0.918))],(],5) 

The numbers associated with the various evaluating goals characterize the value 
rlistribution function of the variants containing the genetic element in question. During the 
synthesis of the new variants the algorithm considers the value distribution functions of the 
genetic elements and, controlled by various beuristic strategies, tries to select new candidate 
elements that satisfy also the general synthesizing rules. In addition the genetic operators can also 
be modified by the uncertain knowledge accumulated in the value distri bution function. 

Synthesizing the Genetic Code orthe Variants 

The synthesis of the new genetic code is carried out by the above described computer 
aided genetic modelling algorithm. The detailed genetic code contains all of the data necessary to 
organize the dynarnic simulation and evaluation of the given process. As an example a part of an 
actual genetic code is the following: 

variant( 1, 
[ ae(''x_in" ,"x _in" ,t(0,2),[],[h("liquid" ," x", "x")]), 
ae("rea" ."rea_x",t(0,2),[h("liquid" ," x" ,''x")J.[I). 
ae("c _in","c _in",t(2,4 ),[],fh("liquid"," c'',"c")]), 

[pe("liquid", "x", t(0,2 ),h("x _in"," x _in", ''x "),h("rea" ,"rea_x"," x"))], 
pe("tirne" ," time" ,t(2,2),h("rea" ,"rea _x" ,"time"),h("rea", ''rea _ c","time")). 

vt(0,600),(],(],[0,0],[ I ],new) 

Population of the Syntbesized Variants 

According to the principle of multiple genetic coding the above illustrated complete but 
comlicated code is automatically transforrned into a simpler forrn. In our simplified exarnple this 
code can be characterised by the sequence of the various feeds and by the optional time delays 
between thern. The genetic code consists ofX(t;.ti), C(t;.l;l, Y(t;.ti) and R(t, ti) genes, where 

X, C and Y correspond to the respective feeds, R symbolises the reacting periods withno feed, 
and (t;.tJ)rneans the duration ofthe given periods. Using this notation the above variant after the 

simtdation and evaluation can be characterised by the code of 

var( 16,[g(" m" ,0,2),g("c" ,2,4 ),g("r",4,220 ),g("s" ,220,223 ),g("r" ,223 ,300),g("m" ,300,302), 
g("c'',302,304),g("r",304,420),g("s",420,423 ),g("r",423,600)),(0 0 19,0. 0 16,0, 1.21, 1 20],[]) 
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The population, processed by the genetic operators consists of this kind of predîcates. 

Generic Model of the Genetic Elements 

The active genetic elements contain reference to the characteristics parts of the detailed 
simulation model, and during their execution they activate the corresponding model generating 
database. For example the gene of ae("rea","rea_x",t(0,2),[h("liquid"," x","x")].[]), refered by 
g("x",0,2) calls for the model generating database REA_ X. GEN as follows: 

decompositiom( 1 ,[phase("liquid", 120, 
[comp("p",0.0208),comp("x",O),comp("y",O),comp("c",O),comp("c0",0), 
comp("px",O),comp("pxy",O),comp("xy",O),comp("xyx",O), 
comp("xyxy" ,O),comp("n _px" ,8.33e-3 ),comp("n _ xyx" ,8.33e-3)])]) 

source("reaction" ,[r("p liquid", 1 ),r("x 1iquid", 1 )],[r("px liquid", I)], 
[ assoc("p liquid" ,[I ]),assoc("x 1iquid",[ 1 ]),assoc("c 1iquid" ,[ 1 ])],"const",[ 50]) 
source("reaction",[r("px liquid", 1 ),r("y liquid", 1 )],[r("pxy liquid", I)], 
[ assoc("px liquid",[ I ]),assoc("y 1iquid",[ 1 ]),assoc("c liquid'',[l ])],"const",[50]) 

flow(" in l","x","liquid" ,"+",O,O,[input("x",O)J) 
time __ step( 1) 

Genaration of the Detailed Structural Model 

During the investigation of the synthesized variauts the REV program takes the gen es one 
after the other and generates the detailed stmctura1 model of the given part. As an example, the 
computer representation of the model generated by the above database is the following: 

p("liquid",[l ],"p liquid",2.496,0.0208,~ I ,[0],0) 
p("liquid" ,[ 1 ],"x liquid",O,O, -1 ,[0],0) 
p("liquid",[ 1 ],"y liquîd",O,O,~ 1,[0],0) 

a("","","",[ I],[rs( ~5, 1 )],[ 1 ],[ rs( --6, 1 )], "reaction",[bels( -5,[ I ])],[0.0 116],"const") 
a("","","",[ 1 ],[rs( ~8, 1 ),rs( ~3, I)],[ 1 ],{ rs( -7,1 ),rs( ....C,O)],"reaction",[ ass(--8,[ 1 ]),ass( -3,[ I ]),as:>( -5, 
[ 1 ])],[ 50], "polym") 

a("in" ,"x","liquid" ,[],[],[ !],[ rs( ~3, 1 )], "transportation",[ ass( -3,[0])],[0,0], "flow") 

The stmctural model is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this graphical representation the reetangles 
and the triaugles represent the passive elements p() descrihing the components and active 
elements a() corresponding to the chemica! reactions. The Iines from the components to the 
reactions symbolise that the reactîon rate is determined by the concentration of the gîven 
cornponents. The lînes frorn the triangles to the reetangles correspond to the changes caused by 
the given reaction, while the signed numbers associated with the lines are the respective 
stoichiometrie coefficients. 

The essential functioning of the active elements can be described by mappings like 
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of the stmctural model (I =(XYX':{)1, 2=(XYX);) 

where: 
c, = the den~ity of the k-th conservational measure, 
t.M;, the change of the j-th conservational measures in the i-th elementary process 

during the perîod between the k-th and (k+ I )-tb step, and 
A, = the mapping, descrihing the i-th elementary process. 

In our example the actual mappîngs describe the various chemica! reactions and feeds. 
The storage volumes of the reactants are described by separate models, while the genetic code 
organises the achtal network connectîons in the prescribed time intervals, as well as the change of 
the model, if it is necessary. 

Dynamic Simulation of the Variants 

While simulating, the algorithm takes the active elements (i.e. the elementary transîtions) 
one by one, calls for the respectîve phenomenological formula and calculates the given 
partprocess according the methodology of the direct mapping, outlîned above. 
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For example the solution obtaine from the execution of the previously investigated 
variant can be seen in Fig. 3. Here the reactants are fed in two steps, while the P + X -+ PX 
reaction of deterrnining importance is supported by the excess of catalyst and by the Jonger 
reacting period after the first feed of X. 
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Figure 3. Characteristics of a two step batch with tuned reacting times 

Evaluation of the Variauts 

The automatic evaluation of the sirnulated results is prescribed by special predicates like 

evaluation("px_ conc","e 1 ",max,[ m("rea","px_ conc _ meas") ],"px _ conc meas",[f(aktiv,"rea")]) 
evaluation("p __ conc","e3",min,[ m("rea" ,"p _ conc __ meas") ], "p _ conc _ meas",(f( aktiv,"rea")]) 

that organize the measurement of the respective properties and the optional calculation of the 
evaluating properties El-ES. 

Rapid Evolution of the Transformed Genetic Code 

The rapid evolution is supported by a conventional genetic algorithm manipulating the 
population of the variants characterized by the simplîfied genetic code. Actually, the evaluated 
variants are transformed time to time into the simpler code, next they are passed over the 
auxiliary genetic program. Here the selection ofthe "bad" and/or "old" variants, the reproduetion 
and the crossover of the "good" and "new" ones, as well as the mutations are caried out 
according the rules of the evolutionary algorithm. It is to be noted that the rapid evolution starts 
forrn the variants of known value, while the new combination get estimated values. However, 
after a certain period the characteristic part of the good and bad candidates is transforrned back 
into the detailed code and they are simulated and evaluated completely. 

Evolution of the Detailed Genetic Code 

Another forrn of the evolution is realized in the population of the original variants. Here 
more conscious genetic operators are applied that are controlled by the value distribution 
function associated with the primary genetic elements. On the other hand in the detailed evolving 
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process the new variants are simulated and evaluated before passing over the rapid genetic 
algorithm. The continuous parameters of the process are the quantities of the individual reactants, 
the flow rate of the feeds and the time delays between the subsequent feeds. These adjustable 
parameters can optinally be declared in the respective generating databases, while the tuning can 
be carried out by an algorithmically generated control module. This optional module observes the 
measured valnes and modities the variabie parameters in order to satisfy better the prescribed 
evaluating goals. 

Example for the Run 

This mn started with no previous knowledge at all. The evaluations, obtained for a 
characteristic part ofthe first variantsis summarised in Table I. 

Table I. The change ofthe evaluations in the first trials 

El E2 E3 E4 ES 

1.02E+OO 1.07E+OO l.OOE+OO 3.45E+OO 2.81E+OO 
1.02E+OO l.OSE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.97E+00 2.55E+OO 
1.02E+OO 1.05E+OO l.OOE+OO 3.45E+OO 2.94E+OO 
1.02E+OO 1.05E+OO l.OOE+OO 4.04E+00 3.21E+OO 
1.02E+OO l.IIE+OO l.OOE+OO 3.25E+00 2.69E+OO 
1.89E-02 5.19E-02 1.0 I E-17 2.44E+OO 1.91 E+OO 
1.84E-02 7.25E-02 O.OOE+OO 1.73E+00 1.48E+OO 
1.86E-02 7.28E-02 O.OOE+OO 1.82E+00 1.45E+OO 
1.89E-02 5.24E-02 4.76E-19 2.44E+00 1.91E+OO 
1.86E-02 7.59E-02 6.18E-ll 4.54E+00 3.43E+OO 
1.89E-02 4.97E-02 1.94E-10 2.78E+00 2.02E+OO 
1.89E-02 5.50E-02 1.82E-20 2.80E+00 2.36E+OO 
1.02E+OO 1.05E+OO l.OOE+OO 3.66E+00 2.93E+OO 
1.89E-02 5.58E-02 7.47E-18 2.87E+OO 2.33E+OO 
1.89E-02 ' 5.35E-02 1.59E-17 2.93E+OO 2.20E+OO 
1.02E+OO 1.07E+OO l.OOE+OO 2.79E+00 2.46E+OO 
l.SSE-02 7.04E-02 2.89E-06 2.63E+OO 1.89E+OO 
1.84E-02 9.04E-02 4.05E-17 2.70E+00 1.97E+OO 
1.84E-02 7.02E-02 O.OOE+OO 1.76E+00 1.47E+OO 

1.52E-Ol 1.73E-02 3.37E-05 2.22E+00 2.76E+OO 

The model generator makes possible the automatic generation and calculation of the batch 
model on a PC I AT -486 machine within a few minutes. As a consequence, the synthesising 
algorithm can test a few hundred feasible solutions from among the many thousand ones, 
combined by the simplified genetic model ofthe system level. The evolution is controlled by the 
communication ofthe detailed and rapid models, however, the simplified evaluation ofthe rapid 
model originates from the evaluations ofthe detailed investigation, too. 
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SVM.MARY 

Strocture based programming means a kind of knowledge representation, elaborated for 
process engineering applications. The actual knowledge is described with the active and passive 
database elements, processed by the metainterpreting kemel. The stroctural elements contain all 
the necessary data, as well as organise their own functioning thernselves. The user usually 
communicates only wîth the stroctural roodels through an interface, while each detail is plausible 
and modifiable in runtime. On the other hand the expert can easily supply the core witb the 
necessary new formulae of the given field. The proposed methodology combines stroctural 
modellîng with genetic programming, and establishes an integrated tooikit for chemica! process 
engineering. The principle is that similarly to the engineering way of thinking the modeling is 
based on the a priori known stroctures, while the final evaluation is made in the knowledge of 
the best detailed simulation experiences. The basic features ofthe metbod are the following: 

• The conservational processes are mapped directly onto a descriptive computer program 
that can be executed by the help of a general purpose simulator automatically. 

•The applied structural modeling technique, separating the invariant and problem specific 
actttal knowledge, supports the integrated problem solving. 

•The genetic model ofthe typical time varied process engineering networks is synthesised 
automaácally. 

•There is an evaluation feedback from the synthesized and simulated variauts to the 
genetic elements. 
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Freshwater and Wastewater Minimisation: 
From Concepts to Results 

V R Dhole, RA Tainsh, N L Ramchandani and M Wasilewski 
Unnhoff March Ltd, Targeting House, Gadbrook Park, Rudheath, 

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7UZ 

Introduetion 

lncreasîng environmental awareness and rising water treatment costs have 
led to a growing desire to reduce raw water consumption and wastewater 
discharges in the process industries. In this paper we illustrate systematic 
approaches to the minimisation of freshwater demand and wastewater 
generation through the maximisation of the re-use of water within processes. 
More than fifteen îndustrial applications have been compieled usîng the 
approach Typical reductions in freshwater use and wastewater discharge 
identified are between 30% and 50% coupled with significant reduction in 
capita! investment in treatment facîlities. The paper explains the concepts 
underlying the new approach and describes results from two industrial 
applications. 

The methodology described in the artiele is particularly useful for companies 
whoare 

• Considering installation of new treatment facilities or expansion of the 
existing facilities or if production is bottlenecked due to the existing 
treatment capacity. 

• lnterested in reducing freshwater or wastewater charges 
• Faced with regulato• J pressure to reduce wastewater discharges I. 

/',:I·'~->~ 
//;,~/,) /,/,-" _·. 

CONTAMINATEO 
STORMWATER 
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~\ 

Boiler Blowdown I t~ 
\ ~~ 

'j ( Tighter \ 

/~ 
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..--'--=-----. -, 

DISCharge 

Figure 1: Typical water network in process in dustry 
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Figure 1 shows a typical water network in a process plant or site. After initial 
raw water treatment the incoming water is used to meet process requirements 
and for use within the utility system (steam and cooling water). Wastewater 
from the processes along with blowdowns and discharges from the utility 
system are usually collected and treated centrally in a waste-water treatment 
facility prior to discharge. 

Freshwater costs are increasing world-wide, whilst discharge regulations are 
getting tighter. As a result, wastewater treatment costs are rising and in many 
cases companies are forced to consider expensive new treatment facilities. 
These factors are the main driving farces for minimising freshwater demand 
and wastewater generation. 

General Approaches to Water Minimisation 
In general, water demand can be reduced through improved water use in the 
individual process operations or through increase in the re-use of water 
among different water users. 

Process improvements These involve changes in the unit operations to 
reduce the inherent water demand, for example, replacing water cooling with 
air cooling, improving controls of boiler and cooling tower blowdowns, 
increasing the number of extraction stages to reduce water demand etc. 

Figure 2(a) : Direct water re-use 

FRESH 
WATER ~ -
~~-..,---.~ 

FRESH 
WATER 

WASTE 
WATER 

WASTE 
WATER 

Figure 2(b): Water re-use after regeneratien 

Water re-use : This implies using the outlet water from one operation to 
satisfy the water requirement of another operation. In some cases the water 
may require partial treatment orior to re-use. Figure 2 illustrates these two 
main options for re-use: 
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• Direct re-use: The outlet water from one unit eperation is used to 
satisfy the waterdemand of another operatien as shown in figure 2(a). 
(The water is clean enough for the next operation). 

• Regenerafion re-use: The outlet water is given some treatment 
(regeneration) to make it suitable for use in subsequent water
consuming operations as shown in figure 2(b). There are many 
different types of regeneration. Regeneratien could imply sarnething as 
simple as pH adjustment or physical removal of unwanted impurities 
e.g by filters, membrane separators, sour water strippers, ion 
exchange systems etc. The objective is to make the water suitable for 
re-use. 

In some cases the regeneraled water may be suitable for re-use within 
the same operation. In other words, the water is recycled to the same 
unit 

Traditionally freshwater use and wastewater discharge have been 
reduced through design improvements in individual unit operations or 
through water re-use across unit operations without systematic 
consideration of the overall process or the tot al site. 

Recently systematic approaches have been developed to identity 
opportunities for the maximisation of water re-use within processas or 
sites[2,3,4]. In this paper we will review these approaches and describe a 
new development that has emerged based on our industrial applications. 

Systematic Approaches for Maximising Water Re-use 
All systematic approaches publishad to date include elements of Pinch 
Techno!ogy [1] 

The Ma ss Transfer Based Approaches 
Pinch Technology provides a method to solve complex multi-stream heat 
inlegration problems by converting stream data into a visual representation 
on temperature enthalpy axes. Since there are parallels between the 
principles of heat transfer and mass transfer, the established principles of 
thermal pinch analysis can be extended to the wastewater minimisation 
problem [2,3]. 

EI-Halwagi and Manousiouthakis (1989) addressed a more general problem 
of mass exchange between a set of rich and a set of lean process streams. 
Wang and Smith (1994) specifically addressed the water minimisation 
problem by considering it as a contamination tr:->nsfer problem from process 
streams to water streams. Both these approaches are based on the model of 
a process unit as a mass transfer unit as described in tigure 3. Contaminant 
is transferred trom the rich process stream to the water stream. There is a 
mass transfer driving force between the process stream and the water stream 
as indicated by the gap between the profiles along the concentration axis. 
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Process Stream 

~ Water Stream 

MASS TRANSFERRED 
Figure 3: Mass transfer model for water using operatien 

We will review the approach developed by Wang and Smith (1994) in more 
detail. As a first step, a limiting water profile is plotted for each water using 
process operation. This is based on maximum inlet and outlet concentrations 
for the water stream for each operation 
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Figure 4: Wang and Smith (1994) approach for water minimisation 
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Figure 4 summarises the remaining steps in the approach. The limiting water 
stream concentrations of all process units are combined to farm the limiting 
composite concentratien curve for the overall plant (figure 4(a)). A straight 
freshwater line is then matched against the limiting composite curve to set the 
minimum fresh water demand for the overall plant. This corresponds to the 
"target" for freshwater use. Furthermore the minimum fresh water line usually 
touches the limiting composite curve at an intermediate point (denoted as 
"pinch point"). Finally, the construction shows critica! sections of the design 
(region close to pinch concentration) which require close attention to achieve 
the minimum water requirement. 

Ta develop the process netwerk that uses minimum water, the approach uses 
netwerk design methodology analogous to the pinch design methad [1) as 
shown in figure 4(b). The initia! networks are obtained systematically and 
tend to have complex structures. These are then simplified using an 
evolutionary procedure to give practical networks such as shown In tigure 
4(c). 

The explanation so far involves only one contaminant. The construction of the 
limiting composite curves and network design becomes complex for multiple 
contaminants [3]. 

In summary the approach is based on the rnadelling of contaminant mass 
transfer within process steps lt is difficult to model mass transfer in certain 
process units such as reactors, boilers, cooling towers etc. In many cases 
several water based streams enter and leave the process unit at different 
concentrations. Also, the approach does not address constraints such as 
given by geographical distances (long pipe runs) and other factors that may 
forbid re-use of water from one unit to another. 

Whilst there are practical problems associated with this approach, 
nevertheless it represented first methad aimed at the systematic design of a 
"total system" for minimum water use. 

Linnhoff March has used this approach on its initia! pioneering projects. 
Based on the project experience so obtained Linnhoff March have now 
developed a new approach for wastewater minimisation called the 
WaterPinch™ [6]. 

The WaterPinchTM Approach 
The WaterPinch™ approach uses two main tools. First, a new Pinch based 
tooi for visualisation and rapid screening of design options. Second, a 
mathematica! tooi for detailed quantification of results. The approach 
avereames the problems outlined above and in addition satisfies some of 
other practical issues encountered in a water minimisation project. 
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WASTEWATER Water Flow 
Figure 5: WaterPinch™ approach: basic representation using "step-curves". 

Figure 5 shows the basic representation used in the WaterPinch™ approach. 
lt uses purity as vertical axis and water flowrate as horizontal axis. Each 
water related process eperation considered as having input and output water 
streams. Mass transfer models to exp!ain what is happening inside an 
eperation are nat required. All that is needed are the input and output 
streams. There can be several input and output water streams at different 
puri!ies for a single operation. The input water streams of all water using 
operatiors are plotted in a "demand composite" step curve to define the water 
demand for the ov'erall plant as shown in figure 5. Similarly the output water 
streams of all operations are plotted to construct the "source composite" step 
curve for the overall plant 

The overlap between the souree and the demand step curves ( shown by 
shaded area) indicates scope for water re-use. The maximum overlap or re
use is achieved when the two curves meets at a point shown as "WaterPinch" 
point in figure 5. In this condition non-overlapping extensions of either curve 
identify the minimum freshwater demand and wastewater volumes as shown 
in the figure. 

The WaterPinch TM guides the designer to specific design actions to increase 
re-use of water. Firstly, the sourees should satisfy the demands on the same 
side of the pinch. This will ensure that the minimum water targets are 
achieved. Any flow of water from a souree above the pinch to a demand 
below the pinch will increase the consumption beyond the target. Using 
freshwater to satisfy demands below the pinch or sending water from sourees 
above the pinch to waste treatment will also increase the consumption 
beyend the target. 
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The representatîon also helps the designer to identify design modîfîcations 
which can further imprave the targets for a plant. Figure 6 shows an 
example. By mixing water from units A and B we generata a mixture of 
intermediate purity (shown as "Mix"). This relieves the pinch bottleneck, 
allowing further overlap of the souree and demand and increasing overall 
water recovery. The "mix" can be used in unit C. (Water trom unit A, without 
mixing, could nat have been used in unit C). WatarPinch TM provides further 
design guidelines as fellows: the water mixture from outiets of units A and B 
is nat quite sufficient to completely satisfy the water demand of unit C. The 
remaining demand for unit C can be satîsfied by water trom unit D etc. The 
WaterPinch TM approach therefore nat only sets the targets, but a lso 
recommends appropriate network design changes which maximise the re-use 
of water to imprave the targets. 

Purity • 

Pinch I 

Unit C 

FRESH .. Water .,i 
WATERi Savmg · 

Water Flow 

Targeting and Visualisation 

Design 
Figure 6: Combined targeting and design using WaterPinch TM approach 
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QUANTIFICATION 

Mathematica I 
Tooi 

Multicomponent systems 
Practical design 

Figure 7: Visual and quantitative tools are fully compatible 

The visual representations shown in figures 5 and 6 can be implemenled in 
an equivalent mathematica! form The mathematica! tooi is completely 
compatible with the visual representation. The user can switch between 
mathematica! and visual modes at any stage. 

The mathematica! tooi iets the user handle complex water networks with 
ease. For exampi~. systems with multiple contaminants a large number of 
operations and multiple constraints are analysed in a reliable quantitative 
manner. For large problems the user may find it easier to start with the 
mathematica! tooi and visualise only the simplified solutions. 

The use of the mathematica! tooi is especially relevant for considering design 
and operating constraints coupled with different casts for water, different 
treatments casts etc. 

To summarise, the WaterPinch™ approach is based on a flexible definition 
for a water using operation. The operation can have multiple water inlets and 
outiets all at different purities. The approach uses a combination of visual and 
mathematica! tools which provides a balance between engineering insights 
and a reliable quantitative approach for large problems. The visual tooi 
directly provides design guidelines whilst the mathematica! tooi is able to 
automatically generate optima! designs. The approach also provides specific 
guidelines for suggesting appropriate regeneration options [61. 
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Project Results 
We will now discuss results from two of our water minimisation projects. 

Unilever [5] : 
This project was carried out at Unilever's Vinamul factory in Warrington, 
England. The factory produces over 200 products for a wide range of 
applications, including paints, glues and adhesives. The polymer emulsion 
process is a complex batch operation. Product specifications are tight, sa 
equipment washing is crudal to prevent cross-contamination. Historically, 
the plant used large quantities of fresh water to guarantee product integrity, 
with fresh water being supplied to each individual user (Figure 8). Changing 
environmental perceptions and rising casts for raw water and effluent 
treatment resulted in a need to re-evaluate this philosophy. 

Fresh Water 

Figure 8 : Existing system 

clean watar 
essential for 
these users 

nt--osed water aeceptabhl 
for these users 

Figure 9: Final design 

In view of the large number of chemica! species involved in producing over 
200 products it was clearly infeasible to evaluate flows and concentrations of 
every compound. However, tor this case it was found that in practice it was 
possible to treat all product species in water as a single contaminant without 
significant loss of accuracy. lt was also recognised 

• That in many cleaning operations it is the force of the water flow that 
removes contaminants trom the vessel walls. Thus it is necessary to 
maintain the volume of water used in each individual operatien 

• That cross-contamination is more important for some operations than it 
is for others. Two stage washing, using fresh water for rinsing in the 
second stage (a process change) should be used in those cases 
where cross-contamination is a potential problem. 

The resulting design is shown in tigure 9. The new design requires only one 
intermediale starage tank, tagether with some alterations to piping and 
drainage systems. lf implemented, this will reduce the site fresh water 
demand by 50% and the waste water production by 65%. 

The direct savings in fresh water make up casts and wastewater discharge 
casts are nat large compared to total processing casts (probably less than 
$100,000 I year). However, the modified design reduces the volume and 
increases the concentration of the effluent, and this should significantly 
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reduce the capita! cost of on-site treatment. A new treatment method 
currently under development may result in total recovery of the product 
species trom the effluent. The combination of this new treatment method and 
wastewater minimisation could potentially result in significant savings. 1t 
would also be a major step towards zero waste. 

Monsanto {7] : 
Effluent trom each of seven process plants at Mensanto's Newport site is 
currently colleeled together, adjusted for pH and then discharged along an 
outflow into the River Severn estuary. 

The National Rivers Authority (NRA) in the UK indicated that current 
discharge levels will not be acceptable in the longer term. The objective was 
to achieve a 90% reduction in COD discharged. An investment of US$15M 
was thought necessary to achieve this prior to the project. 

The project results indicated that cost effective savings of 30% of site 
freshwater use could be achieved. The resulting decrease in effluent volume 
has a significant effect on the size of the effluent treatment facility, but the 
effluent COD load is also important. In tact the project recommendations, in 
addition to reducing effluent volume by 30% reduced the COD load by 76%, 
prior to any treatment. The resultant treatment requirements were 
significantly easier to achieve than in the original design. 

The overall capita! expenditure required is now US$3.5M (instead of the 
US$15M originally envisaged). Additional benefits are savings of 
US$0.3M/yr in water and US$0.7M/yr in other raw materials. (These 
reecvered raw materials would not only have been lost in a centralised 
treatment plant, but would have added to the cost of treatment). 

The overall result was that Monsanto solved a ditticuit environmental problem 
not with an unproductive investment of US$15M, but a total investment of 
US$3.5M and an eperating costs savings of US$1 M I yr. 

ITEM % SAVING US$ SAVING 

Capita! investment 77% lnvestment reduced from 
in treatment facilities $15M to $3.5M 

COD loading 76% lncreased raw materials 
recovery = $0. 7M I yr 

Fresh water and 30% Water savings = $0.3M I yr 
waste water volume 

Ta bie 1 : Results from Monsanto Study [7] 
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Conclusions 

The water minimisation approach developed by Wang and Smith (1994) 
based on composita concentratien curves has been demonstraled to be 
useful in defining minimum water requirement on a total system basis. The 
approach however has limitations in considering multiple contaminants, non 
mass transfer based operations and constraints in the re-use of water. 

The re-formulated WatarPinch TM approach described here and based on 
"step curves" offers all benefits of the previous approach. Ir addition it 
evereomes the limitations of the previous approach. 

The resu!ts from our water minimisation projects indicate a significant 
reduction in potential capita! cast investment in treatment facilities coupled 
with eperating cast benefits due to water saving and increased material 
recovery. 
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ABSTRACT 

Scheduling in the chemica! industry usually is performed by operators and computer 
support is only used to process visualization. Due to the complexity of the processes schedules 
are generated which may be far from optima!. 

In this paper we present a mathematica! model for optima! scheduling and discuss solution 
strategies which fulfill the needs of day-to-day scheduling. 

INTRODUCTION 

Scheduling of multiproduct or multipurpose batch plants has attracted increased attention 
in recent years and several mathematica! optimization frameworks and algorithms were 
developed which genera te optima! or near -optima! schedules. Y et, in industrial practice one 
does not find many examples where mathematica! optimization is applied in the day-to-day 
operation of batch plants. We believe that this is due to certain weaknesses of general 
optimization algorithms: 

• It is usually difficult to include the full set of constraints which are present in the 
problem. If optimization algorithms provide solutions which violate important 
constraints, the solutions cannot be applied without major adjustments and thus the 
result of the optimization is rejected by the operators and they resort to manual 
schedu!ing. 

• The uncertainties are not modeled appropriately. The underlying process model usually 
is inaccurate and/or parameter values are time-varying because they depend on 
quantities which cannot be controlled exactly. An optimization algorithm has to be able 
to cope with uncertainties, since otherwise the schedule and the state of the actual plant 
diverge .after a certain time and the schedule becomes obsolete. 

• Reactive and incremental scheduling is much more important than the solution of the 
scheduling problem for an empty plant. The operation of batch plants is disturbed 
stochastically by breakdowns, delayed raw material delivery, high priority orders, etc. 
This may induce drastical changes in the plant and in the planning state and 
rescheduling is inevitable since batches may have to be stopped or delayed or 
intermediales may have to be assigned to other batches. Rescheduling has to be 
incorporated into the same mathematica! framework that is used for nomina! 
scheduling. Usually, the mathematica! formulation however leads to problems the 
solution of which requires considerable computation time so that the response time 
constraints are not met. 
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In this paper we describe a scheduling problem which occurs at a real plant and present a 
mathematica! model as wel! as an approach to reactive and incremental scheduling. 

The mathematica! model is an extension of the State-Task Network (STN) which was 
proposed to express the typical scheduling tasks and restrictions encountered in batch 
procesfes, cf. e.g. Kondiliet al. [4] or Shah et al. [8], and which was also used for the design 
of multipurpose batch plants, cf. Barbosa-Póvoa et al. [1]. The major advantage of this process 
model is that there is no need to distinguish between a planning problem and a scheduling 
problem, i. e., it is not necessary to determine the number of jobs required to fulfill the 
production orders in a first step and then to schedule these jobs. STNs allow to represent the 
two tasks in a single mathematica! model. 

Another advantage is that the complete state of the plant including the materials and the 
tasks is included in the model. Therefore there is no difference between nomina! scheduling and 
rescheduling as far as the structure of the mathematica! model is concemed. 

Among the nonstandard features of the mathematica! model presented below are the 
coupling of continuously operating units, explicit splitting of storage, limited stability of 
intermediales and restrictions onthe relative starting times of operations. 

Wethen give an outline of a promising solution strategy which was successfully applied to 
scheduling problems in the manufacturing industry, cf. Czerwinski and Luh [2], Luh and 
Hoitornt [6]. 

PROCESS DESCRIYfiON 

The plant represented in Figure 1 is used to produce two different types of polysterene in 
several grain fractions. The production process is divided into the main steps preparation of 
raw material. polymerization, finishing of the polysterene suspension in continuously operated 
production lines, and splitting into the different grain fractions for final storage. The process is 
of the flowshop type, i. e. all recipes have the same basic structure and differ only in the 
parameters and in certain steps. 

line 1 

line 2 

raw material preparation poly merization finishing storage 

Figure l Schematic of polysterene production. 

In the preparation step, batches of input material are mixed in vessels where they have to 
reside for a certain period which ranges from half an hour to several hours. Then, the mixtures 
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are pumped into one of several storage vessels the capacity of which is adapted to the batch 
size in the polymerization step. There, further additives are added. The batches are only stabie 
for a limited period and should not be discarded because of their toxicity which makes it very 
expensive to dispose of them. The storage vessels are grouped according to the types of 
polymer produced and this assignment cannot be changed during plant operation. One of the 
inputs to the polymerization is a mixture of sterene and some additives. The number and the 
composition of the additives Jargely determine the grain size distribution of the product and the 
type of polysterene. These parameters are nol varied continuously but certain fixed sets of 
parameters are used to control the grain size distribution. 

To start the polymerization, input material is pumped into one of the reactors. The batch 
size is fixed in the polymerization step because the filling level of the reactors influences the 
grain size distribution, cf. e. g. [9]. Variabie batch sizes would introduce a complexity which 
currently cannot be handled appropriately. The polymerization consists of four phases of 
almost equal duration. During the polymerization, certain parameters also modify the grain size 
distribution. However, this influence currently is not used actively due to the complexity of the 
relationships. 

For security restrictions, the start of a polymerization run in one reactor must be delayed 
for a certain time after the start in any other reactor. 

The continuously operating finishing lines are coupled with the reactors by two vessels in 
which the batches are mixed. Each Iine is assigned to one type of polysterene. 

A major problem for production planning results r----r-------------., 
from the Iimited influence of the free process 
parameters on the partiele size distributions. A fraction 

typical distribution is shown in Figure 2. The process 
parameters only affect the distribution among the 
fractions but all proportions are always produced. 
Thus the production of a certain grain fraction 
cannot be related to a certain batch exclusively and 
hence all batches are coupled. 

-
• partiele size 

During the scheduling horizon a number of 
orders have to be fulfilred. Each order consists of a 

Figure 2 Partiele size distribution. 

due date and an amount of some grain fraction. The 
main objective is to produce the required grain fractions with minimum delay. On the other 
hand, there wil! always be a certain amount of production to storage and even unwanted grain 
fractions are always produced for which only low prices can be obtained. 

PROCESS REPRESENTATION AS AN STN 

The basic structure of the mathematica! model follows from the concept proposed by 
Kondili et al. [4]. where a deterministic model for the scheduling of batch processes was 
developed. 

STN are graphs which consist of two types of nodes: state nodes (circles) and task nodes 
(rectangles), cf. Figure 3 below. Statenodes represent the matcrials in a chemica! process, i.e. 
feeds, intermediales and final products, task nodes represent the operations which transfarm 
input stales into output states. Each task may have multiple input and output states where each 
state corresponds to the different types of input and output materiaL Each state may feed into 
several tasks, which represents shared intermediales or raw materials. It should be noted that 
an STN does not always form a connected graph. If several produels are produced which only 
share equipment items but not materials, the complete STN wil! consist of disjoint subgraphs. 
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Kondili et aL [4] allow different processing times for different products of a given task. 
For the process considered here this flexibility is not needed and is thus omitted. Thus each 
task has a fixed processing time and must not be interrupted. Furthermore, if a task has 
multiple input states and output states, the ratios in which they are produced or consumed are 
fixed and known aforehand. Transfer times are assumed to be negligible. A task i is 
characterized by the following attributes: 

si: set of states which feed task i, 

S1: set of states which are produced by task i , 

Q is: proportion of input task i trom state s E S1 , 

(j is : proportion of output from task i to state s E ~ , 

Pi: duration of task i, 

K1: set of units capable of performing task i and 

b1 : batch si ze for task i. 

The last attribute is omitted for those tasks which have a variabie batch size. Associated 
with each state is a storage policy, e. g. finite intermediale storage (FIS), no intermediale 
storage (NIS), zero wait (ZW), etc. In order to represent these policies in the model, a 
dedicated storage is assumed for each state. This storage has a maximum amount which may 
be zero. Then any amount produced at a eertaio time has to be removed immediately by a 
successive task which is equivalent to the ZW policy. If the maximum amount is not zero, we 
have the FIS policy. Other storage polkies are formulated by explicit storage tasks, which are 
described below. 

The predecessor tasks and successar tasks of each state are (implicitly) defined by the task 
attributes. However we must distinguish between tasks with fixed batch size and tasks with 
variabie batch size and thus define the respective sets explicitly. The attributes of a state s then 
are: 

'fs: set of tasks' which receive material from state s with variabie batch sizes, 

Tcs: set of tasks which receive material from state s with fixed batch sizes, 

J's : set of tasks which produce material into state s with variabie batch sizes, 

set of tasks which produce material into state s with fixed batch sizes and 

C5 : the maximum storage capacity dedicated to state s. 

Each equipment item is able to perform a eertaio set of tasks and, if there are explicit 
slorage tasks, to serve as storage for eertaio states in actdition to dedicated storage. If the 
actual batch size of a task is variable, it is necessary to define upper and lower Iimits of the 
batch size depending on the task and the capacity of the equipment item. Thus, a unit j is 
characterized by 

!1 : set of tasks which can be performed by unit j, 

V11max : maximum slorage capacity for task i on unit j and 

Vtn: minimum storage capacity for task i on unitj. 
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Within this framework the processcan be modeled as shown in Figure 3 below. For each 
grain size distribution and for each type of polysterene one such STN results. Most of the 
states and tasks are however the same for all STNs which reduces the effort to model the 
whole process. 

Figure 3 State-Task Network for one grain size distribution. 

The stales DJ and D2 represent input materials to the polymerization which are common 
to all recipes. State DIL represents the mixture in a reactor immediately before the 
polymerization is started. Unlabeled small circles represent raw materials which are assumed to 
be unlimited and for which therefore no mass balances have to be satisfied. Also the states on 
the left and on the right of the rectangle which represents the continuous finishing appear in all 
STNs. 

The other states and tasks are related to a eertaio grain size distribution. E. g .• the state 
OP represents a specific' mixture of sterene and some additives. In task TP 10 a specific state of 
a polymer suspension is produced as the result of the first polymerization phase. The 
subsequent task, TP20, is characterized by a eertaio grain size distribution. 

To model the continuous finishing an extension of the tormulation by Kondili et aL [4] is 
required, since this part of the process cannot be treated as a single task with a fixed duration 
and with fixed proportions of input and output states. E.g., during plant startup, the startup of 
the finishing lines is determined by the first task which delivers material to the finishing lines. 

The special model of these lines will be explained logether with the mathematica! 
formulation of the model below. 

MA THEMA TI CAL FRAMEWORK 

In the model from Kondili et al. [4]. a discrete representation of time is used and the 
scheduling horizon is divided into intervals of equal duration. This yields a reference grid for all 
possible events as e. g. starting or finishing of operations, changes in the availability of 
resources, etc. The duration is determined by the largest common factor of all processing times 
or time-<:onstraints, e.g. limited stability. 

The basic decision which has to be made is whether a task has to be started at a eertaio 
time and on which unit. For that reason the following binary variabie is introduced: 
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Wij, equals 1 if task i is started at timet on unitj, otherwise 0. 

For those tasks which have a variabie batch size we have to define an additional 
continuous variable: 

Bif, equals the amount of material for task i on unitjat timet. 

States are characterized by the following continuous variable: 

Ss, equals the amount of material corresponding to state s at time t. 

These are the fundamental variables for the discontinuously operating part of the process. 
The values of the variables are restricted by the following constraints which describe the 
technological restrictions imposed by the process. 

Constraints 

Allocation constraint. It has to be assured that at each time instanee t only one task i may 
start on an idle unit}. Obviously, if a task has just started, for the duration of this task noother 
task may start on the same unit. This constraint may be expressed in many different ways, but 
for the reasans of computational efficiency explained in Shah et al. [8] we chose the full 
backward aggregation: 

1-p,+l 

2.: :Lwift' ::;1 Vj,t. (1) 
iEfj 1'=1 

Capacity constraints. The amount of any dedicated storage associated with state s must 
not at any timet exceed..a maximum capacity: 

(2) 

The amount of material for tasks i with variabie batch sizes is bounded by the minimum 
and maximum capacity of the unit on which they are performed: 

(3) 

Material balances. At each time a material balance for each state has to be fulfilled which 
simply states that the amount of state s equals the amount at the previous time instanee plus 
the material produced into the state minus the amount used by successive tasks: 

Sst =Ss,t-1 + 2.: "QiA· l:"'f.j.l-p; + l:Q.s l:Bt.j,t-p; 
iE'fes jEK; iEÎs jEK; 

2.: Q,sb1 2.: Wijt- 2.: Qis l:Bijt Vs,t 
(4) 

iETes jEK; iET, jEK; 
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This constraint can easily be extended to include raw material and product delivery at 
certain time instances. 

Security constraint. The fact that each polymerization in one reactor must start with a 
certain delay aftera polymerization in another has started, can be expressed as follows: 

Vt (5) 

1,
1 

is the set of polymerization reactors. 1,
1 

the set of tasks and q the delay. This 

constraint enforces that within an interval of length q only one of the polymerizations can be 
started. 

Limited stability of intermediates. The intermediales produced during the preparation of 
raw material all have a limited stability of, say, d, time units. All of these intermediales are 

stared by explicit slorage tasks which require one time unit. Thus we need a constraint which 
expresses the condition that any sequence of starage tasks on one unit may be at most d, units 

long. This can be accomplished by the following constraint which enforces that within any 
interval of length c( T 1 there must be at least one allocation equal to zero. This constraint 

holds for all slorage tasks i and the affected state s: 

'v't.j EK;. (6) 

['=I 

starage tasks on starage units. After preparation, the input materials for the 
polymerization are stared in several storage units where they stay until they are used by a 
polymerization. The use of explicit storage tasks leads to a complication since any of these 
storage tasks may be performed on any of the storage units which allows the stored material to 
switch from one vessel lo another in two consecutive time steps. In order to prevent this 
undesired behaviour, we,introduce the following constraint which holds for any explicit slorage 
task: 

L Qi'sBij.t-p, 'v't,j E Ki. 
i' € "f. /i 

(7) 

This constraint states that any material stored in a vessel must have been slored in the 
same vessel at the previous time instanee or must stem from a previous production task. 

Coupling of the Continuously and the Discontinuously Operated Parts of the Process 

The mixture of states in the two mixers is drawn off by a continuous feed into the finishing 
production I i nes. These continuous feeds may vary over time and are bounded by an upper and 
a lower limit. They are represented by the following continuous variables: 

continuous feed at time 1 for line I, 

continuous feed at timer for line I and state s. 
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Of course, the state dependent feects are only defîned for those stales whîch follow the 
polymerization and are filled înto the mixers. These states form the sets S,141 , one set for each 

mixer. The following constraints ho!d: 

(8) 

IF.;It ~I Vt,l 1,2. (9) 

sESMI 

At each time instanee the mass fractions of the stales in the continuous feects have to equal 
the mass fractions in the respective mixer: 

Vt.l 1,2 .sE SH!. 

where S),111 is the sum of al! states in each of the mixers 

Is<! sMit s:; cM/ . 
.'.'ESMf 

(10) 

(I!) 

With these relationships we can now define the mass balance for the stales held in each 
mixer. Therefore, we modify the balance equation (4) by actding the continuous feeds: 

S,'l =Su-l-r I 
iE Tc\ 

'w,l J' ' L.t 1 •. 1,~,, ~ 

JEKi iEl:, 

I Q,)J; I wijt - IQ,, I Biir- Fs~r 
iETü J EK1 iET, /EKi 

(12) 
Vt,l 1,2 .SE S.W 

To the amount of each final state which is produced by the finishing lines we have to add 
the amount of the associated state in the continuous feed drawn off at the actual time minus the 
makespan of the finishing line. p 1 : 

( 13) 

Equation (8) enforces the continuous feed to be always larger than zero whîch for instanee 
does not allow to model startups of the plant when all intermediale slorages are empty. We can 
avoid this by forcîng the feed to zero when none of the preceding tasks has produced material 
into the mixer. But we also wish to keep the finishing lines running once they have been started 
up which is equivalent to the condition that the feed has to be larger than zero once one of the 
polymerizations has been started. These conditions can be expressed by a modified constraint 
(8): 

< vmaxw 
- .vil y.1-p (14) 
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Objective Function 

Orders to produce a certain amount of a state s at a certaîn due date are given. They are 
compared with the actual amount in the stock and from there N production orders are 
generated. Each production order consistsof a due date, t0 , and the demand of a certain state, 

Du" . Thus. at each due date more than one state may have to be produced and each state 

may have to be produced at more than one due date. For each state s in the set of states which 
have to be produced within the scheduling horizon, 0,, wedefine a variabie D,1 as the sum of 

all production orders up to timer: 

D,l I Vr. (15) 

D,, thus is a piecewise constant demand profile. The objective function then has to punîsh 

overproduction as well as inability to meet the demand, but with different weîghts for 
overproduction and underproduction. Furthermore it has to allow for weighing the states. 
These necessîtîes can be explained by two examples 

Assume that the objective consists of the squared difference between demand and 
produced amount only. Then. due to the coupling between the states, orders may not be 
fulîilled although the plant's capacity would allow to produce the desired amount. 

On the other hand, if one would only punish low production and overproduction would 
not be taken into account. e.g. by means of a smooth minimum-operator, this may lead to 
excessive overproduction of unwanted states. in an extreme case 10 tons of an unwanted state 
might be produced only in order to produce 10 kg of an ordered state. 

Thus. we define the objective tunetion as fo!lows: 

minimize I I/,. (D,! SS/) (DSI - s,l) 
2 

. (16) 

I SEO, 

Case studies for typi'cal scenarios will ha\ e to show which functîonsf are most suitable. 

lncorporating thc Current Plant State 

lt is quite easy to set an arbitrary plant state at the beginning of the scheduling horizon or 
even to fix future states which are known aforehand, e. g. for equipment items which wiJl not 
be available during certain intervals because of a regular maintenance: One only has to set the 
values of the affected variables to the appropriate values. 

As for the materials. the amounts of the dedicated starage have to be set as initia! values. 
In case of explicit starage tasks. the variables W,i, have to be set to one for the tasks which are 

already running. 
The same applies to all other tasks which are already running, since they cannot be 

interrupted. Subsequent tasks need not to be fixed because they wil! be scheduled again. if 
necessary. 

Si nee there may be slorage tasks running which store material with limited stability. the 
planning horizon has to be extended backwarcts in time to capture the whole interval. The size 
of the mathematica! model is not increased by this method because the fixed values are 
parameters and not variables. 
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SOLUTION STRATEGY 

The salution strategy for the mathematica! problem has to be embedded into the overall 
control strategy for the process. Accumulated orders by customers are translated into a 
nomina! schedule which is valid for a certain horizon. The response time of a scheduling 
algorithm then is allowed to be of the magnitude of one shift. On the other hand, if a fast 
reaction is necessary. a response has to be provided within minutes. Th is is not only necessary 
when events occur but also if deviations from the deterministic model become significant, e. g. 
when preparation tasks for the polymerization take langer than expected. 

However, the above problem is a large mixed integer nonlinear problem (MINLP) where 
the nonlinearities result from the mixing process and its associated mass balances (10) and the 
objective (16). The size is determined by the time resolution and the scheduling horizon and 
the number of recipes. For a sample problem with a scheduling horizon of 2 weeks and a rather 
smalt number of 5 recipes this leads to more than 20,000 binary and more than 15,000 
continuous variables. The large number of binary variables is mainly determined by the number 
of tasks and the number of units on which each task can be performed. 

One cannot expect any mathematica! algorithm to solve such a problem in the response 
times required for fast rescheduling whereas they may be met for nomina! scheduling. 
Therefore, the solution strategy must be split into an algorithm for nomina! scheduling, where a 
(near) optima! schedule is computed by solving the mathematica! problem, and an algorithm for 
fast rescheduling which uses the information provided by the full optîmization and adjusts a 
distorled schedule by means of heuristics, since, to the authors' knowledge, there exists no 
incremental mathematica! algorithm which can guarantee the required response times. 
Following the scheme of rolling horizon optimization, nomina! scheduling is applied 
periodically basedon the actual state of the process. 

For solving the nomina! scheduling problem there exist general purpose solvers for 
MINLP problems like D!COPT++ [11]. which, e.g., has been used by Weilons and Reklaitis 
[10] for the formation of single product campaigns. 

On the other hand. other methods as e. g. Lagrangian relaxation can be customized for the 
structure of a certain type of problem and thus may be capable to exploit its structure. 

Lagrangian relaxat'lon is based on the idea that many hard problems consist of 
subproblems which are easier to solve while the complexity is introduced by coupling 
constraints. In order to apply Lagrangian relaxation one has to relax a subset of the constraints 
which are multiplied by Lagrangian multipliers and added to the objective function. In an 
iterative procedure, the subproblems are solved and the multipliers are updated. The solution 
converges towards the solution of the original problem if a global salution of the subproblems 
can be determined. In this case, a lower bound on the salution of the orîginal problem can be 
determined which tagether with a feasible solution of the original problem allows to terminale 
the iterations within a predefined tolerance. However, the salution may be infeasîble for the 
original problem and thus has to be adjusted by means of heurislics. 

The performance of the Lagrangian relaxation highly depends on the subproblems which 
result. Thus, they should be chosen such that there exist algorithms which are tuned for the 
particular problem type the performance of which is much better than that of general purpose 
algorithms. 

The results presented e. g. by Czerwinski and Luh [3] or Chang and Liao [2] show that 
this method could be applied succ~ssfully to complex scheduling problems in the 
manufacturing industries. Furthermore. in a rolling horizon scheme, they showed that the 
performance of the nomina! scheduling algorithm could be improved by reusing the Lagrangian 
multipliers of a previous run. 
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As for fast rescheduling. the quality of a new schedule depends on the severity of a 
disturbance which may for breakdowns be measured by the time interval for which a unit 
becomes unavailable. The resu!ts given by Chang and Liao [2] where rescheduling by means of 
heuristics is compared to solving the mathematica! problem suggest that the effort of 
developing heuristics is reasonable, since for small disturbances the tast rescheduling algorithm 
generaled schedules within a margin of 1% to the mathematica! optimum. This seems hardly 
possible if rescheduling has to be performed manually by operators. 

For the presenled scheduling problem we intend to apply the Lagrangian Relaxation for 
nomina! scheduling in order to examine its performance and to check whether the required 
response times can be fulfilled. Numerical results cannot be given so far, but will be published 
later. 

SUMMARY 

We have presenled a mathematica! model logether with some extensions to an existing 
rnadeling technique for scheduling of a real plant. The model is adapted to the needs of 
nomina! scheduling and of rescheduling due to disturbances, but leads to a large MINLP 
optimization problem. 

The intended salution strategy consists of a customized mathematica! algorithm and 
heuristical adjustments of distorted schedules, which we expect to lead to (near) optima! 
schedules and thus reduce the delay of orders caused by short cut calculations. 
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Genetic Algorithm Based Scheduling in Production Systems 
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ABSTRACT 

Batch and semicontinuons industry has similar scheduling problems as discrete process 
manufacturing systems. These likeness can be observed through studying general production 
system models. On the background of the abstract factory and product model the problem 
space of the scheduling task can be described as well as how genetic ( and evolutionary ) 
algorithms are related to find quasi optimal solution. 

INTRODUCTION 

The scheduling problems are combinatorically hard tasks even in those cases of relatively 
small number of jobs and processors. Computer technology development makes it possible to 
apply robust calculation algorithms basedon biologicalor physical system observation. These 
include simulated annealing, taboo search, evolutionary search techniques and others. Expert 
systems - based on beuristic rules - cannot cope with the problem of determination. Finding a 
solution usually means a local optimum and searching should be repeated in order to discover 
a variant having better performance . However repetition does nothelp in these cases because 
the problem analysis starts with the same condition hence the rule based access of the 
scheduling tree produces the same result. Probabilistic methods do not driven by initial 
conditions but these always walks through different points of the probierus space to the quasi 
optimal solution. 

Consiclering traditional scheduling classifications we may study flow and job shop cases. 
The real situations are usually between the two ones. 

Semicontinuons or batch process environment has some typical features in comparison 
with traditional discrete process industry. Scheduling problems have mutual features in both 
environment like a set -of jobs and resources are given with constraints. The problem is to 
determine the sequence of jobs flowing through the plant that is optimised for a given 
objective function. 

In this paper an abstract factory and product model is presented with discussion of the 
scheduling activity definition. The link between the problem space elements and the Genetic 
Algorithm population is demonstrated. 

SEMICONTINUDUS OR BATCH PRODUCTION SYSTEM MODEL 

The definitions of the abstract factory model consider the basic elements and their 
interrelations. Th ere are a number of processors or resources ~n the factory which are linked 
each other in a network. The capability of the production system follows from the 
components. Every resource can be described with a set of features consisting of single 
possible abstract operations performed on the actual device. This set is denoted by 
F = {F],Fz, .... ,FP}, whereFj = {fi1,.fi2, .... ,.fiq}and.fij denotes the feature elements. 

Furthermore a resource in general have a set of tools which is necessary for accomplishing 
the operation. This set is also specific for every different device 
T = {1], 72., .... , Tq}, where 7i = {til> ti 2 , .... ,ti,} and tij denotes the tool entities. The production 
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system is constructed from the set of resources where all elements is characterised by its set 
of features and tools. Formally : 

S= (R,T,F), where R= {RhR2, .... ,~} bas m resource elements, Tis the set oftools and 
Fis the set of features. 

Let us consider an operation as the next principal term of the system. A set of features 
generates a possible set of opera ti ons on each resource which can be accomplished during the 
production process. The uni on of the elementary operations is the set of potential operations. 
0 {oà i EN which primarily determines the product set of the factory. 

Note : the production system from the resource point of view can be 
• bounded - namely there is a mutual relationship between the operations and the 

resources.(Figure 1/A). 
• flexible - namely some of the operations can be accomplîshed on two or more 

resources ( Figure 1/B ), 

0 -set of elementary operations 

set of resources 

Figure 1 Bounded and flexible production systems 

Case B makes the scheduling problem even more difficult since the problem space 
contains different substitutions of machines with other devices for the same operation. In job 
shop tasks this potential case is usually avoided. 

In batch and semicontinuous factones the set of features of the resources are distin ct so the 
following classification can be made : internat stocks, manifolds and reactors. 

The set of resources are connected via logistic elements. These reprosent a constraint set 
for the material flow through the factory. This preelucles those elements from the schedulîng 
space which requires a delivery benveen t\vo resources which is prohibited by the set of 
logistic constraints. This set formally contains pairs of resources ( binary relationships ) : 
L {(l?j,Rj)II?j,Rj ER;i,j N} where R is the set of resources. This set is an abstract 

description ofthe physicallayout ofthe production system ( Figure 2 ). 

- set of resources L î - logistic constraint 

Figure 2 Logistic constraints 
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The meaning of a logistic constraint is the following : a job passing through a resource 
during the production process which is enlisted in a logistic constraint than the appearance of 
the job sequences on the predecessor must be the same as on the successor. 

Dependîng on the logistic constraints of the factory the scheduling tasks are classified as 
• universa!- flow shop problem, 

free -job shop problem. 

PRODUCT AND TECH..''WLOGY 

A given product is considered as an entity which can be produced by performing a set of 
operations in a strict ( technologically determined recipe ) sequence which is planned during 
the technological planning procedure. Taking into consideration the operation and resource 
parameters the actual processing time can be calculated. 

A set of operations of a given product is the primary set of operations which is 
determined that accomplishing the operations in an appropriate sequence the product can be 
produced. 

si) {okiok 0}, so that !'i can be produced u :21) 

A recipe can be considered as a technological constraint which defines the permitled 
sequence of operations. It is also a binary preeedenee relationship defined on the pairs of the 
prirnary set ofoperations: ei) {(op,oq)lop,Oq ESy}- In general there can exist more than 

one sequences which finally results the same product. These different recipes are generally 
called technological variants. These variauts belong to the same product lij (Sjj, ei)) but 

not necessarily have the same set of operations. The techno logica! variant of a given product 
determines a subset of potential opera ti ons and the constraint defines a certain sequence of the 
elements of the subset. 

Note : in a technological sense the production system can be 
bounded- namely there is only one techno logica! variant exists for each product 
flexible - namely there are more than one technological variants which are available 

for a given product. These variauts can have identical or different primary set of operations. 

(S, C} . techoological variant 

P set of products I operation sequeue-e constraint 

Figure 3 Product and technology relationship 
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GENERAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM MODEL- COMBINATION OF PRODUCTS 
AND PROCESSES 

Uni on of those products at least one primary set of operations which is a real subset of the 
set of potential operations constitutes the set of potential products. 

p = {(J:, sij )J I: product and ::3 Sy ={ok I Ok E O},j ~ 1} 

The result of the technological planning is a sequence of operations. It is constructed by 
selecting a subset of the potential operations and creating a process sequence constraint 
between these operations. Figure 4 shows how these sets are interrelated and how the 
potenrial product set can be generated. 

of denvation 

Figure 4 

A ( general) production system model is the following tuple 
Production system is the following : 

set of resources with tools ( T) and features ( F) - R , 
logistic constraints - L , 
set of potential operations - 0 , 
set of potential products with their technological variants - P, V. 

G=(R,L,O,P, V) 

These data are given ( static ) conceming the scheduling problem. 

THE ENVIRONMENT OF SCHEDULING 

Scheduling tasks traditionally characterised by the following tuple : ( n,m,A,B) , where 
n the number of jobs to schedule, 
m the number of resources ( processors ), 
A the set of operations, the technological, logistic and other restrictions in the resource 

layout, 
B the goal function. 
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On this basis two distinct cases are considered : 
"Flow shop", where every resource processes the jobs in exactly the same sequence ( 

Figure 5) 

Jl@ljl~ 

J 2 @V 

3 

Figure 5 

0 4r 0 4r 0 44-> 0 45 

Flow shop task 

"Job sho ", where there is no lo istic constraint 
opcratlons to be processed on resource 5 

® GD @) @) 
J 1 J 2 J 3 J 4 

0----tO----tO----tO ' 0 _____. 0 _____. 0 _____. 0 

0 21 °23 °2s 0 24 ' '
0 32 °35 °34 °33/ 

lnflnlte buffer Oxed operatton sequencc of job 3 

Figure 6 

Those buffers between two resources where more than one job can be stared can have a 
great importance in the scheduling problem because it can change the job sequence. 

Let us consider a given production system and a subset of the set of potential products 
which is selected in order to be produced with specified parameters such as due date 
constraints and quantities. The main object of the scheduling task is to find an optimal ( 
usually quasi optimal ) salution of the sequence of released opera ti ons where a goal function 
bas an extreme value ( or loc al extreme value ) and all of the constraints are satisfied. In the 
following section a model is generated for this scheduling problem. 

SCHEDULING IN GENERAL 

.Job is a following tuple : product, quantity and due date. J = (El, n, d); El EP, n EN. A set 
of orders is a finitesetof jobs : J = {Jilli = (/i,f4A)}. A technological chain is a set of 
technological variauts that each element is related to an element of the set of orders. The 
projection is one to one. 

1i = CVaj> vbk,---, Vc[), where Vdq is the qth technological variant of Pct product and 
Pct is a product of Jd job. 
In this phase a selection has to be made in order to define which technological variant is 

chosen for a given product. The set of operations to be scheduled is defined as the union of 
the primary set of operations. 
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WO= {o{3d, q: ~ E J, 
Sdq is the primary set of operations of Pd, oi E Sdq} 

of derlvatlon 

( S1 , S21 , Sn)= set of op er allons to be scheduled 

Figure 7 Scheduling problem 

Furthermore the term of symbolic chain is defined. At first a decision has to be made for 
each element of the set of operations to be scheduled that on which resource it has to be 
accomplished. This forms pairs of operations and resources: OR= {(oj,R[)I\foj E WO,R[ ER}. 

An enumeration of the elementsof OR in a particular sequence is a symbolic chain which 
must meet the following requirements : 

concerning the technological constraints it has to follow the rules defined in the 
selected technological va,riant, 

• concerning the resources it has to follow the logistic regulations. 
If a given resource belongs to a logistic constraint, the dec is ion of which job to be the next 

is arbitrary only for the first element of the logistic constraint. On the remaining resources in 
the logistic rule is that job sequence on any from the second resource in the constraint must 
have the same sequence of job pass as it is observed on the first 
si= ((oj,Rp), ... ,(ok>Rq)),(o1,R,.) EOR. The set ofthe possible symbolic chains formed from 

a given technological chain is the scheduling space : S = {si}. 
The scheduling space is a subset of the set of permutations of the elements in the set of 

potential operations. Technologicaland logistic constraints eliminate permutations not having 
realistic meaning. It is also a problem how to determinate the number of elements of the 
scheduling space. 

Symbolic ebains can be created via the following steps : 
determination ofthe technological variant to be scheduled, 
create the permutations of the elements and omit those which does not fulfil the 

technological requirements, 
operation-resource assignment concerning the logistic constraints. 

The scheduling space can be represented in a directed multilevel tree. In each level we 
select the possible set of candidates as the next operations. In this decision we must take into 
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account the technological and logistic constraints. The upper and lower level nodes are 
connected with arrows. The root of the tree must be a fictive node si nee the first operation is 
also arbitrary if we have at least two jobs. One route from the top to the bottorn of the tree 
denotes a partienlar symbolic chain ( Figure 8 ). 

Figure 8 

Logistic constraint L {R
2
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Resources and features 
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Operations-resource assignements 
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Scheduling tree 

The goal function ofthe scheduling is a real value function which takes an argument from 
the scheduling space and calculates its performance : B: S ~ R. The domain of the goal 
function is finite. Since the domain is finite the real function must have extreme values ( 
minimum and maximum). Now the general scheduling problem is as follows : determine an 
element of the scheduling space ( symbolic ebains ) where the goal function bas an extreme 
value. 

GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND SCHEDULING 

Genetic Algorithms ( GA ) have a few basic steps to find near optima! solutions of 
combinatorically hard tasks. The data representation of the typical problems are almast 
always consists of binary elements. The code bas a fixed length binary gene and initially a 
given length population is randomly generated. The GA algorithm is an iteration of the 
following GA operators: 

• selection, 
• crossing, 
• mutation, 
until a given number of computation is performed or a termination condition is fulfilled 

which is usually reaching a minimum threshold of average deviation in the current 
population. In each steps a new population is generated from the predecessor taking into the 
consideration the fitness valnes ofthe individuals. 

This metbod contains theoretica! statistica! fluctuations because initia! populations are 
generated randomly and the operators creates elements not emerged before. If the population 
is large enough new elements coming as aresult of GA operators represent very distant points 
of the search space and give a possibility to reach an optimum point of the space which is 
likely glo bal. 
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The crucial stage of GA application in schedulîng is how to code the problem that it should 
be mamtgeable within GA framework. There are two ways of connecting tagether syrnbolic 
ebains and GA individuals and operators. The first is to establish a hard coding where a direct 
interpretation of the individuals are given. GA operators are restricted to those cases where 
they produce sufficient new individuals otherwise the result is neglected. This metbod 
requires that conditions should be hard coded and the proposed GA algorithm becomes 
salution dependent 

The representation being described eliminates this drawback since it projects binary ebains 
to syrnbolic chains. The procedure generates the syrnbolic chain with concerning 
technological and logistic constraints but all GA operation is accomplished strictly on binary 
chains. Using GA in its original form provides the primary performance for the complicated 
scheduling tasks which can be applied on different configurations - production system and 
product models. 

The follmving steps generates feasible syrnbolic ebains for given constraints : 
Assign every operation toa resource which can perfarm it. 
Let us suppose that the first (k- l)th elements are selected: s = l>I·· .. ,ok. 

1. The next step starts with primary restrietion of the selection set removing those 
elements having been enlisted in the syrnbolic chain on the previous ( k-1 ) positions. 

2. Technological constraints have to be examined second. Operations which belang to a 
technological chain where exist at least one operation not being enlisted must be extracted 
from the selection set. This means that if we find a job where its technological chain bas been 
started than only the successar can be chosen as the next possible operation. Any other 
element in the same technological constraint must be eliminated. 

3. Logistic constraints is the third step. Let us examine those operation-resource pairs 
where resource part is under alogistic restriction. If the case in point is the first element in the 
logistic constraint ( which is a chain too ) then no action must be made. If the resource is not 
the first in the logistic chain then the actual job of the current operation have to be checked 
whether the job-passing.Jist of the predecessor resource contains this job or not. If not the 
operation must be removed . In the opposite case the actual job must be the last element of 
the job-passing list ofthe predecessor resource. In this situation the operation is allowed to be 
the hh element in the syrnbolic chain. 

This metbod produces a finite set of operations from which the lc'1h element can be chosen. 
Repeating it until k= Na complete syrnbolic chain is generated. 

Combining binary ebains ofthe GA via the previous metbod is a generalised frameworkof 
using GA in scheduling. The GA data elements drive only the tree-walk direction in the 
operations tree and fitness values are calculated for the generated unambiguous syrnbolic 
chains. The operation-resource selection does not bound syrnbolic ebains if the resource does 
nottake part in alogistic constraint but only bas an influence on the goal function. 

In case of a continuous and limited souree of material or other type of requirements the 
scheduling space elements are combined with the problem of distributing the fini te amount of 
required material between jobs. It is an extra scheduling problem which must be solved for 
each element of the scheduling space represented in the GA population. Linear programming 
or other fast approach have to be used in order to get reasanabie computational results. 
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CONCLUSION 

The way of combination of GA and scheduling presented which shows that a soft coding 
mechanism extends the possibilities of using different high performance evolutionary 
methods based on simple data structures. The presented algorithm is implemented in C in 
UNIX environment with parametrized problem description for mixed scheduling tasks ( job 
and flow shop mixtures ). Silicon Grapbics Indigo2 and IBM RS/6000 R3 machines provided 
results in reasonable time with 10 jobs 10 machines in job and flow shop problems with 200 
individuals in populations and within 2000 iterations. Operations with subtitutional resources 
and finite requirement distribution has not yet been coded nor different evolutionary 
algorithms which might improve the performance ofthe presented method. 
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ABSTRACT 

A key issue for improving the efficiency in energy and material resources usage is to 
integrale the dynamics of the process and its scenario in the actual decision making of the 
plant operation. In this work, adaptable/evolutionary process modeling is used to overrun 
the Iimitations of mathematica! rnadeling techniques. A neural network simulator has been 
built and successfully applied as an automatic rnadeling tooi of batch process operations. In 
this way, process knowledge is built from hlstorical data. This knowledge is used to 
describe the real plant operation and to suggest new operational changes taking into 
account the evolution of the production scenario and leading to improved process 
performance. The modeling system has been conceived as an integral part of an expert 
system which integrates plant scheduling and planning. In this way real process optimization 
can be achieved. Preliminary results from industrial-based case studies are analysed and 
future developments are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

As it is widely recognised by the process industries, accurate modeling of process 
operations is becoming increasingly important to stay competitive in today's challenging 
industrial environment. Modeling techniques have pervaded the domain of industrial 
practice, as the use of models should help to obtain top performance from industrial 
facilities, whether existing or grass-root designs. However, the availability of adequate 
process models is still the most striking bottleneck for routine application of model-based 
techniques in process design and operation [4]. The modeling bottleneck can be obviated by 
developing knowledge-Qased tools which support the whole rnadeling process through the 
life cycle of the model. Only in this way real optimization of process operations can be 
achieved. 

Within a knowiedge-based simulation, neural networks are a promising tooi for a large 
variety of process data analysis procedures. Generally, developing a theoretica! model of a 
complex process requires much time and effort to delermine the proper algorithm. Since, 
many processes have a long degree of variabie interaction, accurate models forthem may 
never be able to be developed. ~eural networks provide a different approach in that they are 
capable of recognising patterns in these variables through a learning process sustairred by 
input and output data [ 1 ]. 

An increasing number of applications for neural networks is being reported. Neural 
networks are most commonly used in the Chemica! Process Industries (CPI) for process 
control in self-tuning systems [5] and in adaptative controL They have also been used in 
process diagnosis [13] and sensor-failure detection [10]. More recently, a combined 
approach of neural networks and first principle models has been proposed as a basis for 
reai-time monitoring in chemica! production processes [9]. However, very little work is 
reported intheuse of neural networks fortotal processanalysis and optimization. Savkovic
Stevanovic [ 12] has addressed the learning capabil i ties of neural networles for industrial data 
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analysis, but the scope of his work is limited to simple processes and restricted to specitic 
applications. 

Very recently, knowiedge-based modeling is emerging as a realistic and promising 
support technique to solve roture problems at industrial scale. The potential of neural 
networks to recognise patterns in the process variables though a training procedure is also 
becoming a practical promise. In this paper a hybrid expert system/neural network is 
described which exploits the advantages of each. Toward this end, a new kind of neural 
network has been developed which overcomes present limitations by integrating genetic 
algorithmic techniques, so that the they can be used for accurate process variables 
prediction purposes. In this way a continuously updated process modeling can be obtained, 
which can be further used for product recipe improvement and in an on-line scheduling 
scheme. 

THE HYBRID SYSTEM 

The Neural Network Learning Algorithm 

A neural network can be seen as a black box with an initia! architecture that, after a 
earning process to estimate the weights (i.e., the intemal state) becomes an adjusted model 
of the supplied data. 

The neuron model is defined by the two expressions: 

net,=~ wiixi +fl, 
J 

x,- f(netJ 

(1) 

(2) 

Note that the neuron OJltput x; is a function of the inputs x;. The parameters w;; and 0 i 

de fine the performance of the neuron. The activation function fis usually the sigmoidal. 

1 
f(x) ----

1+ e • (3) 

The learning algorithm finds the optimum combination w* in the weight space, 
minimizing the objective or cost function E(w). 

(4) 

That is, w* is the set of weights that produce x, the ciosest to the desired output d, from 
each input pattem p. When E(w) is a non-smooth function the time to find the minimum is 
greater than the time to find the solution for a smooth surface and the probability of finding 
alocal minimum is greater too. 
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Backpropagation is a simple, well known learning algorithm [11]. lt is useful because it 
can process large pattem sets employing little fixed memory but with a costin time. 

It is based on the gradient descent algorithm. When the activation has been propagated, 
from the input to the output layer, a residual e x - d, is obtained. After that a 
backpropagation of this error is propagated in reverse order. Each weight is adjusted 
proportionally to the influence of this weight in E. 

To calculate the increment of w;h that is t.w;h it is necessary to know the gradient VE, 

VE 
aE 
aw. • (5) 

Expressing the rate of change of E with respect to wij· The increment t.w;i is then 
proportional to VE but with different sign and, 

(6) 

The learning rate rt is a proportionality constant. 

Model quality and stopping criteria 

Once the model or the network architecture has been defined, the next step is to estimate 
the parameters delivering a good performance, which is the taskof the learning algorithm. It 
is also necessary to define the criteria to stop the process in the most favorable 
circumstances [6]. 

Model generalization is secured by splitting the learning pattem set in two, a learning set 
and a testing set. The first is used for direct pattem estimation and the second set is referred 
as intern al validatien test and is used to determine the stopping point of the training process. 
The cost function E continues to be used for the learning set an Etest to evaluate the second 
set. 

When the learning process begins, both functions E and E,.s, have a monotone decrease 
and, usually after some epochs, the second function begins to grow, which indicates a 
decline on generalization competence. Since local minima wil! eventually appear, it has been 
found a sound heuristic solution consisting in saving automatical!y the set of parameters 
which give the least value of the expressJon E + Etest· The testing set is chosen in the range 
of 15-30% of the tot al patterns to obtain a good generalization capacity. 

The value of the expression E + E,w is returned to the hybrid system control er, a genetic 
algorithm. 

Genetic Algorithm 

Some recent attention in Artificial intelligence research has been focussed on the possibility 
of using genetic algorithms to evolve neural network models. Employing these techniques 
[2], [3] the task is encoding a neural network on a genome and then manipulating a 
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population of these genomes using the corresponding operators: crossover, mutation and 
reproduction. 

The genetic algoritms arebasedon the principia of the Natura! Selection Theory. From 
an initial genomes population, where each one represents the genetic caracteristic of a 
creature (a neural networkin this case) secesive populations are generaled improving the 
results over time. 

In our case a genome is a ten bits string representing the number of hidden units ( 4 ), the 
activation function of the hidden layer (2) and the activation function of the output layer (2). 
It has a fittnes value, returned by the neural module when this neural model (the genome) is 
created and tested. The fitness value is the objective to be minimized. 

The strings with lower fittness value have higher probability of contributing one or more 
offspring in the next generation. A new offspring is obtained applying the crossover and 
mulation operators. 

To select the parenis the strings are sorted in according with the fitness value and each 
one will have assigned a value, proportional to the probability to be selected. This value, V, 
depends on the order i in the sorted population of size N. 

V;=N i+l (7) 

A random number between 1 and TV (total ofvalues) is generated, where 

TV·N(N+l)/2 (8) 

This evaluation provides to the first element of the population a probability N times 
greater than the last one. Each element has 1 /TV probability greater than the fallowing one. 
This method is usefull in this case (neural networks) because the fitness values returned are 
very close. 

A maximum number of iteration is fixed to stop the evolution process. It can be stopped 
before if the 75% of the'strings are equal and they have the same lower fitness value. 

OPTIMIZATION OF BATCH PROCESS OPERATION 

Production with batch and/or semicontinuous processes involves sequences of 
operations, defined by product recipes, which require precise synchronization and planning 
to meet the demand specified for each product, and to maintain the production facilities 
with high productivity levels at all times. 

Present trends in batch process operations planning point out the need for off-normal 
conditions re-scheduling provisions in present scheduling algorithms. Unexpected events 
and/or off-nominal product specifications must be taken into account to update production 
planning, and provide for alternate routes when machine failure or other bottlenecking 
problems may occur. A hierarchical decision-making structure for the production planning 
in single-site production plants has been recently proposed (7]. This system assures a 
continuous flow of information between three closely interrelated production levels: 
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• the plant management level, which involves decisions on allocating the available 
resources among the various products under demand, with eventual retrofit considerations 
and re-scheduling activities; 
• the recipe level, which decides recipe initialisation, modification and any necessary 
correction; 
• the process level, which implements decisions on standard regulation actions and 
sequence contra!, and provides real time information for decision-making at upper levels. 

The salution approach [8] considers an adaptative re-scheduling knowiedge-based 
strategy which results in successive recipe improvements, reduced lead times, and improved 
and more consistent product quality. The overall platform includes: 

• an expert process supervisory system which uses fuzzy logic for diagnosis in abnormal 
situations, and suggests batch changes during normal operation and eventual re-scheduling; 
• a relational database management system (RDBMS) which is updated and enriched with 
knowledge and information providedat severallevels and from different sources; 
• a plant rnadeling system which is successfully improved and adapted with better 
knowledge of current process situations; 
• a recipe catalogue updating system built on external information (legislation, patents, 
etc.) or intemal information (recipe improvements, expert knowledge acquisitions, etc.); and 
• a scheduling system supported by the multi-level expert decision-making framework. 

A key element in the above strategy is plant rnadeling updating. Towards this end, a 
layered feedforward network, which includes some practical rules, is used to obtain a 
reliable model from plant data. It uses the backpropagation leaming algorithm 
complemented with statistica! methods, as describe above. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

The neural network 3imulator (ENESIMO) is being successfully applied in real industry 
scenarios. It can be used to model subsystems (heat-exchanger, reactor, ... etc.), to obtain 
aggregated rnadeis (reaction-separation systems) and to model the total process. 
Furthermore, it can be used on-line to achieve real plant optimization by integrating the 
dynamics of the process and its scenario in the actual decision-making of the plant 
operation. 

Example of a case study 

In this example, the process considered consists in barley malting and is based in one of 
the largest malt manufacturing industries in Spain, with a yearly production over 50.000 t., 
situated in Catalonia and serving the most important local producers. 

The barling malting process employs usually a batch-wise procedure. In this specific 
factory, the processing stages can he grouped into five sectors. The more time and energy 
consuming step corresponds to the germination process, which must be conducted under 
rigarous temperature and humidity controls. The quality of the final product (beer) depends 
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largely on a correct germination process and on the proper procedure to stop this 
germination by drying. 

The rationalization of the use/reuse of cold and warm air should reduce considerably the 
process energy consumption Moreover, controlled modifications in the air flow and 
temperatures are extremely useful to adjust germination and drying times without affecting 
quality standards. Theoretica! germination/drying models are not adequate to predict the 
evolution of the maintaîned germination/drying process so that quality standards are 
maintained. lnstead, an evolutionary model bas been built on ENESIMO, which is used for 
accurate process evolution forecasting, thus facilitating accurate control of the main 
variables involved in the process. 

The drying process bas been chosen bere as a sample of the methodology employed and 
expected results. The drying chamber bas been modelled and the neural network simulation 
produces the chamber oulet dry air temperature as a function of nine process variables: 1) 
the offset time from process time start; 2) outside temperature; 3) outside relative 
humidity; 4) the inlet air temperature; 5) the outlet air temperature; 6) the heat exchanger 
air temperature; 7) the outlet humid air temperature; 8) the high air pressure; 9) the low air 
pressure. Tbe model is used for predicting and centrolling the behaviour of any of the 5 
drying chambers in the malting process. 

The 38256 patterns used in the leaming process were obtained from several real drying 
processes. 

The input data for the 9 neurons bas been standardised. This becomes useful, since the 
pattem values are in different ranges and after this linearization procedure, all input neurons 
will have a mean value near zero and similar standard deviation. Thus the initia! values of 
the network parameters are random values near zero. 

The learning rate YJ is set to 0.1. Greater values of YJ leadtofaster solutions but they are 
generally not better. 

The genetic algorithm found three good genomes. All them have sigmoidal activation 
functions in the bidden and output layers. The performance is similar in the three structures. 

TABLE 1 
The effects of the number of bidden units 

network learning testing number of 
structure error error epochs parameters 

9-2-1 0.0360 0.0389 440 23 
9-3-1 0.0272 0.0278 350 34 
9-4-1 0.0253 0.0287 1800 45 

The genetic algorithm to stop the leaming process found the least value of the expression 
E + E,.51• The Figure 1 shows the leaming and testing graphs (second structure, 9-3-1). If 
the analysis considers E, ignoring the testing error, then the stop point would be fixed at a 
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wrong place with less generalization capabilities because the testing error begins to grow 
after the 350th epoch. 

.~ RMS learning error window .~ RMS test error window 
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Figure 1. Leaming and testing error windows for the 9-3-1 structure. 

The second and third structures are better than the first because the leaming and testing 
errors are smaller. To select between 9-3-1 and 9-4-1 we observed the residuals and they 
are similar. In order to find a good model, it is necessary to apply the parsimony principle, 
i.e., selecting a good enough model containing the least number of parameters. Then, the 
better network structure is the 9-3-1. 
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Figure 2. Oulet dry air temperature from the 9-3-1 structure. 

The tigure 2 shows the real and estimated values of the oulet dry air temperature in a 
drying process. The estimated values were obtained from the selected structure 9-3-1. We 
can see then that the proposed neural model has a similar behaviour than the real process. 

FINAL CONSIDERATION 

A neural network - genetic algorithm simulator has been built and integrated in an expert 
multilevel decision-making platform. The system avails processing of reliable data and 
determine optima! adjustment of the on-line parameters, leading to reai-time models that 
incorporate deviations from nomina! conditions due to eventual out-of-control factors. 
Moreover, in this way real plant optimization can be achieved. 
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The system devised has been applied in a wide range of scenarios, where decisions 
implied a complex trade-off between competing factors, obtaining satisfactory results in all 
cases tested. Further work is underway to include uncertainty aspects which affect plant 
operation in the modeling procedure. 
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In several industries, remanufacturing is an important ingredient of the production strategy In 
a typical remanufacturing site, a job shop is responsible for the disassembly of used machines 
to obtain parts that will be repaired, or whatever operation is necessary to make it perfarm and 
look like new. This paper deals with the value ofinformation in this environment. We 
compare different scenarios where knowledge acquisition happens at different times in the 
process, gaining insights about the importance of information systems in remanufacturing. 

Introduetion 

In several industries, remanufacturing has become an important complement to the production 
process. The remanufacturing process changes with the stage in the life cycle of the product 
Early in the life cycle, the amount of returns available for disassembly and repair is not 
sufficient to feed the assembly line with all parts that are necessary, and the process requires 
the u se of new parts Later in the life cycle, there is a balance between the number of returns 
and the assembly line needs. When the product is closer to retirement, the supplv of used 
machines for remanufacturing tends to be larger but the out co me of the repair process tends to 
be less favorable. 
One of the constraints that ditferentiate remanufacturing from other types of production is the 
coordination between two supply functions the supply of new parts, usually procured from an 
outside supplier, and the supply of used parts, repaired internally In a typical remanufacturing 
site, a job shop is responsible for the disassembly of used machines to obtain parts that will be 
repaired, cleaned, tuned, polished, painted, tested or whatever operation is necessary to make 
it perform and look like pew The coordination challenge increases with the vield uncertainty 
of the disassembied machines. The Ie ss we know about the outcome of the repair process, the 
harder it is to coordinate the praeurement of new parts and the disassembly of used machines 
to reclaim some parts. Hence, the knowledge about the repair outcome is a valuable asset but, 
how much is it really worth'J Intuitively, this value is higher when we acquire and use the 
information early in the process. 
This paper deals with value of information in the remanufacturing site. Also, it discusses some 
alternatives to full information, and their trade-offs. We compare different scenarios where 
knowledge acquisition happens at different times in the process. gaining insights about the 
importance of information systems in this environment 

Reiated Literature 

Th ere is a stream of literature in remanufacturing regarding its environmental relevance. 
Corbett and Van Wassenhave (2) discussed the corporate environmental rcsponsibility 
suggesting how to analyze environmental programs from an operations management 
perspective. They bring about a set of analogies between environmental programs and existing 
operations management concepts shedding light over the contributions that opcrations 
management can bring to environmental management Through their contribution. one can 
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realize that rernanufacturing can be an efficient environrnental program not iust as a cost
effective mean to reduce waste but as an integral part ofthe firm's manufacturing and 
marketing strategy In the sa me I i nes, Bloemhof-Ruwaard et aL ( 1 ) developed an inlegration 
between the environmental chain and the supply chain. They suggest that operations research 
can provide with methods to cvaluate and imprave environmental management through 
appropriate intemalization of environmental constraints and adaptation of its original models. 
In a preliminary study of product recovery management, Ferrer (3) disdoses a number of 
industry practices, describing the remanufacturing and recycling efforts performed with a 
variety of products including automobiles, photocopiers, electronic goods and other items 
Several analytica! works have dealt with reverse logistic issues, as encountered in a 
remanufacturing facility Many of them are ins pi red by bottie refill plants or by planned repair 
instances. Salomon et al. ( 4) present what is probably the first analytica! swdv specitic for a 
remanufàcturing facility. They develop two models the f!fst one is a steadv-state analysis of a 
continuous review policy in a remanufacturing facility with no planned disposaL assuming 
Poisson arrival ofused parts, exponentlal inspeetion and exponentlal repair times The results 
are obtained with the u se of simulation. Their second model allows tor planned disposal, tor 
which the continuous review parameters are obtained by approximation P oth models are 
basedon a zero lead-time of procured parts tor a single-part production process. 
The problem we will discuss requires the determination of optima! lot -size poli ei es tor a variety 
of scenarios. The interested reader should check the literature revie\V by Y ano and Lee ( 5) 
about lot-size determination when yield is a random variable. 

The Value of Perfect lnformation In Remanufacturing 

Our objective is to determine the value of perfect information about the yield in the parts' 
recovery process We are rnadeling a one-period decision tor a single part that bas to be 
supplied to the assembly line. The availability of information affects the decision making 
processin different ways, depending on when and how this infixmation is acquired. 

Process Description 

Th ere are two possible sourees for the part from an outside (perfectly reliable) supplier. and 
from the job shop that perfarms the part's recovery process. This job shop employs used 
machines returned to the plant as the main souree of materials. The part· s rew\ erv process is 
subject to some yield whose probability distribution is perfectly known by the manager betare 
he makes his decisions on disassembly and praeurement quantities. 
Each disassembly entails a fixed co st Parts that are disassembied but not repaired and 
de livered to the assembly line incur a linear holding co st; the opportunity co st of the used 
resources plus the inventory management cost until the parts are used. Parts that are 
disassembied and rcpaired but not delivered to the assembly line incur holding cast. as well. It 
has the same interpretation as the previous holding cast, but it may be larger to account tor the 
increased opportunity cost ofused capacity 
Praeurement lead-time is deterministic It is Jonger than the time required tor disassembly and 
rep air. Likewise, the co st of procuring new parts outside is higher than the expected co st of 
remanufacturing. Demand that is not satisfied incurs a shortage cast corresponding to the 
profit forgone by the assembly line because of insutTicient supply of parts. These assumptions 
make a stylized description of the remanutàcturing site of a photocopier manufacturer 
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The Cost Function: 

Our cost function is composed of five terms: a purchase cost, a disassembly cost, a repair 
cost, a holding cost and a shortage cost. These components will take different functional 
forms, depending on how the remanufacturing job-shop is set, the alternatives available, and 
the relative timing between the information acquisition and the decision to disassemble, repair 
or procure parts. The cost is a function oftwo decision variables (the number of machines sent 
to disassembly and the number of parts procured from the outside supplier) and the realization 
ofthe stochastic variabie (the parts repair yield). ln this paper the fo!lowing notation is used 
N · number of machines to be disassemb!ed, a decision variabie 
x: number of parts to be procured from out si de, another decision variabie 
Y: reclaim yield, a stochastic variable, a fraction between 0 and l 
y the realization of the reclaim yield 
C(N,x,y) remanufacturing cost function per period 
D: demand per period 
F(y) probability that Y :::; y, a distribution function 
k fixed cost per disassembied machine 
r repair cost per part 
p. new part praeurement cost 
h holding cost per part out of disassembly, before repairing takes place 
h,. holding cost per repaired part 
s shortage cost per part that is not delivered to the assembly line 
The following set of''reasonable conditions", related to the parameter values. are assumed to 
be met 
1 . All costs involved are positive 
2. Being short is more expensive than supplying the part; obtaining the part from outside is 

more expensive than the expected cost of obtaining it by remanufacturing used machines 
k 

s > p > 
y 

ln other words, ·'jf the sum of rep ai red and procured parts is insuftleient to satisfy demand 
at any yield, cost cal\ be reduced by disassembling and repairing more ofthe used 
machines" 

3. Rep ai ring an extra part ( with uncertain yield) at the risk of increasing holding co st is less 
expensive than obtaining it from the outside supplier: 

P rldF(y) 
r- h Jo y 

This condition conveys a si mil ar message ''if the number of parts that can be obtained 
from the disassembied machines is in excess of demand at any yield co st can be red u eed by 
purchasing fewer new parts". 

We are going to analyze four scenarios, corresponding to difièrent process capabilities or 
strategies. Let's look at a briefdescription ofthem: 

Scenarios Analyzed: 

The Hard Way: Information Comes Late 
This is our base case, which corresponds to the reality of some remanufacturing plants that 
we have visited. It provides an upper-bound ofthe cost function in remanufacturing 
environments. We wil! benchmark it against other remanufacturing strategies 
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We assume that the manager has to make all decisions without precise information about 
the parts' recovery yield; all he knows is the yield distribution. He procures x new parts, 
disassembles N used machines, repairs the used parts out of disassembly befare he fmally 
realizes the actual yield. The yield distribution is the only infixmation that he can use to 
make his decision 

2. The Value of Learning while _Working: Dü;assembly Builels Reparabjlity IÇ_nowledge 
This scenario is a relaxation ofthe base case. We assume that the disassembly operation is 
a souree of information: The manager procures x parts and disassembles N machines based 
on the yield distribution, having no more information than the manager in the base case 
However, during disassembly he builcts perfect knowledge about the parts that can be 
repair ed. Hence, he may stop repairing, once the lot is completed, 1f he wishes so 

3. The Vah1e of Speed Le_ad-Time ofProcured Partsis Shon 
Here we make a different relaxation ofthe base case. 1'1\o Jonger we assume that the lead
time of procured part is very long: The manager chooses the number of machines N to 
disassemble, he repairs the parts coming from the disassembly process and tinally, if he is 
short, he places an order tor the x parts still missing. 
Possible ways to implement this strategy include adopting more etllcient order tracking, 
selecting suppliers geographically close or improving supplier coordination 

4 The Yalue oflnformation Actual Yield Is Previously Known 
Before making any decision, the manager knows precisely the proportion ofthe machines 
which have parts that can be successfully repaired. He deciel es how mam of them he will 
disassembie (N) and the number of parts x he wil! procure. This case provides a lower 
bound to remanufacturing costs. In practice, it can be approximated \vith the 
implementation of a comprehensive information system in the fteld, tracking the quality of 
the machines that eventua!ly will return to the remanufacturing plant. when the user decides 
to upgrade this equipment 

We will use the optima! policies tor each scenario abovc astheir respective objectives. We will 
draw from a probability distribution a value ofyield and wil! compare the operaticmal costin 
each of them. As it is usually true, having early information provides signi!lcant reduction in 
operational co st Numerical examples wil! show the magnitude of these ga ins 

The Hard Way: lnformation Comes Late 

Under this scenario, once the machines have been disassembled, the manager rnay deciele to 
repair all parts or ju st the ones needeel to satisfY the demand. Th is sequence of C\ ents assumes 
that the firm repairs up to demand 
l. order x parts from the outside supplier 
2. disassembie N machines 
3. repair mm{(D- N} parts, while learning yield y (too late to adjust number of 

machines to disassemble) 
4. receive x parts from the outside supplier 
5. deliver min{D. x .c-

6 incur holding cost h(N- (D- x)!y) or shortage cost s(D- x Ny) 
F or a given choice of l\ and x, and a realization of yield y, the manager faccs this co st 

( D x ( D-x 
C 1a(N,x,y)=px~kN rmmN, .,-h'N s(D-x Nv)' (1) 

\ ) \ y 
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Alternatively, the manager may decide to repair all disassembied parts. Both repair and 
holding cost will change, as represented 
by this sequence of events: 
I Order x parts from the outside 

supplier 
2. Disassembie N machines 
3 Repair all N parts, while learning 

yield y (too late to adjust number of ( disassembly 

machines to disassemble). ~=::::::;•~=~ 
R - , . I reparables 

4. ece1ve x parts trom the outs1de '-~~I==:~ 
. * supplier. ( repair area 

5. Deliver min{D, x Ny} ..::===~•==~ 
I repairt-'CI parts 

6. Incur holding cost h, (Ny- (D- x)) L'=====;:::==='J 
or shortage cost s(D- x- Ny) 

F or a given choice of N and x, and a 
realization of yield y, the co st 
expression is slightly different: 

Cib(N,x,y) = px + kN rN-'- hr{:Ny +x 

Figure 1: The Hard Way 

Equations (I) and (2) ditTer ju st at the repair cost and the holding co st So. we can make a 
direct comparison between the two cost functions to identifY which policy is generally more 
etiicient. repair up to demand or repair all disassemhled parts. This is our lirst result 

(2) 

PROPOSIT/ON 1: Given the option to repair all parts ohtamedfrom !he c/Jsassemhly of 
used machines, orjust the parts needed to sati.\fy the demandfór lhis penod. the 
manager of the remanufactunng JOb shop should repair parts up-to de mand. 

Proof We compare the point-wise realizations ofthe cost functions in (I) and (2) writing their 
ditTerenee 

h( '\- D " 
\ V 

( ·h ='ir _r_ __ h 
\. y y ; 

The expression in the right parenthesis is non-negative. Also, the unit repair cast is larger than 
the holding cost of a part from disassembly (r > h) So, the expression in the lefl parenthesis is 
positive. Therefore, C Ibis point-wise larger than C1, That means that, at anv \Îeld .. the 
operating cost of rep ai ring up to demand is at most as large as the operating cosr of repairing 
all disassembied parts. QED 

Optimal Policy for Remanufacturing the Hard Way 

Problem l identifies the optima! choice ofN and x, given that repairing up to demand is more 
etiicient 

PI mp1 E1 C 1 (N, x, Y) 
N,x 

We can find the salution by def1ning the expected value of the co st function and identifYing its 
minimum We consider the first approach only, repair up to demand In thi:; case the 
expected value of the co st function takes this form 
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EyCt(N,x,Y) 

( D-x 

px + kN -+) fo N NdF(y) f
l D x 1 

[)-~ y dF(y)r 
N I 

0-x\ D-x 
,dF(y)-,-sf N (D-x Ny)dF(v) 

Y J Jo 

The first derivatives take the forms 
D-x D-x 

êC L k + r f~:N-- dF(y) + hfb-x dF(y)- sf-N· ydF(y) 
DN Jo - -- Jo 

N 

DC 1 . fl dF(y) 
--~-=p (r-h) D-x---
cx · N y 

(3) 

(4) 

The function is convex in both variables (the Hessian is positive semidefinite) Here we cannot 
find the minimum by applying the tirst-order conditions automatically, since x and N are linked 
in both flrst derivative expressions. Let Y ::1 and Y , 1 be the ratios (D - x) I \ that solve the 
first-order condition in N and x, respectively. The following proposition provides the optima! 
policy in similar situations 

PROPOSITION 2: The optima! polhJ'for simultaneously decidmg !he flllfllher ojmach111es 
to cbsassembie and the munher of parts to procurt: IS either to ohta111 al! JHI/'1.\ji'om the 
disassemhly and repmr proces.\· (remanufactunng) or to huy all partsjrom the outs1de 
(perfectly relwhle) suppfter. 

Proof: In other \vords, a mixed policy is not optima!. We wiJl prove it just lor this specific 
scenario, later we wil! argue why this must be true in other scenarios where the decision for N 
and x must be made simultaneously. 
The first order conditions ofthe minimization problem require that Y:;; and Y, 1 satisfv 

F(Y r-; 1) = __::_o:__ ..... ~---.. --.. -

r- h 

p _ (r h)f, dF(v) 
' ) ,] 

and F(Yxt) = ---·---~~-.... ~-
5 

lf Y :: 1 and Y coincide. the optima! policy is to choose any pair x) satisf;·ing these ratios 
However, 'Y:: 1 and Y, 1 do not coincide in genera!. Figure 2 shows (0- x) NY:~ 1 and (D- x) 
= l':Y, 1 graphed as two line segments intersecting at N = 0 and x D. Obviously, the 
minimum must be within the triangle defined by these line segments and the ~-axis, or on its 
borders The gradient of the co st function at Y x is perpendicular to the "J-axis pointing away 
from Y, The gradient ofthe cost function at Y, is perpendicular to the x-axis pointing avvay 
from Y" In the area bounded by the two lines, the gradient points towards the quadrant 
defined by the gradients ofthe boundary lines. 
We notice that if Y :--: 1 Y , 1 the gradients point towards the second quadrant Hence, the 
cost is highest at (0, D) and lowest at (D/YKI, 0). However, ifY:-:1 Y,1 the gradient points 
to the fourth quadrant. Hence, the cost is highest at (D/Y,, 0) and lowest at D). This 
resumes the optima! policy 

ryNI < Yxl N* = D/YNl x"' 0 
=> 

Y,.l "J* = 0 x* D 
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Figure 2: Location of minimizing pair (N*, x*). (Smal! arrows indicate gradient vectors. 
Level curves are dashed.) 

We have proven that the mixed policy is not optima! in this special scenario QED 
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Proposition 2 is true even when some assumptions in this scenario are not sa rislied Notice 
that in the beginning of the period, the manager has to decide N and x smmltaneously, in order 
to satisfY a fixed demand D. Once x* is chosen, there remains a sure demand 
(D x*) which has to be satisfied from the uncertain source, remanufacturing. The manager 
chooses a value N* corresponding to the critica! fractile ofthe yield distribution that minimizes 
holding and shortage costs under yield uncertainty. The critica! fractile minimizes the expected 
unit cost for each part produced, just like in the well-known newsvendor model In the 
absence of setup costs, the unit cost should be a function ofthe selected fractile, only. Now, if 
the unit cost under uncertainty (that is, remanufacturing) is lower than with certainty (that is, 
procuring), than the manager should obtain all parts from his remanutàcturing process, and x* 
== 0 Otherwise, the manager should satisfY all of his demand buying parts from outside and 
forego remanufacturing, setting x* D 
The following corollary ~ives the optima! policy when we relax the assumption that the number 
ofused machines in stock is sufficiently large. 

COROLLARY: fl the optima/ polhy (in proposillon 2) de termines 10 ~.l!sassemhle more 
machines than there is in stock, tl is stlil not optimalto huy neu partsjmm outs1de, 
un/es.1· !he stock r?l machmes avazfahle ts very low. 

Proof We prove it with the help of Figure 3 In this case, the number of machines in stock is 
bounded at 5.'. Remember that the optima! salution cannot be outside the tnangle bounded by 
the two lines corresponding to the tirst-order conditions. 
'iow, the feasible region is cut by a vertical plane at N = N that can be located in two regions 
in the first one (D/Y, < 5.' < DIY ;:), there is a mild constraint Since the gradients are pointing 
towards the second quadrant, the lower cost is at the feasible point with largest 'i and smallest 
x ("N, O) 

In the second region, 0 N < DIY, , there is a hard constraint. Again, we should limit the 
analysis to the area within the triangle and bounded by N N With the gradients pointing to 
the second quadrant, the lowest cost is at (N, D NY,) and we have a mixed policy. 

QED 
When N is very small we have the special case where we admit mixed policy The number of 
used machines to be used in the remanufacturing process is so low that the shortage cost is 
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'\ 

Figure 3: Location of minimizing pair (W, x*) when availability of used machines is 
limited to N. (Sm all arrows indicate gradient vectors. Level curves are dashed ) 

unbearable This result is rather counterintuitive, because it says that vve should not recourse 
from the outside supplier before the shortage is significantly large. N ow, let' s close this 
scenario with the expected value of the co st fi.mction when the optima! policy is observed 
First, suppose that Y :-.;: < Y, 1 Hence, 

. kD , rY,, 1 ( J' 1 
EyC,(N*,x*,Y)= , '-rDÜ '~dF y)+ . dF(y) 

\"ll ', .J YNl Y:-.;1 Y : 

fl ( 1 11 (' fy"J \ 
+hD [ -,--- dF y)+sDJ,. • 1- dF(\) 

Y:-.:1 \ YNI Y/ O l y"\!1 

After some manipulation, this simplifws to 
r 

1(N*,x*,Y), D<sF(Y"'J)~(r 
I. 

1 dF(y) 
h)f, --

• 'r:-.:1 V 
' " 

where Y·; 1 is the unique solution to the equation F(YNJ) 

However, ifY, 1 Y the expected cost takes the form 

EyC 1(N"',x*, Y) pD 

h) 

The Value of Learning while Working: operation builds reparability knowledge 

(5) 

(6) 

Figure 4 depiets this scenario, which can also be approached in two ways The manager can 
decide to repair all parts at once or ju st up-to demand, a relaxation of the tirst scenario. So, 
we expect a cost reduction since only those parts with the potential to be successtülly repaired 
go through the complete remanufacturing process. It is very simple to prove that repairing 
parts up to demand is more etlicient than repairing all disassembied parts. lil..:e in the 
prevtous case So. we will analyze JUS! this case The following sequence of events describes 
the process 
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1 . Order x new parts. 
2. Disassembie N machines, while 

identicying parts which can be 
repaired. 

3. Learn yield y. 
4. Repair min ( D x, Ny} parts, pre-

identified. 
5. Receive x new parts. 
6. Deliver min{D, x Ny}. 
7 Incur holding cost h(Ny +x- or 

or shortage cost s(D -x Nyf 
F or a given choice of N and x, and a 
realization ofyield y, the manager 
faces this cost 

I 

I 

I 
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used machines 

:i 
( disassembly 

+ 
reparables 

* ( repair area 

• • rcparred parts 

Figure 4 The Value of Learning while Werking 

C2(N,x,y) px+kN+rmm{D x,Ny}+h(Ny+x-Dt+s(D ~-Ny)' (7) 

Under this strategy, when we decide the number of machines to disassemblc, or the number of 
new parts to procure from the new parts' supplier, we do not have the yield information yet. 
Hence, we must devise a policy that simultaneously chooses the number of machines N and the 
number of parts x that minimize the expected value of the co st function with respect to the 
vield y. Problem P2 looks for this policy 
P2 min (N,x,Y) 

N,x 
D-x 

C2 (N,x,Y) px+kN+ NrN~ydF(y) (D-x)J~~~,dF(y) 
N 

D-x 
+hJ~-x(Ny +x D)dF(y)+ sJ~N~(D x Ny)dF(v) 

):; 

(8) 

Define y( w), hounded expectation ofthe yield distribution, and call 

the yield 

the expected value of 

y(w) f>dF(y) 

~ r: ydF(y) 

(9) 

Hence, we can write the first derivatives as 
~ 0-x 
cC2 . 1···· Jl ...:.::,-. = k +(r s) N ydF(y) + h D-x ydF(y) 
eN O ·---· · . ]',; 

D-x 

p-rJ0-xdF(y) hJ~-xdF(y)-stN dF(y) 
:-.; N ex 

The co st function is convex in both variables. Because of the relaxation over the hard case, the 

second condition reduces to s > p > ~· , r Again, we cam1vt find the minimum bv applying 
y 

the ftrst-order conditions automatically, because each expression is zeroed for different ratios 
(D- x)iN, as follows 
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0:::::> 
s+ h ~ r 

r
" D x*'\ h ~ r 

= 0 ==> F ~~~ i = -~-:-~ 
,x*) \ N*) s+ 

For the same reason as in Problem I, the following policy is optima! (see Figure 3) 

ÎY:-: 2 Y, 2 N* == D/Y:-: 2 x* 0 
< ==> 
LY:-: 2 Y, 2 N* 0 x* D 

where Y :-:2 and Y x2 are the ratios (D - x)/N that satisf)r the first-order condition in N and in x, 
respectively. This policy is not surprising because, as we have seen in Proposition 2, as long as 
the manager is obliged to decide t\ and x simultaneously, he chooses one alternative or the 
other, nota mix. If < Yx2, the expected value ofthe cost function becomcs 

kD r f Y" 2 Dy ( ) sI ) EyC2(W,x*.Y) --+rü- -dFy +D dF(y" 
YN"2 l 0 YN2 Y:-:2 

I \1 . Y:-:J Dy 
+hj. ~D,dF(v)+sf •. D -.dF(v) 

Y'\2 ) o. Jo \ YN2/ 

Which simplifies to 

EyC 2(N*,x*,Y) o{sF(Y:-: 2) (r ~ h)(l F(Y" 2 ))} (I 0) 

.y,, . 
where Y '\2 satisfies I. -ydF(y) 

·•· s+h-r 
However, if Y ,:2 Y,2, the expected co st becomes: 

E1 CJN*. x*, Y) pD (11) 

The Value of Speed: Lead-Time of Outside Supplier Is Short 

Figure 5 shows this scenario. Again, it can be operated under two approaches repair all 
disassembied parts or up-to demand. lt is another relaxation ofthe first scenario. where the 
decision on N and x is n9t simultaneous. Hence, Proposition 2 does not apply here, so we 
might have a mixed policy. lt is simple to show that repairing up to demand is less costly than 
repairing all parts out from disassembly. it suf11ces to praeeed a point-wise comparison 
between their co st functions. The following sequence of events describes the process 
I. Disassembie N machines. 
2. Repair min{ Dly. N} parts, while learning yield y (too late to adjust number of machines to 

disassembie) 
3 Order x= (D Ny) parts from the 

outside supplier. 
4 Receive x parts from the outside 

supplier. 
5 Deliver all D parts required 
6. lncur holding cost h(N- 0/y) 
Given the '·reasonable" conditions, the 
number of parts procured x is exactly 
the number required to avoid shortage 
costs. Therefore, the cost function 
takes the form 

Figure 5: The Value of Speed 
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( 12) 

Optima! Policy when Lead-Time of Outside Supplier Is Short 

The optima! policy is found solving problem P3' 
P3' minEyminC 3 (l\',x,Y) . N x . 

We already know that x* (D- l\'yr solves P3'. Hence, weneed a policy toselect the value 
of N that minimizes the expected value of this cost function with respect to y, given x*. 
Problem P3 represents this problem 
P1 n~n EyCl:'{ x*. Y) 

Here, the expected cost (and its first derivative) takes the form 
D 

EyC3(N,x*.Y)c· pf0~(D Ny)dF(y)+kN 

I fl ctF(y) r~ l fl lr o': 
-,.r[ D o~- '~ NJ,~ dF(y)J + h D N- -idF(y) 

L N. Y 0 N y; 

D D 

-p f(~ ydF(y) + k + r ft dF(y) + h f~2 dF(y) 
N 

The first-order condition says 

F( ~~l 0 
\.N *) j 

(13) 

Hence, the optima! policy is defined by the critica! fractile of the yield distribution satisfying the 
first-order condition and by the value of x that eliminates shortage cost 

JD 
PY(N -(k+h) D' -1 

N*J . r h 

x*= (D yN *r 
Because ofthe cost function's convexity. we know that the solution is unique \Vhen the 
optima! policy is applied, the expected va!ue of cost function C, is 

Y1 ( Î · kD 
EyC1(N*.x*.Y) pDf . I idF(y) +-o \ v3; v3 

+rDÎf dF(y) r3dF(yfi+hDf ~~-I dF(y) 
', y3 y () y3 ) y3 \ y 1 

Atter some manipu!ation, it simplifies to 
é 

h)Jl dF(y) ~ 
y3 y J 

( 14) 

(k + h) '(Y) 
where Y3 is the unique solution to F(Y1) = Pl__l 

r h 
(Notice the similarity between 

the expressions for F(Y-,:1) and F(Y,)). 
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The Value of Information: Actual Yield Is Known 

Ifthe f1rst-scenario affered an upper bound for the remanufacturing cost, this is a good 
candidate fora lower bound, because most ofthe yield uncertainty is eliminated Figure 6 
depiets this strategy. It takes in consideration that the manager makes the disassembly and 
purchase decision fully informed about the actual yield Still, he has to idcntit\· the machines 
that contain the parts that can be 
successfully repaired 
1 Learn yield y 
2. Order x parts from the outside 

supplier. 
3 Disassembie N machines, while 

identi±ying the Ny repairable parts 
in the lot 

4. Repair Ny parts, pre-identified 
5 Receive x new parts. 
6. Deliver D =x+ Ny parts 
The cost function has the same 
general form as in the previous 
scenarios. However, the manager is 
able to avoid holding or shortage cost 
altogether 

C4 (N,x,y) = px + kN + rNy 

I uscd machines I 
t 

( disassem bh ) 

I rcpa~ablcs I 
( t ) 

Figure 6: Actual Yield Is Known 

Optima! Policy when Yield Is Previously Known 

Problem P 4 identifies the optima] policy when the yield is known but the machines are 
identified at the disassembly stage. 

P4 n{inC 4 (N,x,y) 
:'\:,x 

This problem is solved with this simple policy 
( k 
y<--

p-r 
k 

>-
p-r 

N* = 0 x*= D 

=> 
N* = Djy x*= 0 

In this case, the expected value of the co st function with respect to the yield Y IS 

Ey min C4 (N*, x*, Y) = ot (p- r)F(~J + k f\ dF(y) dF(y) ~ q 
Nx l p-r -- v ' 

' p-r ~ ' 

Comparison between scenarios 

(IS) 

(16) 

We have just produced the optima] policies for each ofthe four scenarios proposed and 
determined the expected value ofthe remanufacturing co,t granted that the optima! policies are 
observed. The first scenario provided the upper bound ofthe remanufacturing costs in a 
single-part single-period job shop. The last scenario provided the lower bound The second 
and third scenarios represent different tvpes of relaxation of the base case Let' s compare 
them 
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Disassembly builds knowledge vs. Lead-time of outside supplier is short 

If under the strategy disassembly build> knowledge the parameters induce an optima! policy 
such that x D, no part comes from disassembly. In this case, this strategy is dominated 
because the cost is at its upper-bound. Suppose that this is oot the case: the optima! policy in 
disassembly huihls knowledge chooses x 0 Using the same positive value of!\: in both 
scenarios, the point-wise comparison, after simplification, becomes 

C2 -C3 =(s-p)(D-Nyf .,~ t)[rmin{D,Ny}+h(Ny-or] 

This expression says that· 
l. Higher values of shortage cost favor the third strategy, which depends on quick supplier. 
2. Higher val u es of purebase cost favor the second strategy. Because in the third strategy the 

yield is learned only during repair, high val u es of repair or holding costs favor the second 
strategy, basedon learning yield during disassembiy. 

(s p)D-rN 
3 There is a reaiization ofyield, y ( ) · , for which either strategy incurs the same 

s- p r N 

cost. Hence, ifthe expected yield is below such vaiue, it wouid be more advantageous 
having a supplier wiliing to supply with a short lead-time. Othenvise. it would be better to 
have the capability of learning yield during disassembly 

Numerical Illustrations 

Now, we propose checking the performance of each remanufacturing strategy under a wide 
range of numerical parameters, in order to illustrate the co st advantage of each attribute 
(knowledge acquired during operation, fast delivery, full information) Table I disdoses the 
values used in our experiment design. We used high and low values for shortage and purebase 
costs While remanufacturing was always competitive, we tested with repair cost lower than 
disassembly cost, and vice-versa. We tested all possible combinations, all ofthem satisfying 
the "reasonable conditions" already described. They are 

k r p J,:dF(y) 
•s > p > h_ > h and -- > --.~ 

y · r-h o y 

These conditions limit the problem to situations where remanufacturing is an acceptable 
strategy. Also, we tested the repair all disassembied parts alternative against the optima! 
policy repair up to de mand 
The experiments contirmed that the approach repair all disassemh/ed parts 1s always 
dominated by the more conservative repair up-to demand even when the holding cost ofthe 
repaired part is ignored. This was predicted by the point-wise comparison when each scenario 
was analyzed. 

Table l - Experiment Design Symbol Va lues 
remanufacturing costs ( disassem bie, (k, r) I (12, 14) or (2 -t. 12) 
repair) 
purchase co st of new part p 5 or 8 
holding cost of disassembied _l)_art h 1 
shortage cost s l 0 or 15 
yield distribution F(y) Uniform (0 6. 0 9] or 

Uniform (0.7, 0 8] 
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Table 2 - Scenario Comparison Minimum Average .\laximum 

Uniform Distribution (0_6 ; 0.9) Ga in Ga in Ga in 

l. Base case (!he hard >Fay) 001 
/Q 0% 0% 

2 Disassembly builds knowledge (!he 0% 9'}ó I ~o. 
_) /Q 

value of leaming while Horking) 

3. Lead-time of outside supplier is shoii 2% 4% 90· .o 

(the value oj.1peed) 

4. Yield is previously known (the va/ue 11% 

I 
19% ::'4% 

of infórmalion) ! 

Table 3- Scenario Comparison Minimum Average .\laximum 

Uniform Distribution (0.7; 0.8) Ga in Ga in Gain 

l. Base case (!he hard 1vay) 
I 

0% oo• IQ 0% 

'1 Disassembly builcts knowledge (the 8% 11% 13~-''Ó "-· ' 
value oj'fearning while working) 

3 Lead-time of outside supplier is 1% 2~/o 40• /0 

shon (lhe mlue .\peed) 

4. Yield is previously known (lhe value 11% 14~(, l7~'o 

ofinjormation) 

Tab ie 2 indicates the indifference val u es of the three attributes (knowledge acquired during 
operation, fast delivery, full information) compared to the base case, when the vieldis 
uniform1y distributed between 0.6 and 0.9. Table 3 the same information when the yie1d 
is uniformly distributed between 0 7 and 0.8- a lower uncertainty situation. (\iote that the 
expected yield is the sarr:e in both cases.) 
The full information displays a clear advantage over the other attributes. lt contirms that 
remanufacturing industriescan build a significant cost advantage by developing an information 
system to keep track ofthe quality ofindividual machines before they return to the part's 
recovery plant. What strikes in these tables is that disassembfy buifd> knoH ledge offers 
considerable gains. Given that this strategy is generally easier to implcment than a 
cornprehensive IS, it emerges as an attractive alternative. 

Summary 

We have described four scenarios corresponding to different remanufact~.:ring strategies 
1. A base case, where the manager knows ju st the probability distribution of the yield in the 

part's repair process, 
2 A scenario where disassembly can be used to identify the repairable parts h-om the 

disassembied lot, 
3. A scenario where, after the yield has been identitied, new partscan he ordered by mcans of 

a fàst supplier; 
4. A scenario where yield knowledge is known befare the disassembly and procurement 

decisions are made 
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We identified the optima! policy for each of these scenarios and developed thc expressiontor 
the expected value ofthe cost function granted that the optima! policy is observed Then, we 
compared these remanufacturing strategies, in order to identify the parameter that gave the 
greatest advantage to each of them We designed a full experiment covering a variety of 
reasanabie cost structures to illustrate the gains that certain remanufacturing strategies have 
over the base case. We tried to cover a broad variety of co st structures, but the experiment 
design is not exhaustive. For instance, one could examine the situations with even wider 
uncertainties or lower yield expectations than those represented here. We torgo this 
opportunity because it does not fit well with the remanufacturing examples that we have 
observed in practice. Some of our findings include: 
• The relative gain of having a quick supplier diminishes significantly when the vield 

uncertainty is low 
• The ability to learn yield early- even ifthe use ofthis information is limited. can enhance 

the operating costs significantly. lt seems that it can bring greater advantage than having a 
quick supplier. 

• Having full information about the process yield brings the greatest advantagc ( contirming 
the intuition) 

However, given the costs of implementing a comprehensive information system. and the gains 
that alternative strategies can generate, the manager should look carefully betare embracing a 
full knowledge approach, when such gains can be approximated with other alternatives 
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Abstract 

A concrete framework is presented to provide in a systematic way insight into the potential 
pro's and con's of one-way and reusable distribution items (Dis). Attention is paid to the 
strategie, functional, technica!, environmental, logistics, information, organisational and 
economie aspects related to the use of Dis. Suggestions for further research are given. 

Introduetion 

F or companies it becomes still more important to pay attention to the load carriers (like pallets 
and crates), containers (like bottles, cans and boxes) and package materials (like dunnage and 
foam) used by these companies themselves as wel! as to the laad carriers. containers and 
package materials used by their suppliers. A growing concern for the environment has 
resulted, and wiil still more result, in environmental laws making the disposal of the above 
distribution items (Dis) still more expensive or even impossible. But also the public opinion 
with respect to the environment has changed, forcing companies to produce and distribute as 
environmentally friendly as possible. But also in case the above considerations (still) do not 
apply, it may be worthwile to (re)consider critically for pure economie reasons; load carriers, 
containers and package materials give rise to considerable expenses to a lot of companies. 
From a disposal point of view, the best thing to do is to use as less as possible of the items 
that will become part ofthe waste stream for which the company is responsible. As far as DIS 
are concerned there exi'st in general three options for realising the above: reduction of the 
matcrials contents of Dis, reuse and recycling. See also (Kopicki et al, 1994; 132) and (Stock, 
1992; 35-36). This paper deals with the second option. Most of the presently available 
literature on reusing Dis deals with this option either in general terms, like (Kopicki et al, 
1993), (Trunk, 1993; 81), (Auguston, 1993; 41), (Witt, 1994; PIM8), (Stock, 1992), (Andel, 
1991 ), or pays attention to "only'' one or some of the aspects related to this option, like 
(Giuntini and Andel, 1994), whereas companies are looking fora concrete framewerk to get 
in a systematic way insight into the potential pro's and con's of using one-way and reusable 
Dis. Part of such a framewerk has recently been presented in (Dubiel, 1994). This paper aims 
at setting a further step, where the life-cycle of a DI is used as the starting point for 
estimating the different aspects that should be considered when deciding on which DI to use, 
where explicit attention is paid to the relations between these aspects. The aspects briefly dealt 
with in this paper are the strategie, functional, technica!, environmental, logistics, information, 
organisational and economie aspects. As will be( come) clear, all the above aspects are 
essential when deciding on which DI to use for which purpose. The framework presented can 
be applied to all kinds of Dis independent of the materials from which they are made or 
whether they are used by producers, wholesalers or retailers. In order to focuss attention to 
the essentials, it may help to have in mind a situation with one supplier and one customer 
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when reading this paper, although most statements also directly apply to all kinds of networks 
with several suppliers or customers. Based on the insight obtained in the consequences of 
using one-way or reusable Dis, the consequences of using these items for purebasers and 
suppliers are discussed. Finally topics for further research are indicated. 

Functional Aspects 

Deciding on which (type of) DIto use requires first insight into the product(s) and purpose(s) 
for which a given DI is planned to be used. In general a DI is used for several of the 
following purposes: transport, protection, marketing, see e.g. (Byme and Deeb, 1993; 36), as 
well as for storage and keeping products together. Further it is important to know whether a 
given Dis will be used for only one type of products (specific Dis), or for several types of 
products (multi-purpose Dis) where with respect to the latter a further distinction should be 
made between Dis for distributing several different products simultaneously and Dis 
sequentially used for different products. 

Strategie A.specb 

Before going in detail into the different tactical and operational aspects of using specific types 
of Dis, first the following questions should be answered by a company: What is, or may 
become, the strategie importance of (some) Dis for us? Are some of these Dis, or may some 
of these Dis become, a weapon to strike our competitors or are we able to make them such 
weapons? Is distribution, or should it become, a major activity? How much do we spend on 
Dis at the moment, both for Dis used for our own products and for Dis used by others to 
supply us their goods? How much are Dis expected to cost us in the (near) future? How much 
do we want to spend on these Dis, where it is important to take into account (future) legal 
or elsewise forced acceptance of Dis returned to us by customers? Once having answered the 
above questions, every company should go through all the aspects dealt with hereafter, 
because the decision to use a one-way or reusable DI for certain purposes usually involves 
much more than "just" a "simple" purchase, lease or rent decision. 

Life-Cycle Distribution Items 

Deciding on which DI to use requires insight into the complete life-cycle of a DI. In Fig. I 
the main physical flow that may be foliowed by a (reusable) Dl have been sketched for the 
relative simple situation with one supplier and one customer. 
In general the following phases can be distinguished within the life-cycle of a DI 
-production 
-transport to the (tirst) user 
-storage empty 
-loading or tilling 
-storage loaded or tilled 
-transport to customer for load or contents 
-storage loaded or tilled 
-unloading 
-collection 
-sorting 
-cleaning 
-repair 
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-storage empty 
-transport (for reuse or disposal) 
-final disposal. 
See also (HMSO, 1981; 23), (Dubiel, 1994) and (Trunk, 1993; 82). 
The above set of phases wil! be used as the starting point for systematically deriving the 
potential requirements tor using a given DI and thereby for deriving its potential pro's and 
con's. 

Transport Cleaning/Repair Transport 

<-

1 

0<-'-\ 't<-'-0<-'-\ 't<-' 0<-' l 
I 

; \ I - ··~ r--1 -~l \ ~: r--1 .__". i \ _ _.. r--1 -- "'\ I ~ 
'L___j ,'': : L___j: : : L___j: 

Supplier 
DI 

Supplier 
Products 

transformation process 

- -> transport empty Dis 

Transport Customer 
1 Products 

---> transport (partly) filled or loaded Dis 
\/ starage empty Dis 
/\ starage (partly) filled or loaded Dis 

loss Dis 

Disposal 
DI 

Figure 1 · Physical Flows of Reusable Distribution Items 

Technica( Aspects 

Although this paper primarily has been wTitten for non technicians, some attention has to be 
paid to the pure technica! aspects of Dis. 
Having estimated for which purposes a given DI is planned to be used, among others 
decisions have to be made concerning 
-the material(s) the item is to be made from 
-the weight, shape and size of the DI, 
where the latter two aspects should be considered both for the Dis with and without load, the 
latter for return transport and disposal, see also (Dubiel, 1994). 
When deciding on the above aspects, not only the characteristics of the products for which 
the DI is aimed to be used should be taken into account, like their weight and shape and the 
conditions under which they have to be distributed and stored (see also (Witt, 1994; PIM22-
PIM23)), and the function(s) that the DI should provide, but also aspects likc reuseability, 
possibilities for cleaning, repair, handling and storing the DI with and without load. 

The above mentioned technica! aspects are directly related to the Dis themselves. The above 
decisions also requires insight (and decisions) with respect to which facilities will be used for 
internat and external transport, like lift trucks, the machines to which goods are (to be) 
provided via the DI or the machines from which goods are (to be) collected in the DI, the 
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facilities for storage, like racks, the widths of corridors in storage locations, as well as 
whether handling and storing is (to be) dealt with automatedly or manually. Within the 
context of this paper no further attention will be paid to the above mentioned, very important 
technica! aspects. Forsome more details on these technica! aspects see e.g. (Trunk, 1993; 83) 
and (Witt, 1994) and the references mentioned in these publications. 

Environmental Aspects 

As mentioned in the introduetion it becomes still more important for companies to produce 
and distribute as environmetally friendly as possible due to legislations and the publicopinion 
concerning the environment. Although a lot of research has been, and still is, done in this 
field, like life-cycle analysis, see e.g. (HMSO, 1981 ), it still is hardly ever possible to make 
a statement about whether or not a given DI is "more environmentally friendly" than another 
Dl. The above is not only due to a lack of insight into the environmental effects related to the 
production, (re)distribution, (re)use, cleaning, repair and disposal of Dis, but also often due 
to a lack of insight into whether the potential ad vantag es of using a given DI over another can 
be realised from a logistics' and organisational point of view (like the actual number of times 
a given reusable DI will be reused). One of the few things that is often known ho wever is to 
which substances a given DI item may give rise when disposed in a certain way. Purely based 
on this insight it is sometimes possible to discard a given DI, see e.g. (Witt, 1994; PIM6). It 
will be clear that also from an economie point of view insight into the environmental aspects 
of using a given DI is of the utmost importance for companies. 

Logistics Aspects 

A given DI can be reusable from a technica! point of view, but logistics are required to take 
care that the right quantity of the Dl is at the right time available at the right place for reuse 
for the lowest costs. Without this some, or maybe all, of the potential ad vantag es of reusable 
Dis over one-way Dis will be lost. Hereafter the earlier mentioned different phases in the life
cycle of a DI are considered in more detail from a logistics' point of view. 

Sellingfleasing!hiring 

The logistic problem to be solved in this context concerns the timely ordering of the right 
quantities of Dis at the supplier of these and, when required, taking care of the transport of 
the ordered quantities to the place where they are required. The above requires among others 
insight into the quantities of Dis directly available for use, those quantities that may become 
available after unloading, cleaning or repair, as well as insight into the times and lot sizes 
related to these activities and the delivery of new copies of Dis. Further the above requires 
a decision concerning which quantities of which DI to keep where as a safety stock against 
fluctuations in supply and demand. Different methods for forecasting return flows of Dis, 
requiring different information, are discussed in (Kelle and Silver, 1989). Another, maybe 
more expensive, option might be to use DRP (distribution requirements planning) as suggested 
for rail cars in (Bookbinder and Sereda, 1987). A quantitative model for estimating the 
required number of Dis in a pool is given in (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995). 

Collection 

This may involve the collection of used ( empty) Dis within part of a company as wellas the 
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collection of Dis from other companies. 
Logistic aspects: when, how much of which Dis to collect from where and how much time 
does this take. 

Sorting 

This can vary from very roughly, for instanee purely basedon the material(s) from which a 
given DI is made (like card board, wood, plastic), upto very detailed, i.e. at the level of 
individual (types ot) Dis because each of these Dis requires a different further treatment. 
Logistic aspects: when, where, how much, as well as required time. 

Cleaning 

This may include the cleaning of drums and crates using water under high pressure but also 
may mean removing stickers from cardboard boxes. 
From a logistics' point of view it is important to dec i de on the minimal quantity of a Dl ( or 
group of Dis) that has to be available before certain deaning activities are started, as wel! as 
to have insight into the probability that the different cleaning activities give rise to desired 
results. 

Repair 

With respect to repair the same questions as stated above for cleaning have to be answered. 

Return transport 

Within this context a decision has to be made with respect to which means of transportation 
wil! be used. Further as for cleaning and repair. 

Disposal 

From a logistics' point of view the following question has to be answered: When must which 
quantities of which Dis how be disposed? Also for disposal activities lot sizes have to be 
agreed upon. 

Organisational Aspects 

Having got insight into the logistics aspects related to the (re)use of Dis, time has come to 
consicter the organisational aspects of using a given DI for a given purpose in some more 
detail. 

One of the most important aspects to be taken into account when deciding on one-way or 
reusable Dis is the loss of Dis due to damage, theft or alternative usage. Sec also (HMSO, 
1981; 131-132) and (Auguston, 1993; 42).Insight intothese flows, and more importantly, into 
the possibilities to restriet these flows, is of the utmost importance when deciding on whether 
to use one-way or reusable Dis for certain distribution activities. C1early it does not make 
sense to invest in usually more expensive reusable Dis if most of these wil! not become 
available for reuse due to one ofthe above mentioned reasons. Suggestions for reducing 1osses 
of reuscab ie Dis include apart from tracking, minimising the number of locations where Dis 
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are located, using numbered Dis, "return to" stencils and reducing the number of reuseable 
Dis in the DI network (Auguston, 1993). 
Independent of which DI is to be used, it has to be decided for each DI who will be 
responsib1e for the activities corresponding to each of the phases distinguished in the life-cycle 
of a DI. With respect to each activity one of the following options exists: 
-The customer(s) of the goods for which distribution a given DI is used 
-The supplier(s) of these goods 
-Both 
-A third party. 

The agreements concerning which activities are taken care of by whom and who are 
responsib1e for their proper execution should be explicitly defined (Twede, 1993). 
In (Dubiel, 1994) suggestions for allocating the different activities to the different participants 
in a DI network are given for two different situations. See also (Lange and Frerich-Sagurna, 
1993) and (Luetzebauer, 1993). 
Note that the above concerns the execution of activities. Moreover a decision has to made 
with respect to ownership, where in principle the same options as mentioned above exist. 
When deciding on which role(s) to play by a company in a DI network, it is very important 
to know how each of the other participants look upon ownership or other responsibilities: a 
(future) kernal activity or an unavoidable burden. Without the above insight a network for 
reusable Dis is doomed to break down, which may result into considerable losses for 
everyone. 
Within the context of this introductory paper it is not possible to pay more attention to the 
pro's and con's of ownership and responsibilities for the different activities to be executed 
within the context of a DI netwerk for the different participants. 

How can care be taken that every participant in the network behaves as agreed upon? 
Hereafter fellow a number of strategies, where some of these strategies are directly based on 
economie stimuli whereas other are not. 

Repacking 

When received, delivered goeds are immediately removed from the DI used for their supply 
and storedonor into the storage facilities used by the company. In this way the Dis used for 
transport can immediately be taken back by the transporter. 
Problems related to this strategy: there must always be enough facilities for storage available 
and almost always extra handling is required. 

Direct return after use 

This strategy may be notably successful in case of volumineus Dis where the receiving 
company has only very limited storage space, or as discussed hereafter, a high deposit or rent 
has to be paid for keepinga DI. See (Witt, 1994; PIM6) and (Kopicki et al, 1994; 205-212) 
for implementations of this strategy in practice. 

Direct reptacement 

This strategy resembles the repacking strategy. If x copies of a certain DI with goeds are 
delivered, exactly x copies of this DI in the same state should be directly available for the 
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transporter. In general this strategy is less suited for Dis which requirements heavily fluctuate. 
At first sight this strategy may notably be useful in case of JIT Uust-in-time) deliveries, sec 
(Witt, 1994) and (Trunk, 1993; 79). 

Deposit 

The company receiving Dis has to pay the owner of the Dis a deposit for every copy of these 
Dis received. At the moment these copies are returned to or back at the owner, the latter pays 
back part or all of the deposit depending on the state of the returned copies. Sec also (Dubiel, 
1994). 
Problem to be solved: which deposit to choose? 

Account management with periodical payments 

In essence this strategy is an postporred deposit strategy. This strategy requires, like most of 
the strategies considered in this paper, that incoming and outgoing quantities of Dis are 
registered carefully. Periodically payments based on these registrations take place. Sec also 
(Dubiel, 1994 ). In this case an extra problem to be solved is: which period to choose? 

Hiring 

The user of a DI has to pay the owner rent for each copy of a DI for every day it is at the 
user, which may be in- or exclusive the days for transport back to the owner. See also 
(Dubiel, 1994). 
Problem to be solved: which rent to be paid? 

For some qualitative suggestions concerning the bights of the deposits and rents to be used 
in the latter three strategies, sec e.g. (Giuntini and Andel, 1994; 60), (Dubiel, 1994) and 
(HMSO, 1981; 74-75). Within the context of this paper it is not only important to estimate 
the impact of each of the above strategies, or combinations of these, on how Dis are dealt 
\\>':Îth by companies as far as losses, damage, handling and starage are concerned, but also 
whether these strategies contribute to realise that the right quant i ties of the right Dis will be 
available at the right place at the right time, which is essential for making the concept of 
networks for Dis economically attractive. This holds both for reusable and non reusable Dis. 
According to (Giuntini and Andel, 1994; 55), about 50% of reusable containers are not 
available for (re)use at any one time. As far as the timely availability is concemed, it seems 
that, apart from the account mangement with periodical payments strategy, all the above 
strategies may stimulate a quick return of Dis to the supplier. Sec also (Dubiel, 1994). 

Information Aspects 

Three points of attention are distinguished in this context: supply of new copies of a DI. 
control of available copies and disposal of copies that can no longer be (re)used. 
Starting points for deriving the corresponding information requirements are Fig.l and the 
phases in the life-cycle of a DI mentioned thereafter. 
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Supply 

Which quantities of which (types of) Dis have to be bought, leased or rented when? 

Control 

Which quantities of which (types of) Dis are (expected to be) required where and when? 
Where are which quantities of which (types of) Dis available in which state? 
Which quantities ofwhich (types of) Dis are expected to become available where and when? 
Which quantities ofwhich (types of) Dis are going from where (whom) to where (whom) and 
what are their contents? 
Which safety stocks of which Dis are where? 

Disposal 

When should which quantities of which Dis be disposed? 

Further there are the usual information requirements concerning 
the producers/suppliers of different types of Dis, including delivery times, minimal order 
quantities, 
the customers for Dis that can not be (re)used anymore, and 
the companies that are or may be involved in the transport, cleaning, repair or recycling of 
the different 
(types of) Dis. 

One option to deal with the above information requirements might be to introduce a DRP 
(distribution requirements planning) based information system, see e.g. (Bookbinder and 
Sereda, 1987). 
Apart from the above information it can be useful or required to indicate on the Dis where 
(with whom) it has beenthelast time and in case of a reusable DI, the number of trips made 
till now, the (kinds o:Q repairs upto now and for which product it has been used last. 
Depending on the type of DI and its use, the above information may be denoted via stickers, 
ink, paint but also be stored in chips. It may be useful to use bar codes. See also (Witt, 1994: 
PIM27). 
It wil! be clear that the above overview is notcomplete and that not all the above information 
is as important for every company. 

Economie Aspects 

Once ha ving got insight into the different non-economie aspeets of using one-way or reusable 
Dis, it is, at least in principle, possible to estimate the economie consequences of the two 
options. 
Starting point thereby are all the activities mentioned in the foregoing sections of this paper, 
where further the costs related to control activities, including administration and registration, 
as well as opportunity costs have to be taken into account. Sec also (Dubiel, 1994 ). 

Opportunity costs 

In the context of this paper this means missed rent. 
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Losses 

Apart from losses due to theft, unrepairable damage, and undesired use, also the costs due to 
unexpected reductions and ending of the production of products belong to this class of costs. 

Selling/leasinglhiring 

In general it is more expensive to buy, lease or rent reusable Dis than one-way Dis, see e.g. 
(Auguston, 1993; 41) and (Twede, 1993). Fora real comparison between these prices, the 
costs per trip should be compared requiring all other costs to make such a reuse possible to 
be taken into account as wel!. 

Storage 

Includes the expenses for sorting, handling (as far as required for storage) and storage space. 
Both in case of reuseable and one-way Dis almost always extra space will be required to store 
empty copies of these Dis before they are reused or disposed. See also (Stock, 1992). 

Stocks 

Loss of rent. 

Cleaning 

Costs to be included are labor costs, costs of help materials, tools. But also the costs for 
transport, handling, loading, unloading where the latter may be notably important in case 
cleaning is dealt with externally. 

Repair 

Here we have the same, types of costs as mentioned above in the context of cleaning. 

Return transport or transport for disposal 

The expenses for the actual transportation as well as the costs for loading or unloading means 
of transportation and the costs for transportation to and from the places where these activities 
take place to and from the places where the Dis have been stored or will be stored. (The 
actual storage costs have been mentioned before.) Thereby one should distinguish between the 
expenses when these transports are taken care of by the company herself or by others. In the 
first case the expenses to be considered are labor as far as drivers are concerned, means of 
transportation like trucks (buying, maintenance, insurance, gasoline), whereas in the second 
case only the costs for letting others take care of these activities have to be taken into account. 

Disposal 

Costs considered in this context are the actual expenses for the final disposal of Dis that can 
not be (re)used by a company anymore, which include the payments to the owners of land 
fills or to the processors of or the customers tor the (parts of) Dis to be disposed. 
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Administration/Controi/Registration 

Labor costs, expenses for setting up and using (information) systems. 

All the above costs should be considered simultaneously for the set of all Dis used for 
distribution by the company and by the suppliers of goods to the company! For suggestions 
concerning which accounting practice to use, see e.g (Giuntini and Andel, 1994) and (Twede, 
1993). 

Multi-Purpose versus Specific Distribution Items 

In many articles, including (Andel, 1991) and (Dubiel, 1994), it is suggested that it may be 
worthwhile trying to use as few different Dis as possible. Hereafter some attention will be 
paid to this important topic. Again the phases in the life-cycle of a Dl as distinguished before 
will be the starting points. 

Stock 

If every supplier uses his or her O\ltn specific DI, or if for every product a specific DI is used, 
in general the total quantity of Dis to be kept in stock will be larger than in case only a 
limited number of multi-purpose Dis are used. One reason for the above is that it will not be 
possible to correct a shortage of Dis for one product by an abundance of Dis for another 
product. Minimal purebase quantities of Dis as well as lot sizes used for transport, cleaning 
and repair, may make the differences even larger. 
Another important reason is that it usually is cheaper to buy, lease or hire large quantities of 
one Dl than the same quantity made up of a number of different (types of) Dis. 

Coneetion 

It does not seem possible to state generally whether collecting a given quantity made up of 
many different Dis takes more time than collecting the same quantity of one or only few Dis. 

Sorting 

In general the time required for sorting as well as the possibility to make mistakes tend to 
increase with a rising number of different Dis. 

Storage 

It may be that every (type of) DI requires its own storage location, requiring a separate 
registration as welt. 

Cleaning 

It may be required to clean minimal quantities whereas different (types of) Dis may require 
their own specific cleaning programmes. The above may result in extra requirements for 
certain Dis, which may result in purchasing, leasing or hiring extra quantities of these Dis. 
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Repair 

With respect to repair the same remarks apply as stated above with respect to cleaning. 
Moreover, due to reduced scale effects, the repair activities themselves may require more time 
and more often give rise to less satisfying results. 

Handling 

Different types of Dis may require their O\Vll treatment, due to difference in e.g. size and 
fragility. It is not possible to make general statements concerning the consequences of using 
a few standard Dis instead of many specific Dis for handling in general terms. 

Return transport 

It can be expensive to transport less than certain quantities of given types of Dis, not only 
because of transportation costs but also because of the required administration. The above 
notably applies if it is not possible to combine the supply and return flows of Dis. 

Disposal 

It may be less expensive to dispose large quantities of one type of DI than the same quantity 
made up of small quantities of a number of different Dis, for instanee because this may make 
it easier for recyclers to sell large quantities to their customers. 

From the above it seems that also from an economie point of view it will generally be 
preferred to use as less as possible different (types) of Dis. However there may as wel! be 
disadvantages related to use ofvery few types of Dis! One may be that too expensive Dis are 
used for some purposes, where too expensive may not only concern the purebase price or the 
costs for leasing or hiring but also be due to reduced loading fractions. Moreover multi
purpose Dis may give rise to problems when used in combination with different machines. 
Finally standardisation qf Dis may increase the number of applications, which may make the 
tracking of these Dis more difficult. 

Decision 

It will have become clear that deciding on which DI to use for which good and for which 
purpose is much more complicated than might have seem to be the case at first sight. 
One reason for this is that often it will not be possible to decide on Dis for individual 
product-purpose combinations in isolation. Another reason is that the above decision can not 
be based on purely economie arguments, but also requires insight into whether or not all 
participants in a given DI network wil! bchave as agreed upon. An economically optima! 
strategy may require much attention of some or all of the participants in a given DI network, 
which not may be possible. The latter may notably apply to limiting the losses due to theft, 
uncareful handling and alternative use, but also taking care of the timely return of containers 
and a correct registration of incoming and outgoing flows may require too much attention. 
Whether a DI network will have a chance to be(come) succesful, usually strongly depends on 
the possibilities for creating a \Vin-win situation for all participants and the power relations 
between the different participants. 
As far as the decision between one-way and reusable Dis is concerned, going through the 
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phases in the life-cycle of Dis makes clear that the main advantage of reusable Dis over one
\vay Dis is the possibJe reduction of DI materiaJs (and the less tangible but very important 
"green image".) The main con's of reusable Dis over one-way Dis are relative high intial 
investments, more uncertainties, expenses for repair and cleaning, although the latter also may 
be required for one-way Dis. See also (Dubiel, 1994). According to (Byrne and Deeb, 1993: 
3 7), one-way Dis seem notably be useful for supplying goods to their ultimate consumers as 
well as tor exporting goods, whereas reusable Dis are notably expected to be usefuJ for pure 
transport activities. Several authors, including (Twede, 1993) and ((Witt, 1993), suggest that 
it is notably the distance and the frequency of use that determine which type of DI to use in 
the first place. 

Consequences for Purebasers and Suppliers 

In the above the consequences of using reusable and one-way Dis have been systematically 
derived in general terms. In this section special attention will be paid to what may be the 
consequences of using the different Dis for suppliers and purchasers. With respect to the latter 
one should distinguish between purchasers of goods that are supplied by other to the company 
in order to be processed or distributed further, and the purchasers that are responsible tor the 
timely supply of Dis used by companies for the distribution of their products. In the latter 
case they have to look at Dis from a suppliers' point of view. Table 1 shows the different 
situations that can be met in practice. 

Type of DI 

One-way 
Reusable 

Table 1 : Disfribution Item - User Combinations 

Primary User 

Used by supplier Used by company 

Purchasers responsible tor purchasing of goods shouJd estimate in advance the consequences 
reJated to the Dis used by their suppliers. Moreover they shouJd try to estimate the explicit 
costs of these Dis as part of the total cost of these goods, in order to be abJe to estimate the 
pro's and con's of certain Dis and the possibilities for setting up DI networks with their 
suppliers. (Upto now hardJy any attention has been paid to this important point.) Purchasers 
of Dis shouJd take care that these Dis do not give rise to (too much) extra work and costs to 
the customers of the produels for which the Dis are used or they shouJd take care that these 
are taken into account when setting sa! es prices of products. (There are companies that pay 
their customers for taking care of the disposaJ of their Dis when these can no Jonger be used, 
see e.g. (Cooke, 1992: 44).) For both purchasers it becomes more and more important to take 
care that the materiaJs contents of Dis is reduced. 
It will have become clear that deciding which DI to use still more often requires the same 
approach as presently used in the context of purchasing durable production faciJities like 
machines. (For references on life-cycle costing see e.g.(Kopicki et al, 1994; 303-304).) Also 
with respect to Dis the relations between suppJiers and customers will become still more like 
for these facilities, where among others service contracts play a roJe. Similarily it will no 
Jonger satisfy for purchasers of Dis to consider purchasing as the only option to fulfil 
requirements for Dis. Also leasing and hiring should be considered. 
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Whatever DI wil! be chosen, it may be expected that depending on the role that their company 
plays within a given DI network, purebasers wiJl become responsible for the contracts with 
third parties taking care of the cleaning, repair and final disposal of Dis. Moreover it may be 
expected that purebasers wil! also become responsible for the timely supply and return of Dis 
in DI networks. 

Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper a systematic overview has been given of the different aspects related to the use 
of Dis, all of which are important when deciding on which DI to use for which product for 
which purpose. Concrete suggestions for dealing with some of these aspects have been given. 
Special attention has been paid to the considerable consequences of using Dis for purebasers 
and suppliers among others due to a growing concern for the environment of both 
governments and customers. The aspects to be considered in the context of deciding on which 
Dl to use will still more resembie the aspects presently taken into account whcn dcciding on 
durable facilitics like machines. It wil! have become clcar that also with respect to Dis 
suppliers and customers will still more depend on cachother and that this holds both for 
reusablc and one-way Dis. 
Within the context of this introductory paper it was only possible to deal with the different 
aspects rather globally. In order to make concrete decisions concerning which Dis to usc and 
which role to play in given DI networks, more, quantitative research is required to estimate 
-thc pro's and con's of the different roles in different DI networks for the different 
participants, 

-the effectivity and efficiency of different strategies for realising that the different participants 
in a DI network bchave as agreed upon, 

-the actual numbcr of copies of a givcn DI that is rcquired in a given DI network. 
Moreover more quantitative research is required to give insight into thc pro's and con' s of 
different network structures like the ones given in (Dubiel, 1994) and (Lange and Frerich
Sagurna, 1993), for different types of products. 
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ABSTRACT 

Medium term planning is necessary to reduce complexity, to deal with uncertainty and lack 

of information and to design a control system that fits organizational responsibilities. Due 

to the routing complexity and tight capacity restrictions in the batch process industry, forma! 

aggregation schemes are very hard to implement. Uncertainty in demand requires a speedy 

introduetion of slack in aggregate planning decisions and consequently a cost increase due to 

decreased utilization of facilities. The author discusses conceptual aggregation as a means 

to introduce a planning and control structure to deal with these problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, many manufacturing industries are faced with a combination of new challenges. 

First, there is an increasing pressure upon manufacturing plants to increase their utilization 

levels, albeit increasing market uncertainty. In many cases, the use of scheduling algorithms 

(see Pinedo[l995] fora recent overview of theory and practice) allows for higher utilization 

than loading policies (Bertrand and Wortmann [1981]) which are commonly used in industry. 

However, in cases of uncertainty, the added value of the use of sophisticated scheduling 
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algorithms is very limited, if not obsolete (Lawrence and Se wel! [ 1994 ]). It can be argued that 

an increased performance of the aggregate planning function creates more stability at the 

operational scheduling level, allowing scheduling algorithms to be used more successfully in 

the short term. Currcnt aggregate planning models, howcvcr, fall short of providing support 

in capacity planning in highly utilized operations. 

Second, many companies have recently organized their manufacturing activities in a global 

fashion (Lee and BiJEngton [1992]). This leads to increasing communication requirements 

between these companies. Currently, considerable investments in new enterprize information 

systems are made and thc communication requirements are attempted to be filled by data 

availabîlity. It is unclear how the mere availability of data wil! increase the performance of 

the companies and will satisfy the requirements of aggregate data. Moreover, in practice it 

appears to be a very difficult problem to keep all data correct. There is an increasing need 

to develop usabie decision models that inherently take into accoun the fact that a lot of data 

are either uncertain (likely to change), not present, or unreliable. 

In this paper, we will first explore the nature of aggregate capacity planning and discuss 

various ways of developing aggregate capacity planning models. Then, for a simple situation, 

we wil! illustrate the differences in performance between various ways of aggregate capacity 

planning models. This situation will be based on a representative situation in batch process 

industries. Then conceptual aggregation wil! be introduced as a way of consictering 

aggregation decisions. 

Within process industries, a distinction can be made between batch process industries and 

flow process industries (Fransoo and Rutten[l994]). In flow process industries, generally a 

single large capacity dominates the planning problem. Further typical characteristics include 

a limited number of products and fairly large change-over times. Examples of flow process 

industries include glass manufacturing, paper production and bulk chemîcals. Models for 

production control in flow process industries have been developed by Fransoo et aL[ 1995] 

Batch process industries are characterized by a more complex routing, a larger number of 

products and less capita! intensive equipment. Due to the high level of complexity, mere 

scheduling in batch process industries is a very complex problem, especially in cases of 
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uncertainty (Goodall and Roy[J 996]). Scheduling in process industries have been described 

extensively in the literature. Virtually all papers, however, only address deterministics 

algorithms and evaluate these algorithms under deterministic conditions. Aggregate planning 

may provide the conditions under which detailed scheduling problems may be solved more 

easily, faster and more robust. The function of medium-term (or:aggregate) planning then is 

focused on creating a more stabie situation which increases the possible contribution of 

discrete scheduling algorithms. 

AGGREGATE CAPACITY PLANNING 

Aggregate Capacity Planning has been addressed in the literature since the 1950s. In the early 

years, the focus was primarily on building models to support trade-offs between capacity 

resources (labor and equipment, inventory and demand) in models based on discrete time 

periods. A vailable resource levels we re usually estimated in a single number per time period. 

More advanced models have been developed since then, but virtually all models have been 

based on simple one-parameter estimates for the available resource level. This assumes that 

simp Ie, forma! aggregation is possible, i.e. that the exchangeability between resources is fairly 

large and/or the product mix is very stable. Currently, stabie product mixes are not very 

common. Due to the high complexity of products and product routing in batch process 

industries, the exchangeability between resources is usually limited and, if present, not 

straightforward. 

There are basically four reasans for 

aggregate planning. The first reason is to 

reduce the complexity of the production 

planning problem. The complexity of the 

detailed production planning and scheduling 

problem is such that it cannot be solved as 

Reasans for Aggregate Planning: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

complexity reduction 
uncertainty management 
information availability 
control factors 

a monolithic problem. Developments in computer technology are rnaving very fast, but a 

senior researcher at one of the world's largest industrial laboratories in this area recently 
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mentioned that the speed at which the demand for higher utilization increases surpasses the 

advances made in computer technology. Jf the utilization rate increases, the number of 

feasible solutions reduces. The computer time needed to find a feasible solution (let alone an 

optima! one) increases accordingly. 

Second, there are a number of uncertainty sourees in the primary process. The most dominant 

souree of uncertainty is uncertainty in demand. Uncertainty in demand may be characterized 

by a deterministic demand distribution. The vast majority of research in production planning 

consictering uncertainty assumes a deterministic distribution of demand, meaning that 

uncertainty is fully described by a mean, a standard deviation and the shape of the distribution 

function. In practice, however, demand may not be distributed according to a deterministic 

distribution function; the tunetion itself may be unknown. To our knowledge, research results 

under these conditions are not available. Uncertainty may also exist in production. This can 

either be uncertainty in processing time or uncertainty in yield. Uncertainty in processing time 

has a considerable impact on the performance of actvaneed scheduling and planning 

algorithms. Lawrence and Sewell [1994] have shown, under certain conditions, that actvaneed 

algorithms do not give any improvement over simple priority rul es if the varlation coefficient 

exceeds 0.25. Uncertainty in yield has received little attention in the literature. Uncertainty 

in the primary process influences the role and conditions of aggregate planning. Aggregate 

planning on the one hand has to be such that uncertainty consequences for the detailed 

scheduling decision are limited. This can be done by allowing slack or by putting such 

constraints on delivery requirements that these can be met by the detailed scheduling decision. 

A third reason for aggregate planning is the gradual availability of information. Not all 

information to make a decision may be available at the moment the decision needs to be 

made. For instance, when a decision to expand capacity needs to be made, it is unlikely that 

all demand in detail for the entire life cycle of the installation to be bought is available. In 

this case, a decision based on aggregate information needs to be made, si nee detailed schedule 

cannot be constructed. So sametimes decisions need to be made based on limited information. 

Finally, aggregate planning is necessary to design a consistent control structure within the 

organization. In organizations, decisions dealing with long-term issues are usually made by 
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people that are not responsible for short term issues. Consequently, these decisions need to 

separated from each other. The aggregate planning problem then needs to be designed such 

that it is consistent with the other planning functions within the organization. 

There are vanous ways of aggregate planning, as there are various ways of aggregation. 

Basically, aggregation can be performed by capacity, by product and by time. In aggregation 

by capacity, a number of actual capacity units are combined into a single aggregate capacity 

unit. For instance, machines that can perfarm exactly the same operations can be combined 

into a single aggregate capacity unit. In aggregation by product, a number of products are 

combined into a single aggregate product. For instance, a number of products that have a 

commonality in material requirements can be considered a single product if material 

requirements are dominant over capacity requirements. In aggregation over time, a number 

of time periods are combined into a single time period. Obviously, this can only be done in 

case of discrete time period models. Next to forma! aggregation, also conceptual aggregate 

rnadeis can be used in aggregate planning. In conceptual aggregate planning models, decision 

are made on a limited set of parameters which are more or less independent of the forma! 

aggregation procedure chosen. 

PLANNING SITUATION 

We consider the following planning situation. A production department in a factory for fine 

chemieals produces three different products (A,B, and C) on three different machines (1, 2, 

and 3). Product A needs to be produced first on machine I for 5 hours, then on machine 2 

for 5 hours and then on machine 3 for 5 hours. Product B needs to be produced for 5 hours 

on I, then 5 hours on 2, and then 5 hours on 1 again. Product C needs first 5 hours on 3 and 

then 5 hours on 2. We assume that 15 hours of production time are available, that all 

operations need to be executed consecutively, that there are no changeover times and that all 

products need to be completed at the end of the production time. 
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Consicier product and time aggregation, meaning that we create an aggregate product D, 

requiring 15 hours on machine I, 15 on 2 and 10 on 3 during the entire time horizon of 15 

hours. Note that by doing this aggregation, automatically the sequence of operalions is lost 

as information. Since the capacity requirements for all machines is less than the availablè 

capacity, we may decide to go ahead and pass on production orders for one unit of each 

product . We could also have decided to maintain the time period information, creating time 

periods of 5 hours. Then 10 hours would be needed on machine 1 in period 1, 10 or 15 hours 

on machine 2 in period 2 (depending on the "scheduling" of the nonaggregate product C), 5 

hours in period 3 on machine 3, 5 hours in period 1 or 2 on machine 3, and 5 hours in period 

3 on machine 2. Basedon this information (without time aggregation 1
) we would know that 

a detailed schedule would not be feasible and we would need to make a different aggregate 

decision. So product aggregation only does provide us with a good solution, but product and 

time aggregation tagether leads to an aggregate decision which prevents a detailed solution. 

Similarly, all situations can be described: 

1Strictly speaking, there is some time aggregation, namely into three periods of five hours 
each. This is only possible because, in this example, processing times are identical for all 
produels in all steps 
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IJ Aggregation by: 

Capacity N, Product N, Time Y 

Capacity N, Product N, TimeN 

Capacity N, Product Y, Time Y 

Capacity N, Product Y, Time N 

Capacity Y, Product Y, TimeN 

Capacity Y, Product Y, Time Y 

Capacity Y, Product N, TimeN 

Capacity Y, Product N, Time Y 

Then: 

Decision Good 

Decision Good 

Decision No Good 

Decision Good 

Decision No Good 

Decision No Good 

Decision No Good 

Decision No Good 
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Apparently, the routing information is essential in making a right decision. In the example 

above, the routing information is either contained in the time period (distribution of capacity 

requirements over time) or in the product information. Product aggregation then only makes 

sense if the routings of the products are similar or have no consequence on any shared 

capacity resource. In the example, product C can always be scheduled such that it does not 

interfere with any of the other products. This illustrates the necessity to include routing 

information in the medium term planning decision in batch process industries. Referring to 

the characteristics of batch process industries mentioned in the introduetion of the paper, such 

as complex routing and limited intermediate storage capabilities, this is a key factor in 

medium term planning. 

USE OF ROUTING INFORMA TION 

Routing information may be available in a number of different ways. In most cases, a fully 

specified single routing is available for each product. A routing is then the sequence of 

process steps from the recipe, the capacity resource the process step uses and the time the 

process step consumes on the capacity resource. Sometimes, alternative capacity resources 

may be specified for one or more process steps, with possibly different capacity consumption 

data. As indicated above, aggregation of products and time should be such that routing 

information is not lost. This means that products with a similar routing can be combined into 
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a single aggregate product. Obviously, 

products with exactly the same 

routing and exactly the same capacity 

consumption data can be aggregated 

into a single aggregate product. If the 

capacity consumption data are 

different, extra measures need to be 

taken to represent this correctly. The 

individual capacity consumption data 

need to be weighed using the average 

demand data for each of the 
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Routing information: 

* Single routing 
** Same capacity consumption 
** Different capacity consumption 

* Alternative resources 
** always exchangeable 
** not always exchangeable 

* Similar routing 

* Different routing 

individual products. This means that the feasibility guarantee is lost and slack needs to be 

introduced. Below, we will address the problem of introducing slack and indicate ways to 

determine the amount of slack. If alternative capacity resources exist for a specific product 

step, this leads to extra measures that need to be taken. In the situation that the capacity 

resource is always exchangeable, the capacity resources can be aggregated into a single 

aggregate capacity resource. Ifcapacity resources are not always exchangeable, they can only 

be aggregated into a single resource if neither one of them is considered to be a bottleneck 

(i.e. slack in utilization is used). 

If routings are the same except for a specific number of capacity resources, the expected 

utilization level of each of the unshared resources determines whether these ean be aggregated 

into a single aggregate product. Obviously, it is only possible to delermine the expected 

utilizatîon level îf a faîrly good demand prediction, and a fairly stabie mix distribution are 

present.If the mix distribution is unstable and the demand forceast has a poor quality, standard 

aggregation is impossible and conceptual aggregation needs to be introduced. 

Slack is generally used to account for a difference in capacity usage between the aggregate 

and the detailed level. If a correct aggregation can be made, as is the case in combining two 

products with exactly the same routing, slack is not necessary and a feasible aggregate plan 

will guarantee a feasible detailed plan. If differences exists, as is indicated above, slack needs 

to be introduced. Differences in capacity consumption per process step on the same capacity 
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resource are weighed using demand forecasts. The amount of slack is a function of the mix 

varlation in demand. Slack attributed to variation in the overall demand level is independent 

of the aggregation and will not be addressed in this paper. 

CONCEPTVAL AGGREGA TION 

Conceptual aggregation does not require a specific decision on a set of aggregate produels in 

the planning function, but requires the setting of a number of parameters at the 

aggregate level in order to ensure a feasible schedule at the operational level. The parameters 

that need to be set depend upon the process characteristics that are predominant in 

determining the performance of the system. In flow process industries, setup times are 

dominant and require a setting and control of the cycle time (i.e., run length) of each of the 

individu al produels to guarantee a pre-specified output level (Fransoo et al. [ 1995]) .. In batch 

process industries, no research has been clone to delermine the most successful conceptual 

aggregation scheme. An initia! framework for planning and control in process industries has 

been presenled by Raaymakers et al [1996]. In this work, the product runs are forced into 

campaigns (similar to the work by Rippin et al.) and campaign frequencies are fixed. The 

fixed campaign cycles are a restrietion to the acceptance of customers order and demand is 

managed such that these restrictions are met. Consequently, a feasible detailed plan can be 

constructed. Research needs to be compieteel testing the model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Medium-term planning in batch process industries neeels to be based on aggregate models. If 

variety in product routings is limited, as is the case in a number of industries such as food 

and plastic molding, forma! aggregation schemes can be created. If variety increases, the need 

for a proper management of demand is necessary to be able to create feasible detailed 

schedules. Management of demand then needs to be based on a conceptual aggregation 

scheme, since product mix variation does not allow forma! aggregation. The author is 

currently involved in a research project to develop and test a conceptual aggregation scheme, 
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coupled to a production control structure for batch process industries, incorporating the results 

of this and earlier work. 
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ABSTR>\CT 

Within this paper, we consicter the problem of supporting the scheduling of a set of lumber 
drying kilns as to meet the demand generated by the production plan of a hardwood tàctory, while 
avoiding stockouts. The computer-based coordination of the kiln-drying activities within the 
global hardwood flooring production process is first presented Then, we focus on the kiln drying 
activities and develop a heuristic to schedule kilns in a multi-item, multi-machine and multi-site 
production environment, with the objective of keeping inventories Iow while meeting demand and 
avoiding stockouts An overview of Ki/nOpt, an object-oriented software environment developed 
to implement the scheduling heuristic is presented inthelast section ofthe paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

Scheduling decisions are major drivers of a cernpany's capability to timely meetbothits internal 
and external demand at minimal costs. The complexity of these scheduling decisions varies 
depending u pon the number of products to be scheduled, the form of the time-windows allowed 
for processing, the numb~ of processors and their processing capability with regard to the 
product/quantity requirements. Added to these elements, the inherent stochasticity of the 
product/quantity requirements, of the processor availability and of the processing times brings 
more complexity to these decisions. 

In this paper, we consicter the global problem of optimizing these scheduling decisions within 
the multi-product, multi-processor stochastic setting of a manufacturer of kiln-dried hardwood 
flooring which transfarms raw wooden boards into prefinished hardwood floors. Before such 
transformation can take place, kiln drying is used to bring the humidity level of raw wooden 
boards down to a specific level, usually between 5% and 15%. This is done by loading large 
bundies of palletized wooden boards into a kiln to be dried during several days. Typical kiln 
capacities range from 50 000 fbm 1 to 150 000 fbm; processing times range from fifteen to thirty 
days, depending upon the species oflumber dried, the starting and desired humidity levels and the 
weather. Once a kiln has been Ioaded, heated air is flowed through the bundles, according to a 

1 One fbm. standing for one foot j:loard measure. represents a Yolume of l-l--+ cubic inches of wood. 
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specific time/temperature sequence called a drying recipe. The process can either be manually or 
computer-controlled, but whatever the control mechanism used, part of the process control still 
remains an art Figure 1 presents a generic kiln-drying activity diagram. 

E:xterqa;! 
s•;pplier of 
raw wood 

KU1 

Figure l. A generic kiln-drying activity diagram 
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:d ki:n~r.1ned 

vvood 
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Within the activity diagram of Figure l, the lumber boards move from left to right, starting 
from extemal suppliers and finishing into processing centers: the specific company being 
considered has several suppliers but only one processing center. Once the lumber boards have 
been received from the suppliers, they are classified and then palletized into bundies The bundies 
are then stocked in open air, starting an unpredictable part of their drying. The diagram in Figure 
l shows two raw lumber stocks (RWSJ and RWS2), which is also the case for the company 
considered. 

The next step in the drying process is the kiln loading, generally done using a forklift This 
operatien requires roughly half a day For the company considered, two kiln-drying sites are 
available, with 9 kilns in one location and 3 in the other. The smallest kiln can hold 64 000 ±bm 
and the large st, I 00 000 ±bm 'v1anpower and forklift availability constraints the number of kiln 
loadings, and consequently unloadings that can be made within a day. 

Once a kiln has been loaded, the drying recipe is foliowed and the drying lasts for a partly 
predictabie period of time Wood being a living matter, the speciflcities of the load such as its 
starting humidity level, its starting temperature and the air flow conditions resulting from the 
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loading pattem in the kiln, have a largely unpredictable effect on the processing time. All of this, 
coupled with the characteristics of the wood species to dry, renders the processing times 
stochastic. 

Afterit has been unloaded, a load ofkiln dried wood is stocked into an open air covered shelter 
where it remains for a minimum of 3 days, in order to balance the hurnidity level between the inner 
and outer boards on the bundles, while avoiding an unwanted increase of hurnidity. The company 
considered has a unique kiln dried wood stock, fed from its two kiln drying sites; its stocking site 
is located close to its processing center. In some circumstances, stockout accurences require that 
the processing center be supplied ofkiln-dried wood by extemal suppliers. 

THE KIJ,NOPT SOFTWARE: TOWARDS COMPUTER-BASED COORDINATION OF 
KILN-DRYING ACTlVITIES 

Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) seeks to optimize the contribution of each resource 
of an enterprise by rationalizing and coordinating their actlvities through various levels of 
computers and informationlcommunication technologies (Mize, 1991). Focusing on the kiln
drying operations, the application of CIM concepts means that all the actlvities identified in the 
activity diagram of Figure 1 must be coordinated extemal sourcing of raw and kiln-dried wood, 
raw and kiln-dried wood stocking, kiln loading and consequently unloading, and the kiln-drying 
activity itself Moreover, to benefit the most, the application of CIM concepts also raises the 
needs fora coordination of all these activities with their upstream and downstream activities. 

Figure 2 shows how the application of CIM concepts permits to envision the computer-based 
coordination of the kiln-drying activities within the global hardwood flooring production process. 
For the sake of simplicity, the production process has been decomposed into four main actlvities 
raw wood preeurement (RWP), kiln drying (KD), hardwood flooring manufacturing (HFM) and 
hardwood flooring shipping (HFS). Three intermediate stocks are used to buffer the process: raw 
wood stocks (RWS), kiln dried wood stocks (KDWS) and finished hardwood flooring stocks 
(FHFS). Each activity of the process is supported by a specific system: ProcOpt for RWP, 
KilnOpt for KD, ManOpt for HFM and SafesOpt for HFS. Each support system is built to exploit 
a set of software tools sharing an activity-dedicated data and knowledge base ( defining an activity 
information domain), a contiguration which can easily be supported using an object or agent-based 
software architecture (Lefrançois et al., 1995). Back and forth communication links between 
upstrearn!downstream pairs of support systems finally permit the sharing of information between 
activity information domains. 
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figure 2. Coordination ofthe kiln-drying activities within the hardwood flooring production 
process 

·-

The KilnOpt support system, the focus of this paper, has been desit,rned as an autonorneus 
software with in mind its forecoming integration within the computer-based process coordination 
scheme of Figure 2. At the end of its development, KilnOpt should offer, as a complement to its 
core kiln loading scheduling tooi, a kiln drying knowledge base and a kiln drying planning and 
control tooi, intended to plan and use sensor-based species-dependent adjustable drying recipesas 
a kiln control mechanism (Figure 3). The core kiln loading scheduling tooi and the description of 
its information needs and outputs (shown shaded in Figure 3) are the objects ofthe next sections 
of this paper. Screen captions illustrating how these elements have been implemented within a 
Delphi object-oriented programming environment will finally be presented in the final section of 
the paper. 
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The kiln drying problem can be classified as a multi-item, multi-machine scheduling problem 
facing stochastic demands where the items and machines correspond to the wood species and 
kilns, respectively. Many authors have developed approaches for the planning of multi-item 
single-machine production systems but the multi-machine case is less wel! covered. 

In the single-machine case, most authors assume that demand and production rates are known 
and constant. The resulting problem, known as the economie lot scheduling problem (ELSP), is 
well reviewed by Elmaghraby (1978). More recent heuristics have been developed by Haessler 
(1979), Park and Yun (1984), Davis (1990) and Zipkin (1991). 

The case of stochastic demands in a single-machine environment has not received as much 
research. Vergin and Lee (1978) and Graves (1980) are among the few who developed dynamic 
scheduling policies addressing this problem until the recent articles of Fransoo, Sridharan and 
Benrand (1995), Gallego (1990), Gascon (1988), Leachman and Gascon (1988), and Leachman et 
al. ( 1991 ). The last two papers are based on the technique of following economie rotation cycles, 
coupled with the concept of continuously adjusting production cycles so as to balance the system, 
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that is, so as to keep inventory runout times spaeed apart. The results of extensive testing 
demonstrating the effectiveness of tllis concept are reported in Gascon, Leachman and Lefrancois 
(1994, 1995). 

In the multi-machine case, most authors to date have approached restricted versions of the 
problem which assume that demand rates are detemlinistic. These are reviewed in Gonçalves et al. 
(1994) which developed a multi-machine extension of the scheduling policy introduced by 
Leachman and Gascon ( 198 8). 

In sum, the literature deals with various aspects of the scheduling problem but none addresses 
directly the problem at hand. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, the multi-site case within 
a multi-item multi-machine production environment, is non-existent in the literature. Furthermore, 
one must notice that, in the kiln scheduling problem, lot sizes are predetemlined by the capacity of 
each kiln. Therefore, lot sizes are not decision variables, save when 2 or more kilns of different 
capacity become available at the same time, in which case a decision must be taken as to which 
kiln should be selected. In fact, three major decisions must be considered on a daily basis: 

1. If a machine (kiln) becomes available, should we start production or not, that is should 
we load the kiln with wood to dry ? (The loading decision). 

2. Ifso, 
a. if2 or more machines are available, which one should be used? (The kiln decision). 
b. which item should be produced, that is which species should be dried ? (The species 

decision). 

In order to answer these questions and provide a scheduling tooi to the multi-item, multi
machine and multi-site problem, the KilnLoad heuristic scheduling policy was developed. It 
adapts the idea of keeping inventory runout times spaeed apart, used by Leachman and Gascon 
(1988) and many others cited above. 

THE KILNLOAD REURISTIC SCHEDULING POLICY 

The KilnLoad heuristic scheduling policy has been designed to provide answers to the three 
main decisions mentioned in the previous section, that is: the loading decision, the kiln decision 
and the species decision. In its development, it is assumed that such decisions are recurrent and 
that, thus, the heuristic would be run with updated data on a daily basis. The decision rules 
needed for each case vary in complexity depending upon the number of kilns, the number of 
species and the number of drying sites that characterize a company. Let (n, m, I) be the notation 
used to represent a company having n kilns, m species and I drying sites In what follows, the 
decision rules that compose the KilnLoad heuristic scheduling policy are introduced starting with 
the simplest case ( 1, 1, 1) and moving gradually to the general case (N, M, L ). 

The (1, 1, 1)-company 

In the case of a (1, 1, 1)-company, only the toading decision need to be addressed. To do so, 
the order-point, order-quantity inventory system theory (Silver and Peterson, 1985) can be used. 
Indeed, an order point can be used whereby whenever the kiln is unloaded, it will be loaded again 
if the on-hand inventory of dry wood is smaller or equal to the order point. Silver and Peterson 
( 1985) suggests that this order point should be equal to the forecast or expected demand over the 
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replenishment lead time plus a safety stock. While the order point is usually expressed in units, we 
choose to define it in time units which will be more appropriate in the more general cases that 
follow. 

Therefore, let us introduce the following notation: 
RO: Expected runout time of dry wood inventory, ie. the expected duration until dry wood 

inventory falls to an order point equal to the expected demand during the replenishment lead time 
plus the safety stock. 

D: Average demand rate of dry wood2 

I: Inventory level of dry wood at the beginning of the planning period; this inventory level 
includes on-hand inventory and all inventories in transit between a kiln and the dry wood 
warehou se. 

ss: Safety stock level of dry wood; it is assumed that this quantity is a strategie variabie set by 
the user of the heuristic. 

DT: Expected drying time of the wood species, including loading and unloading times of the 
kiln; its value varies depending on the wood species and the time ofthe year. For instance, it takes 
roughly twice as much time to dry oak as to dry maple, and drying times are longer in the winter 
months than in the summer months. 

TT: Transportation time of a batch of dry wood from the kiln to the dry wood warehou se; this 
transportation time may include the settie time required before dry wood can be made available for 
production of hardwood floors. 

R: Periodic review period, i.e. the time period at which decisions are reconsidered (one day in 
the case ofthe company we studied). 

The order point expressed in time units, that is runout time RO, is then defined as: 

I -ss 
RO = ---DT- TT- R 

D 
(1) 

and the loading decision ruleis to load the kiln whenever RO < 0. Indeed, one must always have 
in hand enough inventory to face demand while the drying process takes place. Obviously, if the 
kiln is already loaded when loading is required then one must wait until drying is completed before 
unloading and loading the kiln again, and stockout may occur. 

The (N, 1, 1)-company 

When N kilns are available to dry one wood species, the runout time calculation must take into 
account that wood currently drying in the different kilns will eventually increase the on-hand 
inventory before any new batch of wood that we would want to start drying. Thus, the runout 
time equation (1) becomes: 

2 Throughout the paper, the calculations \\'ill use average demand rates for ease of presentation. It should be clear 
however that all the equations of the paper can easily be adapted to the case of daily independent forecast demands. 
The notation is just more cumbersome. 
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(2) 

where CAPn is the capacity of kiln n, n=1, ... ,N, and the loading decision rule remains to load a 
kiln whenever RO < 0 If more than one kiln is available, once a k:iln is loaded, RO is recalculated 
and the loading decision ruleis used again to evaluate ifthe empty kilns should be loaded or not. 

Furthermore, the kiln decision may now need to be addressed. Indeed, if more than one k:iln of 
different capacity is available at the time loading is required, one must decide which k:iln should be 
selected In this case, we propose to select the kiln which capacity is ciosest to the ideallot-size 
determined by the economie order quantity if demand is constant or any suitable algorithm (see 
Coleman, 1992) if demand is dynamic. 

The (N, M, 1)-company 

When N kilns are available to dry M different wood species, the three decisions must be 
addressed. The loading decision must now take into account the fact that the wood species 
cannot be treated independently; they interact with each other because they share the same 
production capacity, i.e. the kilns. Indeed, ifthe loading decision rule ofthe (N, 1, 1)-company 
was used, one could eventually be in a situation where, one day, the runout times of all the wood 
species are all greater or equal to 0 and the next they are all lower then zero, leading to stockout 
situations. 

To tackle this problem the notion of balanced production ~ystem introduced by Leachman and 
Gascon ( 1988) is useful The idea behind this notion, in a general production environment, is that 
the runout times of each item to be produced should be sufficiently spaeed apart as to permit their 
production in a rotation cycle, given by their increasing order of runout times, without any 
stockouts When such is the case, the production system is said to be in balance. In the dry 
wood production environment, this means that the runout time of a wood species must be high 
enough to cover its demand until a kiln becomes available and drying of a batch of this wood 
species is completed. 

Let us expand the variables definitions of the previous sections to each wood species m, 
m= 1, lvf Th en the runout times of each wood species m are calculated as follows 

(3) 

where ~Pn is the wood species currently drying in kiln n, n=1, ... ,N; SPn = 0 if there is no wood 
currently in kiln n. Assume now that the wood species are numbered such that 
R01 :S: R02 :; ••• :; R0.1t and let DTLn be the amount of time before kiln n becomes available, 

n=l , . . ,N, that is the drying time left plus the unloading time. Then, the dry wood production 
system is in balance ifthe following m conditions are met: 
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1) Let DTL1 be such that DTL1 s DIL2 '5. ... '5. DlLy, then we must have R01 2 DTLr 
2) The next m-1 conditions are evaluated as follows for m=2,. ,1'vf, 

- redefine DTL 1 as DTL 1 DTm-J; 
- find the new DTL1 such that DTL1 s DlL2 s ... s DlLx; 
- then we must have ROm 2 DTL 1 

m~J 
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Note that in the case of a (1, M, 1)-company, these conditions reduce to RO., 2 l,DJ;, 

m=l, ... ,lvf, while in the case of a (N, l'vf, 1)-company with lv· 2 M, the conditions reduce to 
RO", 2 DIL.,, m=1, fol. 

The decision rul es for the (N, lv!, 1 )-company are thus to laad a kiln with wood species 1 
( corresponding to RO 1) if the production system is out of balance. If 2 or more kilns with 
different capacities are available. the ideallot-size rule defined in the case of the (N, 1, 1 )-company 
can still be used to select the kiln When out of balance, the decîsion rul es are used repeatedly to 
evaluate each kiln available. 

The (N, M, L)-company 

When many drying sites are available and there is only one production plant transfonning the 
dry wood into hardwood floors. the transportation time from the drying site to the production 
plant will most likely differ from one site to another This will create a problem in the evaluation 
of the runout times if 2 kilns from different sites are available at the same time: which 
transportation time value should be used? Moreover, in the calculations of the runout times 
(equations (3)), wetook into account all the wood quantities currently drying in other kilns. This 
implicitly assumed that these wood lot-sizes would be dried and made available for production of 
hardwood floors befare any new batch that we could load in an empty kiln. However, with 
different sites, this is no langer necessarily the case. Indeed, wood loaded today in a certain site 
could become available before wood that was loaded, say yesterday, in a kiln from another site 
with a higher transportatiorrtime. Therefore the runout time equations and resulting decision rules 
must be modified to incorporate these changes. 

First, we propose to remave the transportation time component from the runout time 
calculations. Instead, the transportation times will be used to create a ranking of the sites. Indeed, 
consiclering that transportation costs are directly linked to transportation times and that to avoid 
stockouts one needs to get dry wood as quickly as possible, it makes sense to try to load first kilns 
from the ciosest sites. Thus, suppose the transportation times TTt, 1=1, ... ,L, are numbered such 
that TT1 s TT2 :<::: .. s Th, and let /1 be the first site with an empty kiln. Equations (3) become 

m I, .,M (4) 

where a wood species currently drying in any site is taken into account only if it will become 
available befare a new batch ofthis wood is driedon site /1 (DTL"; + T~ '5. DT", + T~, ). 
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Second, the m conditions assuring that the dry wood production system is in balance now 
become: 

min 
1) R01 ~'-' 1

{DTLr.1 +TI;} 
V !1, 

2) The next m-1 conditions are evaluated as follows for 
- let n1 and !1 be the kiln and site corresponding to the minimum of condition m-1. 
- redefine DTLfl,~ as DTLf1, 4 + DT111_J; 

mm 
- then we must have ROm ~ {DTL"1 + n;} 

\In,! 

The toading and species decision rules for the (N, M, I)-company thus remain to load a kiln 
with wood species 1 if the production system is out of balance. If 2 or more kilns with different 
capacities are available on the same site, the ideallot-size rule defined in the case ofthe (N, 1, 1)
company can be used to select the kiln When out of balance, the decision rules are used 
repeatedly to evaluate each kiln available. 

Outside Supplier 

In some cases, when demand is high and kilns cannot supply enough dry wood, the company 
may buy dry wood directly from an outside supplier Obviously such practice is more expensive 
than if the company dries its own wood and should be avoided if possible :\evertheless, the 
impact of such a possibility must be evaluated in term ofthe KilnLoad heuristic. 

Three questions must be answered When should we buy from an outside supplier" What 
species should we order? What quantity should we order" For the second question, often 
practical considerations willlimit the choice of wood species obtainable from an outside supplier 
For instance, costs consideration, market availability, drying time (buying the species with the 
longest drying time increases the most the overall drying capacity) are all factors that may point 
out to one particular speci~s. In what follows, we wil! therefore assume that only one species is 
available from an outside supplier. 

When to buy wil! obviously be linked to the balance of the production system. First, 
concentrating outside buying on onlv one wood species means that we should plan intemal drying 
in such a way as to avoid stockouts of all other species. That is, priority should be given to dry 
the wood species non available from an outside supplier and let the one available from an outside 
supplier run out if we cannot prevent it. Therefore the species decision is affected by the 
introduetion of outside supply of dry wood 

As we saw in the previous sections, the species decision is based on the value of the runout 
times. Wh en a decision to load a kiln is taken, wood species 1, the one with the Jo west runout 
time, is loaded Assume wood species 1 is the species that can be bought from an outside 
supplier, and suppose that a kiln must be Ioaded today. It may be preferable, in certain occasions, 
to load wood species 2 (the one corresponding to RO;:). Indeed, if drying capacity is tight in the 
foreseeable future, \Ve will prefer to dry the wood species we cannot obtain from the outside and 
rnaintaio their inventory levels high enough to avoid stockouts. On the other hand, if drying 
capacity is plentiful, then we will wish to follow the drying rotation as expressed by the ordered 
runout times and no outside buying will be required So how can we assess if drying capacity is 
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tight or not? The answer to this question is provided by looking at the equilibrium of the 
production system. If the production system is in balance then we can go ahead and dry wood 
species 1 as planned.But ifthe production system is out ofbalance then wood species 2 should be 
loaded in the kiln inslead 

Next, outside acquisitions will be planned as to keep the runout time of the wood species 
obtainable from an outside supplier greater or equal to zero. More precisely, let x be the index 
corresponding to this wood species, then the projeeled need of wood species x at the beginning of 
a period is given by 

L 

max{O,-[/x- ssx- D,(TT, + R) + L 
/::::1 

(5) 

Equation (5) can be used to calculate the projected neects of wood species x over a number of 
upcoming periods. Typically, the pattem of these needs will correspond to a deterministic 
dynamic demand. Any algorithm suitable for this type of demand (see Coleman, 1992) canthen be 
used to delermine the order quantity. 

Practical Considerations 

The decision rules introduced in the previous subsections are all part of the KilnLoad heuristic 
scheduling policy which can be used to provide a production plan, that is a schedule of wood 
species to be dried in k:ilns in different sites, several weeks ahead in time. The KilnLoad heuristic 
scheduling policy is part of the KilnOpt software and, as such, must also provide flexibility to the 
user of the software. Practical considerations needed to render the algorithm user-friendly are 
discussed in this sub-section Most of these considerations reflect undergoing work or future 
research. 

Often the production planner will want to impose his own schedule in some periods. For 
instance, maintenance of a kiln may need to be planned for 2 or 3 days Or, because of a 2-week 
holiday period, the planner may want to Ioad the k:ilns with the species longest to dry to minimize 
the need of manpower during that period. Therefore the algorithm will have to be modified to 
incorporate such constraints 

The production planner may also want to restriet the use of a k:iln to a specific wood species or 
group of wood species. Our experience with the company on which this paper is based has shown 
that this is often the case. The planner deerns that certain kilns perform better with certain wood 
species. The species decision of the heuristic should thus be modified to accommodate this new 
input. At this point, we believe that a preferenee list of species for each kiln could be an input to 
the heuristic which would try to respect these preferences as much as possible. 

Another constraints comes from the manpower available for loading and unloading kilns. In the 
company we studied, loading or unloading a k:iln takes approximately half a day If only one crew 
of workers is available for that task, this limits the loading/unloading that can be done during a 
day. Thus, the runout times should adjusted accordîngly. 

All of these practical considerations are currently under investigation and will provide for an 
updated version of the KilnLoad heuristic schedulîng policy. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE KILNOPT SOFTWARE 

Work on tbe incorporation of tbe KilnLoad beuristic witbin KilnOpt, a custom designed object
oriented scbeduling support software is presently underway. KilnOpt is a Microsoft Windows
based software environment developed to fully support the process of scbeduling tbe loading of 
tbe kilns, ineluding tbe cbaracterization oftbe wood species, tbeir associated demand forecasts and 
tbe kiln capacities. Using window-based interactive access to its database, KilnOpt is designed to 
allow browsing througb tbe information associated to tbe determination of loading scbedules for a 
genetic (N, lvf, L)-company. It incorporates features to run tbe KilnLoad beuristic when needed 
and finally, to allow eitber the visualization or the editing of schedules througb a grapbical 
interface. Figure 4 presents tbe main interface of KilnOpt This interface is used to route the user 
to tbe KilnLoad beuristic scbeduling tooi (Plan), to graphics illustrating demand or stock data 
(Graphiques), to a wood species drying time configurator (Essences), to the kiln!site configurator 
(Séchmrs) or to other utilities (Setup). Figure 5 presents tbe case of tbe kilnlsite contiguration 
interface, permitting to define a drying site, to associate kilns to a site and to characterize a kiln 
with regards for example, to its capacity Figure 6 finally presents tbe interface used to interact 
with tbe KilnLoad beuristic scbeduling tooi and to vie'v and edit a loading schedule or tbe 
expected demand of dried wood. 

liil 
LID ·~ Qraphiques • ~ 

ii""'Q 

Essences Sé_ç_hoirs 

Figure 4 The KilnOpt main interface. 

KilnOpt is implemented usi.ng the Delphi object-oriented programming environment. Currently 
developed to run as a stand alone application, KilnOpt is designed such that it could be integrated 
in tbe near future to the system-wide data collection network of the elient company. It will add to 
a family of custom-designed object-oriented decision support software among whicb stands 
OpnCoupe3 used fortbereai-time control and optimization ofraw wood slitting. 

It is expected by tbe authors that the KilnOpt software and the KilnLoad beuristic will provide to 
the elient company comprehensive means to produce schedules for their kilns that avoid stockouts 
or outside buying, while keeping inventory low. 

-----····---

3 OpriCoupe "as jointly developed by Concepts Quaiipro Enr. in Cap-Rouge (Québec) and APG Solutions & 
Technologies Inc, 70 rue Dalhousie, Québec (Québec) Canada GlK 482. 
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Sites 
0. BOA-FRANC 

~Cathild 1989 
~Séchoir 2 
~Séch01r 3 
~Séchoir 4 
~Séchoir 5 
~Séchoir 6 
~Séchoir7 
~Sécho i r 8 
~Séchoir 9 

O.BFC'S 

t 
~Séchoir 1 
~Séchoir 2 
~Séchoir 3 

..1 QK 11 X ~ancel I 

Séchoir 

Nam: lcathild 1989 

Numéro: !1 ...._ __ 
Nombre de sections: I 

~--~ 

Capacité totale lsoooopmpl 

Fssences (préférence) 

1. lchêne 

2. IMerisier 

3. 

1!1 
1!1 
1!1 

Ajouter I I Effacer 

Figure 5: The KilnOpt kiln/site configurator interface. 

Figure 6 The KilnOpt scheduling interface. 
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SUMMARY 

In this paper, we considered the problem of supporting the scheduling of a set of wood drying 
kilns as to meet the demand generated by the production plan of a hardwood factory, while 
avoiding stockouts Through the implementation of a multi-item, multi-machine and multi-site 
scheduling heuristic within an object-oriented scheduling support software, we have designed a 
customized salution to the particular problem of a hardwood flooring factory which transfarms 
raw wooden boards into prdinished hardwood floors. More research will continue on this 
problem as we are currently evaluating the impact on the scheduling heuristic of various practical 
constraints and are consictering extensions to generalize the problem (many production sites, 
loading two different wood species in one kiln, etc.) and link the scheduling heuristic with the 
drying process into one global optimized process. 
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ABSTRACT 

The problem considered is scheduling of orders in a batch plant starting from the output of a 
planning level that is supposed to give batch sizes and alternative production lines and planned 
due dates. A Mixed Integer Linear problem (MILP) formulation is used based on the State 
Task Network (STN) representation to obtain a solution that fuiftlis due dates and gives a 
good plant utilization. To deal with the dimension problem associated with time discretization 
a rolling horizon strategy is used, in an analogous way to predictive control techniques, 
coupled to a lookahead procedure. 

lNTRODUCTION 

Short term scheduling of multiproduct or muit i purpose batch plants considers detailed models 
for the plant, recipes and orders as far as what is sought is a scheduling solution to be used in 
plant operation. In this 'way the techniques take in account aspects like constrained shared 
resources as utilities and manpower, storage capacities, units in parallel, setups, zero wait 
policies for unstable intermediates, matcrials transfer between units, raw matcrials delivery 
dates, due dates, etc. All those aspects make the short term scheduling problem a hard problem 
to solve. 

The techniques used for short term scheduling can be classified, for the objective of this paper, 
in two broad categories: those based in solving a Mixed Integer Lînear Problem (MILP) 
through existing software packages or specially designed algorithms as in (1,2,3] and those 
relying in direct search procedures in the solutions space as for example in [ 4,5]. In both 
approaches the solution of relevant problems involves the utilization of simplifications and 
heuristics to tackle the dimension problem. Direct search procedures allow more freedom in 
introducing heuristic decisions than MILP techniques as far as they are not constrained to be 
written as Iinear inequalities in the modeL The technique presented in Raman and Grossmann 
[6], using externallogic cuts in the MILP solution, is a way to introduce any kind of beuristic 
decisions based on logica! inferences on previous decisions taken in the search tree, and to 
treat nonlinear constraints. 
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The technique proposed in this paper is a recursive procedure that utilizes at each step a MILP 
formulation. The recursive procedure is based on a rolling hoózon with lookahead. Allocation 
decisions are only taken in the rolling horizon, so that its objective is to reduce the number of 
binary variables involved in MILP solution. The lookahead procedure allows to take into 
account due dates in the future in the allocation procedure. This recursive procedure obviously 
cannot guarantee ebtention of the optima! solution. 

The concept of a rolling horizon has been used in control techniques as a suboptimal way to 
treat the control problem when a cost function has to be minimized in a time horizon. 
Predictive control techniques are the best example [7,8,9]. Those techniques are based on the 
utilization of i) receding horizons in the form of a receding predietien hoózon and a receding 
control horizon, and ii) a process model that allows to obtain output predictions At each step 
those time horizons are rolled by one discretization time interval and the values of the control 
variables inside the control horizon are determined by an optimization procedure that 
minimizes a cost function that considers the errors in the predietien horizon between predicted 
outputs and its reference values. The predietien horizon is larger than the control horizon and 
control variables are supposed to be maintained constant aft er the end of the control horizon. 
Only the control variables values determined for the next discrete time instant are used, and the 
procedure is repeated successively. 

Two scheduling techniques that are close to the proposed approach are discussed next. In (10] 
a dispatch rule with a lookahead period is presented. The problem treated in this reference is 
the construction of short term schedules for the Hubble Space Telescope. The overall objective 
is to efficiently allocate viewing time to competing candidate observations in the presence of 
complex operational constraints. For this purpose an heuristic strategy called "nearest neighbor 
with lookahead" is proposed In order to select the next observation to be introduced in the 
schedule, this strategy combines selection based in the earliest beginning time of each 
observation and the likelihood that this choice wil! cause rejection of other remaining 
unscheduled candidates. 'fo bring into consideration these other candidates a lookahead period 
is utilized. The observation scheduled next is selected minimizing the number of unscheduled 
observation that would become unfeasible due to its allocation. 

In (11] a technique of adaptive scheduling is proposed. The technique is intended for high 
volume shops where periodic production pattem is assumed to be a eenstraint to satisfY. The 
key idea underlying the methodology consistsof generating successive partial schedules (where 
partial stands for a subset of the complete parts set), as the production evolves, instead of 
generating a full schedule for all parts. This subset is called the rolling group, and only the 
schedule first steps are applied; as production progresses, more parts are included in the rolling 
group and new schedules are obtained. The extension criterion, which defines when new parts 
are introduced in the subset being scheduled, plays a crudal role, as the authors point. Instead 
of a rolling hoózon in the form of an a-priori fixed horizon length, this length depends on the 
problem and its status. The generation of schedules for the parts subset is done by a Branch 
and Bound algoóthm with beam search. 

In this work the receding horizon methodology used in predictive control has been adapted to 
the short term scheduling problem through the definition of a rolling allocation horizon and a 
lookahead horizon over which predictions of unfeasibilities are made and a cost function is 
minimized. Next sections describe the problem addressed, plant modeling through State Task 
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Network representation of Kondili et al. [I], the concepts of operation criticality and slot 
cruciality of Keng et al. (12] and the iterative scheduling algorithm proposed. Finally an 
example is used to analyze algorithm behavior, using the programming language GAMS [l3] 
and OSL as MILP solver. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The problem addressed is the abtention of the short term scheduling for a set of orders with 
earlîest beginning dates and due dates. It is supposed that a planning level has established the 
number of batches and its due dates for each product, and has selected the best suited 
production lines, according to the units available in the plant, inventory constraints, contracted 
deliveries,etc. 

Normally the planning level utilizes aggregate models for the plant and orders to obtain rough 
estimates of feasible due dates The scheduling level is intended to analyze the planned 
actlvities in some shorter time horizon using more detailed models for the plant and orders and 
producing a feasible schedule to be used in plant operation. If predieled due dates established 
by the planning level cannot be fulfilled the scheduling level has to propose a solution (s) with 
relaxed due dates to be negotiated with the planning level. 

At the scheduling level each product batch is an order decomposed in a set of operations with 
preeedenee constraints where, in genera!, each operation can be processed in more than one 
unit of equipment. Each order has a due date that translates in due dates for each one of its 
operations. 

Two situations are considered: i) the plant would beunder utilized if the orders were fulfilled 
by its due dates and the short term scheduling algorithm is intended to obtain a salution with 
better plant utilization advancing orders dehveries and in this manner giving way to process 
other orders, and ii) complying with all due dates leads to a bad plant utilization or all the due 
dates cannot be fulfilled .so that some relaxed solutions have to be obtained and evaluated to 
obtain a good compromise. 

PROBLEM MODELING USING STATE TASK NETWORK 
REPRESENT A TION 

State Task Network representation was originally developed to model the amounts of produels 
being processed in the plant. In the problem treated in this work it is supposed that batch sizes 
have been defined by a planning system, so that the original formulation of Kondili et al. [ l] has 
been modified to deal only with operations start times instead of amounts processed. 

The parameters utilized in algorithm description are defined in Table I 

The main modification concerns the material balance equation as far as the amounts of 
materials processed are not considered The material balance equation is given by equation 1. 

s,.k-1 + 'L 'L w,.J.k-rP, - 'L 'L w,J k Vs, k [l] 
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In equation 1 the amount of material stored Ssk can only take the values 0 or 1, thus 
representing only the existence of material in state s in the plant at time instant k. A No 
Intermediate Storage policy (NIS) wiii be obtained constraining S,k 0 and an Unlimited 

Intermediate Storage policy by letting S,k s; 1. 

TP1 

J, 
Tin, 
Tout, 
s,k 
HSJ 
HF 
EBT, 
LFT, 

CR uk 

Wyk 

Table 1. Main parameters and variables used. 

processing time of operation i 
set of equipment items suitable for operation i 
set of operations receiving material from state s 
set of operations producing material in state s 
amount of material in state s being stored at slot k 
initia! slot time for unit) rolling horizon 
final slot time for all the units rolling horizons 
earllest beginning time for operatien i 
latest finish time for operatien i 
cruciality of slotkin unit) due tooperatien i 
binary variable, W!lk =1 if operation i starts processing at unit) at the beginning of 
slot k 

OPERA TI ONS CRITICALITIES AND SLOTS CRUCIALITIES 

The basis of the lookahead procedure is the estimation of the possibility of future delays with 
respect to due dates. For this purpose the concept of time slot criticality presented in Keng el 

al.[12] and Sycara et a/.[14] is used. In the first reference operation criticality in a time 
window is defined as the ratio between processing time and the time window duration. For 
each time slot inside the time window the slot cruciality induced by the operatien takes the 
value of the eperation criticality. This calculation can be done for all the operations that need 
the same unit, and adding time slots crudalities a total cruciality is obtained for each time slot 
in each unit. Higher crucialities in a unit with respect to another means that contention for this 
unit is higher, so this unit is more likely to be a bottleneck and induce delays The lookahead 
procedure introduced in the algorithm consists on minimizing a cost function that involves the 
maximum cruciality over all the units in the remaining time horizon aft er the end of the rolling 
horizon. By this way cost minimization will lead to allocation inside the rolling horizon of 
operations that, if not allocated, would cause great increases in slots crucialities ahead in time 
in some units. This reduces units contention in the future and the possibility of delayed 
operations. 

Given the time window for execution of eperation i by its Earliest Beginning Time (E,I3T, ) and 
Latest Finishing Time (LFli ) eperation criticality is then given by equation 2. 

CRllf [2] 
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In [12] criticalities are also defined when more than one unit of equipments are available for 
processing one operation In this situation operation criticality is defined by equation 3 below. 

CRI1j [3] 

jEJ, 

Summation in equation 3 is over the set of processors j suitable for operation i, and the 
criticality obtained corresponds to the value that would be obtained if only one processor were 
available and the time window for the operation were extended so that it lead to the same 
number of possibilities for allocation. The time window for an operation can be dependent on 
the unit, for example if that unit is only available at a time instant greater than EBTi or 
becomes unavailable before LFJ;. 

SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 

The solution procedure is iterative. At each iteration the rolling horizon is updated, a solution 
to a reduced MILP is obtained and only a subset of the operations allocated in the partial 
solution is retained. Those steps are described below 

• Rolling horizon imtwltimes updating. 

At each step each unit has a rolling horizon initia) time HS; Initially it is the time slot where 
the unit becomes available given the initia! state of the plant; during the iterative procedure HS1 

actvances to the fo!lowing slot where the unit becomes available given the allocations retained 
in the preceding step. Rolling horizon initia! time will in general be different for each unit. 

Rolling horizon end time HF has the main objective to reduce the problem dimeosion and in 
this sense it is problem pependent as far as problem comp!exity depends on the number of 
orders and units. Very short rolling horizons can be worthless as far as no ne>v allocation can 
be proposed by the solver; in the opposite situation a long rolling horizon leads to poor 
estimation of time windows for the operations not yet scheduled. As a simple rule HF can 
move to the next order due date ahead unless this represems a long time horizon Figure 1 
illustrates units rolling horizons for allocation purposes and lookahead horizon. 

HF 

Unit I----~====~~----------~~------------------+ 
Unit 2 _---,:.:.._ _ __c===:::::I.,..:. _ __..f----------+ 
Unit 3 _'""-_(====::J...--.;..r..-..J----------+ 

· · ' Lookahead horizon 
Unit!\ ~-..r;======".__;.~ . .:. ..... _,..~_:::::::::::.::.:::.:,:::.:_ __ _ 

HS, .. . 

Last scheduled opera ti ons 
Allocations horizons 

Figure l. Allocation horizons and !ookahead horizon 
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Given the common units rolling horizons end time a subset OPR of the operations not yet 
processed is defined as that containing those operations i that if not started in the rolling 
horizon would become unfeasible i E OPR if LFT1 :5 HF TP1 . 

• Slots crucialities estimation. 

The lookahead characteristic is based on the calculation of slots crucialities for the remaining 
time slots in all the units. Slots crucialities are aimed to bring into consideration in the rolling 
horizon the existence of future due dates. Intuitively operations not in OPR allocated in that 
horizon would have to be operations that, if postponed, have a great possibility to lead to 
bottlenecks that can result in due dates violations. 

Operations criticalities depend on the respective time windows and time windows initia! times 
depend in turn on the operations allocated, so that, in order to obtain a linear model, time 
windows have to be estimated before the solve procedure. The estimation procedure can be 
seen as the analogous of output prediction in predictive control as far as the minimization is 
done over a function (crucialities) of those time windows. Time windows initia! times are 
determined for operations not belonging to OPR, that is operations I such that LFTt >HF-r TP1 

, but able to be started in the rolling horizon, that is EBT; HF Here it is proposed to use the 
slot following the rolling horizon end time as the time window initia! time for the first 
unscheduled operation of each order. For the operations following the first operation, initia! 
times are easily obtained from the preceding operation initia! time and processing times. 

• Cost fimction 

Cost function to be mînimized includes three terms. The first is maximum slot cruciality S~k 
due to the operations that are not allocated. It is represented by equation 4. 

HF 

sc1k ~ I [I- I I ~J'k'] CRijk 'v'j,k [4] 
if/DPR j'EJ, k'=HS1 

The second terminduces the allocation of operations in set OPR defined above. 

HF 

AOPR I [I- I I wij'k'] [5] 
ieDPR j'EJ1 k'=HSJ 

The objective of the third term, PU, is to induce a good plant utilization This can be 
represented in different ways, for example equations 6a and 6b represent the idle time in the 
rolling horizon. 

MKf ~ Lw;Jk[k- HSJ +Tl~] 
k 

{6a] 
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[6b] 
j I k 

The minimization problem is then written as equation 7. 

min OB.~k [7] 

In equation 7 a is a parameter to weigh the term that induces allocation of operations in OPR 
and 0 weighs the cruciality term. Their values must be chosen big enough so that the algorithm 
wil! schedule at each step operations in OPR and those operations that contribute to higher 
crucialities in the lookahead horizon. What has to be avoided is selection of operations to be 
allocated driven by its possible start times; this would happen if the third term were 
preponderant. The particular value chosen for a and P are not critica! Parameter 0 can be 
operation or order dependent to reflect different relative importance of orders placing it inside 
the summation term in equation 4. 

Equation 7 can introduce a large number of nonzeroes elements in the model as far as 
the cruciality term involves all the processors j and all the slots k ahead of the rolling horizon 
end time. To reduce model dimension that term is only written for a subset of its elements 
slots retained are those with cruciality higher than a specified percentage of the maximum 
cruciality. This corresponds to limit the lookahead procedure to those slots where it is 
estimated that a bottleneck may occur or the contention is highest. This reduction of the 
lookahead horizon can be seen as analogous to the output predierion horizon in predictive 
control that does not span the entire optimization horizon. It has an interesting characteristic, 
that of selecting the time instants in the future where problems are likely to occur. This 
procedure is similar to the approach used in [ 14] where the constraint directed search 
procedure for job shop schedulir.g is driven by solving conflicts in time instants where 
cruciality is higher 

• Operations retained 

Solving the MILP reduced problem at each step leads to the allocation of some of the 
unscheduled operations. A decision has to be taken about the allocations that wiJl be retained 
in the present step. The procedure is analogous as in predictive control where only the first 
calculated values for the control variables are retained. Here allocations retained are: i) those 
corresponding to operations in OPR, ii) the first new allocation, if there is one, in each 
processor and iii) those allocations forced by preeedenee constraints imposed by the 
operations retained in i) and ii). 

In Appendix an example is included to illustrate minimization of slots crucialities in the 
lookahead horizon. 

An extension of the scheduling algorithm is under way to treat "open end" scheduling 
problems. This is possible because the algorithm proceeds in a recursive way advancing at each 
step the allocation horizon, the dimension of the successive MILP problems depending on the 
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rolling horizon at each step. The existence of a great number of orders to be scheduled in the 
future will increase the number of non zeroes in the MILP solver but this can be reduced by 
limiting the end time of the lookahead horizon. 

EXAMPLE 

The plant considered has four stages with one unit in each stage except for stage three where 
there are two identical units in paralleL Sixteen tasks are to be scheduled with processing times 
given in Table 2. Flow is unidirectional but orders paths are different. Each order has an 
earliest Beginning Time (EBT) and Due Date. Only a shared resource is considered but 
operations consumption is chosen so that in all the the situations they do not intluence the 
scheduling obtained. A NIS (Non Intermediate Storage) policy is used. 

Table 2. Data for the example: processing times, earliest beginning times and due dates. 

Tasks processing times EBT and Tasks processing times EBT and 

St I St 2 St 3 St4 Due date St I St 2 St 3 St4 Due date 

a 3 4 3 5 I 25 A 3 4 3 5 20 55 

b 5 2 - 2 1 40 B 4 3 - 2 20 50 

c 1 2 6 - 1 20 c 3 2 7 - 10 45 

d 3 2 5 - 1 20 D 3 4 6 - 25 60 

e - 4 3 3 1 25 E - 3 4 3 25 55 

f - 2 5 2 1 35 F - 2 5 2 10 45 

g 2 - 8 3 10 35 G 2 - 5 3 25 50 

h 3 - 4 2 10 40 H 3 - 3 2 25 60 

Two situations will be considered Due dates as given in Table 2 that allow the scheduling of 
all the tasks without due dates violations and earlier due dates so that some relaxations can be 
necessary. 

All the examples were implemented using the programming language GAMS [13] and OSL as 
MILP sol ver. OSL default settings we re used and stopping relative gap was set to 0.00 I. 
Execution times are given for PC like microcomputer at 66 Mhz with 8 Mb RAM. 

a. Due dates giPen in Table 2. 

An initia! state is considered where some operations are already scheduled, the conesponding 
Gantt chart is represented in tigure 2. A salution is obtained in six steps and tigure 2 represents 
the Gantt chart resulting from each step of the rolling horizon algorithm Table 3 summarizes 
some information about the successive MILP solutions. 
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Step 2. He~ 13/15/20/21/20; HF=27 Step 3 He\~ =21122/27/25/25; HF=33 

l 

Pl ddd * aaa g'gcbbl:ibbhhhBBBBGGAAABMHCCC: 
P2 eeeedd aaa:a cc ; bbffFF EBB* AÁAA -CCEES 
P3a : dddddgggggggg**fffffGGGG'G* AAA*CCCCCCC 
P3b · : aaacccccchhhhE'FFFF*; HHH; 
P4 eee a;aaaab.bgggh.hftBBFFGGGHHAA.l\.l\A 

l 

Pl ddd 
P2 
P3a 
P3b: 
P4 

Pl 
P2 
P3a 
P3b 
P4 

Step 4. HS1 =27/28/32/30/29; HF=38 

Step 5. H5~ =36/38/37/36/36; HF=45 

Figure 2. Initia! state and Gantt chart at each step. Italic: operations already scheduled; Bold: 
operations allocated in the step and retained; Bold underlined operations E OPR (allocated 

and retained); Regular font: operations allocated but not retained Hold operations (*) 
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a e • T b1 3 MILP f so u ton at eac h step 
steps 1 2 3 4 5 6 

single equations 1184 832 708 589 418 324 
single variables 2155 1868 1669 1502 1299 1384 
binary variables 515 443 490 411 210 78 

non zeroes 13459 11405 11402 9687 6189 5808 
time (sec) PC 66MHz 431 101 89 158 9 4 

iterations 5306 2761 2051 2958 159 18 
nodes 736 75 78 277 5 -

Solving the problem in one step would imply in solving a MILP with 3552 equations and 7483 
variables. 

As remarked befare the iterative procedure does not guarantee the abtention of an optima! 
solution. For example if the global objectives were put as minimum makespan fulfilling orders 
due dates the salution shown in figure 3 would be better. 

l 
. . . . ' . . . ' . . ' . . 

Pl ddd*aaa ggcbbi:ibbhhh AAAGGCCCDDD**BBBBHHH 
P2 eeeedd aaaa cc : bbf.fFF*AAAA *CCEEEDlJDDBJiB * 
P3a • dddddggggqggg**fffffGGGcfGCCCC(:CCDDDDDD. 
P3b ; eee : aaacccccchhhhFFFFFAAA * *EEEE* : HHH. 
P4 eee aaaaa~bgqghhff FFGGGAÀAAAÈEEBBHH 

Figure 3. A salution with lower makespan 

b. Due flates relaxation~. 

The situation considered is the same as the previous example except for due dates for orders 
A, D and E that are changed to 40. Figure 4 represents the Gantt charts for the initia! state and 
the partial solutions obtained at each step. In table 4 are summarized the characteristics of the 
successive MILP solutions. 

l 2 ! ~ 10 15 20 

Pl ddd Pl 
P2 eeee P2 
P3a P3a 
P3b P3b 
P4 

N 

Scheduling initia! state Step I. HS, =-fc5•1ll/l; HF=15 
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l 

Pl ddd*a'aa ggcbbbbbhhhAAA OODDD* 
P2 :eeeedd aaaa cc • bbff AAAA.E-uoooo 
P3a dddddgggggggg*'*fffffGGGGG 
P3b eee : aaa~ccccchhhh · AAAEEEE 

P4 eee• a:aaaabbggghbff AAAAA 

Step 2. HS; = 13/15/20/21 /20; HF=3 I 

l .!Q 

Pl ddd*a.aa ggcbbbbbhhhAAA G.GDDD*CCC*****BBBBHHH* 
P2 .eeeedd aaaa cc : bbff AAAAEEEDDDD*FoF*CC* BBS 
P3a . dddddgggggggg**fffffGGGGG****.!'**FFFF~ 
P3b eee aaacccccchhhh AAAEEEE*DDDDDDCCCCCCC 

P4 eee aaaaabbggghhff AAAAAE~GGG ~BB 

Step 3. HS1 =31/35/32/35/36; HF=46 

l .!Q 
. . . . . 

Pl ddd*aaa ggcbbbbbhhhAAA GGDDD*CCC**'***BBBBHHa 
P2 •eeeedd aaaa cc : bbff AAAAEEEDDDD*FF*CC* BBE* . . ' ' . 
P3a dddddgggggggg**fffffGGGGG****'***FFFFF ·HHH 
P3b eee aaacccccchhhh AAAEEEE*DDDDDDCCCCCCC 
P4 eee aaaaabbggghhff AAAAAEEEGGG FE BBHH 

Step 4. HS~ =43/46/44/49/46; HF=58 

Figure 4. Initia! state and Gantt chart at each step. 

T bi 4 MILP I . h a e so utwn at eac step 

steps I 2 3 4 
sin.gle equations 1184 1058 678 444 
single variables 2155 2398 1973 1872 
binary variables 515 732 466 139 

non zeroes 13459 15626 10381 7947 

time (sec) PC 66MHz 436 210 435 6 

iterations 5306 3960 7262 103 
nodes 736 143 706 -

Two orders have its due dates relaxed, order C (from 45 to 48) and order D (from 40 to 41). 
Changing the policy for advancing rolling horizons end time leads to different but close 
suboptimal solutions (if the problem at hand has this behavior, that is different solutions with 
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small changes in the number of relaxed due dates and close values for idle time). Figure 5 
shows two other solutions and the corresponding rolling horizons end times at each step. 

Pl ddd*aaa ggcCCC hhhAAA* DDD***bbbbb~ GGBBBBHHH 
P2 'eeeedd aaa~ cc CC***: ttAJf.AAEEEfJDDDiFbb EBB 
P3a . : dddddgggggggghhhhfffff . Û)DDDDGGGGIJ 
P3b • ~ee : aaaccccccCCCCCCCAAAEEEE*:FFFPF HHH 
P4 eee aaaaaggg hh: ffAAAAAEEEbb FF GGGBBHH 

steps 1 2 3 4 5 
H~ 4/5 13115 28/28 36/35 44/48 

11111 20/21/20 29/28/26 41/35/36 46/42/44 
HF 15 28 35 47 54 

single equations 1184 900 573 551 408 
single variables 2155 2001 1318 1631 1427 
binary variables 515 515 403 389 134 

non zeroes 13459 12819 7668 8417 6233 
time (sec) 425 112 29 47 4 
iterations 5306 2307 671 1359 58 

nodes 736 116 56 69 -

a. Salution without due dates relaxation 

1 1 1Q 

Pl ddd*aaa bbbbbAAAhhhDDD*CCC***~ GGBBBBHHH 
P2 aaaa cc ft bb AAAAEEEDbDD FE-CC**'* 

< • • • • • 

P3a dddddggggggggfftff. AAA** DDDDDDGGGGG • HHH: 
P3b • • aaacccccc .hhhhEEEE** * FFFF'.FCCCCCCC 
P4 eee aaaaagggbbff hhAAAJI_AEEE · FF GGGBBHH 

steps 1 2 3 4 5 6 

H~ 4/5 13/15 26/27 33/34 44/47 47/48 
1/I/1 20/21/20 25/30/25 40/34/37 45/49/44 50/49/50 

HF 15 27 36 46 ss 57 
single equations 1184 834 693 570 360 273 
single variables 215S 1869 1617 1730 1360 1236 
binary variables S15 444 S38 401 131 30 

non zeroes 13459 11046 10157 8883 S893 4591 
time (sec) 42S 130 162 102 5 4 
iterations 5306 2697 4372 2420 70 8 

nodes 736 164 180 137 - -

b. Salution withorder C due date relaxed from 45 to 48 
Figure 5. Other solutions obtained with different rolling horizons end times 
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Both ofthem have less orders with due dates relaxed leading to small increases in makespanor 
total idle time. Which one ofthe those solutions would be preferred would be a campromise 
between the importance given to due dates fuiflilment for the specif1c orders and the time the 
plant will be occupied. Different but close suboptimal solutions are obtained with changes in 
rolling horizon extension because the MILP problem at each step changes. This characteristic 
can be interesting in an user interactive implementation where different scenarios can be 
generated in short time and evaluated utilizing considerations not taken in account in the cost 
function. 

SUMMARY 

The methodology of predictive control techniques based on the utilization of receding horizons 
and a predictive model has been adapted to a multiproduct plant scheduling problem where a 
set of orders with predefined batch sizes have to be allocated taking in account due dates 
established by a planning level. This approach leads to a suboptimal solution but allows to deal 
with the dimension problem associated with time discretization. 

The procedure is iterative and at each step a reduced MILP problem is solved where allocation 
decisions in the receding horizon are taken minimizing an objective function which includes a 
term representing predicted future bottlenecks in a similar way as output prediction errors in 
predictive controL 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix an example is used to illustrate slots crucialities in the lookahead horizon and 
selection of operations allocated in the rolling horizons" 

The plant considered has four stages with one unit in each stage except for stage three where 
there are two identical units in paralleL Sixteen tasks are to be scheduled with processing times 
given in Table 5" Flow is unidirectional but orders paths are different. Each order has an 
earliest Beginning Time (EB1) and Due Date. Only a shared resource is considered but 
operations consumption is chosen so that in all the the situations they do not influence the 
scheduling obtained. 

Table 5. Data for the example processing times, earliest beginning times and due dates. 

Tasks processing times EBT and Tasks processing times EBT and 

St 1 St 2 St 3 St4 Due date St I St 2 St 3 St4 Due date 

a 2 4 3 6 6 25 A 2 4 5 2 16 35 

b 5 2 - 2 1 40 B 4 3 - 2 20 50 

c I 2 6 - 1 20 c 3 2 7 - JO 45 

d 3 2 5 - l 20 D 3 4 6 - 25 60 

e - 4 3 3 1 25 E - 3 4 3 25 55 

f - 2 5 2 1 35 F - 2 5 2 10 45 

g 2 8 3 10 35 G 2 - 5 3 25 50 

h 3 - 4 2 10 40 H 3 - 3 2 25 60 

The situation at the second step will be ana!yzed. Starting with an empty plant the scheduling 
algorithm with a rolling horizon of 10 units gives at the first step the partial solution 
represented in figure 6a" The second step with rolling horizons end times of 17 leads to the 
situation represented in figure 6b. 
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Figure 6. Solutions in the tirstand second step. 

In the second step the algorithm starts with an initia! condition given by the operations retained 
in the tirst step: those represented in italic in tigure 6b. For the operations not yet scheduled 
criticalities are obtained under the hypothesis that they will not be scheduled befare slot 18. 
Slots crucialities result by adding the conesponding operations criticalities and the situation 
represented in tigure 7 is obtained. In this ftgure slots crucialities are represented from slot 18 
for the five units (units P3a and P3b identical and in parallel have the same slots crucialities). 
Minimization of the cost function leads to the allocation of operations represented in tigure 6b; 
in tigure 7, in bold, are represented the changes in slots crucialities resulting from those 
allocations. Note that those crucialities are not a-posteriori crucialities (after allocation) 
because time windows were not updated Crucialities minimization through allocation gives a 
minimum cruciality of 0.60 that occurs in Pl. Lookahead horizons are also represented in 
tigure 7 As can be seen the algorithm works with a limited lookahead horizon, unit dependent, 
that is obtained selecting the time slots that present highest crucialities, in the example slots 18 
to 24 in PI, slots 19 to 21 in P3a and P3b, and slots 21 to 25 in P4. 
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Figure 7. Slots crucialities at the second step 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to handle the complexity of software for automation systems of 
larger scale in manufacturing nowadays procedural-oriented (e.g. SCR, 
RTSA) and object-oriented methods (OOD, OOA, OMT) are used. Within 
the latter alternative we developed an object- and service-oriented approach 
to cope with problems of complexity and to ease and accelerate the software 
design process. 
In this paper we present our service-based concept, give a possible definition 
of basic services and discuss experiences made in an application example of a 
production cel!. 

KEYWORDS 

Computer-aided system engineering, services, process control, rapid proto
typing, distributed and parallel processing, real time systems 

INTRODUCTION 

285 

The amount of hardware and especially software for systems in automation and control is still 
increasing. The importance of appropriate design methods for distributed reai-time systems is 
however still not completely understood and has to be improved [Whi93,0li93,Lav91]. The 
software used in automation applications represents a mixture of data acquisition, control, data 
starage and man-machine functions for visualization and user interaction. They are hard to 
handle due to real time restrictions and intensive interaction with the environment. 
Object-oriented techniques using objects or agents of application-specific types and libraries 
lead to a service-based concept which allows the definition of frameworks with precise guide
lines to architect system platforms as building blocks for a baseline infrastructure [STV95]. 
These frameworks include generalized harmonized guidelines to architect application services, 
precise guidelines to use existing basic services, and guidelines to architect general or dedi
cated tools [Vos96, SV95]. 
In the following section we want to introduce the service concept and discuss its conse
quences. 
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SERVICES 

One goal of this paper is the proposal for an approach of designing and developing of both 
software and hardware together, based on a functional and temporal specification. A suitable 
solution to ensure time requirements is the approach of building system-independent distrib
uted operational units for a given task. These units are called services. which interact by the 
exchange of orders and results. With a given communication platform it is possible to place the 
services on different hardware systems independent of the specification [STV95a]. 

Allocated service Tasks and results Service roles 
'-. \ 

\ SERVER 

i Service 

I SER\'ER 

Service 

C UEJ;T SERl!EiiiCUENJ 

Service Service 

T .U.R Rl,!.T T.Ll.R 
L...-._,.:;,;"" 

?='1'=1•1 :x:::'___.~::IC~·o:::::::a:JIQ 

Distributed System Platform ' - - . System Pl-~tf~~- -f ! 
sysrem - --C===~=5~:ci~~~~~~E::==~== Platform I 1 System 

I 
; 

Interconnection between services 
on different system platforms (via communication 

lnterconnection between services 
on the same svstem 

Fig. 1: Physical Structure of a Service-Oriented System 

Services provide re-usable standardized building blocks which can be activated, controlled and 
interconnected in order to construct the application basedon a service-oriented design scheme. 
Three basic types of services can be distinguished: 

• The system services are needed for communication and process scheduling. 
• The basic services are providing a iayer for man-machine-interaction, for measurement and 

control and a databas~ system for persistent data. 
• The third type of service is appiication dependent, which means, that these services are built 

fora special solution, whereas the other ones have only been contiguredfora given task. 

Building blocks of each service, so-called service activities (object or agent would be equiva
lent), represent a virtual instanee which is contigured within a service. Service activity access 
points and outputs can be attached to the service activities. The tunetion of a service activity is 
executed by processing the relevant access infonnation according to the service prescription. 
The result is available at a defined output point. 
Another result of this approach is that changing time constraints during the life-cycle of the 
system can often easily be solved by changing the distribution of the services with or without 
actding new hardware components. The part of the automation system with rigarous reai-time 
restrictions is mainly measurement, control and regulation. For these functionalities the pre
sented design approach is able to find the appropriate hardware for the given specification 
based on integer optimization algorithms. The next sections give an overview over different 
application-independent services which we find necessary and sufficient to construct. 
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System services 

Services must be interfaceable with each other via communication media. Their logica! func
tionality must allow the allocation of prescriptions, service accesses to the configured services 
via service access protocols, the interconnection between the allocated services, the control of 
the services and the execution of the services which includes the intercommunication between 
the services and the synchronizalion of the service execution. Information processing units 
which meet these general requirements are called system platforms or system service. They are 
the backbones of every service-oriented system. System platforms are interconnected via 
communication systems for a distributed approach in system design. The goal is to hide the 
physical structure of the total system. The system service provides the basic functionality to 
build elient-server applications, e.g. using distributed objects. 

Man machine services 

For man-machine-interactions a highly configurable, easy to use service is necessary to prevent 
the developer from writing special solutions for every task [BSV195, BSV295, BSV395]. 
These service offers an application programming interface independent from the underlying 
grapbics hardware and screen resolution. The main taskof any man machine service (MMS) is 
to inform a human user of a system's state and to enable modifications of this state. Due to the 
fact that man can perceive and handle information fastest in a visual way, this is the best chan
nel to inform about complex system states. The optica! channel is also a good choice to sup
port human interaction. This is achieved in feeding back the user's actions. A MMS has to 
provide two basic services: 
• the visualization of structured information 
• the supported modification of structured information. 

Based upon these services any communication between user and machine can be realized. This 
section presents the concept of a man machine service, usabie as a server in a heterogeneaus 
network of computers. 

The basic idea of the service is the introduetion of symbols as state-pictures of structured ob
jects of an application, e.g. process variables of a control unit. The user can define symbols 
very flexible with an interactive tooi or by using the programming application interface of the 
service. The defined symbols are stared in a contiguration database for usage within the appli
cation. Symbols can be defined hierarchically, i.e. a symbol can contain other symbols or base 
symbols. Changing a value of a data type connected to a symbol leads to a different graphical 
representation. Changing the graphical representation (e.g. the user moves a symbol interac
tively) leads to a different data type value. The relations between data type values and the re
sulting images can be defined. This relation is either continuous, where a Iinear or logarithmic 
functions is provided, or discrete. All symbols are arranged and positioned in planes. Each 
plane defines a unit of measurement respectively a scale. When assigning a plane to one or 
multiple windows. the user is able to scale it. 
This very simple approach is mighty enough to build high-level graphical <.Jser interface: Nor
mal symbols are used to visualize a big amount of user defined data types. The presentation 
object is introduced to offer the developer the facility to group symbols tagether and to create 
images of complex data type with a special semantic. There are different types of presentation 
objects predefined: 
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• A picture is a set of symbols as an image of a set of objects of the application. There are no 
restrictions concerning the object types. The picture is the basis for all other presentation 
objects. 

• A menu is an image for a variabie of an enumeration type, each button shows a selectable 
value. Nearly any kind of symbol can be used as a button. 

• A mask is an image for an object or a structure of an application: Modifiable components of 
the object can be changed by the manipulation of the corresponding symbols (sliders, but
tons, textfields, ... 

• A table is an image of an array of objects élr structures. 

Presentation objects can be build automatically by the service if the type of the corresponding 
object is known at runtime. Because every presentation object is derived from the same com
mon class, they share the same (smal!) set of operations. The presentation objects themselves 
are used to build higher level objects like text editors, hierarchical graphs and help systems. 
These can be interpreted as pictures with special semantics and a predefined behavior. 

Presentations objects itself are useful for the manipulation and visualization of objects. But to 
allow interactively modifiable and dynamically changeable user interfaces, a powerlul mecha
nism for event recognition and execution is created: A binding is an operation, defined on a 
presentation object. The execution of the operation is triggered by one or more events on 
this object. The main ideas behind are: 

• Several internal operations of the man machine service can be bound to events, so that typi
cal interactions can be created by the interactive GUl-editor without writing any line of 
code. 

• Presentation objects can be bound together to create hierarchical menus, masks and tables. 
• U ser defined operations can be bound to events to create callback functions. An application 

is able to catch an event using this technique. A very common use of bindings is the con
neetion of the measurement, actuation and control services (MAC) to the MMS. The MAC 
is controlled or triggered by user actions without the need of an intervention of an applica
tion service. 

Presentation objects with a predefined behavior on events are implemented using bindings. 
Objects of a higher level, which are using presentation objects such as pictures, are supplying 
their components with task-specific binding functions to have control over the event respond
ing. 

Persistent object and database service 

Every of the above mentioned services needs to store its configuration or internal states on a 
permanent memory even if the host of the service does not contain any harddisc or similar 
storage. The solution for this problem was the use of a reai-time database service, extended by 
a layer for persistent objects and persistent relations between such kind of objects. The goal of 
this layer is a "natura!" embedding into a given object-oriented programrning language (here 
C++ ). The intention is to hide most of the additional functionality of the database from the 
programmer by applying a clear object-oriented design. Persistent objects are usabie like any 
other non-persistent object [VB 196, VB296, VBM96, Ste92, SKW92]. 
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Measurement and control services 

In the area of automation and control the definition of the above mentioned basic building 
blocks of a service is surveyable owing to the restricted application field [PR94,EP95]. General 
measurement and actuation agents, configured along the users needs, can be combined with 
control transfer functions and specifications to achieve a complete complex automation system. 
The required functionality for a service supporting control and automation applications will 
now be discussed in detail. 
The basic control services allow to interconneet technica! plants to be automated and com
puter-based systems for automation by measurement (data acquisition), actuation, and control 
of physical variables (MAC-services). 
They camprise system platforms with allocated MAC service prescriptions (soft- or hardwired) 
extended by converters, signa! conditioning devices, actuators, sensors. The actual configura
tion of an MAC device depends on the functions theservices should perform, e.g. a MAC de
vice based on a micro controller can serve only for distributed measurements of analogue 
physical variables whereas a MAC service based on a more powerful processor can serve for 
measurement, actuation and control at the same time. 
The functionality of the MAC services knows six functions which serve: 
• to configure analogue in, digital in, analogue out, digital out, control, and surveillance 

agents 
• to define access points with related access protoeals for created MAC agents 
• to initialize created MAC agents 
• to interconneet access points of MAC agents with access points of other MAC and non

MAC agents 
• to control agents by beginning, suspending, resuming, and ending their operation 
• to place explicitly orders to agents to be carried out and to commands get results like get 

measured or put control values 
Control agents are composed by associated measurement and actuation agents which are inter
connected by building blocks with standard controllers or arbitrary transfer functions. The op
erations of control servièes are defined as a composite agent. 
All agent functions can be used as programmabie interfaces within an implementation environ
ment. The explicit programming of the configuration, including access points and correspond
ing protoeals of the interconnection and initialization of the MAC agents is tedious. Therefore 
tools which allow man/machine dialogue oriented configuration, test and simulation of MAC 
agents by a comfortable GUl (graphical user interface) do accompany all MAC services. 
The use of services as a more powerful alternative to software libraries does not avoid difficul
ties with reai-time constraints and performance limitations of a chosen hardware platform. 
Therefore the above mentioned configuration tools support schedulability analysis. Often the 
required computer performance can only be achieved by a multi-processor or distributed archi
tecture, especially i.e. in the area of robotics. This extends a simp ie schedulability analysis to an 
allocation problem. 
Since our approach as presented above offers the possibility to predict the systems perform
ance, distribution and allocation in consideration of reai-time restrictions can be done before 
run-time [Ram90]. Therefore execution and communication times are known by a special data
base. In order to do the task allocation in respect of a positive schedulability analysis, an opti
mum criteria is needed. We choose costs as optimum, leading to the extension of the database 
by cost information. 
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Based on the above mentioned data-sets, the task allocation is to be executed. An integer op
timization algorithm as known from the field of operation research has to allocate the tasks to 
processors within the distributed architecture. An often used heuristics is to map hierarchy and 
structure of the specification into the hardware architecture similar to analogue computers, but 
since the allocation problem is completely given by specification and database, there is no need 
to use heuristics. The simplest integer algorithm is total enumeration, but the problem is np
hard, a more sophisticated algorithm is needed. Since a large sub-set of all existing allocations 
does not fulfill the reai-time constraints given in the specification, the branch-and-bound algo
rithm is the ideal approach for this problem [BG93]. In each ramification the allocation of one 
task is decîded. If the maximal load of a processor is already reached before all tasks are allo
cated, it is no more necessary to follow this branch and its allocations. So time for the alloca
tion process can be drastically reduced. 

APPLICATION EXAMPLE: PRODUCTION CELL 

The explain design concept was successfully used in a control application of a production cell 
[VH96]. This cell is subject of a specification methods survey at the FZI Karlsruhe [LL95]. It 
is equipped with two conveyor belts, a traveling crane, a two-armed robot, an elevating rotary 
table and a press. Metal plates are put on the feed belt which conveys them to the table. The 
latter brings the blanks in the right position to be picked up by the robot The robot handles the 
plates between table, press and deposit belt To increase the utilization of the press, the robot 
is operating with two arms, one for loading, the other one for unloading the press where the 
blanks are forged. The specification of the control system, including safety properties (no col
lisions), timing requirements, liveness. efficiency (maxima! throughput), and a graphical visu
alization with different views could be realized and fully tested on the plant only by using the 
three predefined basic services for control, visualization and data storage. 

SwSchA IsAbd 
~ Abd 

SwSchZ 

Fig. 2: Model of the production cel/ 
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SUMMARY 

The presented service-oriented concept offers the chance to construct very complex distributed 
control systems within a short time frame by a hardware-independent specification which con
tains only the functional information plus reai-time restrictions. This specification can be elabo
rated by the use of comfortable graphical editors without knowledge of any implementation in 
procedural language. The underlying hardware architecture can be replaced without repro
gramming, the re-allocation of tasks is done automatically, i.e. a prototype within a control 
application can be tested on a PC-cluster, whereas the final implementation will be "Jean" on a 
set of microcontroller modules. lt is easy to expand an existing system with or without adding 
new hardware components in case of specification changes due to the open system architec
ture. Since the automation and visualization of the production cell was realized within one 
week, the described approach would be anideal platform for solutions in "Rapid Prototyping". 
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ABSTRACT 

293 

Parameter design defines conditions for which a process becomes robust to disturbances; 
hence it increases the consistency of product propenies Toleranee design reduces the cost 
of process controlloops In this way these methods increase product quality and reduce 
capîtal expenditure. 

The parameter and toleranee design concepts are obtained from Genichi Taguchi 
publications. Within Shell Chemieals we have adapted these concepts for applications with 
process morleis wrîtten in process integration tools such as ASPENPLUS, Speed Up and 
PRO-U. In this way the need for extensive experimentation on a pilot plant or a commercial 
plant is avoided. The method is simpte. For most processes it only requires a steady state 
mechanistic model Shell Chemieals applies the methods in new designs and in existing 
plants. Actual cases are provided. 

INTRODUCTION 

Improving product quality at the lowest cost is a key issue in the chemical business One 
keystone of Japan's phenomenal success has been the quality engineering conceptsof 
Genichi Taguchi [ l]. His conceptscan be split into on-line quality control and off-line 
quality controL Off-line quality control means that robustness is introduced into the design 
by which less on-line control is required. According to Taguchi, off-line quality control has 
three distinct stages System design, Parameter design and Toleranee design The latter two 
are the subject of this paper. 

Parameter design is finding settings for design parameters such that product variation is 
reduced due to less sensitivity tor noise in process variables. 

Toleranee design is setting the range of control factors to achieve a level 0f quality beyond 
that provided by parameter design. The most critica! noise variabie gets tight control and 
noise variables that do not contribute to product variation get no controL 

Shell Int. Chemieals has introduced these concepts into its chemica! processes as follows 
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The first step ofthe introduetion of quality engmeering is quantifying quality and showing 
its importance. We found that the quality index Cpk is very useful in this respect. 

Cpk = Upspee ~ Pav , or 
3o-p 

Cpk 
= Pav- Lowspec 
~ . whichever is the lowest. 

3 (Je 

Upspee 
Lowspec 
Pav 

O'p 

= upper specitlcation limn product property 
= lower specificauon limit product property 
= average value of product property 
= standard devmtïon of product property 

A high Cpk value means that the variation ofthe product quality is low relative to the 
specificatJOn liiruts; i.e. the elient always gets what he wants; the sameproduct ofthe 
desired property value. A high Cpk value means that the product can be produced with 
smal! variations and is kept half way between the lower and up per specification limit F or 
the customer this means that he does not need to analyse every shipment of feed stock. and 
that he does not need to adjust his process for every new shipment. Hence, he may decide 
to choose the manufacturer to become the preferred quality supplier at low production 
co st 

F or the producer a high Cpk value means first of all that he is a quality producer, which 
may result in a higher market share. Second, it means for him cost savings as less off
specification product is made 

PARAMETER DESIGN TO OBTAIN HIGH QUALITY AT LOWEST COST 

A high product quality (Cpk) is obtained with a low standard deviation (crp)· The variation 
in product property is caused by the propagation of input disturbances. 

In the Parameter Design concept of Taguchi the disturbance is left untouched but the effect 
ofthe disturbance is r'educed. This is obtained by shifting the process parameter values in 
the design phase such that the process is less sensitive to the disturbance. 

In Shell we found that for chemica! processes the sensitivity to disturbances such as feed 
composition and temperature are strongly influenced by shifts in their conditions; i e 
parameter design can be applied fruitfully. 

The classica! way of reducing the varlation in product property is to reduce the disturbance 
by instaHing control loops This is an expensive way of increasing the product quality In 
chemica! processes' instrumentation and control are 5-25 % of the tot al capita! ex penditure 
By parameter design the number of controlloops can be reduced, hence capita! saved. 

Moreover by applying mechanistic process models in parameter design sensitivities and 
optimum conditions are obtained behind the computer, i.e. extens1ve experimental programs 
in pilot plants or commercial plants are not necessary to determine these optimum robust 
conditions. 
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APPLYING PARAMETER DESIGN WITH PROCESS MODELS 

Process design by using models written with process simulators like ASPENPLUS, 
SpeedUp or PRO-U is now widely used in the chemica! industry [4]. In Shell Chemieals we 
use these models for parameter design and toleranee design as follows. First input 
disturbances are linked in a simp Ie way to the product property variation. 

Suppose a model is available that prediets a product propeny P as a function of variables 
and process design parameters, xl, x2, x3, 

P = f(xl,x2,x3, ... ) 

Examples of these are feed composition, temperature, reactor mixing intensity andreactor 
volume. 

Some variables have some variability characterised by standard deviations: crx 1 ,crx2, . The 
standard deviation ofthe product property is then given by [2,3], 

a = p 

(cran is the standard deviation due to analysis error) 

In parameter design the target (average) values ofxl, x2, x3, are shifted until the 
mmimum value ofcrp is obtained, while the average product property Pis kept on the 
target value. 

For most processes steady state models build in a flow sheeter like ASPENPLUS or PRO-U 
will be sufficient to exercise parameter design. The reason for this is that many chemica! 
process units show plug flow (first in first out) behaviour, or show back mixed behaviour 
with a response time constant that is shorter than the characteristic disturbance time period. 
For both cases the expression for crp can be used [3]. 

The requirements for 'the process models are that the trends of the product property for the 
parameters and variables should be directionally correct but absolute accuracy of the model 
is not required. Models based on physical mechanisms (kinetics, mass balances, mass 
transfer) futfit this requirement. 

After parameter design Taguchi advocates toleranee design. The values ofthe standard 
deviations of the variables are now adjusted by controL The variabie standard deviations 
with significant contribution to the product standard deviation are set such that the Cpk 
value is at least 1. All variables whose standard deviations have no significant contribution 
to the product varlation may be set at wide tolerances; i.e. removing the controL 

Toleranee design is carried out by analysis ofvariance. All individual contributing terrus to 
the product variatien are listed. All tolerances that do not contribute to product variatien 
are maximised In this way some controlloops are removed or are replaced by a more simpte 
controL 

It should be noted here however, that not only product quality but also other criteria like 
health, safety (requiring some redundancy) and environmental are taken into account by 
designing control loops. 
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APPLICATIONS IN SHELL INTER>'iATIONAL CHEMICALS 

Shell International Chemieals applies parameter design and toleranee design using process 
models both for new designs and for extsting plants with the aid of so-called flow sheeters 
like ASPENPLUS, PRO-II and SpeedUp [4] 

We applied the method toa new design of an alkylation unit, comprising a heat exchanger, 
a fixed bed reactor, a separator and a recycle loop. We wrote a computer program in 
ASPENPLUS based on mechanistic kinetic rate expresslons for the reactor section. The 
program included mass and heat balances for all units. The reactor model section was 
validated with Iabaratory data. No integrated pilot plant was employed. 

Parameter design was then carried out with the program as described above. By shifting the 
recycle flow the sensitivity of product purity to the inlet temperature could be reduced. 

Toleranee design was applied as follows First a sensitiv1ty analysis was carried out as 
shown in Table l This revealed that the noise in the temperature had the largest effect on 
the product variation and that the noise in the recycle flow rate and in the capacity had little 
effect on the product variation Then the temperature control was set tight and the recycle 
flow rate control was set wide. 

variabie 

X i 

Temperature 

Concentration 

Catalvsr 

Recycle 

Capacity 

Product 
property 

Table 1 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR TOLERANCE DESIGN 

st.dev~ation i contribution 

crxi *103 

<10 

The information provided by the model was also used to define Statistica! Process Control 
rules and coptrollimits prior to the actual start-up. 

The actual start-up was very successful Within a tew days the new unit was at normal 
operation with product purity within specification limits. 

An other example is a new resin process with a continuously operated two-liquid phase 
reactor, in which mass transfer, kinetics and staging play a role. A mechanistic reactor 
model was set up. Kinetics and mass transfer expresslons were derived from a small batch 
Iabaratory reactor. No integrated pilot plant was employed. 
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Parameter and toleranee design were then applied with the model as described above. SPC 
rules were also defined with the modeL The actual start-up was very rapid, product quality 
was airoost immediately within the specification boundaries and plant design capacity was 
reached much earlier than expected from industry correlations for start-up time. 

We found that Parameter Design and Toleranee Design using process roodels are important 
to stay competitive. They increase product quality and reduce process controL Applied in 
eXIsting processes they increase product quality and reduce off-specification production 
without requiring additional capita! expenditure. 

SUMMARY 

Taguchi's quality engineering concepts parameter design and toleranee design are applied 
successfully on commercial scale in Shell International Chemicals. Application of these 
concepts yield high product quality (low property variation) at lowest cast. Moreover, by 
using mechanistic roodels written with process integration tools expensive experimentation 
programs in integrated pilot plants or full scale plants are avoided. These methods are 
applicable both to new and existing plants. In new plants they can reduce the start-up time 
required to meet product specifications. In existing plants they can increase product quality 
without requiring additional investments 
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ABSTRACT 

Food Manufacturing companîes face a very demanding market, largely controlled by major 
retailîng groups. Frequent, small batch delivery to very high customer service levels is 
imperative to success. Yet such manufacturers must deal with limited processing capacities, 
short shelf-life products and materials, extended packaging lead times and mandatory 
requirements for clean-down, hygienes, etc. 

The recent development of packaged software to handle the finite capacity planning and 
scheduling functions provides an opportunîty to manage finîshed goods stock, produce 
achievable schedules that are efficient on the shop-floor, synchronize the flow of ingredients 
and intermediates, and coordinate purchasing directly in line with production. Not only does 
this offer administrative savings and extra speed, it opens up the possibility of significantly 
enhanced performance for the factory. 

This paper examines the planning and scheduling requirements of a variety of food and drink 
processing plants, and suggests how the selection and integration of the approprîate software 
should be achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Synchronized Manufacturing is a independent consulting group focused exclusively on the 
planning and scheduling of manufacturing companies and the integration of factory 
production into the supply chain. As such, SML works across a wide variety of industries, 
from aircraft manufacturing to engineering, automotive, electronics, packaging and food and 
drink. 

The food and drink sector has been a major focus for SML's activities over the recent period 
of recession in Europe. This is because the food sector has been more buoyant than most 
during this period (we all need to eat and drink, and wil! probably buy more ready-meals etc 
instead of eating out during a recession). However it is also because the pressures on this 
sector to imprave its performance and responsiveness have been intense. The major 
supermarket ebains have tremendous buying power. They also wish to de-stock, yet avoid 
empty shelves or conversely stock that runs out of shelf-life. 

Therefore they are insisting on smaller, more accurate deliveries while being reluctant to 
provide actvaneed waming of their requirements. Orders are now transmitted to the 
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manufacturers, usually via EDI, at short notice, tor delivery within 24-72 hours and with a 
high variability of both product and quantity. 

Most food companies need to translate these demands very quickly and effectively into a 
detailed production schedule that considers the limited capacities of their processing and 
packing lines, availability of Iabour, and requirements tor ingredients and packaging, together 
with any constraints on the availability of stock or purchased deliveries. 

Not only are manufacturing schedules required, but there is a need for simulation to enable 
fast response to enquiries from customer merchandisers, and to allow decisions to be taken 
on whether a piece of business can be accepted or not. 

Schedulers must plan the realistic flow of raw materials, intermediates and finished product 
to packing. This will involve determining the batch sizes, process routes and sequence that 
wil! make maximum use of the most heavily constrained processes. They will also simulate 
the arrival of finished product to inventory and despatch against timed transportation 
outiOJds. 

TO PLAN- OR TO SCHEDULE? 

The first question is whether a factory should be using Planning or Scheduling? Scheduling is 
the detailed sequencing of batches of work through a series of processes from hour to hour, or 
minute to minute. lt must consider the effect of changeovers, where the set-up time is often 
dependent not only on the next product, but also on the product before it. Good sequencing 
can dramatically affect productivity by ordering like products together (campaigning), and 
reducing major clean-downs and set-ups to a minimum. Scheduling is the key to both good 
efficiency within the factory and excellent customer service. It considers the immediate 
periods and a short term ahead . . 
Planning on the other hand does not consider sequence. It concerns the allocation of fmite 
capacity to the production of selected SKUs (stock keeping units) within 'buckets' of time, 
usually weeks. 

Planning therefore in the food industry is useful where we are dealing with a large number of 
SKUs manufactured to stock. It considers the medium and long term where the task is to 
determine the frequency of production, the appropriate time buckets, and the batch size 
(which can vary from time to time) to achieve a satisfactory stock profile over time when 
compared with the demand forceast 

However the nature of planning is 'rough'. We can approximate the amount of set-up and 
clean-down time that we need to allow within a 'bucket', but since sequence within the 
bucket is not considered, we have no ability to optimise the efficiency - this is usually left to 
a human planner to sort out. And, since it is not clear within such a plan whether a product 
will be manufactured at the start, middle or end of the bucket, the ability to fine tune the 
stock profile is restricted. We may therefore see larger safety inventories across the range of 
SKUs than is strictly necessary. 
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We can summarise the differences between planning and scheduling in the food and drink 
industry in the table below. 

PLANNING 
Medium to Long Tenn 
Fini te Capacity of Plant only 
Seasonality 
Labour Planning 
Bucketed Laad 
No detailed sequence 
Definition of Material Contracts 

SCHEDULING 
Short Tenn & What-if? 
Finite Capacity of Plant, Labour & Tools 
Stock Cover 
Tactical Overtime 
Detailed Sequence 
Set-up Dependency 
Finite Material Availability 
Material Call-offs 

BATCH SIZE- A MAJOR V ARIABLE 

The main determinants of batch size are the shelf-life of the product, the number of SKUs 
that the factory manufactures, and the capacities of its processing lines. 

Fresh produce with a short shelf-life (e.g. salads, chilled meats, fresh soups) must be 
manufactured virtually to match the daily demand. The supermarkets will demand the 
greatest proportion of a total chilled shelf life of perhaps 4-5 days allowing no more than 1-2 
days for manufacture and distribution. Hence the maximum batch size will be the daily 
demand, rounded up only to an overrun that is guaranteed to be outloaded on the first 
delivery of the following day's demand. 

The batch size can be smaller, allowing for 2 or more batches within the day, and therefore 
giving greater flexibility of production. However splitting runs of a product will almost 
certainly incur further clean-downs, and therefore lossof productive capacity. 

The number of SKUs manufactured in a factory will also effect batch size. The finite 
capacity ofthe plant is consumed not only by production, but by clean-down and set-up. Too 
many èhangeovers and the efficiency, of what are sametimes low-margin factories, can be 
destroyed. If the products have a mid-range shelf-life and there are a large number of SKUs, 
the frequency of production of any SKU will be determined by its volume, its volatility of 
demand, the capacity of the processing plant available to it and the number of other SKUs 
that compete for the same capacity. 

High volume products will be produced frequently, say weekly, medium volume products 
less so, say twice a month, and low volume products perhaps once a month, provided that the 
shelf-life and the minimum production quantity are compatible with such a policy. 
Promotional productsneed to be fitted into these cycles. They will almost certainly be made 
to specific order size since their life-span is severely limited. However they will distort 
production cycles because of the excessive volumes of the promotd product than can result, 
often producing a further distartion in related SKU demand because of the switch effect. 
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The role of planning and scheduling therefore must be defined with respect to batch size. Is 
the batch size to be set by an external system or determined as part of the planning or 
scheduling exercise? 

Most processes will have a minimum practical batch size. There will also be an incremental 
batch size by which the quantity can be practically adjusted. In our opinion, it is unrealistic to 
set batch size without consictering capacity. A planning system should look at the allocation 
of run length between competing SKUs to best utilise the available capacity to meet customer 
service targets as determined by the medium to long term forecasts. This will assist the 
planning team to determine Iabour requirements, shift patterns and strategie overtime levels 
that are expected to be necessary. 

However 'plans' are expected to need adjustment. As time draws nearer, an FCS (Finite 
Capacity Scheduler) wil! expect to see the real demand pattem, and to consicter the real sku 
stock position. lt will therefore need to create a schedule which deals with the short term 
problem of maintaining stock-cover. It wil! therefore adjust the executable batch size against 
both these requirements and the actual available capacities. In both cases, it is the planner or 
scheduler that is therefore responsible for batch size. This wil! require the selection of a 
planning system capable of converting raw forecast data into a sensible production 
programme, and/or a 'rate-based' scheduler that will expect to set batch size as part of its 
algorithm, both consictering finite capacities. 

TYPES OF CONSTRAINTS 

Most finite capacity planning and scheduling systems are designed to deal in the first 
instanee with the limited capacities of plant. Ho wever there are a number of other constraints 
which need to be considered - Iabour and skills, ancillary equipment (eg. a tamper-proof 
packing label applicator), space (eg. chiller capacities, holding vessels, warehouse 
capacities), and matcrials (ingredients, packaging etc). We wiJl deal briefly with each in turn. 

a) Plant 

Plant capacity is the classic eenstraint because of the level of investment needed and 
the time lag required to alter it. However many people make the mistake that this 
means that finite scheduling must drive every piece of plant to achieve the highest 
utilisation possible. There must be an understanding of the concept of bottlenecks, 
and the need to drive the bottlenecks for maximum effectiveness and efficiency, and 
then synchronize schedules on the remairring plant to support the bottleneck 
pro gramme. 

Most food and drink manufacturing plants consist of a number of paratlel processing 
plants which feed a number of packing or botding lines. There may be flexibility to 
reconfigure these in different ways, or packing lines may be dedicated to particular 
processing plant. In nearly all situations, each processing/packing contiguration will 
be able to work on a limited group of the SKUs produced by the factory. There is 
limited flexibility of which products can be produced on each line, which products 
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can run simultaneously and which products compete with each other for the same 
capacity. 

The taskof scheduling therefore is todetermine which products to run and how many, 
which line to run it on and the sequence in which the work is to be clone. A good FCS 
will recognise the bottleneck in each line or configuration, and concentrate on 
producing a sequence that will maximise the trade-off between good customer service 
and good plant efficiency at that bottleneck. lt will then synchronize the activity on 
the unconstrained processes so that food is not cooked too long before it can be 
packed, ebilier cabinet capacity is recognised, the emptying and cleaning of vessels 
and manifolds is scheduled within the overall flow etc. This may mean that certain 
operations are not started immediately the capacity of the first process becomes 
available. Scheduling is also a bout detailing when a piece of plant should not work! 

b) People and Skilis 

Many factories have de-staffed during the recession period. In all food and drink 
plants, miniruising the co st of Iabour is a significant ambition. The result is often that 
a factory will have more processing or packing plant than it has the necessary Iabour 
to run it. Therefore the capacity of the factory is not only determined by the 
hardware, but also by people and in particular by the skilis available at any time. 

A good example might be a factory with 4 packing lines. Different products require a 
different level of packing crew on the same line. The factory bas I 0 packers. The 
average crew is 3 packers per line. Some products require 4 people. Usually we can 
therefore run 3 lines simultaneously, using say 3, 3 and 4 people respectively, and 
leaving one line to be changed over. However, it is obvious that with a limit of I 0 
packers, we cannot run 2 products simultaneously that each require 4 people, and a 
third product that requires 3, since it would require 11 people. Therefore there is a 
secondary constraint which imposes a restrietion on choice of products to be run 
simultaneously. 

A suitable software product must therefore be able to constrain the schedule for at 
least 2 levels of resource - machine and Iabour. 

c) Ancillaries 

A third level of constraint may well be a scarce resource such as a die or tooi or 
partic u! ar label applicator. This ancillary, of which there is only one, may be capable 
of use on several of the lines, and may be required by several products. 

Therefore again a realistic schedule will be one that recognises this limitation and 
does not try to produce two of these products at the same time. Careful inspeetion of 
such a schedule will show that the ancillary's finite availability is recognised and it 
moves from line to line, product to product in an achievable manner. 
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d) Materials 

Many FCS systems only recognise constraints in terms of resource capacities. Yet 
any production controller will know, from hard experience, that the best possible 
plans can be brought to nothing if the required matcrials are not available. 

In the food and drink industries, we have to consicter the availability of two classes of 
materials, namely ingredients and packaging. By their nature, most common food 
ingredients are usually available on demand, with a few exceptions. Packaging on the 
other hand is very specific to the manufacturer and is only available on relatively long 
lead times. 

We must therefore identify the 'soft' matcrials which are readily available, and whose 
requirement we wish the FCS to detail for us, so that we may procure it in a manner 
closely synchronized to production. We must distinguish these from the 'hard' 
matcrials whose availability is limited and!or on long lead times. The real availability 
of these 'hard' items is a genuine constraint, and must be shown to the FCS as the 
limited free stock currently available, plus the committed delivery pattem up to at 
least one lead-time ahead. The FCS must recognise these availabilities and not 
produce a schedule with demands that cannot be met. If the 'hard' material is 
required by more than one product and demand is greater than supply, allocation rules 
wil! have to be specified. 

Packaging is a more specific problem. On the other hand, standard high volume 
packaging should these days be dealt with through good supply chain management 
techniques. In this environment, the process of purchase order negotiation should be 
replaced by annual volume supply agreements, and the packaging supplier should 
take responsibility for all stocks of a design throughout the supply chain, right onto 
the food manufacturer's packing lines. To enable him to do so, the factory must feed 
the supplier weekly with an accurate inventory holding and his best forecast of the 
next few weeks usage volumes. The supplier will then undertake that the factory wil! 
never run out of the particular packaging, maintaining the stock between agreed 
maximum and minimum levels. The forecast usage figures can of course be produced 
by the FCS system! 

Special packaging for promotional activity will always have to be ordered to a 
specific quantity sufficiently far in advance for the printer to obtain 'origination' of 
the design and to run it through his presses. 
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A SCHEDULING EXAMPLE 

Having determined the elements that FCS systems must consider, let us now look at what 
might be a typical scheduling problem. 

Fig 1 

Due date 

A 
25 hours 

8 
21 hours 

A 8 

In Fig 1 above, we show two products A & B required for an order. Each product requires a 
two process stages and the process times are shown. Given a due date, the question is when 
to start? The classic answer might look at the work contentand back-schedule from the due
date as above. What' s wrong, if anything? 

The answer is that we have not considered the resources required to process the products and 
their capacities. Let us assume that each product has to two operations: Make & Pack. 
However we find that the two make operations have to take place on the sameresource 'X', 
while the pack operations are on different resources 'Y' and 'Z'. Dependant upon which 
product we run first, the resultant lead times are as shown below in 2, since the second 
product must wait for the first. 

Fig 2 

i 
20~~ Res 

x 

A 8 

Run A first 

A takes 20 + 5 = 25 hours 
Res B takes 20 + 6 + 15 = 41 hours 

y 

Res 
x 

Run 8 First 

B takes 6 + 15 = 21 hours 
A takes 6 + 20 + 5 = 31 hours 
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We can immediately see that the logic which originally suggested that the longest process 
time product 'A' should be run first, actually produces a much Jonger order lead time than 
running B first, by a tàctor of 10 hours! Therefore we can see that scheduling logic must take 
into account the overall efièct on the total position, not simply sequence each item based on 
locallogic. 

So let us now consicter what a good schedule for this order might look like in Gantt Chart 
form. 

Fig 3 

y 

x 
z 

Are the materials 
available? 

Time Due date 

T 
Are machines and : · ., 
tools available? 

We can see that in Fig 3 the most effective sequence on resource X is to run the first 
operation on B tirst. We allow A to be completed on X just in time for the second operation 
of A on Z to finish in time tor despatch. The second operation of B on Y could start on the 
completion of its first operation on X, and it must be finished by despatch time. Therefore B 
on Y can float between these two points. 

Fig. 3 represents a real achievable schedule at finite capacity; that is with respect to machine 
resources. However it also serves to demonstrate the further opportunities that exist for 
greater efficiency. Let us consider that machine X is a bottleneck, with other work on it 
represented by the black gantt bars, and the other machines Y & Z are non-bottlenecks with 
spare capacity. Now consider the point in time shown by the arrow T. All three resources, 
X, Y & Z are being run, requiring 3 men to operate thcm. lt does not take a great deal of 
science to recognise that by simply moving the second operation of B on Y a little earl i er, we 
can complete it in time for the operator to move down to Z to perfarm the second operation 
on A, thus reducing the maximum manpower required to 2. See Fig.4. Obvious in this small 
example, but it demonstrates the huge opportunity that an FCS operating in this way could 
afford across a whole company in Iabour savings! 
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Fig 4 
Time 

y 
815 z 86 A2o 

x • 
z 
Moving 815 earlier in time, reduces the peak 
manpower required 
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Due date 

I 

T 

SHAPES OF MATERIAL FLOW 

Having determined the requirements for batch size calculations, considered the different 
forms of constraint, and looked at simple scheduling logic, we now need to consider the 
'shapes' ofthe material flows within different types offactory. 

Synchronized :'v1anufacturing uses four letters to denote the prime flow types that are usually 
encountered in different industries. 

Material Flow Types 

V A 

T I 
However 'A' and 'T' refer to capita! product assemblies, and high volume, mixed model 
assemblies respectively. Neither of these is represented in food and drink processing. 
Although elements of assembly operations can be seen in these areas, they will be adequately 
covered elsewhere. 

'I' Plants 

The cassic shape of a food processing plant is the 'I' plant. as shown below in Fig 5: 
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Fig 5 I Plant • Characteristics 

RESOURCE STRUCTURE 

Specialist lines dedicated to product 
groups 

Continuous Flow 

Linked Processes 

Cleandown/Set-up 

PRODUCT STRUCTURE 

Recipes 

Raw 'mix' dedicated to end product 

Huge diversification through Packaging 

Shelf-life & Quality implications 

307 

The Product Structure in these plants starts at the bottorn with a recipe of ingredients which, 
in the first operation, are usually put in a pot and stirred well! The raw product is then usually 
processed through a series of operations until it produces a specific end food product a 
biscuit is mixed as dough, rolled, stamped out, baked in a continuous oven, enrobed in 
chocolate, and then made into a sandwich type). The 'finished' product is then heavily 
diversified into many different SKUs through the application of different paskaging types. 
completing the top of the T. Being a food item, there are strong implications of shelf-life, 
and the clean-down requirements for hygiene are onerous. 

The resource structure shows parallel production lines, often described as 'make & pack', 
each focussed on a group of products, with some interchangability and some dedication. The 
processes are often COJUlected by convcyor lines for continuous flow. It is necessary to 
recognise the immense impact that clean-downs can have on the productive availability of 
these lines, and therefore the sequencing of products within families or from light to dark 
co Jouration for instanee can be very important. 

The prime focus for FCS in such a plant is CUSTOMER SERVICE, in whose name many 
sins are frequently forgiven! But we also need SKU (finished goods) planning and short lead 
times with fast response. Labour, especially with respect to planning crews, needs to be 
optimised to reduce cost. We need to synchronize the availability of bulk raw material 
ingredients. These may be used from a silo simultaneously by perhaps 8 lines at once. We 
must get effective use of what is often miles of expensive stainless steel plant, especially in 
low margin businesses. 

The FCS needs of such a plant can be defined by timescale. Finite Capacity Planning may 
wel! be useful to set investment plans, calculate Iabour requirements, and determine 
approximate run lengtbs and frequencies for the medium to long term. Such systems must be 
selected as a strategie tooi. 
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Finite Capacity Scheduling on the other hand wil! be a very specific match to the precise 
needs of the plant. The selection of the most appropriate software will be based on some of 
the following factors: 

Rate-based scheduling 
Finite Iabour planning 
Synchronized matcrials 
Shelf-life Planning 
\Vhat-if capability 
Software price 
Finished goods planning 

Flexible batch sizing 
Multiple skill sets 
Material constraints 
Fixed sequence capability 
Multiple algorithms 
Operating systems 
Stock graphing 

Linked processes 
Multiple calendars 
Material call-off 
Gantt charts 
Custom algorithms 
Multi-user capability 

The category ofFCS systems most likely tomeet these requirements is those we call 'Rate 
Based' schedulers. ilowever there are many of these on the market, and the selection of the 
most appropriate should not be left to chance. 

'V' Plants 

Another very common 'shape' to be found in food and drink manufacture is the 'V' plant. 

V Plant- Product & Resource Structure 

A wide variety of end products 

Product divergence 

Limited number of raw 
materia Is 

Resources common to the majority 
of products 

Predominantly capita! intensive 

Dedicated machinery or equipment 

Process flow orientated 

Fig 6 

In a 'V' plant (Fig 6), we are dealing with a very few or single raw materiaL Other 
ingredients may be added along teh process, and these will contribute to the diversification of 
the product into a wide variety of finished, packed end products. The resource structure is 
again parallellines, often involved in mixing. packing or bottling and labelling. 
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Again the prime focus for scheduling is Customer Service. However the scheduling 
techniques may need to be sophisticated, or perhaps better described as more specific to the 
particular nature of the plant in question. 
the reason for this is that the plant is likely to be more specialised, and the sequencing logic 
may involve more than the trade-off between clean-down minimisation and customer 
service/inventory optimisation. lt may involve looking at more than one product related 
'attribute' simultaneously. Therefore it is frequently necessary to move away from pre
detirred algorithms, and to customise the rul es to reflect the specific processes. 

SML will frequently advise the use of 'Rule-Based' schedulers. These systems have all the 
functionality of other more rigid systems, but they enable the customisation of the scheduling 
logic within macro-style modelling language. Therefore we are able to achieve all the 
benefits of bespoke software without moving outside a standard packaged system. 

Wh en selecting the most appropriate package, many of the list of rec,uirements defined for T 
plants are again relevant, but in this case we would not normally limit the selection to rate
based schedulers. 

BATCH TRACEABILITY 

Many applications of FCS systems into food and drink processing plants are more frequently 
requiring full batch traceability for !ega!, healthcare and hygiene reasons. 

Batch traceability is a record of the sources, processes and eventual destination of the 
ingredients and products in question. As such it is often seen as a tracking function, rather 
than a planning or scheduling function. We can usually safely leave it out of planning, since 
the rough nature of this process makes it irrelevant. However FCS provides detailed 
instruction on the timing, batch size and sequence of operations. It can therefore radically 
effect traceability by 'maintaining batch integrity, and miniruising the potential for 
contamination by sympathetic sequencing. 

The requirement for batch traceability may well alter the selection of the appropriate FCS 
system. Rate-based schedulers, with their fluidity of batch size, may well have to have 
certain functionality curtailed. Rule-based schedulers can be designed to force batch 
integrity, and therefore may be suitable in environments in which they are not usually 
considered. 

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 

We are frequently asked how FCS systems should best be implemented and integrated into a 
company's existing systems structure. Usually FCS systems should be run on a dedicated 
personal computer or workstation. This ensures that frequent simulation runs, of what is a 
mathematically intensive computer function, do not 'dim the lights' on the company's other 
applications! 
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Despite residing on a separate computer, the FCS application will be linked directly into the 
campany's database and transaction processing system, aften an MRP II system. Data wil! be 
stored only once, in the most appropriate location. Normally this wil! mean that recipes, 
packaging requirements, process routes, inventories, forecasts and sales demand will be 
managed by the campany's main systems. However details of the processing resources, 
Iabour skills, shift patterns and the scheduling logic will be rctained in the FCS system. 

Down loads of information will be made at appropriate intervals. 'Statie' information, 
conceming recipes and routes etc which do not change frequently, will be passed across 
perhaps weekly. 'Dynamic' data conceming stocks, WIP and the order pattem wil! be passed 
more frequently as rescheduling needs demand. 

In most of the food and drink processing industries, it is likely that an FCS will replace the 
Material Requirements Planning (MRP I) functionality within the overall systems structure. 
Schedules can be issued directly from the FCS, passed to the MRP II system for distribution, 
or altematively passed to a Shop Floor Data Capture system to provide instructions to each 
work centre and to capture progress as it occurs. 

An example of a fully 'integrated' system is sho'Wn below in Fig 7. 

FCS integrated into an MRP 11 svstem 
and linked to,::S::.::F...=D=-:C=:__ __ ~ Order Book 

'
I '---...,------:-----. 

1 
~' 

:---"'--'--"-• 

SUMMARY 

Fig 7 

The selection of FCS and FCP software in food and drink processing plants can make a huge 
difference between success and failure. Since there are now many products in the FCS 
market place, SML's experience is that most campany's needs can be met from standard 
packaged software, provided that is correctly selected. A major problem in this selection is 
that every software salesman has of course got 'just the FCS software for you', irrespective 
ofthe nature ofyour environment! 
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The important aspect is the nature of the rnadelling and sequencing mechanisms inside the 
product, not just the attractiveness of the gantt charts and histograms! It is important to 
consider the nature of the constraints in the business, the flexibility of batch sizing, and 
whether planning or scheduling is required, or both. 

Above all it is necessary to design the way the FCS system should work and be integrated. 
Since knowledge of such new technology is unlikely to be found within a manufacturing 
company, it is sensible toseek extemal and indepentent advice and guidance. 
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New government policies aim at the ciosure of material f1ows as part of Integrated Chain 
Management (ICM). Main implementation instruments include tariff policy and extended 
producer responsibility, which makes Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) formally 
responsible for take-back, recovery and reuse of discarded products. One of the key 
problems for OEMs is to determine to what extent return products must be disassembied 
and which Recovery and Disposal (RD-) options should be applied. On a tactical 
management level. this involves anticipation to problems like meeting (legislative) 
recovery targets, limited secondary end markets. bad quality of return products and facility 
investments in recycling infrastructure. In this paper, the role of such a Product Recovery 
and Disposal Strategy within ICY1 is discussed. Furthermore, a comprehensive model is 
described, which determines such a strategy and the implications for the (design ot) the 
reverse logistic system are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

' Traditionally, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) of consumer products 
only took back discarded products from the market selectively. Their motives were mainly 
commercial due to contractual obligations (lease products) or in view of cost savings 
(purchasing). However. the growing pubtic interest in environmental issues causes 
customers demand for recycling and the introduetion of new government poli ei es, which 
aim at the ciosure of material f1ows as part of lntegrated Chain Management (I CM). This 
generates entirely new managerial problems for industrial companies. 

One of the key issues an OEM has to deal with is determining a Product Recovery 
and Disposal (PRD-) strategy for its return products. In this paper, the meaning of such a 
strategy is discussed. Moreover. a quantitative model is presented that determines an 
optima! strategy for durable assembly products. 

The paper is built up as follows. In Section 1 it is explained what lCM is all about. 
Govemment policies and business motives to enhance the implementation of ICM in business 
practice are discussed. In Section 2, the role of a Product Recovery and Disposal strategy is 
explained and a quantitative model to determine an optima! PRD-strategy is presented. In 
Section 3. conclusions are dra\\n, especially with respect to the consequences of a PRD
strategy for the design of a reverse logistic system. 
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1. INTEGRATED CHAIN YIANAGE:\IENT 

During its life cycle a product 'travels' through its product chain, starting at mining 
and traditionally ending after consumer use. In ICM, waste disposal is no Jonger the final 
stage of the product life cycle: it is aimed to close the cycle of material jlows in !he product 
chain. lhereby limiting emissions and residual waste, sec NOPA [11 ). This is illustrated in 
Figure l. This does not mean that product ebains are fully closed: reuse and recycling 
might be realised in other product chains than the original one and a certain percentage of 
products will have be disposed of due to technica! or economical constraints. 

internal reapplication 

reapplication in orher product chains dispos al 

Figure 1 Integrated Chain Management 

lCM implies that the waste problem concerns all memhers of the product chain. i.e .. 
producers, suppliers, consumers, waste processors etc. Otherwise, 'solutions' in one Iife 
cycle phase might cause new problems in another one. Especially good product design can 
ease problems in other life cycle phases. Recovery of discarded products can be realised by 
recycling of matcrials but also by reusing products and parts. Also alternative applications 
are possible. Reuse and recyding logether are called recovery. 

An important technique derived fi:om lCM is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA is 
concerned with determining the environmental 'profile' of a product, which involves. 
mcasuring ecological impacts all over the product chain. This is dirticuit due to subjective 
interpretation of facts. Some methods have been developed, but still it remains unavoidable 
to compare the ecological impact of processes of a totally different nature. LCA might be 
used to assign green labels to environment friendly products. 

Companies have applied selective product recovery for years. Examples are revision 
of car engines at Mereerles Benz (Berlin) (PA WS [12]) and reuse of copiers in companies 
like Rank Xerox and Océ van der Grinten (Thierry et al [16]). However, ICM requires 
more than that. Business motives often fail on the short term, so Government policy wiJl 
be installed as the initia! driving force in accomplishing ICM. Therefore. we shall first 
discuss Government policy and instruments. 

l.I. GOVERNME~T POLICY 

One of the three inain goals in the Dutch environmental policy is realising 
swtainahle production and conswnption. see VROM (20]. ICM can strongly contribute to 
this target. lCM was adapted by the Dutch Government by means of the motion of Lansink 
[ 1979). The 'ladder of Lansink' defines strict priorities with respect to recovery and 
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disposal options. see Vierdag [ 19], where waste prevention has the highest priority and 
landfill the lowest. Although the strict priority on Recovery and Disposal (RD-) options is 
subject to discussion. see U do de Haes [17}, the ladder of Lansink is still the frameworkof 
Government policy. Policy can be implemenled by several instruments, which are 
discussed in the next subsection. 

1.2. GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTS 

Governments can use a variety of instruments to implcment environmental policies 
(Bressers (3]): 

• Prescription 
• Tariffs and taxes policy 
• Covenants. implementation plans 
• Liability rules 
• Subsidies 
• lnformation. 

The implementation of ICM mainly occurs by two instruments: (i) laws on producer 
responsibility and (i i) disposal tariff policy. 

Producer responsibility 

Generally speaking. one could say that extended producer responsibility enhances 
that the OEM must meet certain targets for take-back, recovery and remanufacturing of its 
own products after these are discarded by the consumer. The PRD-strategy is limited to 
recovery targets. These targets state that at least A% of a product group, say "brown 
goods" should be reused and B% recycled. 1 LCA's might provide valuable input for the 
formulation of recovery targets. At first, agreements were often made in covenants. Recent 
EC-guidelines obligeJhe European countries to establish laws on producer responsibility. 

Ta riff policy 

Disposal tariffs wil! be raised and differentiated, in order to make incineration and 
landfilling less attractive. Ultimate measures are landfill stops or even disposal bans, which 
>viJl be applied torsome kinds of waste. 

The instruments of producer responsibility and tariff policy are supplemented by numerous 
regulations, among which: 

• Obligatory removal of hazardous contents. In a PRD-strategy, one has to take into 
account that certain toxic substances have to be removed for special treatment. For 
example. batteries in electronic equipment. 

1 
hmnulating recovery targeb is tricky business. For instance. in Germany the high material recycling target on 

rackagcs discouraged rcuse of produels Beer bottics have been replaccd hy beer cans. bccausc thev "'e easicr to recycle 
I h'" "'er. the amount of waste increased. because botties can be used scveral times and cans on!;, on cc ( Holzhey !6)). 
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• Restricted transportation and processing. This concerns the juristical debate whether or 
when discarded products are seen as 'waste' and at what point of processing they are 
transtàrmed into 'raw materials'. This is important because transportation and 
processing of waste is submitted to strict legislation, while the rul es for recyclables are 
more liberal. The EC distinguishes green, orange and red lists in waste transportation, 
(Beek [2)). Dutch legislation prescribes processing in the region of collection. In 
genera!, waste products have to be processed to a certain extent befere they can be 
transported out of a limited area, say a region or country, see WEKA [21]. This is not 
directly relevant for the PRD-strategy, but is to logistics. 

supply driven l 

demand driven l 
Figure 2 Reverse cha}n 

Regulation farces manufacturers to extend the product ebains with a so called reverse 
chain. Figure 2 shows that at some point in the reverse channel supply driven collection 
(forced by producers responsibility) and market driven waste recovery 'collide'. At this 
point, a PRO-decision must bc taken , i.e. the optima! disassembly or RD-option should be 
determined. Fora classification of recycling situations, see Flapper [SJ. 

Focus ofthe paper 

The concept of lCM applies to all kinds of waste streams. However, regulation 
segregates waste streams in different clusters, mainly by branches of industry, like 
electronic equipment, cars, furniture etc. (A0093 [1]). We classify waste as described in 
Table l. The remainder ofthis paper will focus on assembly products. 
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TABLEl 
Typology of waste streams with examples 

''v''- ,,,, . __ ,.,' ,. ,,. '" 

WASTE assembly produels non assembly produels packages 

d11rable TV tile beer bottie 

non durable throw away camera food beer can 

1.3. BUSINESS WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Business waste management is the management of all waste and environmental 
issues within a company. CLM [4] distinguishes reactive and proactive environment 
strategies. Reactive companies are mainly reacting on outside pressures, like legislation. 
customer requests etc. Proactive firms seek to create value by. for instance. saving on 
procurement. minimising disposal cost and developing green markets. Business waste 
management includes (i) eco-labeling and green labeling, see van Soest [15]. (ii) company
environment control systems. see WEKA [21 ]. (iii) SWOT analysis of environmental 
developments. see Vermaak [ 18] and (iv) prevention and internal reuse of waste. It also 
involves the recovery of return products and packages. The latter field is described by 
Thierry et al [16] as Product Recovery Management. PRM is defined as "the management of 
all used and discarded products, components. and matcrials for which a manufacturing 
company is legally. contractually or otherwise responsible''. The objective of PRM is to 
reeover as much as possible of the economical (and ecological) value of these products. 
components and matcri als, thereby reducing the ui ti mate quantities of waste to a minimum. It 
focusses on the managerial aspects of recovery of discarded products. The most important 
problem areas are: 

• design tor recycling 
• developing secondary end markets 
• acquiring information on composition. quantity and quality of return flows and on 

secondary end markets 
• quality management of recovery and remanufacturing processes 
• establishing joint ventures with competitors as wel! as other organisations in the 

business chain 
• the generation and choice of feasible product recovery options. 

Choosing between feasible product recovery options is the main goal of a PRD-strategy. 
In the remainder of this paper, we shall discuss the determination of such a strategy. 

2. THE PRODUCT RECOVERY AND DISPOSAL STRA TEGY 

A PRD-strategy involves handling >vaste produels that are compulsorily returned to 
the OEM or the importerlrepresentative of this DEAL The aim is to maximise net profit 
Jrom recovery while meeting environmental legislation. The PRD-strategy is of great 
importance on the tactical management level. Since ICM \vil! be introduced at least all 
O\cr Europe and given the fact that most OEMs workon a large international scale. return 
t1ows wil! be voluminous. Moreover. recycling resources. constituting the reverse chain. 
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tend to be capita! intensive. Hence, it is necessary to deterrnine in advance what is to be 
done with the return products. i.e .. to what extent return products and components should 
be disassembled. reused. recycled or disposed of The development of a decision model tor 
determining such a strategy might be helpful in view of these complicated management 
problems. The model should meet the following requirements: 

• it should give tactical management support 
• it must be able to handle multi-Ievel assembly structures 
• it must be able to classify return t1ows with respect to the quality, quantity and 

composition and it must be able to deal with uncertainty on these aspects 
• it should support the choice from various recovery and disposal options 
• it must optimise on commercial criteria. while taking technica! and ecological aspects as 

side constraints. 

Betore discussing our own model, let us tirst give a brief survey of models found in the 
literature that deal with this issue. 

2.1. PRM STRA TEGIES 

In Tbierry et al [16], returned products can be reeovered on four levels, narnely the product. 
module. part and material leveL One speaks of recovery at the product leveL when products 
are repaired and reused without being split up into separate parts. Recovery at the part level 
relers to the reuse of parts. Similarly. recovery at the module level refers to reuse of units of 
parts. Finally. recycling is recovery on the material leveL Matcrials are seen as the lowest 
recovery level. Five product recovery options are distinguished for retumed products or 
components: (i) repair. (ii) refurbishing, (iii) remanufacturing, (iv) cannibalisation and (v) 
recycling. The characteristics of these options are surnrnarised in Table 2. Supplied waste 
that is not suitable for these options has to be disposed of Incineration and landfill are 
called waste management options. 

PRODUCT 
RECOVERY 

OPTIONS 
I. repair 

1 refurbishing 

J. remanufacturing 

4. cannibalisation 

5. recycling 

TABLE2 
.. _()u~line ofpr?duct recovery ~ptions 

level of disassernbly quality requirernents 

to product level 

to module level 

topart level 

selective retrieval 
ofparts 

to material level 

restare product to 
working order 

inspeet and upgradc 
criticalmodu les 

inspeet all modulesiparts 
and upgrade 

depends on use in other 
PRM·options 

depends on use in 
rernanufacturing 

resulting product 

sorne parts repaired or 
replaced 

some modules repaired or 
replaced 

used and new modules/ 
parts in new product 

some parts reused. others 
disposedor recycled 
materials used in new 

produels 

As a management tooi. PRM focuses on the generation of possible recovery and disposal 
strategies on a conceptual level: optimisation is not a concrete issue. In comparison witb 
our approach this is a clear difference. 
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2.2. DISASSEMBLY STRATEGIES 

Penev and de Ron [13], Navin Chandra [1 0] and Zussman et al (23] describe models 
to determine the optima! disassembly strategy. Basically, they represent a product by an 
and/or graph, where the root reflects the full product and every node reflects the product in 
a certain state of disassemb1y. The arcs reflect the disassembly operations, where one 
moves from one state to another. Given a certain state, it is possible to move to several 
other states, hence different sequences of product disassembly are possible. Released 
components are assigned to recovery options, Iike service, repair, dismantling, recycling, 
refurbishing, disposal etc., to be picked from predefined sets. Starting at the root, 
disassembly is continued as long as the objective value improves, where the objective 
tunetion can be defined in terms of net profit, emissions, reuse percentage etc. In Penev 
and de Ron [ 13 ], a preferred component is determined in advance. A fier ha ving released 
this particular component, further disassembly is performed when profitable (else not). 

All these models include the explicit optimisation of disassembly sequences. Many 
other articles are written on this issue, tor full as wellas partial disassembly. Examples can 
be found in Lee and Kumara [9] and Johnson and Wang [7], where optimisation is based 
on 30 geometrie functions or search spaces. A disadvantage of including disassembly 
sequencing is the exploding problem size. For the PRD-management process, a compact 
model is preferable. The fact that the problem is dealt with on the tactical management 
level reduces the need for flexible disassembly orders. 

Disassembly strategies serve to support product design or the construction of 
disassembly stations and not so much the PRO-management process. This explains the 
lack of some relevant aspects, like e.g. legislative recovery targets or quality of the return 
flow. Moreover, they limit themselves to optimisation on the product leveL while a 
complete PRD-strategy should be deterrnined for the full range of products manufactured 
by theOEM. 

2.3. A QUANTITJ\TIVE MODEL FOR DETERMINING THE PRD-STRATEGY 

The PRD-strategy can be formulated as a set of conditional assignment rules to support the 
PRD-decision, see Figure 2. These rules are determined before products are actually 
returned. We have to anticipate on multi-level assembly structures, diversity and 
uncertainty in quality, quantity and composition of return products, ecological 
requirements, i.e., environmental Iegislation, technica! potential for recovery and disposal 
and commercial constraints, e.g. the limited volume of end markets. One should bear in 
mind that the above models focus on probierus different from ours. Although they do take 
into account some of our modeHing requirements, Iike multi-level assembly structures and 
choice from a set of recovery and disposal options, they are not suitable for our research 
purposes, defined in the introduetion of Section 2. Therefore, we developed our own 
modeL which mainly consists of two optimisation levels, the product level and the nroducl 
xroup level. 

On the first leveL the PRD-strategy with the highest net profit is determined for every 
product type, say a photo camera of type X. However, this profit optima! strategy might be 
less feasible in view of recovery targets. Therefore, one or more alternative strategies are 
detennined. with less profit but a higher recovery score. In addition. Iimited volumes of 
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end markets or restricted capacity of recycling and disposal facilities may also require 
alternative strategies. The overall idea is to delermine multiple strategies for every product 
type manufactured by the OEM. This forms the input for the optimisation over multiple 
products. the product group. 

On the second level, mixed policies are determined for the entire product group, i.e., 
all ;:>roducts taken back by the OEM, e.g. cameras of type X and Y. Some product types 
will be processed by the profit optima! strategy. others by an alternative strategy or a 
combination of strategies. Shortcomings of one product type, e.g. too low recovery scores. 
can be compensated by another product. This gives the possibility to meet legislation, 
while maintaining a reasonable profit 

2.3.1. Optimisation on the product level 

Basically, a PRD-strategy on the product level involves deciding on: 
• the degree to which a product should be disassembied 
• which RD-options should be applied. 

Now. in Krikke et al [8], we model this in the following way. Starting point is the 
disassembly tree, which describes the disassembly process tor the return product in 
question. The return product itself acts as the root of the tree and retrievable modules, 
parts. subparts, etc. are identified and represented in various sublevels. The product as wel! 
as its components are tested and classified according to its (quality) class, once it is 
coi!ected or released after disassembly. Next, an inventarisation of RD-options for each 
assembly of the disassembly tree is made. Let us characterise the RD-options. 

l>efinition of Recovery and Disposal options 

For recovery. we do this analogously to Thierry et al [16] on the basis of the 
secondary (end) products, resulting from the recovery process. Secondary productscan be 
categorised through t!Jeir identity and quality. An assembly keeps its identity if it remains 
intact after recovery. i.e., the assembly is reused. If it looses its identity then the assembly 
is transformed into new products. i.e., the assembly is recycled. Reuse and recycling 
options can be further specified by suboptions on the basis of the quality level of the 
recovered end products. For example, reuse could be refined in three suboptions: (a) 
upgrade. recovery on a higher quality level than originally, (b) restore, recovery on the 
same quality level as originally and ( c) downgrade recovery on a Jower quality level than 
originally. Suboptîons can be defined for recycling in a similar way. Since disposal options 
have no end product. they cannot be described in these terms. Therefore, they will be 
detined by their underlying process. tor example incineration and landfill. 

F easibility of RD-options 

Whether an RD-option is feasible depends on technica!, commercial and ecological 
criteria. Technica] feasibility reflects the technica! possibility to realise an RD-option. 
Commercial feasibility points to end market potentîal. Ecological requirements follow 
from environmentallegislation. On the product leveL these criteria are: 
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Technicalfeasibility criteria 
• processability of a product or component 
• the technica! state of an assembly or component 
• separability of matcrials 
• processing properties of materials 
• the presence and removability ofhazardous contentsin assemblies. 

Commercial jèasibility criteria 
• techno logica! status of product and components 
• perception of consumers according to secondary products, components and matcrials 
• recovery costs 
• secondary market prices 
• lost sales in primary markets 
• qualîty of secondary products and materials. 

Ecological feasibility criteria 
• disposal bans 
• obligatory removal of hazardous contents 
Note that in this paper, ecological feasibility is equivalent to meeting environmental 
legislation. LCA is beyond the scope of our research. 

Criteria can be static or dynamic. Static criteria are embedded in the product and 
create the potentlal for recovery. Dynamie criteria change during product use and depend 
on consumer behaviour, secondary market prices, available recovery technology etc. In 
most cases, this reduces the number of potentially applicable recovery options. Dynamic 
criteria are reflected in uncertainty with respect to the class of the returned products and 
components. 

Static criteria and Design For Recycling 

Design For Recycling (DFR) can improve the static feasibilty for recovery of waste 
products. DFR works two ways: (i) when new produets are designed, components of 
returned products can be used: internal end markets are created and (ii) new products can 
be designed such, that handling in disassembly is reduced and materials are recyclable: 
recovery potential of products is improved. 

Design will be clone on life cycle cost, which includes cost for disposal and recovery, 
but also revenues from reuse. This way, the commercial and/or technica) infeasibility of 
product recovery options can be partly solved. An important side effect is easier 
maintenance (Thierry et al [ 16)). 

Dynamic criteria and uncertainty 

Forecasting of dynamic criteria, which is necessary in tactical management, often 
involves uncertainty due to lack of information. In our model, we detine classes in order to 
deal with diversity and uncertainy in dynamic criteria. In this paper. we use the concept of 
classes only for the quality of returned products and components. one of the most 
important dynamic criteria. This is clone as follows. 
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Returned components and products are tested and classified on the basis of their 
technica! state. The set of classes Q(j) can be defined as desired, e.g. with two classes: 
assembly j is in 'good condition' (q=l) or 'malfunctioning' (q=2). Uncertainty is modelled 
by conditional probabilities. Given the technica! state q2 of assembly j, the possible 
technica! states ql ofits subassemblies k are found with conditional probability Pk(qll q2). 
For exa 'ple, if a TV -X is 'malfunctioning' then the chance that the Printed Circuit Board 
is in 'good condition' or 'malfunctioning' is 20% and 80% respectively. By 

definition, L p,(ql I q2) =1 '11k. A similar notation p0(q 1-) is used for the probabilities 
q\EQ(k) 

of collecting a return product, which is in class q at the entrance test. The classification 
scheme can be extended to include other aspects, like composition, technological status 
etc. 

Formulation of the objective function 

Our objective is to maximise net profit given constraints following from the 
technica!, commercial and ecological feasibility criteria, described earlier in this paragraph. 
Input tor the optimisation will be disassembly costs for each disassembly step, processing 
costs and revenues for each RD-option per assembly and the conditional probabilities for 
finding an assembly in a certain class when disassembling the parent assembly of a 
pregiven class. 

Results 

Now, the PRD-strategy, determined as in Krikkeet al [8], results in a complete set of 
conditional assignment rules: if the product or a component is in quality class q, then it is 
treated according to option r, where option r is either processing by some RD-option 
(r>= I) or disassembly (r=O). Once it is determined that an assembly is to be processed by 
an RD option (and thus not disassembled). this decision is automatically dominant over the 
optima! RD-options of all the children of this assembly. The assignment rules are 
optimised over all possibilities. using an efficient Dynamic Programming algorithm. 

Example 

An instant camera of type X is returned to the retailer. The film is taken out for 
development, after which the retailer sends the empty camera to the OEM. The 
disassembly tree. which reflects the break-down structure of the product, is given in Figure 
3. 

r-----------~ 

: filtn : 
L-----------..J 

Figure 3 Disassembly tree of instant camera 
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The PRD-strategy concerns the assemblies 0 to 3. which can be in condition ·good' (q=l) 
or 'bad' All three parts ofthe empty camera have equivalent weight 

RD-options that are open tor recovery or disposal of the camera and its components 
are retlectcd in Table 2. (-co implies infeasibility of the RD-option, the exact numbers net 
profit of applying the option): 

TABLE2 

resto re recycling disposal 
assembly: class: 
J=O q=l 10 -X; -2 

q<~ -ct:: -oc ~2 

.H q=l 2.5 -ct: -0.5 
q=2 -oc -00 -0.5 

j=2 q=l -3 I 
q=2 -cc -3 

j=3 q=l -x -0.5 
-oc -x -0.5 

The transition probabilities are 0.5 tor all assemblies j for all classes q, 1.c .. the 
probability of finding a subassembly in a certain state q2 given the state ql of its parent is 
always 50%. The chance of finding an empty camera in class 1 or 2 is fifty-fifty as wel!. 
Disassembly casts are 2. Using the technique of Krikke et al [8], the profit optima! PRD
strategy for this camera is: 
• if returned camera is in class q= I, then restare (i.e .. put a new film in) 
• if returned camera is in class q=2. then disassembie and 
• tor each part goes: ifthe part is in class q=l then restare it. if q=2 then dispose it. 

The expected profit is 4.625 per single product of type X. 

Alternative strategies 

The abovc PRD-strategy is profit optima!. But as we mentioned beforc. it is very 
\Veil possible that this strategy is inadequate in view of environmental legislation. If we 
want to determine a mixed policy. weneed alternative strategies that are environmentally 
more sound. These alternative strategies can be calculated by different methods. One 
could. for instance. use an environmental indicator as optimisation criterion instead of net 
profit However. Life Cycle Assessments have the disadvantage of multiple. possibly 
contlicting. indicators (usually around seven). which are necessary to measure the full 
cnvironmental impact ofRD-options (NOP A fll]). Furthermore. LCA-measures are not in 
accordance with environmentallegislation. Therefore, we take another road. 
To this end. we define an indicator based on relevant measures with respect to 
environmental legislation: the recovery score, i.e .. we calculate the reuse or recycling 
percentages following from a PRD-strategy for a certain product type. T ogether with the 
weight/volume and number of this product, this indicator constitutes the score of the 
product on legislative recovery targets tormulated for the product group which it is part of. 
Now. to obtain alternative strategies. we exccute the following two-step procedure a 
number of times. First. we modify the sets of feasible RD-options R(j.q) by removing an 
'lHlv\anted' disposal option or by inserting a reusc or recycling option that was at first not 
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allowed for commercial reasons, e.g. because no end markets exist for the secondary 
products. Secondly, we usc the method of Krikke et al [8] to calculate the PRD-strategy 
that is profit optima! with respecttothese modified sets R(j,q). Ifthe reduction of net profit 
does not exceed a eertaio (tunable parameter) value, then the new ecological PRD-strategy 
is accepted, else it is rejected. Hence, the new strategy has a higher recovery score and a 
lower. but acceptable. profit. 

Another motive for determing alternative strategies may be found in the limited 
volume of secondary end markets. This restrietion also has to be handled on the product 
group level. because components are often used in multiple product types. Now, if a 
eertaio RD-option can only be applied in limited amounts, then an alternative strategy is 
needed for the surplus. The methad of eliminating and inserting options from/into the set 
of feasible RD-options can also be applied here. Also, alternative strategies can be 
calculated because of limited capacity of external disposal and recycling facilities. Again. 
this can bedealt with in an analogous way. 

Example (continued) 

The recovery (reuse and recycling) score of the profit optima! PRD-strategy for 
camera X is 75%. This can be improved by removing 'disposal' as a feasible option tor 
assembly (housing). Now. recycling is the only possible option if the housing is in 
class q=2. The recovery score is improved to 83% and the net profit reduced by 0.5 to 
4.125. 

2.3.2. Optimisation on the product group level 

Suppose a set of PRD-strategies Q(i) has been determined for each product i by the 
method described in the former section. These strategies all have an expected net profit 
(which can be negative) and scores on recovery indicators. A mixed policy on the product 
group level should be determined. The interesting questions concerninga mixed policy are: 

• which strategies s should be applied to which product type') 
• do we allow for applying different strategies to one product type? 
• vvhat restrictions follow from legislation. end mark ets. facility capacity etc.? 

These questions can be dealt wîth by f.i. an LP-model. In this model. the decision 
variables are nis• the number of products i to be processed by PRD-strategy s Q(i). 
The objective is to maximise net profit while meeting the restrictions. The problem shows 
much similarity with the so called product mix problem, sec Williams [22]. It can be 
solved on a standard solver. Sensitivity analysis might provide answers wîth respect to 
questions like (i) which restrictions have the highest shadow prices (interesting for 
lobbying purposes) and (ii) which relaxation in m -i.e .. which market developments- would 
yield the best effects? 

For now. we will limit ourselves to giving a simplified example of solving the 
problem by an ILP-formulation. For more details, we refer to Krikkeet al [14]. 
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Example (continued) 

Suppose, two cameras i (i=X,Y), are returned to the OEM. The data of X have 
already been given in the previous example. Camera Y has a profit optima! strategy s=l 
with profit 8 and recovery score 60%. The alternative strategy s=2 has profit 3 and 
recovery score 75%. Both products X and Y have a weight of one pound per item. Suppose 
that 50 items of each are returned. An overall recovery target of 75% must be attained. 
There are no market restrictions. The problem is formulated as follows: 

with 0. 75n, 1 + 0.83n,2 + 0.6ny 1 + 0. 75n, 2 

n,l"""nx2 = 50 
n, 1+ny2 = 50 

Optima! solution: 

75 

n, 1=0. ny 1=26 and n~2=24. Overall expected net profit 50*4.1 +26*8+24*3 485. 
Attained recovery score 75.1%. 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLL'SJONS 

The PRD-strategy fora product group results in one or a combination of strategies to 
be applied to every product type in this product group. Every strategy consists of a set of 
conditional assignment rules, as described in paragraph 2.3.1. 1\:ote that the (tactical) PRD
strategy is based on forecasts and determined befare produels are actually returned. When 
products and components are returned, they are tested and inspected, assigned to one of the 
classes and processed according to the strategy previously determined in the tactical 
management phase. 

The expected overall net profit is calculated. Shadow prices give an indication of the 
financial consequencçs of the legislative and market restrictions. But there are more 
interesting aspects. The PRD-strategy for a product group also results in predicted flow 
volumes per RD-option per product and component type. This can be used to calculate the 
needed capacity for the reverse logistic system. since all disassembly and RD-operations 
need their own range of facilities. Hence, a PRD-strategy for a product group can serve as 
a basisfora blueprint ofthe reverse logistic network. 

Compared to the rnadeis found in literature, our model has some specific 
characteristics, in particular the explicit test and classification scheme, the explicit 
relationship between feasibility criteria and the assignment rules and the incorporation of 
recovery targets and market volumes. This makes the model particularly suitable for 
tactical management decision support. 
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ABSTRACT 

To meet regulatory requirements pharmaceutical companies have to prove that their 
products are safe, effective, and produced according to certain quality standards. One result of 
these efforts are extensive documentations. For new product registrations and validation 
activities in the manufacturing process, these documentation requirements could lead to high 
expenditures and lost revenues through delayed market entrance for new products. This is 
caused by a tedious collection of the relevant information which is stored in various systems 
at different locations tbraughout the companies. Recent actvances in information technology 
could be used to achieve considerable improvements in the collection and presentation of this 
information. Key prerequisites are the development of an appropriate organizational concept, 
the definition of a data model, and a suitable integration concept. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays most industries experience an increasing pressure to reduce their time-to
rnarket as wel! as their casts in R&D and production. Shorter product life cycles, the 
globalisation of markets and costurners with increased demands regarding quality, delivery 
times and prices are the main reasans for this. 

For a long time pharmaceutical companies seemed to be an exception. High entrance 
barriers for new campelitors and the proteetion of products by patents lead to more 
comfortable market conditions. Nowadays, even these companies face a changing market 
situation which farces them to imprave their time-to-rnarket as well as their operational 
effectiveness of manufacturing and distribution. This new situation is caused by various 
factors which are shown in Figure l. 

Especially the increasing regulatory requirements result in higher casts for pharmaceutical 
companies. They are made for customer's safety but require extensive quality assurance in the 
overall pharmaceutical manufacturing process, and more complîcated registration processing. 
Particularly time-consuming are the documentation processes which offer evidence that 
regulatory requirements are met. Same of them have a direct impact on the time-to-rnarket of 
new drugs. The impravement of these documentation processes is a promising approach for 
time and cast savings. 

Recent actvances in information technology could be used to achieve these improvements. 
As Davenport [ 1] stat es "by virtue of its power and popularîty, no single business resource is 
better positioned than information technology to bring about radical impravement in business 
processes". But it must be taken into consideration that information technology is only one 
enabler among others to achieve the desired results. An appropriate organizational framework 
and a suitable implementation process are also important factors. 
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:J "Value-added" me-toos 
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Changing industry 
environment 

:J Shift from"pharmaceutical" to "healthcare" industry 

:J Mergers and acquisitions 

:.J Reduced time between product launch and patent 
expiration 

;.. lncreased regulatory requirements 

:.J Cast-reduetion programs in health care 

Figure 1 Changing environment for pharmaceutical companies 
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For the pharmaceutical industry there exist several documentation requirements. Critica! 
in this context are those documentation tasks which have direct influence on the time-to
rnarket of new drugs. This includes the documentation for registration purposes, which has to 
be submitted to the !ega! authorities for marketing authorization and contains relevant data of 
the R&D process. Critica! as well is the documentation of validation activities for new 
production processes. They have to prove that drugs are produced according to quality 
standards. 

The R&D process 

R&D plays a major role in the pharmaceutical industries. It is a key factor for succcss 
because it ensures the renewal of the product portfolio. But it is a complex, lengthy, and 
expensive task. The development of a new product has a duration of approximately 9-12 years 
and costs roughly $ 350 million. 

Promising new chemica! entities (NCEs) are identified in the research step. During dmg 
development suitable dosage forms are evaluated and numerous studies and tests in animals 
and humans have to show the efficacy and potential side effects of the NCE. Possible 
contraindications could lead to the exclusion of the dmg from further development. In 
addition, manufacturing processes and quality control procedures have to be established. 
Figure 2 shows the more detailed processes in dmg development. Fora further explanation of 
the process steps see Hansch [2]. 

During the last decades expenditures for R&D have been constantly rising. Since 1984 
the percentage of R&D expenditures for the three largest Swiss pharmaceutical enterprises has 
risen from I6.6% to 20.3% of the revenue in pharmaceutical products [3]. This has been 
caused by two main reasons. Firstly, the share of promising new chemica! substances is 
declining. Twenty years ago, approximately 5000 NCEs had to be tested to receive one 
successful drug, currently I 0 000 - I2 000 NCEs have to be tested. Secondly, the requirements 
for registration are increasing. 
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In most countries the commercial marketing of a new drug is generally prohibited unless 
it has been approved by a regulatory authority. Through the globalization of world markets, 
international companies are toreed to sell their produels in several countries. Therefore, the 
reeistration requiremcnts of all target countries have to be met. In th;;: EEC harmonization 
eftorts led to the setting-up of the European Agency (EMEA) which allows a centralized 
registration procedure for market authorization in all member states. But in the near future 
there wil! be no mutual acccptance of registrations on a world-wide basis. 

The approval of a new drug is based on the review of a detailed documentation which 
proves that a drug is safe and effective. In the L'S a so-called New Drug Application (NDA) 
has to be submitted by the manufacturer of the drug to rhe Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). The NDA contains most research and development data collected in the study of new 
drug substances. Data must be suitably evaluated and doeurnenred prior to submission to the 
FDA according to a specific format (sec Figure 3). The NDA must include the following 
details: the patients and conditions rreated, the do sa ges and duration of the therapy, the signs, 
symptoms. and responses measured, as wellas all reported side effects or actverse experiences. 
In addition, the NDA must fully describe the chemistry, pharmacology, toxicology, and 
biochemistry of the new substance. Specit1c information about manufacturing and quality 
control procedures must also be included. 

The information required exits already in various infom1ation systems throughout the 
company. Examples are Computer Aided Molecular Design (CAMD) systems or Labaratory 
lnformation Management Systems (LIMS). 

CAMD systems are mostly 3-D drawing programs, which a!low the graphical 
representation of molecules. They support research work through analysis and dereetion of 
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chemica! and physical features [ 4]. This information could be re-used in a NDA where the 
structural and molecular formulas - as well as the chemica) and physical properties of the drug 
substance - have to bedescribed in detaiL 

LIMS support sample collection, planning of tests, and storage of the test results in the 
laboratones [5]. These systems are used during the preclinîcal studies, e.g. for toxicology 
tests. 

In addition, various kinds of databases are used during drug development e.g. to store 
patients data in clinical studies. 

Two copies of application: 

No. 1 Archival copy selected case report forms (CRFs) and 
CRF tabulation, adverse drug reaction (ADR) tabulations 

No. 2 Review copy live to six technica! sectlons with selected 
tabulations of data 

1. lndex-Archival copy 
Technica! Sectiens 
Supporting lnformation 

2. Summary 

a. Propcsed text of labeling 

b. Pharmacological class and scientilic rationale 

c. Marketing history 

d. Chemistry, Manufacturing, etc. 

e. Nonclinical Pharmacology 

f. Human Pharmacokinetics and Bioavailability 

g. Microbiology 

h. Clinical Data; Statistles 

i. Benefit/ Riskdiscussion 

3. Technica! sections- Data and information (live to si x repcrts) 

Chemistry. Manufacturing and Controls 

Nonclinical Pharmacology and Toxicology 

Microbiology 

Human Bioavailability and Pharmacokinetics 

Clinical Data 

Statistica! Data 

4. Samples and labeling 

5. CRFs and tabulations (CRFs tor deaths and dropouts) 

6. Other (References to previously submitted material; 
English translations) 

Figure 3 Contentsof a NDA [6] 
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The production process 

The production of phannaceuticals is characterized by long lead times. It is separated into 
three stages. The first step is the chemica! manufacturing and includes the synthesis steps 
from raw matcrials to the active substances. In phannaceutical manufacturing the active 
substances are transfonned into dosage fonns. The last stage is the packaging of dosage fonns 
into finished products. Especially the chemica! manufacturing is characterized by complex 
synthesis and long lead times and involves expensive equipment. The long lead times are 
often caused by a distributed production systems, where every stage or even single synthesis 
steps are perfonned at different locations. 

Byme [7] states that the manufacturing costs in phannaceutical production have increased 
from 10-15% to around 20-25% of the cost of sales since the 1970's. The main reason are 
more rigarous quality assurance requirements. They exist to ensure ·drug safety and are 
supervised by govemmental institutions. The manufacturer of drugs takes the responsibility 
for the execution of the quality assurance tasks. In phannaceutical companies the quality 
assurance has to follow the guidelines for Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP). 

Validation 

One essential element of GMP is process validation. In this context, process validation 
means ''establishing documented evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that a 
specific process (such as the manufacture of pham1aceutical dosage fonns) wil! consistently 
produce a product meeting its predetennined specifications and quality characteristics" [8]. 

Various tasks are involved with process validation. It starts during products development 
with thc specification of raw matcrials and intennediates. A risk analysis to detennine the 
critica! process parameters has to be carried out. And the necessary equipment must be 
qualified. The final step is the production of a certain number of batches - usually three 
batches - with appropriate in-process and end-product testing. 

The process of validation has to follow structured guidelines and comes out in a complete 
documentation of the process-parameters, the characteristics of the equipment, and the 
analvtical results. This documentation should show that the manufacturing process is under 
cont~ol. According to Ciba-Geigy. it takes 6 months, on average, to validate a production 
process. 

Afta a process is validated certain conditions can occur which necessitate a revalidation. 
These include: changes of critica! components; changes or replacements in a critica! piece of 
modular equipment; changes of the batch sizes; revisions of equipment, or sequentia! batches 
that fail to meet product and process specifications. 

It becomes apparent that economical problems can bc caused by validation. First, the 
production processes for new products have to bevalidaled before the products could be sold, 
and therefore each delay causes lost revenues for this period. Second, efforts in process 
revalidation limit production flexibility, e.g. changes in batch sizes and alternative routings. 
And third. the documentation activities put an additional workload on the employees. 

But similar to the documentation tasks for registration purposes most of the infonnation 
required already exists and is stored in infonnation systems. 

Bil! of matcrials and process descriptions are stored in Recipe Management Systems 
(RMS), which facilitate the fonnulation and re-use of recipes and provide for a consistent 
presentation [9]. 
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For the control of automated production facilities Process Control Systems (PCS) are 
used. They are widespread in the chemica! industry because process control is a complex task 
in this environment. Batch records produced by PCS are needed for validation. 

The analytica! results ofthe validation batches are usually stored in a LIMS. 

ACCELERA TED DOCUMENT A TION PROCESSES THROUGH INTEGRA TED 
INFORMA TION 

As stated in the previous chapters, the documentation requirements for registration and 
validation lead to losses in time and money. Great savings could be achieved by an integrated 
approach which helps to put the necessary information at disposal as soon as the 
documentation has to be prepared. However, this integration can not be easily achieved 
because the information is spread over the entire company and stored in a differently 
structured form. Mostly it is storedon physical media but it could also be held in the heads of 
the employees. Information in the heads of people is structured differently according to the 
individual's way of perceiving his or her environment and experience. Information on 
physical media is generally stored as data. Physical media can be paper in folders or 
electronica! media like magnetic and optica! disks. Information on paper can be in a structured 
form but does not allow any efficient access for retrieval. Data on electronica! media is 
managed by also differently structured database systems and applications. 

Observations in pharmaceutical companies revealed the Jack ofintegrated and commonly 
structured information. This leads to inefficient and highly repetitive processes of information 
acquisition, structuring and documentation. 

The objective ofthe approach presented in this paper is to enable fast and direct access to 
information required for documentation purposes. To achieve this three essential requirements 
have to be met: 

1. An organizational concept for the documentation activities and the integration 
concept should be in place. 

2. A data model should give a clear description of the needed data elements and their 
physicallocation. 

3. A technica! concept for data integration and presentation has to be developed. 

The achieve all benefits of the proposed solution, an overall view of the documentation 
process has to be first developed. This includes all process steps where the information 
necessary for the documentation is produced. And the employees involved in these process 
steps have to be informed and the goals and benefits of the planned solution must be 
communicated. Because this is a cross-functional activity, a strong management commitment 
is a prerequisite. 

An organizational concept for the documentation activities 

In the first place the way of integrating necessary in formation has to be selected. Based on 
this a detailed workflow of information processing with corresponding responsibilites can be 
defined. This workflow should be fixed in written procedures and communicated to all 
persons involved. 

To get a well-structured workflow, the departments responsible for their definition should 
strive for detailed procedures which are in accordance with the !ega! requirements and valid in 
the long run. 
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The procedures should comprise the detailed information requirements whîch have to be 
included in the documentation. From that concrete responsibilities for every documentation 
task have to be derived. It should be determined which departments or persons are involved, 
where the necessary information is stored, and in which sequence the information has to be 
gathered. Document templates can be prepared to guarantee a standardized format. Electronic 
mailing systems take care of a rapid distri bution of these documents throughout the company 
on a world-wide basis. 

This definition of a standardized workflow is a prerequisite which is also demanded by 
quality management. So-called Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) have to be defined for 
most activities and must be approved by management. But the SOP's are often not detailed 
enough and must be interprered by the individual user. One reason is that - especially for 
process validation- the !ega! requirements are not very exact. Nash [8) states, "unfortunately, 
there is still much confusion as to what process validation is and what constitutes process 
validation documentation." 

Data Model 

The data model should be derived from the requirements defined through the 
organizational concept. These requirements describe the prerequisites in order to come to 
efficient documentation of all necessary elements for registration or validation purposes, 
especially the organizationallocation ofthe data required. Data in this context not only means 
the physical representation, but also its logica! structure and interpretation, which finally 
results in useful information. 

On the one hand, the data model has to reflect the user's needs for information and on the 
other hand, it has to be a clear description of the physical data elements and their source. 
Therefore, the data model needs to have a two-level structure: a roughly defined descriptive 
user level and an exactly defined detailed data level. 

The data model addresses the content and the physical location of the data required. In a 
first step all necessary entities will be defined on a rough level, i.e. the descriptive user level. 
At this stage in the modeling process the abstract information is the major interest, and not the 
underlying, exactly defined data. The information is primarily formulated in the language of 
the user. Example: If recipe information is required during the documentation process, 
RECIPE will be the entity to be modeled. 

In a second step, all the abstract entities have to be broken-down on the detailed data level 
(see Figure 4). This detailed data level results in an entity relationship or an object-oriented 
data model. All data entities and objects have to be defined in terms of attributes and value 
ranges. One important attribute of these entities is their database address which reflects the 
physical preserree of data in any storage media. 

ENTITY ENTITY 

U s'l:r's Perception Detailed Data Level 

Figure 4 Entities in user's perception and on a detailed data level 
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Data required for documentation purposes reflects intormation conceming: 
• chemica! entities (chemica! amd physical properties, formulations. analytica! data) 
• patients in clinical studies (test data) 
• matcrials (genera! information, analysis data) 
• equipment, production facilities ( capacity, capability) 
• technological processes (process parameters, timing data). 

Example: The roughly user defined entity RECIPE can be braken down into information 
about matcrials and process parameters. If process parameters are required for certain 
documentation purposes these attributes have to be defined in a detailed way. Many of these 
attributes can be retrieved out of a Recipe Management System (RMS). Therefore, the 
database address (database-, table-, field description) of these attributes in the RMS have to be 
stated in the entity definition ofRECIPE (10]. Analytica! material data could be addressed in a 
Labaratory Information and Management System (LIMS). The corresponding attributes in the 
LIMS have to be also defined in the entity RECIPE. 

Data Inlegration 

After having defined the descriptive user level and the detailed data level, all the information 
required for documentation purposes should be described. Even the data sourees where data is 
stored are identified. The concept tor data integration should take the following aspects into 
consideration: 
• avoiding I eliminating data redundancies ( except controlled redundancy) 
• relying on data with the highest possible quality 
• transparent visualized inlegration paths. 

lntegration in this context can be split into two major areas. Integration- of data on a 
souree !;vel (databases) and the integration of data on a presentationallevel. 

l. Inlegration on a souree level 
The entities (objects) defined in the data model contain database addresses which lay the basis 
for an enterprise information architecture. Concepts reflecting this matter are currently 
discussed under the name of Data Warehouse [ll]. A Data Warehouse is an informatîon 
architecture based on a common data model to integrate multiple distributed databases (see 
Figure 5). 

Data 
Warehouse 

1 " ,..._ 

DDD 
D D 

Data Model 

Figure 5 Data Warehouse as an integrational concept on a souree level. 
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With the data model explained earlier, a Data Warehouse can be constructed in order to 
integrale all necessary information for documentation. It can span over distributed existing 
applications and databases in a pharmaceutical company world-wide. 

2. lntegration on a presentationallevel 
Once the data for documemation is defined and the data sourees are integrated, the 

information has to be presenled in a way matching the documentational requirements. 
Regulations of the company îtself (e.g. Standard Operating and Doeurnenting Procedures), 
and extemal regulations (e.g. FDA), eventually lead to standardized documents. To achieve a 
common document structure, concepts like Document !Vfanagement Systems (DMS) can be 
used [ 12]. The content and the structure of documents for regulation purposes, for example, 
can be defined in a DMS. The visual appearance of document folders and every single page 
can be set up in a DMS. To fill the documents with the information required a DMS ts 
integrated with database systems containing the data. 

Document 
Management 

System 

Data 
Warehouse 

Figure 6 DMS basedon a Data Warehouse 

To achieve full benefit from integrated data tor documentation, the inlegration on the 
souree level should follow concepts like Data Warehouses. A DMS should be implemenled on 
top of these integrated data systems to allow multi-usage of integrated data and the use of this 
data for documentational purposes at the sametime (sec Figure 6). 

SUMMARY 

Phannaceutical companies are forced to implcment documentation procedures in order to 

meet !ega! regulations. These documentation activities are especially time-critica! for 
registration and validation purposes. Although the necessary information for documentation is 
already generated during the R&D and production process, the process of collecting this 
information is mostly inefficient and therefore time consuming and costly. Based on a well
defined organizational concept the salution proposed is the implementation of a new 
enterprise information architecture which could be realized with a Data Warehouse. A 
Document Management System on top of these systems should handle the presentational 
structure of the documents. The overall concept provided should enable pharmaceutical 
companies to improve their documentation processes by using actvaneed Information 
Technology. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper addresses a problem of product recovery management where a single product is 
stocked in order to fulfill a stoelJastic demand of customers who may return products after 
usage, thus generating also stochastic product returns. After return used items are assu
mecl to be of sufticient quality allowing them to go into a. remanufacturing process and be 
as good as new after recovering. Items which are not remanufactured have to be disposed 
of. Besides remanufacturing a second souree to replenish the inventory of servicable goods 
consists of regular praeurement of new products from outside. A situation is considerecl 
where all costs are proportion al and where remanufacturing as wellas procurernent neeels 
a fixed df'terministic leadtime which can be different for both activities. 

For periodic review control a frameworkis presenteel to analyze the structure of optima\ 
decision rules for the problem described above. where in each perioei decisions have to he 
made for procurement, remanufacturing, and disposal simultaneously in order to minimize 
total expected costsover a certain horizon. Special attention is given to the problem how 
existence and length of lt>adtimes have to be incorporated in modeling the optimization 
problem and how thcy atTect the optima! policy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Environmental issues become more and more important in the context of production and 
logistics. This tendency has rAlevanee for strategie as wel! as for operational management 
problems. One aspect is that companies have to think about how to react on market 
pressure and environmental regulations that force them to take back produels after usage 

the customf'rs. A sim i lar situation exists if products are not solcl but leased by the pro
ducers. Under these circumstances product recovery management becOines an important 
activity which deals with several options of reeavering customer-returned productsapart 
from its simple disposal [10]). One of these options is that of remanufacturing which 
has t.he result that used products or pat'ts of them are as goocl as new after recovery ope
rations took place. In tb is paper we wil! focus on the problem of production and invent.ory 
control of a &ingle itt'm.,when besiele normal production or purchase activities rf'manu
facturing of (randomly) .rdurued pruducts performs an additi(mal option to provide a 
company with goods which e<Ul be usPd to satisfy (stochastic) customer demands. 
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In literatur up to now only little work has been clone in the sketched field of control 
problems. There exists a considerable number of contributions with respect to repair 
problems (see [7]), but the repair situation does not fully reflect the situation of the 
remanufacturing problem (see [8] ). The research which is strictly directed to control 
problems with remanufacturing options (for an excellent overview see [8]) can he devided 
into two directions. One the one hand, starting with [2] and foliowed by [6], [4], [8], and [5] 
we find contributions which base on continuons time review rnodels. In these approaches 
a specific control policy is predetermined the parameters of which have to he optimized. 
Optimality of control strategiesis only investigated in [2] for an extrernly simple case. On 
the other hand we have contributions relying on periodic review models which often are 
more suitable for descrihing practical control systems. Such a model was firstly presenteel 
in [9], but also ( the mostly time-discrete) cash balancing moelels ( reviewed e.g . in [3]) 
can be int.erpreted a.s specific types of remanufacturing mode is. Now, these approaches 
have the advantage that they more easily afford an opportunity to develop the structure 
of optima! control policies, even if the numerical determination of control parameters may 
be crucial. A serious drawback of these approaches publisbed up to now is that they do 
not con si der leadtimes nf'ither for rema.nufacturing operations nor for regular procurement 
of products. 

In this paper we will investigate how the existence of remanufacturing and procurement 
leadtimes will affect the taskof modeling the periodic review control processas a stochastic 
dynamic decision process. In this context we wil! proreed from specific remanufacturing 
problems and derive the functional equations of dynamic programming which give us 
insight into the complexity of the optima! decision rule. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the investigated recovery mana
gement problem and its formalization. In Section 3 the decision process is modeled for 
the case of identicalleadtimes. Section 4 and .5 contain the modeling operations when the 
procurement leadtime exceeds the remanufacturing leadtime and vice versa. Section 6 is 
devoted to conclusions, especially focussing on the impact of leadtimes on st.meture and 
complexity of optima!' control strategies. 

2. A PRODUCT RECOVERY PROBLEM 

\Ve address a. problem of product recovery management where a single product is stockcel 
in order to fuifiJl a stoellastic demand of customers who may return products after usage, 
thus generating also stoellastic product returns. After return used items are assumed 
to be of suilleient quality allowiug them to go into a remanufactnring process and he 
as good as new after recovering. Those items which are not remanufactured have to be 
disposed of. Thus ouly servicable products are stocked. Besides remanufacturing a secoud 
souree to replenish the inventory of servicable goods consists of regt!lar procurement of 
new products either by production or by purchasing from outside. 

The activities of procurement. remanufacturing, and disposal are charged with linea.r 
costs. No fixed costs are considered. lnventory holding costs are proport.ional to time 
and quantity of servicable products in the inwntor:,·. Cnsatisfic>d demands are backord
ered and p1mishecl with linear ~hortagc costs. Remanufacturing as well a;, procurement 
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neeels a fixed deterministic leadtime which can be different for both activities. The con
trol of the total stock replenisbment process is assumed to work on a periodic review 
basis. Stochastic demands and returns of a perioei are continuons random variables with 
arbitrary distribution functions allowing stochastic dependencies. All data are assumed 
to be time-independent. 

The objective is to cictermine simultaneons procurement, remanufacturing, and disposal 
decisions in each perioei which minimize total expected costs over a certain planning 
horizon. In order to formalize the problem the following notation is introduced: 

with 

with 

+"D(.) 

'-PR( .) 

yD,R(., .) 

quantity of products procured outsiele at the beginning 
of perioei t ( t = I, 2, ... , T) 

quantity of products disposed at the beginning 
perioei t 

q( 2 0 and q-; 2 0 

stochastic demand for servicable products in perioei t 

stochastic returns of used products in perioei t 

density function of demand in perioei t (i.i.d.) 

density function of retums in perioei t (i.i.d.) 

comm~n density fundion of demand and returns 

k+ wuiablf' praeurement costs per unit 

k- variabie net disposal costs per unit 

h variabie inventory holding costs per unit of servicable 
prod11cts and per perioei 

v variabie shortage costs per unit of backordered 
produels and per perioei 

ÀQ outsiele procurement leadtime (in periods) 

ÀR remanufaduriug leadtimE' (in periodsj 
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Notice that an additional decision variabie for the number of products to be remanufac
tured in period t is not needed, because the remanufacturing quantity r 1 directly depends 
on the disposal decision in the following way 

rt == max[Rt-1 - q;-, 0] 

Thus the decision proccss in each period can be visualized as in Fig. 1. 

preeurement ( q+) 

leadtime: À Q 

returns R remanufacturing ( R - q- ) demand Ï5 
inventory 

d.f. rp R (.) leadtime: À R d.f. ifJ D (,) 

Fig.l: The Recovery Management Problem 

Remanufacturing costs do not have to be taken into amount explicitly, because they can 
be incorporated in the disposal cost term k-. Since with each disposal of a product re
manufacturing of an item is avoided, disposal cost k- comprises the net effect of costs 
for discarding ( or bentfits from selling) an used item and cost savings from abstaining 
to remanufacture it. So cost parameter k- can be negative (k- < 0). Under reasonable 
economie conditions, however, it is not possible to earn money from disposing an used 
item and simultanueously procuring a new one. Thus, we normally face the restrition: 
k- + k+ > 0. 

For developing the cost criterion wc define some basic cost functions. Praeurement and 
disposal costs in period t are denoted by 

while inventory holding and shortage costs in period t are written as 

J h· 

l -v · xf 

for xf ~ 0 

for xf < 0 
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with 

xf: physical stock/shortage of servicable products at the end of period t . 

Then expected holding and shortage costs in period t for given inventory x~ at beginning 
of perioei t (aft er all decisions) can be formulated as 

L(x~) E{l(x~- D)} 

A 

h · f (x~- D) · 'f!D(D) · dD + t' f(D- x~)· 'PD(D) · dD 
0 xf 

Thus the cost criterion can be expressed by 

T 

C = 2_)B(qt,q;) + L(.rî4 )] =;.min! 
1=1 

The system clynamics refers to the clevelopment of the physical stock at the beginning 
and end of each periocl. I t can be formulated as follows: 

and 

This formalization tJOW eau Iw used to develop a dynamic programming formulation of 
the optimization problem, including tlw period-by-period separation of the optimization 
procedure by deriving the problem 's functional equations. Th is leads to different results 
for identical and non-identical remanufacturing and procurement leadtimes. 
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3. IDENTICAL LEADTIME MODEL 

Modeling the stochastic dynamic recovery management problem is more easy for identical 
praeurement and remanufacturing leadtimes (>'Q := ÀR) than for the case of divergent 
leadtimes. This is due to the fact that under these circumstances in each period the 
whole information necessary for optimizing the decision process can be concentrated in 
one single state variable, because both the remanufacturing and praeurement decision in 
each perioei t affect the stock level cl epending costs of the samefuture period t +À ( where 
we define À ÀQ ÀR). This influence is visualized in Fig. 2. 

1+2 

period 

time 
I+! t+2 1+2 +I 

Fig. 2: Identical Leadtime Influence 

In the case of Fig. 1 the necessary infonnation to descri he the development of (physical) 
stock in period t + ). includes all outstanding praeurement and remanufacturing orders 
which wil! arrive before that period. In order to get the relevant inventory position the 
total amount of these orders has to be increased by the stock on hand and climinished 
by the possible backorders (because of the backlog assumption). Notice that the stock 
on hand at the beginning of period t also camprises the returned goods of the previous 
period, because these returns will raise the stock level in period t + À if they are not 
disposed of in period t. 

Thus we have a single state variabie which is described by the inventory position x. defi· 
ned as 

J:t inventory position at the beginning of period t (with respect to 
period t + .\) 

stock on hand (including returns of perioei t - 1) 
+ all outstanding praeurement orders 
+ all outstanding remanufacturing orders 
- backordered demands 

With x,, the stock level which is affected by decisions in period tand charged with holding 
and shortage costs is 

t+À 

= Xt + qt - qi- L [), 
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Now tbe expected holding and shortage casts in period t + À can he written as 

where we have 

witb XA t 

D). 'Pb+l(D). dD +V. J(D 
x 

with as (À+ 1)-fold convolution of ;,p. 

Tbe state transformation is given the inventory balance equation 

for x< 0 

Using these modeling resu!ts the optimization problem of minimizing the expected total 
casts over T periods eau be recursively formulated by the functional equations of dynamic 
programming for t = I, ... , T - À. written as 

<x; ,x·, 

I I ft+J(.r + q+ q-- D + R) · i.pD.R(D. R) · dD · dR} 
0 0 

where for sake of simplicity time index t has been ornitted for all variables. For all stock 
levels after planning horizon T zero costs are assumed, so that we can start the reenrsion 
with 

(x)= 0. 
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4. PROCUREMENT LEADTIME EXCESS MODEL 

Modeling is somewhat more complicated if the respective leadtimes in the product re
covery problem differ, because under these conditions the rebvant state information is 
more difficult to describe. First we wil! consider the case when the procurement leadtime 
exceeds the remanufacturing leadtime (.\o > .\R)· 

The direct impact of this leadtime deviation is that for each perioei t the disposal decision 
has an earlier effect on the future stock level than the reordering decision. This situation 
is depicted in Fig. 3. 

period 

time 
t + l t+J.R f+À.R+l 

========~~~~~~~~-~-t_q_~------------~Iq; 
Fig.3: Procurement Leadtime Excess lnfluence 

Here the inventory position at time t which describes the stock information necessary 
to calculate the stock level in the first perioei of the future which can be influenced by 
decisions in period t (here, period t + .\R), only contains outstanding procurement orders 
not later than from period t s, where s denotes the leadtimes difference: s ÀQ - ÀR. 

Thus in this case a firs~ state variabie is given by the slightly modified inventory position 
:r with 

Xt inventory position at the beginning of period t (with respect to 
period t + ÀR) 

stock on hand (including returns of period t 1) 
+ all outstanding remanufacturing orders 
+ outstanding procurement orders prior to period t - s 

backordered demands 

A long with this definition the stock level which is influenced by the disposal/rernanufacturing 
decision in period t is 

t+.\R 

xf+\R Xt- q;-- L D, 
r=t 
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In order to incorporate the impact of the procurement orders in the time span between 
period t - s + l and perioei t - I we have to introduce s - 1 additional state variables z, 
precisely defined by 

zf praeurement order of perioei t p with p = I, 2, ... , $- I. 

Thus, alltagether we need $ state variables to describe the necessary information in each 
period t for optimizing the decision process with respect to the decision variables of this 
period. 

The transition process of the state variables from period t to period t + 1 is on the one 
hand given by the inventory balance equation which evidently is formulated by 

{ 

+ -
Xt +. qt - qt 

Xt + q; 

for $ = i 

Dt + Rt for $ > 1 

and on the other hand by the trausfonnation of the z-variables which is by definitiou 

for p 2.:!, ... s 

With this specification the functional equations of dynamic programmiug fort I, ... , T
)...R are expressed by 

for .s and by 

q 

for s > I. 
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Analogously to the equal leadtimes case a starting condition is given by 

5. REMANUFACTURING LEADTIME EXCESS MODEL 

Due to the specific dependency of remanufacturing decision on the flow of returns in this 
case the sequentia! decision process caimot be modeled just symmetrie to the case of an 
exceeding praeurement leadtime. With ÀR > ÀQ the first period where the stock level eau 
be inftuenced by deeisions in period t is period t + ÀQ as it is shown in Fig. 4. 

1 + 1 

Fig.4: Remanufacturing Leadtime Exeess Influence 

Under this condition the inventory position int, defined with respect to the target period 
t + ÀQ, must not comprise the returns of the prior period t- 1, because these returned 
items caimot affect the physical stock of perid t + ,\Q· Additionally, only outstanding 
remanufacturing orders which arrive in time span up to period t + ,\Q wil! be included in 
the relevant information on the inventory level in period t. Thus, if wedefine s = ÀR- ÀQ 

we can describe the inventory position as 

x1 inventory position at the beginning of period t 
(with respect to period t + ÀQ) 

= stock on hand (without returns of prior periods ) 
+ all outstanding praeurement orders 
+ outstanding remanufacturing orders prior to period t s 
- backordered demall(ls 

Then the physical stock which as the first one is influenced by decisions in period t is 

t+Àq 

xf+~lq = Xt + qi - L Dr 
r=t 
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To descri hetheimpact of returns and disposal decisions prior to period ton the inventory 
costs after period t + ÀQ we have to define s additional state variables z which have the 
following meaning: 

z~ returns of period t - 1 

zf remanufacturing order of period t p ( = Rt-p-l - q;_P) 
withp 1,2, ... ,s 1 

So in the case of remanufacturing leadtime excess weneed s+ 1 state variables to descri he 
the information which we need for optima! control of the deelsion process. 

As state transitions we first have to consider the inventory balance equation which is 
described by 

for s > 1 

For the s z-variables the state transformation is given by 

~0 
~Hl 

=- for p == 2. ~3, ... , s - l 

Now the functional equations for recursive optimization can easily be developed for period 
t = 1, 2, ... , T- ÀQ. Again we have to differ between a one-period leadtime excess ( s = l) 
where we find 

00 00 

min{B(q+, q-) + L'Q+l(x + q+)+ 
q+~o 
q-~o 

+ f f ft+!( x+ z0 q- + q+- D, R) · 'PD.R(D, R) · dD · dR} 
0 0 

and the case of s > l which yields 

+ + + 
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According to our general assumption of zero costs after period T we have the additional 
condition 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Modeling the recovery management problem for different leadtime constellations and deri
ving the functional equations fora period-by-period optimization gives us some interesting 
results for an assessment of the complexitiy of an optima) control rule. 

From the functional equations in Section 3 it is evident that in the case of identical rema
nufacturing and procurement leadtimes the optima! procurement and disposal decision 
in each period only depends on the respective inventory position. Additionally, a closer 
consideration shows that the structure of the functional equations is identical with the 
structure for cash balancing problems with proportional costs where it is well-known that 
a simpletwo-parameter policy is optima! (see [I]). This means for the recovery manage
ment problem that we have to increase the inventory position to a certain level u by a 
procurement decision if it falls below this leveL On the other hand we have to decrease 
the stock to a level d ( with d > u) by a disposal decision if it exeeds the level. In the 
range between u and d it is optima! to remanufacture all returned items and dispense 
with procurement orders. 

The optima! strategy becomes more complicated when deviations beween the leadtimes 
occur. The analysis in Section 4 and Section 5 shows that the number of state varables 
is rising according to' the leadtime difference, and that for exceeding remanufacturing 
leadtimes we need one additional state variabie compared to the praeurement leadtime 
excess case. Beca4se an optima! policy has to assign decisions to each combination of 
the state variables, the complexity of the policy structure necessarily rises when leadtime 
differences increase. For equal differences the remanufacturing leadtime excess case wil! 
yield more complicated policies. 

The most simple case with leadtime differences appears when the praeurement leadtime 
exceeds the remanufacturing leadtime by one period. Along with the analysis in Section 
4 only a single state variabie occurs in that case. This state is the inventory position 
which, however, is defined differently from the identicalleadtime case. Depending on this 
inventory state variabie still a quite simple decision rule for recovery management can be 
shown to be optima!. This result and further ones for other leadtime excess situations, 
which can be found by evaluating the functional equations of the corresponding problems, 
wiJl be pubished in a forthroming paper. 

Furthcr research will lw !H'Cessary to extend thc results presented in this paper to more 
complicated product recovery problems. A first step could be to consider models wlwre 
the disposal and the remanufacLuring decision is tiecoupled by allowing additional stock 
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holding of used products, as it is done in [9]. Further extensions may refer to the consi· 
deration of fixed remanufacturing and procnrenwnt costs or to the inlegration of limited 
remanufacturing and procurement capa.cities. Also stocha.stic leadtimes could be wor
thwile to take into account in order to gain more knowledge about control strategy issues 
for more realistic product recovery problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

An object-oriented simulation rnadeling environment, AgvTalk, is presented to provide 
flexible modeling capabilities for simulation of many alternative AGV systems. The 
hierarchical features and modularity of AgvTalk create possibilities for the extension and reuse 
of simulation object components. Also, detailed behavier of each object in the AGV system 
can be modeled easily and exactly in AgvTalk because there are no limiting modeling 
constructs. The modeling capabilities of AgvTalk is demonstrated by designing and simulating 
a conceptually different configuration of AGV systems, known as, the tandem configuration. 
Between the tandem and conventional AGV systems, the characteristics and design 
methodology in AgvTalk are described. Also, simulations between two systems are compared 
with AgvTalk in the job shop environment 

INTRODUCTION 

Automated guided vehicle (AGV) systems have been regarcled as one ofthe most exciting 
and growing areas of material handling and automation today. Although the early uses of 
AGVs were warehousing and distribution applications, development of hardware and software 
technology makes the AGV systems the most visible system in the application of 
manufacturing systems. In particular, because microprocessor technology has developed over 
the past decade, AGV systems are considered as highly flexible material handling systems for 
the effective operation èlf such systems as flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and flexible 
assembly systems. Several efforts to make AGV systems more flexible are underway by 
eliminating the constraints which are imposed by the floor-imbedded guidance wire [6]. 

When designing and planning an automated material handling system, a large number of 
factors must be considered. In particular, with an automated guided vehicle (AGV) system, 
things such as the number of vehicles, a guidepath network configuration, control logic for 
dispatching vehicles, routing of vehicles from origin to destination, and interface with other 
material handling systems must be considered. Because of such complexities, simulation has 
been used as the primary method in designing, planning, and analyzing AGV systems. 

In most dynamic manufacturing environments today, systems and processes are constantly 
changing. Simulation tools are required that can accurately model a system in detail, yet still 
be easy to use, and allow rapid model redevelopment to react quick:ly to system changes [7]. 
Inherently, conventional approaches do not provide such c .. pabilities. Object-oriented 
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simulation is one such technique that allows an easy adaptation to system changes due to its 
inherent characteristics of extensibility and reusability. Although object-oriented simulation 
has a long history since SIMULA, the first object-oriented language, was developed in the 
1960s for simulation purposes [2], the extensive use of object-oriented simulation using 
object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk and C++ is relatively new. In particular, 
simulation of material handling systems such as AGV systems using object-oriented simulation 
has not been examined in the Iiterature. 

In conventional AGV systems in Figure l, each AGV can move around the system along 
the system guidepath. lf a station is reachable through the guidepath, the station is accessible 
to any AGV in the system. Since all stations are accessible to each AGV in conventional AGV 
systems, sophisticated control systems are required to manage vehicle dispatching, vehicle 
routing, and flow control 
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Figure 1. Conventional AGV System 

In the tandem configuration for AGV systems as shown in Figure 2, which was suggested 
as an alternative to the conventional AGV system by Bozerand Srinivasan [4], the movement 
of AGVs is defined differently in the system guidepath which is different from conventional 
AGV systems. The system paths are divided into non-overlapping, single vehicle closed loops. 
The locations ofthe stations remain the same as those ofthe conesponding conventional AGV 
system; however, each station belongs to only one loop. Only one AGV is assigned to each 
loop, completely eliminating traffic problems such as vehicle callision and vehicle congestion 
due to zone blocking. The movement of the AGV in the loop is determined by the First
Encountered-First-Served (FEFS) dispatching policy presented by Bartholdi and Platzman [1]. 
Under this policy, an unloaded AGV keeps moving to the next (adjacent) station in its loop 
until it finds a part waiting in the output buffer. The first encountered part is loaded to the 
AGV and delivered to the next station in its routing sequence. The communication between 
adjacent loops is performed by the interface. The main reasoning behind the tandem 
contiguration is to reduce control problems inherent to conventional AGV systems. Bozer 
and Srinivasan also pointed out that the efficient operation of tandem AGV systems would 
require balanced workloads among the loops to avoid creating bottleneck loops. 
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OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN FOR CONVENTIONAL AGV SYSTEMS 

An AGV system, at the highest level of abstraction, consists of a cooperating collection of 
other objects, including vehicles, zones, machines, and other objects. Direct visibility among 
instances of all the key abstractions would be a bad design since many of these objects are at 
quite different levels of abstractions [3] lnstead, key abstractions that represent the largest 
conceptual groups are selected at the highest level of abstraction for their visibility. In each 
group, key abstractions that are at the same level of abstraction are selected and grouped for 
their visibility. This process continues for the next highest level of abstraction until all the key 
abstractions are selected. For an AGV system, the material handling system, the production 
system, the interface, aud the part are selected as the largest conceptual groups. The part 
represents the passive medium of communication among the other three objects. The material 
handling system describes the movement characteristics of vehicles from one location to 
another along the fixed guidepath, and includes objects such as vehicles, controllers, zones, a 
request queue, etc. The production system describes the part processing operations at 
werkstations, and includes objects such as werkstations and machines. The interface 
represents the interface between the material handling system and the production system, and 
includes input and output buffers. These four objects are included as direct components of the 
AGV system. However, many different designs are possible according to the definition of the 
relationships between these objects. In particular, designs at the higher level of abstraction are 
more critica! and sensitive to the design of a whole system because each design feature directly 
affects the design at the lower levels of abstraction. 

For the design of an AGV system at the highest level of abstraction, if we let three objects 
(the material handling system, the production system, and the part) only be visible to the 
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interface and vice versa, this approach represents the real structure of the AGV system 
naturally. Consiclering operations that the interface can perfarm upon each of three other 
visible objects, the following operations are derived from the point of each object. 

• On the material handling system 
dropOftLoad 
piekUpLoad 
activateldie VehiclelfAvailable 

• On the part 
update 

• On the production system 
process 

The above operations are the only communication between the interface with the material 
handling system, production system, and part. If we look at this problem from the other 
direction, we can determine what operations the material handling system and the production 
system perfarm on the interface. Since the part is a passive object, it does not perfarm any 
operations on other objects. 

• By the material handling system 
acceptLoadF ar Processing 
releaseLoadF orDelivery 

• By the production system 
acceptLoadF orDelivery 
releaseLoadF ar Processing 

In this design protocol, the AGV system has been clearly separated and modularized 
among objects at the highest level of abstraction. The material handling system encapsulates 
by dropping off and picking up loads, and by activating an idle vehicle if available. The part 
encapsulates by updating the status of itself. Similarly, the production system encapsulates by 
processing parts. The interface encapsulates by serving as a communication center between 
the material handling system and the production system, and receiving or sending a part for 
processing or delivery. These design decisions are shown in the object diagram [3] in Figure 
3. 

The design concepts discussed have been implemented to the lowest level of abstraction 
using Smalltalk-80 [5] The object-oriented simulation environment with the library of classes 
developed for an AGV system in Smalltalk-80 will be referred to as AgvTalk AgvTalk 
includes 25 object classes and more than 300 object methods in its library which allows 
rnadeling of many detailed features of AGV systems. 
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Figure 3. AGV System Object Diagram 

HYBRID MODELING APPROACH IN AGVTALK 

In an AGV system, the system logic can be usually determined by characteristics of two 
active physical objects which are independent of each other: how a vehicle moves in the 
system (vehicle move process) and how a part is processed in the workstation (part process). 
By combining these two processes, the complete AGV system logic is construct ed. 
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In AgvTalk, the generic behavior of both processes are defined in the methods tasks in 
class AGV for the vehicle move process and process: in class WorkStation for the part 
process. That is, two different AGV systems represent different system logic, which 
correspond to two different combinations ofmethods tasks in class AGV and process: in class 
WorkStation. 
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Figure 4. Inheritence and Polymorphism in Hybrid Approach 

Consictering class AGV, all methods defined represent the generic behavior of an AGV 
such as load, unload, travel, wait, etc. However, one of generic senarios for an AGV system 
among many possible alternatives is performed by the method tasks. In a method tasks, the 
major characteristics for an AGV system such as vehicle flow pattern, existence of the staging 
area, shop operating condition Qob shop, flow shop, etc.) are determined by the sequences of 
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ether methods defined in the AgvTalk library, and the metbod tasks in class AGV is referred 
to as a "Base" for the given AGV system. Each different sequence represents the specific 
alternative of the AGV system behavior. All possible alternatives can be stored into the 
metbod tasks in the subclasses of class AGV, and the methods tasks in subclasses of class 
AGV are referred to as "Alternatives". Subclasses are different from class AGV only in AGV 
system behavier defined in the methods tasks, and all other characteristics are inherited from 
the class AGV. 

"Alternatives" can be retrieved and handled by the user and allow a very fast model 
completion when the considered real system is close to one of the available "Alternativesu 
When the real system is identical to one of the "Alternatives", the user has only to initialize the 
right AGV class which has the identical "Alternative" in its metbod tasks. This initialization 
processcan be easily implemented by the menu and window, which explains the patterns ofthe 
"Base" and all "Alternatives". The implementation of the metbod shows inheritance and 
polymorphism mechanism of AgvTalk, which are shown in Figure 4. This approach is 
referred to as a hybrid approach since an AGV system model is constructed by providing 
system logic through procedure-oriented methods tasks within an object-oriented environment 
of AgvTalk and Smalltalk. 

EXTENTION TO TANDEM AGV SYSTEM IN AGVTALK 

For conventional AGV systems, many ditierent configurations can be modeled very easily 
in AgvTalk because all elements in AGV systems are modularly designed as objects. Different 
configurations can be immediately implemented by assigning new or changed characteristics to 
the related objects. These processes may involve creating subclasses, modicying tasks, and 
assigning new instanee variables. 

However, from the design and operational points of view, the tandem AGV system is 
radically different from the conventional AGV system. The major differences fall into two 
categories, 1) system ~etwork definition and 2) travel of AGV s. The design of these 
differences in AgvTalk is discussed in the following sections. 

System network definition 

In AgvTalk, the system netwerk is defined by the following three processes: 

L Definition ofthe control points (stations, intersections, etc) asinstances ofthe class Node, 

2. Conneetion of all possible combinations oftwo adjacent control points, and 

3. Generation of the shortest routes between any combination of two control points. 

From the operational point of view, the system netwerk of the tandem AGV system is 
radically different from that of the conventional AGV system. However, the differences 
between two systems in defining the system netwerk are minima: The additional process 
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required for the tandem AGV system is the assignment of an instanee variabie loop to the 
instances of the Node, which are defined as control points in process 1. For example, if 
station 1 belongs to loop 1, the processin AgvTalk is defined as follows; 

Node new name: 'station1' inLoop: 1 

In this process, the number of the loop to which the control point belongs is assigned to the 
loop. The interface among loops is defmed just Iike another control point; ho wever, the string 
of 'interface' is assigned to the variable, loop. The instanee variabie loop is used to prevent 
each AGV from moving into other loops. 

In process 2, for each system path segment between two adjacent control points, the 
number of zones is defined for zone blocking. In the tandem system, only one AGV is allowed 
in each loop and each system path segment must belong to one loop. Thus, each system path 
segment is accessible to only one AGV, which completely eliminates traffic problems. 
Therefore, the number of zones between control points does not affect system performance, 
and each path segment is defined to have only one zone for simplicity purposes. 

There is no difference in defining process 3 between the conventional and the tandem 
AGV systems. 

Travel of AGVs 

From the material handling point of view, the AGV system can be summarized as a group 
ofrepeating processes of AGVs which travel from one station to the other station in the given 
system network. The travel between two stations can be characterized in many different ways. 
It may be travel for piek up or deposit tasks. It may be travel to the next station without a 
prior task assignment Also, it may be travel to the staging area, or the reeharging station. 

In AgvTalk, the repeating process of each AGV, that is, the behavior from the arrival at a 
station to the arrival at the next station for a given AGV is defined in the method tasks of the 
class AGV. That is, when an AGV arrives at the station, the appropriate interactions with the 
buffer ofthe station are performed according to the AGV's travel purpose to this station. For 
conventional AGV systems, the travel purposes are to piek up or deposit a part, to wait at the 
staging area, to be recharged at the reeharging station, etc. Even though there are some 
changes in the system configuration, the processes defined in the method tasks remains the 
same as long as the system logic for the AGV movement behavior remains unchanged. 
However, different logic-based AGV systems such as a tandem AGV system should have 
different behavior in the method tasks, since the travel purposes of AGVs are different. In the 
tandem AGV system, the travel purpose of AGVs should be one ofthe following two: to piek 
up a part or just to travel to the next adjacent station in its loop until it encounters the piek up 
task. 

Unlike conventional AGV systems, the tandem configuration includes interfaces. When an 
AGV arrives at the interface and there are parts waiting for an AGV to be delivered, the first 
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part in the interface is examined if it is an incoming part from another loop. If it is an 
incoming part, it is picked up by the AGV and delivered to the next station in its routing 
sequence. For this process in AgvTalk, the instanee of the Part has an instanee variabie loop, 
and the loop number of the instanee AGV is assigned to the variabie loop whenever a part is 
loaded onto the AGV. As long as the part instanee remains in the loop, the value of loop is 
unchanged. When the AGV instanee arrives at the interface, and ifthere are parts waiting and 
the loop number of the tirst part is the same as the loop number of the AGV, the part must be 
an outgoing part toanother loop, and must not be picked up by the AGV. Ifthe loop numbers 
of the part and the AGV are different, the part must be an incoming part from an adjacent 
loop. Thus, the part instanee is picked up by the AGV instance, and the loop number of the 
part is updated to that ofthe AGV. 

SIMVLA TION EXPERIMENT 

In this section, AgvTalk is used to experiment with two different AGV systems. The two 
systems are a conventional system and a tandem system. 

As pointed out by Bozer and Srinivasan [3], the development of an efficient tandem 
contiguration from a given set of stations and part flow data is not a simp ie task and is another 
research area. Thus, tandem contigurations are developed only with a given set of stations. 
Then, different sets of part flow data are provided for each contiguration. 

The job shop has been chosen for the experiment. The layout contiguration of the job 
shop in the conventional AGV system is presented in Figure 6. The corresponding job shop 
contigurations in the tandem AGV system is shown in Figure 7. The tandem contiguration has 
9 loops. There are 24 work stations in the job shop, and the locations ofwork stations are the 
same in two contigurations. The conventional contiguration has an additional staging area for 
idle AGVs, and the tandem contiguration has 12 interfaces to allow part routing among 
adjacent loops. 

Three different part types are produced in the job shop, and the arrival rates of each part 
type are as follows; 

Part type 1 
Part type 2 
Part type 3 

Exponential (12) 
Normal (12, 2) 
Triangular (10, 13, 15) 

There are two different sets of part routings. In the tirst set, the routing sequence of each part 
type is randomly selected. In the second set, the routing sequence of each part favorably 
matches the station sequences of loops in the tandem contiguration. The routing sequences of 
three part types in each set are in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Figure 7. Tandem (9-Loop) Contiguration for AGV System 

Therefore, the conventional system with its part flow data has its tandem counterpart. 
Likewise, the tandem system in which the part routing sequence matches the sequence of 
stations in its loops has its conventional counterpart Since each different contiguration can be 
combined with each part flow set to complete one AGV system, there can be four different 
AGV systems. 
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Each system was simulated for 480 minutes with a warm up time of 50 minutes, and this 
480-minute simulation is replicated I2 times. Thus, the actual simulation time for each system 
is 5I60 (430"'12) minutes There are nine AGVsineach AGV system. For the tandem 
configuration, one AGV is assigned to each loop. The processing time at each work station is 
given as 5 minutes; the loading and unloading times of each AGV are given as 0. 75 minutes. 
The velocity of each AGV is 160ft/min. Simulation results are in Tables 3 and 4. 

Table I. Part Routing Sequence in Part Flow Set 1 

Part routing sequence (Station number) 

Part type 1 IN1 2 15 23 11 14 6 9 13 OUT! 

Part type 2 IN1 I 22 19 10 3 8 7 24 OUT! 

Part type 3 INI 4 I6 5 17 I8 21 20 I2 OUT I 

Table 2. Part Routing Sequence in Part Flow Set 2 

Part routing sequence (Station number) 

Part type I INI I I4 12 16 11 18 9 10 OUTl 

Part type 2 IN2 2 20 13 22 I5 24 8 I7 OUT2 

Part type 3 ~ IN3 3 4 I9 5 2I 6 7 23 OUT3 

Table 3. Summary of Simulation Outputs for Conventional AGV System 

No. ofparts No. ofparts 
Throughput 

Average flow %ofloaded 
. arrived inducted time (min) vehicle travel 

Part flow ' 
set 1 

1217 ll84 987 I26.49 57% 

Part flow 1195 1188 1064 104.I5 43% 
set 2 

Table 4. Summary ofSimulation Outputs for Tandem (9-Loop) AGV System 

No. ofparts No. ofparts 
Throughput 

Average flow %ofloaded 
arrived inducted time (min) vehicle travel 

Part flow 1212 1002 171 296.95 38% 
set l 

Part flow 1199 1196 1105 93.45 31% 
set 2 
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OBSERV A TI ONS 

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, and as expected, the system performance ofthe conventional 
system is not as sensitive as that of the tandem contiguration to the part routing. In the 
conventional AGV system, the travel of AGVs to complete part routing is more flexible since 
each station is accessible to all AGV s, and there are many possible different ways to reach the 
destination station for the given locations ofthe AGVs. Thus, different part routing sequences 
do not affect the system performances very critically. 

In a tandem AGV system, the loops which include the part-entering station have a high 
probability of being a bottleneck loop. Since only one AGV serves each part-entering loop, 
there is a limit to the rate of induction of parts to the system. In each part-entering loop, if all 
stations except the part-entering station do not require any delivery tasks and there always 
exist parts waiting to be delivered in the part-entering station, each time the AGV passes 
through the part-entering station, the part will be picked up and delivered to the interface of 
the entering loop. This maximizes the number of parts inducted into the system. Throughput 
will never exceed this limit. Even though the part arrival rate increases, the number of parts 
inducted will not increase. 

Also, as shown in Table 4, the number of parts inducted is sensitive to the part routing 
sequence in the tandem system. With part flow set 1, 1002 units were inducted into the 
system. This is a low number of units compared to 1196 units for part flow set 2. Camparing 
the number of parts inducted with that of the other configuration (Table 3), the tandem 
contiguration with part flow set 1 seems to create a bottleneck loop. In the tandem system, in 
order to induct as many parts as possible, the AGV which belongs to the entering loop should 
not spend much time performing delivery tasks. The more time the AGV spends in delivery 
tasks, the more frequently the AGV passes through the part-entering station without picking 
up a part. In part flow set 1 (Table 1 ), the stations of the part-entering loop 1, that is, stations 
1, 14, and 12, are intherouting sequences of different part types. Similarly, the stations ofthe 
part-entering loops 4 and 7 are in the routing sequence of different part types or are not 
sequentially 1ocated. Thus, a part arriving at one of these stations will require a delivery task 
to a station in another loop. This results in additional delivery tasks at the interfaces of the 
entering loop. In part flow set 2, stations of the part-entering loops l, 4, and 7 are in the 
routing sequence of one part type and are sequentially located. This minimizes the number of 
delivery tasks at the interfaces. Therefore, in the tandem system, the part routing sequence is 
very critica! to system performance. lt is suggested for the entering loop to have only a part
entering station and interfaces. 

The part routing sequences in part flow set 2 perfectly matches the station sequences in 
loops. However, since AGVs only move in one direction in each loop, the travel time from 
one loop to another loop may require a Jonger trip than the actual distance. For example, 
when a part (type I) of part flow set 2 needs to be moved from station 12 (loop l) to station 
16 (loop 2) in the routing sequence, the routing path in Figure 8 is 12 - ENTER - l - 14 A -
D 16. If a !I paths are bi-directional, the path will be 12 - A - D - 16. 
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In sumrnary, it is observed that there are some major factors that should be considered in 
developing the tandem configuration, and they are as follows: 

• part routing sequences 

• travel path between loops in part routing sequence 

• design ofthe entering loop according to the part arrival processes 

• veiliele speed 

In this experiment, the tandem AGV system with its matching part types in part routing 
sequences produce better system performances than the conventional AGV system. This is 
because the tandem AGV system has almost ideal configurations such as perfectly balanced 
load among loops, perfectly matching part types in its routing sequences, minimum number of 
parts' travel among loops, etc. In the real world, a conveyor system looks more suitable for 
these ideal environments than the tandem AGV system due to oost considerations. Also, this 
ideal tandem configuration is not the corresponding counterpart for a conventional AGV 
system. The corresponding counterpart should be produced from the given conventional 
AGV system which has already determined each part routing sequence. In this experiment, 
except the locations of workstations, the tandem configuration was constructed with its 
matching part routing sequences regardless of the configuration of the conventional AGV 
system. The methodology to produce the tandem counterpart has not been reported in the 
literature. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper, the existence of objects and their relationships in AGV systems has been 
conceptualized. This conceptual organization was represented in the logica) design of AGV 
systems by the object diagram. Also, this logica! design has been applied to the 
implementation of object-oriented classes providing the ability to create a model for AGV 
systems. The resulting simulation modeling environment, AgvTalk, includes 25 object classes 
and more than 300 object methods in its library for many detailed feature of AGV systems. 

Since the complexities and specific natures of AGV systems do not allow easy 
construction of a simulation model with only stand-alone nature of objects, the hybrid 
approach in AgvTalk was proposed. In the hybrid approach, the possible life cycle of active 
objects are modeled in methods, and the methods are stored in the AgvTalk library. The 
hybrid approach eliminates the modeling process of vehicles, work stations, parts, and repair 
stations behavior in AGV systems; instead, it provides the selection process among behavior 
already built in the library. This selection process and data input process for model 
construction can be performed through the window- or menu-based user interface in AgvTalk. 

In comparing features such as modeling AGVs, processes, dispatching rules, breakdown, 
and system layout, the main difference between AgvTalk and general purpose simulation 
languages is that transporters (e.g. vehicles in an AGV system) are not modeled as active 
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objects in general purpose simulation languages. This results in a limited modeling 
environment for detailed and exact behavior. AgvTalk also provides natura! constrocts for 
modeling AGV systems separately and distinctly among physical objects, objects' behavior, 
and control of objects resolving the inherent problems in general purpose simulation 
languages. 

In order to demonstrate the potential of AgvTalk, that is, the modeling capabilities by 
extensibility and reusability, the tandem AGV system was designed and extended in the 
AgvTalk environment. The tandem AGV system has a radically different contiguration from 
the conventional AGV systems in the system network layout and travel behaviors of vehicles. 
By redefining the system network layout and travel behaviors of vehicles, and reusing the 
AgvTalk library already developed for the conventional AGV systems, the tandem AGV 
system was easily extended. 
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Many applications of Fini te Capacity Scheduling systems in the consumer goods industry have 
been less successful than could have been expected from the quality of the applied package 
as such. Now, with increasing complexity of operations and more pressure for better customer 
service, more such systems are required. It would appear useful therefore to make the best use 
of the experience gained up to now. Evaluation of a number of projects has revealed eertam 
critica! success factors in the areas of package selection, project management, user 
involvement, and system maintenance. 

INTRODUCilON 

Besides the proper functionality, the selected packages should fuifiJl a number of features 
- Model building should be easy. 
- Transparency for the user and simple operation are required 

The implementation must be maintainable. 
In project management, the biggest single step that can be distinguished is often the mapping 
of the existing situation by IT experts. Whilst this is, in principle, sound, it bas the following 
pîtfalls 
- Relevant information is not readily available in existing organisations 
- Cooperation between IT experts and (future) users can be difficult because of a d1fference 

in cultures. ' 
- The user input is unstructured. 
In the long run, system maintenance is cruciaL The use of quite a number of systems 
becomes cumbersome, since they do not evolve to suit changmg requirements: 
- Applications are never statie; the package bas to evolve wîth the ongoing development of 

the operation it serves (data maintenance, rule maintenace) 
- Inadequate maîntenance leads to undesirable situations. 

can show you from my experience how the observation of some basic rules in package 
selection, project management, and user involvement willlead to successful implementations 
which are also maintainable. A number of typical pitfalls (and their avoidance) will be 
descnbed, and a selection of highlights from practical cases will illustrate the 
recommendations for properly managed projects. 
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1. USER REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION 

In each well-organised computer implementation project, user requirements are mapped and 
a functional specificatien is written down: you put on paper what you expect the new system 
to do, and how it really will perfarm its tasks. An expert is required to write these documents 
But which expert do you need? Someone who knows the operations (the production process 
with all technica! and logistic aspects and the scheduling rules), or someone who knows the 
package to be installed or the packages available on the market? In this paper I call the first 
one 'the user' and the second one 'the IT expert', and I will not always distinguish between 
planning and scheduling. Although there is a distinct difference between the two, the problems 
dealt with in this paper are common to both. 
Many systems have failed because they were defined by clever IT people without any sensible 
involvement from the users. Later, when the system became operational, the users did not 
recognize their problems in the solutions offered, and refused to work with the system. Or they 
worked with it in a way which was not intended: I have seen planners who were overruled 
by a system imposed on them; they did everything still on the back of an envelop and then 
entered the results into the computerised scheduling package! 
The answer is: You need both the IT expert and the planner, the future user! But even if you 
manage to involve both, there are still many pitfalls. 

1.1 Get the best of both worlds - IT experts and users 

System analysts are trained in analyzing organisations in a systematic way, and they have the 
advantage of a fresh unbiased opinion. Your own people have practical experience and know 
all the ins and outs of your operation. So put the two together, make one of them the proj 'Ct 
leader, and you have a perfect team. 

ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONSI 

But what happens? System analysts are good in mapping existing organizations and 
procedures, provided these are formalized and accessible. In real life, planning, scheduling and 
logistic departments have grown according to requirements, albeit not always in a logica! and 
a planned way. Planning-know-how is spread over all layers of the organisation and is the 
responsibility of many people. This 'system' works, since everybody holds that part of the 
information which is necessary for themselves, and knows from whom to get relevant inputs. 
Very seldom is therc someone who has the overview of the whole planning/scheduling 
network. The system analyst has to find this expert (if there is one), or he has to build up 
expertise for himselfby gathering and combining available information. Some information may 
only become relevant after having been cross-checked against other information. 

THE PROJECT MANAGER HAS TO CREATE A CLJMATE OF CONFIDENCE. 

Let us hope that the analysts will receive answers to their questions, but they will certainly 
not receive any answers to questions they never asked. And the users will only teil what they 
were asked. Why tel! these intelligent guys what is self-explanatory? But it is only self
explanatory to them, because they are inside the organisation. The analysts may not ask certain 
questions since they think that this would be staling the obvious. There is a culture clash: the 
well-defined IT -world meets the more intuitive planner's world. The analyst has to appreciate 
that users often cannot distinguish between present methods of operation and the underlying 
principles; users want the new system to be an exact repheation of their present way of 
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working. This will result in 'automation of the existing mess', and the best opportunity to go 
back to basic principles (business re-engineering) 1s missed. 
What I want to say is: each partner in these discusslons has to penetrate the world of the 
other, has to understand his1her way of thinking 

l.l The culture clash 

THE IT PEOPLE'S ARROGANCE. 

A typical observation is that answers received by analysts are specific but are interpreted as 
universally va/id. Let me explain this: if a planner is asked a question, he wiJl always give an 
answer related to the context in which he is asked. The analyst does nat realize that context 
and will also use the statement in other apparently camparabie situations. This can lead to 
wrong conclusions, and the planner (the supplier of the information), when presented with the 
write-up of what he said, will deny ever having said this. The analysts ask another person in 
the organisation, and will receive yet another answer. Analysts can get fed up with these 
practical people, become impatient and adopt an attitude whereby they say: 

THE USERS DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY WANT -

LET IJS DOlT, \VT: WIL!. FIND THE BEST SOLUTION FOR Tl!EM. 

TI!E USERS' CONSERVATIVISM 

THE NEW SYSrEM MUST WORK EXACTLY THE WAY WE WORK TO-DAY. 

Vsers, or future users of a system, aften mistrust analysts, their jargon and their way of 
'improving' things. Users want to keep everything the way it is. That's safe, that's proven, that's 
the way they have always scheduled. And they are right - from their point of view. They do 
not realize, however. that their present way of working is, of course, based upon present tools 
or, more aften, on yestenlay 's tools. A unique chance for impravement of operations is missed 
if analysts follow the users' requirement that nothing must change (they only want their work 
to be done faster and more efficiently by the computer) This is what is aften called 
'computerize the existing mess'. IT people do a poor job when they create a one-to-one image 
of present praetJee on their computer. I would even go so far as to say that an analyst or 
consultant must mistrust every statement he receives from an 'experienced man in the trade'. 
Always ask yourself: What is the real operational requirement behind this request') 

EXAMPLE: 

A planner used to balance the output of an upstream making process and the downstream 
consuming process through an intermediate store. So he asked for a good tooi to manage this 
crucial store. Everyone would agree that this is a justified requirement. The new package, 
however, was able to treat the two departments as two coupled operations and the algorithm 
used produced the stock profile of the intermediate store as a side-result, purely for 
information. The stock was no Jonger needed for control purposes. 

ANOTHER EXAMPLE 

A company used to distlngmsh between 'easy' and 'difficult' weeks. They used to perform a 
'qmck and dirty' check which allowed them to characterize the planning period as 'easy' or 
'difficult'. The snag was that they used lower machine output figures in the difficult weeks. 
This was proven by experience Analysis showed that the planner worked with an operational 
machine capacity in which average losses due to change-over were discounted, and a 'difficult' 
period was one with many product changes. This saved him planning the change-overs exactly 
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The envisaged planning package. however. provided a facility for proper detection, rnanaging 
and optimization of product changes. The real requirement was therefore not to define an 
algorithm by which difficult periods can be detected. and to apply lower capacity figures for 
these, but to deal properly with change-overs! 

T!I!RD EX,'\11.1PLE 

A consulting company had sent an English-speaking consultant to a customer outside the UK 
Because of the language harrier, the consultant spoke mainly to the middle and top 
management. He recetved information in properly aggregated form, but 'Arithout practical 
details. His contacts with people on the factory floor were - understandibly - poor. The system 
layout he produced was based on how the management perceived the business was running, 
not on real day-to-day scheduling requirements. The project had to be re-done by a colleague 
who could at least understand the local language. 

What is the lesson from these cases0 

The analyst has to talk to all layers of the organisation, and has to understand the whole 
operation, not only what the (future) user tells him. He has to identify the underlying business 
principle.\· as opposed to the operations to bring these into practice. And at the end the analyst 
has to convince the user that he has solved his problem, although at a higher level. 
Whilst this is true for any computer program, I want to stress that the introduetion of advanced 
scheduling tools is often particularly complex, since there are so many 'feelings', unwritten 
rules, and informal procedures. 

2. PACKAGE SELECTION AND MODEL BUILDING 

Many directors of logistics want to have the best finite capacity scheduling package installed 
in their company. The best package is, according to their insight, one which produces an 
optima! plan. Many model builders or programmers want to use the most complete modeL 
since this is intellectually challenging. And the planners want a package they understand, 
which they can operate 'intuitively Now, ask yourself, whose requirements should have the 
strongest impact0 The director will most certainly never operate the system The IT expert will 
work with the package during the implementation and troubleshooting period, say six months 
- but the poor planner has to work with the package every day, often in shift operation, 
during the whole hfecycle of the package. Therefore, whenever in doubt, follow the user's 
requirements and preferences Possible selection procedures are described in literature [ l] and 
have been covered in other sessions of this conference [2]. 
The most challenging part of the implementation of a planningischeduling package is model 
building. Of course any gifted programmer can design his own models from scratch, and 
tailor-made for your scheduling problem. But Just as nobody designs his own text editor 
nowadays, you should nottry to conceive bespoke models - use preformatted models. On the 
other hand, every situation is different There are many practical compromises, but a basic 
requirement to be fulfilled is Any scheduling package has to support model buildingor should 
contain modules which can easily be applied. 
When building models, a proven rule is 

As Sltv1PLI i\S POSS!BLE. AND 1\S COtvli'UCATED AS NECESSARY 

As a project manager, you should always bear m mind that model-build~rs cannot foresee 
future requirements and models cannot compnse all cases that may occur during the lifetime 
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of the application. But if the package provides easy to use tools for model building, there is 
a fair chance that models can be updated or new models can be created. Above all, the 
scheduler must understand the models. He must know how to handle them, which parameter 
has to be varied, if he wants the model to behave in a certain way. Models which are too 
complex, can produce results which cannot be related to parameter variations. Transparency 
and simplicity are the key requirements for good models. All models and rules used must be 
crystal clear (fully transparent) for the user, and he must be able to overrule results or to 
amend rul es. lf he experiences the system as a 'black box', if he does not 'see' the reasons for 
a certain output, or if he cannot influence a schedule, he will not trust the system and will use 
work-arounds. Furthermore, the planner must always be able to defend his plan against 
production people who may have different priorities. But how can he explain his plan to 
production and defend it, if he does notknowhow it was created? The planner must always 
be the boss, not his computer - this is the tooi he owns. 

3. PITFALLS 

The following cases are a small selection of difficulties and misunderstandings I and my 
colleagues have met in practical projects. 

3.1 The Company must spell out its Strategie Goals 

It still happens that a company investing in a better scheduling system does not really know 
what they want to achieve. Shorter delivery times? Better use of the installed capacity? 
Savings of base material? Or just 'smoother planning'? It is very hard to select or to defme a 
good scheduling system if the goals are not clearly stated. In such a case, I strongly advise 
sitting together with the top management and finding out what the main problems are and 
where the biggest increase in profitability can be achieved. The consultant has to make clear 
to them that the main advantage of a new scheduling approach is not found in direct savings 
(faster scheduling, less schedule errors, staff reduction in the planning office), but in the 
improvement of operations as a whole and in the support of their business strategies. Savings 
are found (dep en ding on the type of operations) in change-over times, reduced (safety) stocks, 
better customer service, betterasset utilization, no fluctuations in Iabour requirement, less off
grade product, or a combination of these. 
This requires more than just a good system analyst. This task should preferably be done by 
someone who knows both sides: the business to be scheduled and the scheduling packages 
available on the market But even if a company presents clear mission statements to the 
analyst, he should be suspicious, since even at top management level symptoms can disguise 
the real problems. 

EXAMPLE: 

A company suffered from frequent problems in the dispatching area, and marketing feared that 
customer service would downgrade as a result of an envisaged product diversification. Their 
mission statement was therefore: provide a good scheduling tooi for the dispatching 
department Should the consultant accept this? Of course he did, because the company 
managers could support their view with hard figures of difficult situations in the dispatching 
department they had produced statistics of costly waiting times for trucks, re-allocation of 
delivery tanks, overtime, and numerous telephone calls from dissatisfied customers. Later in 
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the project, however, it was found that the dispatchmg department only suffered from schedule 
deviations m upstream departments; being the last element in the chain, this department had 
to make up for all previous deviations by fire-fighting actions. The consultant was a wise man. 
He didn't teil management anything, but he first reorganised scheduling and improved schedule 
actherenee in the trouble-making departments, and did nothing in the dispatching department 
A test run of his working prototype convineed everyone that he had chosen the right approach. 

3.2 U se of existing data bases 

Scheduling does, more than other systems, rely on reference data often available in existing 
data bases. Nothing is more trivia! than automatic transfer of these data. Of course we should 
always try to use automatic data transfer, since, if data input and maintenance requires too 
much time, the planner can use his time better and wil! return to completely manual planning 
On the other hand, [ need not teil you the implications of too infrequent or neglected data 
maintenance. 
Before you establish the data link, please have a critica! look at the data and ask for which 
purpose they have been set up. Are they plain, true neutral data or biased for some politica! 
reasons" 
For instanee Each machine has a 'specified speed' or output capacity. This is never achieved 
in practice Efficiency is do\>ingraded by all sorts of planned and random interruptions These 
can be expressed in loss factors or by different types of efficiency. Same companies handle 
up to eight different machine capacities for different purposes. The case can become more 
complicated if the capacity ts dependent upon the machine/product combination or other 
factors. These capacity figures tend to lead a life of their ov.n, and they are often misused for 
'politica!' or educat10nal purposes; some heads of department prefer higher standard 
efficiencies because they use these as a target for their staff, others use a lower figure towards 
upper management in order to create some safety margin, a kind of secret spare capacity. You 
wil! find this element of safety in all capacity figures. Under these circumstances, the poor 
scheduler wil! plan with his ovm empirically justified figures. This is a pragmatic approach 
which has the advantage that it works, but it does not reveal the real reasans for the deviation 
between nomina! and real capacity. 
The lesson from this experience is integrale reference data where possible, use shared 
databases, but be critica! with respect to data established for different purposes. 
NO! ALL DATA T!IAT CAN RE TRANSFERRED AtJTOMATICALl.Y TO THE SCHEDTJUNG PACKAGE 

ARP WORTil BIJNli rRANSFERRED AT ALL 

3.3 Buffers 

All factories are full of buffers The philosophy is that buffers are less expensive than excess 
capacity in process equipment. Nowadays, with work in progress and reduced working capita! 
in the focus, we look at buffers v.1th different eyes. Having no buffers at all (and no buffered 
material!) is the cheapest salution of all' 
A consultant involved in finite capacity scheduling should always be suspicious when he 
comes across buffers. Every production manager and every scheduler wiJl tel! him that these 
buffers are vita!. Buffers, however, are often a means to smoothen operations and to conceal 
bad scheduling. Thts is like navigating in shallow water with numerous bidden rocks increase 
the water level and navigation wil! be easier: you have not done anything about the rocks, you 
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just concelled them. Just as navigation at low tide requires a more skilled captain, operating 
with smaller buffers requires better scheduling In my opinion, buffers should never be 
accepted as a datum for scheduling; buffer management has to be included in the scheduling 
concept 
As a basic rule, for planning purposes, buffers should not be expressed in volume [tons, liters, 
pieces], but in time [days, weeks or months coverage]. Secondly, you should inquire and 
define the purpose of a buffer: does the residence time in the buffer do something to the 
product, or is it an operational buffer, or does the buffer contain a strategie stock, or is it a 
means to provide intemal/external safety? Buffers, in which something happens to the product 
(reaction, maturing, settling) should be treated as a production operation, complete with a 
process description and capacity definition. Operational buffers are often necessary e.g. in 
order to decouple a continuous operation from a batch-process. The content of such a buffer 
runs periodically to zero; if not, you must suspect it to be misused as a safety buffer. 
The most difficult cases are the strategie or safety buffers, which are needed to 'satisfy all 
customer requirements' or to cover 'all schedule deviations'. As a provocative statement I 
would say: all these buffers conceal a shortcoming in the company management Does your 
marketing department really not know beforehand about a promotion run by your biggest 
customer" Is your process reliability really so bad that you have to handle excessive safety 
buffers" A safety stock which is never exhausted is too big. 
The consultant introducing a new planning tooi or strategy certainly cannot change the 
company culture all of a sudden, but he can put his finger on the weak point and stimulate 
a fresh view of operations. He has to fight against a culture in which everybody likes to have 
buffers, since they make life so easy. 
BUFFERS WHICH ARE INDISPENSABLE FROM AN OPERATIONS POINT OF VIEW SHOIJLD NOT BE 

USED AS AN EXCUSE FOR BUFFERS WHICH ARE MAINT AINED FOR THE SCHEDULER'S 

CONVENJEN CE. 

EXAMPLE 

A scheduler used to start a certain process only after all the input material needed for a 
complete production run was available in the feed tank. The reason was that the upstream 
process usually exposetl enormous deviations from schedule. Is this a sound planning 
approach" At first glance: yes. Closer investigation showed that the ustream operation required 
a laboratory test at a certain process step. And since production worked in 3 shifts and the lab 
in two shifts only, delays occurred Two alternative solutions were investigared, one based 
upon a different approach to quality control, and one on different planning: 

a. Replace the laboratory test by a simpler test to be done by the process operator. 
b. Plan the process to end only in the two shifts when the laboratory is operationaL 

When solution b. was implemented, the 'vita!' buffer could be reduced to one fifth of its 
original size and needed no scheduling at all, and the overall process time was reduced by 
hours. 

A>IOTHER EXAMPLE: 

A sales department agreed to hold a buffer stock to cover a period of five days This was the 
safety stock agreed after many discussions, and this was considerably lower than the initia! 
constant-volume-stock, which covered, depending on sales volume, four to fiTteen days. The 
sales people had no idea of the additional buffers hidden in process stocks. As it happened, 
there was always a considerable buffer of finished but unpacked product Packing this product 
in the appropriate consumer packages was a question of hours and could be scheduled at very 
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short not1ce. An integral buffer study covenng all buffers revealed the chance to use th1s 
buffer of unpacked matenal as a marketmg buffer as wel! The scheduling functionality 
required was integratcd buffer management. 
Result: Whi\st the end product buffer was reduced by two more days. the buffer available to 
marketing was maintamed at the same level. i e. five days. 

3.4 Optimization and sub-optimization 

The performance of many production departments is measured by certain objectives This can 
be machine utilisation. output tonnage, cost per unitor the like Whilst being simple and easy 
to calculate. there is a tendency that these performance indicators over-emphasize one aspect 
and neglect others. Some of these performance figures have been developed in a penod when 
economie requirements were different from what they are now; they are possibly related to the 
requirements of one department, and are not consistent with the overall company objective. 
[f these performance indicators are used as the basis or driving force behind a new planning 
system, you may end up with a sub-optimization. Therefore: define the overall company 
objective against which all department objectives can be check ed. Then define your scheduling 
rul es 

3.5 liser involvement 

As mentioned earlier in this paper. user involvement is vita] for the success of a 
planning/scheduling system. The best scheduler should be involved m the proJect team; but 
he is also the one who is most urgently needed to run the current system. This is a dilemma; 
but have you ever thought what happens to productiOn when the chief planner is on holiday') 
Certainly, there is a stand-in. If you organise your project work properly, it will be possible 
to indicate periods in which you need the input from the planner. Plan these periods in 
advance (say one week per every fortnight) and require the planner t" be on 'team holiday' in 
these periods: for production, this is less severe than a real planner's holiday, since he is still 
in-house and available for the odd question 
A.nd, while speaking of the planner's input and a possible difference of cultures in the proJect 
team flexibility and penetration of the other's world can more readily be expected from well
trained IT people, than from the planners and process people who often have very little formal 
traimng 

3.6 Maintainability 

System mamtenance is cruciaL of course, this is true for all management support systems, but 
particularly for planning and scheduling systems A planning/scheduling application is never 
statie: the package operates in a dynamic environment and has to evolve with the ongoing 
development of the operation it serves. Th is concerns data maintenance and rule maintenance. 
Data maintenance camprises all reference data on products. materials, and process locations 
(think for example of new products, new customers, modified recipes). Maintenance of the 
relevant records is a simpte task, since this will normaliy de done by creation of new records 
using an existing data format This IS ciearly the task of the user. He should be supported bv 
a convenient user interface vvhich appeals to his intuiuon. 
With rule maintenace I mean the implementation of new constraints or operational rul es, and 
perhaps different process routmgs or manufacturing strategies Th1s reqUJres more msight and 
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should preferably be done by the original maker of the application. But what if this was a 
small software house down the road with frequent staff tumover" If the documentat1on is poor, 
it will be difficult for person B to update what person A has programmed. All this is an 
argument for the use of well-estabhshed packages from stabie software suppliers and against 
bespoke software. Besides this, the user company should always build up a local support and 
maintenance structure. If non-Jocal staff has to be called in for this category of maintenance, 
necessary updates are often postponed or not done at alL 
I can draw a very somber picture of systems which received inadequate maintenance. In a 
number of cases this has lead to the undesirable situation that reality and computing model 
got out of synchronisation. I have seen systems which had originally performed a perfect fit, 
but where, in a later period, inputs had to be manipulated, and others, where special 
spreadsheets were used to translate system outputs to the present situation. These work
arounds lead to reduced transparency and poorer overall performance; in the worst case, use 
of the system will be discontinued. 

3. 7 Misceollaneous 

From the notes, remarks, and observations I made during a number of projects, I still want to 
mention the following ones. 

ALWAYS }..1AKE A GLOSSARY. 

The terminology used by the IT experts from the consultant or package supplier will not 
necessarily be the one the customer staff is accustomed to. To avoid misunderstandings, a 
glossary should be established at an early phase of the project A PI CS standard terminology 
can be used as a basis. Sametimes various departments of the same company use different 
terminology! 

No RESCHJRCE IS !RRELEVANT FOR PLANNP.>IG. 

If the management puts forward a bottleneck to be solved by better planning, an unsuspicious 
consultant wil! be tempted to concentrate on this problem: one department, one procedure, or 
one resource. My experlence is, that there are always secondary bottlenecks which become 
relevant as soon as the pnmary bottleneck has been solved. Therefore: always look for all 
other resources and incorporate them in the planning model. If the secondary bottleneck does 
not become apparent after removal of the first one, it may do so with changing requirements. 

lJSERFRIENDIJNESS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN PERFI CT FUNCTIONALITY. 

The day-to-day users of the scheduling tooi are not computer-experts but production, 
manufacturing and logistics people. Their main task is to plan and run the production, not a 
computer system - this is just a tooi for them. They require user friendliness and prefer a 
?,raphicaluser inteiface which can be used intuit1vely and which reflects their natura! way of 
working. Full utilisation ofthe possibihties offered by the WIMP's approach (Windows, Icons, 
Mouse, and Pull-down menu) is a minimum requirement 
User friendlyfunctionality, such as graphical presentation ofthe possible 'float' of an activity, 
visualisation of 'linked' activities, configurable graphs and. reports, is required to a much 
greater extent than available now. When werking interactively with a system, the user will 
only use the functionality which is obvious and eas1ly accessible to him: for the computer
dliterate user the user interface and rhe functionality are almost identicaL 
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This is the same reasoning which has kept alive so many magnetic Gantt charts. These provide 
minimal mathematica! functionality, but their visual presentation is great and IS m accordance 
with the human perception This justifies the statement that shortcommgs m functionality are 
accepted more easily than a weak presentat10n. 

PROTOYPING TRlGGERS INPI.'TS 

Prototyping the scheduling tooi is often the only way to get meaningful input from users and 
to build valid models. Proposals on paper do not appeal to planners who are not TT -literate or 
not accustomed to abstract thinking. As soon as they see on the screen something they can 
'touch and fee\' they provide meaningful inputs. Prototyping can be instrumental in creating 
the 'ovmership' feeling 

NEW TOOLS REQUIRE NLW WORKJNG tv!FTI!ODS. 

During the implementation phase, enough time should be reserved for trainmg. Otherwise the 
users will work with the new tooi in the old way. The users should fee\ comfortable w1th the 
system. If they grow v.1th the system, they will assume ownership and will use the package 
at its best 

St:MMARY 

I have tried to provide some ins1ght into problems you may encounter when implemenring a 
finite capacity planning/scheduling package. I have given some hints about package selection. 
User Requirement Specifications and maintainability, and I have covered some typical pitfalls 
I hope that I have brought over my main message 
- Implementing a Finite C'apacity Scheduling System is a multJ-discJplinary JOb, in which IT 

experts and users have to work together, and 
such tmplementation is a good occasion to review your operational principles, since it 
provides several chances for business re-engineering. 
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ABSTRACT 

Common practice in the analysis and optimisation of utility networks involves general 
algorithmic methods which disregard engineering knowledge and understanding of the 
system. In this paper an alternative intelligent model for steam turbine networks is 
suggested that is based on a set of simpte. logic driven rules. These rules originate 
from the understanding of the turbine system .and reflect the preferenee of the most 
efficient turbines, while accounting for the contradictions over such preferenee trends 
imposed by the capacity limitations of the hardware. The principles and applications 
of the new model are demonstrared for low dimensional systems, for which a handy 
graphical representation, the Hardware Composites. can be produced. 

INTRODUCTION 

377 

The analysis of modern utility systems calls upon the consideration of a large number of 
design alternatives in view of a competitive market restricted by contractual obligations and 
following an elaborate pricing system for trading energy and power. The decision making is 
partly supported by algorithmic routines which model and optimise basic aspects of the 
problem teaving the majority of decisions to rules of common practice and experience. The 
analysis and optimisation of utility networks is thus addressed from the viewpoint of a general 
purpose solver without exploiting the contextual information and specific knowledge about the 
system. As a consequence, the probierus are generally large, more complex and difficult to 
solve and the algorithms applied often fail to identify the global optimum. Moreover, in terms 
of planning and scheduling for different operational scenarios there is a lack of handy tools that 
would provide an overall picture and accumulative knowied ge of the networkas a whole. 

This paper provides a new knowledge representation of the utility system and in 
particular the steam turbine network which is basedon the development of rules that define an 
inference engine able to screen structural and operational alternatives. The new analysis tooi is 
a logic based system and incorporates all the hardware limitations of the equipment with 
consideration of the maximum and minimum flows. lt describes the system as a whole and 
provides information on the feasibility as well as the optimality of the operation. The tooi is 
genera!, in that it applies to systems of any size and dimensions. For systems of low 
dimens10ns. though. invalving up to three steam levels, an easy to conceive graphical 
representation is developed. called the Hardware Composites. The principles and applications 
of this new model will bedemonstrared for such low dimensional systems. 
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Figure I: The operation line fora simple 
backpressure turbine. 
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Figure 2: Variation of the turbine's 
efticiency with load. 

The knowledge involved in this new representation originates from the relationship of 
Willans that describes the eperation of a simple backpressure turbine. The so-called Willans 
line relates the steam flowrare M and the power output E of the turbine in a linear fashion 
(Figure I) The numerical expression for this relationship is: 

M=mE+C (I) 

where m is the incremental steam flowrare and C the no-lead constant corresponding to the 
steam flowrare required to keep the turbine spinning at a stand-by mode. Moreover, the 
endpoint of the line corresponds to the maximum capacity of the turbine. 

At any point of the Willans line the ratio of the power output over the steam flowrare 
provides a measure of the turbine's efficiency. This efficiency varies non-linearly wirh load as 
shown in Figure 2. Hence, the Willans line account for both the capacity limitations and rhe 
efficiency variation of a simple turbine, yer in a linear manner. 

The operation of a passout 
backpressure turbine is described by the 
capability diagram which is a superset of 
Willans lines, confined by the turbine's 
limiting conditions (Figure 3). These are 
reflected on the diagram as the lines of 
minimum and maximum passout flow 
(lines AB and FE), lines of minimum and 
maximum exhaust flow (GF and BC), 
lines of ruimmum and maximum power 
output (AG and CD) and the lines of 
maximum throttle flow ED. Lines parallel 
to AB or FE wiJl correspond to constant 
passout flows, while lines parallel to GF 
or BC wiJl refer to constant exhaust flows. 

E D 

c 

Steam 
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Power 
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Exhaust X 

Figure 3: The Capability Diagram for a passout 
backpressure turbine. 

The slopes of the constant passout and constant exhaust lines are characteristic for each 
turbine and can be interprered as a measure of the turbine,s parrial efficiencies. In particular, 
the slope of the constant passout lines, denoted as m, corresponds to the inverse of the 
mcremental eftïciency of the whole expansion path, while the slope of the constant exhaust 
line:>. denoted as g. is equai to the inverse of the incremental efficiency of the high pressure 
cylinder of the turbine. ie from the miet to the passout point. The inverse of the efficiency of 
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the low pressure cylinder (p) does not appear in the capability diagram directly, but is related 
to the previous parameters as the difference of the two, ie.: 

1/p = 1/m- 1/g (2) 

In analogy to the simple backpressure turbine the steam flowrate M for a passout turbine 
with power output E and steam passout S is given by the linear expression: 

M=mE+rS+C 
where: 
mis the incremental steam flowrate for power output at constant passout (dM/dE]s ), 
r the incremental steam flowrate for passout at constant power output (dM/dS]E) and 

(3) 

C the no load constant. Parameter r is related to the turbine's partial efficiencies through the 
relation: 

r=l-m/g (4) 

From the features described above it appears that the capability diagram constitutes a 
comprehensive representation that provides all the necessary information to describe the 
operation of a single turbine, ie. both the capacity limitations as well as the turbine' s efficiency 
parameters. Based on this knowledge single turbines can be readily analysed in terros of the 
feasibility and efficiency of operation. Consirlering entire networks of steam turbines though, 
the optima! operation of which is required, common practice would normally involve 
mathematica! roodels which disregard engineering knowledge and resort to general algorithmic 
methods fortheir solution. In this paper an alternative method is introduced which exploits the 
knowledge and understanding of the system, in order to determine the feasible region of the 
network as a whole and, furthermore, optimise its operation. 

THE LOG IC BASED MODEL 

Networks of steam turbines are used in the process industries to expand high pressure 
steam down to lower pressures at which the steam is required by the processes, thereby 
cogenerating power to contribute to the electricity balance of the plant. Since such 
cogeneration schemes in the process industries involve steam demands that are specified by the 
process, the efficient operation of the turbine network can be interpreled as the maximisation 
of the power output, while supplying the required steam quantities at the various levels. 
Moreover, as the process demands vary with time, it is essential that the feasibility of operation 
is checked, given the capacity limitations of the individual turbines. These aspects can be ea<>ily 
addressed by the new logic based model called the Hardware Composites. 

The Hardware Envelope 

The first aspect that is addressed by the new development is the representation of the 
feasible region of the turbine network as a whole. For a single turbine the feasible region 
corresponds to the area encloscd by the bordering lines. Lines that provide the minimum steam 
fiowrate for a specific power output represent the lower boundary of the region (line ABCD in 
Figure 3), while the upper boundary of the feasible region corresponds to the I i nes of maximum 
steam fiowrate for a specific output (line AGFED). All points within this region are points of 
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Figure 5: The Optimality Domains for the turbine networkof Figure 4. 

Rule 2 applies to cases where an increase in passout steam is required, while keeping the 
exhaust steam constant. The turbine that will produce the most power output by expanding the 
same amount of steam through its high pressure cylinder is clearly the one selected for the 
optimum operation. This will be the turbine with the highest HP cylinder efficiency, ietheleast 
g value, irrespective of the turbine selected for an increase in the exhaust flow according to 
Rule 1. 

RULE 3: Farm a set of turbines T={t} operating under constant power output (Figure 
6c) select the turbine E so that: 

r. = mint ET { r<} 

As opposed to Rule 2 which considers turbines operating on constant exhaust lines, Rule 3 
refers to cases where an increase in passout can be achieved by employing several turbines 
operating on a constant power output line. Such vertical lines correspond to minimum (zero) 
or maximum output constraints, but do not necessarily feature in every turbine. In this case the 
turbine that will require the least amount of throttle steam in order to provide more passout 
steam under constant power output (and therefore decreasing exhaust flow) is by definition the 
turbine with the smallest r value. 
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Rule 2 applies to cases where an increase in passout steam is required, while keeping the 
exhaust steam constant.'The turbine that wiJl produce the most power output by expanding the 
same amount of steam through its high pressure cylinder is clearly the one selected for the 
optimum operation. This will be the turbine with the highest HP cylinder efficiency, ietheleast 
g value, irrespective of the turbine selected for an increase in the exhaust flow according to 
Rule l. 

BVLE_l: Form a set of turbines T=(r.} operaring under constant power output (Figure 
6c) select the turbine € so that: 

r, = mint eT ( rt! 

As opposed to Rule 2 which considers turbines operating on constant exhaust lines, Rule 3 
refers to cases where an increase in passout can be achieved by employing several turbines 
operating on a constant power output Jine. Such vertical lines correspond to minimum (zero) 
or maximum output constraints, but do not necessarily feature in every turbine. In this case the 
turbine that wil! require the least amount of throttle steam in order to provide more passout 
steam under constant power output (and therefore decreasing exhaust flow) is by definition the 
turbine with the smallest r value. 
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Hence, according to the first three rules, the optimum operation is achieved by selecting 
the most effîcient turbine components, in agreement to what would logically be expected. 
Nevertheless, the above rules cannot always be applied freely and irrespective of one another. 
Whenever it comes to hardware constraints such as zero or maximum power output or 
maximum throttle flow for one or more turbines, the fîrst three rules contradiet with one 
another and application of one will cause violation of another. Such cases where selection of a 
turbine to increase the passout of exhaust flow depends on the turbine selected for exhaust or 
passout respectively are accounted for by Rules 4 and 5. Under Rule 4 the selection is made 
between the most efficient constant exhaust line g1 (as proposed by Rule 2) and the most 
efficient constant output line r; (as proposed by Rule 3) with the exhaust provided either by a 
turbine on constant passout along m, (Rule 4a) or a turbine on maximum throttle flow along Pn 
(Rule 4b). 

RULE 4a: Between turbine i operating under constant power output and turbine j 
operaring under constant exhaust, with turbine k operaring under constant passout (Figure 
6d) select turbine j if: 

Othenvise select turbine i. 
Rule 4a applies when the passout flowrate can be increased either along a constant 

exhaust line with slope g, or along a constant power output line denoted as r. The constant 
power output line can either correspond to the zero or the maximum power output for a 
turbine. The increase in exhaust flow is achieved under constant passout The need for this rule 
is explained with the help of Figure 7. At point 1 
turbine i is selected for power according to Rule I, as Rule 4a: 

wel! as for passout following Rule 2. This wiJl result in 
an optimality domain identical to the capability 
diagram of turbine i defined by lines m;, g; and r1• At 
point 2 turbine k is selected for further power mk 

production, while two options are available for passout 
steam. Either the constant exhaust line gi, 
conesponding to the turbine with the next smallest 
slope, or the constant output line r,, in conneetion to 
line mk to compensate for the deercase in exhaust 
steam caused by the increase of passout along line r,. Figure 7: A case requiring the application 

ofRule 4a. 
Both cases, though, will violate one of the first three 
rules. 

At point 2 an increase in passout steam along line gi violates Rule 2, which suggests 
employing turbine i for passout (g, < gj). On the other hand, an increase in passout through 
turbine i up to point 4, for example, will correspond to partly toading turbine i along line m; up 
to point 3 and then passing out steam parallel to line g;. Along line 3-4, however, the amount 
of exhaust steam is less than at point 2 and along line gJ. For the two cases to be comparable, 
the exhaust steam has to be the same, so line fik is employed to make up for the exhaust steam 
constant. This poses a violation of Rule l, as line mk is employed instead of line m., even 
though partly. Clearly, these violations would not occur if the maximum power construint did 
not exist. Passout steam could then be produced by turbine i along a constant exhaust line g" in 
agreement to Rule 2 and to no violation of Rule I . Similar analysis applies to Rule 4b which 
reads: 
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RULE 4b: Between turbine i operaring under constant power output and turbine j 
operaring under constant exhaust, with turbine n operating under maximum steam flowrare 
(Figure 6e) select turbine j if: 

Otherwise select turbine i. 
Finally, Rule 5 applies to cases where the exhaust flow or the power output is to be 

increased while keeping the passout steam flowrate constant. A selection is made between a 
line of maximum throttle flow p. (and decreasing passout flowrate) accompanied by a line of 
increasing passout by another turbine (to compensate for the passout toss) and the most 
efficient line of constant passout flowrate m. (as proposed by Rule l ). The increase in passout 
flow can result either from a turbine operating under constant exhaust gi (Rule 5a) or constant 
power output r; (Rule 5b). Rule 5a reads as follows: 

RULE 5a: Between turbine koperaring under constant passoutand turbine n operaring 
under maximum steamflow, with turbine j operating under constant exhaust (Figure 6f) select 
turbine n if: 

Otherwise select turbine k. 
Rule 5a refers to cases where the maximum throttle flow for a turbine is reached and an 

increase in the exhaust flow or the power production is required (point 2 in Figure 8). At point 
I turbine n has already been selected for both power 
as well as passout steam, in accordance to the first 
two rules. Therefore, the optimality domain wiJl be 
identical to the capability diagram of turbine n 
defined by lines g,h mn and Pn· At point 2 an increase 
in power output under constant passout flow can be 
achieved in two ways. First by charging turbine k 
along the constant passout line lllt. This, however, 
violales Rule I which suggests turbine n for power 
(m. < mk). The second option involves increasing the 

Rule5a: 

power production of furbine n along line Pn and Figure 8: A case requiring the application 
compensating for the reduction in passout flow by of Rule Sa. 

employing turbine j. Such a preferenee of turbine j 
against turbine n for passout wiJl constitute a violation of Rule 2 (g. < gi). As for the case of 
Rule 4 these violations would not occur if it were not for the hardware limit of maximum 
throttle flow. Similar analysis applies to Rule 5b which statesas follows: 

RULE 5b: Between turbine koperaring under constant passoutand turbine n operaring 
under maximum steam flow, with turbine i operaring under constant power output ( Figure 6g) 
select turbine n if: 

Pi lp" >mi /m< 
Otherwise select turbine k. 

All five rules involve overall four types of operating lines: lines of constant passout (m), 
lines of constant exhaust (g), lines of constant power output (r) and lines of maximum throttle 
flow (p). The first three rules involve lines of the same type, while Rules 4 and 5 refer to cases 
where selection of a passout (exhaust) line is affected by the exhaust (passout) line selected. In 
general there are four possible pairs of increasing passout - exhaust lines, (ie. r-m, r-p, g-m, g
p) with each rule referring to a set of two pairs at a time, due to the inequality comparisons 
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behind it. Therefore, when all four options are possible, application of a single rule is not 
adequate to decide on which pair to select and more than one rules need to be applied. 

In such cases the procedure shown in Figure 9 should be foliowed in order to establish the 
optimum combination of turbines to provide the passout and exhaust flows. This sequence of 
mies is not unique but can be proved that guarantees the optima! selection. First, Rule 4a is 
applied to select between a constant power (r) and a constant exhaust line (g) along with a 
constant passout line (m), which at this stage is not necessarily the optima!. In case the r-m 
combination is suggested Rule 4b is applied next between a constant power (r) and a constant 
exhaust line (g) paired with a maximum throttle flow Iine (r). If Rule 4b suggests option g-p, 
with option r-m suggested already by Rule 4a, it can be proved that the combination b-m, that 
of a constant power line (r) along with a constant passout line (m), is the optimum combination 
among the four. Otherwise, if Rule 4b suggests option r-p, then Rule Sb needs to be applied to 
decide between options r-m and r-p. The same principles apply to the rest of the tree. It should 
be noted that the above procedure is required only in cases where all four options are possible. 
If three or less lines are available a single rule can decide on the optimum selection. 

By applying these rules, the optimality domains of Figure 5 can be identified as follows: 
For small power or exhaust steam demands turbine I is operated along line a, according to 
Rule I (m1 < m2, m3). Regarding passout requirements, for smal! amounts the vertical section 
of turbines I and 2 are first considered and according to Rule 3, turbine 2 is selected (r2 < r1). 

Rule 4a 

g 
m m 

.Rule 4b Rule4b 

g 

Rule Sa Rule Sa 

m 

Figure 9: The procedure tor the sequentia! application of the Ru les for cases where all tour types of operating 
lines are available 
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This combination of turbine 2 for passout and turbine l for power or exhaust corresponds to 
the area defined by lines a and p. Moving upwards in the Hardware Composites, for larger 
passout demands within the same power range it could be either turbine l operating along the 
vertical section f or turbine 2 along line a. Rule 4a dictates that the former option is optimal. 
Note that in this case line mk and r; belong to the same turbine and the rule i~ reduced to the 
trivia) case: 

or 
if 
if 

go for g1 
go for r, 

Once line fis exhausted, it will be one of lines o or e to supply the extra passout steam. 
Following Rule 2, turbine I wil! continue to passout steam in the optimum way, up to its 
maximum capacity, for the whole range of power output along line a. This will result in a 
reproduetion of turbine's I capability diagram within the Hardware Composites. When both 
the extra passout and exhaust ( or power) come from the same turbine, as in this case, it is 
important to observe the capacity limitations of the turbine as depicted in its capability 
diagram. In other words, the domain of optimality is not a parallelogram defined by the lines of 
increasing passoutand power (or exhaust) but the capability diagram itself. 

For even larger passouts only one option remains, that of turbine 2 along line o coupled 
with line d for power or exhaust which is the line with the smallest parameter m. At the point 
where line d ends an increase in power or exhaust can be achieved either along the constant 
throttle flow line c or by the line with the smallest slope among the constant passout lines q or 
s, ie. line q according to Rule l. This case calls upon Rule 5a which suggests that the extra 
power or exhaust is best provided by turbine I along line c with the passout flow increasing 
along lone a. Note that since only two turbines are involved, Rule 5a is reduced to the trivia! 
case: 

or 
if 
if 

go for Pn 
go for m, 

Hence, the upper boundary of turbine I (lines d and c) and line o define the optimality 
domain within which tlfrbine 2 provides the passout and the remaining power is provided by 
turbine I. 

Moving to the right, for power outputs or exhaust tlows beyond the capacity of turbine I, 
the next most efficient turbine is selected, following Rule I. This will be turbine 2 (line q). The 
first passout units will then be provided either by the same turbine along line p, or by turbine I 
a1ong ltne b, not 1ine 1: si nee turbine 1 is al ready operatingat the end of linea. In accordance to 
Rule 4a, line b is selected and the domain bqbq is defîned. 

For passouts greater than the capacity of turbine I only turbine 2 is available. As the 
power or exhaust is also produced by turbine 2, the optimality domain wîll be identical to the 
capability diagram of turbine 2. Within this region of passout and power or exhaust demands 
turbine 1 is operated at full load and the remaining demands are supplied by turbine 2. While 
detining the last two domains a third domain, domain pbpb is automatically defined, within 
which a combination of turbines 1 and 2 will provide the required tlows. As the power or 
exhaust tlow demand increase further. turbine 3 is the on1y alternative to provide the increased 
demand. The sequence of the passout lines wil! remain the same and in this way domains bsbs 
and ihshis are defined. 
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The partitioning of the Hardware Composit.;s is completcd by filling in the top part, which 
is done as follows. Line don the left corresponds to the maximum passout flow for the turbine 
network. In order to maintain this maximum flow in the optimum way lines of constant passout 
n and s are selected in order of increasing slope in agreement to Rule I. By doing so the 
shaded region between the maximum passout line and the upper boundary of the feasibility 
envelope is defined. Within this region the total passout flow is the same and for the same 
power output a different total throttle flow is required through the network, depending on the 
load distri bution among the turbines. Therefore, this shaded area is a subregion of non-optima! 
operation. Operation within this area should therefore be avoided. The same applies to the 
subregion eoeo. By drawing the line of maximum passout, two more domains are automatically 
defined, that enclosed by !i nes n and c and that between lines s and c. Herewith the partitioning 
of the Hardware Composites is completed. It should be stressed that the partitioning can 
follow any sequence, from left to right, bottorn to top, without any effect on the resulting 
domains. 

Across the optimality domains lines of constant total passout and total exhaust can be 
drawn as for individual capability diagrams (Figure IO). These lines enable the determination of 
the desired operation points on the basis of the specified steam demands. The optimum 
eperation for the network, ie the optimum distribution of steam loads among the turbines that 
will provide the required steam loads while maximising the power output can be read directly 
from the diagram. This is achieved by reaching the operation point rnaving parallel to the 
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Figure 10: The Hardware Composites of Figure 5 with !i nes of constant total passoutand exhaust 
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border lines of the optimality domains and relating each move to the operation of the 
corresponding turbines. For example, assuming that 8.75 kg/sof passoutand 5 kg/sof exhaust 
steam are required by the process, the operation point Q is easily identified on the Hardware 
Composites. This point can be reached by moving along line a which means that turbine I is 
employed to produce 2.5 kg/s of exhaust steam, then up along line p, meaning that turbine 2 is 
producing 2.5 kg/s of passout at no power, then up along line b with turbine 1 producing 
another 6.25 kg/sof passout at constant exhaust. Finally, a move along the constant power line 
(and parallel to line q) up to point Q means that turbine 2 should provide the remaining exhaust 
steam (2.5 kg/s). Overall, turbine I wiJl provide 6.25 kg/s of passout and 2.5 kg/s of exhaust 
and turbine 2 2.5 kg/s of passout and 2.5 kg/s of exhaust steam. Turbine 3 should not be 
employed under this scenario. The total power produced will be 17 .I MW as can be read 
directly from the diagram. This wiJl be the maximum power output attainable under the specific 
steam Joads. 1t should be noted that the sequence of moves does not affect the final optimum 
distribution, as long as every move is correctly interpreted in terms of the operation of every 
turbine. Another feature of the Hardware Composites is that in view of a different objective 
they can be reconstructed as a plot of any two of the variables as seen in the example that 
follows. These alternative representations can be easily achieved directly from the initia) 
diagram, by properly transferring each line from the one diagram to the other. 

ILLUSTRA TION EXAMPLE 

The Hardware Composites constitute a representation of the steam turbine network by 
which all its capacity limitations and constraints can be taken into account. They can then be 
used for optimising the operation of the steam turbine network under these constraints. On the 
other hand, Total Site Analysis (Dhole and Linnhoff (3)) has been developed for representing 
and analysing the processes on a site-wide basis, and for setting targets for heat recovery, fuel 
consumption, power cogeneration and fuel emissions. Nevertheless, these targets are related 
rather to the thermodynamically feasible and do not consicter the limitations imposed by the 
hardware that may restriet the realisation of these targets. A complementary use of the 
Hardware Composites, nlong with Total Site Analysis tools such as the Total Site Profiles, will 
therefore provide realistic targets for the optimum operation of the site under the limitations 
and constraints imposed by the existing steam turbine network. 

Figure 11 shows a case where a process modification results to additional potential for 
power cogeneration. This potential can be realised by shifting steam load from Medium 
Pressure (MP) down to Low Pressure (LP) through the steam turbine network, hence moving 
from operation point A to operation point C. However, the Hardware Composites (converted 
here as a plot of the total passout versus the total exhaust flow) indicate that point C lies 
outside the hardware envelope, which means that the operation of the steam turbine network 
under the new suggested loads is infeasible for the existing hardware. In fact, feasibility can be 
maintained only up to point B, in other words the cogeneration potential can be realised only 
partly. Moreover, the Hardware Composites can indicate what expansion scheme is necessary 
for the steam turbine network in order to achieve feasible operation for point C (shown by the 
dotted line on the Hardware Composites). 
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Figure 11: Complementary use of the Total Site Profiles and the Hardware Composites for feasibility analysis 
and operational optimisation 

Once feasibility has been ehecked, the next stage involves identifying the optimum 
operation mode. For eaeh operaring scenario the Total Site Profiles are used to depiet the 
proeesses and target for the optimum steam loads. The Hardware Composites are then used to 
read the optimum load distribution among the turbines and determine the optimum steam tlows 
for eaeh turbine that wiJl result in the most effieient operation mode. As the process demands 
vary, the Hardware Composites are used as a road-map which suggests the changes in the 
loadings of the turbines that need to be applied in order to move from one operation point to 
another while maintaining the optîmality of operation. 

SUMMARY 

A new intelligent model has been introduced as an alternative tooi for the analysis and 
optimisation of steam turbine networks. The model is based on contextual knowledge of the 
system and involves an•inference set of logie driven rules. The model is general and applies to 
systems of any dimensions where the set of rules needs to be extended accordingly but for 
which the same principles and logie hold true. Overall the reasoning behind the rules for 
partîtioning the Hardware Composites is based on the understanding of the turbine network 
and retleets the preferenee of the most efficient turbines over the less efficient ones, while 
accounting for the capaeity limitations that usually impose a contradietion of such preferenee 
trends. Th is knowledge allows for the optimisation of the network's operation without 
resorting to general purpose algorithmic methods that offer little understanding of the system. 

For the sake of simplicity the logie based model has been demonstrared on low 
dimensional systems, ie. networks involving up to three steam levels, for whieh a graphieal 
representation, the Hardware Composites, ean be produced. They constitute a graphical 
representation of the feasibility region for entire steam turbine networks, which is partitioned 
into domains that provide the optima) operation mode. They are easy to conceive and handy to 
use. By putting each specific operation point into perspective they enhance the insight and 
understanding of the turbine network. Used in combination with the Total Site Profiles, they 
provide the complete "picture" of the process-utility system, by which a simultaneous 
cons1deration of the thermadynamie targets and the hardware constraints is made possible. 
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NOTATION 

M Inlet steam flowrate (kg/s) 
S Passoutsteam flowrate (kg/s) 
X Exhaust steam flowrate (kg/s) 
E Power output (MW) 
C Spinning steam flowrate (kg/s) 
m Incremental steam flowrate for power output at constant passout (dM/dE]s) 
g Incremental steam flowrate for power at constant exhaust (dM/dE]x) 
p Incremental exhaust flowrate for power output at constant steam flow (dX/dE]M) 
r lncremental steam flowrate for passout at constant power output (dM/dS]E) 
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ABSTRACT 

The air traffic increasing and the air traftic controller's work:load heaviness lead to 
provide an assistance to the air traffic controllers. As it is difficult to reduce the number of 
the main control tasks, a solution is to give an active assistance to controllers by means of 
computer tools that allow an optima! control in order to keep the sarne safety level and to 
regulate the air traffic controllers' workload. The purpose of our research is to propose and 
validate a new organisation of the air traffic controL It airns to integrate the two levels of the 
air traffic control organisation : a tacticallevel rnanaged by a "radar controller" and a strategie 
level rnanaged by an "planning controller". Our study first concerns the tactical one, directed 
toward an "horizontal cooperation" that consists in a dynarnic allocation of control tasks 
between a hurnan air traffic controller and an assistance tool. The results of thls flist 
approach has oriented the study toward the irnplementation of a scheduling module for the 
strategie level. 

Thls paper recalls the functionalities of air-traffic control and few anterior experimentation 
results. A description of the new multi-level organisation is made, to éonduce to an 
experirnental design, the presentation of an analyse methodology and to the flist results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Air traffic control is a domain where many researches deal with and stays in complete 
evolution. lts increasing complexity of these years comes from the aircraft' s performance 
improvements and above all the important increase of the air traffic, whlch overloads the 
actual control means, and especially air traffic controllers. Toface up to thls problem, many 
studies try to define assistance tools to help controllers in their work. Our research takes 
place in thls probiernatie and is focused on the problem of one assistance tool integration 
which according to certain conditions, is able to perform planes conflict resolution. 

This paper presents flist results of an experiment which tests different human-machlne 
cooperation forms. In the flist part, we present en-route air traffic control problematic, 
human-machine principles used in this experiment. In the second part, the experimental 
design shows how three experimental situations were performed by three pairs of 
experirnented air traffic controllers. And the third part describes the results of questionnaires, 
objective data and verbal reports analysis. Thls workis realised in collaboration with the 
CENA (French acronym for "Aerial Navigation Control Centre"). 
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2. PROBLEMA TIC 

2.1 Air Traffic Control 

The aerial navigation is a public sector which has to supply the French air space flying 
over planes with many services assuring flight safety, regularity but also economy. Our 
study deals ..vith "en-route" control where planes fly over the territory. To organise air traffic 
controller' s work, the French air space is divided into many sectors and each sector is 
controlled by two operators. The first one is labelled the radar controller and the second one, 
the planning controller. Today, both controllers have different technica! means to ensure his 
work: 

- radar scopes displaying plane position in the sector, 
paper strips descrihing for each flight, the plane route composed by many 
beacons, flight level, etc, 
radio to give orders to pilots, 

- phone to communieale with the other sectors. 

The control position structure and the controllers' main tasks are described tigure L 

evaluation and predierion 

Entering traflic filtering I 
Exiting traffic preparation f 

j Conflict dereetion and watch I 
Conflict resolution 

Phone 
Indirectly by the planning controller 

of the adjacent sector 

Figure I : Air traffic controllers' tasks 

The radar controller' s role is especially tactical. He ensures the supervision of the flights 
inside the controlled sector. The tasks are: 

- flight supervision and detection of conflicts between planes, 
- the resolution of these conflicts by modifying plane route, 
- the inlegration of the planes entering in the sector, 
- all the communications by radio with the pilots of the planes which are under his 

con trol. 

The planning controller has a strategie role. This controller has to avoid the radar 
controller' s overload, to not increase error risks. So, he has to anticipate the sector load 
(according to the number of flights and conflictual situations), and when the radar controller 
risks being overloaded, the planning controller ensures the entering traffic filtering. This 
filtering consists in asking to the planning controllers of the sector above his, to change the 
trajectory of a plane (level or route) in order to reduce the number of potential conflicts. 
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The treatment of these control global tasks is an activity mainly intellectual, which needs 
memorisation, short-termor medium-term, of the traffic essential elements (Sperandio, 72; 
Jordan, 91 ). But this hurnan memory is lirnited: the maximal capacity of a sector is linking to 
human lirnits. So it is necessary, to take into account the traffic increasing, whether to 
modify the structure of the air traffic con trol, whether to assist the controllers in their work 
(Planchon, 88). Our research deals with this second approach by elaborating human
machine cooperation between the radar controller and an a~sistance tool which is able to 
ensure some conflicts resolution. 

2.2. Human-machine cooperation principles. 

We fmd two classes of human-machine cooperation (cf. fig 2): 

Figure 2: Vertical and horizontal cooperation 

With the first one, called vertical cooperation, the cooperation consists in providing 
human operator with a decision making assistance. The human operator compares his own 
decision with the machine decision and decides the action to apply to the process. This 
cooperation type seems to be really suited to strongly automated process in which the 
workload is more often than not very weak. Gandibleux /93/ distinguishes in this approach, 
two different forms, one is called passive when the assistance provides a full decision, other 
is called active when the problem resolution is building step by step, and when the assistance 
is integrated into all stages of the resolution. 

The second approach of human-machine cooperation, called horizontal, consists in a 
dynarnic tasks sharing between the human operator and the assistance tooi. The help is a 
tactical one, and allows a deercase of human operator' s workload. This cooperation type can 
be used to multi-tasks process where the quantity of workis most evolving according to the 
time. But the assistance tooi must quite perform the tasks it can ensure, the shareable tasks. 
Two task sharing modescan be used (Rieger, 82) (cf. Fig. 3). 

objectives objectives 

Figure 3: Explicit and implicit modes 
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In the explicit mode, shareable task sharing is ensured by the human operator. This mode 
is easily to fulftl but it implies an additional task for human operator. 

In the implicit mode, task sharing is ensured by a specific assistance. The sharing policy 
of this assistance tries to regulate human operator workload and to optimise human-machine 
performances. 

These two modes have been tested in the air traffic control context with an ex perimental 
platform called SPECTRA Vl. The assistance tool given to the radar controller is 
SAINTEX, a system which is able to detect all conflictsin a sector and to solve a part of 
these conflicts when two planes can be isolated from the rest of the traffic. The experiments 
tested with nine qualified controllers, in a simplified control position, underlined that both 
modes allow to improve performances and allow a decrease of human operator workload 
(Debemard, 92). But the implicit mode, even if it gives the best results, had not be accepted 
by the controllers because they had not be able to quite ensure their work and their 
responsibility. 

So, a second experimental platform was build, SPECTRA V2. The results presented in 
this paper come from experiments realised with a platform which integrates the two 
controllers, the radar controller (CR) and the planning ("organique" in French) controller 
(CO). The cooperation principles applied are as following : 

- in SPECTRA Vl, the implicit mode gave the best results because the radar 
controller had not the additional task of task allocation. But, the controllers 
refused the automation ofthis task. To solve this problem, sharing management 
is now ensured by the planning controller. The radar controller does not ensured 
task sharing, but we keep the explicit mode by giving the sharing management to 
the planning controller. This mode is called the extemal explicit sharing. 

- one activity of the planning controller is to perform the entering traffic filtering to 
avoid radar controller overload. If this filtering is needed during some situations, 
it is not optimal because it implies more constraints for planes. If we increase the 
treatment capacity of the tacticallevel thanks to SAINTEX, we can minimise this 
filtering. The sharing management by the planning controller seems to be a 
normal situation. But, dynarnic task sharing is mainly possible for overloaded 
situations. So, an additional assistance tool is supplied to the planning controller 
to realise correctly the radar controller load management. This assistance tool, 
called PLAF (French acronym for Planning of allocation), consists in : 

- traffic prediction and potential conflicts detection displaying 
- the assisted piloting of the tactical task allocator, which can be 

modify by the planning controller, and which consists in a 
shareable task allocation to SAINTEX if the radar controller is 
overloaded. 

This mode is called assisted extemal explicit mode. 

The assistance tool, PLAF, is composed by three specific units : 

- conflicts and traffic prediction unit 
- characterisation unit which, according to predictions and radar controller 

prescribed task model, calculates temporal segments when the radar controller 
might be overloaded. 

- partitioning unit which realises shareable conflict allocation to SAINTEX when 
conflicts belong to overload temporal segments. 
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3. EXPERIMENT AL DESIGN 

To reach our goals, we built an experimental platform, SPECTRA V2, which simulates a 
control position similar to a real one. It integrates two work places, the former for the radar 
controller, and the latter for the planning controller. Each controller works with a radar and 
an electronk stripping screen, but also with assistance tools (cf. Fig. 4). A strip (a cellof the 
array) describes the flight plan of each planeentering in the controlled sector. 

strip CO radar CO PLAF radar CR strip CR 

4: Experimental interface. 

The controllers tasks are different and complementary. There are two types of assistance 
tools : the former, PLAF, is dedicated to the planning controller and helps him to anticipate 
the influence of entering airerafis on the existîng traffic, to measure the influence of the 
implementation of solutions from SAINTEX, on the radar controller's conflict resolution. 
This assistance consists in an interface which helps : 

- to predict the traffic and radar contralier's workload in the explicit situation, 
- to justify task allocation by PLAF in the assisted explicit situation by displaying 

planning information. 

The Jatter, SAINTEX provides assistance to aircraft guidance by conflict detection and 
resolution. 1t can detect all the conflicts, and solve those between two stabie planes (planes 
with no change of flight level) by deflecting one of them, and those between a stabie plane 
and another one which has to climb or descend. SAINTEX presents its resolution 
proposition on the strip (cf. Fig 5). For example, on the figure 2, the proposition is the 
descent of the plane to the 250 flight level at 21: 10.10 because the distance of the planes will 
be 6 Nautical Miles if nothing is made. 

CALLSIGN EFL last deacon of entry beacon exit beacon first beacon o CAPE 
the precedent the following RATE 

TYPE TFL sector sector MACH 

DEPARRIV RFL SPEED 
passing hour passing hour passing hour passing hour KNOT 

RFLLEVEU CFL 21:10.10 t.:FL:250 6NM SPEED 

Figure 5 : A conflict resolution proposed by SAINTEX 

Three ex perimental situations have been built to allow the evaluation of assistance tools. The 
first one, without aids, is a reference situation, and is similar toa real control position (cf. 
Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6: First experimental situation. 

The second one, the explicit situation, integrates the tactical assistance tooi SAINTEX. 
The shareable conflicts (solvable by SAINTEX) were allocated by default to CR, and both 
controllers could make the allocation (cf. Fig. 7). 

!'LAF 

Figure 7: Second experimental situation. 

The third one, the assisted explicit situation, has an additional assistance tooi, according 
the explicit mode, which ensures the allocation of task to SAINTEX if the radar controller 
was overloaded. However, this decision could be changed by the planning controller (cf. 
Fig. 8). 

PLAF 

Figure 8: Third experimental situations. 
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The experiment took place during three weeksin the Eastern En-Route Control Centre of 
France, with three pairs of experimented controllers. Three similar scenarios were built with 
parts of real traffic of the eastem sector of France airspace, and order effects were 
counterbalanced. The experimentation begins with a training stage using three other 
scenarios with low traffic and descrihing all the features of the platform and the situations. 
The test scenarios were built with about sixty planes with different evolution (landing, 
takeoff, flying over), and many shareable (6) and not-shareable conflicts (30). The duration 
of a scenario was about lh30, and composed of two load levels, the first one was medium, 
and the second one was heavy. The load was evaluated by the controllers themselves. 

Questionnaires, free recalls, subsequent self-observation and spontaneous verbal reports 
have been recorded by a computer (traffic and actions) and a laser disk recorder (verba! 
reports) with each controller aftereach experimentation. They have been transcribed and 
analysed to produce the following results. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Questionnaires 

Aftereach experimental situation a questionnaire wa~ proposed to one controller, and in 
the same time, the other controller made the subsequent self-observation. The questionnaires 
were elaborated according to the experimental situation. The main results are presenred just 

· after and give a good idea of the rnanner the controllers understand the experimentation and 
the assistance tools. 

4.1.1 Realism of the experimental situation 

These first results come from the study the radar and planning controllers' answers and 
their reaction beside the simulation. To build the simulated sector, we tried to respect the 
sector of the Eastern Centre. It was nine small usu al sectors grouped together, and we used 
parts of real traffic. Thls sector is representative of a night control position with low traffic. 
But, one of main differences with real control position was that all communications with 
adjacent sectors and pilots have been cut out. And finally this platform which aimed at 
putting controllers into a farniliar environment brings about several controllers' reactions. All 
the alterations with their actual control position have changed the way they perceived 
information, and the way they communicated with the environment. For instance, the 
disappearance of verbal communications and paper strips seem to produce the loss of 
information provided by the written and auditory canals. The positioning of drawing on 
electronic strip with mouse is different from the writing of symbols on the paper strip with a 
pen. And the controller seems to lose auditory memory because he didn't hear verbal 
exchanges with pilots and with the controllers of the adjacent sectors. Furthermore, if a 
controller wanted an information, he had to search for it on the strips array or on the radar 
screen, and this research took more time than a simple memorisation. 

An other great difference with their actual control position is the separation between the 
radar and planning controllers' work places, and especially the electronic strips array given 
toeach controller. In reality, they work side by side with a single array of paper strips. The 
filling of the strips array takes an important part of their work and here, the time of the filling 
is multiplied by two because each controller has to fill hls array. Furthermore, the filling is 
difficult owing to the size of the sector. Usually, controllers link strategie part of the sector 
with a part of the array. A strategie part can be defined as a conflict point. So in the 
experiment, there were a lot of conflict points, and because of the transit time of a plane 
whlch was important, controller had to make progress hls array to keep its coherence. In the 
first task execution, controllers workload raised by the use of the electronk strips array and 
got controllers to make errors. 
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These problems have been brmÎght up by controllers but they explained that these 
points are details and thanks to their work, they quickly get used to an unusual 
environment. 

4.1.2 Human-human cooperation 

Human-human cooperation is the main result of these experiments. The task allocation 
by the strategie level appears like a natura! activity of the planning contralier's entering 
traffic filtering tasks. According to the questionnaires, the radar controller preferred a 
SAINTEX allocation performed by the planning controller. Firstly, the radar controller 
asserts that, because planning controller has the same training as the radar controller, he 
also knows if the SAINTEX actions to solve conflicts could disturb him. Usually, 
controllers have confidence in their colleague, if not they can't work together. Secondly, 
the planning controller receives information earlier than the radar controller. Thus, he 
allocated a conflict to SAINTEX if its solution allowed to avoid it, if it didn't bring about 
other conflicts, and if the radar controller was overloaded. The eastern Centre is one of the 
five control eentres where the planning and the radar controllers' tasks are the more 
different and complementary. Thanks totheir training, the planning controller can prepare 
the radar contralier's work, and interface possibilities were used to this sort of 
communication. For example, the planning controller underlined the callsign of plan es if 
they were in conflict, and he placed indicators near several information ofthe strip (cf. Fig 
9) , as the destination if the plane had to land, the transfer flight level to the adjacent sector 
or requested by pilot if they were different from the flight level authorised by the 
controller. 

CALLSIGN EFL last deacon of en try beaco n exit beacon first beacon o CAPE 

TH) 
the precedent A the following RATE 

TYPE sector sector MACH 

DEP~ RFL SPEED 
passing hour passing hour passing hour passing hour KNOT 

RFLLEVEU CFL SPEED 

Figure 9: A strip with indicators 

Drawings and collars were well appreciated by controllers who have found a new mode 
of communication, even if they prefer verbal communication. It is a mean to avoid to forget 
an information, to have redundant information, and to give each other mutual help and 
watch. Drawings was also used to distinguish planes managed by SAINTEX, necessity 
which allows controllers to build a strategy of tasks sharing as described just after. 

4.1.3 Humau-machine cooperation 

According to the analysis of the questionnaires, SAINTEX conflicts allocation seems to 
involve a decrease of the radar contralier's workload. Because scenarios presented several 
conflicts in the same time, the tactical assistance allows to the radar controller to solve other 
more difficult conflicts. So this type of assistance tooi shows its interest because controller 
appears to be enough involved to stay aware of the situation. But, SAINTEX has to 
suggest more refined solutions, because planes are penalised beside the fuel and the length 
of the flight. The planning controllers put forward a solution advocating a more flexible 
assistance beside the type of SAINTEX order, and beside the time of the order 
implementation. The controllers have delegated one third of the sector to "SAINTEX, but 
they continued verifying SAINTEX actions. They compare this problem with their actual 
. work situation where they are always verifying automatism, like the automatic coordination 
with the adjacent sectors. This behaviour is the result of their obligation to work without 
automatism or to make up for automatism error if a failure or an error appear. 
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4.2 Objective data 

Some criteria allow to evaluate the performance of the controllers. There are the number 
of air-misses (when the distance between two planes is under 8 nautical miles), the number 
of actions by plane, the time taken to meet the traffic requirements (acceptance of a plane in 
the sector, answer to pilot's call, transfer of the plane to the adjacent sector). The analysis of 
the second pair of controllers gives these results. The number of air-misses underlines that 
the results are better with a situation with assistance tools, than with a situation without 
assistance tools (SA: 5 air-misses, EXPLI : 2 air-misses, EXPLI-ASS : 0). In the explicit 
situation, air-misses appear only under high load, contrary to the situation without assistance 
tools where air-misses can also appear under medium load. The records of the actions 
modifying the trajectories underline that the number of actions for resolution is more 
important in the situation without assistance tools then in the situation with assistance tooL 
And a plane is penalised if it often has to change its trajectory or its flight leveL The times 
takentomeet the traffic requirements underline many tirnes where operators are late. Further 
analysis is needed to understand the reasons of these late times. 

4.3 Subjective data 

The second subjeelive data is also a request to the controller. During all the experiments, 
a small scale was displaying in the low left corner of the radar screen. Every 5 minutes, the 
scale appeared on the screen wîth a sound to attract controller's attention. The controller 
answered by choosing one of the se ven cells of the scale, when he has the time. With this 
scale, we asked to the planning controller to evaluate the radar controller's workload, and to 
the radar controller to evaluate his own workload. The answers of controllers are presenred 
on the figure 10. The graphs present the answers of each controller (CR and CO) during 
each task execution (SA, EXPLI, EXPLI-ASS) with the three pairs of controllers. 

First, we find a similitude between the radar and planning controllers' graphs, the trend 
and the value are approximately the sarne. The planning controller seems to anticipate and 
overestimate the radar controller's workload. This result confirms our hypothesis that the 
planning controller is able to evaluate the radar controller workload, and so he is capable of 
choosing the allocation of tasks according to the workload. The verbal protocol which is in 
the process of analysing, will underline that the planning controller is also capable of 
choosing the allocation according the radar contralier's activity. 

The graphs underlines the two load levels of scenarios which allow us to make the 
comparison between the-controller's activities under medium and high load. Other analyses 
are now performed to have more precised results about these data. 

4.4 Verbal protocol analysis 

This part presents some results obtained with a new verbal reports analysis methodology 
proposed by Hoc and Lemoine (1996). The reference used to code the diagnostic and 
decision making activities is the model of resolution of dynarnic sirnation proposed by Hoc 
and Amalberti (1995). 

For the coding and some analysis of protocols, we used the software MacShapa which 
brings editing, searching, and statistkal functions (Sanderson et al., 1994). This software is 
very useful to apply the methodology, without imposing a frame model, and to elaborate a 
coding scheme. It has been developed to help to make exploratory analysis of sequentia!, 
verbal as well as non verbal data. A drawing on a MacShapa window is presented on the 
figure 1 L 
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Contribution of all the recorded data 

Figure 11: MacShapa presen/ation 

Our MacShapa protocol is composed of 6 columns, synchronised by the onset and offset 
time of the units The units are defined on the basis of the expressed contents. The third and 
sixth column present protoeals recorded during the task execution: spontaneous verbal report 
ofboth controllers and the actions realised by controllers or by the system, with the principal 
events on the traffic. The subsequent self-observation reports of each controller fill the two 
first columns. And, the fourth and fifth columns present the manual encoding, with the 
predicate-attribute format, of each controller's activity. 

The coding system used is common to the three last columns. The last column (actions on 
the traffic) and the third one (spontaneous reports) allow to detennine the activities to code, 
the predicates. These columns and the two first (subsequent reports) allow to fix the 
attributes of the predicate, according to the context and the frame model. The reproducibility 
of the coding is ensured by the convergence obtained by two coders. The two first columns 
(subsequent reports) are not coded, but they are used to control the interences while coding 
the task execution protocol. 

Apart from the events on the traffic, the coding scheme is decomposed into three levels : 
(a) activity class, (b) activity sub-class fora predicate, (c) attributes a~sociated toa predicate 
( cf. Fig. 12). Among these attributes we find cross-reference to others units of the protocol. 
They are only used to verify coding and they are not discussed in this paper. 
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(Classes of activity} 

--- --i Information }- Diagnosis ~ i Intervention ) r{ Cooperation } 
Elaboration Decision 

CHH: 
BPI: INFER: DECI-BUT: buman-buman 

information gatbering inference of an schematic intervention cooperation 
goal hypothesis decision CHM: 
PI: TEST: DECI-ACT: buman-machine 

infonnation test of an hypothesis precise intervention cooperation 
gatbering decision MARQUA GE: 

RI: ACT-STRIP: marking of strips 
information intervention on a strip AFFECTATION: 

recovery ACT-TRAJ: allocation of conflict 
IDENT: intervention on a ACT-PROP: 

identification trajectory intervention proposed 
bySAINTEX 

Figure 12: Predieale organisation for the activities coding 
For example, 

PI(plane,AAL340,beacons,BR Y -ABB,trans-cr ,scc45,assume,scc 153) 
eneodes the activity : the radar controller (CR) says that he takes the information about the 

entry beacon (BRY) and the exit beacon (ABB) of the plane called AAL340, because he has 
just received the strip of the plane, given by the planning controller (unit scc45 of the 
protocol recorded by the system), to take into account the plane (unit scc153). 

The spontaneous verbal report coding, the computer recording of all the air traffic control 
actions, the human-human and human-machine cooperation allow to analysed many aspects 
of controllers activities and we present some essential results. These results come from the 
study of one pair of controllersinside the three experimental situations. They come from the 
statistica! analysis of the coding, the predicates as wellas the attributes. 

4.4.1 Global structure of controllers' activity 

According to the verbal reports and the actions recorded, activity seems to be mainly built 
with routine processes but some other more complex treatrnents can appear, the conflicts. 
The differences between the three experimental situations are mainly dealing with conflicts 
resolutions. The integration of an active assistance tooi into their activity seems to chang~ 
their usual control processes. Firstly, the radar controller seems to supervise all the traffic in 
the explicit situation, whereas he only would react upon the conflicts left to him in the 
assisted explicit situation, in which some conflicts are automatically allocated to SAINTEX. 
The planning controller seems to prepare much more conflict detections in the without 
assistance tools situation where PLAF detection is not accessible. These results which come 
from the analysis of the controllers' information gathering activities, decision rnaicing 
activities and human-human cooperation, allow us to suppose that the radar controller is 
more involved in the SAINTEX's conflict allocation and so takes more traffic in formation in 
the explicit situation, in opposition with the assisted explicit situation where he entirely 
leaves the task allocation and SAINTEX actions watch to the planning controller. Secondly, 
the other unusual control process comes from the types of actions to perfarm conflicts 
resolution processes, which present the half part of their activity in this experiment. When 
we analyse the means used by controllers to solve conflicts, we detect a difference between 
the resolutions using flight level alteration, and those using directs on beacon. When 
SAINTEX has to resolve a conflict between two planes at one flight level, the radar 
controller prefers to resolve his conflicts by changing the flight level of the planes instead of 
mak.ing a resolution by giving a new trajectory with a beacon. He prefers to minimise the 
interactions with SAINTEX resolutions. 
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4.4.2 Human-human and human-machine cooperation 

The main result of the analysis of all the indicators of cooperation underlines that human
human cooperation is better because more profound in the assisted explicit and without 
assistance tools situation than in the explicit situation. The indicators of the cooperation co me 
from the verbal reports coding which mainly concern the cooperation type (goal, meta
cooperation, common system of reference, role) and the way used in the communication 
(request-supply, agreement-disagreement, confirrnation-invalidation, explanation). 

The analysis of the cooperation attribute "goal" leads to the same results in the human
human and human-machine cooperation, to the communications about the goals which are 
less frequent in the explicit situation in comparison to the assisted explicit situation. 
Conversely, the communications about the elaboration of system of reference takes much 
more irnportance in the assisted explicit situation. It is especially true for human-machine 
cooperation where the planning controller has to decide on task allocation according to the 
traffic representation the radar controller has elaborated. This result is confmned by the 
analysis of the communications about task allocation which are less frequent in the assisted 
explicit situation than in the explicit situation where there are more evaluation about 
SAINTEX. 

In human-human cooperation as well as in human-machine cooperation, the comparison 
between load levels show a decrease of the cooperation in the situation with assistance tools 
when the load is medium. But over a certain load level the controllers reduce their 
cooperation with the assistance tool to get back to a more important human-human 
cooperation. It is principally true in the assisted explicit situation where they allocate, 
without discussion as deep as in the explicit situation, conflicts to SAINTEX. 

5. CONCLUSION 

SPECTRA VI and SPECTRA V2 experiments show the interest of introducing a 
Dynarnic Task Allocation in the organisation of the Air Traffic ControL They underline the 
necessity to involve both controllers in the building of the cooperation with a tactical 
assistance like SAINTEX. But SAINTEX appears like a too much fixed tooi. We have to 
build a more cooperative assistance which can take into account all the phases of the activity 
of the organic and radar controller. We also have to exarnine in more details how these two 
controllers organise their cooperation, to know how the assistance can be the medium to 
reinforce this cooperation. It is now possible thanks to the verbal reports analyses. The 
possibility to code the activities underlying the verbal reports and the non verbal behaviours 
using precise predicates is already an important result. We can cover all the verbalised 
activity without neglecting any passage. The synchronisation of the coding of the verbal 
reports and of the actions upon the traffic ensures the coherence of the coding and the 
evaluation of the irnportance of the verbal activity as regards to the global activity. The 
expertise in the air traffic control domain and the knowledge of the human cognitive 
behaviour allow us to evaluate the data which come from the numbers given by MacShapa. 
The performance criteria of the air traffic control, like the air-misses, the number of actions 
upon a plane, allow to underline the relevanee of the tactical and strategie assistance 
integration into the control position. But the analyses of the coding show more precisely the 
characteristics of the radar and planning controllers' activity which lead to a better 
cooperation or toa better structuring of the global control activity. Thanks to the analysis of 
the information gatbering activities, inferences, decision making and evaluations, we note 
that the activity has a better structure in the situation without assistance tool and in the 
assisted explicit situation. This result would be the consequence of a too shallow cooperation 
in the explicit situation. But these results have to confirm by the analyses of the other pairs 
of controllers. 
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Abstract 

Traditionally, many industrial batch processes are operated according to rigid recipes, in spite 
ofthe fact that production would benefit from recipes that are efficiently adapted to changes in 
quality and cost of used and/or produced products, process and scheduling conditions. In this 
paper flexible recipes are presented, which introduce and u se flexibility in batch process 
operation in an optima! way. 

1. Introduetion 

Batch manufacturing of higher added-value specialities has been a fast growing segment ofthe 
process industry (i.e. [petro]chemical, pharmaceutical, food and beverages, etc.) in most 
industrialized countries. One of the important advantages of batch plants liesintheir flexibility. 
They can be designed to produce several types of products in the same equipment and the 
same pieces of equipment may be used for a variety of different processing operations. They 
are less expensive than continuous plants and take less time to build, and after the product has 
discharged they can be more easily adapted to produce other products [JUB86, ROS87, 
FIS90]. 

If one focuses on how batches are being produced, the ever returning common factor is the 
u se of recipes. Recipes specify products and prescribe how products are to be produced. lf 
one looks critically at the way recipes are being used within the process industry, one finds 
that they are actually unnecessarily inflexible and, in consequence, often not as efficient as they 
could be [RIJ91]. Different feedstock properties, changes in quality specifications, variations 
in process behaviour, new market conditions, additional practical experiences with the process 
and so on, are not reflected in the recipes, though it would often be profitable to adapt them to 
the changed conditions. New products and processes add an extra dimeosion (time-to-market) 
to the above perspective. 

In fact, because the fundamental goal of an enterprise is to make pro fit, economical process 
optimization was, is and wilt still be a major topic in the process industry. Process optimization 
to reduce, among other things, the consumption offeedstocks and energy, and the production 
of waste materials, is also of importance in conneetion with environmental proteetion and in 
this sense business and environmental interests may coincide to a great extent. 

In summary, in view of recent trends, the process industry has to cope with the following 
problems [VER94]: 
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a) more short-term dynamics in supply and end-product markets as wellas more 
unpredictable and turbulent demand patterns; 

b) more complicated processes which may be more difficult to operate; 
c) short series of the manufactured products; 
d) stricter requirements on product quality; 
e) greater emphasis onshorter and more reliable production time; 
f) a growing number of product grades and brands; 
g) a need for improved customer service level. 

In practice, recipes are often only approximately adjusted to the actual process and market 
situation. Experienced operators develop and apply their own "feel" for the process even 
though this deviates from the formally prescribed procedures. This informal learning process 
builds an insight which is often important for efficient process operation, especially when 
handling exceptions. However, all too often this insight is gained through trial and error, 
which gives no guarantee that the "best" solution is being found in a reasonable time, if at all. 

From the above it wiJl be clear that batch plants require the development of special techniques 
supporting recipe development and next, recipe adjustment during processing. This is the 
starting point for developing the approach described in this paper. The solution is, on the one 
hand, a better exploitation of the data generated by the process, and, on the other hand, 
making the process generate data that may be needed for its improvement. 

This paper describes a methodology and a coherent coneetion of techniques for systematic and 
efficient recipe genera ti on, improvement and execution in batch processes by means of so
called recipe adaptation sets, together with a supporting software system. Experiment design, 
mathematica! modelling, statistles and optimization are at the basis of the presented approach, 
called the FRIS- (Flexible Recipe Improvement System) or flexible recipe-approach. 

2. Recipe types according to the ISA-S88 terminology 

In the past, a need for standardisation ofthe batch-production terminology was recognized, in 
first instanee by the chemica! industry. As a result, in 1988 the Instrument Society of America 
(ISA) started a project group SP88. Almost at the same time, various organizations initiated 
similar actlvities in Europe, e.g. the NAMUR organisation in Germany, the ISA Netherlands 
Batch Working Group in the Netherlands and similar groups in other countries, all striving for 
the definition of a standard terminology for batch processing and batch control systems. The 
European organisations have come together in the European Batch Forum (EBF) and became 
an informal consulting body for ISA SP88. The final report of a batch terminology has recently 
been published and has been declared as the standard ISA S88 (ISA95]. 
The ISA SP88 Committee has defined four levels of recipes that can be found in an enterprise, 
namely: genera/, site, master, and control recipe. 

A general recipe defines a product and provides global information that is needed for the 
production, but without detailed specification ofthe equipment to be used. 

A site recipe is specific to a particular site. It is usually derived from a general recipe to meet 
the requirements found at a particular manufacturing location, e.g. local feedstocks, units of 
measurement, language, etc. lt still does not specify a particular set of process equipment. 

ISA SP88 defines a master recipe as a recipe which is equipment-dependent and which 
provides specific and unique batch-execution information describing how a product is to be 
produced in a given set of process equipment. 
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Finally, a control recipe, startingas a copy ofthe master recipe, contains detailed information 
for minute-to-minute process operatien of a single batch. 

It turns out to be useful to introduce the concept of a master control recipe, to be positioned 
between the master recipe and the control recipes, like a master recipe valid for a number of 
batches, but adjusted to the actual conditions, e.g. to actual prices or quality requirements, 
from which the individual control recipes per batch are derived (VER96]. 

Furthermore, at the start of a batch the initia! conditions may differ from those prescribed by 
themaster recipe, possibly even to the extent ofmaking a successful completion unlikely. 
Examples are deviations in dosages, temperature, catalyst activity, equipment fouling and even 
available processing time. In these cases the FRIS-approach makes it possible to alter the still
adjustable process conditions, like reactor temperature and pressure, catalyst actdition and 
maybe also reaction duration, so as to ensure the most successful completion of the run. This 
is called (batch) initialization, which implies the introduetion of a new control recipe: the 
initialized control recipe. 

After that, deviations may be detected during the batch run, and again these may be 
compensated for, at least partly, by application ofthe FRIS-approach leading to yet another 
recipe: the corrected control recipe. 

In order to be able to derive those new kinds of control recipes, some suitable kind of process 
model must be available. For the time-being it suffices to note that it may be obtained from 
available process data, but that it is preferabie to make the process generate more useful data 
by operating it systematically under a number of conditions that differ slightly from the 
nomina! settings so as to allow statistica! analysis of the results leading to a better model. The 
recipes for those runs will be called experimental control recipes. In contacts with plant 
persennel it is considered preferabie to avoid the term "experimental" and refer to such runs as 
"test runs", which is commonly used to refer to runs that have to be carried out particularly 
carefully. 

Thus, we have now introduced three different types of control recipes; the control recipesof 
the remaining runs, that.really went according to "the copy of a master recipe", we shall call 
routine control recipes. 

For monitoring and archiving purposes it is useful to retain a post processing record ofwhat 
happened, which may be called the accomplished control recipe. 

3. Recipe adaptation 

As mentioned in the preceding section, it makes sense to insert a master control recipe 
between the master recipe and the control recipe as defined by ISA S88, and to distinguish 
between the different kinds of control recipes. 

To generate these various recipes and, if desired, to improve themaster recipe, two new 
components are needed, i.e 
1) information from which the new recipes can be derived; 
2) one or more procedures for deriving those new types of recipes. 
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3.1 lnformation: the recipe adaptation set 

The information needed takes the form of a process performance measure, often called 

criterion, which may be regarcled as an economie (or quality) model, and further at least one 
process model together with additional information that will be specified later on. 

The process performance measure or criterion should enable us to judge, as the term 
suggests, how well the process works in quantifiable terms, depending on product properties 
and quantity, value of feedstócks and utilities, batch duration etc. A useful measure may be in 
$ per batch, $ per month or, if quality or its varianee is the prime concern, in a commensurate 
quantity. 

The process model should express all process variables needed for calculation of the criterion 
val u es in terms of processing conditions, in particular those that are adjustable, so that it 
become possible to calculate that setting ofthe adjustables that results inthebest criterion 
value, given the other processing conditions. 

This sketches the crux ofthe Flexible Recipe-Impravement System: using a process model to 
find the operation of the process that produces the best performance under any circumstances. 
In addition, the very sameapproach is useful in the area of(master) recipe improvement, 
whether in R&D or in production: once "the right" criterion has been agreed upon, and a 
suitable model has been derived from the process data already available and/or the 
experimental test runs mentioned earlier, the FRIS-approach will ensure the fastest evolution 
from the existing recipe to the best one under the given circumstances, and subsequently 
greatly facilitate finding optima! recipes under different circumstances and/or other definitions 
of process performance. 

The criterion and the model, tagether with the necessary additional information specified in 
Section 4.2, make up what is called the recipe adaptation set. 

3.2 Procedure(s): the recipe atlapter 

The procedure for utilizing the information in the recipe adaptation set is called the recipe 

adapter. In essence, it is a procedure optimizing the criterion by manipulating the adjustable 
process settings, taking all relevant requirements and constraints into consideration. It is also 
the "machine" that may be used to produce a master recipe. From time to time it can also be 
used to reptace the existing master recipe by one that is better adapted to the prevailing 
circumstances, for example new feedstocks and other market requirements; in this manner the 
best master control recipe for any number of si mi lar batches can be found. Further, if the 
circumstances deviate from its prescriptions, the recipe adapter gives best possible initialized 
and run-time control recipes for each individual batch. 

3.3 The scope of recipe adaptation 

Before we move on to the components of recipe adaptation sets, we must insert a note about 

its scope. In order to avoid misinterpretation, it must be emphasized first of all, that the FRIS
approach does not necessarily deal with the whole batch processing train or Jine, but may 
focus on those process phase(s) that most strongly influence the overall performance. Hence, 
it will often be limited to the most important reaction phase and ignore ''secondary'' operations 
such as dosage, heating, cleaning etc. insofar as these really have only a minor influence or 
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none at alL This is nota drawback ofthe approach but its strength, because it focuses on the 
principal issues(s). In multistep-reaction processes, the FRIS-approach may be applied toa 
number of successive phases so as to achieve the best overall performance. An example is an 
application in DSM Resins concerning the preparatien of a powder resin in the two-step 
reaction process, after which, in the third process step, the product was used to prepare a 
powder coating, which in the final step was applied to metal objects to test the quality of the 
coating [S~1E95). 

4. Components of a recipe adaptation set 

4.1 Performance criterion 

A recipe adaptation set, the corner-stone ofthe FRIS-approach, may be developed in 
Iaberatory experiments, pilot plant operation, and/or during normal production by a systematic 
introduetion of acceptably smal! changes in certain process inputs and parameters. It can be 
used to find improved process conditions to cope with variations in process and/or market 
situations. The search for these improved conditions proceeds in the con•ext of the 
optimization of a relevant economie, quality or other criterion, which reveals how "the best 
performance" may be achieved. Examples of such best performance criteria include: 

highest product quality; 
smallest variations in the end product; 
shortest production time; 
highest production rates; 
highest added value per unit of time or per batch; 
Jo west costs of e.g feedstocks and energy; 
lowest environmental po!lution; 
a formula for calculating the most profitable combination of quality, co st and quantity 

To make calculation possible, the performance criterion included in the recipe adaptation set 
must be expressed as a mathematica! formula. This may sound easier than it really is. Our 
experience is that the formulation of a suitable economie performance criterion is often a 
difficult and laborious matter: the process people talk about quality and quantity rather than 
about pro fit. Sometime~ it is even so, that the aim of recipe generation or improvement is to 
find a region in the factor space in which end specification conditions are satisfied. In other 
words, no performance criterion is defined but just a list of e.g. quality requirements. The 
actual aim is to find at least one single point in the desired space of adjustable parameters, 
namely at least one recipe, which satisfies the end specification. If no criterion is formulated, 
mathematica! optimization can not be performed. For such problems we have developed the 
so-called triplet-choice multi-objective method, which is described in (VER96). 

4.2 Other Components 

A recipe adaptation set is always associated with a master recipe, which is already developed 
or which is in the development phase at the moment. It is obtained, as presented in Table I, by 
taking process inputs, parameters and outputs, as defined in 
[ISA95], plant, process and economical constraints and equipment requirements from the 
corresponding master recipe, and supplementing them by external factors, performance 
criteria, process data condensed into process model(s) and the so-called correction 
information (see below). 

It should be mentioned that the FRIS-approach pays much attention to handling constraints in 
an efficient manner A very important distinction is made between constraints, which cannot be 
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exceeded and constraints, which should not be exceeded. The latter type may offer lucrative 
opportunities: ifthe salution ofthe optimization problem lies on the boundary ofthe permitted 
area, then it can be profitable to shift the appropriate constraint(s) a little. lfthe promising 
shifting is allowable, then the allowed operating area may be expanded. 

TableI The change of a rigid master recipe into a recipe adaptation set 

Take jrom a conventional S88 rigid master recipe: 

Process inputs, parameters and outputs 
Plant, process and economical constraints 
Choice of equipment 

Add the following information: 

Extemal factors 
Performance criteria 
Process data condensed into process models(s) 
complete with model validity constraints 
Correction information 

To obtain: 

To be more specific, the components of a recipe adaptation set are as follows: 
I. adjustable or at least measurable recipe items that may possibly affect the result ofthe 

process, i.e.: processinputs (e.g. dosage of ingredients), process parameters ( e.g setpoints 
of reactor pressure and temperature controls, which may actually be va ried during the run) 
and any external factors (e.g. qualîty offeedstocks); 

2. process outputs (e.g. product quality, energy consumption, yield); 
3. relevant plant, process, and market constraints; 
4. at least one performance criterion; 
5. values (often prices ofingredients and products) ofvariables used in the performance 

criterion; 
6. nomina) process model, with its validity constraints; 
7. any available auxiliary models, with their validity constraints; 
8. correction information; 
9. unit-configuration. 

It may be useful to specify the meaning of a few new terms here. 
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External factors are factors other than process input and parameters, which may also affect 
the process, e.g. quality of used materials or catalyst activity, cooling jacket or coil fouling, 
ambient temperature. 

Nomina! process model: In this paper any models associated with a recipe adaptation set are 
ofthe "black-box" type. They relate process outputs to selected recipe items. The main 
process model is called a "nomina! process model". Such a model should be valid around the 
prescribed ("nomina!") process conditions. Ifpresent, the other models for neighbouring 
operating conditions form the group of auxiliary models. These models can become the 
nomina! model, ifthe search forthebest recipe leads to conditions for which the initially 
nomina! model is not valid. The FRIS-software checks continuously model validity and 
automatically selects right models. 

The correction information is necessary to correct a batch during processing. It includes the 
information about the choice of sample and correction moments, possible process outputs 
measured at the sample moment(s), correction variables (e.g. extra ingredients, processing 
time) and correction models. 

With a unit-conliguration we mean the specification of a set of processing units and other 
equipment that is expected to be used in the production of a batch corresponding to the recipe 
adaptation set, where: 

on a single unit-conf1guration only one batch can be run at the same time; 
equipment units of a configuration may be combined in various manners; a batch does 
not necessarily have to use all the equipment; 
the equipment combination may be determined at the beginning of the batch; 
the same recipe adaptation set must be valid for the various equipment combinations. 
This means that one oftwo possibilities occurs: 
a) the process output does notdepend on the used equipment combination (this is 

the most common situation); 
b) ifthe process output does depend on it, the used combination is included in the 

recipe adaptation set as an external factor, i.e. extra recipe item. 
The unit-configuration may beseen as a specification defming a subset ofthe allowable 
equipment described in the master recipe. 

5. The FRIS·approach 

5.1 The two actit•ity tlomains ofthe FRIS-approach 

In the FRIS-approach two main domains of activities can be distinguished. 

Firstly, during the development of a recipe adaptation set, future batch runs are suggested 
which make the plant generate the necessary data. Next, these data are used in either a 
sequentia! or model-based fashion for improving process performance, which is to be stated 
explicitly in terms such as product quality, or pro fit, added value per unit of time or batch 
duration. firstly, the development of a recipe adaptation set intended for generation of a 
master recipe or impravement u pon it, and generation of an actual master control recipe. 
Subsequently, the developed recipe adaptation set is used for process monitoring, or for the 
impravement of any particular batch by compensating for known deviations in the beginning of 
the batch and during processing, by means of generating and adjusting a best control recipe. 
Table 2 summarizes these activities 

As presented in Table 2, the FRIS-approach shows these activity domains, aiming at two. 
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usually quite different, groups ofusers in the process industry, namely those in R&D and those 
in Production. The development of a recipe adaptation set and the development of a master 
(contra/) recipe are in the domain ofR&D, the application of a recipe adaptation set is in the 
domain ofProduction department 

Table 2 Activities of the FRIS-approach 

1. Development of a recipe adaptation set 
and recipe improverneut 

Aim: 

• Generationlimprovement 
of a master recipe 
or a master control recipe 

Techniques: 

2. Application of a recipe adaptation set 

Aim: 

• Generationladjustment 
of a control recipe 
(batch initialization 
and batch correction) 

• Process monitoring 

Techniques: 

• Recipe optimization in the context of 
batch initialization 
and batch correction 

It should be added that the R&D functions will often be combined with those of Production, 
especially in a Iabaratory or a pilot-plant, or during experimentation. Nevertheless, the 
partition of the approach into a recipe development part and an operational application part, 
and the distinction of two groups of users is quite useful because: 
a) in R&D, costs and time-to-rnarket are of prime importance and in Production, best 

plant performance, or fastest performance improvement; 
b) development of a recipe adaptation set together with a master (control) recipe is a 

relatively long-term accupation invalving a number of batches, whereas an application 
of such a set regards, in principle, one individual batch; 

c) development of a recipe adaptation set has freedom of choice astheuser may decide 
how and at which moment test runs are to be done; recipe application, however, has to 
realize production requirements before the end of the individual batch run; 

d) in the operational application phase, it is common practice to organize different types 
of batches per scheduling sequence, with the consequence that various recipe 
adaptation sets will be used one after the other. In contrast, recipe development 
utilizes similar types of batches in different scheduling sequences. 

5.1 The development of a recipe atlaptation set in brief 

The development of a recipe adaptation set is the activity which is principally done by R&D 
people. They may use the developed recipe adaptation set to determine the best master recipe 
in a systematic fashion, or to improve upon it, and togeneratea master comrol recipe, e.g. 
owing to new research findings, changed prices or customer demands. 
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The principal techniques involved in this activity are: design of experiments, modelling, model
based recipe improvement and experimental (sequentia!) optimization. 

Design of experiments defines the successive experiments (test runs) and provides a pattem 
for the introduetion ofvariations in selected recipe items in order to maximize process 
information required for finding e.g. process models or optima! process conditions, in a 
minimal number of runs. 
In essence, without upsetting normal production the process is made to produce data about 
itself. 

During modelling, the parameters of a process model are estimated on the basis of the 
available data. For ease of discussion, it is helpful to make a distinction between "white" and 
"black" modelling. The former constrocts the model equations on the basis of the so-called 
tirst-principle laws from physics, thermodynamics, chemistry and chemica! engineering. The 
latter estimates the parameter values of arbitrary postulated mathematica! formulae (a 
parameterized model) from the records of input/output data by minimizing an criterion, which 
gives an indication of the difference between the actual and estimated process output data. 
Usually, such a black-box model does not reflect the internal process structure. 

It should be emphasized that, actually, in practice neither "white" nor "black-box" modelling is 
used, but a judicieus combination, resulting in more or less "grey" models. As mentioned 
before, this distinction is only made for ease of discussion 

Unlike white models, which are seldom available in many branches of the process industry, 
black-box roodels may be relatively easily obtained by experimentation, provided that smal! 
variations in process operation are allowed. Therefore, black-box models, more precisely 
"dark grey" models, ofthe type henceforth to be called transition models, are presently used in 
the FRIS-approach: most of the time a parameterized model is postulated in the form of 
simple polynomial, and parameters are estimated from the observed process data, but process 
knowledge is extensively used in design of experiments, and in the selection of variables and 
model-structure. A transition model gives the relation between the initia! process conditions 
and the final output without descrihing what happens in between initia) and final moments, or, 
more generally, it relates the process conditions at one moment to the conditions at a later 
moment, given all important inputs to the plant in the period in between. 

However, if a white process model happens to be available, it makes sense to incorporate it in 
the recipe adaptation set. 

For process modelling, the following transition-model development procedure was developed: 

1. Define the purpose of the experimentation and modelling; 
2. Investigate the available process knowledge; 
3. Define an experiment design task; 
4. Perform experiments; 
5. Estimate model parameters; 
6. Conduct statistica! tests to check model adequacy; if necessary, apply model reduction 

or extension, input/output transformations and/or robust regression and return to 5; if 
statistica! techniques do not give satisfactory results, define new (extra) experiments 
and return to 3 or give up; 

7. lnvestigate the tentatively accepted process model visualize its response surface, 
compute the effects of factors and their confidence intervals, predict responses under 
various circumstances to learn more about the model, and possibly also about the 
process. 

8. Define and perform validation experiment( s) to validate and accept the model; if a 
model is not valid, define new (extra) experiments andreturn to 3; 
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9. Use all batch process data for model validation and/or model updating, so as to 
improve the model; 

I 0. Include the validated process model cum annexis in the recipe adaptation set. 

415 

The model-based recipe improverneut searches for improved process conditions, i.e. by 
optimizing the predefined performance criterion, subject to the estimated process model and 
defined constraints, using a suitable optimization method. Because the FRIS-apvroach 
employs, in the first instance, the black-box transition models, the corresponding optimization 
methods have static character. 

During experimental optimization one searches for optima! operating conditions by 
sequentia! comparison of the process data, without using mathematica! models, like in zero
order optimization methods. To speed-up the classica! experimental optimization, we have 
developed a new method, called multiplex fitting, which proceeds towards an optimum by 
local approximation of the process surface (VER96]. 

5.3 The run-time application of a recipe adaptation set in brief 

Once defined, a recipe adaptation set can be applied in Production for batch-by-batch 

generation and adjustment of an improved, i.e. initialized or corrected, control recipe, and in 
process monitoring, which may be helpful in improving models and recipes, and in the 
detection of disturbances (e.g. catalyst deactivation, fouling, changes in feedstocks). The 
principal mathematica! technique involved in generation and adjustment of a control recipe is 
recipe optimization in the context of batch initialization and correction. 

With batch initialization we mean generation before the processis actually started, of a 
control recipe adapted to detected deviations in process and/or market conditions, whereas 
batch correction deals with adaptation of a control recipe during the batch run, based on 
measured deviations (VER96]. 

6. Final remarks 

This paper focused attention on a practical approach, called the flexible recipe-approach, 
intended for efficient generation and impravement of a master (con trol) recipe, and for model
based recipe adjustment in the batch processing industry. 

To sum up, the strength of the FRIS-approach is that it improves the efficiency of deter
mination of the best master recipe and, owing to the separation between the process model 
and the market model, it allows for an almost instantaneous impravement u pon the master 
recipe to rapid economie changes without process remodelling, i.e. the generation ofthe best 
actual (master) control recipe Furthermore, the approach enables repeated utilization of the 
recipe adaptation set to find (near-) optima! control recipes under varying market and process 
conditions. 

Allindustrial applications ofthe FRIS-approach showed that it offers a systematic and fast 
way to recipe generation and impravement as well as to batch initialization and correction, and 
therefore also to better performance [VER96]. The general conclusion, that the FRIS-appro
ach provides invaluable support for the purposes of control and impravement of product 
quality and quantity, as well as for improving the economy of process operation, is supported 
by the following more detailed findings: 
I) In the process industries, many current batch processes are not modelled at all, but are 
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operated using heuristic process understanding. The tirst-principle models are only rarely 
available. The black-box transition models, proposed in this paper, can be estimated 
relatively quickly and, what is maybe somewhat surprising, black-box rnadelling may yield 
valuable process insight; 

2) Aft er suitable approximation of time-dependent recipe items and application of an experi
ment design methad near-optimal time-dependent profiles can easily be found; 

3) The positive effect ofthe proposed methods of batch initialization and correction is 
especially apparent in cases where without them the end product would not meet the 
specifications; 

4) For the purpose ofthe experimental optimization, the multiplex fitting method, based on 
alocal approximation ofthe response surface, has been developed. This methad is a 
valuable tooi for quickly locating a process optimum, especially in cases when the 
optimum is expected to lie rather far away from the starting point; 

5) Because ofits effectiveness and simplicity, the developed Triplet-choice Methad for 
solving multi-objective optimization problems is very useful in the industrial environment 
for solving end-specificatien problems invalving more than one response; 

6) Once well-tried and accepted, a recipe adaptation set can be utilized for process moni
toring, so that the need for corrections or the recognition of process drift may be readily 
established. Process monitoring mayalso be helpfut in improving rnadeis and recipes, and 
in augmenting plant and process knowledge; 

7) Most ofthe existing industrial approaches for achieving consistentand reproducible results 
from batch processes are based on built-up experience or Statistica! Process Control (SPC) 
analysis [KEA91] That strategy, which is actually a kind of monitoring, is mainly used for 
the "stabilization" of the process, that is, for the detection of special causes of process 
deviations ( contrary to common causes of deviations, which are always present), and next 
for making and keeping the process stable. Examples ofthe causes ofsuch special process 
deviations given by SPC-practitioners are: variations in the quality ofused matenals or in 
used machines, equipment defects and ditTerences in eperating practices between various 
shifts. It is evident that a number of these causes, e.g. ditTerences between shifts, can and 
must be eliminated to make the process as reproducible as possible. However, not all 
causes of deviations, e.g. varying quality offeedstocks, can be permanently eliminated. By 
accounting for them in a recipe adaptation set, the FRIS-approach achieves the reduction 
of process variance. 

lt should be mentioned that for the proposed approach, to be successful, a number of pre
requisites is necessary with reference to the process and totheuser [RAD95]: 

reasanabie process reproducibility; 
adequate, well-calibrated process instrumentation; 
management support; 
sufficient operator involvement and discipline; 
insight into process, plant operatien and safety; 
appreciation of statistics and insight in production economics on the plant floor. 

The flexible recipe-approach, to be used in an R&D and production environment of a large 
variety of batch processing industry, has to be supported by the FRIS software package (the 
Flexible Recipe Impravement System).The FRIS-package has been implemented as a 
Windows-NT application in the PRlMACS package for reai-time data acquisition, intelligent 
data processing & analysis, process rnadelling and control design of continuous processes 
[LIN90]. The FRIS modules are implemented in C++ making use ofthe standard PRIMACS 
tools for graphical presentation. 
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ABSTR"-CT 

Production systems often involve some levels of uncertainty. Managing these 
uncertainties effectively is becoming critica! for the era of"time-based competition." This 
paper presents a new metbod for the scheduling of job shops with the consideration of 
uncertain part importance, due dates, arrival times and processing times. A problem 
formulation is first given with the goal to maxirnize on-time delivery of parts, subject to 
operation preeedenee constraints and/or arrival time constraints (to be satisfied for each 
possible realization), and machine capacity constraints (to be satisfied in the expected 
value sense). To solve the problem, machine capacity constraints are relaxed by using 
Lagrangian multipliers. The resulting part-level subproblems with operation preeedenee 
constraints and/or arrival time constraints are solved by using dynamic prograrnming, with 
stages corresponding to operations, preeedenee constraints embedded in the state 
transition diagram, an'd state transitions govemed by probabilities and scheduling 
decisions. The multipliers are then updated at the high level by using a subgradient 
method. Feasible schedules are dynamically constructed based on the realization of 
random events. The complexity of the algorithm is slightly higher than the one without 
consictering uncertainty. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Production systems have various uncertainties. For examples, matcrials may arrive 
late, the processing time estimates of one-of-a-kind parts may not be accurate, and new 
critica! orders may arrive requiring to be processed promptly. Organizations also have to 
deal with changes in part specifications, order quantities, delivery dates, and even 
cancellations. Ignoring such changes in this era of "time-based" competition may be too 
expensive. If a schedule is generated without some consideration of parts arriving in the 
near future, the new parts of significant urgency may interrupt those already scheduled, 
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renderingtheir promised delivery dates seriously violated. The consideration of uncertain 
factors, however, is extremely difficult because of the combinatorial as wel! as uncertain 
characteristics. 

A common approach to deal with these kinds of uncertainties is to reptace all random 
variables by their means, consequently converting the problem into a deterministic one. 
This approach is intuitively clear, the performance, however, may not be good. Another 
method is the so called "scenario analysis" by analyzing a combination of possible 
scenarios (Rockafellar and Wets, 1991; Mulvey and Ruszczynsky, 1995). Since the 
number of possible scenarios grows exponentially as the number of uncertain events 
increases, the method is effective for problems ofvery smal! sizes. 

Our approach treats uncertain factors as random variables and uses a combination of 
Lagrangian relaxation and dynamic prograrnming. Specifically, a new problem formulation 
for the scheduling of job shops with the consideration of uncertain part importance, due 
dates, arrival times, and processing times is presented in Section 2. These uncertain 
factors are treated as random variables with given distributions. The problem is to 
maximize on-time delivery of parts, subject to operation preeedenee constraints and/or 
arrival time constraints (to be satisfied for each possible realization), and machine 
capacity constraints (to be satisfied in the expected value sense). 

To solve the problem, machine capacity constraints are relaxed by using Lagrangian 
multipliers. The problem is decomposed into part-level subproblems, one for each part. 
A subproblem is solved by using dynamic prograrnming, with stages corresponding to 
operations, preeedenee constraints embedded in the state transition diagram, and state 
transitions governed by probabilities and scheduling decisions as presented inSection 3. 
The closed-loop nature of dynamic programming is fully exploited so that the complexity 
is only slightly higher t:han the one without consiclering uncertainty. The multipliers are 
then updated at the high level by using a subgradient method. Feasible schedule is 
dynamically constructed basedon the realization of random events. In this way, future 
uncertainties are considered, and schedules are reconfigured to incorporate the latest 
information. The method is thus expected to result in superior performance as compared 
to existing approaches, and should be applicable to probieros of practical sizes. 
Preliminary testing results presented in Section 4 show that the method is promising. 

D. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Job shop is a typical environment for the manufacturing of low-volumelhigh-variety 
parts. In the problem forrnulation, there are H machine types, and the number of type h 
machines (1:::; h:::; H) at time k (0:::; k:::; K-1) is given and denoted as Mkh· There are I 

parts to be processed, and part i (I :::; i :::; I) has its arrival time ai, due date di, and 
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importance (weight) wi. Part i requires a series of Ji operations for completion. 

Operatien j of part i has to be performed by a machine of type h beienging to a given set 
of eligible machine types Hij for a specified duration of time tijh• and the processing may 

start only after its preceding operatien has been completed. For some parts, their 
parameters may not be known exactly in advance, and these parameters are modeled as 
independent random variables with given distributions. The formulation is an extension 
of what is presented in Luh and Hoitornt (1993), and includes arrival time constraints, 
processing time requirements, eperation preeedenee constraints, machine capacity 
constraints, and the objective function. 

Arrival Time Constraints 

The arrival time constraints state that the first operatien of part i cannot be started 
until the part has arrived, i.e., 

aj:S:bit.i= 1, ... ,!. (l) 

Processing Time Requirements 

The processing time requirements state that the completion time cij of eperation j of 

part i should equal its beginning time bij plus processing time tijh• i.e., 

(2) 

Operation Preeedenee Constraints 

The eperation precèdence constraints state that operatien j+ 1 of part i cannot start 
before the completion of eperation j of part i and an elapse of "time-out" Sij between the 

two operations, i.e., 

Cij + Sij + 1 S: bi,j+l> i= l, ... , I; j = L ... , h (3) 

When part i has uncertain arrival time and/or processing times, (l), (2) and (3) should 
be satisfied for each possible realization as will be explained in detail in Sectien 3. 

Machine Capacity Constraints 

Machine capacity constraints specify that the number of operations assigned to 
machine type h at time k should be less than or equal to Mkh, the number of machines 

available at that time. With random arrival times and/or processing times, machine 
capacity constraints cannot be considered for all possible realizations of random events 
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because of complexity. Machine capacity constraints are thus required to be satisfied in 
the expected value sense, i.e., 

(4) 

where Öijkh is a 0-1 variable. It equals 1 if operation j of part i is assigned to a machine of 

type h at time k, and 0 otherwise. The constraints are "average" specifications, and are 
approximations when the uncertainties are considered. 

Objective Function 

The objective function is to minimize weighted part tardiness penalties in the 
expected sense, i.e., 

I 
min L, with J = E(I,wiTf) 

{bjj.hijl i=l 

I 
I,E(wiTf). 
i=l 

(5) 

In the above, weight wi reflects the importance of part i, tardiness Ti is the amount of 

overdue time, i.e., max(O, crdi), with ei being the completion time and di due date. The 

expectation is taken with respect to the random parameters and random decision variables 
as \\ill be explained in the next section. 

III. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

In this section, capacity constraints are first relaxed by using Lagrangian multipliers. 
The resulting part-level subproblems are solved by using backward dynamic 
prograrnming, with stages corresponding to operations, preeedenee constraints embedded 
in the state transition diagram, and state transitions governed by probabilities and 
scheduling decisions. The complexity of the algorithm is only slightly higher than the one 
without consictering uncertainty. Multipliers are then updated by using the subgradient 
method. Finally, feasible schedules are dynamically constructed based on the realization 
of random events. 

A. The Lagrangian Relaxation Framework 

By using Lagrange multipliers 1tkh to relax machine capacity constraints (4), the 
following relaxed problem is obtained: 

min L with L = ECZ:: Wi 
{bij· hij} 

+I, LITkhOijkh)- LITkhMkh, 
l jkh kh 

(6) 
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subject to arrival time constraints ( l ), processing time requirements (2), and operation 
preeedenee constraints (3) for all possible realizations. By regrouping relevant terms, the 
relaxed problem can be decomposed into the following part-level subproblems: 

min Li, with Li 
(bij·hijl 

]j Cij 

ECwiTf+ I Inkh), 
j=lk=bij 

subject to ( l ), (2) and (3 ). 

(7) 

Let Li denote the resulting minimal subproblem cost. The high level dual problem is 

then obtained as 

maxD, with D 
btkhl 

ILi I1tkhMkh· 
kh 

B. Dynamic Programming for Solving Subproblems 

(8) 

Backward dynamic prograrnming is used to solve part subproblems (7) with DP 
stages corresponding to individual operations. At each stage, the states (or nodes) are the 
possible operation beginning times. The stage•vise cost of a node is given by 

Wi T7 + Icki_!b· . 1tkh for the last stage, and IckiJ..b .. 1tkh for all other stages. The algorithm 
I - l]j - IJ 

starts from the last stage and moves backwarcts to the preceding stage till the first stage is 
reached. Several cases are considered next. 

1. Deterministic Case 

In this case, all parameters of part i are deterrninistic. The DP algorithm starts with 
the last stage having the following terminal cost: 

CiJi 

FiJjCbiJphiJ)=wjTr+ Inkh· 
k=bi]j 

(9) 

The cumulative cost when moving backwarcts is then obtained recursively as follows: 

Cij 

min [ I 1tkh + Fij+l (bi,j+b hi,j+I)] 
(bi,j+i>hi,j+l}l k=bij 

Cij 

I1tkh+ min Fij+tCbi.j+t·hi.j+J), l~j~J~-1. 
k=bij {bi,j+J.hi,j+ll 

(10) 
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The second equivalence is derived because I,~iLb;j 1tkh is fixed for the given bij. The 

optima! Li is obtained as the minimal cumulative cost at the first stage, subject to arrival 
time constraint. Finally, the optima! beginning times and the corresponding machine 
types can be obtained by tracing forwards the stages. The computation complexity is 
O(I,jl Hij IK) (Chen, Chu and Proth, 1995; Wang and Luh, 1996). 

Example 1 

Part i has three operations with wi=I, di=2, ai=O, ti 1=1, ti2=I, ti3=2 and no timeout 

between operations. For each operation, only one machine type is eligible (thus the 
second argument hij in Fij(bij, hij) and the second subscript h in 1tkh can be dropped). 

The multipliers 1tk, k=0, ... ,5, are assumed given either from initialization or dual solution. 
The state transition diagram for the DP algorithm is shown in Figure I. 

At stage 3, the terminal cost for each node can he calculated by (9) for bi3 = 0, ... , 5. 

At stage 2, consider node 3 for example. Since operation preeedenee constraint 
bi2 + 1 :S; bi3 must be satisfied, only node 4 and node 5 in stage 3 can be considered for 
the selection. Supposing that node 4 has the smaller cost between the two, then the 
cumulative co st of node 3 at stage 2 is the sum of stagewise co st and co st of node 4 at 
stage 3. Similarly, the cumulative costs for other nodes at stage 2 can be calculated, and 
the cumulative costs for all nodes at stage 1 can be calculated. Since the arrival time is 0, 
the optima! Li is the minimal cost at stage 1 (assuming that it is node 1). Then the 
optima! beginning time can be obtained as bi1=1, bi2=3, bi3=4 by tracing forwards the 

stages. 

min cost 
at stage 1 

stage 1 stage 2 

0 
0 

stage 3 

0 NodeO 

0 Node 1 

0 Node2 

0 Node 3 

Node4 

@ Node5 
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Figure I: DP for the Deterministic Case 

2. Uncertain Weight and Due Date 

When both weight Wj and the due date di of part i are random, the algorithm is as 

follows. For each possible due date with the expected value of weight, the terminal cost 
is calculated by (9) for the last stage. Then for all possible due dates, the terminal cost is 
the expected value of all these possible terminal costs. The other procedure is the same as 
for the deterministic case. 

Example2 

Consider Example 1 again except that the expected value of wi is 2 and the due date is 

either 2 with probability p 1 or 3 with probability P2· With due date 2 and expected 

weight 2, the terminal cost for each node at stage 3 can be calculated by (9). The costs 
can be similarly calculated for the case when due date equals 3. The expected terminal 
cost for a node is then the expected value of the two associated costs. The rest procedure 
is sarne as described in Example L The DP algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 

min cost 
at stage 1 

stage 1 stage 2 

0 
0 
@ 

stage 3 

0 
0 
0 

NodeO 

Node 1 

Node2 

Node 3 

Node4 

Node5 

Figure 2: DP with Uncertain Weight and Due Date 

In genera!, the terminal cost is calculated by: 

(11) 
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where expectation is taken with respect to all possible due dates with the expected 
weight. The complexity is almost the same as for the deterministic case. 

3. Uncertain Arrival Time 

When the anival time ai of part i is random, the same DP procedure for the 

deterministic case is used until all cumulative costs for norles at the first stage are 
obtained. For each possible anival time, select the minimal cumulative cost at the first 
stage subject to the anival time constraint. The subproblem cost is then obtained as the 
expected value of all these possible cumulative costs. 

Example3 

Consider Example 1 again except that part i has a random anival time: either 0 with 
prohability p 1 or 2 with probability p2. The same backward DP procedure is used until 

stage 1. In view of the anival time constraint, node 0 to node 5 at stage 1 can be selected 
when the anival time is 0. However, only node 2 to node 5 can be selected when the 
arrival time is 2. Assuming that node 1 and node 3 are the associated optima! norles for 
the two cases, respectively, then the optima! Li is obtained as the expected value of the 

two costs. The DP algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Note that the optima! beginning time 
for each operation will depend on the realization of the random arrival time. 

stage 1 

min cost' -..w-/\-'1 

withp1 

min cost 
with p2 

stage 2 

0 

stage 3 

0 NodeO 

Node 1 

Node2 

Node3 

Node4 

Node 5 

Figure 3: DP with an Uncertain Arriva1 Time 

Generally, Li is calculated by 

Li = E[Fi! (bil· hiJ)]. ( 12) 
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subject to arrival time constraints for each possible arrival time. In the above, expectation 
is taken with respect to all possible arrival times. The complexity of algorithm is slightly 
higher than that of the deterministic one. 

4. Uncertain Processing Times 

When the processing times { tijh} of part i are random, the algorithm is as follows. At 

the last stage, expected terminal cost for each node is calculated for all possible processing 
times. To move backwarcis to the preceding stage, the optima! decision at a node can be 
made for each possible processing time, subject to operation preeedenee constraint. The 
associated cost can also be obtained. The expected cumulative cost of the node is then 
calculated as the expected value of all the above costs. The procedure continues until the 
expected cumulative costs of all the nodes at the first stage are obtained. Finally Li is 

selected as the minimum of the first stage expected cumulative costs subject to arrival 
time constraint. 

Example 4 

Consicier Example 1 again except that the processing times are random with the 
following distributions: til iseither I with probability Pll or 2 with probability p 12, ti2 is 

either 1 with probability P21 or 2 with probability P22• and ti3 is 2 with probabiliry p31 
or 1 with probability P32· 

The expected cost for each node at stage 3 can first be calculated. At stage 2, consider 
node 1 for example. Since operation preeedenee constraints have to be satisfied, only 
node 2 tonode 5 at stage 3 can be selected for ti2 = 1. For ti2 = 2, only node 3 to node 5 

can be selected. Assuming that node 2 and node 4 at stage 3 are selected for these two 
cases, then the expected cumulative cost for node 1 at stage 2 can be obtained. This 
procedure then repeats. Finally, the optima! Li is selectedas the minimal cost among all 
expected cumulative costs at stage I subject to the arrival time constraint (assurning the 
node 0 is selected). The DP algorithm is shown in Figure 4. 

Note that the preeedenee constraints are embedded in the state transition diagram, and 
state transitions are govemed by probabilities and scheduling decisions. 

In genera!, the terminal cost is given by 

CjJj 

FiJi(biJ1.hl]) = E[wiTf + L1tkhl· 
k=biJ; 

(13) 
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min cost 
at stage 1 

stage 1 stage 2 

0 

stage 3 

0 
0 

Figure 4: DP for Uncertain Processing Times 

The recursive DP equation is 

Cij 

NodeO 

Node 1 

Node2 

Node 3 

Node4 

Node5 

Fij(bij.hij)=E[ In:kh+ min Fij+I(bi,j+l•hi,j+l)], Is;js;Ji-1, (14) 
k=bij {bi,j+I·hi,j+Il 

subject to operation preeedenee constraints for each possible processing time. Finally, 
the optimal Li is obtained as the minimal expected cumulative cost subject to the arrival 

time constraînt at the first stage. The complexity of the algorithm is slightly higher than 
O(I.j I Hij IK). The complexity issue encountered by scenario analysis is thus avoided. 

The above deals with three categories of uncertainties separately. When multiple 
categones exist for a single part, the above methods can be combined in a straightforward 
manner to solve the subproblem. 

C. Solving the Dual Problem 

The high level dual problem (8) can be solved by using a subgradient method similar to 
what was presented in Luh and Hoitornt ( !993). Components of the required subgradient 
[E(LijOijkh)- Mkhl can be obtained during the backward DP procedure. 

D. Schedule Implementation 

427 
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The scheduling algorithm is executed either periodically (e.g., at the beginning of a 
shirt) or after the realization of major random events. The latest information available -
including deterministic information, realized random events, and distributions of random 
events yet to be realized, will be used. Aftera solution is generated, a modified version of 
the list scheduling heuristics of Luh and Hoitornt (1993) is used to dispatch operations to 
machines, until the next rescheduling. 

IV. PRELIMINARY TESTING RESULTS 

This algorithm has been implemented in c++ under a UNIX environment. The 
preliminary testing results presented here consider random arrival times only. Further 
testing for other random categones is underway. 

In the example, there are two different machines and five equally weighted parts 
(wi=1). The planning horizon time is 50 days (i.e., K = 50, and the time unit = day). All 

machines are available starting day zero and throughout the planning horizon. Parts 1, 2 
and 3 are available for processing starting from day zero. The arrival time for part 4 is 
random, either 1 with probability 0.4 or 2 with probability 0.6. The arrival time of part 5 
is also random, either 8 with probability 0.7 or 9 with probability 0.3. Each part is 
composed of two or three serial operations without timeout between operations. Data are 
shown in Table 1. 

Part Due Date 

6 

2 0 

3 12 

4 

5 22 

Tab1e 1 

Op 

2 

2 
1 
2 
3 

2 

2 

Mach t·· IJ 

3 
2 2 

4 
2 3 
2 

2 
4 

2 3 
2 2 

5 
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All the multipliers were initialized at zero, and results are obtained in 32 CPU seconds 
on a SUN SPARC 10 workstation. When the arrival time of part 4 is 1, the feasible 
schedule is given in Table 2 with the cost 198. When the arrival time of part 4 is 2, the 
feasible schedule is presented in Table 3 with the cost 214. For this example, it is easy to 
check that the two feasible schedules are optima!. The expected cost is 207.6. Since part 
5 has a long due date, its random arrival times do nothave an impact on these schedules. 

If parts 4 and 5 are ignored because of their uncertainties, the completion time of parts 
1, 2 and 3 will be 9, 4 and 9, respectively. The completion times will be seriously violated 
when part 4 arrives. 

Table 2. Schedule When A4 = 1 

Time 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

~achine 1 (2,1) (4,1) (4,1) (4,1) (4,1) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (1,1) (1,1) 
~achine 2 (3,1) (3,1) (3,1) (3,2) (4,2) (4,2) (4,2) 

Time 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~achine 1 (1,1) (3,3) (3,3) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) 
~achine 2 (1,2) (1,2) (5,1) (5,1) 

(i, j) means operation j of part i 

Table 3. Schedule When A4 = 2 

Time 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

~achine 1 (2,1) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (4,1) (4,1) (4,1) (4,1) (1,1) (1,1) 
~achine 2 (3,1) (3,1) (3,1) (3,2) (4.2) (4,2) 

Time 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~achine 1 (1,1) (3,3) (3,3) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) (5,2) 
~achine 2 (4,2) (1,2) (1,2) (5,1) (5,1) 
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Further testing is underway to examine the performance ofthe method. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The problem of job shop scheduling with uncertain parts is addressed. A novel 
solution methodology that synergistically combines Lagrangian relaxation and backward 
dynarnic prograrnming is presented. The complexity of the algorithm is slightly higher 
than the ones without consiclering uncertainties. The algorithm thus has the potential to 
be applicable to problems of realistic-sizes. Preliminary numerical testing shows that the 
algorithm is promising. 
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Extended Abstract 

Implementation of statistica) process control in a manufacturing eperation requires 
control ofboth the manufacturing process and ofprocess and product measurement. 
Measurement is subject to the same concerns as manufacturing. Detection and eliminatien 
of special cause error, proper targeting and reduction of common cause varlation are the 
goals of metrology impravement 

The work described here was part of a process metrology effort at GMT 
Microelectronics, an integrated circuit foundry in Norristown Pennsylvania. Integrated 
circuits consist of transistors and other electrical devices realized on a microscopie scale 
on semiconductor wafers. Device geometry (critica) dimensions or CDs) determines 
electrical properties and so is carefully monitored and controlled. The measurement 
instrument studied was a Nanometrics Nanoline, a tooi for in-process measurement ofline 
widths on silicon wafers. 

As aresult ofthe work done: 

• Measurement process monitoring was changed to be more sensitive to instrument 
shifts. 

• Instrument accuracy was improved. 
• Variation estimates were obtained which help determine the usabie measurement 

range of the instrument 
• The study led to greater process understanding and communication among process 

persennel as well as a greater ability to distinguish between process and 
measurement problems. 

The Measurement Process 

Line width measurement with the Nanoline is accomplished by scanning a narrow 
slit across the feature of interest and measuring light intensity across the scan range. Light 
from the measurement instrument impinges perpendicularly upon the wafer so flat surfaces 
reflect light back into the instrument opties. Edges, however, scatter the light so they 
appear dark. The instrument interprets the optica! profile and calculates a linewidth based 
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u pon its determination of edge positions A good measurement process consistently 
produces a number close to the true line width. 

If we consicter a stabie process ha ving a mean and normal variation about the 
mean, then in a measurement process the magnitude ofthat variation is defined as 
precision. It is commonly separated into repeatability and reproducibility (R&R). 
Variation in a single measurement system is called repeatability, whereas producibility is 
variation among systems. A system includes operator, equipment, environment, 
procedures, and other process components. 

In this case, one procedure was used with one instrument and several operators, so 
repeatability was the variation characteristic of a single operator and reproducibility was 
variation among operators. In R&R studies repeatability is somelimes called operator or 
appraiser variation (AV) and reproducibility is equipment variation (EV.). This division 
can help focus improvement efforts on training versus maintenance, although each 
category contains many potential sourees ofvariation. 

An instrument's accuracy is defined as the difference between its mean 
measurement of a characteristic and the characteristic's true value. Calibration is the 
process by which this systematic error is eliminated. 

A measurement process will be considered stabie if free from special cause 
variation. This would include process drift, i.e. there should be no variation over time. 
SPC should be performed on measurement tools to monitor process stability. Specified 
eperating procedure was to regularly measure a standard sample width. 

Measurement Studies 

Two types of studies were performed. The first was a repeatability and 
reproducibility study, the purpose of which was to determine how much variation there 
was in the standard production measurement process. These studies involved 
measurement ofvarious device dimensions at different stages ofthe manufacturing 
process. 

Using the specified on-line procedure, three operators measured a dozen lines on 
silicon wafers. The operators were production personnel who were responsible for 
measurements on the manufacturing line. The measurements were then repeated the next 
day. A range calculation was made between the two linewidths obtained. The mean range 
was used to estimate repeatability standard deviation in the same manner as would be done 
with a moving range chart, by dividing by a l. 128 d2 value. The mean line width 
measurement was calculated for each eperator's data. An estimate ofreproducibility was 
obtained from the range of operator means. 

A common way of characterizing tot al measurement variatien is to estimate the 
99% confidence limits on a measurement, i e. the range within the true value falls 99% of 
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the time. This number is helpful in determining how well the tooi can resolve differences 
in product. For example, sampling sizes and procedures might be changed to imprave 
resolution. 

The 99% range for each component is estimated separately. For standard 
deviations estimated from large samples the 99% limits are 5.15 standard deviations. F or 
smaller samples, such as 1 in the case of operator means, a larger multiplier is used. The 
two components are squared, added and the square root taken. (There is assumed to be 
no covariance ofthe components). The magnitude ofthis number determines how large a 
sample must be taken for a desired degree of precision. 

Upper controllimits on range were calculated and the data examined for outliers. 
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This revealed a higher incidence of out-of-control points than did the standard process 
monitor. This was attributed to the factor of surface sensitivity. The type of line used as a 
standard monitor was changed as a result. 

Another use ofR&R estimates is in calibration. In the case ofline widths the line 
of interest is measured with the production instrument and also with a higher resolution 
measurement technology, a scanning electron microscope. The production tooi is 
adjusted so that its measurement mean matches the "true" measurement. Lower precision 
in a measurement instrument requires more measurements to be taken when determining 
the instrument's measurement mean. 

Two line width measurement steps were examined more closely over a Jonger time 
period and with more operators using analysis ofvariance (ANOVA). This study was 
performed to determine the validity of assumptions made on that type of study in this 
application and to see how special cause variation affected both types of studies. 

One result of this second study was that day to day variation was found to be 
significant. This could have the effect of underestimating repeatability error as estimated 
in the manner described previously. In a case where day to day variation is large and 
operators take measurements in two days the repeatability range would effectively be a 
single point estimate even though 30 or more samples were measured. 

The operator to operator variation estimated in the R&R studies was found to be 
statistically insignificant, it could be accounted for due to random variation of the other 
components. Th ere was also evidence of interaction between operators and specific lines 
measured. 
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ABSTRACT 

The state explosion problem is one of the main problems in rnadelling hybrid systems. 
Ha ving a good grip on deriving discrete-cvent dynamic rnadeis given a continuous model of 
the plantand given a specification of the stateevent detector, the next step is to approach 
the state reduction problem. Standani discrete rnathematics offers some solutions, but 
state agglomeration, constraint rnodelling and hierarchical decompositions are the to 
rnaving one step further towards a DEDS controller synthesis methad basedon mechanistic 
process models. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer integrated manufacturing is based on actively linking the different control and 
managerial levels from the plant up to the highest level in a company. Whilst some mech
anisms are in place to control the interactions between the different levels, economics push 
towards a tighter integration. This increases invariably the dynarnic coupling between the 
different layers and with it the effort that must be taken to imprave cornmunication and 
co-ordination between the different layers. 

The systematic analysis of such integrated systerns has been hampered the fact. that 
different interest groups analysed the operation of individual or set of layers in 
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relative isolation. The first step towards an integrated must thus be to super-
impose a well-defined, coherent structure on the overall The frequency of the 
communication offers itself as a natura! criterion for components to layers. 
Having done so in the first part, the rest of this contribution focuses on the analysis of 
the event-discrete layer. Principle conditions for reduction and hierarchical 
decomposition of event-discrete control systems are discussed. 

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW 

The control instaBation in a plant is not a monolithic unit but is built in layers. 
ure 1 shows a rough layered st.meture of an integrated control that expands to the 
upper managerial level. The scheme splits the layers according t.o the frequency of the 
observations. On the bottorn continuons control units maintain the operating conditions 
or impose defined trajectories. Basic safety installations, which physically are located in 
the plant have here been consolidated with the first event-discrete layer, the supervisory 
control layer [2]. On the second layer, one finds the time-discrete control unit. It imple
rnents basic control and advanced control methods. In the last decade, more and more 
of the basic controllers have been moved from the continuous layer into this time-discrete 
layer. Sub-layers may be forrr1ed in both of the two lowest layers by implementirg cas-
cades of controllers whereby the higher-level controller the setpoint ~ignal for 
the lower-level controller. The time-discrete control usually operates in a regular 
time pattern, namely the time grid defined by the sampling unit that is controlled 
doek. Plant optimisers are often located in this level. assess the process 
and search for a set of operat.ing conditions that result in a better performance whereby 
"better" is measured by a metric introduced through an objective function. 

In distinction to the time-discrete controllayer, t.he supervisory control, which sits on the 
next higher level, is driven by discrete events. These events are generateel by a set of cvent 
detectors. It wil! be neccssary to define the term event carefully, but bricfly : An event is 
defined as the observed changes subelomains defmed by domain bounclaries. Simple 
examples of such domain boundaries are alarm and warning limits. 

Start-up, shut-down of continuons plants and control of batch plants are, on this 
level, event driven. control implements a sequentia! control procedure, which 
guides the underlying controlled process along a path that the desired result. This 
desired result may be a of the state domain, for exarnple t.he dornain in which the 
continmms process or it may be a safe state that is reached as tbc result of a 
shut-down procedure. The sequentia! control procedure goes by step. In cach step a 
decision is taken on the next action based on the event of the plant. Physically 
such control mechanisms are usually implementeel in programmabic logica! controllers. 
The optirniser in this layer is rarely implemented. It would optirnise thc recipe defining 
part of thc performance specifications for the supervisory controller. Some idea;; along 
these lines have been discussed in [5] and [6), 
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Figure 1: Layered control hierarchy 

The supervisory controller of a plant may also report upwards to a control unit co
ordinating the operations of a set of plants. Again, an optirniser may sit on top making 
sure that the objectives on this site level are being met. The scheme can be continued 
by adding additionallayers with the sameprinciple structure. The result is a hierarchical 
set of controllers and optimisers that determine the operation of a company. Since the in 
general the controllers are built in a hierarchical fashion, all the units that sit on top of 
the supervisory controllevel are event driven and thus discrete event dynamic systems. 

The structure of such schemes var i es in termsof the amount of information flow. Figure 1 
indicates qualitati vely t wo levels of information flow, though this only reflects a personal 
view based on a given set of processes. 

Similarly, one could attempt to relative weights to the amount of control that is 
done on the different A brief inspeetion shows quickly that. such an assessment is 
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not very easily clone. \Vhat one can say, though, is that the "amount of control" changes 
with the development of technology. Definitely, the last few years have seen a shift away 
from continuons control to discrete control also for the standard controller types such 
as PID. Model-based control almost imperatively asks for a computing device and since 
the computing device operates in discrete time, the "advanced" control components are 
usually part of the discrete control layer. For the discussion here, these relative weights 
are insofar of interest, as they represent to some extent the hierarchical decomposition 
done in the control system-explicitly or implicitly. 

In each case the separation of layers is associated with a device that samples the attached 
signals. In the case of the contirmous controllayers, this "sampling" is clone continuously, 
without interruption. In the case of the discrete control samples are taken usually 
on a fixcd-time grid determined by an external doek and imposed by the controlled on 
the same level or by the next higher level. 

The boarder to the supervisory control level is here defined by an event detector or 
more generally, domain or event observer. The term detector refers more to actual 
hardware dcvices that one often finds in processes such as smokc detectors. Those devices 
would usually watch the evolution of continuous signals, which is different to what Figure 
l shows. The term event observer reflects the fact that an observer is connected which 
may also do such tasks as filtering out stochastic signa! components. It may further 
reconstruct process state information in distinction to just observe outputs. The term 
domain observer reflects the fact that the device, which may be implemented as a software 
module, associates the observed signa! to sub-domains1 . This is in correspondence with 
the definition of a (state) event, that is 

Definition State Event 
boundary. 

l1 state varjable crosses a defi.ned 

fn Figure 1 this device is shown as a rhomboid 2
• Event detectors on the higher level map 

the overall state space ino increasingly coarser event discrete state domains. This wil! 
reduce the likcly event as one move up in the hierarchy. 

NATURE OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL 

Limiting the discusslons to discrete state event dynamic t.he desniption of thc 
box defined by the blocks below the boundary of the supervisory controllayer, is a non-
deterministic automation. [ l]. A brief Ccdankenexperiment proofs this fact quickly. 
Assume a process that in the state domain of temperalurc and mass or level 
such as a lub in which streams of hot and cold water are mixed. Assume furi.hcr that 
two event-discrete mcasurements for both ternperaturc and level are in place defining each 
three subdomains (too low, OK, too high), tbc supervisory controllevel does bv defînition 

1 Yet anolhn term being used is quantizer as cvcnt detection requires a quilnl.ification of thc unàer 
laying (state) domain. 

"Tbe clwi,·p of shape was motivatecl by the usc of this symbol for clecisioJb. l)('c;~us~? th<' sofLwarè 
implementatioll is a classificatiun algorithm. 
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not know along which trajectory the process is moving. lt only knows in which of the 
subdomains the process currently resides. Being in the domain <too cold, too low> either 
of two state transitions may occur either OK temperature or OK level. If the process 
operates normally both events wil! eventually occur, that is if the <OK, OK> domain 
is reachable. The result of this simple state discretisation is then an autornaton of the 
form : 

{x"(k+l)ln:= l,2, ... ,nn} 
y(k) 

The first equation describes the state transition 
the second the output operation. The state tran
sition equation is not unique, whilst the output 
definition is. It should be noted that the non
deterministic nature of theeven-discrete descri p
tion is the direct consequence of the state cvent 
detection mechanism. 

f (x ( k), u( k)) 

h(x(k), u(k)) 

level 

too low OK 

OK 

too high 

(l) 

(2) 

temr; 'rature 

The second property of the non-deterministic 
autornaton is that it can usually only be gen
erated as a table mapping out the complete dis
crete state space. The number of event-discrete 
states is the number of combinations of subdo
mains defined for each of the continuons states 
being observed. This number is growirtg quickly 
with the number of subdomains and the num-

Figure 2: Phase plot of water tub prob
ber of continuotls states. This problem is kr1own 

lem 
as the state-explosion problem. If the com-
pleteness of the description should not be compromised, mechanisms must be found to 
rednee the state dimensionality. 

REDUCTION OF THE STATE SPACE 

Independent States 

A first rednetion is based on the independenee of states. This is the case for decoupled 
subsystems. That is 

x;= J;(xkiVk, k =/= j) 

x1 = fj(xkiVk, k ::j:. i) 

This allows to eliminate all combinations of state variabie xi and Xy resulting in a reduc
tion of the number of discrete states to be analysed. Subprocesses may only be deccupled 
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for ccrtain valucs of thc event-discrete input, for example, in the case where the discrete 
input signa! controls directly the flow of extensive quantity between the connected sub
systems [4]. The systems is decoupled when the valve is shut, that is if noother coupling 
between the two subsystems exists. Under these conditions, the subsystems are only 
decoupled for a specific discrete input. This case is quite common as in many sequen
tia! processes the coupling of subprocesses is logically coupled with the progress of the 
individual subprocesses. (Compare also the example discussed in Constraint ModeHing 
below.) 

Equivalent States 

Classica! automation theory defines equivalence of states. Figure 3 shows the situation 
graphically. If u" = u"' and Uf3 Uii then the states A. and B are equivalent. a 
new state C replacîng both .4 and B results the desired reduction. 

Constraint Modelling 

In all thrcc of thc discussed cases, the reduction of the state space is analytica! and does 
not reduce the information contents of the model. For constraint modeHing this is not 
the case anymore. 

Even though constraint rnadelling red u ces the 
information of the model, in practice it is the 
most common reduction method applied. Ef
fectively, what is clone is to incorporate the 
desired performance of the controlled plant. 
The facto this approach mixes of 
the plant with the controller design by 
ing constraints on the behaviour of the plant 
that derive from the desired behaviour of the 
controlled plant. 

To illustrate the point, assumc a that 
consists of three subprocesses. The overall 
process the co-ordination of all thrce 
subprocesses once all of them have rcached a 

Figure 3: Equivalent states specified domain of operation. Thc fîrst pro~ 
duetion phase is thus dedicated to getting the three processes into the respective desired 
domains. In the second then the processing of the product is started as a co
ordinated operation of three subprocesses. For this example subprocess A and subprocess 
B must be OK before subprocess C is started and with it the next production phas( 
begins. The result of subprocess C is then used in process A and B together. 

This performance descript.ion seerru; to reflect the desired behaviour in a logica! manner. 
which indeedit does. Though it is not necessarily the only performance 
of the process. For example. C takes some time to process the product 
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A B c 

not OK not OK waiting 

phase l 

OK 

phase 2 

Figure 4: Performance specifications as Petri net 

which time the other two subprocesses sitting there waiting for C to finish. Thus an 
attractive alternative would he to anticipate when subprocesses A and B are going to reach 
the required conditions and start subprocess C earlier such that it is finished when the 
two other subprocesses have reached the target domain. Obviously this second approach 
implies taking the risk that the two subprocesses may not meet the required condition 
in the time anticipated. The first solution approaches the problem more pragmatically 
and does not take that risk. Though, the conservative approach also takes risks, but of 
another kind. Indeed both schemes say nothing about what should be clone if both or 
any of the two subprocesses A and B do not reach the target domain in a maximum time; 
both schemes do not handle any exceptions. The design assumes a minimal behaviour of 
the sub-processes. Such assumptions are made very regularly in practise, though in many 
cases anticipation is just not good enough. Plant safety is a mayor issue in this context. 

The Petri net representation in Figure 4 can be viewed as the performance description of 
the process, that is of the desired behaviour of the plant in distinction to the mechanistic 
behaviour. lt should he emphasised again, though, that this performance description is 
incomplete. Given the subprocess are physically decoupled during phase 1, a hierarchical 
structure offers an obvious and attractivc solution. On the low level, each process is 
controlled by a separate autornaton. Each autornaton is assigned the task to move the 
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subprocess into the OK domain. This forms the first level of the supervisory scheme. A 
second layer is constructed by connecting an event detector to each of the subprocesses. 
These event detectors agglomerate the discrete state domains of each of the subprocesses 
into two domains, namely <OK, not OK>. These are the inputs to the second level 
autornaton which essentially implernents the Petri net of Figure 4. To this construction, 
the handling of the exceptions must be added, a subject that is discussed in the next 
section. 

The second-level autornaton decides based on the process progresses frorn state to state 
and phase to phase. It was assumed that the second phase requires a coupling of subpro~ 
cess A and B, whilst C operates independently. At the time the operating phase changes 
frorn 1 to 2, the automata controlEng subprocess A and B must then be replaced by a 
single autornaton that handles the two coupled subprocesses because from that time on
wards the states of the two systems do not evolve independently anymore. Consequently 
the autornaton must handle the combined state domain. 

Conditions for the Hierarchical Decomposition 

What are then the conditions for the hierarchical decomposition ? 
Reachability. Sirree the higher-level controller assumes a certain behaviour of the 
subprocesses, the subprocesses must be able tomeet the conditions imposed by the 
higher-level controller. This implies that the states of the subprocesses requested 
by the higher-level controller must be reachable. 
Dimensionality. \Vhenever two subprocesses are coupled by a flow of exte11sive 
quantity, the two processes must be supervised by a single automaton. It must be 
able to handlethecomplete state domain of the combined processes. This condition 
is imposed by the request for completeness of the solution. 
Exception Handling. Detection of exceptions may be done on any level. but 
preferably on as a low level as Handling of these exceptions must not only 
be clone on the level where it is detected, but the exceptional condition must be 
reported to higher levels as to allow for the appropriate co-ordination of the tasks 
on the higher levels. Otherwise the reachability condition canr1ot be met anymore. 

In sumrnary, the key to the state rednetion in constraint modeHing the a priori Îm· 
plernentation of the desired performance specifications. This results în a hierarchical 
construct in which the first le~el of automata control the subprocesses as long as they are 
independent. The second level autornaton co-ordinates the operations and thc 
change of operating and the assocîated substîtution of the lower-levcl autornata. 
This solution is usually not time-optima! but inherently more safe, as coupling of subpro
cesses is clone at well-defined conditions. 
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EXCEPTION HANDLING-FAULT ANALYSIS 

Cornpleteness of the description, rnostly for safety reasons, has been the main argument 
to search for methods generating the event-discrete model of a hybrid plant analytically. 
A first approach towards that goal was reported in Sirree then a new metbod bas been 

which overcornes the constraint of monotonic trajectories. The new method 
also handles non-monotonic systems. It is based on analysing the comrnon points of the 
boundaries and the trajectories given a certain event-discrete input to the process. A 
detailed description exceeds the limitsof this paper. This wil! have to be done at another 
place. A briefdescription of the basic idea is given in [4]. The objective of the project is 

the complete discrete topology given a model for the continuous process and 
a discretisation of the continuons state space. An algorithm now exists for linear 

plant models. Lirnitations are only imposed by the dimensionality of the discrete state 
space and computing time. The algorithm computes transitions by analysing the domain 
boundaries. 

In vvhilst the algorithm maps out the whole discrete state domain, this analytica! 
approach completely depends on the information content of the continuous model and the 
spccification of the event detector. If a certain behaviour has not been wrappcd into the 
model, it is simply not there and will not magically appear in the autornaton computed 
by the algorithrn. The completeness depends on what effects and inf!uences from the 
environment of the plant are considered relevant. Obviously a cornpromise must be made 
on where the system limits for the plant must be drawn. 

Different possible error sourees must be incorporated into the continuous model. Indeed 
this increases the size of thc description usually quite significantly. H is preferabie to 
handle errors locally. This is probably the st.rongest argument for asking to de-couple 
subprocesses whenevcr possible. In the case whcre no model for the disturbance or the 
subprocess is available usually time conditions are imposed on the behaviour of the plant 
parts. These time conditions come in as maximum time for the expected transition. If 
a model is available, the theoretica! approach does require integration and thc solution 
of a maximisation problem. In general the salution to these two combined problems is 
non-trivia! and further research is needeel to solve this problem satisfactorily. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Completeness was the for mechanistic modeHing of hybrid starting with 
the mechanistic cicscription of the individual components that is the continuous plant and 
the (state) discretisation unit ( event detector, state domain observer, quantizer). The 
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explosion of the dimensionality of the discrete statespace is, after an algorithm for linear 
systems has been found, the main limitation inhibiting further progress in modelling 
hybrid systems. 

State space reduction is thus the next problem to be analysed and solved. Basic math~ 
ematical concepts can bc applied such as state equivalence, but also functionali ty of the 
plant can be used when de~coupling of subproccsses are directly controlled by the su~ 
pervisory controller unit that is to be constructed. Thirdly, the plant behaviour may 
be constraint by the controller. The Jatter, though, builcis on de-coupling subprocesses. 
Often this situation naturally suggests a hierarchical supervisory control system in which 
the higher levels to some extend rely on a certain minimal behaviour of the underlying 
controlled plant components. 

Fault analysis and consecutive exception handling must be clone from the bottorn up. 
Time events may substitute for unobservable state events. A principle analysis, though, 
requires integration of the continuous model equations and the solution of a maximisation 
problem. 
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ABSTRACT 

The manufacturing process management organization can be described in terms of a co
ordinated multilevel hierarchy, which starts with demand forecasting and ends in the delivery 
of products or services to clients. Present trends are aimed at producing efficient and realistic 
industry-oriented methods and tools to deal with the following issues: a) scheduling problems 
inherent to multiproduct and multipurpose plant configurations, and b) computer integrated 
manufacturing and control issues. In this work a disciplined framework for expert scheduling is 
presented where compatible decision modes have been integrated in the operational planning 
and scheduling of batch process plants that allows for the optimized design, analysis, 
validation and scheduling of plant operational strategies including control issues. The system 
developed has been successfully implemented in real industrial scenarios. As an example, the 
support to complex decision-making in the simultaneous optimization of production 
scheduling, when multiple conflictive criteria are present in the objective function, is examin( i. 

INTRODUCTION 

The manufacturing process management organization can be described in terms of a co
ordinated multilevel hierarchy, which starts with demand forecasting and ends in the delivery 
of products or services to clients. In the most general case, production facilities have a multi
site contiguration (Figure 1) constituting a complex integrated production network Th is 
involves the management ofthe corporation multiple plant sites, the management of individual 
plants, including planning, scheduling and plant-wide optimization, the supervisory control of 
process stages and direct control of individual operating equipment. Moreover, the entire 
system interrelates with customers and suppliers and is influenced by extemal market and 
govemmental factors, as indicated before [1]. 

The problem under consideration may be conceived as a multi-Ievel production control 
problem, which does not only address the data collection and coordination of different 
organizational functions, but also directly addresses the rationalization of the decision-making 
process itself [2]. In this work, a decision framework and compatible decision models have 
been integrated in the operational planning and scheduling of batch process plants that allow 
for the optimised design, analysis, validation and detailed scheduling of plant operational and 
control strategies. 
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULING AND CONTROL STRA TEGY 

Present commercial and even academie approaches to production management offer 
limited and 0ften unrelated solutions of the overall production problem. To avoid this 
situation a unified approach is necessary which will consider simultaneously a double strategy 
in the decision-making and control systems: 

a) The "top-down'' strategy: decision-making structures (jerarchical and multilevel) are 
made available and their functionalities clearly defined. The appropriate 
specifications of the coordination mechanisms between the different decision levels 
are set. Decentralising decision-making simplifies this problem at the expense of 
possible increasing coordinations problems. 

b) The "bottom-up" strategy: simulation models are provided contemplating enough 
detail and with appropiate mechanisms for updating. With such models a detailed 
analysis can be made of the incidences ocurring in the manufacturing process and their 
propagation effects to upper levels of decission leading to eventual conflicting 
situations 

The decision making platform developed combines both strategies to make the best use of 
the existing limited manufacturing resources based on all available and detailed knO\vledge at 
each level ofthe production structure. In this way the follov .. 1ng objectives can be achieved: 

• To facilitate the follow-up of process opera ti ons which should result in an increased 
product quality index and production standards. 

• To introduce advanced control concepts which should deercase the number of 
inc1dences occurring and their consequences. 

• To help establish essential correlations between product characteristics, raw matcrials 
and process operating conditions From these correlations key decisions are issued 
enhancing the plant productivity and the overall process economics. 

• To anticipate the necessary process modifications to accept variations in the 
characteristics'quality of the raw matcrials prior to really processing them. This 
should avoid the current a posterior corrective action which generally penalises the 
process economics. 

• To improve the efficiency in the use of the available production resources, specially 
energy water and solvents thanks to a continuous improvement in the process 
conditions 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

An ambitwus project is under development which considers integrated 
management:control functions and their intemal relationship when implemented in a 
computer-integrated manufacturing environment. Although the present platform focuses in 
batch process manutàcturing [3). it is beeing extended to production structures using the 
continuous mode of operation. Thc system comprises basicall;. tive modules \vhich can be 
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Fig. I. Manufacturing process orgamsation network 

implemenled separately or as closely interrelated blocks, thus constituting a perfectly 
integrated system for full plant automation. The complete system functionalities are as 
follows: 

• Provision and procedures tor data acquisition and plant control settings. 
• Communication network system using actual standard protocols. 
• Information handlinglaccommodation with multi-level filtering. 
• Process modeling updating and optimisation procedures. 
• Mechanisms for intelligent decision-making. 
• Expert system for operator support and assistanceon -line andior consultant oft:Jine 

services accessible via easy-dialogue structures. 

These mode Is are built in a conveniently structured database which allows transparent and 
efficient communication between them. The decision-making mechanisms are structured at 
different levels according to the specific functionalities required (equipment, production line, 
plant management, corporation). 

The functional system architecture and its integration in the database as well as their 
mutual mteractton is given in Figure 2. The system is implemented in an PC network 
configuration that uses standard protocols to facilitate migration to any specific application. 
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THE MODELLING El'I'VIRONMENT 
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Modelling techniques have pervaded the domain of industrial practice, as the use of 
models should help to obtain top performance from industrial facilities. However, the 
availability of adequate process models is still the most striking bottleneck for routine 
application of model-based technologies in process design and operation [4]. The modeling 
bottleneck can be obviated by developing knowiedge-based tools which support the whole 
modeling process through the life-cycle of the model. Only in this way real optimization of 
process operations can be achieved. 

In this work is has been designed and implemenled an open simulation framework, 
including strategies for dvnamic model identification, data reconciliation and parameter 
es ti mation in specific applications. The system avails processing of reliable data and detennine 
optima! adj ustments of the on-line parameters. teading to real time mode is which incorporate 
derivations from nomina! conditions due to out-of-control factors (i-e- heat exchange fouling. 
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catalvst draining, changes in fèedstocks, etc.). The following modelling strategy has been 

foliowed 

• ldentification and analys1s of basic simulation modules based on neural network 
structures [5) and evaluation of their suitabilitv for applicatwn to process plant 

simulation. 
• Development of combined strategies (applicable to the basic structures previously 

identified) for model building, adjustment and five tunning in specific applications. 

Different situations (simulation of utility systems, dynamic unit operations 

simulatwn, overall plant performance, etc.) are contemplated. 

• Development of gencric modeling tools and procedures for processing and analysmg 

information related to the operations ofbatch;semicontinaous systems [6]. 

Optitmsat10n and modelmg technologies have been developed in the fonn of new methods 

and algorithms to address operational problems and support decisions for maximum efficiency 

and robustness. A key element in the above strategy is plant modeling updating Towards this 

end, a layered feedforward network, which includes some practical rules, is used to obtain a 

reliable model from plant data (Figures 3 and 4). lt uses a backpropagation algorithm 
compiemenled with statistica! methods. A genetic algorithm is also being incorporated to tïnd 

the optima! structure automatically, that is, the necessarv hidden units and activation 

functions. 
A stoppmg cntenon allows return form the neural module the tïtting function to compare 

the different structures l7J 
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Production with batch and or semicontinuous process opera ti ons involves sequences of 
operabons defined by product recipes. with require precise synchronization and planning to 
meet the demand specilïed for each product, and to maintain the production facilities with high 
productivity levels at all times. 

Present trends in batch process operations planning point out the need for off-normal 
conditions re-scheduling provision in present scheduling algorithms. Unexpected events andior 
otf-nominal product situations mustbetaken into account to update production planning, and 
prO\ ide alternate routes when equipment failure or other bottleneck probierus may occur. 

lntegrated plant information development 

/\ hierarchical decision-making structure tor the production planning in single and multi
stte production plants has been recently proposed [3) This svstem assures continuous flov\ 
of the mformation between three closely interrelated production levels (figure 5). 

• th~.: plant management le\el, which involws decisions on allocating the available 
resources among the various produels under demand, \Vith eventual retrofit 
considerations and re-scheduling activittes: 

• the recipe leveL \\hich deeldes initialisanon, modification and any necessary 
correction: 

• the process level, wh1ch implements dectston5 on standard regtdation acttons and 
sequence controL and provides reai-time intormation for dectsion-making at upper 
levels. 

The environment embraces allthe modelmg structures descnbed abO\e and evaluates the 
stgntllcance ofth<è P\erall plant mformation m view of 'Upporting the large-scale optimisation 
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problems found in reai-time applications ( follow-up plant operation, to ant1cipate abnormal 
operation and emerging situations, etc.) 

Integrated Information Flow Structure 

Based on the mode,ls described before, their inlegration with a proper combination of 
generic,specitlc on-hne mtormation and the adequate identification mechanisms and intertàcing 
tools (databases, user intertàces, on-line information etc.) forms the basis of an adaptative 
user-friendly software tooi that mll be the adequate platform tor subsequent optimisation and 
decision-making. 

Advanced statistica! methods are used in conneetion \vith open-ended optimisation 
techniques for pre-processing available data and analysmg changes m vie\v of the1r statistica! 
signitkance and determine optima! a dj ustments of the on-line parameters. Additionally, 
appropriate intertàcing structures accommodate user-speciflc models, links to eventual 
commercial simulation software, graphical interfaces and thermodynamic databases. 

Process S}stem Optimisation 

Fonnal process optimisation is canied out by an algorithmic framework for process 
systems imohmg discrete and continuous decisions described by steady state and dynamic 
mod;;:ls. The algorithms de\eloped address mixed-integer non-linear opt!misation with 
diftèrential and algebra1c contents. The ob.Jective funct1on structures have into account energy 
savings and emironmental rmteetion lOgether \\ ith othcr production decisions (product 
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quality indexes and other production associated costs and penalties). This fonnal optimisation 
integrates the dynamics of the process and its scenario in the actual decision-making of the 

plant operation. 
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Fig. 6. Process System Optimisation 
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Expert System for Operation and Control 

A knowiedge-based structure, basedon the real plant ad.Justed models described before, 
and an overall system evaluation function are the basisofan expert system capable to propose 
the most appropriate control actions, taking into account the system status and overall 
production objectives expressed in the objectîve function Thus an intelligent monitoring and 
control of the plant operauon can be achieved according to overall performance indexes. The 
expert process supcrvisory system uses fuzzy logic tor diagnosis in abnorrnal situations and 
suggests batch changes during nonna] operation and eventual rescheduhng 

The expert system will be activaled by deviations detected forrn the application of the 
statistica! procedures described before and \\ill have access to the process optimisation 
systems, al!O\ving to combme the results of a rigorous systems optimisation and those coming 
from the application of practical rul es introduced in the knowledge-base. 

I~ DlSTRlAL APPLICA TIONS 

The system described has been successfully applied to spccitlc industrial applications 
\\Îth different degree of complexity and level of automation i polymer manufacturing, power 
house, food processing, phannaceutical industry) The tollowing case study has been chosen 
as an example of expert decision-making in multiobjective process operation optimisation 

The casestudy cosists of a phannaceutical plant where a supplant manufacturing liquid 
produels has been chosen for this example. Over 300 produels are produced in the supplant 
according to 13 different master recipcs As an additional complexity, some of the processing 
steps are carried out in extemal facilities. thus constituting a multi-site sltuation. 

The production net\vork under consideration has rnu!tipurpose characteristics. Plant 
operation is distributed in I:? sections and contempiales a total of 80 process equipment units 
\\ith a high t1exibility of assignment to the different production lines. As spccific plant 
constraints, the tollowing must be considered 

fhe liquid preparation step, which is common to all recipcs and constitutes a serious 
production bottleneck. 

• Product-to-equipment flexible associated pairs only forsome of the products. 
• Unstability of thc intermediales insome cases. 
• Make-to-stock manufacturing policy 

The main objecti\e in this example is to show how an optimum decis10n can be achieved 
by expert trade-off betv,een different { and somehow Contradietory) criteria ( producing, due 
dates, environmental factors, etc.) 

The different production lines resulting form the 13 recipes through the I:? sections 
symbolised by the coloured boxes are shown in Figure 8. 

In the next Figures 9 and JO a comparison is shown between the single objective 
optimisation (makespan. 9) and resultmg production plan, and the multiobjective 
optimisation. \\hen environmental factor5 (c!eaning, \\aste) arealso taken into account (Figure 
lOl :\lthough the production time has mcreased in the last case (3-!5 3 hours), production 
cosb ha\e heen reduced h\ 10°o. \\hile due dates are \\ithin reasonable limitsin both cases 
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The consideration of additional parameters in the objective function ( energy consumption, 
manpower, etc.) might lead to further savings, as it happened in this real industrial case. 
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Fig. 8. Production lines in the phannaceutical plant. Production stage T is carried out in a 
different site. 
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Fig. 9 Single-objective Plant Operation Optimization 

Fig 10. Multi-oqjective Plant Scheduling Optimization 
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SFMMARY 

In this work, a disciptined and integrated framework tor intelligent and automated 
management in the batch process industries has been present ed. In summary, the solution 
approach combines the specific knowledge and expertise , characteristic of batch processes 
usually driven by plants specifics, with the necessary generalisation to produce a 
simulationoptimization tooi available to a wide range of applications at a low cost This 
generalisation is made possible by a rationalising the operation procedures, b) the use of Al 
techniques in process modeling, c) the use of an expert system aid to operators and d) the 
apphcation of stochastic optimisation 

The project presented focuses in the integrated management and control of the total site. 
lt makes use of an extensive knowiedge-base (recipes-master and catalog-, chemicals, 
equipment, utilities, other resources, demand and forecasting) and appropriate updating 
mechanisms (use of historica! knowledge, expert systems and neural networks) which are 
hierarchically structured ( equipment, process, recipe and plant levels). The system 
functionalities and application services inc!ude a) decision models, b) system modelling and 
optimisation under several cnteria (productivity, t1exibility, ener~:,ry environment, uncertainty, 
preventive maintenance), and c) plant si mulation and testing under ditTerent scenarios. The 
\vhole system is supported by an intuiti\ e. easv-to-use interface and graphical representation 
ofthe necessary "'qUick .. intormation tor agile support to decision-making. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new methodology for operation scheduling and planning in multipurpose batch 
chemica! plants including intermediale starage is introduced. In this work the production 
scheduling problem is decoupled in two basic subproblems. Since the most significant 
difference between the scheduling of discrete manufacturing operations and the scheduling of 
batch chemica! processes is thesetof capacity constraints the latter must fulfil, the generation of 
a variety of schedules satisfying demand and capacity constraints is undertaken. This first step 
provides the starting point for the subsequent optimisation procedures. 

These initia! schedules are obtained by enumerative techniques for unit to task 
assignment. The combinatorial explosion arising when attempting the identification of all 
possible production routes in the mul ti purpose case (including the different in-phase and out-of
phase alliances) is cut down by means of bounding procedures. A use factor per product is 
defined as the ratio between used capacity and nomina! capacity for each unit selected and used 
for accepting or discarding production routes. 

Intermediale slorage is also taken into account and the amounts resulting from the 
different production runs of intermediales are adjusted to satisfy final material balance. 
Schedules are thus defined as sequences of production runs of intermediales called mini-jobs. A 
simpte mini-job sequencing rule (Lowest Starage Level. LSL) guarantees the use of slorage at 
the lowest but positive capacity and provides initia! feasible schedules. Furtherrnore, powerfut 
optimisation procedures may take advantage of the fact of feasible schedules being defined as 
sequences of integers. 

Optimisation of different objective functions may be attempted using diverse beuristic 
rules, although completion time is frequently used as standard. Once provided a friendly user 
interface, including inventory levels controL schedules may be easily modified at user's will via 
e: ·:tronie Gantt-chart Ch~~ic~- 1 r.;spi!lching ruks as SPT and LPT revealed very f:~st duc· to 
their simplicity. However,'it is SA which has shown to be the most promising technique. 

The efficiency of the SA procedures applied lay on the feasibility of the starting point 
(especially as the ratio between feasible and unfeasible solutions increases) and the fact that 
unfeasible solutions may be easily detected and discarded (just simulating the sequence of 
slorage operations inslead of the whole schedule). Among all possible combinatorial sequences 
the evolutionary search of better solutions moves keeping close to the feasible ones and the time 
spent in the search reduces significantly. An example problem have been proposed and solved 
and statistica( analyses of the solution spaces give evidence of the quality of the results attained. 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this work is to introduce a practical solution alternative for multipurpose 
scheduling based on operation sequencing (dispatching) and the simulation of the resulting 
schedule rather than on mathematica] programming approaches. The main reasans for this 
choice are the following: 

Process rnadelling using detailed simulation is much easier and more accurate than the 
obtained using mathematica! programming (e.g. time discretisation approaches fait to 
describe operations having completion times depending on batch size). Thus the 
modelling of particular circumstances and new elements is always poss.ble and it wil\ 
never result in an irresolvable new model. 
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The resulting optimisation methodologies allow any kind of objective functions (linear, 
non-linear, discontinuous, etc.) that may be considered with no need to modify or 
reformulate the model or the solution strategy. 

The description of the schedules as clearly defined operation sequences allows the 
engineer to perform his/her own trials within the environment of an interactive electronic 
Gantt-chart in which the strategies presented should be regardedas automatic optimisation 
tools. The importance of such systems has been acknowledged by many authors when 
dealing with complex practical problems. 

Therefore, even when its computational effort is comparable to other methodologies, the 
approach presenled has remarkable advantages in termsof flexibility for practicaland interactive 
schedule managementand modificatîon. 

Sequencing and simulating operations 

The approach presented in this paper keeps most of the simplicity of the job sequencing 
problem (flowshop permulation schedules) but allows to cope with the general multipurpose 
problem (jobshop non-permulation schedules) avoiding most of its complexity. This is 
illustrated by figures I to 4. 

2 

sc_1 

BATCH_2 

sc_10 

Fi g.l. Two job sequencmg. 

Once the tasks are assigned to units and batch sizes have been fixed, the jobshop case is 
reduced to the sequencing of jobs. Each job is defined as a set of linked operations which may 
be simulated to obtain the completion times for each unit before the next job is dispatched. In 
figure l two jobs have been sequenced and simulated. The simulation has taken into account 
transfer operations carried out by semicontinuous units and set up and clean up requireml:nts. 

However. the detailed modeHing of the process does not affect very much the 
optimisation procedure. Being the jobs the fundamental units of the problem there are only two 
scheduling possibilities, those illustrated by figures l and 2. The number of possîble sequences 
is obviously given by n1 (where nis the number of jobs) and all the resulting schedules are also 
feasible si neethereare no constraints linking the jobs. 
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2 

sc_1 

BATCH_2 

sc_3 

BATCH_4 

sc_6 

BATCH_7 

sc_B 

BATCH_9 

Fig.2. Another two-job sequence is also possible and feasible. 

sc_1 

BATCH_2 

BATCH_4 

sc_5 

sc_6 

BATCH_7 

sc_B 

BATCH_9 

sc_10 

Fig. 3. Sequencing in di vidual operations: a general dispatching approach. 

This approach may be indicated for simpte cases but is results too rigid for a general 
multipurpose case. In such a situation it may be suggested to dispatch all the operations 
involved in the jobs considered (Fig. 2.). However, the sequencing alternatives will be now a 
function of the number of these opera ti ons and it will grow up to 5.8-1 QI 4 (18! ). Furthermore 
a high proportion of these alternatives wilt not be feasible due to preeedenee and stability 
constraints (What would happen if event number 15 in BATCH_7 was subjected toa zero wait 
policy (ZW ) ?). 

The idea of the approach proposed is displayed in figure 4. It is an hybrid alternative 
between the two previous taking advantage of the addition of intermediate storage (IS). 
Operations have been grouped not in jobs teading to final products but into mini-jobs leading to 
stabie and storable intermediate products. Thus the complexity of the problem has been reduced 
to 6 (3 !) possible sequences and only 3 feasible on es due to preeedenee constraints. 
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sc_1 

BATCH_2 

sc_3 

BATCH_4 

sc_5 

sc_6 

sc_8 

BATCH_9 

Fig. 4. The mini-job sequencing approach. 

When dealing with practical problems and the adequate IS this approach may be 
considered of a high practical significanee because operations within a mini-job should be 
regarded as set of tasks to be perforn1ed without interferences until the resulting intermediale 
product is finished and stored. 

The role of intermediate storage 

Obviously, IS is used not only to match operations starting and finishing times but mostly 
to adjust production capacitics of upstream and downstream subtrains. In such a case the recipe 
is segmented in different zcnc. and mini-johs of different size along the recipe ar~ pos~ibL. 
Therefore, the number of mini-jobs in each zone and their sizes must observe total material 
balance. Furthermore, preeedenee constraints for the intermediales are nol enough and the 
capacity of the storage has to be taken into account (Fig. 5). 

The possible mini-job sequences for the case in ligure 5 are displayed in table 1. These 
options are obtained by assigning zone I (upstream subtrain) or zone 2 (downstream subtrain) 
to a five element sequence, three for zone I and two for zone 2 as required by the material 
balance. It is important to point out that only one of these ten options is feasible. Among the 
unfeasible options, eight are intrinsically unfeasible due to material preeedenee constraints while 
only the first one is not practicabie because the maximum slorage capacity constraint. 

METHODOLOGY 

The application of this sequencing strategy to the general multipurpose case, allowing 
different unitor group unit assignments for the recipe tasks, requires the previous analysis and 
selection of the possible production routes. A hierarchical procedure has been proposed [2,31 to 
find out a convenient set of production routes. The main points of this strategy are unit 
grouping, mini-path formation and path formation sequentially perfom1ed within a branch and 
cut procedure including different criteria to discard inefficient options. 
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1 5 1 5 
Fig. 5. A mini-job sequencc may not bc fcasiblc due to storage capacity constraints (FIS). 

TABLEI 

Possiblc and fcasible mini-job sequences fora simple case. 

Zl Zl Zl Z2 Z2 NOT Fcasible 
Zl Zl Z2 Zl Z2 Feasible 
Zl Zl Z2 Z2 Zl NOT fcasiblc 
Zl Z2 Zl Zl Z2 NOT feasible 
Zl Z2 Zl Z2 Zl NOT feasible 
Zl Z2 Z2 Zl Zl NOT feasible 
Z2 Zl Zl Zl Z2 NOT feasible 
Z2 Zl Zl Z2 Zl NOT feasible 
Z2 Zl Z2 Zl Zl NOT feasible 
Z2 Z2 Zl Zl Zl NOT feasible 

Taking into account material balance, production paths are defined and obtained from the 
set of mini-paths corresponding to those segments of production routes leading to stabie 
intermediate products that may be stored. Previously, mini-paths are produced assigning units 
to the tasks involved. The related mini-path batch si zes are thus calculated and the usage rate of 
the selected units (>1 = Used capacity I Nomina! capacity) is found out. 

Unit grouping 

A number f11J of equipment units may be available to carry out each taskj per each product 
i. As illustrated in figure 5, these units may operate individually or in phase to process different 
production amounts. The total combinatorial possibilities NGiJ is given by the following 
expression: 
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A 

200 kg 

NG·· IJ 

B 

300 kg 

c 
450 kg 

A+B 
500 kg 

300 kg 

B+C 
750 kg 

A+C 
650 kg 

(I) 

450 kg 

A+B+C 

950 kg 

Fig 4.22. Combining capacities of three units. There are seven possible groups. 
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The number MR11. of different mini-paths fora subtrain z leading toa stabie intermediale 
iz is derived from potential unit groups. Moreover. the number of production paths for the 
whole recipe of product i, NRj. is given by the engagement of these mini-paths. Thus: 

I1 NG·· IJ I1 ( 2 lllj - 1 ) (2) 

jEJ 1/ jEJit. 

(3) 

Mini-path formation ' 

Unit groups are the nodes of the combinatorial tree (Fig. 6) leading to all possible mini
patbs and paths. On each task level (j) only one unit group is possible. Hence, when groups are 
assigned to all tasks, mini-path q is completely defïned. Naturally, the number of possible 
production routes is very high and greatly growing when consictering more tasks and alternative 
units (Table 2). Therefore, action must be taken in order to avoid consiclering unfeasible 
situations or clearly ineffïcient cases so that computational effort may be dedicated to the most 
interesting options. 

TABLE2 

Number of paths (mini-paths) as a function of number of tasks and available units. 

NRj !l I ~-~=2 ~t = 3 ~t 4 ~t = 5 

J1 =I I 3 7 15 31 

Ji = 2 I 9 49 225 961 

Jl = 3 I 17 343 3375 29791 

]j = 4 I 51 2401 50625 932521 

Ji = 5 1 153 16807 759375 28908151 
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Mini-path I 

Mini-path q 

0 

J8l Not ---t•.,. allowed 

0 

j+2 Tasks 

Fig. 6. Combinatorial tree for the assignment of unit groups to tasks. Some nodes are not 
allowed and the production routes implied are not considered. 

These measures are taken successively at three different levels: 

• rïrstly, during group enumeration at the initia! stage, by means of the limitation of the 
maximum number of equipment units to be employed in a group. The resulting drop on 
the number of nodes being considered will lead to a significant pruning of the 
combinatorial tree. 

Next_ while performing mini-path enumeration, the corresponding usage rate r1 of the 
equipment units involved may be evaluated and thus branch exploration may be 
interropled each time a usage below a certain limit admitted TJmin is detected. 

Finally, only the best mini-path subsets wiJl be admitted. A maximum number of mini
patbs per product i iJ;->>1 ?one z will he :!llowed, thus being discarded those 0p!ions h::11<.:.; 
the lower values of a certain discriminatory function (mean productivity, mean quadratic 
usagc, ... ). 

The aim of these procedures is to simplify the enumeration problem by means of thc input 
of intuition and practical knowledge to each particular case. On this point, the chance for 
reusing some equipment units may be of importance in certain situations. Hence: 

While performing mini-path enumeration, branch exploration may be interrupted when a 
non reusable unit is repeated in the plot of a mini-path. 

Path formation 

At this point, different intermediale production runs (mini-job) associated to specific mini
patbs could be sequentially dispatched accordingly to production requirements being actualised 
aftereach run. However, such a way for building production schedules may difficult or even 
fail to match intermediales production or to control storage constraints. Therefore, general path 
formation is undertaken from a reduced but significant subset of mini-paths for the stabie 
intermediates. These selected mini-patbs are taken as the most efficient pieces to assembie in 
order to tailor production routes for an entire recipe taking into account slorage constraints. 

Production of the different intermediates involved in the sarne lïnished produels is set to 
be equal thus imposing the final stock of intermediates to benul I. After assigning a mini-path to 
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each of the zones of a product recipe two more steps are required in order to fully describe the 
resulting production path: 

The previously calculated mini-path batch sizes are corrected and adjusted so that material 
balanceis meet by a short number of mini-jobs. This correction may cause the fall of the 
usage factor below its limit ( 11 < 11min) and paths may have to be discarded. 

Since material balance is nol enough to guarantee the intermediale slorage levels to remain 
withintheir bounds along the time horizon, mini-jobs are dispatched following the lowest 
slorage level rule (LSL). This rule ensures the lowest but positive intermediale slorage 
levels and thus allows to find out those paths unfeasible due to Jack of slorage capacity 
which are duly discarded. The simple LSL ruleis given by the following steps: 

I. Find out the IS tanks holding amounts of intermediale larger than the mini-batch size 
fixed for the downstream subprocess. By default consicter the raw material store. 

2. lf more than one, select the IS tank closer to the final product and add the 
corresponding downstream mini-job to the sequence. Actualise the IS levels and 
return to step I. 

3. Stop the procedure when level zero is reached for all IS tanks. 

Once paths have been defined by a series of mini-jobs and associated mini-paths more 
production paths may be obtained by means of the iterative merging of the old ones. Further 
details onmini-pathand path generation are given in earlier works by the authors 12,3[. 

In this paper, however, campaign analysis has been used to find out the best unit to task 
assignment for a hypothetical standard scenario. Single product campaigns maximising 
productivity rates (Bff) and minimising bottlenecking for the, different production lines have 
been found out and thc assignment has been assumed to be fixed. The aim of this paper is to 
show the advantages of describing a complex production schedule in terms of a series of mini
jobs and to study in detail the use of evolutionary optimisation techniques such as simuialed 
annealing (SA) to adapt the initia! LSL schedules proposed to the most different objectives. 

Rcarrangcn:ent of mi~i-joh scqucnccs 

The multiproduct scheduling problcm was solved by Ku and Karimi [4,51 and Das et al. 
[ 11 using SA procedures. Sincc the multiproduct schedules were defined as unconstrained 
sequences of produels (production runs for final products) it was possible to modify those 
schedules by means of product permulation (permutation schedules). In a similar way, when 
mul ti purpose schedules are defincd as sequences of mini-jobs, scheduling modifications may be 
also attempted by changing the order of these elements. This is illustrated in figures 7 and 8 and 
thc related tables 3 and 4. 

TABLE3 

In the initia! schedule, a mini-job is selccted (7) to be shiftcd toa ncw position (2). 

Mini-job I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Mini-path 15 15 15 18 18 26 26 27 27 27 

Product A A A A A B B B B B 

Zone I 1 I 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 
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Fig. 7. A modification is proposed in the initia! LSL schedule. 

TA8LE4 

Former mini-job number 7 is dispatched in second position onthefmal schedule attained. 

Mini-job l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Mini-path 15 26 IS 15 18 18 26 27 27 27 

Product A B A A A A 8 8 8 8 

Zone l 1 1 2 2 l l 2 2 2 

Fig. 8. Fin al schedule obtained after shiftinga mini-path in the original mini-job sequence. 

This shifting procedure is supported by simulation so that changes may be proposed 
either manually or automatically. This should be regarded as an important advantage for a 
software scheduling package since it allows to integrale easily different options and optimisation 
tools, from manual changes via electronic Gantt-chart to SA, including the application of other 
scheduling strategies and rul es. 
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The simplicity of this shifting procedure is based on the fact that most of the slorage and 
preeedenee constraints involved in the multipurpose scheduling have guaranteed from the 
beginning by gathering unit to task assignments into mini-paths. However, being not an 
unconstrained permulation schedule some constraints still have to be taken into account. These 
are given by: 

0 Lmax 
s Lus i; V î,z (3) 

meaning that for each product i and zone z, the slorage level of the intermediale iz Liz has 
to remain within its bounds. Nevertheless, intermediale starage levels may be easily evaluated 
computing the input and output balance given by the mini-job sequence (Table 5). 

TABLES 
Possible mini-job sequences for the samematerial balance. Ratio 2: I. 

n I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3 

Upstream + 10.0 +10.0 - +10.0 - +10.0 +10.0 +10.0 

IS Level 10.0 20.0 0.0 10.0 I -10.0 I 0.0 -2o.o I -w.o I 0.0 

Downstream - - -20.0 - -20.0 - -20.0 - -

FEASIBLE UNFEAS!BLE UNFEASIBLE 

Therefore, when shifting mini-jobs on a sequence these constraints are fully observed if: 

• One feasible starting schedulc is available. This is given by the LSL rule. 

Feasibility of changes is checked running the series of amounts flowing in and out of the 
slorage tanks and each unfeasible change is discarded. 

This may be applied toeach marmal change proposed thus guiding the user to imprave the 
initia! schedule. Whcn the changes are applicd systematically by a SA procedure the algorithm 
displayed in tigure 9 is followcd. 

As soon as a ft:asib!ç new mini-job sequence is found out, the detailed simulation of the 
operation schedule may be perfom1ed. This is actually the limiting step in terms of computation 
time. Once the objective function for the new sequence has been evaluated it may be accepted or 
refused following the Metropolis criteria depending on the change produced to the value of the 
objective function. Then. the system behaves following a normal distri bution and the procedure 
approaches the optimum as the acceptance probability of adverse movements is gradually 
reduced. 

CASESTUDY 

An academie example [3] is used as casestudy. The example consists in five products 
whose recipes include from seven to eight discontinuous operations. Semicontinuous units and 
storage tanks arealso considered. In order to deal with a truly multipurpose production scheme, 
the 40 batch units considered were randomly made available to the different tasks and products 
assuming up to five possible units per each one. Sizes and processing and stability times were 
also assigned at random within previously established ranks and assuming arbitrary production 
and time units. 

After campaign analysis, paths having the maximum productivity rate (Bff) for each 
product were selected. The main aspects forthese paths are displayed in Table 8. The makespan 
corresponds to the processing time necessary to achieve an entire jobfora final product. This 
job is obtained by running the specified number of mini-jobs of intermediales and guarantees 
the final stock of intermediales to be zero. Finally, the detailed number of events required by 
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eachjob are those in the Gantt chart including all in-phase contributîons, semicontinuous tasks 
and the fïlling and drawing operations performed on the storage tanks. 

Reeover 

lp I 

Initia! sequence lJJ 1 (LSL) 

Random selection of an element k 

Random se letion of a position j 

No 

Intermediales Balance 

QUICK SIMULATION 

Operations Scheduling 

SLOW SIMULA TION 

Objective function E ( l.JJ 2 ) 

9. Mini-job reallocation scheme. 

The scheduling problem proposed was makespan minimisation (standard objectîve) for 
the general production route given by the merging of the best production paths for each product. 
This is detailed in Table 6 and the initia! LSL schedule obtained is îllustrated in figure 10. 

TABLE6 

The elements for the scheduling problem proposed. 

Paths Product Makespan Mini-job runs per zone. Mini-jobs Events 

CS002 A 221.2 6:9: 12:8 35 260 
CSOI4 B 149.6 6:3:4:6 19 141 
CS027 c 171.3 3:3:2 8 79 

CS045 D I 242.5 I 4:6:3 13 123 

CS055 E 192.7 3:2 5 51 
TillAL 80 654 
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Fig. 10~ Initia! LSL schcdule for the live produels of the example (makespan 872.76 time units) 

Bcfore attempting makespan minimisation it is worth noting the simplification of the 
problcm from the dispatching of individual tasks, which (despite the large set of constraints) 
accounts for 654! possible combinatorial solutions, to the sequencing of mini-jobs which 
reduccs this value to 80! ( l0 11 R ) as wel! as the number of constraints. However, not only 
problerP '"' utinn j-, f.;. to he attained by r;mctom sc;_>_rch but the search of ju st a fccsible _,olution 
must not he attempted in this way. 

At this point, the feasibility of the sta11ing point shows to be of a critica! importance. The 
difficulty to find out one at random is shown in Table 7, which displays the ratiosof feasible to 
possible sequcnces for simpler cases, those related to the single product paths. The number of 
feasible sequences drops dramatically with !he number of mini-jobs and this effect boosts when 
consictering more and more starage tanks. The ratiosin Table 7 have been evaJuated by random 
scanning. 

TABLE7 
Possible and feasible cases for the single product paths. 

Scanned Feasible 
Paths Product mini-jobs (n) n! Ratio 

cases cases 

CS002 A 35 1,0·1()40 1,5·107 36 2,4·10-6 

CS0!4 B 19 I,2·JOl7 6,6·107 528 8,0·10-6 

CS027 c 8 4,0·1()4 2,9·105 6178 2,1·10-2 

CS0--+5 D 13 6,2·109 J07 64645 2,1·to-3 

CS055 E 5 120 10200 2021 2,0·10-1 
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The rcarrangemcnt of thc mini-job sequence is first attempted through classica[ 
dispatching ntlcs (Shortest and largest processing time, SPT and LPT) using average 
processing times per mini-path. Although they showed to bc very fast due to their simplicity, 
the improvcment attained is very poor. The additional employment of LSL rule did not enhance 
these results. On the other hand, mam1al reallocation of mini-jobs using the simtdation software 
package as an electronic Gant-chart proves to give better results but at a higherand human time 
expense. Table 8 summarises these assays giving the improvements achieved and the real time 
spent on the computer ( user A is "inexperienced" but used to computers and Gantt-charts while 
user B is the name for the authors). 

TABlES 
Preliminary trials for makespan minimisation. 

Makespan Impravement Real timing 

Initia! 872,76 0% 

SPT 780,68 16% 6 s. 

LPT 844,96 3% 6 s. 

SPT + LSL 872,76 0% 13 s. 

LPr + LSL 805,08 8% 13 s. 

Manual, User A 645,84 26% 20min. 

Marwal, User B 516,68 41% 20min. 

The use of the electronic Gantt chart seems to give no further expectations on 
impravement rui es but trial and error. Certainiy, systematisation of this procedure is fit 
accurately by stochastic search methods such as SA. Therefore, SA has been implemenled in 
the software package as another option for the makespan minimisation. The use of this 
alternative has ledtobetter results spending only 10 minutesin computation time (Table 9). 

The quality of these results is measured by the gap between the solution reached and a 
lower bound (LB) established at the maximum processing time among all produels (242.5 time 
units, Table 6). However, this does nol seem a good choice for the lower bound. The value 
398.77 fo~ thc makespan shownat the botlom of Table 9 is the best solution ,ver obtained. This 
is the makespan con·espocding to thc schedule displayed in figure 11. Although the optimum 
solution is not known, form figure ll it seems closer to 398.77 than to 242.5. 

TABLE9 
Different solutions obtained for makespan minimisation using SA. 

Makespan Impravement Gap (LB) CPU time (s) * 
I 418,289 52 o/c 72% 608,27 
2 432,578 50% 78% 610,36 
3 428,033 51% 76% 608,80 
4 426,456 SJ% 76% 609,38 
5 446,461 49% 84% 610,27 
6 452,433 48% 86% 609,68 
7 436517 50% 80% 619,13 
8 467.839 46% 93% 611,41 
9 418,867 52% 72% 610,61 

10 415,878 52% 71% 611,41 

397,880 54% 64% 
* Sun Spare Station 2. 
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Fig. 11. Best solution obtained ( makespan 397.88) 

Dul' to thc Jack of a better lower bound for the makespan, the procedure and the results 
obtained have been validaled statistically . A great number of simulations have beert perfonned 
to get significant samples of the salution space. Additionally, these samples have been obtained 
àt differcm values of the so called temperature: the control parameter of the SA procedure. 
Thus. it is possible to describe the solution subsets "observed" at different temperatures. 

Figure 12 shows the makespan distributions found out. The curve at TS=oo corresponus 
to the strictly random case'in which each feasible random move has been accepted. On the other 
hand, T! corresponds to a low temperature case in which moves are accepted or discarded 
depending on the changes producedon the objective function and following Metropolis criteria. 
These circumstances al!ow the deleetion of the best objecti ve function values. 

4000 T1 
3500 
3000 
2500 

n 2000 

1500 
1000 
500 

460 540 620 700 780 860 940 1020 1100 

Makespan 

Fig. 12. Makespan probability distribution at different temperature values. Lower values are 
easier to be detected when decreasing the temperature. 
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Fig. 13. The search procedure cannot advance at zero temperature. 

Accordingly to SA theory, fïgure 13 shows the inconvenience of cooling the system too 
fast When setting TO 0 the salution subset observed does not include the lower makespan 
va lues obtained at TI or T2. 

TABLEIO 
Detailed data ofthe sampling procedure performed. 

Example. TO Tl T2 T3 T4 TS 

CPU time s. 6403 6361 6369 6375 6452 6499 

Sample. N 63015 45621 45223 43019 42210 42146 

Feasible. n 19044 19044 19044 19044 19044 19044 

Fraction. n/N 030 0,42 0,42 0,44 0.45 0.45 

Accepted, A 2224 6855 7771 I 1060 15159 19041 

Discarded. u ' 16820 12189 11273 7984 3885 3 

Fraction. ND 0,12 0,36 0,41 0,58 0,80 1,00 

lmprovements, I 77 130 83 79 37 22 

Simu1ations, n 19044 19044 19044 19044 19044 19044 

Mean makespan, y 487,29 453,70 470,03 528.97 643,92 795,18 

Stand. deviation, 0 37,54 39,86 36,81 41,64 57,57 68,95 

Initia! makespan, F 872,76 872,76 872,76 872,76 872,76 872,76 

Min.makespan, Emin 446,83 405,74 407,15 449,43 490,01 569,81 

lmprovement, % 49 54 53 49 44 35 

Lower Bound LB 242,50 242.50 242,5o I 242,50 242,50 242,50 

Relative Gap (LB) % 84 67 68 85 102 135 

Probabi1ity, p 2,2-JO-< 8,1·10 9 9,1·109 2,7·10·7 4,8·10-6 5,4·10-4 
* Sun Spare Statton 2. 
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The detailed information on these tests is given in table I 0. Supposing curve T5 follows a 
normal distribution it has been possible to calculate the probability P to find out the minimum 
makespan values obtained al each temperature in case the random search would have been 
performed blindly (infinite ternperature). Furthermore, this value may be regarcled as if only one 
of every 109 feasible solutions would have a makespan value lower than the obtained. 

At this point, the importance of feasible solutions arises once again. The ratio of feasible 
to unfeasible solutions found out (n/N) is clearly much more lower than that expected if the 
whole set of 10X0 solutions have been examined. The reason of this fact is certainly the 
feasibility of the starting schedule (LSL) and the reeover of the farmer feasible solutions each 
time an unfeasible one is detected. 

SUMMARY 

A new multipurpose scheduling methodology with IS has been presented. The production 
scheduling problem has been undertaken by decomposing long recipes in sets of consecutive 
tasks yielding stabie intermediates. Hence, the concepts of mini-path and mini-batch size have 
been used to dispatch series of production runs of stabie intermediales called mini-jobs. 

These mini-job sequences are easily rearranged under automatic inventory control 
provided by simulation. Manual or systematic feasible changes may be proposed and evaluated 
thus allowing the use of evolutionary search strategies to attain the best solutions. 

This rationat use of slorage proposed (which could even include virtual storage) reduces 
critically the complexity of the problem. The combinatorial opportunities involved in sequencing 
single operations is cut down to those involved in sequencing consistent packs of operations. 

These intuitive ideas allow experienced users to easily modify schedules thanks to a 
f riendly user interface and to the fa ct that capacity constraints remain always under control 
whilst the user is improving the production rate of the schedules. The resulting schedules are 
also of easy practical implementation si nee conflict with unstable intem1ediates is avoided. 

Furthermore, this simtdation based methodology supports detailed process rnadelling 
including different subtasks, transfer aspects. utility consumption. processing times depending 
on the amounts processed, etc., meaning a realistic approach to the scheduling problem. 

Finally. the use of simulated annealing techniques allow not only the minimisation of 
standard objectives as makespan but also more interesting objectives regardless their 
mathematica! complexity. This includes nowtime. tardiness, due-date objectives or highly 
particul<~r cost functions thus giving answe~ te most practical concerns. 
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ABSTRACT 

Multipurpose batch process industries often operate in markets for low volume, high 
value added produels wîth a variabie and dynamic demand. Therefore, production 
should offer extensive flexibility. Production occurs on general purpose equipment, 
which is formed into configurations to produce a product or product family. In this 
paper it is discussed that businesses in the multipurpose batch process industry need a 
practical method for medium and short term capacity planning in order to be able to 
realise both sufficient utilisation of the available capacity and a high delivery 
performance. It is discussed that methods available in the literature are not very well 
suited for this. Therefore a research agenda on planning in multipurpose batch process 
industries is proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the process industry one finds a large variety of businesses. A distinction can be 
made between processlflow and batch/mix businesses (Fransoo & Rutten, 1994]. The 
first type produces generally high volume, low value added products. The investments 
in production capita! are very high, which makes it necessary to maintain a high (close 
to 100 %) utilisation. In the batch/mix industries low volume, high value added 
produels are produced. Relatively general purpose equipment can be used to produce 
these products, and investments in capita! are far less than in processlflow industries. 
The processes in batch process industries are less well controlled than in flow 
industries and automation of processes is less far reaching. Batch process industries 
are flexible both in the products and in the volume that can be produced. 

In batch process industries a distinction can be made between multiproduct and 
multipurpose batch process industries. When the products all follow the same 
sequence of processing steps along the equipment units (routing), it is defined as a 
multiproduct plant. However, when different produels have different routings and 
sometimes even one product has several alternative routings, it is called a 
multipurpose plant [Rippin, 1991] [Reklaitis, 1990]. In this paper attention is paid to 
multipurpose batch process industries. 

When a comparison is made with discrete manufacturing, multipurpose batch process 
industries have many features in common with discrete job shops. Either one 
generally produces a large variety of different products with high demand uncertainty. 
The products generally have different routings and are produced on a set of general 
purpose equipment. A classification of industries in which the similarities between 
process and discrete manufacturing are visible, is given by Puttman (1991 ). In table I 
this classification is shown with some examples of industries. The distinction between 
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processlflow and batdJ/mix is reflected in the table by a process flow shop and a 
process job shop respectively. 

T b I L . . s· l . b P a Ie oglStlC 1m1 anty )y uttman (1991) 
Process industry Discrete lndustry 

Flowshop starch matches 
salt cigarettes 
fertilisers electronics 
surfactants tires 

frozen chickens 

Job shop pharmaceuticals furniture 
flavors bicycles 
convenience food prefab buildings 
fragrances video, audio 

However, there are also some important differences between discrete job shops and 
multipurpose batch process industries. The first difference concerns the relation 
between succeeding processing steps. In discrete job shops it is generally possible to 
form queues of work in process in front of equipment units. In process industries the 
storage of intermediale products is generally more limited. This is related to the 
stability of intermediale produels and the need to store the intermediale produels in 
vessels or containers. Furthermore in process industries the equipment units, on which 
succeeding processing steps are carried out, often need to be coupled by pipes. 

A second difference concerns the fact that in batch process industries production takes 
place in discrete batches. Because of this, time and volume utilisation of the 
equipment units is split. In many cases the processing time does not have a linear 
relationship with the batch size. This can best be explained using an example. When a 
mixing vessel with a capacity of 1000 litres is tilled with only 100 litres, the time to 
mix 100 litre can very well be equal to the time to mix l 000 litres. Whether the vessel 
contains 100 or 1000 litres does not matter for the availability of that vessel; it can not 
be used for another product at that time. More-over, the relationship between 
processing time and output is often not linear for a given input. For example in 
chemica! reaelions where after a period of time an equilibrium is found. 

In this paper, we will discuss that research is needed on planning in multipurpose 
batch process industries. We will illustrate that the available models and techniques 
frorn the literature are not very wel! suited to be applied to realistic planning 
problerns. Therefore, first the characteristics of rnultipurpose batch process industries 
are described. Then the planning difficulties will be discussed. Next, the available 
literature on planning and scheduling in rnultipurpose batch process industries will be 
discussed. We conclude by actdressing the current shortcornings and argue that a 
hierarchical approach towards these problems may lead tobetter practice. 

473 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MUL TIPURPOSE BATCH PROCESS 
INDUSTRIES 

Multipurpose batch plants generally produce a large range of different products. The 
demand for these products is usually highly variabie and dynamic. The product 
assortment changes relatively quickly. It is therefore very difficult to provide accurate 
and reliable demand forecasts. 

Production is carried out on relatively general purpose equipment. This provides the 
possibility to produce a range of different products. The investments in capita! are far 
less than in process/flow industries. Compared to process/flow industries, the 
processes in batch process industries are less wel! controlled and automation of 
processes is less common. Normally operators are an important resource which is 
shared by the capacity units. 

Production occurs in discrete batches. The equipment units are vessels of some kind in 
which for example mixing, healing and/or chemica! reaelions take place. Because of 
the discrete batches there is a distinction between time utilisation and volume 
utilisation. When several succeeding processing steps take place in different 
equipment units one has to take into account the batch sizes of all the equipment units 
involved. The batch size is limited by the equipment unit that can handle the smallest 
batch. It is possible to adapt the batch sizes to the limiting batch size, but it may be 
possible to split and merge batches and produce them in parallel. Another possibility 
is to partly decouple the processing steps by introducing intermediale storage. The 
processing times in some cases depend on the batch size, but not in all cases. 
Furthermore, the batch time is limited by the processing step that takes the longest 
time. When several consecutive batches of the same product are produced, the number 
of batches produced per time unit depends on the longest batch time. Batch sizes do 
not only have a maximum, sometimes it is restricted to a minimum as well. For 
example a mixing vessel has to be filled to a certain level to be able to stir well. 

In batch process industries the possibilities for intermediale storage are generally 
!imited. Four rules for transferring intermediale products between processing steps can 
be distinguished [Biegler et al., 1988]. The first rule applies to situations where the 
intermediale product is not stabie and has to undergo the next processing step without 
delay. This is called Zero Wait (ZW) transfer. The second possibility is No 
lntermediate Storage (NIS), when intermediale products remain in the equipment unit 
until the succeeding unit becomes available. The third rule is Fixed Intermediate 
Storage (FIS) when a limited number of storage vessels of a specific volume is 
avaîlable. The fourth rule is Unlimited Intermediate Storage (UIS). In business 
practice often all four transfer rules are found at different stages and for different 
products. 

In multipurpose batch plants the equipment units are usually grouped into temporary 
configurations to produce a specific product or product family. A contiguration is a set 
of equipment units forming a production line. The equipment units on which 
succeeding processing steps take place are often coupled by pipes, which are needed 
to transfer the intermediate products. After production of that product family has 
tïnished, the equipment units are grouped into another configuration. Produels that use 
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nonoverlapping contigurations can be produced simultaneously. Equipment units that 
are not included into a contiguration at a certain moment are unavoidably idle. 

A tinal characteristic of batch process industries, considered in this paper, is that set
up times and cleaning times usually have a considerable impact. The set-up and 
cleaning times aften take only a few hours and are very short compared to 
processlflow industries. However, because of the many different product that are 
produced and the short production runs for each product the total time spend on 
setting up and cleaning the equipment units is considerable. In many cases the set up 
and cleaning times are sequence dependent Total set up and cleaning times can be 
decreased when this is taken into account. 

THE PLANNING PROBLEM 

Production planning is the discipline concerned with the allocation of production 
capacity and time, raw materials, intermediate product and tinal product inventories, 
as wel! as Iabour and energy resources, so as to meet market demand for products over 
an extended period of time into the future [Hax, 1978]. Planning has to deal with 
several goals: realising short and reliable delivery times and producing efticiently by 
realisinga good utilisation of the available capacity. 

The utilisation of capacity in multipurpose batch process industries is generally low. 
Often some bottleneck units can be identitied, but these are not necessarily stabie over 
time. In the batch process industry a distinction between time and volume utilisation 
should be made. The time utilisation reflects the time an equipment unit has been used 
for production in relation to total production time. The volume utilisation reflects the 
production batch size related to the maximum batch size. This distinction is important 
because in many cases the processing time is independent of the batch size. In these 
cases the time utilisation does not change when the batch size is changed, because the 
processing time remains the same. 

The low utilisation of equipment is partly a result from the production in 
contigurations. Not every equipment unit can be part of a contiguration at any time. 
Therefore, when a certain equipment unit has a low utilisation rate this does not 
necessarily mean that more products can be produced with this equipment unit. It is 
possible that the equipment units that need to be used in combination with this 
particular equipment unit are not available. Because of the existence of 
nonoverlapping configurations the production efficiency is related to the combination 
of several nonoverlapping configurations into a campaign. Some combination of 
different products can be produced more efficiently in parallel, than other 
combinations. Furthermore, the production efficiency is influenced by sequence 
dependent set-up times. 

The main problem in planning multipurpose batch process industries is that it is very 
difficult to estimate the available capacity over a medium term horizon. This is caused 
by the number of different configurations which can be used to produce the different 
products. Because of the need to produce with a set of equipment units, the utilisation 
rates of the individual equipment units do not give appropriate information on whether 
a certain product can be produced. When the individual equipment units have 
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suftïcient time left to produce a product within the time horizon, it does not 
necessarily have to be the case that a time period can be found in which all equipment 
units are available. 

Medium term capacity planning is essential for three reasons. First, to be able to form 
efficient campaigns. As was stated earlier, for production the equipment units are 
grouped into temporary configurations. The equipment units included in a 
contiguration are generally coupled by pipes. An equipment unit is at any moment part 
of one contiguration or is idle. Produels that use nonoverlapping configurations can be 
produced simultaneously. In multipurpose batch process industries there is generally a 
large variety of different routings. The consequence is that some products can be 
produced simultaneously and others can not. When taking this into account one can 
form campaigns of products with nonoverlapping configurations. In this way efficient 
campaigns can be formed, which wiJl decrease the number of capacity units being idle 
necessarily. This will provide the possibility to increase overall production output. 
When sequence dependent set-up and cleaning time are considered to determine the 
sequence of campaigns, a further increase in production efficiency can be reached. 

A second reason for medium term capacity planning is to support customer order 
acceptance. The large variety of different produels and routings, logether with the 
intermediale storage constraints provide a complex capacity structure. To produce a 
certain product a set of equipment units is needed at the same time to form a 
configuration. Therefore the utilisation of the individual capacity units does not 
provide all the information to accept customer orders. Here the situation is meant in 
which the individual capacity units have sufficient production time available over a 
certain time period, but are not available at the same time. In that case it is not 
possible to set up the required configuration. This will generally provide problems in 
producing the product concerned. When campaigns are formed on a medium term, 
this wil! provide a better insight into the available production capacity. In the 
campaigns the need to produce in configurations, rather than with individual capacity 
units, is taken into account. The customer order acceptance function is of special 
importance to batch process industries, because there is generally a high demand 
uncertainty. Periods of relatively low demand are foliowed by periods of high de mand. 
The customer order acceptance function provides the possibility to smooth out the 
variation in demand. This does not only concern the acceptance or rejection of a 
customer order, but also setting the agreed delivery date. 

A third reason is to support decisions consiclering increasing overall production 
capacity or contracting out. As was said earlier businesses in batch process industries 
face a high demand uncertainty. In periods of high demand there are generally several 
possibilities to increase production capacity. First, additional capacity units can be 
acquired. This is, however, a strategical decision and is generally not taken at the 
medium term level. Second, additional operators can be hired. In many instances this 
will increase the overall production capacity. It also provides the possibility to 
increase the number of shifts. This measure will not be appropriate in cases where the 
availability of certain capacity units is the bottleneck, and when production takes 
place year round. In that case there is a third possibility, namely to contract out a part 
of production. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section the available literature, which consicter both medium and short term 
planning in multipurpose batch process industries, is discussed. In general these 
methods consist of campaign formulation and detailed scheduling. 

A production planning procedure for multipurpose plants was developed by Mauderli 
and Rippin [1979, 1980]. Their procedure, which assîgns process tasks to equipment 
units, can be divided into five stages. First, alternative batches for each of the products 
are generated by an enumeration procedure. In their definition, a batch represents one 
possible routing for a product. The batch size for each possible r()uting can be 
increased, if more capacity is supplied at the limiting step. This can be done by 
connecting one or more additional equipment items, in parallel in phase, at that step. 
Next, inefficient routings are eliminated. lf the same set of equipment units is used in 
a different contiguration to produce the same product, only the contiguration with the 
largest batch size is retained. If an equal or larger batch size can be obtained with a 
subset of the equipment units used for a given product in a different configuration, 
then the less efficient configurations are eliminated. 

In the second stage the remaining routings of each product are combined into 
alternative configurations of that product. With a contiguration a sequence of 
consecutive routings of one product may be produced. If processing times for some 
steps are much longer than for others, it may be possible to combine two routings 
using different equipment in parallel for the longer steps, and the same units for the 
shorter ones. Consecutive batches will undergo the longer processing step on either 
one of the parallel units. Performance of these configurations must be assessed by 
calculating the sequence cycle times and average output rates. Different configurations 
may contain the same equipment, but be arranged in a different way. In such a case, 
only the configuration having the highest output rate of product per unit time is 
retained. Further, any configuration is rejected if an equal output rate can be obtained 
with a subset of the 13quipment. 

Third, alternative campaigns are generated, using non-overlapping configurations of 
one or more products in parallel. A campaign is a set of one or more configurations 
not using the same equipment, which can therefore be operating simultaneously. 
During a campaign, each equipment unit in the plant is either assigned to a specific 
task in one configuration or is idle. As a starting solution only single product 
campaigns are considered. For each product the single product campaign will be 
remained that generates the highest output rate. Next, campaigns of two or more 
products will be considered. These will become candidates for consideration as a 
dominant campaign, if its average output rate is higher than could be achieved by 
operating the best single product campaigns. 

During the fourth stage the campaigns are screened to identify dominant, that is tó say 
efficient, campaigns. A linear programming procedure can determine which dominant 
campaign should be împlemented, and the time allocated to them, for maximum profit 
or minimum timetomeet specified product requirements. Finally, a production plan is 
constructed from the dominant campaigns by a linear optimisation procedure. 
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A camparabie approach is given by Lazaro, Espuna & Puigjaner [ 1989]. With a given 
produet demand pattem they delermine an optima! solution, taking into account plant 
limitations like available equipment, slorage and product changeovers. The salution 
method consists of the following steps. First, the batch plants and processes are 
characterised by obtaining production capacity and operating times. Both batch and 
semi continuous equipment can be taken into account. In the next two steps all 
possible production sequences are enumerated and dominant configurations are 
selected by a heuristic rule. This rule is based on three parameters, concerning the 
processing capacity per unit time, the idleness of the equipment used in a 
configuration and the production cost divided by the processing capacity. In the fourth 
step a schedule is determined using a heuristic strategy that minimises the makespan. 
Finally an algorithm is used to set an optima! production plan which considers reallife 
restrictions concerning processing time, utilities and starage facilities. 

Rich & Prakopakis [ 1986] present a mixed integer programming model for a 
multipurpose batch plant. The purpose of the model is to select the number of batches 
of saleable and intermediale produels to be produced in a production run so as to 
satisfy customer demand over the planning horizon. The availability of sufficient 
storage capacity is assumed. No storage costs are considered and change over times 
are sequence independent. The number of batches and the start times of these batches 
are determined so as to minimise a certain objective function. This can be the mean or 
maximum tardiness, mean completion time, makespan, idle time on all processors or 
on one specific processor. The constraints which are taken into account are 
preeedenee constraints, demand constraints, production limitations established by 
reactant availability, and disjunctive constraints which are necessary because only one 
operation can be processed simultaneously in an equipment unit. Two test problems 
were solved by the mixed integer model. 

The multipurpose plant scheduling problem is also studied by Wellans & Reklaitis 
[1989, 1991]. The scheduling problem is decomposed into three subproblems: 
production planning \Jsing some set of alternative campaigns, the generation of the set 
of alternative campaigns from an existing set of equipment units, and the scheduling 
of the single-product configuration of which the campaigns are composed. 

For the single-product scheduling problem first the path sequence on which batches 
are to be produced and the path batch sizes are determined. Second the schedu1e of 
operations for each unit of the configuration including processing time, transfer or 
overlapping time and holding time for the path sequence is determined. A MINLP 
formulation is used to maximise the processing rate of the production line. 

A different approach is chosen by Patsidou and Kantor [ 1991]. They studied a 
multipurpose batch plant that operates in cycles in which for each product one or more 
batches are produced. It is assumed that the same cycles are repeated. The sequence of 
tasks that is performed on the available equipment units in one cycle is called an 
operating policy. All possible operating policies are enumerated and examined using 
minimax algebra. The one with the minimum cycle time is the optimum policy. 

Papageorgiou & Pantelides [ 1993] propose a method for hierarchical campaign 
planning that takes account of flexibility of intermediale starage and equipment re-
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use. They consicter multipurpose batch plants for which reliable long-term demand 
forecasts are available. The metbod presenled delermines the number and timing of 
campaigns and the operating schedule of each campaign over a given time horizon, so 
as to maximise the total value of production over the horizon and satisfying the 
minimum production amounts for each product. The metbod consists of three steps. In 
the first step a feasible solution is found using the algorithm of Shah & Pantelides 
[ 1991 ]. In the second step for each campaign a detailed schedule is derived, taking 
account of the minimum amount of each product neerled over the time horizon. 
Furthermore, in this step the production rates are improved. In the last step the timing 
of the campaigns is considered, attempting to maximise total production value. 

Subrahmanyam et.al. [1995] use a decomposition strategy to solve planning and 
scheduling problems in batch plants. First the MILP formulation used for designing 
batch plants, called the Design Super Problem (DSP), is reduced to a LP formulation 
for planning. Because of the aggregation in the DSP not necessarily a feasible 
schedule is yielded. Therefore a detailed schedule is determined by a MILP. When 
infeasibility is identified its effect is attributed to the DSP. The excess batch sizes, 
indicating the batch size required to make the problem feasible, is calculated. Next the 
forced downtime of equipment units is determined and used in the DSP as the time the 
unit cannot be used. In an iterative way a feasible solution is obtained. 

HIERARCHICAL PLANNING 

The methods discussed in the literature suggest the availability of detailed and 
accurate information. Given the demand for the produels optima! or near-optimal 
campaign formation and a production schedule is determined. This assumption is the 
most important limitation of the available literature. Multipurpose batch plants are 
characterised by a dynamic environment. Demand for the products varies considerably 
over time. Often only for a very short time period detailed information on customer 
orders is available. 

Besides the uncertainty of demand there are several other uncertainties that are of 
influence. For example changes in material supplies, changes in the availability of 
equipment and operators, delays in production, changes in qualîty of materials and 
(intermediate) produels possibly resulting in changing processing tasks. This dynamic 
environment in practice results in schedules that have to be adapted frequently. When 
production of a certain product is delayed, this means that succeeding campaigns will 
be delayed as well. Due to the production in campaigns a delay for one product, will 
generally have an impact on several other products. There is also a need to adapt the 
schedule when lîmited slorage is available. When intermediale produels can be stoced, 
the number of slorage vessels is generally limited. In business practice production is 
somelimes constrained by the availability of storage vessels. Therefore, the usage of 
these vessels should be included in the production schedule. Delays in production for 
one product somelimes cesuit in delays for other products, because the requiced 
storage facilities are not available. When a detailed production schedule is obtained 
for medium term time periods, this will cesuit in many adaptations of the schedule. 
Therefore, detailed scheduling is of limited use on the medium term. 
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The presented lirerature is limited to restricted problems. In several cases it is 
assumed that only one routing is possible for each product or that there are alternative 
equipment units, but that these are all identical. In practice there often exists a limited 
interchangeability between equipment units. Units belonging to one group or type 
often differ in size and in some technica! specifications. For example the pressure or 
temperature that can be obtained, the availability of special precamions to be able to 
handle aggressive chemicals. Furthermore, the theoretica! models often assume that 
only one intermediate slorage policy is available; either zero wait, no intermediale 
storage, fixed intermediale slorage or unlimited intermediale storage. In practice these 
policies aften exist logether in one plant. 

In the lirerature no attention is paid to the customer order acceptance decision. In 
multipurpose batch plants it is very hard to get a clear view on the available capacity, 
due to the large amount of different products and routings and the necessity to form 
configurations of equipment units to produce certain products. A medium term 
campaign planning would provide information which can be used to decide upon 
accepting customer orders and set delivery times. In practice most of the time all 
ineoming customer orders are accepted, whieh results in a low delivery performanee 
in periods with high demand. 

When the characteristics of multipurpose batch plants are taken into account, and the 
available literature on planning and scheduling is considered, we may conclude that 
the available models and techniques from the lirerature are not very well suited to be 
applied to realistical problems. Also, the limited availability of accurate data severely 
limits the application of these approaches. Therefore, in this research we aim at 
finding a hierarchical production planning method with practical relevance. This 
method will consist of medium term campaign planning and short term production 
scheduling. 

The campaign planning aims at realising high production efficiency, by determining 
which produelscan he produced simultaneously and consecutively in an efficient way. 
For determining whieh produels can be produced simultaneously the idleness of 
equipment units, whieh are not included into a configuration, will be used as a 
measure of efficiency. 

For determining which products will be produced consecutively the total time spent 
on cleaning and set up wil! be used as a measure of efficiency. This is based upon the 
fact that cleaning and set up times are generally sequence dependent The total time 
spent O"' cleaning and set up is considerable, because of the production of many 
products in smal! batches. 

For the campaign planning, groups of similar products instead of the individual 
products wîll be considered for two reasons. Fîrst. it is expected that groups of 
products will have more stabie demand characteristics than îndividual products. On 
the medium term, only aggregate and unreliable information is available. Therefore 
the use of product groups willlead to a medium term planning that is more robust than 
a planning based on individual products. Second. the size of the planning problem will 
be reduced when groups of products are considered. This reduction will result in a 
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better insight into the planning situation. This insight may be used to support the 
customer order acceptance decision. 

The products will be grouped on the basis of routing and demand similarity. Products 
that use the same configuration of equipment units are put into the same group. 
Different product groups may have some equipment units in common. On the medium 
term capacity wiJl be allocated to product groups instead of individual products. 
Because of the use of product groups trade-offs between products will become more 
clear. When a certain group claims more capacity this wil) result in Jess capacity 
remaining for an other group. This is especially important when both groups use a 
bottleneck equipment unit. If individual products are considered, an increase of 
production for one product can result in less capacity remaining for many other 
products. 

In discrete parts manufacturing a lot of research has been done on forrning groups of 
products. Group technology (GT) is basedon similarities in design and manufacturing 
characteristics between parts. The main advantages offered by GT in discrete 
manufacturing include lower set-up times, reduced lot sizes, lower lead times, and 
easier production planning and control [Kaku & Krajewski, 1995]. Because of the 
generally fixed batch sizes and the limited possibilities for intermediale storage it is 
expected that not all these advantages will apply to batch process industries. However, 
it is expected that lower set-up times and easier production planning and control can 
be realised. Reduced planning complexity is especially important because batch 
process industries are significantly more complex than discrete job shops due to the 
limited storage possibilities and the need to couple capacity units by pipes. In GT 
groups are formed on the basis of classification and coding and production flow 
analysis in which rank order clustering, similarity coefficients and cluster 
identification algorithms are used [Perrego, Petersen & Hahn, 1995]. 

Campaign planning will lead to a loss of flexibility on the short term. However, this 
loss wil! be less th<rn when detailed scheduling is used for medium term planning. 
Because the campaign planning will be based on product groups inslead of individual 
products there will be sufficient flexibility available within these groups. Furthermore 
the trade offs between groups wil! be clearly visible. When a certain capacity unit is 
used by more than one group an increase in demand for one product group has an 
impact on the available production capacity for the other groups. 

When on the medium term a campaign planning is obtained, a detailed production 
plan for the short term can be determined. On the short term it is decided which 
product should be produced within a given campaign. The produel groups, which are 
used for the campaign planning, generally consist of products with similar routings. 
Within the campaigns the sequence in which the products of one group should be 
produced has to be deterrnined. 
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SUMMARY 

Multipurpose batch process industries generally produce a large variety of low 
volume, high value added products with a variabie and dynamic demand. These 
products follow different routings through the plant. Production occurs in batehes and 
is generally carried out on general purpose equipment. Intermediate storage is 
generally restricted, due to the intermediale produels not being stabie or the limited 
availability of storage capacity. Equipment units often need to be coupled by pipes to 
be able to transfer the intermediates. Therefore, so-called configurations of equipment 
units are used to produce a certain product or product family. Products that do not 
need the same equipment units can be produced simultaneously in nonoverlapping 
configurations. This is referred to as a campaign. 

We have demonstraled that medium term capacity planning may be useful to 
determine efficient campaigns and the sequence in which campaigns should operate. 
At this point one should consider which produels can be produced simultaneously. 
Furthermore, the cleaning and set up time should be considered when proceeding from 
one campaign to the subsequent campaign. Medium term capacity planning wil! also 
support customer order acceptance by providing a better insight into the available 
capacity. 

Planning methods for multipurpose batch process industries, available in the literature, 
are not very wel! suited to be applied to realistic problems. They generally consicter 
deterministic cases in which detailed and accurate demand and production data are 
available. In multipurpose batch plants this is generally not the case. Both demand and 
production uncertainty is high. Besides that, real life situations are much more 
complex than the situations considered in the literature. Furthermore, the avaîlable 
methods do not consicter the acceptance of customer orders. 

Research is needed on capacity planning in multipurpose batch process industries that 
will lead to a methotl with practical relevance. A hierarchical method that considers 
both medium term campaign planning and short term scheduling will be developed. 
Methods available from discrete manufacturing, like group technology, will be used in 
developing a planning method for mul ti purpose batch plants. 
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ABSTRACT 

The actual supervision systems rnaintaio sorne shortcomings due to some Contradietory 
reasons. lndeed, sametimes the supervision operator can be either saturated by an overcharge of 
information or perturbated by an underload of information which could involve a deterioration 
of hls mental model of the supervised process. More generally, an inadequacy between the 
supplied information and the operator's information need could entail various dysfunctions. A 
well managed process analysis could partially solve this problem. lndeed, the rough 
information need, useful for the realization of supervision tasks by the operator, is put in 
evidence during this crucial stage. The performance of the "man-supervision system" is, 
consequently, completely tributary. So, an attention must be brought on the quality of process 
models which must conjugate two imperatives : (1) To represent the process faithfully, (2) to 
providesome exploitable information. Well, the Functional Analysis (FA) techniques are some 
analysis techniques which, if they are judiciously used, could fill these two requirements. We 
have therefore try to establish a methodology for the design of an information synthesis system 
dedicated to the monitoringbasedon the concepts of the Mass-Data-Display. This methodology 
is based on two FA techniques, the Functional Tree and Extended SADT that offer the double 
advantage of the simplicity of achievement and efficiency. The process on which we have 
applied this methodolo.gy, is a process of spent fuel reprocessing betonging to the CEA 
(Commissariat à l'énergie atomique in French, Atomie Energy Agency in English) of Marcoule 
(FRANCE). 

INTRODUCTION 

With regard to the increasing complexity of production systems and the high level of 
automation, the supervision system design becomes more and more delicate and has to be 
human centered. Indeed, a simple report must be remembered. The Human-Being is an 
''information channel with limited capacities" and constitutes, in term of information treatment 
capacities of this Man-Machine system, an inescapable bottleneck and fully justifies, for this 
reason, that the design of all supervision systems has to be centered on the operator. It is no u se 
designinga supervision system which provides all the infonnation coming from the production 
system in an aleatory way because the imposing mass of data will oot permit the supervision 
operator to treat them and therefore to work effectively. So, the physiological and cognitive 
features specific to a man have to be completely integrated in the design stage. The cognitive 
human approach is based, in others, on the concepts of function and abstraction hierarchy 
developped in the foundations of most FA techniques. 

The supervision operator has a tendency to be too often reactive to the alarms. Indeed, he 
waits for alarms instead of foreseeing and anticipating the anomalous situations. Face to an 
alarm cascade (christmas tree) often translating a Jack of anticipation effort, he has difflculties to 
process and to act. Weil, in the high level supervision tasks, some support functions to solve 
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the problem are added, more and more. That can have, like perverse effects, for instance, a 
reduction of the anticipation efforts. Consequently, the supervision interfaces must use the best 
of the human facilities in terms of perception, anticipation and reflection. We think that the use 
of FA techniques of which the basis concepts are the function and the Abstraction Hierarchy, 
seems completely favorable to this orientation. In a flrst time, we briefly remind the different 
characteristics and functionalities of a supervision system. In a second time, we rernind the 
different tasks of a supervision operator and from their analysis, expose our way of 
approaching with the design of an information synthesis system. Finally, the basis principles of 
a design methodology based on two Functional Analysis techniques are detailed through an 
industrial process of spent fuel reprocessing. 

THE SUPERVISION SYSTEM AND lTS FUNCTIONALITIES 

The general Architecture of Supervision System 

In a very general 
way, the supervision 
system (cf. Figure 1) can 
be splitted up into two 
subsystems the 
control/command system 
and the supervision 
tools. There are three 
supervision tools : the 
information synthesis Objectives 
system, the automatic Human 
supervisory system and Operator 
the support systems. As 
well as its cammand 
capacities, an industrial 
process supervision 

Process 

supervision system 

supervision 
tools 

system has to collect, 
supervise and register an 
important quantity of 
process data in order to 
detect the possible 
dysfunctions and alert the 
supervision operator. 

Figure 1: The different functions of supervision system 

More precisely, the supervision system helpsin two different contexts: out line and in line. 
Out line, the supervision system allows to establish, in deferred time, some reports and thus 

to analyze the production performances. In this case, some actions can be then undertaken in 
order to improve the Safety ofWorking (Reliability, Maintenability, Availability and Security) 
of the installations. To this topic, the archived data regarding to the dysfunctions are very rich in 
teachings because they permit, for instance, to defme the preventive maintenance policy. It is, 
for these reasons, that the supervision system is, in all factories, useful because it is an 
important source''ofinformation. Indeed, as well the maintenance as the automation team are 
interested in these collected information which are centralized in the supervision room. 

In line, the supervision system allows, on the one hand, to have access to the measurable 
information relative to the process and, on the other hand, to attract its attention by signalling 
him some important events. 

Now, we are going to define more precisely the supervision tools. 
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The Automatic Supervisory System 

According to our point of view, an automatic supervisory system is a traditieaal supervisory 
system i.e. a system which provides for the supervision operator a hierarchic list of alarms 
generated by simple comparison with regard to some pre-defined thresholds. The criteria of 
classification can be relative, for example, to the instant of detection or to the degree of 
dangerousness. 

The lnformation Synthesis System 

According to our point of view, the information synthesis system manages the presentation 
of information coming directly from process, via any support (synoptic, console, panel, etc.), 
toward the supervision operator. These information do not have to undergo a sufficiently 
conceptual treatment which have modified the original nature of information. We intend by 
conceptual treatrnent, a treatment which necessitates a cognitive behavior based on the 
knowledge according to Rasmussen [19]. 

The Operator Support Systems 

Like Ungaer (25] signals it, we can clearly distinguish two conceptually distinct spaces : a 
first space corresponding to the data (alarms, values of variables, etc.) and a second to the 
solutions (generation of high level inforrnation, the reasons of a dysfunction, a sequence of 
actions, some advices, and so on). The rough data come from the operator, the process, the 
comrnand system or from the supervisory system too. A support system is then a system able to 
suggest some solutions from some data. It does therefore itself the transfer from a conceptual 
space towards the other. So according to Ungauer, a system which limits itself to the data 
space, could not be qualified of support system. 

Consequently, a traditional supervisory system is nota support systern because it only puts 
in form the rough data and presents them differently in function of pre-defined thresholds. A 
support system is characterized, on the one hand, by a contextual inlegration of the process 
states and, on the other hand, by the information generation demanding, if they must have been 
produced by an operator, a knowledge behavior according to Rast.,ussen [18]. Among the 
possible systems bringing an useful and substantial help to the supervision operator and 
consictering sorne inconyeniences of the today supervisory systems, we find the filtering alarm 
systerns, the anticipation support system, support to the diagnosis of the causes of 
dysfunctions, the support to the resumption of defect. 
Support systerns are located to all the hurnan decisional levels, i.e. : the level of dereetion 
(filtering of alarms, anticipation support systern), the level of problem resolution (support to 
the diagnosis of the causes of dysfunctions) and finally the level of action (support to the 
resumption of defect). Nowadays, one can notice a tendency to propose support systems to the 
HO, in order to assist hirn. These can help the hurnan operator (HO) in his decisional thought 
process (detection help, problem solving helpand action help). Usually, the decision support 
systerns are based on artificial intelligence techniques. It looks paradoxkal to graft additional 
systerns to the supervision systern in order to help the HO. In fact, it will be more judicious to 
supply the HO with data and information, which he really neects to achieve his work. Wethink 
that support systerns do nothave to be seen like system replacing the decisional thought process 
of the HO, but like toolbox, which facilitates the HO work. 

The human operator in a supervision room 

The supervision of industrial processes includes a set of tasks airning at cantrolling a 
process and supervising its running [15]. The control consistsin acting on the process; so, it is 
a top-down flow of information which acts on the lower levels [2]. On the contrary, the 
supervision is a bottorn-up f1ow of inforrnation of which sourees are the signals sent by the 
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process. Control and supervision tasks require high level of knowledge from the human 
operator (HO) and can be grouped in three classes (adapted from Rouse, [20]) : 

• The transition tasks corresponding to a change of the running mode of the process 
(for instance, the start-up orthestop of the production system). In this case, the operator, most 
of the time, has to perform procedures already defmed. 

- The control tasks and the supervision tasks of the normal running of the process. The 
operator supervises the process and he tries to optirnize the running by the means of adjusted 
tunings. We point out that these tasks are going to disappear because of optimization 
algorithms. 

- The deleetion of failure tasks, the diagnosis tasks and the resurnption tasks. 
The supervision operator has, in a fiiSt time, to detect the presence of an anomaly by the means 
of alarms displayed or the trends of some variables. In a second time, the operator has to 
diagnose the state of the process. It is important to note that the level of abstraction and 
knowledge ofthe supervision operator is different from a maintenance operator 's one. Indeed, 
if a process is considered as a structured set of components enabling to realize functions, then 
the maintenance eperator's work consistsin fixing the physical structure in order to have its 
normal running back. The notion of physical structure is, in this case, microscopie and means 
the machines. On the other hand, the supervision operator has to determine the physical 
structure which does not run well. In this case, the notion of physical structure is macroscopie. 
After ha ving diagnosed the state of the process, the HO has to compensate or to correct the 
defect. These tasks depend a lot on the nature of the failure. If components are braken, the HO, 
if he can, will start up other equipments in order to isolate the failing sub-system. If he can not, 
he will continue to control the process in a debased mode or lastly he could decide to stop the 
process in order to fix devices. 

THE DESIGN OF AN INFORMA TION SYNTHESIS SYSTEM FOR A 
CONTINUOUS AUTOMATED PROCESS 

The design of an information synthesis system constitutes an essential point in the glob..J 
supervision design of a continuous automated process. Indeed, the information synthesis 
system could be considered like "the supervision tool of frrst level" of the operator and, 
consequently, its efficiency will redound on the global efficiency of supervision system. The 
implementation of its functionalities requires a design stage which will integrate an analysis 
stage of process and its command. 

The objective is to get the minimal distartion between the functional and behaviaral reality of 
process and a symbolic transcription on the interface, the most easily understandable and 
operabie by the supervision operator. Initially, the design of an information synthesis system 
consisted in reproducing consciously or no the geographical disposition of some physical 
components and their interconnections to the level of the static part of the imagery : it has led 
then to, that we could eaU, some "structural interfaces" (P & ID interfaces) [9,8]. This 
representation does not completely answer to the cognitive approach used by the man in order to 
achieve its different supervision tasks. 

Probiernatie of Design of an inforrnation synthesis systern for a Continuous 
Autornaled Process 

Two applicable questions come to the mind when one wants to design an information 
synthesis system of a complex process : the frrst is relative tothebest manner of representing 
the complexity of system in order to correctly define the content and the structure of the 
interface; the second is relative to the best way to communicate these information to the operator 
in order to determine the most adapted representation to the understanding of content by the 
operator. Through the use of process analysis methods, the objective is the specificatien of 
information need (we could define the info.rmation need like being the minimal set of 
information to collect on the process in order to understand its working in order to achieve the 
different supervision tasks, and to use this need in order to define the structure and the content). 
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Consequently, the infonnation need definition must allow to answer to the three following 
questions: 

- WHA T : Which infonnation are going to use the supervision operator in order to achieve 
his tasks? 

WHEN . When to display these information ? 
- HOW : How to present him these infonnation ? 
So, the infonnation need comes directly from the nature ofthe supervision tasks. Weil, the 

infonnation synthesis system must, on the one hand, permit to achleve the control tasks and the 
tasks of follow-up in nonnal working of the installation : we will regroup them under the 
generic tenn of monitoring tasks. This tenn includes the detection of failure tasks because we 
could not easily dissociated them from some control and supervisory tasks. On the other hand, 
the information synthesis system has to encourage the diagnosis tasks in this sense that, since 
the dereetion of an anomaly, the operator has had to fmd its original cause and its consequences 
on the process. 

In summary, the infonnation synthesis system has to permit the achlevement of monitoring 
and diagnosis tasks. Currently, this system is essentially constituted of synoptics (P & ID 
diagrarns) which copy the physical organization of process and propose numeric instantaneous 
values and curves (trends and bar-graphs). However, this architecture does not satisfy 
completely the operator' s information needs specific to the two categones of tasks evoked 
previously and is at the origin of some detection problems and some diagnosis difficulties (cf. 
Figur!! 2). As the result of the difficulty to achieve these tasks, the supervision operator risks 
progressively becoming partisan of a wait-and-see policy and being purely reactive to the alarms 
generared by the automatic supervisory system. So, his mental model of process has been 
progressively deteriorated. 

Indeed, then that 
the monitoring tasks 
necessitate a global 
and efficient vision 
of process to detect 
as fast as possible a 
problem on the 
process, the 
diagnosis tasks 
necessitate essentially 
a hierarchical and 
functional vision of 
the process. The 
supervision operator 
has to be able to 
apply easily some 
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cognitive strategies based on the logica! links existing between the three following concepts : 
Means, Function and Goal through of which the function plays a role of information 
aggregation.The present challenge resides in the design of information synthesis system 
architecture, capable of exploiting the maximum of the perception and reasoning capacities of 
the supervision operator. This is the reason why the design methodology has to use the 
conceptsof function. 

Considered Solution for the Design of an information synthesis system 

Across the definition of the theoretica! infonnation need for the monitoring and diagnosis 
tasks, a condusion imposes of a natural way : one or several views dedicated simultaneously to 
the realization of these two types of tasks seem, because of the respective divergence of their 
information needs. little compatible. Consequently. the considered solution is the constitution of 
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two sets of views specifically dedicated to each kind of tasks : a frrst serie of views dedicated to 
the monitoring and a secoud dedicated to the diagnosis. In the following of the paper, we focus 
on the design of views dedicated to the monitoring. 

Considered Solution for the Design of Views dedicated to the Monitoring 

The principal objective of a monitoring view is to permit as fast as possible the detection of 
all anomalous drifts. So, as to en courage the anticipation, this view must visualize the totality of 
the measurable variables and attract the attention of the supervision operator when there is a 
change in the behavior of variables. Indeed, the representation has to excite the most possible 
but, efficiently, the sensorlal sensors of the man : the objecti ve is to attract !he attention of the 
man not only on the present state of process but also on its future evolution. Recently, some 
active interfaces have been suggested and one of them has seduced us : the " Mass-Data
Display" interface. 

The Basis Concepts of an Interface "Mass-Data-Display" (MDD) dedicated to 
the Monitoring 

Abnormal nmnfng ) 

Figure 3 : Example of MDD interface applied to a thermal power 
station [3] 
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However, the structure of a monitoring view has to be the most possible rational to be the 
most possible usabie by the supervision operator. So, with regard to the human cognitive 
behavior, a function centered analysis seems to be a solution. Indeed, a function centered 
analysis is characterized by two concepts : the function and the abstraction hierarchy. As to the 
function, it intrinsically possesses an information aggregation power (a function is constituted 
of n variables) and is the central link of the chain Goal/ Functionl Means, logical chain 
characteristic of the human being during his cognitive reasonings. As to the Abstraction 
Hierarchy, it permits an analysis of all processes following two hierarchical axis : the All/Part 
and the Means/End axis, met during the strategies of human reasonings. The frrst one is a 
purely spatial nature decomposition of an installation in order to suggest to an observer some 
views of the totality of this in stallation or of one of its subsets. On the other hand, the second 
one is a different abstraction level but intrinsically interdependant to the fust axis and enables to 
describe the different resolution levels applicable to a selected whole and provides for it a more 
or less refined vision of industrial complex systems. He avers that a function centered analysis 
can be obtained thanks to the application of methods of Functional Analysis. So, the 
terminology used for the Functional Analysis are going to be defmed precisely and the main 
methods to be presented. 

PRESENTATION OF TIIE CONCEPTS FORA HUMAN CENTERED 
SUPERVISION 

Terminology used for the Functional Analysis 

The term "Functional Analysis" includes, in fact, two intrinsically different aspects : 
- The external functional analysis which consists in the expression of functional need, stage 

specific to the Value Analysis [SJ. Mention the APTE (APplication of the Techniques of the 
Enterprise) like main methods whlch we do notpresent the concepts because the objectives of 
the present research concern an existing continuons process. 

- The methods of internat functional analysis called also methods of technical functional 
analysis are a necessary stage in all analysis of whlch goal is the understanding of systern 
working. The methods of intemal functional analysis are called commonly methods of 
functional analysis and, in thls paper, we will voluntarily comrnit thls abuse of language. 

Two complementary definitions relative to the functional analysis exist : 
(1) The methods of.functional analysis describe the expected functions of a system and its 

features : they bring an important help during the fundamental stage of understanding and 
during the artificial descóption of some nominal runningsof working [lJ. 

- (2) A functional analysis defined the functions of a system without determining the 
components [6J. 

Generally, the analysis led on the complex systems are some "structuro-functional" analysis 
i.e. with the purely functional analysis, a structural analysis is jointly achleved in order to de fine 
the places of some components without descrihing their role in the system organization [6J. 
This conjugated use permits thus to define the places of some components in the system 
organization and their function with re gard to the goal of system. Indeed, a structuro-functional 
analysis seems indispensable to the definitîon of operator' s information need. 

Methods for F~~ctional Analysis 

The methods for functional analysis could be classified in several groups, according to their 
application fields [4J: 

the functional analysis applied to the automatic systems : the Operative PartJCommand Part 
Representation, the Grafcet, the Petri networks are some tools; 

- the functional analysis applied to the physical systems, often based on the methods of 
Value Analysis [SJ which use, for example, the functional blocks diagrams [12J and the 
functional trees [21] : 
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- the functional analysis applied to the softwares materialized by SADT (Structured Analysis 
and Design Technique) and its variants [13, 17] and METRATBCH [24]; 

- the functional analysis applied to the organizations (information systems) : the tools are, 
for instance, MERISE [23, 17] and the AMS (Modular Analysis of Systems in English) 
[10,14]. 

A Methodological Design of a Monitoring View of type "Mass-Data-Display" 

1 tunetion 

1 variabie 

Figure 4 : A methodological proposition for information 
synthesis system design of MDD type 

The design of a monitoring view of MDD type necessitates some chokes to the level of the 
three following features : the content of the view (the serie of some variables which has to 
appear), the shape (the nature of the adopted representation: numeric, symbolic, etc.) and the 
disposition of the variables. We propose to follow a methodology (cf. Figure 4) which includes 
two FA methods whose the complementarity is very interesting. This complementarity is 
relative to the different nature of the analysis. On the one hand, the functional tree model allows 
to get a purely functîonal analysis of system in which the function of the elements subsidizes on 
their location and their physical correspondence. On the other hand, Extended SADT model [7] 
is close to a structural analysis because the obtained model represents the exchanges of flow 
existing between the functions of system and specifies their sense and their nature. By using the 
intrinsic features of these two methods, their combined use enables to obtain a structural and 
functional model of studied process in normal working. Now, we are going to show this 
methodological proposition through an existing process : a process of spent fuel reprocessing. 
In a first time, the working of this process is going to be presenled then the different stages 
necessary to the design of information synthesis system consistently to this proposition are 
going to be detailed. 
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APPLICATION OF A PROCESSOF SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING 
The simplified process 
( cf. Figure 5) which we 
are going to study, is 
placed in a shop of 
spent fuel reprocessing, 
composed of two 
pulsed coupled 
columns and their 
components. The 
function of this shop r.-lé:-aen~d:-:-8-. ---------------------, 

consists in recovering 
the uranium and 
plutonium contained in 
some bars of used fuels 
proceeding of nuclear 
reactors. 

U: Uranium 
Pu :PiuiDrlium 
PI : ProdJcts of Iission 
H+ : Acid phase 
TBP:Tribu I 

@= Observer of measura~e variablo vari 

Figure 5 : spent fuel reprocessing process by pulsed columns 

Actually, the uranium and plutonium are isolated from the productsof fission. The reasons for 
which the supervision of this processis necessary, are relative to the obvious toxicity of treated 
products and the complexity of the physical and chemical phenomenons and finally the 
difficulty of conducting this shop because of some strong interconnections with the other shops 
located before and after. 

The Working Principle 

All the radioactive bocties (Uranium, Plutonium, Products of fission) are dissolved in the 
nitric acid (H+ ), and the function of the extraction column consistsin selectively transferring the 
uranium and plutonium toward an organic phase composed of tributylphosphate (TBP) then that 
the productsof fission stays in the aqueous phase composed of nitric acid (H+ ). The extraction 
necessitates to well mash the aqueous phase and the organic phase to maximize the surface of 
contact between the two solvents and, so, to optirnize the chemica! exchanges. Then the two 
phases are separated by gravitation because the nitric acid has a bigger density than the 
tributylphosphate. 

Every pulsed column includes a central part where these chemical exchanges take place, and 
two zones enlarged to the extremities, which are some decanting zones perrnitting the separation 
of the two phases [11]. The efficiency of chemical transfer, in the central body of each pulsed 
column, is conditioned by the presence of a perioctic pulsation pressure which encourages the 
mixture with the light phase (the Tributylphosphate noted TBP) and which allows to slow down 
the coming down of the heavy phase (the acid noted H+). 

The adopted mode of running is the running in continuons organic phase. ln order to permit 
the circulation to against cuerent of the phases, the light phase (the TBP) is injected in the 
bottorn ofthe body, and the heavy phase (the acid), in the top. The organic phase is equivalent 
to a continuous phase, i.e. that it occupies all the volume of the column, at the departure, and 
stays, after the intrqduction of the aqueous phase, the majority phase, in which some dropiets 
of dispersed phase of acid circulate [ 11]. The existence of the second pulsed column called 
"column of wash" ( cf. Figure 5) is due to the necessity of isolating the products of fission again 
present in the organic phase at the exit ofthe extraction column [ll].lndeed, the wash column 
is supplied by its own aqueous phase and so, can reeover the vestigial products of fission then 
this aqueous phase "smutty" is sent toward the extraction column via the retraining loop in order 
to be reused for the extraction. Then, this cyclic process can continuously restart a new 
reprocessing cycle. 

In this process, fora steady state running, we meet two types of variables : some regulated 
variables around a value of set-point and some no directly regulated variables without a priori 
known nomina! point of working. Consequently, for the variables of fi.rst type, the set-point 
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constitutes a static model of reference then that for the variables of second type, we do not 
possess, at the moment, the equivalent. We will see, in the following of the article, the 
consequences of this difference. As regard with the transient runnings, whlchever the type of 
variable, no dynamic model of reference, is not yet available. 

Realization of the functional tree of the spent fuel reprocessing process 

The realization of a functional tree ( cf. Figure 6) of the process allows to obtain a functional 
arborescent decomposition. Based on the concepts of structured programming using a top
down representation, the functional tree consists, by beginning with the main function (level 0) 
achieved by the system, identifying the functions of superior level (level 1) [27J. The logica! 
symbols "AND" and "OR" allow to represent the potential redundancies [271. This 
decomposition is then repeated to the superior level to discover the functions of level 2 and so 
on. The depth degree of decomposition is function of some wanted or only reaebabie levels. 
This representation is really interesting. Firstly, it is functionaly exhaustive, i.e. it visualizes all 
the important functions of the system. For the lower levels of decomposition, it provides an 
abstract view with suggesting the functions of high leveL For the higher levels, it provides a 
more precise view with suggesting the less important functions. Thanks to its deseending 
character, the functions appear through an order of importance relative to the levels of 
decomposition to whlch they are reattached. Besides, the regroupings, according to a criteria of 
functional actherenee (i.e. a serie of functions having the same objective), is facilitated. In our 
case, no functional redundancy appears and so, we only use the logical symbol "AND" and 
associate the physical elements to the functions. We suggest the functional tree of the processof 
spent fuel reprocessing at Figure 6. This tree whlch includes four levels of decomposition, is 
composed to its basis (level 0) of the main function of studied process, i.e., the function 
"Reprocessing". Thls function is divided in five secondary functions (Supplying, Extraction, 
Wash, Recuperation, Retraining) whlch constitutes the level 1 of decomposition. Then, the 
functions of level 1 are, each of them, splitted up into the functions of level 2 of decomposition. 
For example, the function "Supplying" is splitted up into "Supplying of extraction" and 
"Supplying of wash". Finally, thls processof decomposition is applied to the serie of functions 
of level 3. For example, the function "Supplying of extraction" is splitted up into "Supplying in 
loaded aqueous phase" and "Supplying in organic phase (TBP)". Then, for each function 
placed at the extremity of the tree (levels 2 and 3), the relative measurable variables are 
specified. Not constituting, in no manner, a bindrance to the understanding of this article, these 
variables are not mentioned. We will see, in the following, their use. 

Realization of Extended SADT of the spent fuel reprocessing process 

The formalism of Extended SADT model [7] is simple. It consists in re presenting every 
function, by an octagon, to whlch we associate a loop in order to represent the physical element 
allowing to achleve this function. The flow coming to this octagon represents the flow whlch is 
going to undergo the treatment of the associated function and the flow coming out, the one 
which has it undergone. So, all processes could be modelled by a networkof octagons which 
puts in evidence the flows of materiaL In the case of a process of spent fuel reprocessing, the 
model (cf. Figure 7) shows the links between the different functions which have been isolated 
through the furictional tree and specifies the nature and, especially, the sense of some flows 
which are relevant. Besides, this model represents the links between the three secondary 
functions (Extraction, W ash and Retraining), the two functions of level 2 (Recuperation of the 
Products of fission, Recuperation of the uranium and plutonium) and the four functions of level 
3 of the functional tree (Supplying in loaded aqueous phase, Supplying in organic phase, 
Transfer, Supplying in acid phase). 
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Figure 7 : Extended SADT model of a process of spent fuel reprocessing 
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Realization of the MDD monitoring view according to the methodological 
proposition previously presenled 

Thanks tosome infonnation coming from the two models defmed previously, it is possible 
to construct a view dedicated to the monitoring of MDD type (cf. Figure 8) applied to the 
process of spent fuel reprocessing. 

On the one hand, the structure of the MDD view takes practically completely the one of 
Extended SADT model of process. Indeed, as well as the unification of the functions of 
Supplying and Recuperation, this view takes the functional disposition and the links between 
the functions by preserving their sense. On the other hand, the content of this view is obtained 
thanks to the functional tree of the process which provides for each function, described in 
Extended SADT model, the serie of some measurable and representative variables of their state. 
However, for the functions which are not situated to the extremity of the functional tree (for 
example, the extraction) the associate variables are not mentioned. In this case, it is acceptable 
to group all the variables relative to the functions of superior levels of decomposition (i.e., the 
functions Emulsion, High Decanting and Low Decanting) and we obtain the measurable 
variables of the function Extraction visualized in the MDD view (var2, var3, var4, var5, var6, 
var31, var32). We have defined the structure and the content of the MDD view but it stays to 
define under which fonn the information are going to be presented to the supervision operator. 
Two cases exist: 

In the first case, the variabie is, in a steady state running, a regulated variabie around a 
modifiable set-point directly by the supervision operator. This variabie is then represented by a 
square or a rectangle (cf. Figure 8) whose the two attributes, size and color, reflects 
respectively the importallee and the state of this variable. Indeed, the used symbolic can take a 
panel of colors with progressive contrasts (from green until red) which correspond to some 
different states of the represented variabie inherent to a given function. In the occurrence, the 
green color means that the state of the variabie is normal then that the red indicates an abnorrnal 
state : the panel of existing colors between its two extreme colors permits therefore of 
translating, in a gradual way , the states between the nonnality and the abnonnality. 

Legend: 

• variabie 
wHh 

set-point 

Numerlc 
Value 

SUPPLYING vil VI 
var16 var17 

load 

v!!l vl • var20 var21 

Figure 8 : A MDD view of a process of spent fuel reprocessing 
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The formula 1 expresses the re lation between 
the instantaneous value of the variabie and the 
color taken by the symbolic associated to the 
variable. If we consider X the instantaneous 
value of the variable, ex the corresponding 
set-point, SP the threshold of high alarm and 
SB the symmetrical threshold of low alarm, 
Co the code of co lor understood between 0 to 
I (I being a whole natura!) such as the value 0 
corresponds to the dark green co lor, the value 
1 to clear green color, ... ,the vatue (I-1) to 
clear red color and the value I to dark red 
co lor. 
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E fAbs(X-CX) 

L(SH-CX) 
Abs : absolute value 
E : wholepart 

Fonnula 1 : Correspondence between 
the value of the variabie and the color to 

display 

Each value of code Co corresponds a nuance of color (there are therefore i+1 different 
colors). This formula does not allow topreserve the sign of the trend because of the absolute 
value. In the secend case, the variabie is, in steady state running, a variabie no directly 
regulated without knowing a model of reference. This variabie is then, at the moment, 
represented by a sirnple numeric value. So, we have constructed a MDD view dedicated to the 
monitoring, in steady state running, whose the functional organization, by respecting the causal 
links between the functions of studied process, and the presentation of the regulated variabie 
following a visual dynamic must faveur a more active work of the supervision operator by 
allowing him to fellow easier the evolution of the state of process and so, to anticipate on some 
eventual dysfunctions. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have, in a first time, recalled the architecture of a supervision system and 
its different components. Then, in a secend time, we have shown the interest of performing a 
function centered analysis of the process in order to design a human centered supervision 
system by using inforrnation coming from some methods of Functional Analysis. 

Then, on the base of the simp Ie report that the monitoring and diagnosis tasks necessitate an 
information need intrinsically different, we have concluded on the necessity of designing two 
sets of views dedicated specifically to each of these two kinds of task. Then, we have showed 
that the combined use of two methods of FA, in the occurrence, the Functional Tree and 
Extended SADT, enable to constitute an interesting methodological setting for the construction 
of a view dedicated to the monitoring basedon the conceptsof Mass-Data-Display. 

The example of the monitoring view applied to the nuclear reprocessing and formulated 
consistently to our methodological proposition was concretely achieved on a station and an a 
priori evaluation, following some scripts of interesting breakdowns, is prornising. Indeed, in all 
the cases, this view permitted us, thanks to a sufficiently clean display of degraded colors, to 
follow precisely the propagation of each breakdown. 

A serieus evaluation, on the impact of this view on the behavier of real supervision 
operators, wil! be done in the next months. Meanwhile, we use a sirnplified dynarnic model of 
reference for all the variables in order to spread, first, its field of validity to the transient 
runnings and, secondly, to increase the efficiency in terms of detection time. In fact, the 
decreasing of time detection wil! be due to a gain of precision thanks to a best evaluation of 
error. 

By the way of views dedicated to the diagnosis, some auxiliary research works are ledding 
so astodefine a construction methodology. Besides, some research ways are relative to the 
elaboration of views based on causa! hierarchic graphs. 
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This artiele present:s the synthes1:s of computer controlled machine with two degrees of 
freedom, where in each of the space jreedom.s for a drive element we used an econom1cal and 
class1cal asynchronous motor, that has a suitable frequency transformer. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Constant tendency to achieve a higher profit by increasing the production and introducing new 
products has caused the mtensrve use of nu mencal control and computerized numerical control 
machmes. as bas1c productiOn machmes for the automation of mrddle and low serial 
productton 
Expand polystyrene (short EPS) belong to the group of plastic matenals. Charactensucally for 
thrs material are low specific weight, srmple formmg, resrstance to many aggress1ve chemrcals 
and small thermal conductivity Because of all these reasans is expand polystyrene very useful 
matenal in many different fields. In mdustry we usually use two different methods for cuttmg 
expand polystyrene, mechanica) and thermal method. Thermal method of cuning is m praetree 
more frequently used then mechanica! method 
The arttcle shows the creauon of computer gurded machine with two degrees of freedom for 
thermal cuttmg and modeling of foamy materials. specially for expand polystyrene. The 
construction of the machine was made from standard alummum profile elements. For the 
dnves were used cheap, cïasstcal, asynchronous motors wtth computer controL The main point 
of the arttcle IS the proJect and the reahzatron of control system on the machine. Lmear model 
Of COntrOl system WaS made With the COmbmatiOn of expenmenta) and theoretica) modeling, 
whtch ts mostly used m praenee Whole process of the synthesis of control system was made m 
ftve steps In the t1rst step we determined the strucrure of control system, in the second step we 
have selected the proper controller, in the third step we have set up all the necessary 
parameters of the controller, in the fourth step we have added two additional control branches 
ro the primary controller and finally in the fifth step we made the verification on the machine 
The dement of control system with two mtegrations ts a qurte btg drift from the desired value. 
whtch ts caused by the changing of trend (Trend - speed of changmg of the destred value) One 
of the eau se for this ts a qutte btg trme constant from the mtegrauon part of the controller F or 
decreasing of drift from the desired value we have added to the controller two additional 
control branches. The exact role of those rwo additional control branches 1s specially described 
in the article. While projeering the control system we have tested many different controllers. 
Best results were ach1eved w1th the combmatton of ciasstcal PI controller and mverse 
mathemancal model of the system 
The practtcal reahzat10n ofthe control system was made wtth ciasstcal personal computer PC. 
bestdes that w.ere developed user-thendly software for designing and creatmg the desired 
figures and the software for commumcation between the user and the machine 
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Mam pomt of the whole research was to create a cheap and robust mdustnal machine, whtch 
must provide high quality and precise cuttmg of foamy materials. Results of the Iabaratory 
testmg that were conducted on the prototype of computenzed control machme showed, that 
the machmes achteve the wanted results, although being cheap 

2. TECHNOLOG V OF MAKING AND CUTTING OF EPS 

EPS is a syntheuc matenal, that globally carnes many names. It has many valuable 
charactenstics, such as low spectftc wetght, n Is easy to destgn, resistant agamst many acidic 
chemieals and has low thermal conducuvity. Thts espec~ally makes EPS very widely used 
Htgh sen es of packagmg IS made with additional foaming on automatic machmes, while facade 
and sound reststant plates as well as low and medium senes of packaging are done by cutting 
ofthe blocks offoam that have been tilled m the blockmodel 
There are two processes of cutting the foam material, mechanica! and thermal process, 
however, thermal method of cutting IS m praetJee more frequently used than meehamcal 
method. Usually it IS done with the help of 0,3 to 0,6 mm of thick Wlfe, that IS made of 
different kmds of materials and IS heated from 200 up to 400 degrees Celsius. The thickness 
and the temperature depend on the density of the cutting blocks of EPS Quality cut can be 
achJeved only by cutting homogenous matenat Quahty cut also depends on the temperature of 
the wtre and the constant speed of cutting. Too low temperature can cause EPS to stick on the 
wtre, on the other hand too htgh temperature makes the cut to wide. Because of a htgh 
temperature that melts the EPS matenaL the areas that have been cut are more smooth and less 
stratght as they are wtth meehamcal cuttmg 
The usual speed ofthermalcuttmg IS 5 to 11 mmis !2i The thtckness ofthe cut depends largely 
on the thtckness and the temperature of the wtre as well as on the speed of the cuttmg and IS 
about 0.- to 1,4 mm 
Cuttmg of the blocks to plates is usually done on the cutting production lines. The cuttmg of 
small designs of complicated shape has lately been done more and more with computer 
controlled machines for cutting. 

3. CONSTRUCTION OF CONTROL SYSTEM 

Computer controlled machine for cutting of EPS has rwo degrees of freedom Control system 
of indiVJdual degree of freedom contams the following elements 

1 Computer '! ___ .::;__ _____________ __, 

2. Input-Output mterface ~~MP=· 
3 Frequency transfarmer I~·--.------

~. ~oyrnmchgreoanrous motor 
1 

__ _1__ .~ ~.;;; ,_---. I 
- V\' I ---------lij~:--~ MOTOR ~ WORMGBA.R. 

6 PosttiOn measurer )• 0~~ ~--- _, ---- ---- I 

Interde:~n~:~~~~ :;~~:~isd:al elements 1 ~ INTIJ<FA~ ._ -~--=-----------J- ~: I 
are shown on tigure 1. l ---- 1 

The computer has a role of the controller I Figure J · Jmerdependenc1es of mdTvTdual elemen1s 
m the single space degree. Beside that 1,__ _________________ _J 

the computer is simultaneously performing the linear interpolation, it generates the desired 
traJectory of cutting and it also does some other functions of proteetion (security) We have 
used the industnal realization of compatible computer with the INTEL mtcroprocessor. The 
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computer ts conneered wtth the rest of the u mts of the control system by the high effictency -
fast tnterface called PCL 812 PG that is bemg produced by the company Advantech. 
Frequency transformer changes frequency and amplitude of three phases high voltage 
asynchronous motor in dependenee to amplitude output signa! from DIA transformer. With the 
frequency transformer weak energy signa! can be strengthened. We have used the modern 

frequency transformer from the 
company IDT ACID 
For dnve of smgle space degree we 
have used an economical, classica! three 
phases asynchronous motor. AdaptatJOn 
between the motor and the pass1ve 
mechan1sm is done by wormgear 
Adaptation 1s needed since the motor 
has too many rotauons for our use 
With the upgraded wormgear the torque 
mcreases, which positively affect the 
load upon the motor The shifting 
relat10nship is 138, while endurance 
torque IS 0,005 kgm 2

. 

Construction from the mechanica! part 
of the computer controlled machine is 
shown on the figure 2. On the 
mechanica! construction made of 
alummious profiles' elements rolling 
guides are placed. The wtre for the 

machine thermal cutting is fixed on the both stdes 
'---------------------l of braz1er carners. Each of the camers 
1s latd out between the two nght angular shde axes across the rolling bushes. Singular sltde axis 
can be found between the couple of rolling guides wtth the two rollmg collars. Rollmg collars 
of the shdmg axts are fix,ed on steel wtres, whtch are stretched along the round rollmg gutdes 
and they are rounded on the coil drums. Four coil drums are coupled up on the outgoing shaft 
of wormgears. 

4. THE ANALYSIS OF CONTROL PLANT 

After the analysts we have concluded that in this case the frequency transformer has a 
dommant effect on the dynamtc charactenstics of controlled plant The shape of step response 
of frequency transformer 1s decided with the setup, which are provided by the frequency 
transtbrmer In order to get the wanted frequency of output voltage we used the input voltage 
m the mcommg channel of 1 to JO V I wo bmary inputs were used, so that we could determine 
the dtrection of rotations of the motor. On the basts of experiments we have determined that 
every change of dtrectton ofthe rotation ts noted by the frequency transformer into the system 
wtth the delay of approximately 60 ms. It has also been determined that the time of 
acceleration and breaking depends on the amplitude of control signa! on the mput , and it's not 
Jonger than 0, 13 s. The asynchronous motor, because of the already used wormgear with high 
shift rat1o, is burdened with some percentage of called load and thus is more or less running on 
blank. Shp is low about 2 % and with low slip the induced voltage on the stator is almost the 
same as compressed voltage Because of the verv low slip the rotary induced res1stance 1s 
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comparatlvely low m the companson wtth resistance R and can be thus negleered With the 
low shp the consequences of the rotary frequency are smal! rotary losses in the armature that 
can also be neglected. 
When solving a problem of el motor, one has to know thc charactenstics of torque of 
asynchronous motor in the dependency to the number of rotations 

Pmeh - /vfechanical power 
P21 Electrical/osses m the rotary. 
w - Angle speed of the rotary. 
When considenng the equat10n for the angle speed of roratwn field 

(4 1.) 

(4.2.) 

As seen tn the equat10n (4.2.) the torque of low Joaded asynchronous motor IS practically 
linearly dependent on the difference between the angle speed of rotational field and the actual 
angle speed of the rotary The outs1de charactensncs of asynchronous motor confirm the 
correctness of this statement. Asynchronous motor develops rotat10nal torque M.4,v1, which 1s 
descnbed m the above equanon. Rotat10nal torque of motor MAM opposes the chargeable 
rotat10nal torque ;'vfh. 

(4 3 ) 

The chargeable rotational torque Mb IS the sum of the torque Mzp, that is caused by friction m 
the wormgear, of the torque M,ez with whtch EPS resists the cutring and of the torque Mrr with 
whtch we have scoop the effect of static and dynamic friction in the passive mechamsm. The 
static friction opposes th,e mechanism, when the mechanism starts to move out of stagnation 
When the mechamsm ts already movmg the static fnction is slowly disappearing, while the 
dynam1c fnctton starts to occur, whtch is usuallv lesser. The chargeable rotational torque is 
hard to describe mathematically; for l14zr is being changed non-linearly with the angle of 
turning and with the temperature of the oil in the wormgear M,ez is also changed non-linearly 
wtth the denstty of EPS and the temperature of the cutring wire, while M,, is changed non
lmearly wtth the position, with the temperature of the enVIronment and with the time of 
operatton !3/ Beside the rotational and chargeable torque we also have so called dynamtc or 
acceleration torque - Ma, which resists the change of the rotational speed and it can either 
accelerate or break the motor. Dynamic torque can thus be made only with the change of the 
rotational speed of the motor. I he sum of all those levers is m every moment equal to zero 

(4.4.) 

The equattons (4.2) and (4 4) represem the mathematica! model ofthe asynchronous motor on 
the outside co-ordmates. lt 1s tmportant to stress that th1s model 1s gamed on the bas1s of 
substitute scherne of asynchronous motor that Is m the stat10nary state 
When the two toothed wheels m the wormgear meet a eertam gap occurs because of 
inaccuracv of the product10n. This a1r gap depends on the pos1tlon of both toothed wheels. 
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From the control pomt of v1ew this air gap contributes a cenain delay mto the system. In our 
case we have est1mated that the air gap in the wormgear is so small that it can be ignored. 

5. MA THEMA TICAL MODEL OF THE MACHINE 

Cons1dering the theory of linear control we needed a linear model of the plant so that we could 
get the synthesis of control system. One way of getting it would be through a theorettcal 
rnadeling of all elements of the machine. The problems that would be encountered w1th th1s 
kind of modeling would be primarily lmked with all unknown prinC!ples that control mdiVJdual 
elements in the machine. Beside that we also would have to do some simplificat10n already m 
the stage of modelmg, so that the model wouldn't become too complex and thus useless 
because of too many correlation dependencies between the elements of control system . 
The linear model of the machine was obtained with the combination of experimental and 
theoretica! modeling /4/ The structure of linear model of the machine is seen from the analysis 
of the machine. The linear model of the machine is composed from integration element and 
low bandw1dth filter. The order of low bandwidth filter and the parameters of the model were 
chosen m such a way. that the step response of the linear model of the machine corresponded 
as much as possible w1th the actual machine w1th the applicat10n ofthe same inputs. 
Control system has three mputs controlled voltage input for the appointment of des1red speed 
and two binary mputs for rotat10nal d1rect10n determmation of the asynchronous motor 
Output magnitude of the control system IS position of the top of the machme. The step 
response of the control system was recorded w1th the help of the computer 
Program made s1gnals were brought to the mput frequency transfarmer over the mput-output 
interface. The signals amplitude represents the des1red speed shift of slide ax1s The 
measurements were done for the six different des1red speed sh1fts of the shde axle. For each 
desired speed we have repeated the measurement 20 times. Step responses of control system 
for each of the speed shifts of slide axle were obtamed by calculating the arithmetical middle 
value ofthe 20 measured step responses. 
We have obtamed the step responses oflinear model with a simulation. The same mput s1gnals 
were brought on the In(lUt of the linear model as they were wtth the recording of the step 
responses of the real machme. With the changmg of the parameters and the order of the model 
we tned to obtain the step response model that would correspond as closely as possible with 
the step response of the control system with the same mput Signa!. 
Satisfactory actvances to the actual conditions were obtained with linear model that cons1sts of 
two elements of first order with urne constants T, = 0, 06 and T; 0,14 s. Integrator w1th the 
urne constant T, 1 s and amplified proport10nal elements K1 0,016 and 125. Block 
scheme of the model1s shown on the figure 3 

I 
Tri s K1•I2S , I 

r(t) 

1 y(t) I C.~-- ' t v(t) 
---. . -~ ---. ! 

i 
I·'."!'~ '~ • 
I L 

! ' 
j Figure 3: Block scheme of linear model of the plant I 

The reason for the two proponional elements in the linear model of the machme lies in the 
place where the position is measured. The position is namely measured on the output shaft of 
wormgear and not on the slide ax1s. and thus the point has to be also accessible on the model 
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As we have established w1th the analys1S of the control plant the conneetion between the output 
shaft of wormgear and slidmg ax1s can be descnbed w1th the proportional element. 
In companson of step response of the machme and step response of linear model 1t's obvwus 
that the model IS a good approx1mat1on of the control system. The modeL however g1ves us a 
btt weaker descnption of non-lineanty of the system when there is a change m the rotational 
directiOn, because there is a eertam delay m the control system The breaking time IS Jonger 
then acceleratmg time, wath is the reason for the step response of the control system has in that 
part a lesser slope. 

6. SYNTHESIS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

Whole process of the synthesis of control system was done in the following four steps: 

determmmg the structure of the control system 
"' choosing of the controller 
3. optima! set up of the parameters of controller 
4. change of the structure ofthe control system and the 

actdition oftwo control branches 

THE STRUCTURE OF CONTROL SYSTEM 

F1gure 4 shows a block scheme of control system with PI controller for one degree of freedom 
Th1s kmd of structure of control system 1s known in literature as a serial or cascade structure. 

CO'STROLLEK 

In sp1te of the fact that d1screte system offers a new structure of controllers, the Pl controllers 
are still widely used in trace controls as well as wtth the dispatchmg of disturbances, mostly 
because ofthe1r robust performance on accuracy m the model 
We have used dig1tal pmgram made PI controller In our case the proportional controller was 
not suffic1ent. for 1t did not elimmate the statiC error. wh1ch occurred with the increase of 
demed value and constant speed We also haven't used PID controller, because the differentlal 
part m practice emphasizes two much on high frequency disturbance signals, which occur as a 
result of frequency transfarmer that is as a consequence of influence from industrial 
environment 

DETERl\UNA TION OF SAMPLING TIME (1) 

In this case we've tried to have a shorter sample time. yet long enough so that the computer 
was able to perform control algorithm and all additional computer operations. The chosen 
interval of sample time was in comparison with the standing of most charactenstically 
appearances m control system so short (approx. 20 t1mes shorter from the smallest t1me 
constant m the model) that the serial sampling values represent continually time course of 
actual value of controlled s1ze. The happenmg m the control system was considered as 
commually and thus we have used all the procedures and results from known continually 
control systems when we opt1m1zed the parameters of controller. 
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PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION OF CONTROLLER 

By the optimization of parameters we ignored the limlter's m control system. The optlmlzauon 
was done with three different methods (Bode, IT AE, Whiteley) /6/ Because the constituent 
parts of the control system are non hnearly and because they have changeable time 
parameters, we didn't expect the exact numencal results. We have always done the final settmg 
on the system itself, while the results of opt1mization served us for the establishment of the size 
order of parameters ofthe controller. 
We have chosen the amplified K0 and a time constant T, of a PI controller in a particular way, 
so that the frequency properties of an open control system had an amplitude reserve Arez = 

0, "5 and phase reserve Frez = 30 degrees. Thus a robust performance was achieved, a control 
· system that has a lower sens1bility to the deYlatlans of model from control system 

AD DITION AL CONTROL BRANCHES 

Control system from f1gure 4 contams two mtegrauons One 1s a part of a plant while the other 
belongs to the PI controller. A good s1de of control system w1th the two mtegrauon's 1s the 
elimmation of static error that occur w1th the change of a deSlfed value at the constant speed 
After the final trans1tional occurrence w1th the change of desired value at the constant speed 
the output size of I part of PI controller stabil1zes on a eertam value and because of that the 
output size of second integrator changes with constant speed, the same as desired value again 
after the final trans1tional occurrence. 
The bad s1de of control system w1th two mtegrauons 1s cons1derable control deviatwn, wh1ch 
comes w1th the change of trend (Figure 5) of changeable desired value (Trend - speed of 
changing of the desired value ). One of the reasans for that is considerable big time constant of 

----- m(ll1 -- v,(kn ........ <(k1) 

T 

~ 1 
~ j--- --------;, 

~ + '\ 
i1 ' ; ' .......................... . ~ 

1 
............ ,..1••••••••n•••••l••••n-••••;j : "·~~•.,. .•• ~-'~' 

~ ' \ I 

~ + ·- -~-------~ 

1 

the part I of the PI controller 
In order to cut down on 
deviation we have added to 
control system two addltional 
control branches and so we 
have obtained a new block 
scheme of the control system, 
wh1ch IS shownon figure 6. 
Deercase m over-oscillatwn 
was ach1eved w1th the 
accelerated change of stand 
s1ze m(kT) on the output PI 
controller. The senes of 
desired values w(kT) were 
delayed against desired values 
b(kT) for the time Tm were T.,. Figure 5: The change of trend 
was multiple times of the 

sample time T Differently looking we can say that the series b(kT) outruns the series w(kT) for 
the time Tm With numerical differentials we have obtained trend bP(kT) of changing desired 
value b(kT) and trend wP(kT) of changmg deSlfed value w(kT) With subtractwn of those two 
speeds befare the every leap change of the trend of changing desired val u e's w0 (kT) we got a 
pul se p(k 7). whose amplitude IS equaJ to the tWO times b1g amplitude of trend of changeabJe 
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desired value. Faster change of stand stze m(kT) was achteved m front of the I part of the PI 
controller from the control system devtatton e(kT) when we subtracted a pulse p(kl) that was 
amplified wtth the factor K,c. The nght choice of the amplification is very Important. If the 
amplificatton of the K,c is smal!, there ts suil some over-oscillatton Great increase m the 
amphficatJon ofthe K,c does stop the over-oscillat10n, however under-oscillation occurs. which 
bnngs about the posiuve devtation m control system e(kT) and wtth that the breakmg of the 
fast change of standing stze m(kT) from the side P part of the PI controller. 
For the very fast change of the standing stze m(kT) 1t was therefor necessary to subtract pulse 
p(kT) amplified wtth the factor Kpc from the control devtatton e(kT}, also m front the P part of 
the PI controller. With thts move we have decreased the over-oscdlation and we also found fast 
change of the standing stze. The ttme of delay and the factors of amplificatton were 
expenmentally determmed Figure 6 shows a block scheme of control system with PI controller 
and addttwnal control branches for one degree of freedom. 

CONTROL WITH THE INVERSE MA THEMA TICAL MODEL 

Scheme of control system wtth the inverse mathemattcal model is shown on the figure 7. 
Control with the mverse mathematica! model IS based on the good knowledge of dynamJC 
behavtor of control system, whtch is descnbed wtth the direct mathematical model 
In a case where dynamtcally model of the plant can exactly describe the dynamically behavtor 
of the plant we can establish wtth the calculauon of the mverse mathematica! model of the 
plant the time flow of stze on the mput of control system Th at would cause destred ttme flow 
of size on the output of the control system. In this case the open loop control would be 
enough. However, mathemattcal model almost never describes the plant exactly and bestde 
that. disturbances mfluence on the control system also. Because of that a controller that 
compensates the disturbances and gets nd of the maccuracy in the model is added Inverse 
mathemattcal model conststs of differenttal and the proportional element The influence of the 
delay, whtch was tgnored m the mverse model was ehmmated with the adding of the control 
branches, whtch were the same as already described m prevtous paragraph. 
In our case m order to get nd of the statte control error with the change of destred value at the 
constant speed the P controller IS quite suftleient The amphfymg of the P controller ts much 
lower, as tt is wtth the serial structure of the control system. which has a favorable influence on 
the stability 
The control with the inverse mathematical model improves the dynamics of control system in 
comparison with other above described structures of control systems, mostly because there ts 
no mtegrauon element m the direct branch 

7. PROGRAM EQUIPMENT 

The ways of programming computer controlled machmes are very different and are bemg 
developed wtth time. One ofthe ways that has lately been often used, IS the programmmg with 
the help of CAD (Computer Alded Destgn) programs. The C.t\D also serves as the bases of 
the programmmg of the computer controlled machmes for the cutting of EPS ( Determining 
the desired flow of the cutting, determining of the speed of cuttmg ... ) 
The program, which was written in the computer language GF A Basic runs in the graphical 
environment Windows. A special attention on the program was emphasized so the program 
would be users friendly and eastly understandable. The program is modular The advantage of 
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modular program lies m tt's clanty and best de that the programmmg and the discovenng of the 
mtstakes are more effictent The mam pan of the program is users mtertàce, which takes care 
of the commumcation of the user and it also recalls individual modules. One of the modules 
contams programmed realizauon of the control algonthm, while other modules are used for the 
programmmg ofthe computer controlled machines for the cutting ofthe EPS. 
With programmmg 1t ts possib!e to use different kmds of CAD programs, whtch are runnmg on 
different computers and have the possibihty of savmg the sketches as the HPGL files. The 
program enables small correctlans of the mistakes that occur wtth the desired directton of 
cuttmg, tt can also change the start and end point of the cutting and it can optimize the works 
wtth suggesttons of possible process of cuttmg 

CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The computer has to execute control algonthm mstde of the mterval sample urne The sample 
time should be as short as possible in order to achteve the htghest statte accuracy and better 
dynamic properties of the control system wtth the program made control algonthm 
In our case the program realization of the control algorithm was made wtth the computer 
language GFA Basic. The program perfarms the control ofthe two freedom degrees. as wellas 
generate cuttmg trajectones. Support pomts of destred directiOn of cutting that are read from 
the program orgamzed data HPGL even before the execution, represem the bases for 
generatmg destred cutting trajectories The program generates destred cutting trajectory with 
the hnear interpolation between the individual support points. Along with that a right angle 
veloctty profile that is a right angle time flow of change is used. 
The program starts each of the both A/D transfarmers w1th the programmed wnttng of 
opt1onal values mto a predetermmed regtster of mput/output interface. This way of starting is 
known under the name of programmed start; the charactenstic of 1t 1s fast execution of the 
program and general change of sample ttme Usually startmg IS done wtth a constant mterval 
of sample time. In the beginning we have also used this method, which however proved to be 
unsuitable in the graphic environment-Windows 

8. THE INFLGENCE OF DISTURBANCES 

Disturbances m control systems can be defined as unwanted stgnals. thar are commg from 
dtfferent sourees and are causmg unwanted changes of actual control size values. In our case 
the largest souree of those stgnals was the frequency transfarmer with tt's way of operatmg, 
however the disturbances were also caused by other devtces, that were connected to the 
electrical net 
The influences of the magnette field were decreased with the placement of shield around each 
VF transfarmer We have also used shtelded stgnal leaders where all sh1elds were conneered 
on a mass m the point that was expenmentally determined. Furthermore, low bandwtdth filters 
were installed m each indiVJdual electrical ctrcuit of frequency transformer. Low bandwidth 
filters were also added in front of individual channels of AID transformers 

9, EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS 

Expenments were done on the prototype of computer controlled machme Control algorithm 
was reahzed with the program; m all cases the destred speed of cuttmg was 5 mm·s Destred 
rraJectory of cuttmg ts shownon the tigure 8. 
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From the results 1t has been concluàed. thar the case of cascade control system w1th PI 
controller d1d not fulfill requ1rements (tigure 9 

F1gure 9: Pelformanee ofthe control sysuNn 

w,(i."!î 

The reason hes in the relatively big time 
constant ofthe I pan of controller. because 
of th1s there IS qune a b1g time delay m the 
fast changes of des1red values. wh1ch cause 
the dynam1c control error 
The case of cascade control system wtth PI 
controller and w1th rwo addltlonal control 
branches have fulfilled the requ1rements 
(figure 1 0) 
Wtth the two addmonal control branches 
we were able to achteve fasr change of 
standmg stze m sp1tè of a b1g ttme constant 
m front the I pan of controller and thus we 
have lowered control dev1ation and 
improved the dynam1cs of a control 
sysrem 
The case of the mverse mathematica! 
model and P controller with two addnional 
control branches have fulfilled the 
requirements (figure 11) 
With second addttion the standmg stze 
conststs of two contnbut10ns greater pan 
1:> done with the calculat10n of the mverse 
mathematica! modeL the lesser pan is done 
by the controller P. whtch 1s ehmmatmg 
the consequences of maccuracv m the 
model anà IS also 1mprovmg the dynam1cs 
of the control sysrem We have also 
mcreased the stabdJty of the control system 
wtth lower amphficauon of rhe P 
controller And thus. wtth the structure of 
rhe control system and w1th inverse 
mathematJcal model we have completelv 
5ansfV the control reqUJrements 

iO 1'6l' 1 

TllJ.l..C(I) 

I-I? ure 10: Performance of !he control .1ys1em 
wilh the PI emuroller and addilional branches 

I 

I ~: 

-··· I 
I 

!-i gure 11 Pe1jórmance of rhe emurol SI stem · 
wah the mverse malhemancal modeland P 

.: omrollel 
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10. CONCLUSJON 

In the artiele we have tnea to show the synthes1s of the control svstem of computer controlled 
machines w1th the two degrees of freedom. for wh1ch we have used as a dnve element m each 
of the two degrees an econom1cal anà rough asynchronous motor The result of the synthes1s 
represems three d1fferent structures of control systems 
The charactensucs of control system can be best 1mproved w!th the d1fferem v.a\ of 
measurement of the actual val u es of control s1ze We have to understand that the control can 
never be more prec1se as 1s the measurement of the actuai value of the control s1ze 
D1stmgU1shed measurement of the pos1t1on çould be 1mproved w1th the use of quaht) 
incrementing instruments for measurmg the angle rotauon (also known as absolute angle 
rotattons instruments) Charactenst1cs of the control svstem could also be notJCeable improved 
wnh more prec1se production of constituent parts of pass1ve mechamsm. were the focus 
pnmanly hes on a1r gaps that occur between shp ax1s and rolling bushes as well as between 
round rollmg gutdes and rolhng collars 
All above menuoned measures for the m1provement ofthe control svstem costand thus there IS 

a consJderable mcrease m the pnce of computer controlled machmes. And so. the consmuent 
pans of the control system are chosen and produced m such a way. that they sat1sll. the 
control reqUirements and are also economtcal 

Th is work was supported by Ministry for Sclence and Technolog:\' of Slovenia. 
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Detailed scheduling of a packing hall consisting of a number of packing Iines is a problem 
encountered in many process industries. The scheduling problem is complicated by the 
presence of shared resources required by the operation of lines as well as sequence dependent 
changeovers of different lengths. The approach presented here is based on a continuous time 
formulation in that all events (packing and changeovers) are allowed to start and end at any 
time. This problem is formulated as a mixed integer program and solved using a standard 
solver which should make the proposed approach attractive to industry. The details of the 
formulation and the results of a case study are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed scheduling of a packing hall consisting of several parallel packing lines is a problem 
encountered in many process industries, such as the chemica! (manufacture of polymers, 
flavours and aromas, etc.), pharmaceutical, food and cosmetics industries. In such packing 
halls, there can be from five to twenty packing Iines which can pack one or more formats 
(sizes). Somelines are dedicated to packing different formats of one product, while others can 
pack different products in different formats. A combination size/product is called a SKU. 
Packing rates depend on both item and Iine. Although it will be assumed throughout that a 
line packs at its constant nomina) rate once switched on for an item, start-up rates are 
generally slower and a line may take significant time to reach full efficiency. 

There are two types of sequence-dependent change-overs: minor and major. The former occur 
between items of the same size; while the Jatter, which take Jonger, occur between sizes. 
Change-over durations may also be line dependent; i.e., may be different for the same two 
items on different Iines. 

The lines are operated by operators whose number depends on the line and the item it is 
packing. The number of operators in the packing room is usually limited, and this limits the 
number of simultaneously active lines. Moreover, due to the fact that start-up rates may 
sometimes be significantly lower than steady-state rates, it is desirabie to comply with a 
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minimum run length eenstraint before changing over. 

For short term scheduling, usually over a period of one week, item lot sizes are dictated by 
the medium-term planning system. The objective is to find a schedule with minimum 
duration, so that high packing rates and minimum change-over times are obtained. All lots 
should, ideally, be produced before the end of the horizon. However, due to the aggregate 
nature of the medium-term planner, there is no guarantee that this would be possible. 
Therefore, in certain cases, the horizon has to be extended. Thus the combined objective can 
be satisfied by minimising schedule makespan. 

The problem has the features of a machine toading problem and those of a sequencing 
problem at the same time. A further complication is introduced by the fact that the lines are 
interdependent, due both to the shared manpower resources and thc structural constraints. 

Most of the lirerature which considers sequence-dependent setups or changeovers deals with 
the single-machine case [1, 2, 7, 11]. Very few works address the multi-machine case. A 
problem with sequence dependent set-up costs and non-identical machines is considered in 
[ 1 OJ and a mixed integer formulation along with a branch and bound solution procedure are 
proposed. In [3]. a similar problem is studled and a quadratic assignment algorithm is used 
to solve it. A case with identical machines and sequence dependent set-up costs is studled in 
[9], and a solution basedon an algorithm for the vehicle routing problem is proposed. In [6], 
a model with identical machines and sequence independent set-up costs is consîdered and a 
network flows formulation is proposed. In [12], a heuristic algorithm for scheduling jobs with 
sequence-dependent setup times in a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is given. 
However, none of these works is applicable to the particular case under consideration here 
due to the following: 

1) The processing times of 'jobs' are not given, but have to be determined, si nee the packing 
of an item can be divided among several lines. 
2) The existence of a minimum run length requirement. 
3) The existence of the manpower eenstraint which couples the operation of the various lines 
together. This type of constraint, which is termed in the operational research 'renewable' since 
it has to be satisfied all the time, introduces considerable complication. 

Two previous works [4, 5] address a case similar to the one addressed here. In both, however, 
the systems considered are highly constrained; a fact utilised to provide specific algorithms 
with heuristic elements. The intention here is to develop a general continuous time model for 
the case where there is only one renewable resource constraint, representing manpower or 
several resources in aggregate.The actlvities are represented by their start and end time events 
sharing a common resource. Moreover, the model developed is a mixed integer programming 
model, which can be solved using modern standard packages. The enhanced power of the 
latter (for example, OSL, which is IBM's state-of-thc-art package) makes it possible to solve 
large-size real probieros using relatively modest computing resources. 

BASIC FORMULA TION 

Let p and p' index items and l index lines. Also, let 
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öp'pl = 

Yrt 

spl 

Ert 

1, if p is to the right of p' 

0, if p ' is to the right of p 

I, if p is packed on line 

0, otherwise 

start time of item p on line l 
end time of item p on line l 

l ; 

515 

on line l ; 

on line l 

rpt rate of packing item p on Iine l which is equal to zero if item p cannot be 
packed on line l 

mrt 

rl 

/).pp'/ 

Tlt 
M 

= 
= 

minimum run time of item p on line l 
set of items that can be packed on line l 
changeover time from p to p' on line l 
makespan of Iine l 
a sufficiently large positive number 

The basic model can then be stated as: 

Problem I 

Min L TJ 1 

subject to 

for all /, p E rl 

for all l and p,p' E rl I p * p 

for all l and p,p' 

L rpl (Epi-Sp)=DP 
I 

for all I, p E 

for all I, p E 

for all p 

The various components of the model act as follows: 

rl 

rl 

E r 1 1 p * p' 

(1) 

(2) 

' (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The objective function (I), along with constraints (2) lead to the minimisation of the 
maximum end time of all items on all lines. which is equivalent to minimising the makespan. 
Constraints (3) and (4) act together. When Öp'pl is equal to I, p is to the right of p' on Iine 
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I; in which case eenstraint (4) is active, ensuring that the start time of p is greater than the 
end time of p' by at least an amount equal to the necessary changeover time !lP'r 1, while 
eenstraint (3) is inactive. Conversely, when op'pt is equal to 0 and p' is to the right of p on 
line l, constraint (3) is active, ensuring that the start time of p' is greater than the end time 
of p by at least an amount equal to the necessary changeover timellpp' 1, while eenstraint ( 4) 
is inactive. 
Constraints (5) ensure that when an item is not assigned to a line, i.e. yP1 0 , then its end 
time on that line is equal to zero, and consequently also its start time; while if '(p1= I this 
eenstraint is inactive. lt is worth noting that when yP1 = 0 , there is no changeover between 
item p and other itemsonline l. This is ensured in constraints (3) and (4) by multiplying the 
changeover time with the appropriate 'fpt in the terms App'l'fpl and !lp'p{'fp·J· Constraints (6) 
enforce the minimum run Iength requirement when an item is assigned to a line. Constraints 
(7) ensure that the demand for each item is met. 

It is worth noting that oP. pi is defined only for p > p', which reduces the number of integer 
variables considerably. 

PARALLEL EVENTS CONSTRAINTS 

To model the parallel events constraints, note that parallel resource consumption increases 
only when the activity starts. Therefore, it is sufficient to enforce the parallel resource 
constraints only at these instances. To this end, we define overlap in the following way. An 
item p on line l overlaps item p' on line l' if the activity denoted by pi starts while the 
packing activity denoted by p'l' is ongoing. It is worth emphasising that in this sense, overlap 
is not only non-symmetrie, but mutually exclusive, in the sense that if pl overlaps p'l', it 
cannot be that p'l' overlaps pl. Note also that for overlap l must be different from l' while p 
may be equal top'. 

According to the above definition, packing activity pl overlaps packing activity p'l' if and only 
if the start of pl is greater than or equal to the start of p'l' and simultaneously less than or 
equal the end of p'l'. Thus let 

I, if packing activity pl overlaps packing activity p'l' 
(I) 

a. pip'/' 

0, otherwise 

I' if the start of packing activity pl is strictly less than the start of 
packing activity p'l' 

(2) 
a. plp'l' 

:;:: 

0, otherwise 

I' if the start of packing activity pl is greater than or equal to the 
end of packing activity p'l' 

(3) 
a. pip'/' = 

0, otherwise 
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Therefore, the relationship between varîous events are represented by the following 
constraînts, 

for all p,l,p',l' I l '#- l' (8) 

for all p,l,p',l' I l '#- l' (9) 

for all p,l,p',l' ll '#-i' (10) 

for all p,l,p',l' I l '#- l' (I I) 

The equations 9 and I 0 indicate the overlapping of the activities of pl and p'l' . The equations 
8 and 11 show the nonoverlapping between these two activities. 

The binary variables a should satisfy the relationship given be1ow, 

(3) (2) (!) 1 
a "'"'~" + a "'"''' + a ptp·r· = for all p,l,p',l' I l '#- I' (12) 

Now to enforce the requirement that manpower consumption is always less than a given upper 
limit, it is sufficient to add the following set of constraints: 

Ä.pi+I:,Eï.P 1 a~1p·r :s; L for all f,p E f 1 (13) 
p' 1'~1 

The constant À"1 denote the absorption coefficient (inverse rate) for the activity pl. 

PARALLEL CHANGEOVER CONSTRAINTS 

. 
The changeovers are usually in two classes, minor and major. Minor changeovers are of short 
duration, usually consist of cieaning operations and are produced by either equipment or 
operator. In contrast, major changeovers are lengthy and usually require skilied operators to 
perform. The major changeovers can occur at the same time on different resources (concurrent 
changeovers). If the concurrency of the changeovers is problematic, then the changeover 
events occurring at the same time need to be avoided. Usually, concurrency of minor 
changeovers does not cause any problems, changeover interactions can be assumed to cause 
problems as far as the 'major changeovers' are concerned. 

For mathematica! simplicity, make the following assumptions. Define n to be a major 
changeover with the start time and end time Sn and En respectively. Also define n' to be a 
major changeover with the start time and end time Sn. and En·· These start and end times are 
mapping of other start and end times occurring on parallellines. Let this mapping be defined 
by, 

. S;== E"1 

S". E,r (14) 

where pand p' activities occur on line l in such a way that activity p' follows pafter a major 
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changeover. Also activities k and k' occur on line l' in such a way that k' follows k after a 
major changeover. 

In order to avoid the concurrency of the changeovers, forma! constraints need to be 
introduced. The form of the constraints will be as follows, 

(15) 

(16) 

The property of such formulatîon is that, if for any reason En·-Sn is of zero length or due to 
reasons such as Sn= 0 and En non zero, has a negatîve value (similarly, En-Sn. follows the same 
reasoning), the integer variables r would assume values of 1 and therefore make the 
changeover constraint redundant. 

If Sn.= En'= 0, then the difference is of zero length and will set r". to 1 and hence will render 
the constraint as redundant. Only both values of r" and r". to zero will make constraints 
active. 

CASESTUDY 

Computational Experience 

In a manufacturing environment, the packing hall is connected in operation to other upstream 
stages. In this case study, the factory has 12 packing lines of different capabilities and 
packing speeds. Somelines are similar in operation and are run as merobers of groups of lines 
related in operation. The demands, variants and pack sizes for all items are given in tables 
1 and 2 and the packing rates in tables 3 and 4. 
There is a severe sequence dependency between respective products on packing lines. The 
changeovers times range between 12 and 0.5 hours.The minimum run length is not a 
constraint as far as the operation of this factory is concerned. 
The details of changeovers on the packing lines are as follows. The sequence dependent 
changeovers on line 5 are asymmetrie and amount to 4 hours between pack sizes C and G and 
12 hours between C and H, as well as between G and H. There are also major changeovers 
of 12 hours between pack sizes K and L on Iines 7 and between H and K on line 9. The 
sequence dependent changeovers on line 6 are shown in table 5. 

Lines 31, 32 and 33 changeovers are as follows. All changeovers including pack size 
changeovers between D and E are usually of 1 hour duration, except the label changeovers 
which are of o.5 hour duration.Ail changeovers on !i nes BB 1, BB2, and BB3 were assumed 
zero. 
For all packing Iines in genera!, all variant changeovers are I hour duration and all label 
changeovers Ón packing Iines are of 0.5 hour duration. 

The problem is defined as follows. Schedule the operation of lines as far as the 48 SKUs are 
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concerned to achieve a minimum packing span within the available time of 120 hours. The 
problem representation contains 550 active decision variables of which 467 are binary. There 
are 2272 active constraints with 7114 active non-zero entries in total. The first integer solution 
was achieved in 121 CPU seconds. The solution was generated by examining 390 nodes of 
the branch and bound tree. The completion time of the schedule was 116 hours. 
The gantt chart of the schedule is given in figure 1. lt is important to point out that 
scheduling task is an ongoing process in a factory environment and it is highly desirabie to 
generate solutions in a very short time. For this reason, the solution procedure was terminated 
after finding the first feasible schedule. Therefore, it is likely that it is a suboptimal solution. 
Examining the gantt chart in detail reveals that this solution is in fact so. The completion time 
of the schedule is bounded by the completion times of lines 6 and 7. 
The changeover between the sizes K and L on line 7 takes 12 hours. To minimise the 
makespan of this line, the SKU of pack size L should be packed first foliowed by all SKUs 
of pack size K. The sub-optimality of the solution is a1so manifested in an additional major 
changeover of 12 hours on this line among SKUs s26, s27 and s38, resulting in a higher 
completion time. The same argument applies to Iine 6. This Iine is dedicated to pack sizes 
A, M, B, and J. Examining the changeovers between these sizes reveals that in order to 
minimise the changeovers, SKUs of pack size A should be packed first foliowed immediately 
by M. Following completion of all SKUs of pack size M, pack sizes B and J can follow in 
either order. This ensures that a minimum changeover sequence is obtained. The examination 
of line 6 reveals that part of the optima! sequence has been identified correctly, the SKU of 
pack size A has been packed first foliowed by SKUs s31, s32, s33 of pack size M; the SKUs 
s21 , s24, s 11, s2 and s4l which are of si zes B and J follow. However, two unnecessary extra 
changeovers have been sequenced. Allowing additional branch and bound nodes to be 
examined by the linear programming solver, at additional computational expense, leads to the 
optima! solution forthese Jines. It should be pointed out that the completion time of the other 
lines are bounded by the completion times of lines 6 and 7. 
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Table I: Demands, pack sizes and variants for first 24 SKUs in case study 

Item Variant Pack De mand 

I I E 19.00 

2 2 B 12.00 

3 2 D 52.00 

4 2 E 27.00 

5 3 D 47.00 

6 4 c 20.00 

7 4 E 41.00 

8 4 F 15.00 

9 6 H 21.00 

10 7 A 20.00 

IJ 7 B 49.00 

12 7 c 22.00 

13 7 G 26.00 

14 7 D I8l.OO 

I5 7 D 35.00 

16 7 D 23.00 

17 7 F 58.00 

18 7 F 3.13 

19 7 F 3.I3 

20 7 F 2.00 

21 8 B 29.00 

22 9 I 45.00 

23 9 I 24.00 

24 9 J 35.00 
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Table 2: Demands, pack sizes and variants for last 24 SKUs of study 

Item Variant Pack De mand 

25 9 H 41.00 

26 9 K 26.00 

27 9 L 32.00 

28 9 F 56.00 

29 11 I 53.00 

30 12 I 18.00 

31 12 M 68.00 

32 12 M 68.00 

33 13 M 20.00 

34 14 I 96.00 

35 14 H 516.00 

36 14 H 31.00 

37 14 K 283.00 

38 14 K 39.00 

39 14 N 46.00 

40 15 I 19.00 

41 15 J 30.00 

42 15 H 202.00 

43 15 K 167.00 

44 15 K 41.00 

45 16 I 119.00 

46 16 H 641.00 

47 16 K 326.00 

48 16 N 57.00 
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Table 3: Packing rates for first 24 SKUs in the case study 

sku L9 Ll L5 L6 L7 L31 L33 L32 L21 BBI BB2 BB3 

1 3.15 3.15 3.15 

2 5.94 

3 2.52 2.52 2.52 

4 3.15 3.15 3.15 

5 2.52 2.52 2.52 

6 5.28 

7 3.15 3.15 3.15 

8 8.4 16.8 16.8 

9 14.03 

10 1.98 

11 3.17 

12 2.89 

13 4.16 

14 1.26 1.26 1.26 

15 1.51 1.51 1.51 

16 1.51 1.51 1.51 . 
17 5.0 10.0 10.0 

18 5.0 10.0 10.0 

19 5.0 10.0 10.0 

20 5.0 10.0 10.0 

21 3.43 

22 2.97 

23 2.97 

24 4.62 
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Table 4: Packing rates for last 24 SKUs in the case study 

sku L9 Ll L5 L6 L7 L311 L33 L32 L21 BBI BB2 BB3 

25 5.61 

26 4.95 

27 4.95 

28 4.25 8.5 8.5 

29 4.1 

30 6.9 

31 7.0 

32 5.6 

33 5.6 

34 6.9 

35 14.03 13.2 

36 11.92 11.2 

37 12.14 7.92 

38 12.14 7.92 

39 

40 6.93 . 
41 8.09 

42 14.03 13.2 

43 12.14 7.92 

44 12.14 7.92 

45 6.93 

46 14.03 13.2 

47 12.14 7.92 

48 5.32 
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Table 5: Line 6 sequence dependent major changeovers 

Line 6 A B M J 

A 0 12 8 12 

B 12 0 8 8 

M 8 8 0 8 

J 12 8 8 0 

CaseStudy 

Figure 1: The gantt chart for case study. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes recent experience with a mathematica! programming based system for 
factory planning/scheduling. Two case studies are presented based on retrofit design, 
scheduling/ planning of a fast rnaving consumer goods factory and a chemieals manufacturing 
plant with its restricted supply chain operation. This paper describes in detail the approach 
followed, highlighting both the benefits and the disadvantages of this system. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of factors, such as expansion of the product portfolio, faster response to product/ 
technology changes in fast rnaving consumer goods manufacturing, tlexible utilisation of 
resources, quick response to customer orders, and reduced working capita! give rise to the 
need for careful planning/ scheduling of production resources. In large scale production 
systems, there are many decisions relating to a variety of asset utilisation and cost 
implications. Due to the large number of products, the plant resources have to be utilised in 
a tlexible way. However, the flexible utilisation of equipment and man-power, change-over 
requirements, and restricted. connectivity between the equipment result in a large-scale 
complex deelsion problem. Intelligent planning tools are therefore neerled to guarantee the 
feasibility and optimality of solution. Efficient mathematica! programming based planning and 
scheduling systems can be beneficia! in deriving feasible and low cost solutions, and 
identifying new routes for processing a large portfolio of produels by careful utilisation of 
bottleneck resources. 

This paper describes recent industrial experiences at Unilever Research with a mathematica! 
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programming-based software tooi (gBSS, Shah et al., 1995) for the production planning, 
scheduling and design of multipurpose process plants. This software tooi which was designed 
and developed at Imperia! College, London is based on the State Task Network process 
representation (Kondili et al.,l993) and a discrete representation of time. The manufacturing 
systems are modelled as mixed integer linear programs (MILPs), with the decision variables 
relatit,g to resource allocation over time. For ease of use, the software tooi that supports the 
underlying mathematica! programming technology is designed in a manner that shields the 
user from the underlying complexity of the mathematica! formulation. In particular, a 
sophisticated graphical user interface that supports the rapid specification of scheduling, 
planning, design and retrofit problems in an error-free manner has been developed. Issues of 
data organisation for single applications, and data sharing between different applications have 
received particular attention. The emphasis has been on the development of a context-specific 
interface where data are managed in terms familiar to the user, rather than mathematica! 
models. The latter are generated automatically from the data and used to solve the underlying 
optimisation problems. 

Our work has mainly been concerned with the problem of optimally scheduling the production 
of a large number of Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) with due dates/ demands over a time 
horizon of a week/ several weeks. This problem involves the allocation of products to 
available making (batch or continuous), storage (dedicated and multipurpose), handling and 
packing resources (dedicated or flexible). Our aim is to ensure feasibility on a weekly basis 
as far as possible within the domain of the underlying mathematica! model. Our factory 
models have considered the operational constraints such as rates, capacity limitations, resource 
connectivity and availability, resulting in a high dimensional mixed integer linear problem 
formulation often involving several thousands of imeger and continuous variables and 
constraints. 

Unilever Research have applied this system in a number of development projects such as: 

- Modelling and planning of a restricted supply chain consisting of a multi-stage chemieals 
factory from raw materials supply to finished main product components on a day-by-day basis 
over a monthly horizon subject to capacity constraints. The processes in the factory contain 
both feedback and feedforward loops. Raw materials lead times, minimum order lot sizes, 
minimum run lengtbs on processes, internal and external intermediale and finished product 
storage capacities are also considered. 

- Analysis and retrofit design of fast moving consumer goods manufacturing plants. These 
plants are usually multi-stage in nature consisting of making, packing and intermediate storage 
resources. There are sequence dependent changeovers between various products on lines. Only 
major changeovers in the factory have been modelled. 

Our experience indicates that the benefits of this approach include flexibility and ease of 
modelling in a complex multi-stage, multi-resource and multi-product manufacturîng 
environment and the automatic generation of optima! solutions with little user intervention. 
Section 2 and 3 of the paper describe the two problems above in more detail. We then 
conclude with. some more general conclusions on the use and current state of this technology. 
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FAST MOVING CONSUMER GOODS STUDY 

The prime objective in this study was to identify the effects of changes in the product 
portfolio and product demands on the factory design and operation. To understand these 
effects, the total factory system in the supply chain has to be examined and evaluated under 
alternative modes of operation, plant layouts and improved operational flexibility. The 
relative importance of alternative efficiencies, changeover times, and general work patterns 
in the factory operatien is also examined. 

This study considered the factory operatien under a demand scenario for an expanded 
portfolio of products in the form of increased number of variants, packs and SKUs. It was 
anticipated that the product portfolio could increase further in future. Alternative routes in 
the management of the production through alternative equivalent recipes are usually 
considered. The potentlal plant/ process modifications needed to be examined in detail as part 
of this study. 

Development of the Factory Model 

A multistage model of the factory was set up. There are several making units which operate 
in different modes. There arealso several multipurpose intermediate storage units and multiple 
packing Iines. There are dozens of SKUs in the product portfolio originating from several 
variants. Some resources are fully flexible, i.e. they are able to process a variety of the 
products, while others are dedicated to a subset of the products. The cleaning/ changeover 
requirements between the products/ SKUs on individual resources are sequence dependent. 
The changeover times vary between 0.5 and 36 hours. 

It is necessary to schedule the production of all SKUs in a given week. To formulate this 
problem mathematically, a discrete time interval should be selected capable of capturing all 
necessary events in the factory. In Particular, the speeds of making and packing units are such 
that infeasibility can occur if insufficient capacity for the intermediate storage has been 
allowed for in the real factory operation. This should be reflected in the choice of discrete 
time interval, which was initially selected as 0.5 hour. 

The objective function for the scheduling problem was based on the maximisation of the 
values of the manufactured goods without preferenee on any individual products. 

The multistage model requires approximately 25000 binary decisions, this very difficult to 
solve mathematically and therefore an approximate model was necessary. A model with a 2 
hour discretisation interval was set up and solved, but it was discovered that the value of the 
resulting solution cost (objective function) was low, i.e. only a small subset of the products 
could be scheduled. An alternative model, based on initia! manual preprocessing of the data 
was solved with a one hour discretisation and generated a 99% service level solution. In 
actdition to this, a base case model as described before with the operaring constraints and a 
discretisation interval of 4 hours was set up. The scheduling horizon was assumed to be one 
working week. In this study, an optima! solution was required corresponding to a 100% 
service level satisfying all product demands. The package generated a solution within 99% 
of the optimality after examining I 1363 nodes of the branch and bound tree. The overall CPU 
time was 17.2 hours. A Gantt chart of the result is given in figure 1. 
Examinatien of the solution in both cases revealed that the complexity of the intermediate 
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storage was not captured completely teading to a minor underdesign in the intermediale 
buffer. In this case study, a discretisation interval of 0.5 hours appears to be necessary in 
order to reach a feasible design solution. 

THE SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL 

This work was carried out to support the development of the manufacturing infrastructure at 
a manufacturing site. The mathematica! model describes the operation of the factory from raw 
material supply to the storage of the intermediale components on site and the use of external 
storage. Product demand data were basedon forecasted sales with demand variability patterns 
being superimposed on the basic demand using the actual sales patterns. The production 
throughput and new processes were included in this model to assess the feasibility of 
operation. 

The main emphasis of this study was to examine the utilisation of intermediate product 
storage. An interesting feature of this problem is the possibility of storage external to the site, 
with material being transported from and to the site accordingly. In particular, the model was 
used to delermine whether a certain storage tank allocation was adequate with respect to 
production throughput, use of storage, increased volumes frorn the marketing factors and the 
multistage interaction in the production processes. Unrestricted storage capacity was assumed 
in order to determine the storage requirement for all products, specially when the factory is 
subjected to variation in component demands. 

The model included the transportation of raw material and semi-finisbed components by two 
different modes of transport from raw material supplier and from/ to external storage. Also, 
the transport lead times and the minimum lot size requirements on modes of transportation 
are included in the model. 

Process Description 

As far as the manufacturing operations were concerned, several processes were considered in 
this study. The upstream processes in the plant operate in 'push' mode, partly due to the 
limited capacity of certain processes and form a natura! group which can be planned/ 
scheduled at monthly level, up to 6 months at a time, based on the forecast of demands. The 
downstream processes also form a subgroup which can be scheduled based on 'pull' driven 
by customer call-off for various products. lt was assumed that all the components have 
unrestricted storage allocated to them. Also, the sharing of storage was not allowed in the 
original model. This assumption was removed in the later verslons. 

The scheduling/ planning horizon of several weeks was used in the definition of the model 
with the discrete deelsion intervals of 1 or 2 days, manufacturing and transport tasks. There 
are 307 tasks, 260 equipment items and 238 material states needed to describe this restricted 
supply chain operation. 

Computational Consideration 

Following demand and process data specification, a mixed integer linear programming model 
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was set up by gBSS for the supply chain operation. There is a large number of 0-1 decisions 
determining whether to activate eertaio processes to manufacture specific components. They 
could also indicate the mode of transport selected to transfer the required material from/ to 
an outside location. There arealso a large number of product recipe and structural constraints. 
The model of the operation was optimised using the IBM actvaneed linear programming 
software within OSL (Optimisation Software Library) using a hybrid depth-first/ breadth-first 
search strategy. The CPU time for the one day interval model was of the order of 7 hours 
whereas the corresponding CPU time for the two day model was of the order of 2 hours. The 
CPU time for the one-day interval model was considered to be too long and therefore all 
subsequent analyses were carried out at 2-day interval representation. A salution 
corresponding to a higher value than 99% service level was achieved. 

Analysis of Results 

The results for some processes on site are shown in figure 2. The model identified several 
important issues in the factory operation which lead to bottlenecks in the operation of the 
factory. Some of these are outlined below . 

. The factory contained eertaio shared resources resulting in the need for the build up of stock 
for an intermediale product to be used by other processes. The model indicated that the 
implementation of an additional line can remove the need for high stocks of the intermediale 
product on site . 

. The choice of transport mode of a eertaio raw material caused high stock problem on site. 
In this case, an alternative and more appropriate mode of transport and a minimum delivery 
batch size remedied the problem. Without detailed modelling, this could not be identified . 

. A eertaio process modeHing at 2 day discretisation interval caused artificial bottlenecks since 
only one product can be processed over each interval in the model. This was removed at the 
rnadelling stage by the introduetion of 'Time Utility Constraints'. The idea is to expand the 
model in such a way that several affected products can be processed within a two-day interval 
in the model . 

. In genera!, some of the semi-finished products can either be manufactured on site or 
alternatively be purchased from outside. The decision on this complex issue is usually made 
based on cost and the capacity of the process. The model identified that the quantities of a 
semi-finished product produced internally were not sufficient to feed the downstream 
operations. An estimate of the maximum internal manufacturing capacity was made and 
amounts of materials to be purchased and brought in from outside was identified. The model 
demonstrated that a larger tank space than that allocated was required as a result of this 
combined production and delivery from outside . 

. Production of some of the semi-finished and finished products take place in larger quantities 
resulting in a need for a greater space than that allocated on site. An accurate estimate was 
obtained by the model and later validated. The weekly requirement of some semi-finished 
products caused high stock requirements on site. This problem was remedied by employing 
a suitable discharging policy. 
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DISCUSSIO~ 

Thîs paper summarises the experience gained by the evaluation of a scheduling/ planning 
system gBSS. Two case studies we re considered.ln the first case study, the u se of an 
aggregate time interval of 4 hours was found to be too long for meaningful results to be 
achieved with this model. Some manual preprocessing of the data was necessary to allow 
solutions with a one hour discretisation interval to be obtained. Formulations based on 
continuous time representation may be more appropriate. Also, the choice of the branch and 
bound strategy is of crucial importance, although near depth fîrst search strategy is considered 
quite adequate in most problems leading to good quality solutions. Solution times are not 
affected adversely by the number of resources/ products, but mainly by the length of the 
schedulîng horizon. 
In the second study, the initia! modeHing work to support the developtnent of manufacturing 
infrastructure of a factory site was attempted. The model optimised both the use of the storage 
at the site for all products/ components, and the transportation policy for raw matcrials supply. 
Some model inaccuracies mentîoned were identified which can be remedied by consictering 
a smaller time interval in the model. Since some storage units are not in continuous use. 
resource sharing policy is usually considered for the intermediale product tanks, and the 
constraints were implemenred in the later version of the model. An accurate representation 
of some processes was considered necessary to remove the artifîcial bottlenecks in the model. 
Time utility constraints were introduced in the later version of the model to represent such 
processes over shorter periods of time (in the order of hours). Finally, the restricted storage 
requirement was imposed in the model to determine the percentage of matcrials transporred 
to external storage. Although solution times to achieve the prescribed service level were 
significant, they were nevertheless acceptable in a planning mode. 

In conclusion, the application of such models can show the effects of various operational and 
structural constraints on the factory cost and performance. By conducting such studies, one 
can get a better understandîng of the factories current and future manufacturîng policies. 
leading to extensive cost saving in the operation. Somelimes computationally intensive 
models are generared due to the complexity of operations in the factory. However, it is 
possible to exploit the structure of the problem in deriving the search strategy in the algorithm 
methodology. In our experience, the computational cost is outweighed by the benefits that 
these methods offer. 
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In the current global compet1ttve environment, organisations face new operating 
environments due to the advancement of theory and technology such as Supply-chain 
Management, Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). 
The use of sophisticated decision tools and technology in business is of vita! importance to cope 
up with this new environment. Many advanced tools and products already exist in the market to 
address this need. One such tooi is Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The paper aims to discuss 
and give an overview on the applicability of ANN to Operations Management problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the current business environment, competitiveness of companies is determined by their 
ability to respond quickly to the changing environment and to produce high quality products at 
lower costs. To achieve this, companies are tuming to high-technology solutions which employ 
highly sophisticated systems. Sophisticated systems, processes and equipment demand equally 
sophisticated tools to assist in designing, managing, controlling and improving the operations. 
Many computer-based tools, especially Artificial Intelligence tools, address these demands. One 
such tooi is Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

AN:'-1 is a distributed information processing system that simulates the biologicallearning 
process. Inspired by the architecture of human brain, AN:'-Is exhibit certain features such as 
ability to leam, adapt to changes, recognise trends and mimic human thought process. 
Researchers have exploited these features of ANNs and achieved a breakthrough in diverse 
disciplines ranging from engineering to management. An excellent survey on applications of 
neural networks is given by Ramesh Sharda [l]. ANN offers number of opportunities for 
designing, rnanaging and improving the operations. The paper describes some potential 
applications of neural networks to Operations Management problems. 

OVERVIEW OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

Artificial Neural Networks consist of many non-linear computational elements called 
nodes. The nodes are densely interconnected through directed links. Nodes take one or more 
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input values, combinethem into a single value, then transfarm them into an output value. Figure 
1 illustrates a node that implements the macroscopical idea of a biologica! neuron. 

w 
x 2 

21 ::::> > out= F (net) 
Inputs w 

3 

w Output x 
n 

Figure l. Artificial Neuron 

In Figure 1, a set of inputs labelled X], X2, ... Xn is senttoa node. Each input is 
multiplied by the weights of the interconnections w 1' w2> ... w n before it is applied to the 
summation block. Each weight corresponds to the strength of a synaptic connection. The 
summation block adds all the weighted inputs algebraically, producing an output denoted as 
NET. The block labelled F accepts the NET output. If the NET output exceeds the threshold 
level, the OUT node is said to be activated. 

The power of neural computing comes from connecting artificial neurons into artificial 
neural networks. The ~implest network is a group of neurons arranged in a layer. Multilayer 
networks may be formed by simply cascading a group of single layers. Figure-2 shows a three
layer neural network: an input layer, an output layer, and between the two a so-called hidden 
layer. The nodes of different layers are densely interconnected through directed links. The nodes 
at input layer receive the signals (values of the input variables) and propagate concurrently 
through the network, layer by layer. 

The numbers of layers and neurons and the weights to be attached to the connections from 
neuron to neuron can be decided in such a way that they give the best possible fit to a set of data. 
Different types of neural netvmrk mode is have been developed in the literature. 

ANN models are characterised by their propèrties, viz., the structure of the network 
(topology), how and what the network computes ( computational property'l and how and what the 
network learns to compute (learning or training property) . Learning is the process in which a set 
of input values is presented sequentially to the input of the networks and the network weights are 
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adjusted such that similar inputs give the same output. Leaming strategies are categorised as 
supervised and unsupervised. 

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

XI 

X2 
Out! 

Out2 

X4 

X5 
--- Outm 

Xn 

Figure 2: Schematic Representation ofthree layer Neural Networks 

Supervised leaming requires the pairing of each input value with a target value 
representing the desired output and a "teacher" who provides error information. In unsupervised 
learning, the training set consists of input veetors only. The output is determined by the network 
during the course of training. The unsupervised learning procedures construct internal models that 
capture regularities in their input values without receiving any additional information. 

The massive number of processing elements makes neural computing faster than 
conventional computing. They are robust and fault tolerant due to their parallelity. They are fault 
tolerant in the sense that their performance does not degrade significantly even if one of the nodes 
fails. Also, based on current results, neural networks adapt themselves, i.e., adapt their structure 
and I or conneetion weights to achieve a better performance . For further details on neural 
networks, see Wasserman [2] and Nelson and Illingworth [3]. 

ISSUES IN OPERA TIONS MANAGEMENT 

The paper considers conventional model of Operations Management, viz., Input
Transformation-Output model. Within the transformation process, the paper considers three 
operations management's activity areas, viz., process design, planning and control and 
discusses the applicability of ANN to these issues. Under the process design area, the paper 
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considers the issue of Locatîon and Layout and discusses the applicability of ANN to solve 
these issues. Under the planning and control area, the paper considers the issue of forecasting, 
scheduling and quality control and discusses the applicability of ANN to solve these issues. 

NEURAL NETWORKS FOR PROCESS DESIGN ISSUES 

Location decision 

Location decision is one of the key strategie decisions for operations managers in both 
manufacturing and service organisations. Location is a critica! element in determining the market 
share and profitability of organisations. The best location depends upon the type of firm being 
considered. Industrial location decisions focus on minimising costs and professional service 
organisations have a focus of maximising revenue. For example, Kirnes and Fitzsimmons [4] 
considered the problem of locating hotel ebains based on profitability of the location. To make 
the location decision, the authors proposed a linear regression model in which independent 
variables are state population (X1), price (X2), median income of the area (X3) number of college 
students within four miles (X4). 

The main difficulty in using regression analysis is the requirement of a priori knowledge 
of functional form. Under normal circumstances, having a priori knowledge of the form of the 
equation is difficult. Often managers make simplifying assumptions of linearity in the data 
structure which is often questionable. 

The location decision, in the above example, can be made using a neural network 
approach. A network can be constructed in which the number of nodes at the input layer is equal 
to the number of independent variables and the number of nodes at the output layer is equal to the 
number dependent variables. The number of bidden layers and the nodes in each bidden layer can 
be selected arbitrarily. 

Neural networks with at least one middle layer use the data to develop an intemal 
representation of the relationship between the variables so that a priori assumptions about the 
underlying parameter distributions are not required. As a consequence, better results might be 
expected with neural networks when the relationship between the variables does not fit the 
assumed model. Also, it has been proved that a network with only one bidden layer is enough to 
approximate any contînuous function. 

The middle layer nodes are often characterised as feature-detectors that combine raw 
observations into higher order features, thus permitting the network to make reasonable 
generalisations. Too many nodes in the middle layer produce a neural network that memorises the 
input data and lacks the ability to generalise. In most of the applications, the number of nocles in 
the bidden layer was taken to beatleast 75 %of number of input nodes. 
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For illustration purpose, we consider a 4-2-1 feed-forward neural network model. The 
structure of the neural networkis given in Figure 3. The network can be trained using the Back 
Propagation algorithm [2,3]. 

State popu- .. 
lation (x!) 

Price .. 
(x2) 

Medium 
income (x3) 

... 
College 
students .. 
(x4) 

Figure 3: 4-2-1 Neural network for location problem 

Profita 
---- bility 

Neural network in Figure 3 consists of an input layer of 4 nodes, each of which represents 
X 1, X 2 , X 3, and X 4 in our example; a hidden layer of 2 nodes; and an output layer of I nodes, 
which represents profitability of a location. Signals in the neural network feed forward from left 
to right. The network perfarms two operations one at the hidden layer and one at the output layer. 

Data on the independent factors such as state population (X 1) price (X 2) median income 
of the area (X 3) number of college students within four miles (X 4) and data on the dependent 
factor (profitability) forma signa!. Initially, arbitrary values can be assigned to the weights ofthe 
network. Each case from a sample can be loaded onto the input layer of the network. The input 
nodes simply send these values to the hidden nodes. Each hidden node calculates the weighted 
sum of the inputs using the weights assigned to the connections. Each hidden node squashes the 
sum value down to a limited range and sends the result to all the output nodes. Each output node 
perfarms the similar calculation. The result of the calculation is taken as the value of the 
dependent variable, viz., profitability. Next, output nodes are given the actual I observed value(s) 
ofthe dependent variables for that case. 

Based on the ditTerenee between the computed value of the dependent variabie and 
observed values of the dependent variable, each output node delermines the direction in \vhich 
each of its weights would have to move to reduce the error, as well as the amount of change that 
\Vould be made and propagate this to a hidden node. The hidden nodes use these errors to 
determine in which direction and by how much they should change their weights. just as tbe 
output nodes did it. This process, called training, is repeated over and over again to the network 
enabling the network to adapt its weights so that the estimated profitability reflect its actual value. 
This process is measured by an error term, the difference between the estimated sales and the 
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time taken to reach break-even and its actual value summed over all signals. The goal of training 
is to minimise the error over all signals. After sufficient training, the network should be able to 
forecast. This can be tested with test-data, composed of new tàcts not used in the training. 

Managers do not even have to know the intricacies of neural networks and their working. 
With this idea and with the help of neural network software tools such as Explorenet [5] , 
managers can adopt a neural computing tooi fortheir decisîon making process. For more details 
on softwares available in the market, sec Jurik [6]. Tarek Gaber and Benjamin's [7] study had 
shown positive results on the application of neural network to location problems. 

Layout decision 

The Layout is one of the important decisions as it deterrnines the long-run efficiency of 
operations. An effective layout also facilitated the smooth flow of matcrials and people within 
and between areas. Layout decision basical!y consists ofthe following steps: 

* Deciding the basic layout type 
* Dec i ding the detailed design of layout. 

This paper will focus on one of the basic layout type decisions viz., Group Technology Layout 
(GT). In GT layout, the idea is to arrange work stations and machines into cells that process 
families of goods or services that follow similar flow paths. Identification of machine-celis is the 
first step towards GT layout I Cellular Manufacturing Systems. 

Given the number of machines, the types, the capacities of each machine, the set of parts 
to be manufactured and the routing plans for each part, the problem is to deterrnine which 
machines should be grouped tagether to form cells. lf processing information can be captured in 
terms of zero-one matrix, called machine-component incidence matrix, 

X [ x(i,j)], i 1 ,2 ... m; j I ,2, ... n where 

x( i,j) 1 i f part j requires operation on machine I 
= 0 otherwise, 

then the problem is considered as one of block-diagonalising the zero-one matrix. 

Consider the machine-component incidence matrix X. 

Parts 
2 3 4 5 

0 0 
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X= 2 
3 
4 

0 1 
1 0 
0 1 

1 0 
I 0 0 
0 0 1 

Finding the machine-cell is now equivalent to block-diagonalising the zero-one matrix. 
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Block diagonalisation of the above matrix leads to the following matrix, where non-zero x(i,j)'s 
are clustered around the diagonal of the matrix. 

Parts 
2 5 3 4 

2 1 0 0 
X= 4 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 
3 0 0 0 

Conventionally, the problem has been tackled through cluster analysis. Comprehensive 
review of cluster analysis approach to the GT layout problem is provided by Chu [8]. The 
problems with this conventional method are that they have implicit assumptions about underlying 
distribution of the data. In actdition to this, different clustering methods generate different 
solutions tor the same data. 

The celi-formation problem, in the above example, can be solved using a neural network 
approach. A network can be constructed in which the number of nodes at the input layer is equal 
to the number of columns of the machine-component incidence matrix and the number of nodes 
at the output layer is equal to the approximate number of machine-celis which the management 
like to have. Each input node corresponds to an entry in the machine component incidence 
matrix. Each output node corresponds to a manufacturing cell. 

For illustration purpose, let us consicter a network without any hidden layer. The structure 
of the neural network is given in Figure 4. The network can be trained using the Adaptive 
Resonnance Theory algorithm [2]. For more details on the application of neural network to GT 
problem, see (9, 10]. 
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Xil 

Xi2 .. machine cell 1 

Xi3 .. 
.. Xi4 

.... machine cel! 2 

Xi5 .. 
Figure 4: 5-2 Neural network form GT problem 

NEURAL NETWORK FOR PLANNING & CONTROL ISSUES 

The purpose of planning & control in any company is to ensure that the operation runs 
efficiently and produces product and services as it should do. This requires that the resources are 
available in the appropriate quantity, at the appropriate time and the product and services are 
produced at the right quality. This in turn requires good forecasting, scheduling and quality 
control activities. This section describes the applicability of neural network to forecasting and 
quality control activities. 

Forecasting 

Forecasting is a èritical element virtually in every organisation as it serves as the basis for 
long run-corporate planning. Managers often need accurate forceast of sales over the planning 
horizon. These forecasts are needed to make decisions on acquiring raw materials, rnanaging 
Iabour and scheduling production. For discussion purpose, let us consider a retailer. In such 
organisations, sales forecasts are needed especially when the items are stocked in a number of 
stores/locations to meet the local demand as they occur. The retail sales forecasting are essential 
for efficient management of inventory at local stores so as to meet the demand [11). They are the 
basis of regionat distri bution and replenishment plans. Using the data bases on the size of trade 
area, competition, sales and prices of different items, distribution of population and other 
demographic characteristics of several stores, retailers have been making sa! es forecasts with the 
help of statistica! methods. The most commonly applied statistica! method is Multiple Regression 
Analysis with independent variables, viz., consumers' disposable income (X 1 ), size of the 
population (X2). Price of the product (X 3 ), Price of Substitutes (X4 ), Price of Complementary 
Products (Xs ). Regression has some disadvantages as mentioned in the previous sessions. 
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The prediction of retail sales in the above example, can be made using a neural network 
approach. A network can be constructed in which the number of nodes at the input layer is equal 
to the number of independent variables and the number of nodes at the output layer is equal to the 
number dependent variable. The number of bidden layers and the nodes in each bidden layer can 
be selected arbitrarily. 

For illustration purpose, let us consider a 5-3-1 feed-forward neural network model. The 
structure of the neura1 network is given in Figure 5. The network can be trained using the Back 
Propagation algorithm [2]. 

Consumers' 
çlisposable 
mcome 
(x!) 

size ofthe 
population 
(x2) 

price ofthe 
product 
(x3) 

price ofthe 
substitutes 
(x4) 

price of 
compie
mentalion 
products 
(xS) 

--to Sales forecast 

Figure 5 : 5-3-1 Neural network for forecasting 

Neural network in Figure 5 consists of an input layer of 5 nodes, each of which represcnts 
X 1, X2, X 3, ~ and X5 in our cxample; a bidden layer of 3 nodes; and an cutput layer of 1 node, 
which represents retailer sales forecasts. 

Data on the independent factors such as size of the population, price of the product and 
consumer's disposable income and data on the dependent factor sales form a signa!. lnitially, 
arbitrary val u es can be assigned to the weights of the network. Each case from a sample can be 
loaded onto the input layer of the network. The input nodes simply send these values to the 
bidden nodes. Each bidden node calculates the weighted sum of the inputs using the weights 
assigned to the connections. Each output node performs the similar calculation. The result of the 
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calculation is taken as the value of the dependent variabie sa! es. :Next, output nodes are given the 
actual I observed value(s) of the dependent variables for that case. Based on the difference 
between the computed value of the dependent variabie and observed values of the dependent 
variable, each output node I bidden node delermines the direction in which each of its weights 
would have to move to reduce the error, as well as the amount of change that would be made. 
This process is repeated over and over again to the network enabling the network to adapt its 
weights so that the estimated sales reflect its actual value. Several companies started using neural 
network tor forecasting purpose. 

Quality Control 

Quality has become a key determinant of success in all aspects of modern industry. 
Companies today have recognised the need to become prevention oriented rather than detection 
oriented. To support these prevention activities, companies started using Statistica! Process 
Control Charts as tooi to monitor and control the process quality. Here too, neural network can 
play a role. 

For discussion purpose, consider the case of X-bar chart to control the quality which is of 
variabie type. Assume a sample of size fiveis chosen and its variabie is measured. A network can 
be constructed in which the number of nodes at the input layer is equal to the sample size and the 
number of nodes at the output layer is equal to I. For illustration purpose, let us eonsider a 5-3-1 
feed-±orward neural network model as shown in figure 5. Here the input nodes receive the 
measurement of quality variabie in each sample. Output node wil! indicate whether there is a shift 
in the process mean. To train the network properly, data need to be dravm from three populations, 

population (PI) in which there is no shift in the process mean; population (P2) in which 
there is a shift in the process mean to the left ( - 3 a); population (P3) in which there is a shift in 
the process mean to the right (-'- 3 a). The expected value ofthe dependent variabie (output node) 
for each sample is set to zero if it is from PI or-I if it is from P2 otherwise to I. The network can 
be trained using the Back Propagation algorithm [2] as explained in previous sections. In the 
literature, Brian Hwarng and Norma Faris Hubele [12] and Allen Pugh [13] had applied neural 
network for quality control problems. 

Neural Networks can also be applied to other planning , control and impravement 
problems such as Scheduling, Process planning and Process controL For further intormation on 
these applications, sec Zhang and Huang [14]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Consiclering the need for sophisticated tools to assist in designing. managing, contro!ling 
and improving the operations in the current business environment this paper describes the 
applicability of Neural Networks to Operatiens Management problems. :Neural Networks can be 
applied to several operations management problems which were once reserved for statistica! and 
management science methods. They have several advantages over traditional methods and hence 
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they are powerful alternative tools. Clearly, neural networks can play a role in improving the 
operations performance in real time environment due to their recognising and learning abilities. 
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Although computer technology is applied to almost all places in organisations, the scheduling 
task is often still performed manually. The complex nature and domain dependency of 
scheduling problems seem to have put computer support for planners and schedulers a long 
way bebind. An example is the food processing industry where increasing hygienic 
requîrements, limited lifetimes of products, expensive machines and rapid changing consumer 
demands result in opposing conditions conceming planning and scheduling strategies. 
Logistic systems and finite capacity schcdulers provide scheduling tools to assist the 
scheduler in his task, but in practice, these tools are relative sparsely used. 

Examples in other scheduling domains, e.g., staff scheduling, patient admission, and 
transportation planning, show that an extensive task analysis improves the acceptance of the 
system by the scheduler. In building decision support systems in these domains, we saw 
emerge an underlying structure of the task and task performance and we realised that such a 
structure could help in analysing new problems and building new scheduling systems. 

In this article, we propose a classification scheme for the scheduling domain that is based 
on task characteristics as well as problem characteristics. The artiele comains a description of 
this framework and a demonstration in the food processing industries. 

I~TRODUCTION 

Several developments in the food processing industry have changed the way how production 
should be controlled. More product types, smaller order sizes, short delivery times and high 
quality standards have become typical in much factorles that produce consumer goods (Van 
Dam et all., 1993; Jakeman, 1994 ). This evolution is not impaired by technological 
restrictîons. Rather, it is organisational concepts that lag bebind. One of the aspects of 
production control that suffers from the changed environment is the scheduling task. Van 
Dam et all. (1993, p. 579) state: "This has caused augmented scheduling tasks and, usually, 
the scheduling systems supporting these tasks have not foliowed these changes sufficiently". 
In situations where applicable scheduling support fails to occur, scheduling usually is 
performed manually (Van Dam et all., 1993; Verbraeck, 1991). Manual scheduling, however, 
is not ideal: "Without computer-aided scheduling tools production staff cannot sec the full 
consequences of their actions" (Jakeman, 1994). This artiele describes some ideas on how to 
support planners in their task. 

Several perspectives exist for computerised support for scheduling. First. production 
management frameworks and logistic computer systems provide support tor scheduling. A 
second class of systems that are used in process industries are finite scheduling systems. 
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These systems represent mainly a logistic perspective. Logistic systems and finite scheduling 
systems support the creation of a schedule, but have a tendency to neglect other tasks such as 
weighing alternatives and clerical work. This gap is addressed by a scheduling specific 
descendant of knowledge based decision support systems (KB-OSS). In this approach, not 
only the scheduling problem is important. but also the way human schedulers deal with their 
task. 

In the second section, we discuss some characteristics of food processing industries and the 
consequences of these characteristics for the scheduling task. This section also discusses 
computer support for scheduling in food processing industries. The third section deals v,;ith a 
task oriented framework for scheduling support. An example of this framework in the food 
processing industries is provided in the fourth section. We end with a summary and some 
guidelines for future research. 

SCHEDULING AND PLANNING IN THE FOOD PROCESSING INDllSTRIES 

Introduetion 

Although several computer programs exist that can support or take over the task of human 
schedulers, little of them are used in practice of food processing in dustry. In a limited series of 
9 case studies. Van Dam ( 1995, p. 34) noted that "most planners u se penciL paper and eraser··. 
In these cases. few planners use self-developed spread-sheet tools, and only one planner uses a 
software-package that is specifically designed tor production scheduling. Even in this case, 
the planner uses only the graphical user-interface to manually create the schedule. 

Computer support can have several advantages over manual scheduling. tor example 
calculation speed, accuracy, and manipulation facilities. \Vhy then. are schedulers still using 
penciL paper and eraser? Presumably, something is \\TOng with existing solutions to problems 
in food processing industry. In this section. we discuss some general characteristics in food 
processing industry the effects of these characteristics on the scheduling task, and we try to 
lind the missing link belween planning problems and existing (computerised) solutions. 

Characteristics of Food Processing Industry 

In tood processing industry, agricultural ravv material is processed to food. Generally, tood 
producing factories belong to process industries: ''Process industries are businesses that add 
value to matcrials by mixing, separating, forming. or chemica! reactions. Processes may be 
either continuous or batch and usually require rigid process control and high capita! 
investment" (Wallace. 1984 ). Th is paragraph discusses some more characteristics of these 
industries. The follo\ving enumeration is compiled from Fransoo & Rutten (1993), Van Dam 
( 1995) and Bolander ( 1980): 

1) Plant characteristics 
a) Expensive and single purpose capacity leads to smal! product variety and high 

volumes. Additionally. this leadstoa flow shop oricnted factory design. 
b) There are long (sequcnce depcndent) set-up times between different product types. 
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2) Product characteristics 
a) The nature and souree of raw material in food processing industry aften implies a 

variabie supply, quality, and price due to unstable yield of farmers. 
b) In contrast with discrete manufacturing, process production uses volume or 

weights. 
c) Raw material, semi-manufactured products, and end products are perishable. 

3) Process characteristics 
a) All kinds ofprocesses have a variabie yield and processing time. 
b) Production processes can have co-products and by-products. 
c) At least one ofthe processes deals with homogeneaus products. 
d) The processes are nat Iabour intensive. 
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e) Production rateis mainly determined by capacity. 
f) Generally, process industries have a divergent product structure. 
g) Factories that produce consumer goods can have an extensive packaging phase. 
h) Due to uncertainty in pricing, quality, and supply of raw material, several recipes 

are available for a product. 

This enumeration does not strive to be exhaustive in classifying food processing industry. It is 
merely a list of characteristics that have their impact on scheduling probieros encountered in 
this field. In addition, not all of these characteristics are necessarily present in a factory. It is 
combinations of these factors that denote types of planning problems. We continue this 
section with some scheduling characteristics that are induced by the elements in the 
enumeration. 

I) If the process is flow oriented, the scheduler does nat deal with variabie routings. Th is 
reduces the scheduling problem to determining sequences and quantities of production, and 
the choice of machines. 

2) Long sequence dependent set-up times can result in fixed sequences of production, for 
example from light tp dark colour or from weak to dominating taste. This can simplify 
scheduling because it removes a degree of freedom in the possible choices of the scheduling 
problem. 

3) Variabie quality of raw material and variabie yield of processes lead either to slack in the 
schedule or to extensive rescheduling. The latter influences the scheduling task substantially, 
because the existing schedule must be adapted with as little disruption to the schedule as 
possible. 

4) Processing steps can nat be scheduled independently due to limited shelf life of products. For 
example in a tobacco factory, some blends that contain vinegar must be packaged within 48 
hours. Th is preelucles decomposition of the problem into several smaller and easier to solve 
sub-problems. 

5) lf the produels must be packed in many different packaging types (different sizes, labels, 
etc.), scheduling in the packaging phase differs from scheduling in the processing phase. 
Batch sizes in the processing phase are aften large due to extensiv.: set-up times, and large 
capacity of equipment that can handle only one product type at the time. In the packaging 
phase. batch sîzes are smal! due to large variety of products and sma!l order si zes (Van Dam, 
1995). Still, due to the fact that half produels are perishable, these stages can only be 
uncoupled to a certain degree (see point 4 ). 
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These scheduling characteristics must be accounted for when designing the scheduling and 
planning structure (Van Donk & Van Dam, 1996). Furthermore, computer support should 
incorporate these aspects. The next section deals with several approaches to computer support 
in food processing industries. 

Computer Support for Scheduling in Food Processing Industries 

In a typical industrial firm, the logistic process is guided by several planning levels. These 
levels are introduced to cope with uncertainty and complexity that are inherent to many 
industrial organisations. Several frameworks exist that structure decisions about e.g., order 
acceptance and production levels. Process industries often use descendants of MRP-II that 
incorporate process specific characteristic such as capacity orientation, recipes, and by
products. Planning levels in MRP-II are for example resource planning, rough cut capacity 
planning, master production scheduling and matcrials requirement planning. Recently, process 
industry speciftc frameworks are introduced such as the Process Flow Scheduling framework 
(Bolander et al, 1993). This frameworkis basedon the process structure rather than product 
structure. Different aggregate levels in this framework include divisions, plants, process trains 
(or production lines), stages, and units. The scheduling level gets only minor attention in these 
frameworks. Most of these systems implement generic techniques from scheduling theory. In 
a survey of 11 logistic systems for food processing industry, eight of these systems provide 
ftnite capacity scheduling algorithms (Moret Ernst & Young, 1995). In only six of these 
systems, sequences can be predetermined (light to dark, etc.) in order to reduce cleaning 
times. Functionality that is focused towards the schedulers task is even less supported. Four 
systems provide multiple simulations to compare altematives, and only three systems have 
interactive graphical user interfaces. 

Finite scheduling systems provide more functionality for the scheduling level. These 
systems are not derived from a logistic framewerk that encompasses all planning levels. They 
are stand-alone applications that can, if necessary, be linked to a logistic system for input. A 
survey of 30 fini te scheduling systems shows the following functionality (Benoy et all., 1994; 
the number of systems that possesses the functionality is put in brackets): 

]) Secondary resources as fini te scheduling constraints 
a) Personnet (24) 
b) Tools (27) 
c) Materials (29) 

2; Secondary resource requirements planning (]9j 

3) Optimisingjacrors 
a) Set-up casts (24) 
b) I nventory costs ( 17) 
c) Order lateness/stock-out costs ( 17) 
d) ldle time (2) 
e) Deviation from targets (I) 
f) Throughput ( 3) 
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4) lnteractive schedulingfeatures 
a) Gantt-chart (26) 
b) Graphical single order rescheduling (13) 
c) Dynamic constraint testing (23) 

One could expect that these systems have enough functionality to support most requirements 
of schedulers. Why then, are these systems hardly ever used? In the aforementioned survey, 
26 of 30 vendors provided information about the number of installations. In the Netherlands, 
they have a total of 56 installations. This figure includes process, semi-process, repetitive, job 
shop, project and service scheduling. Of course, not all scheduling packages are reviewed in 
this survey; a list of 25 systems that did not participate in the reviewing process is included. In 
addition, presumably not all systems and vendors were known to the authors and custom 
made systems were not included. However, in food processing industry in the Netherlands 
alone, there are over 2000 companies. As noted, our experiences confirm that scheduling tools 
are not applied often. 

Several factorscan cause these findings. First, the price of scheduling systems might be too 
high. The survey indicates prices ranging from $17.000 to $300.000. In addition, a yearly 
contri bution of 10% to 15% must be paid for maintenance and customer support. Especially 
when benefits are not clear and can not be quantified, this could prove too much. Second, 
standardised systems do not incorporate organisation specific characteristics such as 
customers, factory layout, individual machine characteristics, operator peculiarities, etc. An 
organisation might not be able to find an existing system that fits all requirements. Third, 
these systems might not provide the functionality that is asked for by the schedulers 
themselves. The task of the scheduler is not only solving the scheduling problem. Other tasks, 
such as booking orders, negotiating with production and sales, and weighing alternatives are 
ofteneven more time consuming. Possibly, existing systems do notprovide adequate support 
forthese tasks. An approach that is focused more towards the task ofhuman schedulers would 
probably tackle these problems. This is discussed in the next section. 

AT ASK ORIENTED FRAMEWORK FOR SCHEDULING SUPPORT 

Introduetion 
The contrast between manually scheduling on the one hand, and the availability of several 
tools to assist schedulers on the other hand, was encountered likewise in other domains than 
food processing industry. For example, analysis in the nurse scheduling domain (Joma, 1994; 
Mietus, 1994) showed that most existing scheduling programs neglected the relevanee of 
rul es, knowledge and skilis of schedulers. F or that reason, we developed several prototypes in 
different scheduling domains, e.g., nurse scheduling, scheduling of paediatricians, patient 
admission planning, project planning and transportation scheduling. All these systems 
explicitly took the task performance of the human scheduler as their basis. This approach 
proves successful in supporting the schedulers task (Verbraeck, 1991; Mietus, 1994; Prietula 
et al., 1994 ). However, we did not yet see appliance in the food processing industries. 

Our presumption is that scheduling tasks in differing domains have common 
characteristics. In order to grasp this underlying structure. we tried to model these domains in 
a comrnon taxonomy. This taxonomy should enable faster and better comprehension of new 
scheduling problems. and make the deve!opment process of scheduling support systems more 
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efficient. This section first discusses the task of schedulers. What is it these people actually do 
all day? Then we discuss a technique to describe some of these task components in a 
structured framework. 

Task Characteristics of Scheduling 
In our analyses, we see several task components recur each time. First, schedulers must 
negotiate a lot. The sales department wants to sell more than the production department can 
make, and still the scheduler must make a schedule that meets both of their wishes. In 
addition, the schedule must be in accord with the goals of management. The scheduler must 
continuously defend the costs of the schedule to the manager, the tardiness in the schedule to 

the sales department and the required capacity to the production department A planner must 
not only be able to create schedules that meet all requirements, he also must knowhow to deal 
with people. 

Second, all planners must perfarm a lot of clerical work. Befare a scheduler starts to make 
the schedule, he must collect necessary information such as stock levels, last day's 
production, orders, etc. Interviews at 48 companies showed that planners in 15 percent of the 
cases spend between 40% and 80% of their time at administrative tasks. 

Third, the actual scheduling itself is performed in recognisable steps, even across different 
domains. The complexity of the task requires expertise in the domain and experience in 
scheduling. For example, in scheduling the production of shag, the scheduler must have an 
understanding of the processes, the products and the machines. Similarly, when a planner 
schedules nurses, he must know a bout ergonomie effects of rotating shifts, workload in wards, 
and impossible team compositions. Clearly, this kind of knowledge is domain depend ent. The 
experience in scheduling, however, seems to be to a certain extent domain independent. We 
saw the same type of experience recur in several different scheduling situations. If possible, 
the task is decomposed in several independent sub-tasks. The bottle-neck is always 
(sometimes even intuitively) scheduled first. The generation of a schedule itself is not just 
searching for a valid schedule. The scheduler must campare altematives, repeatedly count in 
order to check constrairtts and he must choose constraints to relax and redefine his goals if he 
can not find a satisfactory schedule. In addition, the existing schedule must be rescheduled 
frequently. The scheduler is continually interrupted because machines break down, urgent 
orders must be placed in the schedule, the quality of a processed batch is below standards, and 
all these disruptions must be embodied in a tight schedule. If we have a structured way to 
describe the task of schedulers, we gain faster understanding of new problems. The remainder 
of this section deals with a taxonomy for depicting the scheduling task. 

Modelling the Scheduling Task 
Several authors, especially in the field of artificial intelLigence and knowledge based systems, 
pay attention to rnadelling of tasks. Some theories are oriented on cognitive aspects, e.g., 
Newell & Sirnon (1972). Other frameworks look at the task in a more inclusive way, for 
example the Kads approach (Schreiber et al, 1993 ). The latter is mainly focused on building 
knowledge based systems, but the models they propose can be used in a more conceptual 
sense as wel!. These models place the task in a wider perspective by incorporating contextual 
aspects such ·as co-operation and the organisation. We adopt their ideas about separating 
domain and task execution, and we extend the modeHing techniques they propose with 
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scheduling specific primitives. In this section. we discuss some generic characteristics and 
modelling primitives that can be used to make a description of the taskof a scheduler. 

1) Context. The context can determine toa great extent how the scheduling task looks. The 
authorisations of the planner governs his role in the organisation. Can he accept and reject 
orders? Is he allowed to hire additional capacity? lt is this kind of questions that represe;1t 
the way how the task is situated in the organisation. 

2) Object structure. We de fine schedu1ing as arranging the objectsof different types in such a 
way that a va lid schedule arises (Van Wezel et al, 1995) In job shop scheduling. for 
examp1e, we have 10 jobs with 10 operations each, and 10 machines. and the assignment of 
the operations to the machines constitutes the schedule. Nurse scheduling. as another 
example, deals with assigning nurses to shifts. The structure in the schedule is depicted by 
aggregation. For example, the assignment of a nursetoa shift creates an aggregate: the 
scheduled shift. Several generic characteristics result from this way of looking at 
scheduling: 

a) For each object in the structure 
• Fixed set/indefinite set. With an indefinite set of objects the scheduler can add 

objects, for example if the planner can make u se of temporary employees. With a 
fixed set. the number of avai1able objectsis predetermined. Th is characteristic is 
especia1ly interesting \\ith respect to time. When a time object is fixed. the planning 
has a fixed horizon. whereas the schedule has a rolling time window when the time 
object is incremental. 

b) For each aggregation in rhe srructure 
• mandatory/optional. In a mandatOf)' aggregation relation. all available objects have 

to be linked. For example, for the shiftlschedu1ed shift in the nurse scheduling 
example. all predetermined shifts must be linked toa nurse. whereas the 
nurse/scheduled shift is optional. i.c. notall nurses have to be linked toa shift. 

• grouping cardi.nality. In the aggregation re1ation. the minimum and maximum 
number of objects mustbc specitïed. In the nurse scheduling example. the minimum 
and maximum number of shifts that is linked to one instanee of a scheduled shift is 
one. The minimum number of nurses that is assigned to one scheduled shift is 4 and 
the maximum number is 5. This means that the size ofthe team is always 4 or 5 
nurses (i.e .. in a valid schedule). 

• singular/plural. When the re lation is singular, an object can only be linked once. In a 
plural relation. the object can be used several times in an aggregate. for example 
machines. 

3; Task structure. The task structure must depiet the decomposition of the scheduling taskin 
sub tasks. At a high level. the scheduling task decomposes to administration. problem 
solving. and negotiating. In the nurse scheduling cxample. the shifts are composed in the 
administration phase. whereas nurses are assigned to shifts in the problem solving phase . 

./i Task srraregv. The task strategy describes the sequence in ''hich the sub-tasks are performed 
in order to accomplish the aggregate task. Several generic characteristics apply to the task 
strategy: 
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a) periodical/continuous. When scheduling is perfonned periodically, the scheduler waits 
fora specific time to start, for example each Monday morning. Continuous scheduling is 
perfonned whenever a new impulse arrives. 

b) top down/bottorn up. Top down scheduling means that the aggregates are instantiated 
before objects are assigned to it, e.g., in the nurse schedule the number of scheduled 
shifts is predetermined, and the nurses are scheduled in a later phase. In bottorn up 
scheduling the aggregates are made based on the number of available element objects. 

c) pattern/exception. Scheduling with patterns means that a predetennined schedu!e 
pattem exists, for examp!e a rotating persennel schedu!e in industry. In scheduling by 
exception, the schedule is made without a predetennined frame. 

d) empty/existing schedule. The schedu!er can use the existing schedu!e and add 
something, for examp!e in a schedu!e for maternity care, or he can start with an empty 
schedule. 

e) batch/one by one. In one by one scheduling, each object is scheduled without 
consiclering the other objects that have to be scheduled. Batch schedu!ing does take into 
account all objects that have to be scheduled, e.g., it looks if an assignment does not 
preclude a valid schedule. 

These characteristics can be used when a scheduling situation is modelled. First, they can 
guide the analysis and design process. When a characteristic appears to occur in both 
extremes, the scheduling task is likely to be decomposable in sub-tasks. For example in nurse 
scheduling, both pattem and exception scheduling occurs. A more detailed analysis shows that 
the night shifts are scheduled according to pattems, whereas evening and day shifts are 
scheduled by exception. These kinds of schedulir:;; must be supp>'.-ted in different ways. 
Second, these characteristics can also be used in a more normative sense. Combinations of 
these characteristics can be more or less recommendable and this can be the basis for an 
advice to change the organisation or execution of the scheduling task. The framework 
provides an abstract classification of scheduling problems that can be used as a basis for 
further analysis that is needed for actually designing decision support. 

The next paragraph ,describes how these characteristics appear in a speciftc type of lood 
processing industry. This description does notprovide a detailed analysis that is necessary in 
the process of systems development. It is a mere demonstration of the framework and its 
techniques. 

TENTATIVE FINDINGS 

Th ree Cases in F ood Processing Industry 

The ftrst section in this artiele emphasised the apparent Jack of appropriate scheduling systems 
in the food processing industries. Successful applications of our framework in other domains 
naturally gave rise to question whether or not it can be applied in food processing industries. 
We analysed three cases for a ftrst attempt to test the framework in the food processing 
industries. We visited a dairy plant, a potato starch factory, and a flour mil!. These plants are 
characterised.by high volume flow production to stock and a limited product range. First, we 
give a short description of each case. Then these cases are modelled with the gencric 
characteristics that are aYailable in our framework. 
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I) Dairy Jactory 
This factory produces milk, yoghurt and custard. From a scheduling point of view, the 
processing phase is not interesting. The task ofthe planner is to decide how much must 
be produced ofwhat product. The bottle-neck is the packaging phase. Production levels 
are based on expected and arrived orders from supermarkets. The existing schedule is 
constantly re-evaluated due to orders that were not expected. The factory has 
predetermined production days for most products, e.g., yoghurt on Monday, custard on 
Wednesday, etc. The sequence is fixed due to cleaning times. Interesting fact is that the 
planners use a newly built system, but nonetheless still draw Gantt charts manually and 
must compute consequences from reschedu!ing on a pocket calculator. 

2) PotalO starch derivative Jactory 
Th is business unit has two factories. In these factories, starch is processed to 
derivatives. The processing phase doesnothave uncoup!ed phases and the planner has 
to decide the sequence and quantity of starch that will be produced. Thes~ quantities are 
based on expected and arrived safes. Forsome products, the planner can choose the 
factory in which to produce. Other productscan on!y be produced in either one of the 
factories. Both factories have two si los. One Silo is used for the mostly sold product. 
Th is silo is filled regardless of orders when the other silo is being emptied. 

3) Flour mil/ 
Th is factory grinds grain to flour. Si x basic kinds of flourare produced. The end 
products are mixtures of these basics. Recipes are determined every week, basedon the 
quality of the de livered grain. Planning involves to maintain enough, but not too much, 
stock of the basic flour kinds. 

553 

We will use the generic characteristics that were described in the previous section to analyse 
this kind of scheduling. 

Context. 
From the perspective of these schedulers, the production of any product consists of only one 
processing phase with a relatively stabie yield. Th ere is a limited number of possible products 
and the scheduler must specify when how much product is made. He must take into account 
several factors such as stock, customer orders, sequence dependent set-up times, etc. Expected 
sales and actual orders are the basis for the schedule. The scheduler does not decide which 
orders are accepted. 

Object structure. 
In these cases, agricultural raw material is transformed into food or ingredients. The schedule 
consists of a number of processes. In a process phase, a specific machine must be allocated to 
process raw material for a certain period. The object structure is shown in figure 3. Each 
object type is either indefini te or fixed, and other characteristics are also depicted. 
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f: fixec set m: mancatory s: si;'lgular x,y: group1ng cardinality 
l: incefinite set c: opt~onai p: plural x: minimum: y· max1mum 

Figure 1. Object structure 

This structure is used for the task description; domaio objects are manipulated by sub-tasks. 
Furthermore, the design of the scheduling system can use this model in for example the user 
interface. 

Task structure. 
On the basis of avaîlable stock and known or expected sales, the r~-Juired production levels 
are determined. Then, machines and raw material are assigned to a process. These sub-tasks 
constitute the administration phase. Now the process must be fitted in the schedule by 
assigning starting and ending times to the process. This latter activity is the problem solving 
phase. In this phase, processes that are already scheduled will be rescheduled and goals and 
constraints will be reconsidered. This high level taskmodel is depicted in tigure 4. 

stock orders y 
required machine raw P"'"clY"" 

P"\1 
I t 
' ' schedule---" 

Figure 2. Task structure 
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A more detailed analysis must elaborate the depicted sub-tasks further. In these cases, 
scheduling is performed periodically in the sense that the scheduler makes a schedule a week 
beforehand. For example, the schedule for the next week has to be finished on Thursday. On 
Friday, the planner starts to make the schedule for the week after that. This schedule has a 
horizon of a few weeks. Ad hoc problems are dealt with continuously. When a problem 
occurs, for example a machine breaks down, the scheduler must adjust the schedule to 
incorporate this new fact. Variability in processing time and yield results in continuously 
adapting the existing schedule to the new circumstances. 

The schedule is composed in a top down fashion. Due to fixed sequences of production, the 
problem solving phase uses patterns, e.g., yoghurt on Monday and custard on Wednesday. 
The schedulers make every week a schedule with a horizon of 4 to 6 weeks. Thus, they use an 
existing schedule with only the last week being empty. Scheduling is usually performed one 
by one due to limited cognitive capabilities. 

Conclusion 
In this paragraph, we gave a simple example of the use of a task oriented modeHing 
framewerk for scheduling. The proposed models provide a coarse description of several cases 
we encountered in food processing industries. This description can be used for a comparison 
and classification of these cases. The five scheduling characteristics that we discussed in the 
second sectien are covered by this description. Due to flow orientation of the process, the 
scheduler mainly determines sequences and quantities. Fixed sequences result in patterns and 
the variability of processes results in continuously rescheduling. Due tv .:mited shelf life of 
products, stages in the process can not be uncoupled and hence are scheduled as one process. 
The only plant that produces consumer products is the diary factory. Because extensive 
cleaning and set-up times of the packaging machines, the production is grouped into product 
of the sametype (yoghurt and custard with different flavours and different packages). 

This high level analysis showed several similarities. More detailed analysis wil! probably 
show differences as well. These analyses not only provide insight in the organisation of the 
scheduling task, it also serves the design of a supporting system. We presurne that the 
similarities in these cases can be exploited in the development process of scheduling support 
systems for food processing industries. 

SUMMARY 

In our case studies, we encountered that the scheduling task is still performed manually in 
many food processing organisations. Apparently, existing standardised solutions do not 
provide the right support for the right price. In other scheduling domains, a task oriented 
approach is more successful. These systems are based explicitly on the task execution by 
human schedulers, and hence provide the functionality that is required. 

We propose a framework to structure the scheduling task. This framewerk can be used in 
an analysis of the scheduling task, both to gain insight and to develop computerised support. 
The taxonomy reveals several gencric characteristics, and these characteristics can be used to 
classify a scheduling problem. 

The artiele demonstrates the framework in the analyses of one type of scheduling in food 
processing industries: plants with high volume t1ow production to stock >vhere the process 
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consists of only one processing phase, and there is a limited number of products. The 
framework shows several similarities in the cases we described. At the same way the 
framewerk is used in this article, the framework is going to be applied to several other types 
of scheduling in order to make a classification of scheduling types in food processing 
industry. 

In future research, we focus on two interrelated paths. First, the structure must be specified 
further in order to be applicable for all occurring scheduling problems. This means that more 
generic characteristics must be included in the classification scheme and that a scheduling 
specific task language must be developed. Second, application of the framewerk in practice 
must give substance to knowledge accumulation in order to induce reuse. The combination of 
these two paths should result in finding the right level of generality. Eventually, the 
framewerk wil! increase the understanding of the scheduling task and enhance the 
development process of scheduling support systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

In many industries production làcilities are used which process products in a batch-wise 
manner. Guided by research in aircrall industry. \.vhere the process of hardening synthetic 
aircmft parts \vas stud i ed. we evaluate a new control strategy forthese type of systcms. Givcn 
the availability of information on a few near-future arrivals, the strategy decides on when to 
schedule a job in order to minimize logistical costs. The new strategy is compared with a 
stratcgy which uses only local information tor various system configurations. This 
comparison is carried out fora number of different system characteristics such as workload. 
lot si ze of arriving products. the number of product types. the number of machines and setup 
costs. As a result. we obtain valuable intormation on the relative pertormance of the new 
strategy. as vvell as insight in system behavior of bulk queueing systems in a more general 
~èi1Sè. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

lhis work arose from a planning problem in the aircraft industry [7]. concerning thc 
dnclopment of a control system tor the production of hardened synthetic parts. In the 
harelening process these parts are placed in an oven in a batch-wise manner. Becausc of the 

competitive nature of the aircraft industry. lead time reductions and improvements of 
thc service level are ,of vita! importance. A proposed new oven control system [ 15] 
contributes in that direction. 

Thc described system is known in literaturc as a hulk queueing s_vstem. Bulk queueing 
svstems are characterized by the tàct that customers arrive in groups and/or are served in 
groups. Apart from ovens. many other examples of such systems can be cf Deb and 
Serfozo [3] and Bagebi and Templeton [1]. 

Control strategies tor bulk queueing systems can be classified according to the amount of 
information which is supposed to be available about future arrivals of customers. Three 
typical situations can be distinguished: 

• No information available 
• Full knmvledge of future arrivals 
• :\ fcw near-future arrivals are known or predictcd 

The tlrst catcgory refers to control strategies which are based upon thc intormation about the 
cu!Tt:nl situation only. An important example of such a strategy för the single machine case. 
the \linimum Batch Size (MBS) rule. was introduced by Neuts[8]. According to this strategy. 
a hmch stans sen i cc as soon as at least a certain t!xed numher of customers is present. 
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Bulk queueing systems where full knowledge is available about future arrivals are studied 
in the field of deterministic machine scheduling. An overview of these type of strategies is 
given by Uzsoy [I 0.11 ], who discusses planning and scheduling mode is applicable to the 
semiconductor industry. The relevanee of these type of models is quite limited. because. in 
practice. only little information on future arrivals is available. 

Let us now discuss control strategies of the third type. This type of control strategies, the 
so-called 'look-ahead strategies' has been studied only quite recently. The first to address the 
subject were Glassey and Weng [5]. They present a Dynamic Batehing Heuristic (DBH). The 
beuristic decides when to start a new production cycle thereby aiming for a minimal average 
wRiting time. The planning horizon in DBH is just one processing time. 

An interesting question is how system characteristics, like e.g. the number of machines or 
the number of products, affect the impravement in performance of look-ahead strategies in 
comparison with rules that only use local information. An answer to this question would also 
give a better insight in system behavior in a more general sense, given a specific system 
contiguration. In this paper we make such a comparison by evaluating system performance 
tor the above-mentioned MBS-rule and a Dynamic Job Assignment Heuristic (DJAH) which 
wc recently developed tor a number of different system configurations [15]. The look-ahead 
strategy D.IAH is capable of dealing with situations where one or multiple types of products 
have to be processed by a number of identical machines. In addition to the costs associated 
with waiting. also setup costs for a machine are taken into account. In [14] we tested the 
potential of DJAH by simulation. lts response was analyzed for various system 
contigurations. which reflect different settings e.g. processing times, machine capacities and 
numbers of machines. lt was found that. for most settings, DJAH shows better performance 
than existing heuristics. especially if logistical costs include setup costs. Here we extend 
DJAH in order to be able to deal with compound arrivals. Note that this extension was not 
studied betare for look-ahead strategies. Thus far. look-ahead strategies were only studied tor 
settings in which products arrive individually. 

The paper runs as follows. In Section 2. the MBS-rule and D.JAH are introduced in detail. 
In Section 3. D.JAH is compared with MBS through a series of simulations. System 
characteristics tor which the influence on system performance is studied. are work load. the 
number of products. the number of machines. lot sizes of arriving products and setup costs. 
Finally. inSection 4. we summarize the conclusions. 

2. CONTROL STRATEGIES 

In order to gain a clear understanding of the meaning of look-ahead strategies tor the 
control of batch operations. some additional assumptions wil! be made with regard to the 
characteristics of these systems. Setup activities are sequence independent. The duration of 
thc sctup activities is included in the processing time. which has a fixed length that depends 
on thc type of product only. It is notallowed to interrupt processing. because this would make 
the parts worthless for further use. The number of parts in a batch is limited by the physical 
si ze of the m<,1chine and a process constraint. which determines a maximum fill rate tor the 
machine. Given these constraints and the fact that we study identical machines only. the 
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maximum processing capacity tor a machine depends only on the physical characteristics of a 
part type. 

To control the job shop, a decision maker is made responsible for assigning jobs to the 
machines. The decision maker bases his decision upon the information received from other 
departments or external suppliers about the future arrivals of parts, and messages which 
report the actual arrivals of parts and the completion of machine cycles. The information 
about future arrivals covers a quite Iimited horizon. Moreover, data can be incomplete andior 
subject to forecasting errors. Two possible situations arise in which a decision has to be 
made: 

(i) A machine becomes idle and the number of lots in queue is greater than zero 
(ii) The arrival of a lot while a machine is idle 

Any event of this sort triggers a decision, where the decision op ti ons are: 

(i) Postponement to the next decision event 
(ii) Acceptation of one (or more) job(s) for which the machine number(s) and product 

type(s) are specified, either immedîately or at a specified future moment. 

Bearing in mind the above assumptions on system characteristics of batch processing 
machines. we now describe the MBS-rule and the look-ahead strategy DJAH in detail. 

2.1 Minimum Batch Size rule 

The MBS-rule addresses the single product single machine case. It assumes that no 
information is available on future arrivals. As a consequence its criterion for optimization is 
reduced to an evaluation of the current situation only, which is deterrnined by the queue 
length. MBS compares the queue length (q) with a fixed minimum batch size (B): 

if q>B 

rhen load rhe oven (1) 
else wair 

Deb and Serfozo [2] show how to relate a m1mmum batch size to minimization of the 
expected continuously discounted costor the expected averaged cost over an infinite horizon 
in a model with Poisson arrivals. As Fowler et al. [4] remark, their computations can also be 
used to minimize the expected average waiting time in case the cost of serving customers is 
set to zero and the cost of customers waiting is linear. Given the latter criterion for 
optimization. Glassey et al. [5] found that a choice of B 1 results in a performance which is 
almost as wel! as for any other choice of B. They based this observation on the outcomes of a 
series of simulations. lt should be noted that, although the MBS-rule is intended for single 
server systems, it can also be applied to multi server systems, which process only one type of 
product. 

Situations in which multiple product types have to be handled by a single machine or even 
multiple machines are nol covered by the MBS-rule. In facL it is unclear how MBS has to be 
adapted. Should e.g. a minimum batch size be associated with every product type or is the 
machine to be loaded if the sum of the queue lengths exceeds a certaîn minimum 0 We 
adoptcd a rule supplied by Weng and Leachman [12]. as an alternative to MBS. According to 
this rule. which wil! be named MBSX, every time a machine cycle is completed. a new cyclc 
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is srarted right away if there are products in queue. The type of product chosen is the one 
\\hich shows the longest queue length. In case of a tie. tbc product which requires the shortest 
processing time. is loaded into the machine. If this still leads to a tie. then one tosses. 

2.2 A new approach: The Dynamic Job Assignment Reuristic 

Let us now introduce the Dynamic Job Assignment Heuristic we developed for batch 
processing. To guarantee a clear understanding of terms and variables used, tïrsr the notation 
is explained: 

j 
.l 
a 
c 
c 
t" 
t,, 

t, 

t,, 

H 
H 
H" 
H 
\-1 

'\ 
r 
T, 
q 
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L(t,) 
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= Product type 
= Thesetof product type identifiers j 
= Machine identifier (serial number) 

The machine capacity 
The machine capac ity tor produels of type j 
The time after 10 at which machine a is available (agatn) 
The first time the machine in question is idle and there is at least one product in queue 
The k-th arrival of a product after tv 

= The k-th arrival of a product after !0 for produels of type j 
=Planning horizon ifthe machine would be loaded at t., 

Planning horizon ifthe machine would be loaded at t, 
=Planning horizon ifproducts oftypej would be loaded into the machine at t., 

Planning horizon if produels of type j would be loaded into the machine at t,, 
The number of machines 
The number of product types 
Processing time 

·•· Processing time tor produels of type j 
oe The number of products in queue at t, 

~ The number of produels in queue at In for products of type j 
= The lot size of produels arriving at t, 

The lot si ze of produels of type j arriving at t,., 
Total operating costs ifthe machine is loaded at t 
Total operatin~ costs ifproducts oftypej are loaded at t 
Setup costs 

= Setup costs tor products of type j 

For the case in which a single machine handles one type ofproducts, DJAH is formulated as: 

f! q ·C 
rhen load the machine 

el se 

then waft 

else load the machine 
(2) 

L L(t,)(H 1 -r,) 
lt< H I 
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I f the number in queue ( q) is greater than or equal to the machine capacity (C). the decision is 
to load the machine right away (10). On the other hand. if the number in queue is smaller than 
the machine capacity. the beuristic decides if it is profitable to wait for a next arrival or to 
load thc machine right away. Therefore, it compares production costs per item fora situation 
in which the batch consists of the q items available at t0 and a situation whereby one waits tor 
the next arrival. In the latter case the batch is made up of q items plus the number of arrived 
products (L(t 1)), with a maximum equal to the machine capacity. Production costs are 
assumed to consist of a fixed amount of setup costs (<1>) and linear waiting costs. Waiting 
costs include waiting for all arriving produels until the time (H0

, H 1
) the machine completes it 

cycle. Note, that the inclusion of the function L(t,) extends DJAH to the case of compound 
arrivals. 

Extension of the DJAH-heuristic to the multiple products case is straightforward. 
cvaluation fora certain product type j only involves the inclusion ofthe accurnulated waiting 
times tor the other types of products. which are an element of the set of product types J. in the 
cost function (TV): 

lffu/1 loads are available 

then select product j 

else 

1 
if nun- TV(t) > 

I 1 'V q J 0 

l/, > 0 J 

then 1vait 

TV (t) 
argmin-1- 0 and laad the machine 

q,'cj c} 

min ------TV}!,) 
1 1 N min(q

1 
-LU,). C) 

el se load the machine. select product j • = argmin ~ TV (t ) 
;-1 .l'·l q

1 
I D 

q, > 0 

N .N 

1\ ith TV/io) = <DJ " Tlmax(qj -Cj'O) - Tl Lq, + r. r. L(t, ,l(H,0 
-t,) 

~~J i 1 to<tt .• <H.~~ . ' . 

ll 0 
c t ·T 

j 0 .i 

(3) 

In the above lormulation priority is assigned to product types for which a full load is 
a\ ailable. The product type which shows the lowest costs per item (cost price) over the 
planning horizon (H0

) is chosen among those produels for which there is a full load. In all 
other cases it is decided to load the machine if no lower cost price is expected to be real ized at 
the time of the first future arrival for one of the product types. Note that costs in case the 
machine would be loaded at a next arrival t 11 (Tv;(~ 

1 
)) are adjusted for the tàct that no 

\\aiting costs are incurred for the product of type j by subtracting L(t 11 )Ti. 

:\n cxtcnsion of DJAH is also available for system configurations which consist of 
multiple machines. Here we limit ourselves to its application tor identicai machines. Given 
this assumptio'n. therc is noneed to augment decision options to include alternative machines. 
\her all. the use of another machine does not result in lowcr costs. As a consequencc. thc 
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extension of DJAH to the multiple machine case is straightforward. For systems which 
consist of a number of identical machines that handle multiple types of products. DJAH is 
formulated below as (4). Note that the look-ahead horizon (tfl'.H1) is adapted to account lor 
the presence of multiple machines. The moment the next machine becomes available is 
determined by selecting the minimum of the cycle completion times t~. Hereby it is also 
accounted tor the cases in which the machine processing the product of type j becomes 
m·ailable earlier than any other machine. as a consequence of a short processing time. It is 
interesting to observe. that even if two or more machines are available at t,, and q > 0. it can 
happen that one decides to wait until t,. This effect is due to the setup costs ll). lfmore than 
tvvo machines are available at t0 (Hf=H!==t0) the machine with the lowest serial number (a"'"') 
is cimsen as the one to be loaded first. lt wiJl be clear that this priority rule can simply be 
moditïed. e.g. to balance use of each of the machines, without influencing averaged cost 
price . .lust like the single machine case. the cost tunetion TV,(t~.1) is adjusted tor the tact that 
no waiting costs are incurred for the first arrival of a product of type j. It should be noticed 
that the adjustment max(H/- t~.,. 0) also accounts for situations in which the next machine is 
available before the machine cycle ends. 

lf fu/1 loads are available 

then select product j · 
TV (t

0
) 

argmin-1- and load the machine 
•,··c, C

1 

el se 

I 
if min- TV(t) > 

1 -6" qj J 0 

then wait 

e/se load the machine, select product j 

' 
+ [ [ L(t

1
)(H

1
°-t,) 

i -1 •o<tk.,< HJ\) 

(4) 

N N 

~ è!Jj - qp,J t
0

) + (H/ -t
0
)Lq, - [ [ LU,)<H/ 

{zj i~i to<lt,,<H,: 

a >ntn 
min a 

H 0 =min( mint a.t •T) 
a'a.,," 0 J 

H 1 min( min 1 ,. t. -T) 
u ·a ... ,~ IJ i 

3. ANAL YSIS OF SIMULA TION RESULTS 

ln order to obtain int(Jrmation on the relative performance of DJAH in comparison with 
\•1 BS a series of simulations were performed. In this section. the results of these simulations 
11ill he discussed. In the next subsection. attention is paid to the effects of 1vorkload on the 
rclative performance. In subsequcnt subsectîons. lot size of m-riving products. the numhcr of 
product types. the number of machines and setup costs are studied. The following 
assumptions underlie this research: 
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• Poisson arrivals. 
• Produel types are identical as far as machine capacities and processing times are 

conccrned. i.e., and T1=T tor all j. 
• Machine capacity (C) is equal to 5. 
• Processing time (T) equals 25 time units. 
• \Vaiting costs equal 1 per unit of time. 

Note that other types of arrival processes and products types with different machine capacities 
andior processing times were studied by Van der Zee et al. [14,15], Fm-vier et al. [4J. 
Rohinson et al. [9). Glassey et al. [5.6] and Weng et al. [12). By choosing the ahove
mentioned values for machine capacity and processing time. comparison with these 
refcrcm:es is facilitated. 

3.1 Workload 

In F i gure 1. average waiting time is shown tor the case in which a single machine ( M =I) 

handles one type of products (N=l ). The lot size (LS) of arriving produels equals one. 
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Figure 1 Average waiting time tor MBS and DJAH tor N = 1, M = 1, LS 1 

Figure 1 shows the results for average waiting time for DJAH and MBS for increasing 
work loads. Note that we relate work load to traffic intensity. Traffic intensity is defined 
here as rhe quotient of the mean arrival rate of customers and thc maximum service rate of 
the system. cf. Chaudry [2] and Van der Zee [14]. Two different settings for MBS are 
shown in the t1gure: 
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• MBS, B=1: Glassey et al. [5] refer to this rule as the 'greedy' rule. According to this 
rule, the machine is loaded at the moment the machine is/becomes idle and there is at 
least one item in queue, i.e., it coincides with the MBSX rule for this case. 

• MBS, B=opt: The machine is loaded only if a minimum batch size can be met by the 
number of items in queue. The minimum batch size is estimated by simulation in such 
a way that a minimal average waiting time is realized. 

The figure indicates that the look-ahead strategy DJAH shows significantly lower values 
for average waiting time than both MBS policies. The differences tend to be greater tor low 
and moderate traffic intensities. This can be explained by the fact that for high traffic 
intensities both policies will often take the same decision. The larger queue length in case 
of high traffic intensities will make postponement of the dec is ion less profitable or, in case 
the maximum machine capacity is exceeded, even useless. These results are confirmed in 
earlier research by Glassey et al. (5,6]. Another condusion from their research is that 
performance of MBS with B= 1 is close to the performance of MBS with B=opL The 
results in Figure 1 indicate that this proposition is true for low traffic intensities, where a 
minimum batch size of 1 is the optima! choice. For moderate and high traffic intensities 
pereenmal differences of 3-5% are found. In our opinion these differences are not 
neglectable. 
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Figure 2 Average waiting time for DJAH, N 1, M 1, LS 

3.2 Compound arrivals 

Little research has been done in the context of look-ahead strategies for compound arrivals. In 
order to obtain insight in system behavior in case of compound arrivals, two series of 
simulations are performed. In case LS=L2. lot sizes of arriving products may be one or two. 
each with probability l/2. In case LS=l ,2,3, lot sizes of arriving products are l, 2 or 3. each 
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\\ ith probability 1/3. The results tor these simulations are dcpicted in Figure 2. To enable 
comparison \\ith settings in which products arriw one at a time. the resttlts lor DJ/\!! '' hich 
\\ere found in Subsection 3.1 are included in the figure. The ligure shows that for IO\\ trat'llc 
intensities the average \vaiting time lor compound arrivals is smaller than for situation, in 
''hich pwducts arrive individually. This is explained by thc !act that at low traf11c intcnsities 
the loading of the machine is often only dependent on the next arrÎ\'al moment due tn the ](l\\ 

number of arrÎ\'als. Average waiting time is therefore mainly determined by thnse fe,, 
arri,als ''hich take place during processing. Since in case of compound arri,als thl' number 
of arri,als deercases because of the increase in lot size. lcss arriYals may be expected during 
prn.:essing. As a consequence average waiting time reduces. On the other band. at moderate 
and high traftlc intensîties. machine capacîty gets an increasing int1uence on pcrtormanel.'. 
!he irre;,;:u\aritv of arri\·a] moments combined \\ith the van inQ lot si zes leads to hi;,;:her 
a\Tragc ~aiting times. As expected. ihe effect is greatcr if the \~ari;ncc ~f lot si zes is grcat~r 

In Table L the relative ditlerences in percentagö bet\\een DJ.\H and \1BS ftll' compound 
arriq]s are shnwn for different traftic intensities (pl. 

TABU::: 
Relative Performance of DJAH in Comparison "1th \IBS 

p 

0_1 50 . .J 50 .j 
J_j ' .J8 t -18. i -
n.: .j.j 3 .J-1.3 
IJ..J 39,3 39.3 
05 35.0 ..)) 5 
0.6 30 .j 28 ~ 

U. 
~ 25 t 23.3 

IJS 19.9 17..J 
() () I " .5 

Lil tOO*i.\lBS.B·!-DJAHI(MBSB~\) 

LS 
Lil 

'0.6 
50.6 
-16.0 
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6.2 100 • 1\1BS.B~opt DJAH) ("v1BS.B~op!) 
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.J6.0 
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~6.1 
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-+LX 
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~R.8 
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I'S 

8.:= 

.j.j 2 

.j.j 2 

.J t .S 
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~ 1.6 
2~ (1 

t-; I 
! ! .0 
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Tbc rcsults in TableI indicate large improvements for DJAH in case ofwmpound arrJ\::lb 

111 c:omparison with MBS. Remarkably. tbc rel at i' c performance for DJ All improYes from 
LS~J to LS=L2 tor low and moderate traffic intensities. \\hercas it decreascs for LS=L2.~ 
Prohably. thc latter effect is due to reduction of decision options open to the controller. 
bcTause nf the tact that less arriYals take place as a consequenee of the increased lot siz~. The 
I ad. of altcrna!lve decision options forces DJAH to make the same decision as l'v!BS in more 
ca~e~. "hich lea\'es less room for improvement . 

."t3 :\umht·r nf Produels 

By ddinition. pmducts of different types cJnnot he rmcesscd togethcr in onc batch. si nee 
different proc.:ssing conditions. lhis restricti<Jil on the use ot' a machine 

C:< 1111plieatcs the pn•hlem. \:nt onl\ Jnes om: ha'l' to delermine \\hen to loaJ u nnehm..:. als(' 
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the type of product to be loaded has to be established. As a consequence of the larger product 
assortment which has to be handled, higher average waiting times are to be expected. These 
ideas are contirmed by a series of simulations, in \.Vhich the number of product types (N) is 
varied. The results of these simulations are depicted in Figure J. 
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Figure 3 Average waiting time for DJAH, N = n, M = 1, LS = 1 

N=1 

N=2 

N=4 

N=6 

N=8 
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Figurc J shows the average waiting time in case DJAH is used as a control strategy. The 
results clearly indicate that the number of different produels has a great influence on system 
performance. For exam,ple, the average waiting time for a system in which l 0 types of 
produels are handled is equal to about 4-10 times the average waiting time for a sim i lar 
system. which handles only one type of product. Reduction of the number of produels by 
forming product families for which processing conditions are uniform may therefore be very 
worthwhile in practical business situations. Of course. this implicates that product 
spccilications may have to be adapted. On the other hand. the results point out that an 
enlargement of the assortment should be carefully evaluated in view of its consequenccs on 
system performance. 

In Table 2. the relative difterences in percentages between DJAH and MBSX are shown. 
Remember that MBSX gives preferenee to the product with the longest queue length. For the 
setting in which only a single product type (N=l) is handled, DJAH is compared with MBS 
\\ ith B=opt. The results in Table 2 clearly indicate that the relative performance of DJAH 
lkcreases with increasing number of product types. This is as expected, because less profit is 
to be gained by postponing the loading of the machine while other product(type)s have to 
\\ait. Another ,conclusion is that application of DJAH as a control strategy is profitab!e even 
at a high number of product types. 
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TABLE 2 
Relative Performance of DJAH in Comparison with MBSX 

p N=8 
!:;. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.1 SOA 29.7 16.1 10.5 9.8 6.9 
0.2 48.1 31.9 19.7 14.0 9.9 64 
0.3 44.3 28.2 17.5 1 1.9 7.8 4.9 

0.4 39.3 244 15.0 10.3 6.7 4.5 
05 33.5 21.0 13.8 8.1 5.8 4.4 
0.6 28.7 17.3 9.8 6.6 4.7 3.5 
0.7 'JO 0 

--'·-' 14.5 8.2 5.4 4.1 0 ' ~.-

0.8 17.4 113 6.6 4.7 3.4 2.8 
0.9 7.5 7.7 5.1 3.6 2.9 2.4 

!:;. = 100 * (MBSX=1- DJAH)/ MBSX 

3.-t Numbcr of Machines 

Wc \\ill no'..v discuss situations in which multiple machines are available. Figure 4 shows 
simLilation results for settings where the number of machines (M) varies between I and I 0 
and DJAH is adopted as a control strategy. Note that the addition of an extra machine is 
accompanied by an equivalent increase in traffic intensity. 
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Figure 4 Average waiting time tor DJAH tor N = 1, M = m, LS = 1 

.\s c:-.:pected. !I i gure 4 shows how an increase of the number of machines leads to a reduction 
of a\crage waiting time. This effect is rather strong tor a low number of machines (M=2. 
\ 1=4 ). Flir higher numbers of machines an effect of decreasing marginal utility is obscncd. 
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Same remarkable results are found if the performance ofDJAH is compared with that of 
MBS (Table 3). 

TABLE 3 
Relative Performance ofDJAH in Comparison with MBS 

----------~---~---------------~--------~-------~--~----------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------

p M"'i M=2 M=4 M=6 M=8 M=IO 
lll Á2 Ál Á2 lll ll2 dl Á2 lll Á2 Ál ll2 

-------~------------------------------ ... ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.1 50.-1 50.4 53.0 53.0 55.5 55.5 56.8 56.8 57.6 57.6 58.1 58. I 
02 48.1 48.1 54.4 54.4 58.4 58.4 59.7 59.7 60.6 60.6 60.5 60.5 
0.3 4-13 44.3 51.8 51.7 57.7 51.1 59.3 51.1 60.4 46.7 60.6 45.2 
0.-1 39.3 39.3 48.4 43.6 55.7 45.9 57.7 44.7 58.4 43.2 59.1 42.2 

0.5 35.0 33.5 44.4 39.8 52.5 42.2 55.1 40.8 56.2 39.5 57.0 38.2 
06 30.4 28.7 40.3 35.1 49.1 38.6 51.8 38.5 53.0 38.0 53.4 37.2 
()7 25.1 ~' ' ....;.J.J 35.5 29.6 44.6 30.6 47.4 29.4 48.7 28.0 49.7 26.7 

0.8 19.9 17.4 29.6 19.2 38.3 15.9 39.8 11.6 41.4 8.4 42.3 5.1 
()<) I 17 7.5 19.3 6.5 24.9 IA 30.3 -5.0 27.8 -112 28.8 -17.2 

ll I ~ 100 • (!V1BS.B=I- DJAH) I(MBS. B=l) 

ll2 = 100 * (MBS.B=opt - DJAH) t(MBS. B=opt) 

i\ sharp distinction occurs between both MBS policies. Again this confirms that the 
proposition of Glassey (5.6] with regard to the near optima! performance of MBS with B= I is 
not contirmed by our experiments. The simulation results indicate that relative performance 
,1r DJ AH. in comparison with MBS with B= L impraves if machine numbers go up. lf 
performance of DJAH is compared with that of the best MBS policy, a quite different effect 
can be recognized. While at first relative performance of DJAH impraves if the number of 
machines goes up. for higher numbers of machines relative performance of DJAH gets worse. 
The latter effect is rather strong tor high traffic intensities. A likely explanation is that tor 
higher numbers of machines the influence of the stochastic character of the arrival pattem on 
system performance decreases, while machine availability becomes more important. As might 
be ö:pected. this effect, is stronger tor higher traftlc intensities. where the limitations on 
machint' capacity strengthen the effect As a consequence. less profit is to be gained by 
applying look-ahead strategies. which try to improve system performance mainly by their 
(limitedl knowledge of the arrival pattem Applying these strategies can even be 
counterproductive as is shown in Table 3 for a traffic intensity of 0.9 and a number of 
machines higher than 4. The good performance of the best MBS policy implies that in these 
cases it seems to be of more importance to balance machine use. This result suggests a limit 
for the use of look-ahead strategies. However. a few remarks are in order for a correct 
interpretation of this conclusion. In the first place. knowledge of the right minimum batch 
size is required. A wrong choice may result in a bad system performance (e.g. compare 
results for MBS with B=l and MBS with B=opt). Establishing these batch sizes might not 
always be a trivia! task, see Subsectîon 2.1. Secondly. as long as the number of machines is 
not too high. the effect is limited to high traffic intensities. 

3.5 Logistical Costs 

In addition 'to the costs of waiting. logistical costs for operaring batch processing systems 
uftcn include other types of eosts. like e.g. setup casts. DJAH allows for thc inclusion of 
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other types of costs, through the cost function <I> (see Subsection 2.2). Here, we take <I>=S, 
with S a fixed amount of setup costs. Simulation results for S=20 and S=l 00 are depicted in 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 indicates that the relative performance of DJAH is stronger tor lower setup costs. 
This is as expected, because for higher setup costs the batch size is becoming increasingly 
important. A good calibration of the minimum batch size tor MBS wil! theretore reduce 
performance differences between MBS and DJAH. 

In Figure 6. it is shown how both types of costs intlucnee the average cost price per 
product for S=60. Thc figurc shows that if traffic intensity goes up setup costs make up a 
smaller part of average cost price, while waiting costs tend to rise due to the limitations set by 
machine capacity. Note that evaluations ofthis kind are important for investment decisions. 

4 SUM:\IARY 

The results of this paper give an insight in the value of the look-ahead strategy DJAH. Some 
important conclusions are: 

- A higher workload reduces the profit to be gained by look-ahead strategies in comparison 
with MBS. 

- Für settings where compound arrivals take place, lower average waiting time is shown fór 
low traffic intensities than tbr settings where products arrive individually. On the other 
hand. tor moderate and high traffic intensities average waiting time is higher tor compound 
arri\ als. 

l. 

A higher numher of product types strongly worsens system pertormance. A rednetion of 
this number might therefore be very worthwhile in practical situations. 
Average waiting time is signiticantly reduced for a higher numher of machines with 
decreasing marginal reductions for higher machine numbers. 
The possibility of including other types of logistical cos1s makes DJAH to a t1cxible 
control strategy for operational decision making. Moreover. the information with regard to 
operaring costs also supplies valuable strategie information to support investment analysis. 
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